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VARIOUS EDITIONS OF CARAKA

The task of cousultiug all available editions and manuscripts

was an uphill one and it is a matter of great satisfaction to us
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aAMHiTA AND ITS COMMBNTARTHS
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PRESENTATION OF CARAKA SAMHITA

To

Dr RAJENDRAPRASAD
The First President of Independent Bharat

By

H. H. THE MAHARANI SHREE GULABKUNVERBA SAHE6A
The President of Shree Gulabkunverba Ayurvedic Society

on the 14th of May 1951 at Jamnagar

I rejoice that here before Dhanvantari

The blessed Lord of immortality

1 offer you, free Bharat’s chief and sage

This treasured lore from a most ancient age,

The lore of healing that makes happy and whole

Disease-infested body, mind and soul;

Thus do I pass the torch lit long ago

That you may spread its glow afar and throw

Its soothing light upon the anguished heart

Of man, This the mission and this the art.
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FOREWORD
-

These Hues by way of a foreword are penned iti no mere

conventional spirit. The translation and publication of so ancient a

work, when the world is busy progressing on to new enterprises and

untrodden paths of scientific achievement requires a word of explanation.

Despite the varying circumstances of social and person^ life,

deep down in man the impulses ot life remain the same now as thousands

of years back. His ailments, both somatic and psychic, still derive their

.source from the disturbances in his general make up Hence in spite

of the newer forms of life and expression, his dominant nature has to

be understood and evaluated in terms that hold good for all time It

Is here that the distinction between the old and the new vanishes and

the values of ancient wisdom become as valid today as when first it

wat propounded.

We are”today at a turning point in human history and every

step forward must be determined after a full appraisement of the

forces of the past as well as of the present. Neither force can be

-ignored if the future is to be free from mistakes and regrets as well

as from precipitate folly. The future must be a natural growth and

upsurge from the present, with its roots deep down in the past history of

mankind. Hence, all sudden depaitures are attended with heavy

penalties and dangers to orderly and safe progress Evolution and

not revolution is the law of life and this applies with greater force to

medicine than to any other field of human affairs.

It is with this ardent desire to help us at this critical moment

to advance and progress in the right direction and to obviate the risk of

cTror and trials that this light from the hoary past is unveiled. This
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knowledge has a living continuity of study aud practice for more than

a thousand years and amidst more than a fifth of the human race and

in a land which has always been the meeting place of all coun-

tries and cultures and which has acsimilated the best of wisdom from
all sources.

Mr. Winston Churchill’s aphoristic statement before the Royal

College of Physicians (March 1944) that ‘‘the longer you can look

back, the further you can look forward’’, embodies an eternal truth.

The past, at least in the realm of knowledge and medical knowledge

at that, IS not merely of antiquarian interest, but i(s repjete with

suggestions and possibilities for the future The Caraka Samhita with

its firm grasp of the very roots of life and of the working- of the
•w

human organism can serve as an eternal touch-stone for evaluation

of nev^^er^and yet newer findings in the field of health and thera-

peutics. There was a general desire to fully understand the origins

of medicine in India, and despite an earlier translation of the work,

the Caraka Samhita in a form intelligible to the scholar, practitioner

and layman alike remained a desideratum It is to fulfil this

general need that the present effort was undertaken

^ Besides, there are other and more vital circumstances that

have been responsible for bringing out and shaping the present ^work.

•Since a quarter of a century India has throbbed to the cadence of a

'new life, a new awakening and harmony, in which were blended the

echoes of her ancient voice with the notes struck on the strings of'

a

new Ij're. There has been a struggle aud a travail, for her fidelity to

.the eternal note m her culture has had to be reconciled to the love

of a quick pace in the pursuit of comfort, comradeship and material

grandeur. And in a large measure this harmony has been achieved

u' the realms of her polities, literature, art and social ‘dynamics.

This last, one, viz., the dynamics of social progress, Isa vast
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field comprising the ethical, economic, hygienic and sanitary well-being

of the nation. Leaving religion and economics apart, medicine is th'e"'

largest factor that ensures the proper safeguarding of social well-

being And a total bankruptcy in this regard in the age old tradition#

and history of a people, is bound to oast- a deep reflection on

their claim to civilization. But the fact that India has comfe-

dowu through the ages with her intellectual, spiritual and physical

health lu tact, is a positive proof calculated to dispel appreh,.

ensions of the kind, and on a closer scrutiny, the truth is seeUyto

lie all on the other side. Her racial and cultural integrity and sound-

ness are the finite; directly of her deep interest iu and cultivat’oa*

of the ccieuce and art of health and healing.

The new revival in her art and letters, and her aspiration^

for political independence, did naturally awaken her interest in the

pafe't of her medical history and achievement, and led to the joy of-

a glorious discovery. She is therefore proud of her achievement

and desires intensely to base her future endeavour and progress

that vital realm on those secure foundations This inevitably has

led to the medical revival with which we are familiar today.

i Some eight years back the Gulabkunverba Ayurvedic Society

of Jamnagar was formed with an anticipation of this eventuallt3>^

that was to come, and as a first but inevitable step in tbe fulfilment'

of fhat vision, the publication of the great classics of Indian medicine'

rendered into the foremost modern Indian languages and- iiito^

English, the international language of today, was undertaken Tbe fdU
gravity of the task was slowly realised onl}^ after entering upon
Nevertheless, the publication of the most significant of those ancient'

works, the Caraka Samhita, the present work, has given the needed'

experience and understanding of the nature and extent of the
work that is to be accomplished before the true spirit of the authpr
dawns on our minds.

I
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In this task we have kept an eye on the lessons that parallel

•Ituations to ours in the history of nations have to give us. Similar

Rpade work of translation and interpretation of Hippocrates and

•tber ancient Greek writers undeitaken by great scholar-pioneers of

the European lenaissance has been specially taken note of and ha8>

served as an incentive to our endeavours.

We may frankly admit that the element of sentiment has

not been altogether absent in the motivation of this undertaking.

For, before we conld actuall}^ delve deep into the classics that revealed

to us their unforeseen treasures, the incentive derived much of its

strength from fond sentiment and attachment to what was one’s

own. Nevertheless, it was* our sincere resolve never to allow our

sentiment to get the better of our reason, and the subsequent repay-

ment we have derived from these delvings into ancient lore, have

justified, our reliance on sentiment to even such an extent. We
find, as we shall be able to show in the course of this preface, that

the great masters that first propagated the medical science in Indian

always held reason above all else as guide to human action, and

revelation the only source into realms where reason holds no sway.

We did not start on this task with any ambition to achieve

unprecedented profundity or originality in the work. We were

content to have produced a readable and a reasonably correct translation

of the texts and not stand between the author and the reader in any

degree. If we have succeeded in that, we have cause to feel satis-

faction. But at no time have we lost sight of the fact that the ancient

texts have to be rendered intelligible to the readers placed in the-

context of modern life, language and patterns of scientific thought.

If onr achievement bears out this, its object will have been fulfilled'.

The Gnlabkunverba Ayurvedic Society owes its origin and

steady growth to the enterprise and idealism of Her Highness the
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Maharani Shri Gulabktinverba Saheba of Nawanagar, who is its

preaident and fwnder patron and the active support of His lighnesB

the Maharaja Jam Saheb Shri Digvfjaysinhj i Saheb Bahadur. Their

foresighted wisdom is behind the initiation oi the Ayurvedic institute,

museum, library and the Vidyalaya.

In the prosecution and fulfilment of our endeavours, we have

had to contend against manifold adverse factors. We acknowledge

with gratefulness, the ready and unstinted aid we have received

both in the shape of handsome donations as well as of advance sub-

scription to our publication fromthehandsof Her Highness' the Maharani

Shri Gulabkunverba Saheba, the great merchant princes of Ahmeda-

bad and Bombay and the enlightened public all over India. But

for their understanding, sympathy and- cooperation the completion

of the present work as well as of' the variouit other practlcalf^ under-

takings of the society would not have been possible We, along with

the general public that is interested in the advancement of the medical

science, are greatly indebted to them for their timely and un-

grudging patronage

Lastly, a word in praise of our subscribers. They have

shown admirable patience, having paid up in advance, part of the

book-price, in waiting for years to get thi'5 publication. Owing to

unforeseen factors during the war as well ss in the post-war cond-

itions, the publication has been delayed But now that it is in the

reader’s hands, we shall feel justified in the delay if it has enabled

the work as a whole to gain in its quality Four or five years of

devotion to a book that has come down through the ages in the
history of a people and which has lam almost forgotten and neglected
for centuries, is a pardonable lapse if at all, and quite a virtue if at

the end of it, the enlightened public is able to gain easy and pro-

fitable access to the wisdom sealed m the origjnal of the work.

No one can be more aware of the deficiencies in the translation
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than we are, but all the draw-bachs, by way oF both omission and

commission, in^the^trauslation of so great and ancient" a book, fade

away fromlView if the spirit of the v^ords has remained , untampered

with* and fmade"abandaatly’evident. It is the over-adherence to the letter

that killeth {and^not the over-emphasis of "^the? spirit,

- - We*are“fully-aware°of the many deficiencies* of the work

under rev’ew ’such as'^lapses of translation^ and ^mistakes of printing,

transliteration and the absence of elaborate,‘critical notes and comments.

But these we hope to eliminate in subsequent editions and

efforts and shall he contented for the present if the main object of this

eflTort is fulfilled viz, thatt'ihe generality of our readers are able to

obtain tbe'^ sense of the original passages without hindrance and

obscurity. Even as it is, this entei prise has cost ns 'Rs 400,000,

and in view of this our sincere desire to make no profit on it, our

price will we hope, be®regarded as. modest and the least possible

utider these circumstances.

- Nfw a ‘word Qore needs to be^said in view of the vital changes

of the cir irmstancea 0 onr iia'-ional life. We'^area free and independent

people and onr future iwogress in all branches of life and thought should

be based on and shou d derive its strength from the soil on which

we live' and thrive. Unrelated to our past,^ onr national life and thought

should proie iruitless Medicine the most vital among the branches

of -science, should not be completely unrelated to the past history and

habits of the race. Like food, medicine has its local as well as its

universal aspect. Ancient .works like the present one will help us to

realise the basic strength or weakness that lies behind our racial life

and, histoi y, and will play a great part in the shaping of the future

destinv of our scientific progress and fulfilment. Hence there is a

greater need than ever before for a thorough investigation into the

past of our medical history. Even from this point of view, tlie present

work must be a notable contribution.
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We acknowledge our thanks to His Highness The Maharaja

Jam-Saheb Shn DigvijaysinhjiSaheb and Her Hig'hness the Maharani

Shri Gtilabkunverba Saheba, who together by their constant interest

and personal supervision, have been a source of unfailing encourage-

ment and support to our efforts.

Our special thanks are due to Vaidya -Shri Jadavji Trikamji

Acharya (Ayurveda Martanda), and Sj^ ShastrijiTurgashanker Kevalram,

for they have helped us with tueir mvaluabh peisonal advice and

suggestions throughout the long period of the ptepara ion of this

work They have helped to revise aud correct ' he manusc ipts sitting

with the staff of our institute week by week

We acknowledge our mdebtedness to Shri Amulakh Ami*

chand of Bombay, and Sjt. Ishvarlal G Bhag it and S^t. Nandlal
I

'

Bodivala of Ahmedabad, for their generous cooperation in enlisting a

great number of subscribers.

We also thank (l) Sheth Chatrabhuj Gordhandas, (2) Sheth

Amritlal Oza, (3) Sheth Premchand Vrajpal Shah, (4) Sheth Mangaldas

H. Patel and (5) Sheth Jethalal Jhaverchand Patalia, for the donations

they have made to this publication.

To the libraries and institutes that have helped us with the manus-

cripts necessary m the fulfilment of our task for reference and consul-

tation, we acknowledge our sincere thanks for their very helpful attitude

and ready cooperation.

Moreover, we express our deep indebtedness to a great

number of our friends and well-wishers for their invaluable advice

and symathy in our efforts.

Lastly, we thank Sjt. Gunvantray Acharya, the Printer, Sjt,
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pher, for their co-operation in the preparation of these voluniei
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A -word more 'needs t<» -be added about the nature of the

contents of the six volumes which the present work comprises of.

The 'first volume contains the preface intended to acquaint the reader

with the various aspects of the work. The actual text itself, with its

word for word meaning in Hindi and Gujarati and verse by verse

translation in English and various readings in the foot-notes, runs

into the three succeeding volumes viz., 2nd, 3rd and 4th volumes.

The fifth is the running translation m each language and the

sixth volume contains the indices of subjects, such as diseases,

recipes,' drugs etc., and diagrams and pictures of the flora and

fauna related to the work. Thus these six volumes form the full set

of the Caraka Samhita, useful alike to the student, scholar and

general
,

practitioner.

We shall be deaply grateful to our readers for any sugges-

tions towards remedying the deficiencies or likely errors in the

present work.
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CHAPTE^R I

THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE IN INDIA

The History of Medicine is both history and medicine as

expressed significantly by Dr. lienry Sigerist. As history, it must
show a chronological order and the dptes and definite

periods of the giaat leideis and teachers of medical
thought and piactice. As medicine, it must represent the gradual
unfoldment of ideas from the most piimeval beliefs and fancies.

It must be a gradual or a radical transition fiom stage to stage

of medical concepts, of the discovery and utilization of the treasures

of plant, mineral and animal pioducts, and the S3^ctemafic and ever-

widening study and observation of the piocesses in the human
organism m health and disease. Are we in a jiositiou to compile and

present to the world such a regular and coinpieheusive picture of

the hjstory of medicine in India?

The answer, to our gieat rcgiet, is in the uef^atire The
causes for such a condiLiou are many and varied. Tne foremost of

them is that medicil history is a pait and parcel of national and

regional history Thus unless the facts of chronology and of the

political and cultural history of India are fully established, it

would not be feasible to attempt similar portra^ml of the medical part

of Indian history. Hor^cver important mediCine, scieace and philoso-

phy may be, each one of them is but an aspoct of the total life of

a people and is the off-shoot and a liibutaiy of the v.hole national

or raciil life.

The diiTiculticc met wi-h hi an^ atk'mnt at venting a regular

histor}’ of the evolution of mec icine lu luJla Ii''v-'' l.’.,c.u iulii consiucred b\'

Castiglioui m Ins great %roltime of IT stoi}’^ of .vie icmc, luthe chrp’er

dealing with Persian and Inliau mediciue. To au nontati\e iT'-

toriaus of India, nothing is certain befo’e o26 B C ,
t’ e nvr-ion of

Alexander, or at aU}* rate before the se^'^tdth ceiuurj B, C i c. the
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time of the Buddha. It is admitted by historians that much of the

material such as inscriptions, stone-^tablets and the relics in excava-

tions still await unravelling by expert investigators, while the sole

source left to them at present is the evidence of literary and religious

texts of the Vedas, the Brahmanas, the Puranas and of lay literature.

There are peculiar obstacles in the way of ascertaining the

chronology, names and biogiaphical details of persons that have

played important roles in the evolution of the history of India in

general and of her medicine in particular. Max Muller writes with

reference to History of philosophy in India thus and this applies to

the history of medicine with equal force.

“From the actual works themselves written by the poets,

philosophers and scientists of India, very little material is to be had

pertaining to the life and woik of the author. Most often even the

name has to be learnt from the colophons or such other appendages

to the original, contributed b}' the editors, commentators and such

othei". The difficulties m computing the dates are augmented by the

prevalence of diffrent eras in vogue m the various parts of India”.

Again the country has been subjected to waves of foreign

invasions and depredations from tune to ti ne and much valuahe

material in the form of literature edicts^ inscriptions,, paintings and

Other ait'foims have bceu io':! or destroyed. This s^-ate of affairs is

evf r jJioie accc-itualed v;-ieie AjUive a is concerned Much of the old

liteiature or the various branches of medicine has been lost, and

succepsir'e waves of invasion and foreign domination of India have cast

the achievements of her medicine into the limbo of oblivion Thus for over

fifteer hundred years now, Ind^’an medicine has suffered stagnation

and decay. Ver'^ few, if any, efforts have been made by either Indian

or foreign scholars to connect the loose ends of medical history and

progress and evolve a continuous record of the evolution of Indian

rnedioal though-" and practice. While on the other hand, a blind senti-

ments i exaltatn'U of the p "-t led to an nuguesLioned acceptance and

adon.ion of whatever was callec ancle it medicine and prevented a tha

rough dud enlightened inquiry and scieutific scrutiny into its for
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acceptance. Some others, taking a wholly supeificial view and being
repelled by its seemingly queer methods and concepts, rejected it as

holding no validity for modern times.

We shall have to steer clear of all these prejudices and predil^-"

tjqns and attempt to construct a faithful history of its evolution first

and then launch upon an inquiry into its validity for then, for now or

for ever

What are then the sources that are helpful to such an end ?

Apart from the conventional list of the sources of history we have

today in India a vast field opened up by the excavations of Mohen-

jo daro and Harappa and our vision is carried back to thousands of

years before the period from which v/e formerly hoped to begin our

history.

This may not be Vedic or Aryan in its nature, but what is

that to us who are concerned with history and history of medicine

as such, in its wide all-embracing human aspect. Whether Dravidian

or Aryan or whatever else, the large roads, aqueducts, drams, baths

and other sanitary features of the civic and domestic life

revealed in these excavations xaresuppose a highly developed sense

of health and sanitation. It is but natural to suppose that such a

civic and domestic sanitary sense must be based on and supported

by a knowledge of disease and medicine of no mean order The innume-

rable inscriptions, tablets and material waiting study and deciphering will

surely yield rlc^ results pertaining to the medical wisdom attained by

that civilization. Mineral pitch and other drugs and chemicals thatvcre

in use in those da3^s reveal a high degree of medical knowledge Next

the study of the Vedas, the oldest record of Aiyan wisdom and per-

haps of human wisdom itself, is still a fertile source and if studied

minutely from the medical resencher’s point of view, much material

of an unprecedented kind is bound to come to light. The Atharva

Veda is of special significance in this context,

1. In India, there are living traditions of practical therapeutics

handed down from teacher to disciple obtaining in various obscure

parts, which tradition and lore are not embodied in any written
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record of medicinei These have to be tracked down and investigated.

There is a vai legated field of priestly, magicil and empirical medicine
and special ophthalmic, surgical and medical manipulations that are

quaint but often effective and they must be properly studied and

understood and embodied in the record of medical history. The lite-

rature of the post-Vedic period, the Brahmanag, the Tantias, the Rama
yana, the Mahabh?rata and the Pnianas as well as the literature of

the classical times contain innumerable lefereuces to medical topics

and are 37et to be thoioughly ransacked and codified. The literatures

of Buddhi«m and Jainism aie a fertile source of information for the

history of medicine.

2 Ancient monuments in the foim of inscilptions on mono-

liths, stone-tablets and metal plates aie a fiuitful source. The

edicts of Asoka resembling as they do the edicts of Daiiusthe great,

on the rock of Beliistuii in Peisia contain references to Ills medical

benevolence and inj unctions to his subjects in the observances of

sanitary regulations and attention to men and animals in disease and

distress and to tbe uBefuluess of hospitals Much valuable material

may 3 et be gathered from these and such other sources.

3. Paintings and other art-foims such as icons friezes and

frescos, such as are still preserved in caves and temples like Ajanta,

Kllora and the Buddhist Stupas of Amaravatl and Nagarjuna Konda

contain much material for the keen eye of medical research

4. Instiumeuts and appliances pievalent in various parts

and preserved in vaiious museums.

5. Medical literaure both in SinskriL and in the vernaculars,

and oral as well as written tiaditions of folk-lore, pioverbs etc,

6. Tbe medical literature of neighbouring countries and

the general literature such as travellers’ memoirs ‘and pilgrims’

travels of the surrounding countries with whom India has had contact

BincG tliG dost sLCiont timcSt

7. As an example of how ancient works of art reveal, to

the searching eye of the medical investigator, features of value to the
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medical historian, the following lines from '^The Surgical Instruments

of the Hindus by Girindranath Muh:hopadhya3'a are valuable.

“ Personages and scenes in connection with medical practice,

and pictures of herbs may have been represented in works of art

which must be thoroughly examined. But unfortunatelj?’ we do not

possess any such work of art and so we can learn nothing to our

purpose from this source. ” In the interpretation of the subject of the

friezes of the Rani Naur and Ganesa s cave, Dr, R. L. Mitra 8a5's,

“ The shampooing in the Ganesa cave may be for a parent, but the

close seat with the right hand round the neck of the male personage

in the other, would be highly unbecoming in an unmarried female.

But if the stooping figure be taken to be that of a wounded man,

a wounded priest for instance, the lady may be a maiden nursing him

without any offence to propriety. It is true that the appearance of

the figure on the mattress does not indicate suffering from a wound,

but in the Ram Naur Frieze, the stooping head affords some

indication of it.
”

8. The pictures, descriptions, sculptures, temples and shrines

wherein the god or gods and goddesses pertaining to

medicine or those impersonating diseases are found, form fruitful

subjects of research. We have thus the various lepresentatious of

Dhanvantari, various manifestations of the godd^^ss of small jiox etc.,

Putana and other evil spirits that afflict children and HaritT, (€l(i^)a

goddess or protecting angel of childnen. A statue of this goddess is

excavated from Sahri Bahlol and is kept in Peshav'ar museum (No.

241). HaritI is reputed to be the consort of Kubera, the god of v.ealth

and was at one time worshipped for the protection of children.

Dr. Reddy of Madras cites a scene in Amar?ivatl sculpture

showing a surgeon in action cutting the flesh from king f^ibi and

filling the scales of the balance^ and also a scene in NagSrjuna Koada

sculpture showing an illustration of fainting and collapse.

Besides these, a keen study of the works on other nc’euces such

as astronomy’’, political science, metallurgy, botany, and study of precious

stones, thiow rich light on allied aspects of medicine. IVorks like
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Brliatjataks, Kautilya, Rasiasastia or alchemy are still available

aud contain medical references whose full significance still awaits

investigation.

/- It is not, h'’>wever, our paipoee to overburden these pages

with a recdal of f^he many sources rrom wliicli; material for a history

of medici i>' i i India conkl be gathered; ucr 6o we suggest that so

far Echolai'i nave uct 5 ttein|.ied snch a task in some measure or

other. Wc feel that 'f tl ese sources are more fully explored with an

^ye to findin;; m(?terial or medical history, they will yield adequate

enlightenman'" on the stace aud evolution of medicine in India from

the earliest times, going back to pie-Aiyan civiliaation of the Indus

valley and afford opportunity for joining scattered data into a

whole.

We hope thus to reclaim much t^ritory for history which

is now covered by tie mists of picturesque legend and myth. It is

interesting to note that Castiglionj in his volume of History of

Medicine remarks that ‘ India offers all the attraction of a large and

marvellous museum in medicine as in other fields, the magic prac-

tices of the primiiive people, the cult of stones ard trees, the belief

in amutters and charms, the periodeuteis or travelling physicians and

ambulam doctors of Greekdescription, the scholastic, pedantic, dogmatic

and the most modern type of specialists are found in actual active

practice shoulder :o shoulder. All the stages of evo ution of the science

of medicine from instinctive, empirical, magical, priestly, religious,

metaphysical and scicntitic practice, thus all the stages of evolution

of medicine are repre-sented in this country”. This will give an

important link to cornect the list of medicine of the whole world.

The question of Chronoiofy

Despite all that we have said and hoped for the purpose of

chronology, we have no landmarks to guide us in our sallies into

ancient history of medicine m India, beyond the invasion of

Alexander and the time of the Buddha calculated from the former

date. As we shall see later in the course of the^e pages, the great

medical teachers Bhr.radwaja Atreya(3J15j^h Divodasa {f^B]^f9)and
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Susruta(i^g) are mucli anterior to the Buddha and even the tirne of

the Mahabharata. Though we may not assign exact dates to t,hese

teachers and their times, we shall yet indicate the successive order

of the periods they occupied, in the light of the racial and traditional

history of the Indian people.

The excavations of the Indus valley rovea.! the possibility

of a long and rich period of civilization before the entry of the

Vedic Aryans into India. Thus there is a pre-Vedjc period of Indian

civilization and consequently of Indian medicine which must have

inevitably resulted from and enriched that civilizat'on.

From the actual record of medical wisdom in the Vedas, though

in its most rudimentary forms, we have a Vedic period of medicitie.

Next as the consequence of the elaborate ritual of the

sacrifice and the discussions, assemblies and dircourses associated

with it during its long performance, there emerged a systemaric

and rational method of exposition of philosophy and of mediclue.

This is the great Brahmana period of philosophy and also the Samhitn

period or the period of systematic codification cf medicine. This may

]ustly be called the scientific era of medicine in India. Ayurveda

then attained its age of maturity emeigiug from its nonage of Vedic

medley of chaims and simple drugs, of incantation and magic-ritual,

into the maturity of a rationally expounded science of health and

disease and a systfmatic practice of remedies, relsled ti dose, time

and constitution. This bsted from the time ol -Itreya ipto the end

of the seventh century after Christ i. e almos' till the bc'^inuing of

the hlohammedau invasion of India. Tais rn’IIcniuni was the heyday

of Ayurveda, the golden era In the medical hi'i-or} of India, compa-

rable to that of Hippocrates and Galen in tae Weit. This vas follo-

wed suddenly by dark centuries of staguafior, n< glec^ ? .d decay,

when the original texts fell into disuse and tbj ncble ,>r< ssiono of

the surgeon and the j’hyslciau fell into even disrepute It was a

mode of seeking a meau livelihood anci the pra- tise s of ui generated

into pretentious charlatans, ignorant and wily, a anc ous and mean. The

Smitis and the codes of social observances stigmatized these profession^

bV making their members unworthy of attendance *at cercmdni?!
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dinners. They were to be unworthy of silting in a line with one
'at meals. The later editors and commentators like Madhava, CakrapanI,
Barngadhara, Bhavamisra and others helped merely to keepalive the
ancient works and their lore from being totally lost. They weie
evidently aware of the decadent condition of the science and under
the circumstances of social life and political upheavals in their days,

^they could not have done better.

It is necessary to remember that at the time of Madhava,

the great Vijayanagar-empire of the south was the bulwiark of Sanskrit

culture and sciences The great Vedic commentary of Ssyana and the

Nidana of Madhava point to a revival of Vedic traditions in philosophy,

science and art. The Siddha and other traditions of the south received

a fillip from the rulers of the empire and the remnants of ancient

medical practices and methods alongside the local traditions of Agastya,

Siddha and other systems that subsist even today m the south

owe their survival not a little to the spiiit or renaissance born and

.maintained in the days of the Vijayanagar empire. But that renaissance

was shjort-lived and was enveloped by tbe spreading darkness of

political instability in India during the Mohammedan period and the

-later vissicitudes of Moghul, Maratha and East India Company s

fortunes. With the establishment of the British rule, the flood of

Western culture, science and medicine, upheld and patronised by the

-state, put off all chances of recover3^ for the Indian system of medicine.

It is^ only in the latter days of British rule, that Ayurveda attracted

the notice of the enlightened among the rulers as well as the ruled,

partly as a result of the scholarly interest of orientalists of the west

and partly of the growing claims of the nationalist spirit of cultuial

renaissance in India,

With the attainment of full independence, India finds herself

at the cross-roads and has to make her choice now There is the

imperious caU of the spirit of science in every heart desiring advance-

meut and equality with other nations of the woild and there is also

the fond attachment to a hoary past, glorious but appareutl} not in

accordance with what is now regarded as valid and reasonable. Not that

\t
^

is
'
irratloi^al, but ' it derives Its strength and support from

'futtlfacn elaborated by a system of speculative aud highly imaginative
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reason. We are today iacmg n rvorld steeped in. the spirit cf expen •

mental science, analytical nu meiliod and V^r^5able b}’ Hboiatory

rnetboda. alone and Mbicb cannot brook abstractions tbit cannot be

put into the test tube and shaken, bo\\ever val d they may sound in

themselves. But the difficult}' of the task is minimised when we
retnember that between uaw -and the Vedic age, there was a period

ctf- alien anil .reseanch in.tKc realm of-m.ediciiie second to none

in. :the -history of ^orld-mcdiciue. -This was the.-sc entifi: period of

medicine in India. ....

The Vedic Period of Ayurveda - •

Instinct is the innei compulsion that the animal orgauitui

feels m the choice of what iS good and beneficial fer its survival

'and protection lu the early man, this grew iuto the h,gher faculty

of the mind called intuition. The propounders of A 3 urvcda thus

knew that the protective povier and dev ce was lugiamed m li‘'c

Itself and acquired varied expression in the plant, animal and man

according to the exigencies that each of- these stages- of animation

gave rise to The plant developel its thorns and a ih ck coat of baik

to prevent its easy vulnerability. Animals and birds knew by instinct

what^ particular action or thing helped, to get over an aftiiction And
equally '^aturally^ did -the early /man sec with his mental

e^e the uieasuieV and things that relieved him i^f. ailments-- lo

Caraka, we find it expounded that there never" -was a tune when

Ayurveda did not exist, even as it w'as the case * with life. The life-

stream carried m its current its own supporting and protecting

v.psdom that became manifest at the beginning of each cycle

of time to the seers. It is only in that sense that Ayurveda can be

said to have a beginning. Olberwise it ,s as begmuingless as life itself

and rifUS parallel. to it through all nme (Caraka, .Sutra. 30,27}. The
Veda thus natmally contains reference to such instinctive and mhi-

itive origins of mediciuc.

Osier, the great v liter on modern medicine referr to (i)

natural phlebotoni3' wlrch the hippopotam.is hrcvs it lhra*'c

itsolfr agaiiist.a.'^h'arp poinlcJ .reed in the river bank >\hen .1 fed

it needs phlebotomy, (2) the use of emetics' •by the ddg, '3;* the'tse
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of eneiuata by the ibis. Berdoe refers to the use of valerian by cats,

autidotal berbs for snake-poisou by the mongoose, of plantago major

by tbe toad, of salt by the cow, buffalo, horse and camel. Similarly

licking of the wounds by the animals, slopping the bleeding by

monkeys and other instinctive performances of remedial gestures and

applications by animals and birds have been noticed and described

by w'riters on the histpry of medicine. The Atharva Veda mcotjous

the animals and birds from whom the use of healing herbs aud

dings could be learnt.
/

.
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“ The boar knows the plant; the mongoose knows the

remedial (herb), what ones the serpents, the Gaudlfafvas ktfow, those

I call fo aid for him'. 23

. What (herbs) of the AAgirases the eagles know, what

heavenly ones the Raghatas know, what ones the birds, the swans

know, and what all the winged ones, what herbs the wild beasts

know—those I call to aid for him. 24

Of how many herbs the inviolable kine partake, of how

many the goats and sheep, let so many herbs, being brought, extend

protection to thee. 25
”

The natural desiajs and inclinations of the tiling

man are even now indications of hjs needs not to he disre^a^rded by

the attending physician. Su^rnfa is emphaT:ic on the value of such fn'clh

jiatloU knbVn as ‘ Ffakank§a ’ ( il?!{3rt).
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Vedic medicine and post-Vedic medicine too have been

guided in a great measure by what is known now as

the doctrine of signature. The color, texture or shapes of things that

were similar to the affected parts or elements of the body were

indications to them of their u^^efulness as remedies and as replenishing

agents. Thus substances that could tinge the fluids bright red were

helpful in promoting the blood or in checking hemorrhages M'lk and

other substances of its color and consistency were regarded promo-

tive of the body-elements of similar texture and color like semen,

and ojas or the protoplasmic cell-fluid. Osier mentions the use of plant

eye-bright for centuries in diseases of the eye because tlie black speck

in the flower suggested the pupil of the eye Caraka mentions lac

as beneficial in hemoptysis. The Atharva-veda mentions turmeric and

yellow birds into which jaundice is charmed to enter, leaving the

human patient.

gg qJigisgTct n u % (^.

It is from such beginnings, that man guided by the instin-

cts of the lower animals and the intuition of the best among his

own species, has evolved the present complex system of the healing

•cience, harnessing fancy, imagination and reason in the service of

health and life.

With the awakening of his mind to the super-sensual reality

behind life, he felt the need to propitiate by conduct and ceremony,

the mysterious powers behind life in the form of gods, spirit aud

angels. Thus the Atharva-veda is a re«ord of psycho-somatic technique

of healing by a combined procedure of charms, prayers, mcantaiions

amulets aud drugs. The Atharva-veda is a compendium of medicine in

its various stages of evolution and contains the inoBt primitive as

well as highly advanced stages of therapy. A hymn recounts the four

kinds of remedies or therapies that protect life. The therapies of hoi}'

chants, of the juices of plant and animal parts, of devotion to gods or

naturo-therapy and of human contrivance by means of drugs—they

are the therapies that protect life.
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“ 0, life 1 when 3 on are 'propitious, the drugs of the J^tharvans

(charms), the drugs of ihe Augiras:is (jiilc.es of plant and animal pafts),-

the divine drugs (prayers to fun, water ahd other natural elements)/

anil the drugs of humau artifice all bear fruition.
’’

«/ '-

•t

Thus even so long back as the Vedlc time-?, they kne.w

medicine in its various aspects of psycho-therapy, orgaaqtherapi}v

ijatufo-therapy and dtug therap3^

* i

Snake-poison and other kinds of poisonous bites by the fangs

of cruel animals w’ere common in those times as the charms and

drugs against their conditions are most common in the Atharva Veda,

Toxicology as a special branch had already come into being with the

Atharvans as a class of persons learned in charms and incantations

against poison, sorcery and toxic conditions.
^

\

The combined therapy of drug and incantation was applied

to somatic ailments as well, the fever, the king of them all, was known

as Takiuan which yielded to both drug and charm each singly or

both combined.

As regards the surgical and therapeutic skill, the ph3?sicians

of the gods, the Aswiu twins, were wonder workers They could replace

the head of a man with that of a horse They healed the -withered

band of Indra after he w^ielded thunder against his foes.

ufiircug I'^'i II

’

11 11

=g. 1%. V V.
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‘^The Aswins who aie the phj-siciang of the gods are celebrated

as the re suscitators of saciifice, for it is they that reunited the

severed head of sacrifice It is these two, again, that successfully

treated Pusan when his teeth had become loosened, Bhaga when he

had lost his eye-slght and India when his aim had become stiffened

These two, moreover, cured Soma, the moon-god, of consumption and

restored him to his happiness when he had failen from his state of

good health When Cyavana, the sou of Bhigu, had become decrepit

with loss of voice and body-lustre, as the result of old age, but

hankered still for sense-pleasures? it is the Abwin pair that made
h<m young once again On account of these and many other miracles

of healing, these two, the gieatestof physicians, came to be regarded

with honor by such great personages as Indra and others’'.

With adherence to the mode of sacrificial worship, the anatomy

of the higher animals like the cow, sheep and horse were well known
to the ancient Aryans Though not often, even human sacrifice was

practised which m'ust have yielded a reasonably vivid picture of

human anatomy W^irs with the rival tribes and clauEmen ou the

nortb-west of India and with the dark chieftains of the natives

" Dasyus ’’ must have necessitated to the acquisition of a degree

of surgical skill.

A thoiough investigation of the material in the Atharva-veda

from the medical historian’s point of view remains yet to be

accomplished. There are 114 hymns in it devoted to medical

topics. Fever, consumption, various wounds such as Apach Vidradhi,

etc., lepiosy, dropsy, heart-disease, headache, worms, eye and ear diseases,

poison, rheumatism, madness and epilepsy are some of the outstanding

subjects mentioned in tbe Albarvaveda.

Bven a cursor}' perusal of it is euougb to conclude that a

considerable knowledge of psychosomatic medicine and a prae'tical

knQwledgc_of human anatomy and surgical slnll, oblamed already

among the Vcdic - Aryans. It is from such brgmnings and on such

foundations that the later sages, researchers in the vitcl sc cnce of

Ajurveda, eight branched and thiee propped, evoivtcl a medical g3'=tem

complete. With its framework of general principles of the sc eaoc of the
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liQman crgaElsm and of tlie five*elemental composition of drag and
the^human ceU controlled by the triad of forces called ^'Tridhatu

Of this we shall have to speak later in this .volume.

Suffice it to know now that from this period of Vedic medicine, we
enter upon the variegated scene of the Sarahita period or the period

of syeleniatic and scientific compilation. The story of Ayurveda as

scientific medicine begins after this quaint age of the Vedas, when
the mortals and the immortals mingled and interchanged their gifts,

when gods, spirits and demons were everyda})- realities and when the

Yakaas dwelt in running brooks and waving tree-tops and the

Gandharvas (jitif) haunted the valle3^3 and dells of the mountains In such

circumitances of living, naturally enough, the priest and physician were

one, and religion and sacred ritual were not far distinguishable

from the healing art. At the end of this Vedic age must we place the

great congress of sages described in the opening lines of the Caraka

Samhita, who gathered together to discover the way of healing and

long life, faced with the undeniable reality of deadly disease and

pestilence that snatched away the flower of humanity and made

impossible the higher progress and evolution of life through meditation

and thought. With that conference in the northern Himalayas, dawns the

age of scientific medicine in India. The history of that medicine, the

story of its beginning and unfoldment, we shall trace iu broad out-

line in the following pages, with the limited resources at our disposal.

CHAPTER II

THE STORY OF AYURVEDA

The mists of time have rolled over the beginnings of most

of the e^brts of Man in the realms of thought and of humanistic arts

and sciences. Medicine, the most vital aspect of life with its immense

value for happiiisss and survival, is inevitably shrouded in mj^^atery

as to its beginnings, as much as life itself. The great pioneers of

thought and practical iavestigations remain unknown to us and only

their heirs and successors are remembered by us as the authors of

this beneficient wisdom. As Thomas Browne has queried, '-'who knows
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wlietlier tlie best of meu be knowu or whether there be i ot more

remarkable persons forgot than any that stancs remembered in the

known account of tlme'^’* George EHot’s words add support to this

feeling that the gieatest benefactors of the world are hidden from

the keii of history. For the growing good of the woild s parti
j*

dependent on unhistoric actf and that things are not so ill with you

and me as might have been, is half owing to the number "rho lived

faithfully a hidden life and rest in unvis'ted tombs The greatest of

OUT inventors and discoverers remain unsung and uunamed.

For who kuows the first maker of 'the wheel’ Or as Cardinal

Newman askSi Who was the first cultivator of the corn? Who
^rst tamed and domesticated the animals whose strength we use

and whom we make our food’ or who first discovered the medicinal

herb which from the earliest times have been our resource against

diseases’ If it was moital man who thus looked through the vegeta-

ble and animal worlds, and discriminated between tbe useful and tbc

worthless, his name is uukuowu to the millions whom he has thus

benefited

Citing the above posers, Edward Berdoe in his ' Popular

Hisloi3 of Medicine ' observes, ^'Cardinal Newman has framed his ques-

tion 80 far as the healing art is concerned, in a manner to which

it is impossible to make a satisfactory answer. No one man first dis*

covered the medicinal herbs. Probably the discovery of all the virtues of

a single one of them was not the work of auy individual. No cue man
looked through the vegetable and animal worlds aud discriminated

between the useful and the worthless All this has been the work

of ages and i« the outcome of the experience of thoiisauds of investi-

gator*. The medical arts Jiave played so important a part m the develop-

ment of out civllizatiou that they constitute a branch of study second

to none iu utility’- and interest to those who would know some-

thing of the work of the world’s benefactors”.

The foregoing lines are enough to show that mcdi:’ne cm
never be traced to definite human origins This, perhaps, hts led the

great comjpilcrB of the medical tradition iu India, r^htly to psiign

©edlcine to divine origin, Heyond a dertafn degree oF brbgfcfs aqd
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evolfttJon, all thoiiglit {q essentially revealed, for .it emerges from

the domain of the sub-coascious ai super, conscious. Heaae all

knowledge is either iuheieut lu and coeval with life or must.- .he

ascribed to super-human benefaction. The compilers of AuUvecLa

have therefore rightly held tha*^ the healing science is vithon^

beginning and the hist promnlgetioa of the science was by'tb^ goi^s

and the best among mortals .besought .the .gods .and ohtamcil. .and

treasured the beneficial lore. * t,,.

Thus with the history of medicine being a terra incognita

to the' general public and all but the uutiavelled region to the

majority of even medical meu, a compreheusive view of the evoTutioii

of medicine has yet to be written Foi the historians of mediciiie
•« • j

in the west have not recognized fully the part played *by India luThe

evolution of the medical science We hope, with the full nufpldment

of.the history of Indian medicine, its due place m the world’s hnnory

^of medicine will be recognized. It is, therefore, our desire to attempt

as far as possible to make a comprehensive survey of the develop

ment of Ayurveda from its prehistoric beginnings It would theieforc

-be of "interest
^
and advantage to trace the "origin of medicine m

general and of its origin in India in ‘particular
^

Medicine is ar old as the iuslinclive avoidance of pain and

since this repugnance to pain "is an innate characteristic of life, it

may be said that medicine is co-eval with life itself ‘the medi-

cal historian, if he is to begin from the begiiiniag, must needs -go

back to the very origins of life. But, obviously, so vast a themC is

beyond the scope of the written word and mdeecl of the human intel-

lect; and we can only exclaim with the B-ii Diigliatamas

~ of the IRg-veda

# 5riwf==f-

^ 11 r v. i. 16^1, -14

315:T ^ it 3-TmraT I
-

3T^l%r 8T5!T
’ * *

R.'v. x,:ir, 129-/6-'
'
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‘.‘Who beheld life, when it first arose ^—life, that formlesf

m. itself, fills, all. forms. _ . , ,

From earth are fashioned blood aad breath bat whence the

spirit that informs these ^

Who has gone to the ultimate Knower of all things to put

the question?

- -Who verily knows and who can here declare it, whence it

was 'born and whence comes this creation? The Gods are later than

this world's production. Who knows then whence it first came into

being
t ^

Modern science which has sifted the atom in the universe and

drawn its dragnet through immensities of sidenal space is no wiser when it

comes to the primal birth^mystery of life. The only difference—and it is a

vital difference—is that, where the ancient seer saw in the emergence

of life the fulfilment of a divine plan, the man of science is aware

of an* accident ’merely—an accident so irrelevant m the cosmic context

of its occuirence, that it can have no bearing on the scheme of things.

To the modern sclenlisU tjhen, no less than to Ihe Vedic seer the

first^appearance of life and iiitelHgeiice upon this planet remain the

twin" mysteries' of creation.

- - - - Ayurveda -which is concerned with both these m\ steries is

inclined to view* them as having had no beginning in time and thus

the question of when and how life and intelligence came mto being,

is discountenanced Says Atre3fa,

"There was no time when either the stream of life or the

stream of intelligence did not flow.”

> He then goes on to argue that as life has thus existed

throughout all time and has alwajs been aware of itself, it follows

that Ayo.r\’eda which 'is but the tradition embodying this knov, ledge,

has enjoyefi an Antiquity as immense as life itself.
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The kuo'i\ ledge of healing therefore, has come down as an eternal

tradition but an eternal tradition does not mean an immutohle tradi-

tion. To Atieja who takes the dynamic view of reality, the whole

w'orld is being reconstituted every moment. Knowledge is no excep*

tiOn and we have already noticed he refers to it as a ‘'Stream''

Thus, the coutmuity of tradition which A3mrveda has enjojjed

is the coutinuit}^ of growth not of mere survival, Theie is nothing

in it of the “closed dogma revealed once for all to the saints” and

admitting of no further modification. On the contrary Atreya

explicitly declares that Ayurveda has no limits (sT'in:) and that it is

capable of indefinite expansion.
k

(I) ^

(II) ^ gr% .s, iv

He exhorts the student to be diligent iu the acquisition of

knowledge from whatever source available, since to the intellfgent

man the whole world is his teacher

It is impossible as already mentioned t’o trace this continuity

of medical trad.tion to its souice. Reason and revelation no less than

sorcery and superstition have contributed to its flow, which taking

Its rise from what mysterious well-springs we know not, has run

parallel to the very stream of life. If it carried the silt of age-old

ciiperstitious, is it not also luminous with the light of the spirit ?

Whether we believe with the ancients that medicine hai

descended from heaven, being a gift of the gods, or with the moderns

th^t it has slithered up its way fiom the abysmal ooze of superstition

and only now stands blinking in the sun, depends on our view of

the origin and destiny of human life Certain it is that it has shared

the same ciadle as life and is destined to the same immortal end. The

Caraka vSainhitcl in common with the other ancient works recalls the

tradition cf the heavenly descent of medicine. Since it mamlams^jhat

the science of life has coexisted with life this can only mean tTfat ifl his

pursuit of hedjng, mau Has' received heavenly guidauce from
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to time. One sucb occasion was the bestowal of Ayurveda by Indra,

the chief of the gods, on Bharadwaja who had been deputed to

bring it down to earth by the assembly of sages who met on the

auspicious slopes of the Himalayas. This constitutes the beginning

of the historical era of medicine The circumstances attending this

hringiug down of the Ayurveda to earth by Bharadwaja ns VeHtSd

in the introductory part of the Caraka Sarahltl aie worth recalling. It

is said that when diseases first seriously assailed the lives of righteous

people, the merciful sages taking pity on them met together on the

auspicious slopes of the Himalayas to find out a way to overcome

these impediments in their pursuit of the good life The book men-

tions several of these sages by name and it would seem that this

first historic assembly was representative of the wise men not ouly of

India but of the greater India of that day and of the neighbouring

countries. The assembled sages after much deliberation decided that

help could come only from Indra, the king of the immortals, who
had received the science of life from the divine As wins But who

was there so enterprising, determined and ready enough to geek out

the king of the immortals in his celestial court and obtain from him

the science of life ^ There was an uneasy silence when this challenge

went round and it was sage Bhaiadwaja known for his mighty austeri-

ties, that at last, breaking the spell, offered to go on the great

quest.

How he meets the king of the celestials in his blazing

court and having received from him the coveted lore of

life, returns to the -aaitlng sages, makes picturesque reading in

the Caraka Samhita The science of life or xAyurveda thus enters on

its earthly career and to sage Bbaradw53a goes the credit of first

promulgaling it on earth. But 'first’ here means as already pointed

out, first in that age or epoch, for Caraka is emphatic on the point

that the science of life is beginningless and has existed for all time

When we read the full story of this descent of Ayurveda to the

earth as described in Caraka, the following facts are easily seen to

characterise the historical truth legardiug the sjstematic emergence

of the medical science even in that far off day of autiqu’ty In our his-

tory And one is not surprised ver3' much, wheii one remembers
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that the spirit of that age wag one of dedication to logic, the ,very

foundation of science.

I. In that age, there took place a great conference of lear-

ned sages of India and of the neighbouring lands in order to find out

a solution for the serious problem of disease which had assailed hum-

anity then.

2 On finding that the necessary knowledge for combating

the situation could be had from a far away land, they planned to

depute a worthy member to acquire the much-needed wisdom.

3. Bharadwaja who stood up offering to undergo the tribulation of

travelling far and acquiring the science was chosen He returned and descri

bed it before the selected gathering of the sages. Though they were

satisfied with the great message of hope and relief, being practical

men, they first put it to the test by actual experimentation on them-

selves >as well as on others When they were assured of the practical

efficacy of the science they accepted it as a system.

4 Then, they invited six outstanding scholais to classify and

compileall the data pertaining to drugs and disease collected in various

parts of the countr 3
' and to embody them methodically and systemati-

cally in one complete treatise When these six compilations were ready

they were placed before a committee of select judges.- They

decided that Agnivesas compilation was the best of them. They dec-

lared it before the world as the authoritative text of the medical

science.

5. This is the first historical record, perhaps in the whole

world, of s3^stematlsing the medical knowledge—knowledge that had

come down, till then, as a living tradition traced either from a

divine^ origin or from the findings of the deep thought and meditation

of sages or from the instinct, experiment and experience of genera-

tions of humanity.

' This in brief is the story of Ayurveda in its transition

from its legendary to its historical epoch and we shall content

ourselves now in facing its mundane history as it passed from master

' to pupil and from the learned men of each age to their successors.
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History allows of being evolved ei'-ber on cbronologlcal

•of ideological or biographical lineo. As for chronology, ancient Indian

history pf which Ayurveda is a part, does not afford much scope.

But ideologically Ayurveda, following the lines of the general concepts

- of life, may be classified and described in its several stages of deve*

.lopmenl in the light of meiaph3'sical concepts of matter and life<

But the last method viz,., biography Beems best suited for our present

purpose.

It has been rightly said that history is the biography of

outstanding individuals in each age and this is even more true with

the history of medicine Though the men living in each age are

to be counted in millions, it is only given to a handful of men

to play vital roles in the drama of life and provide food for the

historian Bven so, in medicine, the lives and activities of outstand®

' ing men like Bharadwaja, Atreya, Caraka Snsruta and Vdgbhatja and

others in India, as of Pythagoras, Hippocrates, Aristotle,' Galen,

and a few others in Greece and Rome, constitute the history’ of ancient

medicine in India and in the West respectively. In all, ancient his*

' tor^’’, whether of medicine or of the arts oi of political life, the multi-

‘ tude remain passive spectators, with a few imporMiit and dynamic indivi-

• duals holding the reins of the chariot of national life Where popular

institutions and life have not developed into active and self conscious

functioning, the biographical method of history is the only true

“ method to adopt and we shall proceed now to d’scuss and ascertain with

- 'as great a degree of certainty as possible, the lives and accomplishments

- of the leaders of medical thought ever since the science descended

to the earth and began its terrestrial career as a rational system ‘of

healing for the protection and prolongation of life. For Cirakar, this

•gresft science is a positive one intended for attaining long life. ..

t t
*

•r

. -
II ^ II ^ -

..fc ^

Bharad waja, the mighty ascetic, ia siar.b of t'’e scieice.of

longevity- approached Indra, having deemed him, the lari o[ the

immortals, worthy of suit
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Viet^lo^ tlie career of Ayurveda as a terrestrial acience

according t<J tbeCaraka Samhlta, Bharadwaja is ceitainly the father

of inedioine in Ayurveda. He is the Indian Prometheus that brought
' the fire from the gods and bestowed it on mankind. He is said to

have brcught the sunfire to the eaith. At any rate the fire of the heal*

* ing scierce taat bestows the warmlh of good health, happiness and
long hfc oil man is certainly the oift to mankind he brought from the

king of ihe gods. Our history, naturally enoug', begins with the

inquiry iUto the nature and timer of this greatiit among sages.

CHAPTCR III

BHARADWAJA

^he priihe source of all knowledge to the Indo'Aryans was

. the'Veda and both legend and history must ultimately be traced to

' V'edic origins Th^ ‘Sc ence of Life’ and the gods and sages that

have propagated and enriched it> find mention in that eternal body

' of knowledge, the Vedas The Bgveda and the Atharvaveda are

- variously claimed as the source, or the original tree of which Ayurv-

eda is a branch. It is thus called an Upa*veda ) of the Atharva-veda

by most and of the Bgveda by some.

Though the Vedas are the eternal source of knowledge,

' they are given out at the' beginning of each cycle of creation by the

creator Brahma and are promulgated by the foremost of his creatures

-for -the guidaoce of the world Thus, Brahma, according to the

Mundakopanisad which belongs to the Atharvaveda, narrates

the descent? of the Birhma-vidya from Brahma. Brahma taught

ft to his eldest son Atharva Alharva gave it to Angir and he to

Saiyavaha, a descendant of BharadwS^a. Through him it came down

through generations to the world. V/hat applies to this Brahma-vidya

appliesjia the whole of ’he Atharvaveda. This Atharva*vedais also called

the Brahma-veda, the "/eda par e.icsHence. At the time of the sacr-

ifice, the Bgveda is represented and sung by theHota (tr^),the Yajur*

veda*by the Adhvaryu (3?“?|), the Sama-veda by the Udgata l¥?:rir) and
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tke Atliarva-vedaby BrAhml i. e. the one that repr$gentsthe~cieator.

Thus the place of honor is accorded to this Veda. Tide Gopatha

Brahaiana says that while all the three Vedas foym one

wing of the bird of sacrifice the Atharva-veda, by itself, forms the

other wing.

qy I Jifii i

fit. m, 5. -

We thus see that this Atharva-vecla was held in high

esteem and its promulgators were naturally regarded as the leaders”

of thought and practical wisdom.

This Atharva-veda is both religious and secular m its range

of subjects and scope of practice. Not only was it sung and represen-

ted at the performance of the sacrifice which was the nucleus of Vedic

religion and worship, but its coteiies were the ones considered duly

qualified to be the priests, and advisers to kings and entitled to

perform the^ auspicious ceremonies for happlnecs and health (urif^^qlfs*)

and of coronation of kings.

'fid SH ^TSlt sqi
1

3Tir??i352qf¥i:Err^iqf ii
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Thus we see that the Atharva-veda containing af it does,

both spiritual aud worldly lore, was patronised both by sages and

kings Its promulgators were naturally the leaders of society and the

originators of the great sciences aud arts that the Atharva-veda conta-

ined. This Alharv^ingjrasa lineage is the one from which hrr. sprung,

the great sage in question, Bharadwaja, and no wonder tint in the

Atl^arva-veda bis name aud stature^ stand out conspicuously^ «rad acco?-

ding to the Caraka Saiphits, Be Is the bririgef of the nJedidai science



from the king of the gods aud the first teacher of Ayiirved£t ou earth,

of* whom Atrey-a and others are the great disciples. - ^ -

Agni, Vayu aud Surya are the recepients of the Ttk, "YajTis

and Saman respectivfdy aud similarl}^ Atharva is the recipient of the

Atharav-veda. Bharadwaja belonging to his line is natiiially'' accorded

the great place as the eaithly promulgator of.its important branches of

medicine and archery.

Now, as regards the evidence we have from the three fore

most Samhitas of Ayurveda about its origin and earthl}' descent, theie

is unanimity upto a certain extent i. e, with reference to the celes-

tial part of Its devolution.

i 3!t5ctcf II VII

JfinRFjs^! 5 1^55^ I

ii 'a ii ^
i

‘^Daksa Praj ipati, the progenitor, first obtained the science

of life in its entirety as promulgated by Brahni'i, the grear o i-* i e.

the Creator and fiom him in turn, the Aswin twins obtained Jl,

from the Aswiu twins the god In dra acquired Therefore 'Bharadwaja

bidden by the sages approached ludra (Sakra)’’.

Thus according to them all, Brahma taught the science to Daksa,

the progenitor, and he imparted it to the twin gods known as the

ASwins. From them Indra, the lord of the immortals, learnt it. It

is from ludra that mortal protagonists acquired it, and according

to the Caraka Samhita, the first mortal that received

the science was Bhar.idwaja, who repaired to the court of ludra

delegated by the congress of Rsis to appeal to the king of the

gods to impart the science for the redemption ol suffering mankind

below. Graciously euDUgh, Indra taught the whole of the science to

Blraradwaja, from ‘whom Atreya and oilier great sages Icaiut it and

passed on to their disciples The prime object of the Bcience of IFe

is to lengthen the span of earthly existence and Bharadvaja,' tbt
‘

first mortal .kucrwe;r of thig science, h Credited to haye ’achieved this
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“Bharadwaja thereby acquired unmeasured life endowed with

happiness”; for he is known to have lived through three Ines i e.

three generations of contemporary humanity. This, as we have

already said, is the version of tbe Caraka Samhita of the beginning

of Ayurveda on earth, But according to the Susriita and Kasyapa

Samhitas which are more or less contemporaneoLS v ilh Caraka Saiii'

hita or Agnivesa-tantia as it is also called, the original teachers of

'these treatises namely Dhanvantari and Kasyapa claim to have

received the science direct from Indra, on a par with Bharadwaja.

The following table gives the manner of descent of Ayur-

veda and the succession of teachers aid discipls according to each

of these three important treatises, each representing predominantly a

branch of medicine. Thus the Atreya school is primi'^ily one of

medicine, the Susruta school of Surgery and the Klb>apa school

of Pediatrics and obstetrics.

Brahma
1

,

Daksa (^sr)

1

Aswins (arPqvfl)

Indra

{According to the version

in Susiuia Samhitd)
{Accof ding to the vei sion {According to the version

in Kasyapa Samhitd) in Cai aka Samhitd)

Dhanvantari )

or-

Divodasa

Susruta, Aupadhemva,
Vaitarana, Aurabhra,
Pau§l;alavata, Karavir3'a,

GopHraraksita,
Bhoja and others

Kasyapa, Vasisfcha, Atri Bharadwaja
( )

& Bhigu

i )

Their sons and disciples

g^T

Atreya Punarvasu

... i
S'lig)

Agiiivesa, Bhela, Jatu-
karna, Parasara, Ha-
rif-a, K'lrap.ani and
others
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In this connection it is necessary to refer to another part

of the Caraka Samhita where a different account of the descent of

Ayurveda, particularly of Rasayana, is given. In the section on

Rasajana, the following narative occurs.

11 I 11
Rl;?Tf»Trrr2^^«T4tq: II V II (^. q/v-v)

3i?ifq 'q^{3rg:ru n !3«}r

cjjrVr gig (=gqjqi%aiq:T).

Which means that Bhigu, Angira and other sages approached

Indra in the Himalayan region, desiring to find a remedy for the ills

born of d welling in towns and villages. They receive the desired knowledge

from Indra. There is no mention of Bharadwaja in this context as

receiving Ayurveda from Indra; but there is the name of Atrl among

the galaxy of sages. The learned commentator Cakiapani comes to

the reader’s rescue aud explains that this refers to a later occasion

than the one described in the opening chapter of the book and that

in the meanwhile the science of healing had fallen into neglect and

that the sages mentioned above approached Indra again for instruction.

The explanation sounds quite plausible considering the fact that no

two obviously conflicting versions could have been embodied in the

same text by its authors or compUers and subsequent redactors; and a

suppoBition like the one suggested by the learned commentator seems

quite justifiable and to have been intended by the authors. The latter

reference is evidently limited only to the science of Rasayana,

As regards the evidence of the other two Samhitas referred to,

we shall first examine the Susruta Sainhita. There is no mention of

Bharadwaja having received the science from Indra or having impar-

ted it to Dhanvantari, the king of Kasi Dhanvantari claims to have

received it from Indra directly, as may be seen from th§ Jabfe given

before. Yet m contradiction to what we see in the 'Susruta Samhita

itself, we fiudfrom the Taittiriya Brahmaua'and the Mahabharata

that Bharadwaja was the priest fPurohita of three generations
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of the Kings of KasI 1. e. Dhanvantari, Sudasa (i^re) aud

Pratardana (ifgls!). He is thus said to have lived through three lives

Divodasa must have owed his knowledge to his preceptor aud priest

Bharadwaja. The Harivamsa describes Bharadwaja as the

teacher of the medical science to Dhanvantari.

JTIRR 11

51RqK3Ici:il5V£ll

Evidently, as Divodasa was regarded as the earthly iucarnation of

God Dhanvantari, the original God of medicine, he claims to have received

the science directly from Indra, the king of the Gods. Thus

alone can we explain the absence of any mention, in the

Su&ruta Samhita, of Bharadwaja as' the preceptor of Dhanvantari

or Divodasa. The compiler of each treatise, perhaps, desired to

make the particular preceptor in question supreme obove all others

We see this tendency in other treatises too In the Kasyapa Samhita,

Kasyapa and not Bharadwaja is the recipient of the Science

from Indra*

Again, in the Harita Samhita—Harlta is a disciple of Atreya

along with Agnivesa, Bhela and others—• we have a confirmation

of the story of Bharadwaja as the teacher of Atreya and other

sages.

SR 11

(lldgsilgi)

Curiously enough, Vagbhata, who drav\s from all the Sam-

hitas extant at his time, portrays Punarvasu AKe3 a as approaching

Indra as lerder of clber sages smcrg "ahem BbaradwT.ja is also one,
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and as learning the Science of life from him. He is not indebted to

Bharadwaja for his acquisition of the science.

J?51T I

ST. f. ^ 3T. 'i

.$> .O’ *0*

^>3 teJTi%3 g??^c3T 3?il§q II ^ II

Eiwi JTEif?rTSTfcr-qr ii

?Io^^qi5iJg ^iT03T5TfTV«T?5 I

?TFCfeq ui?5TTlri r^ii5TT?r 'ii'qTnEg^ ii % ii

3?. u ^ 1
>

Perhaps it is these and such other couflictiug naratives that

have made some scholars believe Atreya to be identical with Bhar-

adwaji Blit the learned Cakraplui is emphatic on the different ludi*

vidualitles of these two sages and is definitely of the opinion that

Bharadwaja is the teacher of Atreya.

3T^ ^TTg[T3fT%3)^Kf2if 5T^r, 3TN^^^

A much later writer on medicine, Bhavamisra, of the sixteenth

century, has three differing versions of the story of Ayurveda. Bvid-

'

ently he contents himself by stating the actual versions then current

in books and among the scholars of the science. He firstly ‘narrates

the story as told by Vagbhata wherein Atreya, as the leader of a group

of sages, receives his instruction from Indra.
/

sT^^riq^TRiaf gjftq: ii ^tt sr. i

In the second story, he depicts Atreya as approaching Indra, by

himself, out of compassion for suffering humanity, and having learnt

the science from Indra, Atreya writes a treatise on Ayurveda and

instructs h's disciples Agnivesa, Bhela and others in it

fl IT ii=^wiftT q.4 pHqu u
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Birgit qrsssif^

W'^ " ‘ -

4- —f ^

?ii^T?gV5r<q^nra ci gi^fjj)

?ir Ef. jj:
<1

According to the third story, once it happened that many

sages met together on the slopes of the Himj lavas. The first to

arrive was the best among sages, Bharadwaja. Then all the sages that

congregated, unanimously chose and besought Bhaiadwaja t,o repair

to ’Indra and bTiiig dovm the Ayurveda.

' g%qi sqtyn qis?q i

q gR n

m qljqt vificiq;^ I ssq qsqi-

5^^515^ qqirr fq^5ir?qi3: II

qni S'ifqq'JnT'c-qjT3^ i

^RqrqfhqR^ij; ii

5^1. ST ^

He did BO aud the other sages studied the treatise

written by him and acquired long life aud health. This

story IS more in accordance with the one gi\en in the

Caralca Samhila except for the feature which makes Eh aradwaja offer

himself voluntarily to be their deputy before Indra in the latter work.

That the other sages learnt the science from bim 'S common to both

the versions. Elis teaching was imparted rystema.ic-.Ily lading out the

foundations of logical concepts of Samjuya, Visesa and Samavaya,

from which the theory of drug aud action as evolved leading to the general

principles of the science of medicine. Both i lhavapracasa ard

Caraka, these logical concepts are specifically man .oned a-, the basic

knowledge that Bharadv/oja taught the other sages for le.i ruing the

science of medicine. It is therefore natural to surmise that Bharadwaja

should ha\e been famous as a teacher of logic. We find one Udyoti-kara,
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tile author of NyayavSrttifca referring to Bharadwaja as the

author of Nyaya.

From the foregoing it must be evident that despite conflic-

ting narratives, Ayurveda owes its inception to Bharadwaja. The

strongest point in favour of suck a view is his line of descent from

Atharva and Angiras, the receivers and seers of the Atharva-veda,

and Ayurveda as a part of the Atharva-veda accords leadership in

the science to Bharadwaja, a luminous sagie of the Atharvavedic line

of descent.

Besides, Bharadwaja is a name held in great feneration even

in the Bgveda, He is the composer of the Bihat which is the bsst

of the Sama melodies. In a hymn in the Egveda (X. 181) it is sung

that while Vasistha composed the Rathantara Melody it was Bharad-

waja who was the author of the Bihat, these being the twin luminous

wings of the fire-bird of sacrifice. It is also said that Bharadwaja was

among the first to discover ^the highway leading to tho gods,” The

hymn concludes saying, rather mysteriously, that k was "these gages

(among whom Bharadwaja is one) that brought down the Gharma’

the heat, from the sun.

3§r

ii ? 11

" They found with mental eyes the earliest Yajus, a pathway

to the gods that had descended from radiant Dhatar, Savitar and

Visnu. From Surya did these sages bring the Gharma."

(Grffiths translation of Rigveda)

In the Mah.“bhrirata, Bharadwrija is said to be a sage

settled near Haradwar on the banks of the Ganges, while in Ae

RamSyana he has his hermitage at Prayag where he receives Rama

and Slta.
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According to botli the Harivamsa (^(^^51) and the Bhagawata

Bharadwaja became the adopted sonof Paurva (^l)jSon of Bharata. In the

story it is said that as the king was not satisfied with the qualities

of the children his wife bore him, he was very much grieved and

the Maruts commmended to him this son of Bihaspati as most worthy

of being adopted by him for a successor.

The story of his birth in this connection is worth narrating.

According to the Visnu Pm ana and the Mahabharata, he is the son

of Mamata by Brhaspati. When Utathya’s wife MamatS was

big with child, Bihaspati the husband’s younger brother cohabited with

Mamata. The fetus, who later was the great sage Dlrghatamas

objected to the uncle’s attempt at further impregnation and kicked out the

new fetus with his feet. In consequence, Bihaspati caused the original

fetus to become blind as Dirghatani,as became [since, as his n?.me

indicates. Though thrown out, Bihaspatis offspring grew into the

child that was Bharadwaja later. “Rear this child of double parentage

with these words Bihaspati offered the child to the mother.

in^c^T nun

fiTU gu 5ig; \\i\5[\

’ll iw I

^ B?.

Thus the strange tale of an instance of superfetation hangs

about this great personage of ancient times, one of the greatest

leaders of men at the very dawn of Aryan history in India.

Prometheus-like in stature aud benevolence, wdse as behoves the son

of Bihaspati, the teacher of the gods, he strode the < earth like a

prophet, bringing the fire from the sun, the healing wisdom from

the king of the immortals, and opened up the pathw’ay leading

to heaven which may mean the “Brahma-vidya" or the institution of

sacrifice that opens up the path leading to the Gods. P:^ophet,

sage and prince, this dynamic leader was the contemporary of threfe

generations of humanity, counsellor and teacher to tW kings of RasI,
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revered leader and compeer of the greatest of sages, he might also

be one of 1 He sa'ieu or'giual sages that exist from the beginuiu^

of eai H cjmle Ox. Alrn^^an-ara Cakrapaiii, the commentator is of

the view that he is only a descendant of the orginal sage of that name

With this gieat personage, half legendary and half histori-

cal, half divine and halt human, striding the snowy heights of the

Himalayas in the early dawn of history, footing the path to the home

of the king of the immoitals, ‘looking larger than human on these

frozen hills’, the history of Aj-uiveda begins He remains for ever

the bringer of the healing light, the father of the science of Medi-

cine on Baith,

^The Various Bharadwajas

“ The first and the foremost famous vedm poet of this period

was Bharadwaja Vajineya(‘77g:iir He was a contemporary' of

D^volaja (HiftTtiH), Prastoka Siriiji/'i 'T'^0 aui Abhyavartln

Cayamana =EpiTfTIiT) and ' consequently of Dasaratha.

His sons v?ere Garga (naj and Payn (qig). Rama Dasarathi repaired

to his hermitage on his way back from Lanka He was t^he Purohita

of Divodasa, gave Pratardana Daivodasi his kingdom

and Ksattrasri Pratardani (sTsrstl was his Yajamaua. He was

one of the Rsis of the Vedic age, who prohibited the slaughter of

cows ill sacrifices simply out of gratitude to the bovine race which

showers on mankind kindness in the form of milk. Bharadwaja loved

the cows BO very deeply that he did not hesitate to identify them

with Indra, his deity

The above is evidently the account of Bhaiadwaja that we

have just studied in the foregoing pages as described by an orientalist.

That Bharadwaja loved the cows and identified them with Indra

is how we may understand if we take the word ‘Go’ (fI) to mean cow.

‘Go’ is primarily light or knowledge and the Veda which is the

embodiment of it Bharadwaja was a great ‘Gavesaki’‘(F^'^^'

)

not simply a lover or promoter of the well being of the cow, b'ut^a

seeker' after light and knowledge That he identifed knowledge

with Tndra is eaS'ily understandable when we know that he received
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his Ayurveda from Indra, the fouutain-liead of knowledge, and

the king of the immortals.

I^ater on in the Mahabharata we hear of a Bharadwaja, the

father of Drona, the famous teacher of the Kauravas in archery.

Now we shall deal with the accounts of the various other

persons bearing the name of Bharadwaja that we meet in the Caraka

Samhita> so that there may be no mistake and confusion regarding the

one great Bharadwaja, the first propagator of the Science of Life on

< -earth, and the great seer that was among the bringers of the solar fir e

and that approached Indra for the Ayurveda, as the messenger of

the sages
t

,
, In the Caraka Samhita we have another Bharadwaja, known as

the Kumarasira and yet another that takes psrt in the learned

discussion with Atreya, The context in which the names of these

two persons appear leaves no doubt regarding their different identity

from the great Bharadwaja

There are three places in the Caraka Samhita where this

Bharadwaja with the title of Kumarasira is mentioned.

This is perhaps a nick-name bestowed on that particular

Bharadwaja for his theory that in the course of the development of

the fetus the head is the first part to manifest itself Or it is also

likely that he had a head bigger in size than is usual and resembl-

ing the head lu an infant, in whom the head is very large in

proportion to the rest of the body Or it is equally likely

:that he had an. infantile head in proportion to his adult body aud was

hence known as Kumarasira ‘'One having a boy s head’ But we know
for certain that he propounded the theory of the emergence of the head

first in the fetus before other parts, and his theory might have

earned him the lasting epithet of Kumarasira.

11

^ 5ir.

;

* '
'

, .

"It Is the head tliat first develops in the womb, thus views
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Kumarasira Bharadwaja”.

He participates in the discussion on the actions of Vsta and

again .in the significant discussion on the number pf tastes. He
propounds -that tastes are only five in number^

'O

•Jf.

^'Hearing this statement, Bharadwaja, the Kumaraslra said,

' It is even as jour honour has said; such, to be sure, are the

characteiistics of V<5ta. It is by the repeated use of suchlike qualities,

such like substances and ac.ions of such like potencies that Vata becomes

excited. For, verily, the increasing factors of the body-elements is

the repeated use of homologous things.’’

qi rjR g =5^: I

'

‘'The sinless Bharadwaja known as Kumarasira,”

'?9r # wi>rj i

'‘Bharadwaja known also as Kumarasira then said, ‘There are

five tastes; ....
”

Thus we find a Bharadwaja Kumarasira, quite distinct from

the Great Originator of the Science on earth and described In the

beginning of the Caraka Samhita.

There is another person by the name of Bharadwaja, who

is a great scholar taking part m the learned discussions of the sages

and propounding the theory of Nature or the innate quality of things

-as the cause of man as well as of his diseases

n II II
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'*To this the sage Bharadwaja said—^No For the doer always

precedes the deed. Nor have we any valid knowledge of action that

has not been performed, whereof it may be said that an ia dividual

i* the result. Nature alone is the cause, then, of both man and his dise-

ase just as roughness, fluidity, mobility and heat are respectively the'

nature of earth, water, air, and fire
”

•* I c

*‘No 1 said Bharadwaja to this. For what reason did he say

80^ Because neither mother nor father, neither the spirit nor concor-

dance, nor yet the use of drinks or foods that are eaten, masticated

or licked up, in fact, bring about the conception Nor does a mind,

coming from another world, enter into the embrjo*’

In the latter part of Sarlra-sthana, Chapter III, a Bharalwaja
asks the teacher Atreya a iiumter of questions. This Bharadwaja

seems to be merely a student who goes on asking questions, and evidently

a different person from the learned BharadwTija of the earlier

part of the chapter, who has authoritative views of his own.

^ i 5ft.

“How is the embryo integrated^ Why does tie emhr3 0

emerge in the shape of man? Why are those, sprung of the idiotic,

blind unlike the parents ?
"

12' the Kasyapa Samhita there is a reference to a Ki sna
Bharadwaja who may be a son of Bharadwaja.

= dni gisoii i qq. g \ i
\

There are four kinds of diseases exogenous, those born
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of Vata, those born of Pitta and those born of Kapha; 'so says Kisna

Bharadwaja’’

It is necessary to mention^, while yet on this subject, that there

are a few works come down in the name of Bbaradwaja.
>

1 Bhavaprakasa ascribes to Bharadwaja a regular

treatise on medicine from which the other sages studied and learnt the

qualities and actions of substances. ’
^ .

2 There seems to have been current a book entitled Bhara-

dwajiyam meaning the book on the system of Bharadwaja

3. Bhesaja-kalpa is another book ascribed to

him dealing with the pharmaceutics and treatment of fevers. A
commentary of this work is also available.

There are a few recipes too bearing Bharadwaja's name, being

perhaps propounded by him.

The following recipes bear the name of Bharadwaja:

(Bihat Phalaghita 'nW and
^

(Phalaghita

In conclusion, it is necessary to repeat that the great mass

and variety of evidence that we have reviewed, leave no doubt regar-

ding the existence and accomplishments of this great sage and father

of medicine. There must have been lesser persons bearing his name

who have played some part in the history of the cultural evolution

of the Indo -aryan people; but the proto-type, the Bharadwaja that

brought down the science of medicine and opened up the way to

the court of Indra, is from all accounts, the real hero and originator

of the Science of Medicine and of Life, known asKyurveda. No acc-

ount of the evolution of ^^ledicine in India can afford to ignfltejhJ?
'

hallov ed name, if it should be faithful to the inscribed^ chronicles of

racial history It is only after a full cognizance of,^is greatness and

significance that we can pass on to consider the lives and achieve-

ments of other teachers and propagators of medicine, in the laud of

the Z-ryas.
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CHAPTER IV

ATREYA

The great teacher of Kaya-cikitsita or medicine is

Kisna Atreya according to the Mahabharata.

The Caraha Samhita, the greatest of the virorks on medicine

purports to be the final embodimeijt of Atreya^s teaching. Every chap

ter opens with the words ‘Thus spake the worshipful Atreya (^ 1% ^

Agnivesa and other disciples are greatly attached to him and

hold him in supreme veneration. He is the first syetematic teacher of

the science of medicine after it was brought from ludra and imparted

to the noble galaxy of sages by Bharadwaja.

The Caraka Samhita does not say explicitly that Atreya
learnt the science from Bharadwaja, but It just meutions that Bhara*

dwaja, having brought the sacred wisdom from Indra, imparted it to

the sages Marici and others, among whom Atreya is one. We are

then iiitroducsd to a situatiou wherein At/reja, the compassionate

one, taught this holy science of life to his disciples for the ultimate

benefit of all creatures. (=^. 1 . ^o)

Despite the absence of a specific mention of the transmission of

the science from Bharadwaja to Atreya, the fact implied is so transparent

that the authors omitted the statement of the obvious The verse, open-
ing with the word ^thus’ i-x®) is meant to convey this fact viz, in
the manner foregone i e the sages including Atre3^a having learnt
the science, then it so happened, that Atre3a beean teaching mecicine
to Ills disciples. Cakrap lii!, the commentator, is emphatic on this point
and contradicts the conclusion of some identif3nng this Atreya with
Bharadwaja who leaafnt the Ayurveda from Indra. For the latter,

mistake is made by some in view of the description in Caraka in the
chapter on Rasa3*aua, where A^ri is said to have received the
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knowledge directly from Indfa, That pertains only to Rasayana and

on a later occasion than the one described in the opening chapter

and therefore does not apply to the question of the whole science

of Ayurveda -as it^ waf^ taught by ludra to Bharadwaja and again

by him to the sages o‘ whom A<reya is one.

In this connection it is intetestiug to note that Vagbhata and

Bhavami^ra refer to Punarvasu or the son of Atri as approaching Indra

at the head of a group of sages and learning the Scienceof medicine

from him. (ar. *), '«f.) (a?, f.
(»Tr. JT. •}.)

That this Atreya is one of the great sages, expert in the

sciences and spiritual knowledge, and one held m high esteem is

evident from the pi'efixed title to his name ^Bhagawan^

Th Is is a title that only the very greatest of sages of supreme spiri-

tual attainment may hope tc obtain. The qualifications or merits that

entitle one to this honour are set forth thus.

vi??i I

%% %Tr*rf^«iT ^ « wrsijl ii

”

“He is to be known as ‘Bhagawau* who is possessed of the

knowledge of creation and dissolution of the world and of the birth

and death of creatures as also of science both material and spiritual.’*

Atreya was thus among the elite of the sages, adept in all

the sciences and mature in spiritual wisdom and a teacher specially

of the science of medicine. Though versed in all the eight branches

of the Science of Life he devoted this treatise entirely to medicine

and referred his disci] les to other teachers and treatises when resort

to surgical and other gpecla' procedures were in demand.

=rr. i>. vv

‘This is me comail* of the surgeons”, is a remark onemeet^'^

with when there are nidicalious for surgical remedies.

5T jt; sfSTi^r I
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“ We do not attempt to expatiate on tliem here, as that

belongs to the province of specialists.”

Thus Atreya is a specialist in Medicine (‘Kaj>a-Ciklt9a’) and

specially therapeutics and a popular verse in vogue assigns excellence

in each department of medicine to each one of the four expert teachers

and writers on the medical science.

1%^!^ §, 1

“Madhava is unrivalled in diagnosis, Vagbhata in geneial

principles of medicine, Susruta in surgery and Caraka iu therapeutics. ’

Atreya is also known as Punarvasu or Punarvasu Atreya.

In the Caraka Samhita, the word Punarvasu is used as a synonym for

Atreya. The opening line of every chapter contains always the words

“thus spake the worshipful Atreya’’ and at the end of the chapter

m the recapitulation of the subject of the chapter sometimes ofher

synonyms like Punarvasu, the great sage, Candrabhaga or Kyspa
Atreya are used, thus making it clear that Bhagawan Atreya -was

alio known by other names of his.

(=^. IX)

1

(’sr. 5], 'iXi

. \

ST. 'll. Xh)

It is possible that the epithet Punarvasu (3^1%) may be signi-

ficant of Atreya being born dmmg the dominance of the constellation
of that name. Such method of nomenclature we find at-many places

in those days e. g, warrior Arjtina of the Pandavas was also called
Phalguna from the constellation of that name under the influence of

which he was born.
1

According to the Caraka Samhiita, Atreya is t)ie son
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of Atri for in many places he is referied to as the son of Atri.

Though the term Atreya might apply either to the son of Atri

or hia near or distant descendants or

fcven to one "of ’'tlie dan of Atri, yet as he

to a disciple of Atri or

is referred to as the so i

of Atri specifically, and also in view of the early times to

which the situation pertains, it may be fairly concluded " that the

Atreya we are concerned with, is the direct son of Atri.

We find that in later days the roj^al physician of Sri Harsa was

known as RasayanaPaunarvasava qNileg) This appellation of his may
mean that he was either a descendant of Punarvasu. or one versed in

the science ,of medicine propounded by Punarvasu. Considering -that

those versed m surgery were known as Dhanvantarlyas, Dhanvantari
being the first prbpounder of the Science, it is probable to conclude

that, the experts in the science of medicine propounded 'by Punarvasu

were known as Paunarva^avas.

Wentity,of.Atfey^ .with Punarvasu . .

- — ^ *

,, (1) The words Atreya and Punarvasu are... usodj ; together in

the Caraka 'Samhita. . '

('i) ¥f»i^ ^1=^ I

(^) |

Also thus in Kasyapa Samhita

-- (2) Atre5^a’ and -^Punarvasu’ words are -used as- synonyms
, atv the end of the-chapters thns: ' '

*

In Caraka Samhita

—

(q) *!^^r Jii 3q%iT!^«r ?ti i

’
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(’0 \

Sites’ll <^«3! 3^l§: ii ^ 'iv-i'j

(i) I

^gqjJlo-qiir 5 jji3T^]? gji% \» =q. ^ 'iV^''.

There occur also in the Astanga Sangraha of Vagbhata

—

w^^nrgt^iFii fq5iti(tfg»TRq. ii

u ^ u. 'i-<f

5f§iT ^^^fssgq^ 55jrq'gTif^M5g-j

^ gwi&T g'.sfqgqif^qiisg^q: n sr, f ^ q-x

(3) 'Puuarvasu* is used as a substitute of Atreya at the

begiuniug of a chapter

—

gu g^%qL>

g^Piigr g^qf^r 'nigdh^q js-qr ii ^

Punaivasu is also mentioned as the preceptor of Agnivesa

—

3^21 g'jqgiTqq gq^g’

t

gqilfugfSJ^q^Ti w =q. %

q. gr<sl: gii^q gqqgjj i

3iqf%?ri^ qq=3g qfhqg: II =q

Besides, even the epithet of ggqq; is given to Punarvasu.

(The verse is quoted above 'q-g,

Kisna Atreya seems to be his most popular appellation.

As we have seen, the Mahabharata refers to Kisna Atreya as the

famous teacher of medicine. In the Caraka Samhita itself Atreya

Is often called Kispa Atreya

(K) ^ U

« ..

(Fegioning')—^f'er 5 gqqrffTtq: ii X ii
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(End) \

^Tl^r, If 11 II

(R) =5r. f^.

5^'^r ?wn^roi vrrRigg;!

{%) f^. RC-W
fCTTlt^oi g^qr ^]fqd

(«) ^sfrqif^:

{^)
•>

'1.
1 (i. R^)

Jiii f%5}i^ qg?! 1
(5 . %c)

(\3) ^eK’tS^xT and 1

^'^1%^: 5Jllg5l

Also many of the tested recipes are named after him as

commended 01 having been greatly favored by Krspa Atreya,

(1) vftqcTT 1 ^

(2) =1^ f^. ivn*!

(3) =1^ ^71,^11 ¥nfq^i3^ll f%. '|^-\S'\

(4) ii'snrT^®! jfnfq^r -

1

^ ^
(5) arfF^IIR S’J'Jir ^ ^

(6) 575011 Vfrfq^ {^.

There can, thus, be no confusion as regards the identity of the

person known as Atreya with Krsna Atreya in the Caraka Samhita.

For in The chapter XI of Sutra sthana, we find the usual ‘worshipful

Atreya’ in the initial lines and at the end in the resume he is

referred to as Kisna Atreya, Thus Bhagawan Atreya, Puuarvasu, Atreya

rud Kis'a Atreya are the names of one single individual sage who

13 the teacae-T oi the scienoe of medicine in the Caraka S amhita.

To leave no scope for doubt on this point the following

be useful.
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Bhela, being a disciple of Atreya along with Agnivesa ^nd
otheTB, refers to Atreya as Kisna Atreya in the Bhela Samhita. \ ,

t

There is a tantra or a treatise on Salakya or 'Surgery

of the snpra-clavicular parts of the body’ ascribed to Kisna Atreya. On
this ground some are led to believe that there existed two persons of thfe

name.

Srlkantha Datta in his commentary on VibdAs

Siddhayoga states— ’ ' '

(3) I ?l«}f ^ \

(^) ^ r-'Hiqq.l

Similarly, Sivadasa (^qxre)iu his commentary 'Tattva-Candnka*

while describing Dasamulasatapalaghita (3-:TfX55i^q?|cT) quotes

from Jwaradhikara (sq^rf^qiR) of Cakradatta and cites the names

of Gopura Raksita Jatukarna Caraka Susruta

(§2^)iand Risna Atreya But both the above authors—Srikanfcha

Datta and Sivadasa, have raised the question of two personalities, Kisna

Atreya the surgeon and Atreya the physician, but, while commenting on

the line they distinctly state gqqg »

The commentator Sivadasa holds the view that Kisna Atreya

and Punarvasu are one.

Bven if Kisna Atreya appears to have given instruction

on surgical matters it does not follow that he could not have been

identical with Atreya Punarvasu, the teacher in the Garaka Samhita.

He must have been acquainted with the whole of the Science of Life

in all its eightfold ramifications, though he confined himself to

Kayacikitsa or medicine, in his exposition before Agnivesa and other

disciples. There is thus nothing to contradict the conclusion that there

existed but one teacher known variously as Punarvasu, Atreya and

Krsn« Atreya.

He was also known as Candrabhagi (=qt^qrfh) or Candra-

bhagin The 13th chapter of Sutra-sthnna lu Caraka refers



to tbe teaclier by this name. Puuarvasu is mentioned as seated amidst

tHe Safiikhva pliiloso'pliers whom Agiiiveba approaches for insttuc*
'

tion and in the resume at the end of the chapter, the teacher is

referred to as Candrabhagi. The commentator Cakrapani contents

himself by saying that Candrabhagi is Punaivasu.

We are left to conjecture the derivations of this name for '

him, It may be, he is the san of Caadrabhaga or a resident of the

region named Candrabhaga. A tributary of the Indus was also known
by that name Being resident on its banks, he might 'have been

known as Candrabhaga. The sister compilation to that of AgnivesaV

(Caraka Samhita), namely the Bhela Samhita, supports this view

that Atreya Punarvasu and Candrabhagi are one and the same person.

Thus we have the great sage Atreya, the teacher of medicine

and preceptor to Agnivesa, Bhela and other disciples, bearing other

name# of Kisna Atreya, Punarvasu and Candrabhagi as all these

names are applied to him in the Caraka Samhita as well as in the

Bhela and Kasyapa Samhita and aie supported by references to him

in ofher books like tbe Mahabharata in similar contexts.

Beginning of tbe chapter

n
Ending

inooji

(1) nm (P39)

The verse in the Bhela Samhita is very significant as it

combines the names of Candrabhaga and Punarvasu while referring

to the teacher of medicine.

(2) i

qi^ qFi=^3 ii (P.30)
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“Nagnajit, the saintly kmg of Gandhara, giver of the path
to' gold, grasped the feet of Caiidrabhagi Puiifrvasu in obeisance, and
inquired,”

Thus the verse provides us with a confirmatiou of the iden-

tity of Candrabhaga with Punaivasu and also offers a clue as to

the period of his existence by mentioning the name of his disciple

the king of Gandhara named Nagnajit

In the Caraka Sainhita there are mentioned as his contemp-

oraries who participated in the discussions on various medical topics,

the king of KasI named Vamaka and Nimi the king of

Videha. Thus- this leads us to the question of the period of Atreya

in the chronicles of ancient Indian history.

The Period of Atreya

It would be a very interesting and engaging study to try

to fix the date of Atreya. There is a certain preceptor Atreya, the

teacher of jTvaka The stories about jTvaka are found in the litera-

tures of various countries where Buddhism flourished Tibetan, Bur-

mese and Sinhalese versions differ in many po uts In the Tibetan Tales

we find that Atreya of TakBasila %Tf^p5i) was the preceptor

of Jivaka. The Burmese version says that T'vaka went to Kaf5l and

itot to Taksasila for studies They howevc i . differ on the point of

Atreyas preceptorship to Jivaka. They say ’.hat Jivaka’s preceptor

was Disapramukha or Manakacar a or Kapllak^a

Moreover, in the Tibetan stories where Atreya is mentioned

as the preceptor of Jivaka, we do not find an ' other epithet of Atreya,

In one book the epithet Pingala is used for Atre5'^a.

Jivaka has never mentioned anywheie Atreya as his preceptor

nor Agnivesa as his co-student. In the saire way, Agnivesa never

mentions jivaka anywhere in his whole treatise. Jivaka went to

study “head surgery according to a Tibetan stor}’’, while Punarvasti

Atreya was primarily a physician

In the Caraka Samhita, some ment on of abdominal surgery is

found but no reference at all to “head surger}' Thus the inference that
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Atreya ^^''as tli« preceptor of Jivaka is based on flimsy grounds, and

cvpn the acceptance of Atre ra as tbe preceptor of jTvaka does not

establisb bis identity vdtb Pinarvagn Atreya. Some scholars suggest

that he may be Bhikfu Atieya (fVfg but as we shall see that

Bhiksu Atreya ((^25 was a contemporary of Puuarvasu Atreya,

even that theory is erroneous

\\ I!

u u

f5T§?)t^(5i SHTcJf 5I55Tof^:) \ =q. ^

The person referred to as Bhiksu Atreya (firg sqi^^r) in the text

of Caraka is not the ] receptor of Jivaka The preceptor of Jivaka if

he was at all an Atre3'a, he must be some other descendant of Atri.

As we have seen 'ibove Taksssila is mentioned in connec-

tion with JTvaka, T^ere 15 no mention of Taksasila in Caraka,

Bhela and Kasyapa S" ulutfi'. though ws find tiie names of Gandhara
(»TirKi>?), Paiicaia Elam, ilya (? h is?) K”si liBi#), Paucaganga (q^n^)

etc. This inevitably Icc is us 0 the concluf.ion that Taxilla might not

have been developec as a centre of leariiinj., in Atreya*s period,

Atreya must have flourished before Taxilla Had become a reputed

seat of learn *11g. Enquiry into the period of Taxilla will help us In

fixing up the pericd, or at any rate the terminus ad quern of

AtrejVs period.

1 . There is nc ment on of Taxilla in the Vedas or in the Upani-

§adB.

t 2 . In the Utt^iaxanda (srir’iog) or ths supplementary portion of

Ramayana (uffm). we find that Bh? rata ctuquers the country and

hi3 son Taksa
(
51st) is placed lO lule over th? conquered territory and

hence it Is celled Taksasila.

=«3 U 1. 'i' II

3T. *1 o ^
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3. Janmejaya’s sorpeut sacrifice was performed at tlijg place.

t

4. Taxilla beconiiS a fanouc peat o£ liiarning by the Seventh

century B. C.

5. Historical records place its g'oriouq period from 700 B. C.

to SOO^A. D. attractirg scholars from distant cities, e. g. Rajagrha

Kasl(^T5ft) andMithila (fnW3l). Jivalca Buahmadatta

Kautilya Pataujah PaiLsva ('irl), Vasumitra (^3^5r) and

Asvaghosa are scholars of Taxilla.

6. The grammarian Panlni mentions Taxilla From the above

data Atreya seem^ to have flourished before the glorious period of

Taxilla. Now, the glorious period of Taxilla coincides with the times

of the Buddha and as the Buddha period is placed, by historians, in the

6 th century B. C. we cm say that Atreya flourished before the period

of Buddha. Thus the Buddha-penod becomes the terminus ad quem»

In order to fix Atreya’s period with degree of accuracy,

one will have to estahhsh the upper limit or the terminus a quo of

Atreya’s period. In the Caraka Samhita w*' find references to Kampilya

and Paucala The former place i^ well known in Sukla

Yajurveda (5^ Taittiriya Brahmana and I^laitrayapTya

Katihaka Saiphita while the latter also seems to have

been equally well known m the Veda, Brahma.jas and the Upani^ads.

So, Atreya must have flourished during the period when Kampilya

and Paucala were well-known places. As these places were well-known

in the Vedic, Brahmana and Upanisadic periods, wc can say tbit

Atreya must have floi rished not later than this period.

Thus the Brahmana or the Upanisadic period is the latest

tiiUe when Atreya must have systematise 1 and preached the medical

science. Having deteimined that Atreya fiaurisled before the Buddhist

period and during the Upsnisadic period, we must try to narrow

down the period between the tepminii a quo and terminus ad quern as

much as possible.

The study of the contemporaries of Atreya in order to

attempt to fix their dates is bound to yield nVcfnl reinlti. In
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.tile Caraka Sarahita, we find from various references that Marica

Kasyapa Varyovida Marici and Kasyapa (qi^sfq)

were coutemporaries of Atreya

(a) ^ 'j-'jh

Marica and Kasyapa are mentioned as Rsis who attended

the Himalayan conference in company with Atreya.

(b) ^=5fcqr 5iw4-
S.(

(c) j?{tf^^qR—3^r5flf !iTvr\ fq?iF^%s i ci?i«ir~qf^JTqf«

Here, as seen in the above passage, Atreya (3^m), Marici

and Varyovida (qRfr>^) meet in the same assembly and discuss. lu

this assembly Marici gives the authoritative statement about the

action of Pitta while Vaiyovida (sri^if^5[) establishes the actions and

qualities of normal and abnormal Vata This shows that all these

were contemporaries.
t

’ (d) q^>{cR^l^f5?TEqf*TRi ^rulf^s «5^qq I

^ r. ^1

Here Marici Kasypa ^^q) is quoted by Atreya as the

propounder of the theory that the spmt is unthinkab^;:,3Q it is uot the

object of direct observation.
^

The references pertaining ot Varyovida are as follows.

(a)
i

Here Varyovida (qr«fifq^) is mentioned as the authority on Vata
or Vayu and he is in discassiou with Marici and A* jya.

(b) ff Bi’v fr^r' j

a Bznqsjg gj?f?qs?r: i

5Ii^
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Here w'' see him as the propouuder of the theory of the

nutrient fluid being the source of both—man and disease s^nvjqrand

35^0. He is the contemporary of Atreya as well as of Nimi

of Videha.

?i3{i mi I

»nfi iTimfci II

=^. ^

Varyovida attends this assembly met to discuss the categories

of taste. Among others who attend areNiml of Videha and Kiukayana

the physician froli Bahllka (Modern Balkli) Varyovida propounds the

theory that there are six categories of taste. He is given the epithet of

Rajarai while Nimi is given the epithet of Raja.

These references in the Caraka indicate that Atreya, Mlrlci

Kasyapa, Varyovida, Mimi of Videha and Kankayana of Bahlika flonri

shed at the same period If we can fix up with certainty the date of any

one of them, the dates of all others can be decided by the process

of synchronism

The contemporaneity of Atreya, Kasyapa and Var3-ovida is

supported by Kasyapa Samhita also, (^r d

Varyovida and Nimi propound their own theories about the

classification of disease and the presiding Rsi Kasyapa, gives the

final authoritative decision in the matter.
xci wei

niiql ElSl I

1

• 3T5qp;i?c^w?2ir? gfT^g: i

(^3) n

3i?qifci 5c?q'g;q-Nrar%:sfii'JirtT 3git?i: 11

q\q*si€dlfif g 5^55

'lUg m'm gfi: S^‘ I

(71 u ijii-VviX)
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In this assembly Atreya Punarvasu^ Bhela, and Kasyapa meet

together Atreya Punaivasu and Bhela give their own theory and

Kasyapa the master preceptor on Pediatrics, gives his decisive opinion

on the subject.

These references from Kasyapa Samhita also support the

fact that Marici Kasyapa, Punarvasu Atreya, Varyovida and Bhela

were contemporaries and the Bhela Samhita corroborates the contem-

poraneity of Atreya and Kasyapa.

»7?gci5r ‘

In trying to fix the date of Atreya, internal evidence of the

text will greatly help. In Caraka we find that it enumerates three

hundred and sixty bones in the human body—

>

5rr In the Susruta Samhita we find that only three hundred

bones are enumerated. But Susruta was awaie of the enumeration

of bones as three hundred and sixty in works anterior to him.

s^ssir sr i

u

“ The professois of general medicine i. e Ayutveda, speak of

three hundred and sixty bones but books on surgical science

(Salya-tantra know only of three hundred.
’’

“The commentator Dalhana says here ‘Veda* is used to signify

Ayurveda and not the four sacred Vedas.’*

This pioves that Atreya is anterior to Susruta and that the

two systems differ with regard to the number of boUes iu the human

body* This theory or fact of Atreya’s priority to Susruta is

supported by the great scholar Hoernle, although he ascribes to

Atreya the period of Taksasila’s glory Speaking about Susruta he

says, “He must have been acquainted with the doctrines of Atreya.

With reference, for example, to the bones of the human body, be

introduces bis own exposition with a remark pointing out the differeijce
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between Atreya'g system and bis own in respect of the total

number of the bones.
”

Besides this, there are clear indications in the Satapatha

Brahmana a post-Vedic work, that the author was acquainted

with the doctrine of both Atreya and Susnita

qfs3^ i % ti qfestq

qfeg- 3
q- =q qiciif^ qsrprtsqi

m. <\o 3?. v-<;

“But indeed that fire-altar also is the body, the bones are

the enclosing stones and there are 360 of these, because there are

three hundred and sixty bones in man. The marrow parts are the

Yajusmati bricks, for there are three hundred and sixty of these and
three hundred and sixty parts of marrow in man.”

In Caraka we find (=qit5nl?<% there are fourteen

bones in the breast In Susruta this number is given as seventeen

g ^i. v-n).

Satapatha seems to have taken the number of breast-bones

from Susruta.

The anatomical comparisons quoted above show that at the

time of Satapatha, both the medical schools, of Atrej^a and Sus-

ruta, were in existence and that the author possessed some

knowledge of their respective theories of the skeleton For he

derived from Susruta the allotment of seventeen bones to the breast

while according to Caraka the bones are only fourteen, while

he got the total of 360 bones of the skeleton from Atreya, Susruta

having only 300 In his choice of particulars from the two systems, of

course, he was guided by the requirements of his mystic treatment of

the fire-altar.

The author of the Satapatha Brahmana is Yajfia-

valkya who is said to have flourished at the court of Janaka

(srsT^), the famous king of Videha, and contemporary of Ajatasatru

The latter, the celebrated ruler of ]\Iagadha was a contem-

porary of the Buddha His accession took-place approximately in 554 B C.
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Accordingly, Yajnavalkya may be dated about 575 B. C. So

tbe dates of Atreya and Susruta must be placed some time before

that period, and Atreya being anterior to Susruta, be can safely

be placed at least in tbe seventh century B. C.

This date of Atreya is pushed back to further antiquity by

tbe evidences found in tbe Atbarvaveda. As evidence of tbe very early

date of both, Atreya and Susruta, we have a rather significant passage

in the Atbarvaveda. It occurs in tbe tenth book, as a hymn
on the creation of man, in which the several parts of the skeleton

are carefully and systematically enumerated in striking agreement

more especially with the system of Atreya as contained in Caraka’s

compendium. The date of the Atbarvaveda is not exactly known,

but it belongs to the most ancient, or primary Vedic literature

of India. It cannot be placed later than the eighth century B C.

because references to it are found in secondary Vedic works, such as

the ^atapatha Brahmana above referred to. The large portion of it

(books I to XVIII) admittedly belongs to a much earlier period,

possibly as early as about 1000 B C., and the hymn in question is

included in this older portion Moreover, within that portion it belo*

ngs to a division (books VIII*XII) which bears a distinctly hieratic

character. It thus takes us back to that pre-historic or the semi-mythical

age of the medicine man who combined the functions of priest and

physician. This period as already stated, is represented conspi-

cuously by the great sage Bharadwaja and to him it actually

ascribes the authorship of one of the hymns (the twelfth of the

tenth book) of that hieratic division.

So the period of Atreya can be bracketed between the end

of Atharva-period and the beginning of Satapatha-period.

Let us see if the method of exposition and the language

used are of any help to us in fixing the date. The main text of

Atreya seems to have been composed during the ‘Sutra period' or

the aphoristic period which appeared at the end of the Vedic period.

The rise of this class of writings was due to the need of reducing

the vast and growing mass of details of knowledge and experifcnce

accumulated during the Vedic period in the whole of Aryavarta,

)
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to a systematic shape and of compressing them into a compact form

which would not impose too great a burden on the memory, the

only vehicle of all teaching and learning in those days. The main

object of the Sutras was therefore to supply a short but comprehensive

survey of the sum of these scattered details. For this purpose, the utmost

brevity was needed, a requirement which was certainly met in a manner

unparalleled elsewhere. The very name of this class of literature (Sutra

‘thread’ or ‘clue’ from to sew) points to its mam characteristic

and chief object viz., extreme conciseness. The prose in which these

works were composed is such that the wording of the most laconic

expression would often appear diffuse compared v/ith it. Some of the

Sutras attain to such a degree of terseness that the formulas cannot

be understood without the help of elaborate commentaries. A charact-

eristically aphoristic verse which defines the nature of a Sutra is

here.

" This is called a Sutra which has the least number of

words, is unambiguous, synoptical, all-embracing, devoid of any superfi-

cial word and faultless.

According to it, the compilers of grammatical Sutras delighted

as much as in the saving of a short vowel as in the birth of a son

The first section of Atreya Samhita is called Sutra-sfch5na.

This Sutra style needed interpretation and commentaries and hence

it was essential to study under a Guru who could interpret the Sutras.

This is also one of the reasons why later on so many commentariei

on this Samhita were written

Linguistic investigations tend to show that the Sutras are

closely connected in time with the grammarian Panini, some of them

appearing to be even anterior to him. We shall therefore probably

not go far wrong in assigning 7th to 2nd century B. C.

as the chronological limits within which the Sutra literature was

developed.
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Another evidence which leads as to place Atreya some time

in the Satapatha Brahmana period is the assembly-system so often

mentioned in his treatise. The philosophical disquisitions are the

characteristic feature of the Brahmana period. It was a special functi-

on of the Brahma priest to give decisions on many disputed points

that may arise in the course of a sacrifice, and this he could not

have done unless he was a master of ratiocination. Such decisions

which may be likened to the chairman’s rulings in a modern assembly

are scattered through the ancient Brahmanas and are collected toge-

ther as so many deductions in the Purva Mimansa (<^*11*1191)

aphorisms of Jaiminl

These tournaments of arguments form a prominent feature

in the later books of Satapatha Brahmana. The hero of these is

Yajnavalkya who is regarded as the chief authority, like Atreya in

the Caraka Samhita.

In the Brhadaranyakopanisad which forms

the concluding portion of the last book named Aranyaka (btroijh)

of both the recensions of Satapatha BrShmana, the second part

of the Upanisad consists of four philosophical discussions

in Which Yajilavalkya is the chief speaker. Out of these four, the

first is a great disputation in which the sage proves his superiority

over nine successive interlocutors. The second discourse is the dialogue

between king Jauaka and Yajnavalkya The third discourse is another

dialogue between them. The fourth is the discourse between Yajnavalkya

and his wife JMaitreyl

In the Caraka Samhita we find the following discussions.

In the 10 th chapter of Sutra-sthana there is depicted a

dialogue betweu the main speaker Atreya and Maitreya.

Atreya gives a warning at the end thus:

—

5t: i

‘‘One who knows the differential diagnosis between curable

and incurable diseases, as also the right application, will not fall into

such erroneous mode of thinking as Maitreya and others did.
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In the 1 2th chapter of Sutra-sthana the discourse is among

the Rsis, Kuba Sank) tyayana, Kumarasira Bharadwaja, Kankayana

Bahlika, Badisa Dhamargava, Varyovida Rajarsi, Marici, Kapya,

and Atreya.

Each of them discusseB one aspect of the subject and

Atreya, the presiding sage, links all the aspects in one Integrating form

In chapter 25th of Sutra-sthana, Kasipati Vamaka approaches

the assembly of E&is for the solntion of a question. Patiksi

Maudgalya Saraloma. Varyovida

Hiranyaksa Kusika (§>%«) ,Kausika Bhadrakapya

Bharadwaja Kankayana Bhiksu Atreya (f5?g each

of these propounds his own theory and insists tenaciously' on its accept-

ance. The presiding sage Atreya exhorts all of them to be more rational

and scientific aud gives his authoritative decision on the subject.

Similarly, in chapter 26 th of Sutra-sthana, nine sages meet

and each propounds his own theory in the discourse on the categories of

taste (»^). Finally, the learned Atreya expounds giving the decision

in the matter,

IRvstl

“These who advance arguments and counter-arguments as if

they were finalities, never in fact arrive at any conclusion, going round

and round like the man who sits on the oil press. Therefore letting go

this wordy warfare, apply your minds to the essential truth, but

without dispersing the obscuring cloud (of passion) there can be no

proper appreciation of the object that Is to be known

In the 3 rd chapter of Sarira-gthana again, there is a discourse

between Bharadwaja and Atreya

Elaborate rules and regulations aboi^t the conducting of such

meetings aie given In great details in the Vim^na-sthana cljapl:er VIH-
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Reviewing the matter and manner of these discourses and the

importance attached to such meetings, one feels that Atreya’s treatise

must have been composed during the period when such disquisitions

were the prevalent system of establishing the final truth in a matter

of dispute. Thus Atreya’s period coincides with the Satapatha period.

Taking into view the internal and external evidence supported by

historical consistency we are led to place Atreya in a period not deflec-

ting much on either side of the 8th century B. C but certainly not

later than 7th century B. C.

Atreya, as a teacher

As a teacher of medicine, Atreya is of a very high order judged

from the methods he adopted to instruct his disciples and of the

arrangement and classification of the subjects and medical concepts.

All the parallel treatises such as those of Kasyapa, Harita and Bhela,

refer to him as the accredited teacher and authority on

mediciue.
t

It is therefore necessary that we learn of the methods of

instruction he pursued in achieving this supremacy as a teacher.

At the beginning of each lesson, he categorically announces

the definite subject he proposes to expound Then, often it happens

that the disciples headed by Agnivesa put inquiring questions in

order to spot-Iight the salient points of the subject proposed. And

the teacher while expounding these salient points covers the whole

field of the proposed subject. Occasionally, there are intelligent inter-

jections by Agnivesa asking for clarification on points, as for exam-

ple, when the teacher commends the real physician as against the

quack, Agnivesa asks, “HOw are we to know the real physician from

the quack^ ’ and a- most impressive delineation of the difference between

the quack and the real physician is given by Atreya Again

aftei proposing the subject to be expounded, the various disciples or

the sages and learned men assembled about the 'teacher, are invited

to offer their individual views The great discussion^ on the subject

of Vata and of Rasa are supreme examples of this kind. After listen-

ing to the ’views of each of the learned men participating in
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discussion, Atreya sums up his opinion which is sometimes categori-

cally oflfered and sometimes elaborated by arguments and illustrations

Though in later days there obtained in India the Socratic method

known as teacher- disciple dialogues yet Atreja’s cannot

be called such a method It is in its form more ancient and related

to the Brahmauical method oi discission Only, it is milder in spirit

without the bravado and vehemence that characterises the part played

by exponentB like Yajuavalkim in the debates conducted under the

patronage of king Janaka. There is a true spirit of inquiry and a

desire for discovering and accepting the truth on a subject is

transparent in these discussions, but no desire to assert oneself and

score a victory in debate. This became the spirit of a later day

though it was condemned by Atre}^ as unworthy of good men

( Car. Vim VIII 22-23 )

II II =5. % ^

“In a hostile debate, one should speak supported by reason

and skill and never object to statements backed by autboiity. The
hostile debate, which is serious, enrages some people.

And there is nothing that an enraged man may not do or say, and

wise men never commend a quarrel before an assembly of good men”

Throughout, m these discussions, Atreya conducts himself

with great dignity, composure and understanding. He listens to the

expositions of the different views of the scholars assembled and after duly

weighing them, gives out his own considered opinion which is invariably

accepted as final by the issembl} Occasionally he warns his disciples

against the error fallen into by any of the disputants, as for example

he warned his disciples and others present against “falling into the

same error as did Maitreya and others like him on the question of

treatment and non treatment being equal in their results
”

^

He warns against clinging to an argument also.
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The spirit of reverence with which his disciples approach

him as he is seated amidst sages and scholars including occasionally

the learned rulers of neighbouring kingdoms or foreign scholars and

the finality his discussions acquire in the discussions among these

sages and scholars, and also the shifting scene of such assemblies from

the northern Himalayas to the eastern part like Kailasa and the

southern plains of Kampilya are indubitable indications of the popula-

rity, wisdom and supremacy among his contemporaries^ of Atreya as

a teacher of medicine.

Besides, for us the significance lies in the stamp of methodical and

scientific exposition, he imparted to the mass of medical lore that perhaps

lay till then in amorphous heap of drugs and data. The stage of rational

or scientific mediciue began with Atreya. Though the concept of the

three controlling forces of the body as of the universe is contained

in the Vedic literature, it is to Atreya that medicine owes its full

elaboration of the Tridosa(f%>N) concept in a consistent method and based

on a logic of elemental combinations and physico-chemical transmutations.

With the theory of taste and its influences on metabolic and physio-

logical functions and its application m therapeutics, the concept of the

Rasa Guna (gw), Virya (^1) and Vipaka and Prabhava

of drugs, Medicine passes from the empirical stage to a scientific

stage, based and supported on bio-pliysical and bio-chemical concepts.

Though Caiaka and Didhabala may be given credit for the

present arrangement of the various sections and the order of the

chapters etc, yet the essential rationale running through the entire

length of the treatise and the basic concepts and generalisations on

drug, disease-factors and methods of therapeusis, belong to Atreya

and have been kept intact and perhaps have been embellished by

details of illustritlon by the redactors

The rational spirit of the teacher is so strong that even

malad'es which admitted of a religious or demoniac origin and were

actually believed to be such by others, were put down by Atreya

as due to purely physical and physiological causes and to

volitional transgression, and were exhorted to be treated

like ' other diseases. While describing Insanity, Atreya lays
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down that neither the gods nor the demons have anything to do

with it and must be known to result from wrongful behaviour and

must be countered by snitable remedies.

^ ’TTfiqii, II ‘I'Mi

f?T. V9

“Neither gods nor the Gandharvas, neither the goblins nor

the demons, nor aught else, torment the man who is not tormented

of himself.”

It IS remarkable that in similar fashion does Hippocrates

of Greece explain 'epilepsy^ which till then v/as named a 'sacred

disease ’ He says, 'It is thus with regard to the disease called sacred.

It appears to me to be no wise more divine nor more sacred than

other diseases but has a natuial cause from which it originates like

other affections. The cause is no longer divine but human ’

It IS therefore natural to surmise that the time of Atreya

coincides with that in which the general tendency in Indian life and

thought became rational, when inquiry into the original causes of

things was initiated and pursued i. e. in the Upanisadic or the Brah*

mana period, that succeeded the age of revelation and intuition to

which the Veda belongs. Thus in the heyday ofulndiau speculative thought,

Atreya taught his elaborations of the theory of drug and disease

and ushered in the age of scientific medicine. He gave it the framework

of a metaphysic of medicine, a basement of theory that could sustain the

elaborate edifice of pathology and therapeutics so minutely evolved and

completed at a time when humanity in general was still cradled m its

infancy as regaids scientific thought and practice Su::_eIiJg t’le

glowing demi-god Bharadwaja, who brought down the beueficient lore

from the king of the gods, Atreya stands supreme among the teachers

of the Science of Life among men, a teacher conspicuous for sweet

reasonableness, breadth and comprehensiveness of wisdom as of vision

and clarity of definitions, and above all, expert in the correlating of

drug to disease. He is thiss supreme as a therapeu*'ist and has

earned the immortal name of being the originator of medicine.
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Atreya is a name, immortal in Indian medicine and will remain

BO as long as the science of life is studied and practised in the light

and spirit of his principles and basic theory.

His attachment to reason and the happy results flowing

from scientific understanding as against fads and unreasoned faith,

which make for ignorance, is home out by his exemplary definition of

knowledge and happiness.

^ I)

'* All suffering, with its resort in the body as well as m
the mind has for its basis ignorance, while all happiness has its foun-

dation in pure scientific knowledge.

CHAPTER V

AGNIVESA

The great heritage of the healing art left to us by Kisna

Atreya would have been lost to us but for the herculean task of

his chief pupil Agnivesa who made a detailed record of the exposition

which flowed from the benevolent lips of his preceptor Atreya. It was

Agnivesa who codified the knowledge and arranged it in the form of

a Treatise ^shlch forms the basis of what is now the Caraka

Samhitd. Kisna Atreya expounded the science of Kaya-Cikitsa

to his SIX pupils among whom Agnivesa was one of

outstanding intelligence. His in'^ellect was superior to his co students

and his treatise was applauded by the sages as the most authoritative,

«rsi i

5q%:ii =q. fq q'). '^^9

q3?T>5rq9’qi5^iij: qf<^^qg:ii =q. ^

5itoq?3:ii q. <),
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" Thereafter ‘ Punarvasu, the most benevolent, moved by

compassion for all creatures, bestowed the science of life on bis six

disciples. Agnivesa, Bhela, Jatukarna, Parasara, Harlta and Ksara-

pani received the teaching of that sage.

All this has beieri declared to the foremost disciple by"Punar-

vasu, the Knower of Trilth, who was free ftora the faults of passion

and ignorance, in this discourse on the treatment of Pectoral Lesions

and Cachexia.

Addressing himself to the six choicest of his disciples

headed by Agnivesa, who were dedicated to study and meditation, the

master, Atreya, declared as follows, with a view to stimulate inquiry.

It was the excellence of his own understanding and not

any difference in instruction by the sage, whereby Agnivesa became

the foremost compiler of the science

Not only was he the most brilliant among the disciples but

his compilation received the approval of the committee of experts

which declared it to be the best of all andfever since it became the

authoritative text-book on the science.”

This brilliant author of perhaps the oldest written medical

work was known as Hutasa (pra) or Hutasavesa and Vahnivesa

Hutasa (pT?r) and Vahni are but the synonyms of Agni (stRr)

and the later authors substituted the synonyms for the purpose of

variation In chapter 44 on fractures we find:

Agnivesa is referred to by his synonyms in Caraka Samhita,

In Siddhisthana (ra%<:4i^) 12th chap, verse 53 Agnivesa is

referred to as Vahnivesa

The Commentator Cakrapaui while beginning the benedictory

verse refers to Agnivesa by his synonym.
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The Agnivesa-tantra originally consisted of 12000 verses.

m ^53^ nf|i3r I

g II

f^f«cgT ^ Ji \

5^11 h^h g. %. *1^

Unfortunately Agnivesa-tantra in the original form Is not

available at present- That logically leads us to the question, as to the

period till which the book was available.

Indiikara the commentator of Astanga Sangraha writes

57a[ gg ,
this statement has led many to believe that

Cai aka’s life came to an end before he could complete the redaction of

Agnivesa-tantra. But this theory is untenable, because throughout

the Caraka Samhita we find at the end of each chapter

g5i^; this means that Caraka redacted the whole of Agnivesa-tantra,

’ The following statement of Drdhabala has led some people

to think that Agnivesa-tantra was not available in his time

=g. fg.

“He added seventeen chapters in the section on therapeutics as

also the two sections of Pharmaceutics and Success In Treatment

in entirety, by culling his data from various treatises on the science

“The seventeen chapters and the sections on Pharmaceutics

and Success in Treatment in the treatise composed by Agnivesa

and revised by Caraka have not been found.’’

But such an assumption can be easily set aside. The argument

put forward is that he mentions having taken from many other

books, and Agnivesa-tantra is not specifically mentioned. But we

must not forget that Didhabala is a redactor As we have seen,

redaction is the progressive revision of the original text. Additions

or omissions can be made according to the progress in the science made
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during that period Natuially the author has to consult all new books

for such redaction He has to move with the times and be in constant

touch with the changing. He was not a mere commentator

who had just to make the text lucid He was a redactor and as

such he consulted all available treatises in order to revise and make

the text up-to-date The basic text which was to be redacted need

not be mentioned as such as it is to be taken for granted as the

basic text on which the super-structure was constructed.

Again, the verse quoted above means no more than this that

the redacted portion of Caraka is not available and it is only by a

stretch of unwarranted assumption that we can construe it as mean-

ing that Agnivesa tantra was not available. A slight linguistic ambi-

guity in the verse has however, caused this confusion. If the reading

were the ambiguity would not have occurred.

In the Siddhi-sthana 4th chapter, Didhabala (73^5)

describes the meeting of the learned sages under the presidentship

of Atreya. Unless we take this to be a mere conventional way of

writing in those days, we must conclude that Aguivesa-tantra (srfhl?!-

55?^) was available in Didhabala’s time

There is difference of opinion as regards the portion of section

on therapeutics, that have been restored by Didhabala This creates

a problem as to which 17 chapters were restored by Drdhabala.

A critical exmination of this question by thrashing out all available

internal and external evidence indicates that the original text of

Agnivesa existed as the basic text for Didhabala and that a certain

portion of the redacted text of Caraka was not available.

The style and language of the original texts of Agnivesa,

Caraka and Drdhabala can be distinguished on minute examination

of the text. Now, we find that there is a mixture of the styles and

diction lu nearly all the chapters and hence one is led to the

natural conclusion that Agnivesa-tautra did exist in the time of

Dfdhabala.

The Index of all the 120 chapters is given in the 30th

chapter of Sutra-sthana. Didhab?las arrangement is quite in accord
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with that. Though this is not a strong argument in itself, as one can

gay that the heaclmgs of the chapters m’ght have been taken by

Didhabala from the index in Sutra-sthana or that the whole index

in the 30th chapter may be altogether a later insertion

That the Agnive&a-tantra did exist upto and well aftei

Vagbhata is amply supported by various facts The following quotations

should disperse any suspicion that Agnive&a-tantra was lost in the

time of Vagbhata.

3?

<ik iS^ ^ •

It ar, g. g. u o

8?.

1 ir^T =q ?f^a: ii

3T. u.

Jrd, 3^; 5?%;|

3T. f Tfi.

Jejjata, a pupil of Vagbhata quotes from Aguivesa*Laiitia the

following verses. These verses are not found in the Caraka Samhita

and hence he must have quoted these from the original Aguivesa-

tantra which must have been available in his days

Err3»02ii?g:(f« qai:

W'Ri^’Ecif ’aqT 3?=?T^q'ifB[qrfg^r.

3?^: ?ci5qi f^qoi ^gnlq^ir:
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gqlT''. EIISTrig:.!

R,?^is3 ^:r'g ^ ^ ^ ii

Tisata (rfh^i), SUP of VigMiaLa lu h.s C'kitsa . i k i '''?u ^ n)

mentions Aguivesa a*, a disimcL aathont}-- showug at Agn \e,a-

tantia existed in li s fine

rdig3 vT-ii]q^i?t iii3

Cakrajjai-i, ibc c u ninentator of Ciraka Samhita who (luunske 1

in the lull ceuturv A D cites pharmacent cal prep irations which are

not found in the Caiaka Samhita This leads to the cunclii*.i()ti

that the oiiguial Agnue-^a tantri w is available even iu the file <*f

Cakrapanl
* '

fTI^X ’i 'Jl '411^ al

r diw

T'iK c-4 m

=ti u. ^

erAj'i '3 ?|'3iBr u i

u >rf
=3 nici:ii

=q k-i' < O'-Z.^.I

fqtfgi f^5i]S[ =? q^.r-i^lll

1, qv5l4-^IJjgi'^il gfF'jfl II

ft a*'’ qT^I

‘ '
I cir-qi %V| q Fqi'F c,qtiviqii

The following reepe of Vas’dya G'lit m fg^)sc,noIcd i /

Sodhala from Aguiveba-Uiiitra

ggw-!=IilKlf-< ^vlF l^,K i t

(t-i'I'^'I '3ts«'ai'i leoi^ ii

311^1 gf^q ^^l=^
|

eUq: qi^q^v-q m iq-^ni \\

"tirt ill 'j

'

<,^Tiqri cfi InM ' Tif . • -v tj
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6odhala flourished in the 12th Century A. D. and this

shows that AgniFesa-tantra was available even then,

Kanthadatta (^03^^) the coramentator on Vrudai Siddhayoga

who flourished in the 1 3th century A. D. says:

RlqjTi^ I

dlsc^r in^gq; r

11

These verses are also not found m the Caraka Samhita and
>

hence it can be presumed that they have been taken directly from

the Agnivesa-tantra itself.

Sivadasa Sen who flourished in the I5tb century A. D.

Ba}S in his Tattva-candrika

cT^ srf^:

—

^ 5i|sw}?q)g?s?}h 11

As this verse is not found in the Caraka Samhita, the only

possible source of it must be Agnlve^a-lautra which must have been

available in the fifteenth century. After that period no more citations

from the Agnivesa-tantra arc avilable except one suggestive reference

by Gangadhar Sastri in the 19 th century.

5Fq[ g j

37q*
I

gag; fsff?;
|
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5I1C3I ; I .

'

gf|53i5qi^iqq Eff^^g^K gg- |

fgf^^aiRFaJig ^ II

IV-^ ilfiT

More references will be unearthed by scbolare in tb'e course

of regearcb.

Besides this premier work on Ayurveda^ several other works

are ascribed to Agnive&a. AnjanaNidana a treatise
,

on

diseases of the eye is one such book.

3T5l<qrgni^^S'^^^qi f^rqsn \

Girlndranath Hist. Vol III Pages 525-526

I

Th’s closing sentence definitely ascribes the work to Agni-

vesa He is also quoted by Vagbhata, Bhavamisra, Tisata and 'Rudra-

bballa and other authors. There are two or three commentaries

written on this book

A third work Nidana^thana (pathology) also stands in the

name of Aguivesat

Dowson speaks of Agnivesa as a sage and son of Agui and

an early writer on medicine. We learn that Bharadwaja and Agastya

were his preceptors m archery (Dhanurvidya qgfqa') and that

Bharadwaja gave him the Agneyastra which Agnivesa gave to

his pupil Diona This Astra was called Brahmasirah (jin a?)

Thus we find that Agnivesa was equally a'^’epl m the

science of war as with that of medicine.

One Agnivesa, the son of Sat3mka (Qc^t) is mentioned in Majjh-

amaNikija to have taken part m the philosophical debate

with Gautama Buddha,

There is no need to go into elaborate aigument over the question

of period in which he flourished He was the pupil of Atreya and hence he



riirrxcR
ir»>fw«i»-o-r—-- «- -vr- -^x—^ *tfr^r-^y /•w^VKsrs-'^SSssijE^

fltMinslied during the pc' lod of ^fc'cyn i. dur'irg the f^atapitha

period. We may brlefh’’ enumerate the pont^? that support our placing

hlu) in the Satapatha period, apart from the argument of hig

CQi tfmporaneity with Atre\a.

•#

(1) He niugt have floiirmhed before Plnini ag we f'ud refer-

ences to Taxilia m PTuiini while Taxilla i-, c mis > cuous h/ its absence

in XgpivC'^a Simhitl Mo au'hor of the ver-.i> ibty of Agn vcsr could

aTord to neglect mentioning TaxilU if it 'Acre a flvirishiag centre

of medical learning in hig t,me

(2)

. Tn the Plnii ‘-S'ltra •>'-^-1 Jafikarna, P.ir.isara and

'Xgn’vi-'ta—all names of ph\s cant; occur together and tb s indicater ’..hat

' Agn vesa lived befoie Piiiiuis pen id "We k.iow that Jatlikarna and

Par'isarn N'cre co stndonts (''lali'') of Agn

(P lle-nltu hlv-Tia-rr ik<Ha quotes from
* •-

Si'iho'ri ?) a bsl: of \yar\edic aiithofR. Tn it Agnivesa, HlrTto,

Ks 1 ipani and Jotnk rao ore mentioned Wc know all thc«e were

CO 't.idents

(4) Til Sotopatha prlhnniia (TiiT^n") '\e find th'* - '7-7i?I t

Pm 5T I Here a (lesce.idnnt rf Agn \c-ia s referred tn

To Bhara’w'ji we piy our linnngc as the fl st mortal who

undertook the ln'7\''doas t^gk of travelling to th ’ ih ide of Indra

and bringing to fhe mortal world the science of Aaurveda We
regird Atre^a with rca'erence as the first systematic proponnder

of the science 'f healng Caraka is il'nsirpiis as the redactor of the

original taiitra of Agmve-a. But amidst these we must not forget the

one who g'v 'he science i^s permanent impress, by reducing It

to the g'/stemai farm >vn c i i'’ possesses to lay and wh'c i wis heartil}-

applauded ai> '•'

- beq- b' b’s contc npvirar}^ sages and scholars.

h VIS Agn ,
'i mo^t h lat pi>i! of l-rey i who taok doA^n

fhe t'Uths a r]i.^ 'Ti^r fro u t ae cacred ^ p-. of his master

O her pnpiP folaaed sa'^. hut .C 'a'l-. Vgi.”*-,i, who vv s upheld as

the best I'hiis 'C ^as Ag-iive-.a wdin like J3hagiratha, hro ight the

heavenly Ganges of the herlng art w tin i l^e remh £ sufFeriag

luanknu^ He' i-^ ihe gnlde’i Inik he*^vire’i the p-ercli ngs of Atreya,

auJ the evpasinn-j of liter in'd'cii a.i'-hj'S JL i-, tie a ic’d' sheet



nnd tlie permaoeut fouulam ?ou. ea of medical science from which all

the latci fecholars have drawn ncuri«:hmeut and p,upport

CHAPTER VT

CARAKA

The world knows the most ancient and fundamental book

on the Medicine of Indii as 'Caraka’, or the ' Caraka Samh't.l ' The
early Arabic writen. on medicine refer to Caraka as an authority

and a compltte translation was made of Caraka in Arabic “This

book w’as translated into Arabic for the princes of the

hoiKe of Barmicides ’ fAlberuni s India B C Sachau'' Tibetan,

C-hmese and other latif;;ua^es obtaining in the northwest neighbour-

hood of Ind a may corlain either trandat ons of or referen-

ces to Caraka One snch reference to a Car.ka, the court plnsician

of Kani-ka, in the C'"n-s’ Trip't,'’ka, led the niientalist S3dvain

Levi to infer that the nnlhor cf the Caraka vSamhitri is identical w ith

the court plnscias of Kauidca. Of th.s we shall have to sa}^ more

later on ni tins chaD'ei The name of C?raka as we shall sec has

been n-ed in the anc ent sacrv.d hteratnie of India to mean the

adherents of a branch of the Veda, the teacher of a kind of acrobatic

dance, a o’ut'o , and so fnth, varying in its application of the

particular sinse of the verb 'Cvr’ ( out of the man}'’ it connotes.

It seems to be a 1 honoiific tei m in ’icatliig the p'^ofe^sion of

the perioatelie te clur The religious and ph do'- »ph loal ce ackers called

tlKiu-elvcs tlie ‘Parivrljakas’ AIisHv i;lie*,e were men who had

renonneed the world arid had entered iinm the 1 'st ‘^tige of religious

life, tint N ‘Sainnyasa'

Tlironghoiit the many centuries ' me first the Agnivcba-

lantra w’as siu'hed aiid rccactcu Cirakn ’he w'orlti has known of

th s ^reit work as tli^ C-i'-ika I' - i.n the fo irth ceuti ry

iftcr CliTht till the pre-euL di^, schoH s, ( o n nentatur-, trauslato’'s

and incttuiioDS ha\e edged to the suict rj' and author, t}'’ of thi-,

naihe BhiLLari Har<audr. and named their commentaries

after h,s mine Th 13' are kujwu rcs, ef a-> Car^Jea-vv akhyd

and Cirak i-n3'a,a lu tie seveulh century the great



ganikrit prose writer Bana Bhafcta (^rmf) mentions Garaka in one]of kia

passages containing ‘double entendre’,

Santi^raksita refers to Caraka in relation to ‘ynkti’ (^) or

co-ordination as one of tbe Pramanas (Rfri'i^or means of knowledge,

37rf¥i^ n »igc^rgcft^

gfjt; i

fTrgiTRSl^ zn fr If ii

During tbe seventh, eighth and the ninth centuries when

Arabic scholarship was at its highest and Islam spread in the west

till it reached the shores of the Atlantic, Caraka was a revered autho-

rity in the Sar lean and Latin w'orld of science and scholarship.

Alberuni s'ys “they (the Hindu*?) have a book called by the name of

its author, i. e. Cara ta which they consider as the best of their

whole literature on medicine. Acco-cmg to their belief Ciraka was a

Esi in the last Dwfpara-yuga when his name was Agnivesa, but

afterwards he was ca led Caraka i, e the intelligent one" (Alberuni’s

India by E* C. Sachin) Jayanta Bhatta in his work on logic called

Nyaya-maxijan refers to Caraka as an example of those

authoritative wise men who have the whole of time-space in their k«n.

Cakrapaui, the popular commentator on Caraka of the llth

century is well known Bhanumatl. the commentary on Susriita refers to

Caraka too during tlie same period. Vijaya-raksita and Srikantha of

the 13 th centpr}?, Va-aspati and Kanthadatta and ^ivadasa of the 14th

and 15th centuries respectively a^ viell as Bhavamisra of the 16th

century refer to Car. ka as the g 'eat medical authority In the twen-

tieth century there is a club of medical scholars in America, named
after Caraka, It is known as the Caraka Club of America Thus
throughout these twenty or more centuries after he edited his great

work, his name has been held in high esteem and as the highest

authority on Hindu medicine.
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We shall ^now discuss the history of the word ‘Caraka’ as

it has heeu used to denote many aid various individuals or schools

of thought.

The secular equivalent to this term \fas perhaps used to

distinguish the secular peripatetic teacher from 1 he religious Sarauj^asI

and the equivalent of Parivrajaka is probab'y ‘Caraka’ Sankara,

Ramanuja, Madhava and innumerable such peripatetic religious teachers

were known as Parlyrajakacaryas ('7i<^r Sinilarl}^ the teacher of

the seculai wisdom, particularly of medicine, who went about dissemina-

ting his skill and theories must have called himself Caraka. It is necessary

to examine w’hy there should have come "into being any school of

peripatetic teachers either religious or secular This happens, as it is

easy to see, when a new school has come into being, or when an

old school is trying to reassert itself against the claims of anew one,

at any rale, when there is a need felt ^or either the establishment of

new tenets or the re-establishment of old ones, refuting the opposing

or a newer school of thought. We have the example of the black

school of Yajurveda whose adherents or propagating section were

known as Carakas That was because this black or fh,e older school

had to meet the challenge of a new school started and propagated

by a schismaltic section of the followers of Yajuavalkya who broke

away from the old school and foanded his own branch known as the

white Yajurveda. The older school must have felt the need to re-esta

blish itg authority or defend its following against the 4ni*oads of the

new and hence went about the country intent on the preservation

and dissemination of Its doctrine

It IS pisobable that there arose a like situatio^i of great

ferment in medical thought and practice either as the result of varl

ous schools of medical theories coming into being or of a confusion

regarding the rival schools claiming to represent the ancient and

authoritative tradition or even perhaps of the :wealth of accumulated

data of experience and experiment waiting to be properly iblended

with and incorporated into the original body of the ancient licience.

That each or every one of these conditions is en'-irely probable it

obvious when we remember that between the original compilation of

the Aguivesa-tautra which was presented to the assembly of jages
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•eized, even political supremacy when Pu^ja-mitra, the comman* ,

der-in-chief, usurped the throne of hlagadha by assasinating his

ruler belonging to the Buddhistic persuasion. This was the culmina-

tion of the Vedic reassertion and PuLya«mitra performed the horse

sacrifite after the manner of ancient Hindu emperors, and proclai-

med himself the champion and renovator of Vedic traditions

It is to this period, we presume, the various systems of Indian

philosophical thought owe their origin Similarly it is in this period that

the codification and edition and re-oiganizetion of the medical thought

and traditions of the land, took place based on the experience and

accumulated data of the whole period between the time of the sage-

promulgators like Atreya and Agnivesa and the time of this faew

ferment and revival when Buddhism was on the wane. ^

Caraka, as we may gather from the internal evidence of the

work, is aware of the Sakas, Yavauas and the Cinas,

He knows their habits and dietetic pecularities. During the days

of theMagadha empire, India^ loomed laige among the nations of the world.

Her wealth, her arts and sciences received international admiration.

Conquerors, adventurers. Savants and pilgrims turned their eyes towards

India m quest of her wealth, knowledge and holiness The philosophers

of the Nyaya and Vaibesika schools expounded their theories of reality,

of siibstance and quality. The Sankhyas formulated their theory of

evolution of the world by the rateractiou of matter and consciousness

(Prakiti and Purusa and established the scientific postulate on

which positive sciences could be built

4

The popular religion still retained the devotion to Vedic gods

and rites and the Atharvavedic rituals e. g Santipaustika, Bali,

Mangala and Homa are prescribed in the Caraka Samhita as aids to

somatic medicine.' All these circumstances point persuasively to a time

when tlicfc was a ferment and upsurge of ancieht Vedic thought aQ(J



rituH^^’an'd'wIieti India* was the meeting ground of the worlcVi peopltrti

and’’iheir' thought. It is to such a period; that we are- inclined'* Vo" -

hold 'Cafaha, the rerdactor belongs, i about the second century 3. Gi*"^

’ It is not .possible to ^know w,Ith any
^
degree of ^preciaien-who. -

Caraka was or his parentage, when and where he lived and Tedacted.,^

the work, whethe'r 'this was the personal name of the author or of

a school tb which he belonged 'or u title he assumed.’ for hiniielf or

which was conferred ^ on him by hif contemporaries. With tkeifield i^j

thus open for the -exercise- of ‘fertile fancy/ several theories' have

befcome current legarding the - identity and the time of this famous^

redactor. Before we examine ^any of these;* it is: necessarj’-^ to xeiiieia*^
’

her -that’ the book dtself 'affords no ' clue-'to the nature'^and time or other '
•;

circumstances of the "redactor There- is .just a bare mention'' of his . ^

name in the colophon of each chapter as the redactor of the treatise

compiled by Agnive^a.
' ^ ^ - . ,

> '
, ; 'J

^ % *
If

^
f

^

Whether even this colophon is the original feature of his

work or appended to it by tbe later redactor Drdhabala who claims

to have completed the work by reconstructing and restoring tbe last

forty-one ,,chapters of the treatise ascribed to Agniveea, is also a

matter for7coniecture. Before we can formulate any views regarding!,

the person, and time, of Caraka, let us cousider why any person, be he^;

kfaowu as Caraka or by auy other name, should have felt called upon,

to redact a work like the tantra of Aguivesa which had received
^

the commendation of the great sages as the. best embodiment or

Atreyas teaching. It would be interesting and throw U8w„,IigHt.^on^^

the subject if we could, have the Agnivesa.tantra as, it.,was before^,

being redacted ,by Caraka.
^

_ >, .i

Tbe Bhela and Harita tantras, which were written at the

same time by the co-students of Agnivesa, are still available but

the tanVra' of ’Agnivesa is unfortunately not available 'now. We
have to be satisfied

’ only with its redacted form—Caraka-Samhita. 7,

..Lr " It j^eems to us natural to suppose that iu'additfon'ta the pro^'

gfcBsIve sccuaialaKoc of material demanding to be sifted and incorporated!’'
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t a work held in great -repute and tomiug down- through the cent-

r uriea lauat have been found to have suffered mutllationa ,and spunoug
’ 'amendatious and interpolations Thus the need' for verification- and

i jeconstructiori in the light of the parallel compilntions and texts- that

survived' in greater compactness, must have arisen With ithe appea-

rance, at such a time, of a great scholar with comprehensive vision

an^ learning, the^^ need was fulfilled and we shall not be wrong m
holding that after the lapse of a few centuries after the compdation

' by Aguivesaj there arbse a^ need such as we" have envisaged afibve,

‘and h scholar-physician whom we know as Caraka was born to fulfil

this great need. Not having any definite indications as to his time,

we do not know,what length of time again elapced between him

and, Drdhabala, the second redactor who claims to have restored the

j

JoBt portions of Agnivesa-tantra as, redacted' by Caraka, the same

having been lost That even this redacted version of Caraka should have

^
been lost already at the time of Didhabala, makes one conclude, that

Caraka v/as quite ancient, even at the time of Didhabala The latter

however never concerns himself regarding the time or identity of

Caraka. Except giving him an epithet of Atibuddhi (3? 63%), the hignly

- intelligent he never troubled himself to give us either his v.ew.of the

Mah’or of his tims or place. , ,

-
, , ,

*,
II Y^. %, “j’, 'ic)

, r 1 - I , V
' f .

' '

, . - We derive no . help even from Waghhata, who based his

,^work "on these two ancient compilations of- Caraka and Snsruta He

.
only mentions* that these two are preferred to the works of Ehela

j
,and other sages, by vlftpe of their excellence, and hence excellence

and not the mere autbotship of a Rsi, is deemed the recommeiidati-^u

for a work.

1
* ' _ r . I,

,
, .

(3T. S'. 3^.

- * - To 'help-UB to'arrive at as definite a conclusion as possible we

- thall . examine the theories current regarding Caraka’s^ time -and

"'identity. - . : .
'

.
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They are: ( 1 ) That Caraka is a Bsi of the Pre-Panini age; (2)

that Caraka is Patafijali, the commentator on Panini^s grammar and

also the author of the Yogasutras; (3) that he is a sage born -as the

incarnation of Sesa, the serpent king and servant of Visnu and (4)

that he is the same as the court ph5^8ician of the king Kaniska.

t

In this connection we cannot do better than cite the very

erudite and elaborate argument advanced by the ed,itor of the^Kasyapa

Sarahita, the Nepal Rajguru Sri Hemaraja Sarma setting forth the pros

and cons in each of these theories, as also a general inquiry into the

meaning and usage of the word ^Caraka’, in the ancient books.

As regards Caraka who is known as the redactor of the

text of Agnivesa-samhita containing the teaching of Atreya Punar-

vasu, we find the word Caraka in several works used in various

contexts. But it is not possible to determine from these relerencei

that there existed a teacher ot medicine by that name or that a certain

person among those referred to is the medical teacher.

We find in Bhavaprakasa the story of Caraka given thus in the

- 'history of medical teacherst-'Sesa, the king of serpents, who is ver-

sed in the Vedas and in the Ayurveda which is a sub-Veda of the Atha-

rvaveda, took his birth in the world as thp son of a sage versed in

the Vedas and the sciences and went about as a peripatetic teacher.

Thus from word “cara” a perigriuator, he came to be known as

Caraka, the last 85dlable being added without altering the sense*

He took up the text of the teaching of Atreya as codified by

Agnivesa and redacted it and made it popular in the world. Thus

is told the story of Caraka, the author of the work going by the

name of Caraka-Samhita

Some are of opinion' that the word ^Caraka" has the connota-

tion of a ph3'slclan and that there are a few usages of the word obtaining

in that sense with reference to some individuals If in the lexicons

it were found that the word was given as a synonym for physician

it should have been applied to Snsruta and others, but we do not

find it. Therefore it is natural to conclude that it applies only to the

author of the work in question. But if it is found applied to few
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persajiB, it is to be regarded as a title applied to them like

. ‘’Kali Bbima ’ or “modern Samson’ or modern Hippocrates etc* The
importance to Atharva*veda assigned in the Ciraka-Samhita like in

Ka^yapa and Sn^rnta Sainhitas, Atliarva-veda being the source of

Ayurveda, does not in, any way go against the supposition that Car*

aka signifies the section of the Veda going by that name. It

may ^Iso happen to be the author’s Gotra (vri^) or clan name, even as

"Atreya” is one belonging to the clan of Atri. Or it may be his

personal name too Or can it be that, being a person born in west

,
?rn India where the Naga race were living, he was called an incar-

nation, of the sefpent-god by the author of Bbavaprakasa. Or it is

also probable that as Rudta, the commentator on the Brhajjataka -

writes that any learned physician who went about as a mendicant ,

from place to place was thus known as Caraka, the perigrinating

mendicant The Lalita Vistara also supports the usage of the this terrh. ^

' Be >it as it may, for in whatever way he may have become

popular as Caraka, it is certain that by his erudition and skill in the

scienpe of Medicine, he had come to be regarded as a great teacher

from the earliest times, for we find that even V^gbhata and others

refer to him with respect as the “Preceptor Caraka” Jay*

anta Bhatta too refers to him with great respect thus in 'his Nyaya

Manjari “ Caraka and others, are the perceivers of the efficacy of subs-

tances in their combinations and singleness relative to tbe variations

of clime. Season, tbe individual characteristics and stage

- . In this connection some scholars have propouned that Caraka
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--is -anterior -to-Panini as in 'one of the Sutras of the’ latter he

^'^refefs to the nMe'Caraka v*^-^o\) But the Caraka 'referred

^ io^'in that Siitfa if prefixed by the word Kafcha (‘ts) and as if if with

“'reference ’to the discussion 'of Garana VyCha (=^^’112^7 ^), a vedic lext,^he

"peridn referred to'intist He a seer of the Ve'dic' hyrans or some ancient

^'sa^e'of his'liiae of 'fleseent. The Caraka hratich of ' the' S^mbita: ' is•?*•** V

available ' in print now. In another Sutra (5
-

1
-144) of Paninl .(J?TO-

?‘’g?iB[¥TrT fhe 'Garaka referred to is in connection with lignif icance of

'

/ K ft
• -

the vedic intonation. It is more' reasonable' to conclude that 'the '‘name

"'is *df the peraon'of the Yedic line and not of - the medical Cafaka

wlio^famst be of post*vedic time. Vi8v/arflpacar3^a’' in- hia commentary

on the Yanjilavalkj’-a'smiti cites passage like thus »ay’ the ‘Carakas
’*

Though the context is
' entirely medical,'' for " the

'

'^pa^sage is in con^ction with the knowledge’ of the A'swinTa in the

medical' science ‘’and state's^ that honey in exigencies m'ay be'^considercd

not incompatible with JBrahmacarya, yet as there is a citation of

’’ thc’^^V^jasaneyas or the followers of Sama-veda in line with

the Caraka^, it if clear that Caraka here refers to* the' Ca’ralm

school of the Veda^ According to the Kasika Vrtti another

;r poramentW thp,Veda), Vaisampayana (a disciple, of Vyasa and the

receiver of Yajurveda from him) was known as Caraka and ,his. school

of Veda as the Caraka school.

V - ' "
i I" \

’

' 5!^TT ^ t g*TfUii5g:

\

<1 i » -V t \ ^
^

^ t w >

. Oi Tn the "ivhtte Yajurveda in -the 30th ChaplefilSth hymn in the

context !Of htiteian- sacrifice (pqJlw) there- is • found . a chant saying' ^to

‘-the'‘wicked teacher 'Carakar |Eg?rR I Mr. Misra,.who - •Comments

on this in' Hindi,'""says -that jtbe .teacher .‘iCaraka. rcfeircd ,to‘'js 'the

niedica'l teacher Cara^. Some are of opinion that Caraka,

*’ on 'this basis, is a’ very “ancient person." But ‘ what ground
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is tliere tO'- interprej” that word ' to mean the name 'of (a particttlar,-,

individuaPs 'Mahldhai'ac(?T^?) iaterprets it as meamng the .'Guru of,

the Caiakas’ the followers of the Caraka ?phool of ,yeda.
^

But in the context in which the word is found, to think that the

Caraka branch of the Veda is referred to, does not ‘-seem 'relevant.

There is basis to think that there is reference in the passage in
** »• t «

question to various persons belonging to particular classes and occup*

atious for whom oblations are offered and not ~to .the followers^ of any

particular branch ,of 'Veda or to . individual persons by name. In that

very hymn are seen men of dow ,
character ' and gamblers and other

wicked people offered oblations for the propitiation of similar evil

gods. Therefore this Carakacarya who is given offerings ri'n'’ the name

of one evil god shduld necessarily be' a loW ’and sinful person. The
authors of the Jnanakdsa' ' af^ ' of the opinion that this word

refers to the teacher of the Caraka school of Veda and .that this con*

text denotes a denunciation of the Caraka school, But in the

‘SaUpatha Brahmana, jthough thore - are numerous occurrences of

the word Caraka, ll^e references - are only to the peculiar usages of

that branch and never any denunciation- of it is meant. Even in the

Taittirlya Btahmana there" occurs the expression ‘To the sinful

Caraka’ •.% There Sayaua' interprets 'it as [meaning the

teacher of i:he art oi walking on bamboo poles, a kind of dancq-tea4:her.>

There is no^reterence to the teacher i of the Caraka school.of

any spirit of denunciation does not seem ' relevant to the, ue^ge of /

the word in the ‘Tailtiriya^ Sarahita’ to. which belougs-ihe .Caraka

school itself > -the interpretatioh -offererV by Sayana seems to -be ’ appli*;?"

cable here tno'as meaning 'some person "belong'ing to a lowj.tradjs,, Ju jT

the' -aamc 'sensed in which the word ihas* been used " m the- NaisadhTya^

carita(l>i^ 'gR9)P'wherein .Caraka is used to mean a spy, a.sec’ret^w.alkpi'iv

here too Carakacarya may mean the head -of the spies. Then ' the reIev-<;

ancyof the context, the -presence- of the sinful man and thcro/fering of
,

.

things in the-uame of an evil god> alb these agree completely. Dayay

nanda Swami'the author of a commentary on the Yejltrvedu in^i':v

prets the word as meaning -the teacher of the caters or g{uU9 ns.,’Thls^

.

may be according to the meaning of the verb ‘car’ to eat- 1'
..-j i ^

-

Some scholars have
,
held, on the, basis . of statementB made

-9
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by Nagesl and Cakrapinidatta supported by Vijuanabbiksu, Bboja',

Bbavamisra and others, that Caraka wag identical with Palanjali^tbe

author of the VySkaraua Mahabha'ija, the comtacntar^' on PauiniV

(')) 3n33#Rr%i»?r??«fT=!?T;
^ ^ /

ffiT' II

^ 7|^ rntuq «l^<J »TRr 17a T I

^^rifoi “sr qif^^iff? cicf: 1

, ^Tg«7 11

"

'('^) «tt;

^ ^cfr ^pi ?Ta: qjlspicn ' 1

3Ui-?|53qai: 11

Patafijali has been regarded as contemporary of Pus'
'
J^niltra

wko followed Asoka as the ruler of Saketa and who drove
,

back the

Creeks from India; and he has been placed about two ccutur^ /es earlier

thaa Vikriaiaa era, i. e 175 B. C. Bhaudarkar also -• assign^, s him the

gattie date after investigation into the Mahabhasya, the Pur]^‘nas and

hiitorjcal recolrds of western scholars. Thus if Caraka is infi^v’fred to

he' much earlier than 175 B. C his indentity with PatanjaircaS*

not' be held to be valid* Again if on the basis* of the Tripifcaka he

igt taken' to he so late as to be the contemporary of Kauiska, there

being* a difference of more than two hundred years between the

times of Pttsyamitra and Kaniska, the indentity of Caraka with

,

Patahjal! Is still less probable If the identity were true, what can

be the reason for the uon-mentioii of the name of Patafijali in the

stcdlcal treatise going by the- name of Caraka, while in both the

works on Voga and grammar the authorship Is explicitly' m the

nat*c of Pa^ujali. In the comm eiitary on ^grammar, the author explains

hls other aam6 of Conardlya as meaning the citizen of the country
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known as Gonarda which is explained in a Sutra as the eastern

country, which is the modern Gond according to Bhandarkar. There

is another view regarding Gonarda that as in the ancient history

of Kashmir there is mention of a king of Gonarda, the latter must

be situated in Kashmir If the commentator on grammar is a citizen

of Gonarda and if he is identical with Caraka, why does he not mention

the Gonarda region in his medical treatise ^ In the Caraka Samhita

there is mention of the regions of Pancala, Pancanada and Kampilya

but nowhere Gonarda. ‘How could he forget to mention a synonym

of his name even once? thus said the Gonardlya or Caraka the

author of the Mahabhasya Thus the enquiry into the subject of the

time, name and place helps only to confirm the distinctness of these

two persons. Patanjali’s Mahabhasya is full of proverbial maxims,

expositions in extenso and in brief, very varied in scope and difdcult

to grasp immediately.

But in the Caraka Samhita, the parts whose redactorship is

assigned to Caraka, though they contain passages of deep import are yet

-composed in an easily intelligible style which is delightful to read and

understand and which is uniform in its structure and course Thus from

the point of view of style too, these two works show diflferent authorship.

Besides being an independent and original author, writing a new and

comprehensive treatise on grammar and a foremost Sutra-composition

of a masterly type on the Yoga, bow could Patanjali have found

pleasure in the work of merely redacting the text of auotHer’s

authorship, as it is in the case of the Caraka Samhita

As regards the view that Caraka was the the court physician

to Kaniska, the theory originated from the French orientalist Sylvan

Levi who discovered the name Caraka in the Chinese TripTtaka. Thus
his identity and also his period which is the same as that of Kaniska,

the 2nd century A. D., are according to Sylvan Levi established If

this theory be sound, both the identity and the period of Caraka are

easily established as a contemporary of Kaniska who belongs to the

2nd century A D Most scholars hold this to be the probable period

and identity of Caraka, with the material available at present In

tbis connection we may draw the attention of the reader to the
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contrary view expressed by the late Sir P. C. Ray in his ‘History of

Hindu Chemistry’. We shall now concern ourselves with finding the time

of Caraka within approximate limits. The task is not a light one, and

it IS one of the most abstruse questions of Indian chronology.

M. Sylvan Levi has recently unearthed from the Chinese

Triplfcaka the name of a physician named Caraka, who was attached

as spiritual guide to the Indo-Scythian king Kaniska who reigned

in the second century A. D The French Orientalist would have this

Caraka as the author of the famous Hindu medical work. Specially

it would offer an easy explanation of the supposed Greek influence

'

discernible in it

We confess we are by no means convinced of M. Levi’s

theory. If we are to go by name alone, we can claim a still higher

antiquity for our author The appellation of Caraka occurs in Vedic

literature as a patronymic; in short, Panini felt it necessary to com-

pose a special Sutra for deriving the “Carakas” i. e., the followers

of Caraka. Then again Patanjali, who is now generally admitted to

have lived in the second century B. C , is known to have written a

commentary on the medical work of Caiaka, thus further proving

the antiquity of our author, and both Cakrapani and Bhoja agree in

alluding to him as the redactor of Caraka. Indeed in such matters

we would do well to set store by native traditions. It would

be beside our purpose, however, to enter into any lengthy discussion

on the grounds on which we are inclined to place Caraka in the

pre-Buddhistic era (History of Hindu Chemistry by Prafulla Chandra

Ray Kt. Pages. 13-23.)

There are many adverse factors in conflict with the view that

Caraka, the court physician to Kaniska was the author of the work

under review, be he of the second century A D. or the first century A.

D. (the latter is the date 78 A. D. assigned by the Cambridge

History of India. Vol I page 583). Kaniska’s reign is associated with

names like Nagarjuna, Asvaghosa and Vasumitra and the Buddhist

influence was still predominant in the court and^ Kaniska himself

IS reputed to have been a zealous follower of the Buddha. As a redac-

tor, Caraka would have incorporated the spirit of the daj^s or the
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influence of his contemporary viz , the great expert in mercurial science

Nagarjuna, and the scholar, poet and mendicant Asvaghosa. There is

nothing in the internal evidence of the work to warrant the view that

Caraka the author was a court physician to a Buddhist ruler like Kaniska

As his name indicates, he is more likely to have been a free and

independent scholar, not under the patronage of any prince, a

roaming scholar, teacher and healer On the other hand there is

some ground for believing that he was a physician popular in India,

particularly m the north-west of India in the 2nd century B. C. The
Parthian invader Mlttradates invaded and annexed the country

bet^teen the Indus and the Jhelum i. e ,
the kingdom of Taxilla towards

the close of his reign (171-136 B. C—Smiths History of India')

He was very much afraid of being poisoned by his enemies and he

spent considerable time in the study of antidotes and toxicology. He
is reputed to have had as his court physician a certain Crateuas

who developed materia medica and was known as a wise author of

important works One wonders if this ‘Crateuas’ be an outlandish form

given to ‘Caraka’ the author under review. It is a hazardous conjecture

and until more evidence is available must remain so.

With these various views at our disposal, we should like to

consider the greater probabilities of any of these, or of other circum-

stances implied in the material at our disposal. We should like tO'

draw upon the internal evidence of the work itself in the absence

of definite data from outside

As the Nepal Raj guru rightly observes in his prelace to

the Kasyapas-samhita, the non-mention of the names of the days of

the week is a significant factor for assigning an ancient date to

Caraka.

The concepts of Nyaya and Vaisesika are yet rudimentary

and in a fluid state and the categories of the Sankbya had not

grown into their theistic number of twenty-five as in the Mahabharata.

The Sankhya of the most ancient form is represented in Jaraka

and if Caraka was either Pataujali, the author of the Yoga-sutras or

a post-Mahabharata scholar, he would certainly have mentioned

the twenty-fifth category of a supreme God, for the Sankhya of
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Pataiijali holds Iswara the original guide and teacher and lord

of the universe of souls There is no cult of devotion to a

supreme ruler of the universe, nor is there mention

of the incarnations of the deity and the names of the

Pnranic divinities. If Carika belonged to a time when these forms

of worship were current he could not have failed to incorporate them

along with the Vedic rites of Bali, Homa and Maagala. The facts

point to a time when Caraka must have existed, anterior to that the

Indoscythian, Buddhist king, Kaniska, by which time the classical lite-

rature of Sanskrit based on the Pnranic legends and anecdotes was

fully established in India. Since the time of the original Caraka, the

redactor of Angivesa-tantra, the foremost iu the medical profession,

might have been conferred the title of ‘Caraka’. This would explain

the Caraka of the court of Kani.ska.

The theory of Caraka being Patahjali, the latter only

the author of the commentary on grammar or of the Yoga-sutras or

of both, is based on the misunderstanding of the verses of praise of

Sesa the Serpent-God composed by Bhoja, Vijfianabhiksu and others.

Vijnanabhiksu makes obeisance to Pataiijali for coming down to the

mortal world in human form and purifying the mind by Yoga science

and by the science of grammar human speech, and the body by the

science of medicine.

Cakrapani in his commentary on Caraka begins by making

salutation to the snake-king w-hom he identifies with Pataiijali

and Caraka.

si?? ii

This is because there is a tradition that Pataiijali also made

a compilation of the medical texts In the Patanjali'Carita by Rama
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Bhadra Dlksit, reference is made to such medical authorship of

Patanjali.

=5 rr?i: i

Nagesa Bhafcfca also is of the same opinion, for when giving

the definition of Apta, he quotes the passages from Caraka and says

^thus spake Patanjali in the Caraka Samhita, *' taking Caraka to be

identical with Patatijali

Bhdvamisra who must have been acquainted with the tradi-

tion of identifying the authors of the Yogasutras and the Mahabhasya

on Panini and of Ayurveda with the serpent-god Sesa, gives the

following account of the ‘birth of Sesa in the mortal world as a

peripatetic medical teacher

“ qqi Hc^qiqqi^'Ji gfwi I

q5[i RifqqrRqrg; II

R RflfTT ^qiJTR II

qq al^iq; 5f<iqT qr?'ftf^RTq:i

^13 sgqr^ii

RR 1

^bflqRR^R'JIH. II

R Rf 5% 3^1 ? ‘

II

^qrqiat q shr hr 1

ci^i^^qifiFJirssl 11

R Rifq qqi Bfg 1

11

siW'i^q 5^ (rht I

5a R 5r 11

qqr R^qi'cT g^aitR Rqif'=q Pgsrerqn
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5TF?r JfP!?)S2r =g??'

(371^ 3^51 ^ BJ.

Swami Elumara Identifies Caraka witb the authors of the

Mahabhasya and the Yoga-sutras* In his commentary on Caraka he says

gi^ f^ri^ I

^ ffcffg 3?»icrr II

From this story it is clear that the name of Caraka is

identified with the snake*god who is credited with supreme wisdom

owing to his proximity to Visnu In every age the close ally and assistant

the incarnation of Visnu, has been known as an Avatara of Sesa.

Thug Ramas brother Raksmana and Baladeva brother of Kisna,

were regarded as Avataras of Sesa In each age there have been

prophets and teachers who wanted to establish their supremacy by

claiming to be the Avataras of Sesa. Ramanuja who opposed the monism

of Sankara claimed to be the Avatara of Sesa. Thus Sesa, throughout

the ages has been credited with supreme wisdom as the first servant

of Visnu But, by the way, this is purely a Puranic tradition

where visnu reclines on the Adisesa and floats on the milky ocean

at the beginning of each creation. Be this as it may, it is significant

to note that the Greeks, the Hebrews as well as the Hindus held

the serpent as a symbol of wisdom. Asculepius holds in his hand

the wand round which serpent is entwined The Hebrew prophets did

the same In India, the great Patanjali with his science of Yogic

breathing was identified with Sesa because the serpent is known

for its hissing and is credited to live on mere air for long periods

It is known as Vayu-bhuk Caraka also was regarded, as seen

from the story of Bhavamisra, as the incarnation of the serpent-god-

In Hindu tradition the serpent is the symbol of time i e. eternity

and is believed to be the longest-lived of creatures. It is perhaps

due to this that medicine, holding long life as its goal, has taken the

serpent-god for its teacher. In any case all the foregoing circumstances

and tales do not support the theory of identifying Caraka with

Patanjali, the grammarian and the yoga-propounder but it only ascribes
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to each of these the Avatarship of Sesa the serpent, god. Thus

one is left to one’s own conjectures as to the identity and time of the

author of the Caraka Samhita.

It is clear from the reference given below that Caraka was

acquainted with the Ksanika Vada or the theory of life

being a mere series of change without a substratum as propounded

by the Buddhists.

IT ^ i

^ iiqT nqr: 11 n

q 59 gqifqfa nws n

ciqiqi"^: ^rq? »nqqqr I

gmq €f5Ti qm %ciii qtqPqifq^ II VC n =q ^ir *1.

“ Phenomena are never the same but are continually in a

state of flow, whenever they are of a similar nature they are said to

be the same, although, in fact, they are produced anew. The soul-less

conglomeration of phenomena is by some, said to constitute the orga-

nism Thej' do not believe in a self who is the doer and the enjoyei.

Those who do not accept the existence of the self, preach in effect,

that the effects of the actions of one are enjoyed by a new another

who IB similar’’

There is reference also to Caitya and Stupas, These could

not be the original texts of the Agmvesa Samhita. Caraka must have

imported his Sankhya and the arguments against the Buddhistic tenets,

into the original body of the text Buddhism was merely a schismatic

school just making its way in the country a little before or a little after

the time of Asoka when it became a state religion. He must have belon-

ged to that period of Buddhism in India when it was on the wane and

Vedic tradition was again on the rise. Thus he maybe placed betv;ecu

the third and the second century B. C
,
the period of the greatest

spint^ual and intellectual upheaval in India ith \\^the rise of

Buddhism and the struggle of ancient Brahmanism to reassert itself,

_the great schools of Hindu philosophy, the uprise of the feciences and

the arts based on their fundamental concej^ts and with the general
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cultural reagsertion, Ayurveda must have come Into its owu aud

found new exponents and enthusiasts.

The neglected and worn out texts were gathered again,

systematized, restored and supplemented. And Caraka is either the

personal or the assumed name of the great renovator of this science

from its neglected condition. Time is like the ocean that throws up

from its depths forgotten remnants of long past shipwrecks. Who
can tell that some day a new light will not be thrown from unearthed

material and reveal to us the fuller identity aud detail of this illuss-

trious name in the history of Indian Medicine, For the present he

must remain incognito and we shall thank of him as evidence at

present warrants as Caraka the reviver of the waning tradition of

Ayurveda somewhere in the first days of the renaissance of Vedic religion

in India, the period of our greatest intellectual unrest when ancient

Vedic tradition felt pulled at the very roots and reacted powerfully in

reasserting its supremacy in the soil of its origin and growth.

CHAPTER VII.

DRIDHABALA

Didhabala the redactor of the Caraka Samhita was as he him-

self informs in a passage at the end of the last section of the treatise,

a native of Paucanadapura Verses in the Samhita furnish

historical data regarding his fathers name, his residence and the

supplementarj'’ redaction which he did He also explanis the significance

of the term redaction aud says,

fl II

qsiraarn 11 n

^^The seventeen chapters and the sections on pharmaceutics

and success in treatment in the treatise composed by Agnivesa and

revised by Caraka have not been found. These Didhabala the son

of Kapilabala reconsructed, thus bringing faithfully to completion,,

the great aim of this treatiseA
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3?m ^ s^T^^q. I

3T5I^^|5%^ITff|^ II 2vs II

^=5i>^< gsi^ira €»iNZiti: ii ii

3?^o5i4 srio g\i

q|¥:?l^g'5r»-qt fq^ql^r?;TB^sg3JJI II II

<T?q!flqfliqf^iq II Vo II

q fe 3? 1 ’

'^^The redactor enlarges what is concise and abbreviates

what IS very prolix and in this manner brings an ancient work

up-to date Thus, this best of all treatises, which is replete with

truth and wisdom and which has been redacted by the extremely

enlightened scholar Caraka is now available only in three quarters of

the original extent Accordingly, in order to make the treatise com-

plete, Didhabala, born in the town of Paiicanada restored the

lost portion, having propitiated God Siva, the Lord of creatures.

He added seventeen chapters in the section on Therapeutics

as also the two sections on Pharmaceutics and Success in Treat-

ment in entirety, by culling his data from various treatises on the

science. Thus, this treatise is not deficient either in respect

of diction or in respect of content, and is free from any blemishes

besetting a scientific treatise and is embellished with the thirty-six

canons of exposition

Thus we are on more definite grounds in the case of

Drdhabala but in identifying his native place the ancient practice of

calling any sacred place where five streams conjoin by the name of

Paficanada, presents great difficulties

In India an3^ confluence of streams is as a sacred place of

pilgrimage and as a consequence we find several such places which
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go by tile name of Paficanada. (1) According to Hoernie one siicii

place qeems to have existed in Kashmir near the confluence of the

rivers Jhelum (Vilasta) and Sindhu This place is now indicated

hy the modem village of Pantzinor or five channels, which lies

close to what was the original site of that confluence before its

change to the present site, m the latter half of the 9th centur3^

in the reign of King Avantivarmau, Pandit Jiynlalj! Vaidya of Kashmir

•333 s —

“Paficanadapura, now known as Panjnor is sitnated about 7

miles to the north of ^rln^gar, the capital of Kashmir not far away

from the confluence of the five streams, knov/n dh the Trigama,

Vitasta(the Jhelum), the Sindhu (Indus), the KslrabhavcTui and Aucara’

There is also a reference to the Kashmirian Paficanada m
Rajatarangmi ( 4th canto 246-250

)

gl: ^0]EJ II

him was invited the womb-brother of Kankanavarsa nam-

ed Cankuna skilled m alchemy from the Bhuhkhara countiy who was

exalted by virtue He by his alchemy having brought much gold into

the treasury, proved a benefactor of the k*ng like the lotus-pool

of the lotus, Obstiucted in the Paficanada, on one occasion by the

confluence of rivers which were difficult to cross, the king whose

army was held up on the bank, fell into anxiety for a while.
’

It is this Kashmirian Paficanada w^hich probably was the

home of Drclhabala This theory is supported by the fact that the

early commentators Cakicplnidatta and VijayerakSxla often refer to

the Kashmirian leceiiSion (Kashmira Pntha) when commenUug, on
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passages of the earlier portion of the treatise.The probability is that

m all these cases the reference is to Didhabalas redaction of the

Caraka Samhita, for m reference to the concluding portion of the

treatise Didhabala is, as a rule, quoted by name as its author. It

seems clear fiom their method of quotation that the medic?! writers

of that period v/ere fully aware of the exact share which Didhabala

had in Caraka 's redaction of Agoivesa’s original text The refer-

ences are clear indications of Kashmir being Didhabala’c home

The Punjab (lit. Panca Ap, or land of five waters) is often erron-

eously taken to be Paiicanada, but this according to Hoernle is

untenable on Drdhabala’s own authority, as he clearly indicates a

town (31) and not a country as his home Benares is also sometimes

indentified with Paiicanada Gangadhara m his commentary on

Caraka says: 'Didhabala lived m KasT, Paiicanadapura Tirtha is

often applied to this city, it being the sacred place of pilgrimage

where five rivers the Kiraua, the Dhu*-apapa, the Saraswdtl, the

Ganges and the Jumna meet. But as we have seen, the references

to tUe Kashmirian recensions by earlier commentators reduce the

claims of Benares as the home of Didhabala to nullity

We need not consider the claims of panjoir or hill of five

Pirs an isolated ridge in the Yusufzai plains NNW of Attock. The
claim can be summanl3f dismissed as it is a raohammedan place

of pilgrimage and the claim is the result of a superficial similarity of

sounds and the natural inability of some wl stern scholars to disting-

uish the essential eifference. Thus the theory' of Pantz'nor ( 'JU 'I?

^

being the home of Didhabala is fairly well esiabhshed

We are thankful to Didhabala for giving us the historical

data of his lineage and residence, but regard me: the period in

wh’ch he flourished, he leaves us in the dark In order t^ arr \e at

a definite conclusion regarding his period, we have to rclv on
external evidence, such as reference to h’ra in v.'orks of the

authors of known date and thus establwh his prioritx to those

and the negative evidence on the absence of references to h’ra

in works which may be placed anterior to his period. In this
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we can come as near to historical exactitude as is possible reg-

arding his time.

On scrutinizing the text of the Carak Samhita and Vagbhata s

Asfcangahrdaya (3Ta’T’riG[iT) and Astangasangraha (srsrfiea-?) we find that

Vagbhata is indebted to the Caraka Samhita to an appreciable degree

while Didhabala has not taken anything from Vagbhata Vagbhata

has summarized important portions of both Caraka and Susruta and

the descriptions of Pandu (qFl) and Udara and other chapters

have been largely drawn from Caraka and Susruta In other chapters,

the prose portion of Caraka redacted by Didhabala is versified ad ver-

batim. These facts go to show that Didhabala flourished before Vagbhata

Although the whole of the commentary on Caraka by Jejjata

IS not available, some of the available portions definitely relate to

Didhabala’s redaction. Now Jejjata was a pnpil, and hence a contem-

porary of Vagbhata. This establishes that Drdhabala was anterior

to Vagbhata.

Although very little data is available regarding Didhabala’s

period we are on surer ground regarding Vagbhata’s period It-sing

the Chinese traveller, visited India between 675 and 685 A. D. and

m his memoirs we find references to Viigbhata. This places Vagbh-

ata somewhere before the 7ch century and this is supported by the

fact that Madhava, the author of Madhavanidana quotes Vagbhata.

This work was translated into Arabic by the orders of Haroun*al-

Raschid in the 8th century (750-850 A. D ). Hence if we put the

period of the composition of Madhavanidana in the 7th century, Vag*

bhatas period recedes by about a century i e to the 6th century.

We find quotations from Vagbhata in the Kaudarpika

a chapter of Varahamihira who lived in the 5th century and

so Vagbhata will have to be placed before this period. Another

medical author Bhattara Haricandra was a contemporary

of Vagbhata. As Bhattara Haricandra flourished during the

reign of king Sahasanka 375-413 A D ), Vagbhata cannot

be later than the 4th century. The negative evidence of any reference

to Didhabala or his work in Navanitaka which was composed

in the first part of the 4th century, provides the upper limit to
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Drdhabala’s period and hence we can put Didbabala fairh^ somewhere
between the end of the 3rd century and beginning of the 4th century.

Now the question is regarding what part Didhabala played in the

redaction whether he redacted the whole work or only 41

chapters.

We are informed b3’’ the text that all the 12 chapters of

Kalpa-sthana, all the 12 chapters of Siddhi-sthana and 17 Chapters

of Cik.tsa-sthana of the Agnivesa-tantra as redacted by Caraka

were not available at Didhabala’s time.

^Tfq55:ife nqK 1

25^10^13; II I!

ftfr- 53afd I

n '7 ^7F^lSf^gi^F^'=i'Trg[^oft7fT^lc7RlTTiiq;

l-jp I

“The seventeen chapters and the Sections on pharmaceutics

and Success in Treatment in the treatise compiled by Agnivesa and

revised by Caraka have not been found. These Didhbala, the son

of Kapilabala has reconstructed, thus bringing faithfully to completion,

the great aim of this treatise
”

As there are 30 chapters 111 Cikitsa sthana, it would be inter-

esting to try to fnd out which are the 17 chapters that viere missing

but were reconstructed by Didhabala,

We find that there are two orders of the Chapters of

Cikitsa-stha.ua available One is the order which is given in this text.

In the other order, chapters nos 9, 10, 11, 12. 13 are substita-

ted by nos. 14, 19, 21, 24, and 25 respectively while the Chapters 9 tc

30 are re-numbered as 14 to 30, the chapters 14, 1^ 21, 24 and 25

beiLg promoted.
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In order to make it more clear the chapters are gtven in

a tabular form thus —

Serial No. Serial No.

in the first Name of the m the second

order chapter order

A B.

I

2

3

4 same in both the orders

5

6

7 fg'

8 ?T3!?7^I7

9 9 3757 (14 A)

10 5Tq^IIK 10 37-?»qi;r (19 A)

11 11 (21 A)

12 ^'15? 12 JT^TcJT’T (24 A)

13 13 fg;3^i27 (25 A)

14 14 (9 A)
15 15 Biq’JTR: (10 A)

16 16 (I I A)

j7 'giE 17 (12 A)

18 18 (13 A)

19 19 (15 A)

20 sfl 20 qiO| 06 A)

21 Tgeq 21 (17 A)

22 22 (18 A)

23 23 (20 A)

24 24 qKurr (22 A)
‘>5 25 (23 A)

26 n 26

27

28

^5?aF¥j 27

gras^ ^ 28

same in both the orders
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29 qiawRicI 29

same in both the orders

30 SO

The first 8 chapters preserve fheir order in both the tradi-

tional arrangements and hence their order or authorship is not

under dispute or doubt The}' also conform to the order given in the

Nidana slhr.na Tne/ ciie indisputably CaraWs Similarly, the last five

cnaplers are the same in both the traditional orders

Vijayaraksita^ the commentator on Madhava-nidana

quotes Nos 26, 27, 28 in the name of Didhabala and hence the}' are

definitely of Didbabala^s authorship So it is the intermediate

chapters ^hat require careful scrutiny and investigation.

Now, out of th?st, 17 chapters under investigation, vrs can

definitely ascribe five chapters viz. loth, I6th, 17th, 22nd and 2ord

of the ‘A' order or 19th, 20ch, 21st, 24th and 25th of the ‘B’

order to Didhabala as they aie cited by later medical authors as

emanating from Didhabalas pen

Aruxiadatta the commentator on Astangahidaya, quotes

Didhabala ascribing the 15th chapter si^crff (19th of the ‘B’ order)

to Didhabala.

?'3gf?ts'=irT?-

5?n =?
1

aT'Snd JT^3(r ^ci: It

The other four viz ,
and Tejc) 16th, 17th 22ucl and

2ord of the A order (20, 21, 24. 25. of the B order) are quoted by

the commentator Vqayaraksita and have been ascribed to Divilro'-la

('i) (I6A-20A)

'-‘I iMl*! VI *-(.> 'iM "i.^
s I

q,v-c,I n'^rull

vr.Cirrqrt.r^T, PTfcnf^ it::!:?* q bny. t "T ‘‘ -• ‘
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(^) r5^T^(gV(17A-21B)

=g. fq ST 'ivs

( 3 ) ^'^t-(22 A-24B)

g gsoii qfs^r ^mfqTiffi[?rfj^'iFF5iT 1

^[^3rT2]r, vf'q^ic^r '^r qf^sn^iT, qi^q^tqici; 1 qi fq^i^q fq^srClqici; 1

(v) ai'5Si(fqq)—(23 A-25 B)

?'Sq^ST—55g^^7»Tigf%5I^ s^^fRr dt^oj fq?>IW ^§1? 'q'
I

;357rjTffr^5r^e gcx|r, (|

fTT W “^vs— it'TI

5q?^]^^qT- ef??T, fqqq^Tqtcg, teu 1

, f%?5 f^qjT?rii--2?ifq% I ^ 3^r ^gc^iscq: (frr

)

Now we have only 12 chapters whose authorship remains

to be ascertaind. Out of these 12, three chapters viz., (sT^, srie.FR, fqnq)

l4th, 19th and 2lst respectively of the A order (9th, 10th, 11th of

the B order) arc quoted in Navaultaka (jTiqjftcT?) whose date has been

established as being anterior in time to Didhabala and hence these

three can unhesitatingly be ascribed to Caraka

The chapters 24th, 25th of the A order and (12th

and 13th of the B order), are ascribed to Caraka by the commenta-

tor Jejjata in his commentary Nirantarapadavyakhya (i^<c!?q^sqj?j3p)

24tb. =q??Rrq?j^^^mfc2rR*

25th.

The only plausible reason for making the above statements

by the commentator seems to be to distinguish these chapters from

others, marking them to be the redactions of the venerable Caraka.

So these five chapters belong to Caiaka A glance at the B

order will show that Someone has taken out these five chapters

scattered at random m the A order and has promoted them to the top

of these 17 chapters in order to re-align them with the first 8 chap-

ters, thus bringing ogether the work of Caraka m i3 consecutive

chapters
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This leaves us with bare 7 chapters the authorship of which

IS doubtful and which remain a subject of research. It seems the

order was preserved upto Cakrapanrs time, aqd later on, some

one changed the order, probably to group together the 13 chapters

redacted by Caraka and separate them from the 17 chapters redacted

by Didhabala. Caraka must have redacted all the 30 chapters of

Cikitsa-sthana and the last 17 chapters must have been lost and thus

Didhabala must have supplied the redaction

The Part Played by Dridhabala in Caraka Samhita—

Apart from the Kalpa and SiddhisthZnas and the 17 chap

ters of Cikitsa-sthana which are from the pen of Didhabala, it is

very difficult to say whether Didhabala touched upon any other

portion of the Caraka Samhita. This question would provide an intere-

sting and fruitful matter for research scholars. It is possible to dis-

tinguish and differentiate the styles of Agnivesa, Caraka and Didha-

bala In addition to this, new concepts, medical as well as general,

might have gradually crept in and if these can be sifted apart, an

interesting light would be thrown on the development and history

of medical science and its concept and thus the interpolations, addi-

tions and redactions can be marked out and assigned to diffsrent

persons or periods Some scholars are of the opinion that even

small surgical references given in various chapters in Caraka

Samhita were imported by Drdhabala This argument on minute

scrutiny will not hold good as the detailed descriptions of

surgical operations are confined to the chapters which were restored

and redacted by Drdhabala himself

In some chapters, we find that there are some verses which

though running concurrently viith the subject of the chapter are

not quite in tune with the matter taken as a whole, e. g« descriptio p (ff

children and patients in Sutra XI, 56 63 and some verses in Viman-^III,

(40-44, 46-48) with the exception of the first Instance (i e . cnrdsj

the matter contained in the«e verses is not found in'the summary or

the recapitulatory verses given at the end of the chapters, and hence

some may be led to conclude that these are from Drdhabala or even

later interpolations though nothing conclusive can be said about
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these. It IS very diflFicult to mark out such verses, for we do not get

any clue from the iudex of chapters Although the numbers and

headings of the chapters have beeu given, there is no mention of

the number of verses in each chapter The absence of this enumera-

tion of verses in each chapter might have encouraged interpolators

to introduce their own verses and pass them on as the original ones

This subject is a matter for deep and laborious but interesting

research for future scholars.

CHAPTER VIII

CARAKA SAMHITA A REDACTED TREATISE

We find that 79 chapters of Caraka Samhita end with the

following seatence,-

These 79 chapters are distributed iu the different sections

as under -

30 in the section on General Principles

8 in the section on Pathology.

8 in the section ou Specific Determination.

S in the section on Human l^mbodiment

12 in the section on Sensorial Prognosis.

13 in the section on Therapeutics

But the remaining 41 chapters end with the following

addition to the above quoted ending -HSfra or

These 41 chapters are distributed in the different sections

as under -

17 in the section ou Therapeutics.

12 in the section on Pharmaceutics

12 m the section on Success in Treatment.

' Out of tbes^, one chapter i e. the 25th chapt'er in the section

on TherapchtiCS ends as follows -
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In thjS the word eisriH is not found. All this indicates that

the text of the 79 chapters is the nortion expounded by Aguivesa and

redacted by Caraka, while the text of the remaining 41 chapters is

the portion expounded by Agnivesa as restored by Didhabala in the

place of the unavailable portions of Caraka s redaction.

According to the History of Ayurveda as found in the texts,

we learn that Bhagawan Atreya expounded the whole science to six

pupils Kach of them tried to write a systematic treatise according

to his grasp and intelligence

3i<if =5 i
-q-

The treatise of Agnives was the outstanding one among these

and it received the sanction and authorisation of the committee of

learned sages Out of the six treatises of the pupils of Atreya, only

two are at present available. One is the Agnivesa-tantra

and the other Bhela-samhita The latter is available only in

fragments and hence it is incomplete It is a very short

and concise form though greatly similar to Agnivesa s treatise

in the treatment of subject, order of arrangement, classification etc ,

leading to the conclusion that both received their instruction from

the same preceptor. The Agnivsa Samhita being the outstanding

work out of all the six received the attention of the redactors who
corporated into the body the progress achieved from time lo time

The period from Atreya to Didhabala covers at least

1000 years This was the golden period of Ayurveda and the

science was continually progressive. This original text of Agn;v:.a

might have been reviewed and redacted vcrv often to assimilate

the features of progressive science and to adapt it to the circums-

tances of the period, but only two redactions are known at p'-e^ent

A vast field for research work lies unexplored in ihcce

treatises. The subject for“research would be what actually was preached

by Atreya, what was described by Agnivsa, what Caraka did ” bile

redacting iL by way of alterations and additions what portion was
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modified or completed or reconstructed by Didhbala, what were

the other redactions, when were these redactions made etc The
research workers will have to resort to general history, records etc,

but the labour will be amply repaid. When properly explored this quest

should throw light not only on the history of medicine, but it would

enlighten us on the general history of 5.ryan civilization from various

points of view.

Now let us see what a redaction is. Didhabala

gives the definition of redaction as follows -

?i?5r II

*‘The redactor enlarges what is concise and abbreviates what

is very prolix and m this manner brings an ancient work up-to-date”.

Redaction is also defined as under:

fqfq=5?i

“That is called redaction by which an author correlates

and supplements a work by corresponding facts and statements

found in other treatises specially bearing on a subject’’.

Thus we see that in a redacted work the terse portions in

the original treatise is made lucid by elaboration and the portion

treated too prolificlj^ is abridged.

There are two methods of redaction. One is technically

known as Sangraha and Vigraha method as defined by Didha-

bala The other is known as Avapodwapa (arraRfsiq) method. The

latter changes the very construction and system of the whole work

altogether, and makes radical alterations changing the mould of the

work. Caraka seems to have followed the former method

The Caraka Samhita only a modified form of the original

If we compare Caraka Samhita with Bhela Samhita we

find striking similarities, all pointing to one common usource. 1

The text is divided in eight Sthanas out of which Vimana

Indriya and Sldhi (fqqR, iuf^) are the new words with specific
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meanings used only in Caraka, Kasyapa and Bhela Samkitas

and these new words are not found m Susrnta or later

medical works. The word Kalpa (^5'?) is used in a somewhat different

meaning than as used in Su&ruta or later medical works.

2. The prevalent system in those days seems to be to have 120

chapters in all in medical text books. We find 120 chapters in caraka,

Bhela, Kasyap, Susruta and Vagbhata, the last named author makes 120

chapters with the addition of an extra section—Uttaratantra

Thus, though the total number of 120 is maintained, the number of

chapters in each section varies in Caraka Susruta and Vaghbhata but

it remains the same in Caraka, Bhela and Kasyapa

wflmartJT

lo 3 o 30

C 6 c n
>> C €. c

c C c *)<>
C

V X'*
\o Xo

19

c

91 ^ 0^ ?)
c

C o %% Vo

3 The titles of chapters are very often the same in the Caraka

and Bhela Samhitas. Caraka adopts the following method of

nomenclature of chapters*-

(a) According to subject.

(b) According to the first word or phrase in the chapter.

A greater resemblance is found between the Caraka Samhita

and Bhela Samhita as will be evident from the following examples.

3 31IXm
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5 fs^fii^r

8 st 35^1

7 ^<t(tq^r?T4

9 q^qi’^'TfsqTfiT

10 ql-iT3r=^i?f?T

5??q 5?2n^ 5F TT^

ar^r^r^ti^ii f-sfit ^r

g^sqlfq^?

^/?qlSI#ST

f §
'5iAV fqq

3T=^al%^5T57'g

=^V %?f« 2??qq
Ov

sqrPgcJ^'ft^rq;

srPufq^qq:

15TO<<3?S5!n

3q^.4topj;

In the above instanceQ we find that the first five are quite

similar m both Caraka and Bhela and naturally both have given the

same titles to the chapters in their works. Though the first hues

differ in a considerable degree yet we find that the titles

of the chapters in both the works are the same

4 Besides this resemblance of titles, we come across many

concepts and descriptions which are common to both. Caraka and Bhela

a T^IrqvftJT

b 3^-^#

C.

d a 3?^q)5i

f. =qg5«iir

g. q:3^=i?sft and

h Jnrfcq^ and factors,

i. the legend of Fever

j of sitq

k 5qurq;g:f^-iir€r^K

1 Frightening or shock

therapy in Insanity

m. Cobra venom in

There is a school of thought which ascribes the entire work

to Ciraka It says that it was only a vague nucleus in the form

of common medical knowledge round which Caraka reconstructed

a grand edifice But such a conclusion is precluded by the ver}’ text

of the colophon i
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Undoubtedly there is much that has been added, there is

much that has been abridged or expanded. Yet that Caraka merely

redacted" the old work cannot be denied Caraka never claims the

authorship for the work. Internal evidence also corroborates the same

view point Bven Didhabala the restorer and redactor of the last

portions based his work on the original treatise and its parallel treaMses.

^ :te. ^

»g2fd 1

- 51 - - 1 ^

"Thus this best of all treatises which is replete with truih

and wisdom and which has been redacted by the extremely enlightened

scholar Caraka is now available only in three quarters of the

original extent “ He in whose memory resides this compendium

of these twelve thousand verses^ - (knows) the science of therapeutic«,

compded by Agnivesa for the well being of the health} and

the ailing

Thus he confirms that Agnivesa was the author of the

treatise consisting of twelve thousand verses. The credit of the

authorship and the popular title of ‘Caraka Samhita.’ are probably

due to the fact that Caraka in his missionary zeal for propagating

this master piece of medical work, travelled extensively for

research, lectures, propagation and experimentation and gaine*i tbt:

nick name of Caraka—one who moves constantly His name iia-s go^

precedence o\er the original title of the work as Agnivcba-tautra,

and the work has ever since been named after Caraka m the \ orla.

CaraKa’s contribution

That Caraka merely revised and redacted an old

does not deiract from his greatness. The ingenious mo- * H
of redaction he adopted, has lent a touch of frcsll^e^s

and O’- gi lal’t}
, aud though Caraka is technically only a redicto", he

thust be -given credit for modifying the old work and transfornrng it

hV his mag'c touch, into a work of unrivalled merits, wh. h hr-- ‘.00(1

the test of 2000 3 ears.
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Tims we see that Atreya Samhita was the seed which

was watered by Agnivesa and nurtured by Caraka. It became the

medical inheritance of the race, though it underwent changes, with

the accretions of the thought and experience of the succeeding

centuries. According to the definition of redaction given by

Didhabala the redaction adds much that is new and deletes

much that is old Viewing the Caraka Samhita in the light of this

definition, we find that Caraka has contributed much that is original.

I. The theot}'- of Vada-n5mya found in Caraka

Samhita belongs to that stage of thought development to which

belonged Carakas.

2 In sudation chapter Bhel a Samhita enumerates

only eight kinds etc) while Caraka adds five more bringing

the total to thirteen. In Kasyapa Samhita also we find 8 kinds. This

leads us to the conclusion that old works knew only eight kinds and

that Caraka has contributed five kinds more. Palakapya in his Hasti

Ayurveda refers to Agnive^a's methods of sudation and there

the additional kinds of sudation are mentioned. Thus those varieties

described in Caraka Samhita are Caraka s own contribution

3. The Bhela Samhita has only one chapter

Caraka has also the same chapter propounding a similar theory But

later on in Caraka we find a chapter in which the subject

treated shows an unmistakable flavour of later thought developments

Thus Caraka, although he is a redactor only, there is much

that he has added as his original contribution and it would

indeed be a very interesting research work for scholars to find out

what exactly his contribution was.

CHAPTER IX
COMMENTATORS OF CARAKA SAMHITA

Bhattara Hancandra

Bhatt ra I aricandra wis a versatile genius who made a

name m the literary as well as the medical world. That he was a

famous litera eur tS proved by a reference to him in the beginning of

Harsa'Carita by the great poet Bana.
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3f?SR^^5^e?r ?qFI% II

§qqf# 5Eiql=ssqr% i’.

*‘The charming diction and style and the beauty of assonance

of Bhattara Haricandra give him a sovereign place among writers

of prose
”

Another tribute to his literary genius is paid by Vakpati

(qiq=qf^) in his Prakita work called Gaudavaha (ifiq?)

»T[% I

q 3ira?^ |1

*^Who takes delight in reading Bhasa, Agnimitra, Knntideva

and Kalidasa, as also in diction and style of Subandhu and Haric-

andra
”

Unfortunately the literary world has become the poorer by

the non-availabiltty of his works i a th s sphere. He was equally adept

in the so called prosaic medical compositions. His is the oldest

commentary on Caraka Samhita named Caraka-nyasa This

’ statement is supported by the fact that he is quoted by all other known

commentators of the Caraka Samhita. But mere antiquity is not the

' only merit of his commentary, it is considered to be the best by

many an authority like Indu (?'!)• Tisata and Maheswara

' 5qi??qT fqqT i

r

“The ignorant one who attempts to expound the doctrine of

Caraka without consulting the commentary of Haricandra verily

attempts to drink up the whole ocean

sqpfqT n

“As there exist the commentaries of Haricandra and the

learned Jejjata, it is sheer presum otuousness for an}’’ one else
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to attempt to comment on the texts of Ayurveda.’’ (Tlsatacarya

“Bhattara Haricandra of effulgent character like the moon,

that adorned the office of the court-physiciau in unrivalled splendour

of the king Sahasanka has composed this excellent commentary on

the treatise of Caraka.” (Maheswara)

The verse just quoted throws an interesting light on the

period of Bhattara Haricandra. He is the contemporary of king

Sahasanka whose date has been fairly well established as 375-413 A. D.

The king Sahasanka is very often identified with Vikrama (fV^^r) or

Candragupta II. But the identification is not justified The traditional

hero of Aryavarta, Vikrama was a predecessor of Sahasanka, There

is no mention of Bhattara among the Nine Gems of the court of

Vikrama A person of so high a repute as that of Bhattara would
surely have found a place among the Nine Gems Thus the date of

Sahasanka, viz., 5th century A D., i. e after Vikrama is the date of

our Bhattara Haricandra That he must have flourished before the

8th or 7th century A. D. is proved by references to him by

Bana and Vakpati quoted above who flourished in the 7th and

8th centuries respectively. That he’ flourished before the time of

Vagbhata is amply proved by the fact that Tisata, the son of Vagbhata

quotes Bhattara Haricandra (Quotation given above) Candrata

wrote a commentary after seeing Jejjatas commentary.

Now Candrata was the grandson of Vagbhata and son

of Tisata.

Jejjata was the pupil of Vagbhata and naturally his contem-

porary. We find that Jejjata has quoted Bhattara Haricandra.

“This chapter written bj'- lhe great preceptor is well expoun-

ded by Bhattara Haricandra.” This can lead to but one conclusion
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that Bhatfcara Haricandra flonnshed before the time of Vagbhata.

Besides this the commentary of Cakrapani corroborates our statement.

It says ‘
’ Vagbhata follows the opinion of Haric-

andra Bhattara Haricandra has also written a commentary on

Kharanada Samhita which was redacted later on by Indu.

This Samhita was a living force till the time of Arunadatta and

Hemadri. Hancandra’s commentary Caraka-nyasa is only

partially available i. e we get onl3^ I, 2, 3, and 5 chapters of Sutra-

sthana A manuscript copy of this commentary is lying in the Madras

Government library.

Swami Kumara

Very little is known about this commeutator of Caraka

Samhita. All we know about him is that he was later thau Bhatfcara

Haricandra as he quotes the latter frequently. His commentary is

known as Panjika and only the portion upto the fifth chapter

of Sutra-sthana is available The manuscript belongs to the Madras

Government library.

Sivadasa Sen

Sivadasa Sen’s commentary on Caraka Samhita is known as

Tattwa-candrika Only a portion of it (Sutra 1-27) is avail-

able The manuscript belongs to the Bombay Royal Asiatic Society

Library.

Regarding his history, all we can gather is that he was born

in the Vaidya guild, his father's name was Auanta Sen, his birth place

was Malancika, a village in Bengal and that the then ruler nf Qiuda

Bengal was Barbaka Saha who ruled over Bengal from i45b to 1474

A« H.
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That lie belonged to Bengal is also evident from his name

ending viz.. Sen He was a Vaisnavite in spite of his name Sivadasa Sen.

The following work** stand in his name

—

1 .

His commentary written in 1448 A D. is available m ^lartSi

JEJJATA

Next to Bhafctara Haricandra among the commentators of

Caraka Samhita comes Jejjafca in point of time. It is established that

he was a pupil of Vagbhata

and hence we find no difficulty in fixing his period in the 9th

century A D. He wrote a commentary on Susruta also which

is the oldest known commentary on the work Dalhana, a later comm-

entator on Susruta quotes from Jejjata’s commentary and so does

Candrata the grandson of Vagbhata (according to Aufrecht the

author of Catalogus Catalogorum), and so it must have been availa-

ble upto Dalhana’s and Candrata’s time. A revised edition of his

commentary copied from Madras Government Oriental Library has

been published. The revision was done by Handatta

His commentary on Caraka is known as Nirantarapada-

vyakhya and only the following sections of his

commentary are not available at present.

Cikitsa 5-71 to Cikitsa 23-160, Kalpa 1-5, Siddhi 2, Siddhi

7-32 to end.

Some people believe that he was the son of Kan^ata

This belief seems to have sprung from the fact that Kaiyafca had a

son named Jaiyata and the letters ‘sr’ and are phonetically interchange-

able but this Jaiyata and Jejjata were not the same person and the

identification rests on no surer foundation than a similarity of sounds,

which again is based on the interchangeability of sounds during the
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Prakrta formation period.

Jejjata may be a Kashmirian as is suggested by the ‘2’ ending

of his name which was common among the Kashmirians e. g. Kaiyata,

Mammata and others. But more probably he was an inhabitant of

Smd, as he studied under Vagbhata, though nothing could have

prevented an ardent Kashmirian to undertake the hazards of travel

to Sind to have the privilege of studying under so famous a precep-

tor as Vagbhata.

CAKRAPANI
I

Cakrapani is the most famous among the commentators of

Caraka Samhita. His commentary is in its entirety It has been

printed at many places

We learn from his own statements at the end of his Ayur-

veda-dlpika and Cikitsa-sangraha and also from Sivadasa, the

commentator of Cikitsa-saugraha that Cakrapani’s father's name

was Narayana and his elder brother’s name was Bhanudatta Both his

father and brother were in the service of the Gauda king, Nayapala.

His preceptor s name was Naradatta. Historians have fixed Nayapala s

time as 1040-1070 A D. i. e. the middle of the 11th century.

Thus the period of this most popular of Caraka comment-

ators is easily fixed. He was a native of Bengal This statement is

supported by many references internal^ as well as external. Jayadeva

says

—

(

“This Cakrapani is reputed to' be a resident of Birbhum

district of Bengal There exists even a temple dedicated to the deity

called Cakrapaniswara, built by Cakrapani
"

From the benedictory opening verses of Cakra-sangraha, we
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learn that several epithets like Vaidya, Mahamahopadhyaya and

Sivabhakta are applied to him.

Besides his unrivalled commentary on Caraka three other

works are ascribed to his pen viz,

(l) sTT3fl?fNr??2rr on Snsruta only)

(^) or

(\)

CHAPTER X
THE PUPILS OF ATREYA

We learn from Caraka Samhita that Maharsi Atreya had

six pupils.

All these received instruction from their Gnru

Atreya and each wrote a treatise on medicine. All these

treatises were submitted to a committee of Rsis for exam-

ination. The treatise of Agnivesa was found to be the best among

all these six and hence it was authorised to be the universal text-

book

afqsf ii

We have already dwelt upon Agnivesa, the foremost pupil

of Atreya

BHELA

Agnivesa and Bhela studied at the same master’s feet and

hence we find great similarity in their works. But Bhela Samhita is

more concise and there is more prose in it than in his distinguished

co-student’s treatice. The Bhela Samhita as handed down to us

seems to be of quite old composition Unfortunately the treatise is

incomplete and mutilated. Here and there portions are missing and
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the text IS full of scribe s errors The book is considered to be old

even by Vagbhata and is spoken of reverentially by him.

ff n sr f. =, v-

Bhela 8 name is very often given as Bheda by Vagbhata
aiid Dalhana This interchange of 5 and 3 however is authorized by
anc.ent usage ),

It seems that no redaction was done of Bhela ’s original

treatise. But some of the quotations of Bhela given by later authors

are not found in the treatise available now This can lead ns to one

of the conclusions that either the portion quoted by later authors

but not found in the treatise has been lost or that gome earlier

redaction might have been done.

Only one manuscript of Bhela Samhita is known to exist

It 18 m the Tanjore Library No. 10773 (Burnell’s catalogue). Telu-

gu and Devanagari manuscripts are believed to have been ^nitten The

Taujore library luaunscnpt was written about 1650 A* D apparently

copied from an injured Olai manuscript. It is lu large and clear hand

As Bhela was a co -student of Agnivesa, his Samhita was

composed at the same time. Thus the Bhela Samhita is of great help

to us in differentiating Agnivesa’s oiiginal work from the later

redactions of Caraka and Drdhabala

Bhela Samhita, fragmentary and mutilated though it is, must

he studied by scholars with great care, as many new terms, similes,

concepts and greater details of sbme subjects will be found in it,

which will throw more light on medical history. Frequent references

to Gandhara i. e. modern Kandhar in his work lead us to infer that

he was a resident of that country. The following verses from

Bhela Samhita are indicative of many things.

>113’ 'isi=5i5 gsfegijii
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sfNrq q?cJT m- \\

These lines have been of great value to the medical his-

torian as they are helpful in proving the identity of Candrabhagi

and Punarvasu. They are also significant of the great progress of

the science of poison amd the Hug being m constant fear of being

poisoned. The verses mention the name of the ruler and his country

and also the status of the court physician and the desire of the

king to learn the science.

In the Janapada-vibhaktiya (5nTl^'qi?Tfil2T) chapter we find new

terms as applied to fevers in animals.

gqq Ifq gq 'q'Rqi(q) 3=5211 I

(Hay fever)

qrat 2}5nfEi'?=5<.^ II

In the'^same chapter he gives ^an interesting'^description of

the countries and their peculiar diseases

flm % ?qq??rf^»T i

(fa) qr 3^% n i n

qr^qi- ^3 -f'qfii’qs I

qsyqoi* =q II i ti

wRiT; i?rsriMn;rt.( t, ^ ti

b v ii

fimmm 3?r«RT isis’^fvqT i
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^S:q\5q]fJr ^ Sir^FiTlf?! I

aifVrsqi^fSr qR?EI?^^5Trq =?! U ^ II

si^c^ir =^ic?if5i5i^fir '?Tl^'^cq?T H^ri

sfi^it u 's u

Bhela described eight varieties of sudation.

STT^^toisiaTf^ Ti 1

^ II

But Caraka gives 13 varieties So it seems Agnive^a must

have described only 8 kinds and five more were added during the

redaction by Caraka.

The Bhela Samhita was considered to be a book of great

merit for long as proved by numerous quotations and references

to him in medical works separated by centuries.

Kasyapa, in the section called Siddhi, chapter I says

1 Dalhanacarya in says

Vagbhata s'!^

Arunadatta commentary of Vagbhata

Hemadri;

5r?€l°iiiFT 51^^11

Sivadasa and Cakrapani
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5jf5rcg»q^

?«^r 3 5f5rai ii

Tisata

JATUKARNA

?i«ii ^ ^ra:

s=s3^fi ftr^g: i

g^r g45?aft&ii

l^f%c??i^fa5T

Not mucli is known about Jatukarna, the co-student of

Agnivesa and a great medical author of the golden age of Ayurveda.

He is also said to have compiled a medical treatise, but it is not

available now. It seems it was available upto Cakrapani’s time as

we find profuse quotations from Jatukarna in Cakrapani's work.

Cakrapani seems to have selected passages more from JatQkarna it

than Bhela.

Jn Satapatha Brahmana he is described as the propounder

of Brahma-vidya .He is also a great seer whose name is reverent-

ly used to denote a Gotra.

The word Jatukarna as such means bat-eared. We do not

know whether our Jatukarna had ears like a bat or whether it was

just a proper noun without any relation to its derivation.

Jatukarna is also known as Jatukarna and is quoted in

many famous medical works.

Vyakhya Kusumavali

^ II
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Vyakhya Kusumavali contains many other

quotationsout of which only two are cited above.

Nibandha Sangraha:

Tattwa-candnka:

^ 5ini,^q

We refrain from giving more quotations from this work
for fear of length

In commenting on Palankasadyam Tailam Sivadasa quotes

the different readings from Jatukarna

*1 § I...

31^ ^ 5^f3«Rcitc?5rf : l

Vyakhya Madhukosa,

ogf'^T gg. pquigg^j

Susruta:

313^
Vagbhata’s Asfcangahidaya:

Besides this, we find a host of quotations from Jatukarna

in Vagbhata.

It is said that we come to know of the work of this greatly

learned author through the scattered quotations in other medical works,

the original work having been lost to us, perhaps for ever.
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PARASARA

Rsi Parasara was one of the six disciples of Maharsi

Atreya and a co-student of sage Agmvesa. He, too, wrote a treatise

on medicine but is not available now.

The word Parasara means a posthumous son, but we have

no evidence to show that this Parasara was posthumously born.

Medical authors belonging to various ages have quoted substantively

from Parasara, He was one of the Ksis invited by Romapada
to learn the science of the treatment of elephants. In Hasti-

Ayurveda a treatise on the treatment of elephants,

Parasara is referred to as under;

^‘Parasara, Acuda, Matanga and tjrmimall (were also invi-

ted) ’ H, A H. 28.

A treatise called Takra-kalpa the pharmaceutics of

buttermilk is also ascribed to him.

We give below a few specimen quotations from him found

in other medical works of repute.

Susruta

Dalhana while commenting on Susruta Samhita says.-

^ m I 3. 3%. vs.

'^351^ is used to signify the six treatises on medicine as

composed by Agnivesa, Bhela Jatukarna, Harlta, Ksarapani and

Parasara.

Kasyapa

Dalhana quotes Parasara

g. i.^^T
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Vagbhata’

q5%

q=5q^ q5§

3T F. g, 'i\9.

Vagbhata mentions that each of the disciples of Atreya has

composed a treatise g Arunadatta, while

commenting on this line makes it clear by mentionirg the names of each

author, Parasara being one of them. This commentator quotes

Parasara at varions places e. g. in the description of various kinds

of rice*

q?'T5T\s'^=^lI

Hffi I T^qiqT: fq^if^^sq^FJrqT 55^ ?wi^q:r 1

The other commentator of Vagbhata, Hemadri, in his comm-

entary Ayurveda- rasayana (3irg^^-7FFf?f) quotes Parasara

q?r^??g f^=5fi^qF3Tql^i^^qi^’7Ti 1

Cakrapani quotes him as under in his commentary

Ayurveda-dlpika (®[ig^^*#fqq;T)

^5?! f| qu^\

3Tl?Tlls?IciJT: U=53(&

=q3q qig^mPr u

qj^^ qg ?qf?qcq ftqqra:

'

IT5I5U 3Ttf^ i^^qiqgl! »

places

3=^ f| qti^^

*l<3 3? qf^fg^lT I

Slvadasa in his Vyakhya-kusumavall quotes him in several

qr Tqqp^ I
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'

giSf. I

'ai^^rrcTi 5f: «

Parasara s works have long fallen into oblivion and have

shared the fate of many a learned work that has probably been lost

for ever. All we learn about his works is from the quotations found

m other works. That medical authors of repute have quoted him

proves that he must have been held as an authority of no ordinary

repute in their times.

Harita

Harlta belonged to the gallaxy of the six brilliant pupils of

Atreya. He, too, is reputed to have composed a Samhita, but his

work is also not available.

There is a Harlta reputed to have learnt at the feet of the

great sage Jabali and to be the author of Dharma and Smiti books.

Whether this Harlta is the same as the co-student of Agnive^a

is not certain.

Another Harlta quotes from Vagbhafca and hence is of much

later origin and hence of no concern to our present theme

Harita the pupil of Atreya, is quoted in many famous

medical works and is often referred to as^old Harlta

The following specimen quotations selected at random shows

how widely he was reputed as an authority.

Vyakhya-kusuma vali

3?fjTgT?. ^
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Vyakhya-madliukosa.

Tattva-candnka

'11'^

Caraka-tattva-pradlpika:

3J§ ?Tfl^

Bhava-prakasa*

Cikitsd-kalika (Commentary)

f^: '?ggHTf<iaT iTf^ '^a^T

Susruta

iR'ki-

g€t qqifg gF^]f^ ^ \

{q|qT svH«i *?^fira: qjcj ^ ii ^Rr

Astangakidaya -

3Tlfq55 gq® jftis ^ 1

ggit fqr=5^53 =3^ ^1135 U

Ksarapani

The sixth pupil m the brilliant batch trained in the medical

lore by Atreya is Ksarapani He is also said to have compiled a Sara-

hita like his other co-students, but this work also has been lost to
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US, but its availability upto the time of Vagbfaata is inferrable because

of the quotations that are given by him Several other medical authors

have also liberally quoted him

Upajhya Madhukosa:

Vyakhya'kusumavali

qrq?'Ti3 q 1

Tattva-candrika :
'

^<qi^rqr'^qi?sf

^q^q § ?cq<vi«ftq^ 1

Cikitsa*kalika-vivitti

;

gqi =q ^Rqrf^r*

qq ?Eagoi w^ifq qc]^ 1

q?qr^ ^sqqqi’qq qtUq [qfjiq'^q^ n

Susruta;

^f^q q-^qq»:’ fcqjf^qi sirRqifq^Tii qmqsiiEi5^£i(nqq\ qsffq 1

Astangahidaya;

^'iqwiqqq'l g5=ql q gaigqsriq^ t

8?sq^qETqql grq: ^^1.591 ^ STfq^ II

Thus we find that the galax}^ of Atreya’s disciples had

each one of theau to his credit a great treatise on Ayurveda which

has come down to us uuly in fragment (with the exception of

Agnivesa Samhita and perhaps Bhela Samhita) through the citations

of other later authors. Further research scholars may how'^ver delight

us with the unearthing of the works of the one or the other author

and thus enrich the medical lore
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MEDICAL institutions IN ANCIENT INDIA—PART I
t

CHAPTER I

UNIVERSAL EDUCATION IN ANCIENT INDIA

Before vie begin the survey of tbe medical acbievements

and institutions of ancient India, let us first acquaint ourselves with

the standards and spread of general education among the people

during this period. No country could be medically advanced which

is educationally backward and unless we can assure ourselves that

the general educational level of the people m ancient India was

reasonabl}^ bigh, we cannot feel sure that their medical institutions

worked adequately.

Educational Systems and Institutions

The indigenous ideal of education in India has always been

to treat it as a sacred process That process activated the individual s

inner growth, which could only be achieved by means of constant

and close contact between the pupil and the teacher where the

latter s personal touch and constant vigilance counted most in the

pupils education Education itself was taken in its literal and true

sense as the educing and developing of the latent capacities, potenti-

alities and the personality of the pupil. It was therefore treated as

a process of scientific development and not as a mere mechanical

process operating on the basis of collective drill and training.

Conditions of life in Ancient India

Aryan Culture.

The Aryans who first entered India were remarkable for

their many virtues and strength of intellect. The Vedic Bsis not

only composed hymns and performed sacrifices but fought their

i^ars and ploughed their fields. Their martial spirit was for a long

time kept alive by the necessity of holding their own against the

enemy. The mild climate and fertile soil of the country bringing

the means of subsistence within easy reach made the struggle for

existence in India an easy one. Besides the loftj’^ mountains and

the seas shutting the country off for a long time from outside
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>
Jnflnencea gave the, Indian culture -a unique character The peculiar

environmental conditions of India have tended to make her people

more meditative and philosophical. < ,

The general condition^ of. the country as a land of plenty

and fertility, peaceful environments of the forest dwelling Esis,

support of the princes and the rich' to the cause '"of education in

general, and the spirit of scientific research, inquiry, imagination

and thinking on the part of the Esis, all these factors combined

together contributed greatly to India’s later greatness in the field

of knowledge in general and art and science in particular.

The Rsi Scholars

From the very beginning of the Vedic period there appears

on the field, a class of Esis who were the real ejcponents of Aryan

culture and who devoted their lives to disinterested psychological

and scientific inquiry in thinking, imagination, reasoning and

generalisation.

These Esis were the proto-types of our modern scientific

research scholars. These Esi scholars lived apart from the world m
quiet forest retreats—ideal places for study, and meditated on and

discussed the problems of life from different points of view from that

of other people. Some one has justly remarked that India was a

nation of scholars in old days as the west is a nation of scholars at

present. The forest Asramas (dwellmgs) gradually grew to be the

centres of the highest Aryan learning. Though deeply. absorbed in,

metaphysical studies, the Esis' experience of worldly life - won them

high reputation as teachers for the younger generation.
/

The ancient Aryan people who inhabited this country were

gradually divided into four classes, the Brahmanas or the priestly

class, the Ksatriyas or the martial class, the Vaisyas or the agricult-

ural and commercial class, and the Sudras or the serving class.

The Brahmanas

The Brahmanas (preceptor class) became the dispensers of
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religion, of laws and of medicine. They exhibited a superiority of

intelligence which, with the exception of the Greeks, is in vain

looked for in other ancient nations In ancient India, the Aryan

literature was highly cherished and fully cared for by the princes

and opulent individuals, for the patronage of literature and religion

increased their temporal power and religious influence Such encourage-

ment operated powerfully as an incentive to the study and literary

exertion of Scholars. It was the endeavour of the influential class to

encourage education and poetry as well as medicine and religion, the

former enhancing the intellect of the rising generation and immortalis-

ing in verse the grandeur of their patrons, the latter explaining the

treatment of the body in health and disease and the means of

ensuring happiness to the individual after death.

The first three classes of people were compelled to undergo

a long period of rigorous studentship, the compulsion was not govern-

mental but a far stronger one—the compulsion of rehgio social

convention. It was unthinkable for a member of these three classes,

known as Dwijas (f?3T) or twice-born, to evade the obligation to stud},

which was enforced both as a matter of religious duty as well as

social convention. Any violation of this obligation brought upon the

offender the terrible penalty of being declared an outcaste (Vratya

315??) and debarred from all the privileges of a member of the Aryan

community. As regards the members of the fourth class, whose

business it was to serve the other three classes, the obligation to

studentship as in the case of the three twice-born classes did not

exist, but it would be a mistake to assume that the educational n eeds

of this class were neglected. In fact with the exception of the Vecias,

a member of the Sudra class could be and frequently was highly

educated as any of the upper three classes, Vidura and Suta

(^) are but the supreme instances of the culture and eubghtenment

that prevailed m the whole class. The value of knowledge

and consequently of education was fully realized bv the early

ancestors of our race whom we have come to know as R^ls or

seers- In the words of one of these the great author of the

Caraka Samhita.-
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§4i «aim fiifT^ ^JT% afctficin ii

‘All ills of humanity are rooted in ignorance and all progress

and happiness in unclouded knowledge/’

Knowledge was indeed so highly prized by these Ests that

they dedicated their whole lives to the pursuit of learning, living in

forest hermitages away from the distractions of the world It was

their firmfaith that if man was ever to attain immortality* it was

through knowledge alone They loved knowledge above

all things, above even kingship and wealth Thus when Yama
God of death gives the boon ofaa incredibly long life, with all the

appurtenances of luxury and oppulence, to the young student,

Naciketas the latter declines the gift with the saying that

the soul of man is not satisfied by material acquisition (*? gq'>5t4f

and insists on knowing the answer^ to the riddle of man s

survival of his bodily death The wife of the sage Yajnavalkya

speaks in a similar vein when her husband prior to

leaving her, offers to bequeath her his earthly possessions*

Says “she If you give me the whole earth with its riches

would it make me immortal ?*’ on the sage replying that there is no

hope of immortality through wealth JTf5irf€cT the high souled

Maitreyi announces that she has no use for such perishing gifts and

wishes to be taught the secret of immortality.

Such then was the value our early ancestors as seen from

the above-mentioned Maitreyi story, set on the acquisition of

knowledge. They considered the achievement of knowledge and

through it that of immortality or deliverance of the soul from the

cycle of births and deaths, as the final end of human existence (sr

fsrcTT and human existence they regarded not as the expre-

ssion merely of a coming together of material atoms but as the

expression of a unique assemblage of body, senses, mind and soul

as Caraka puts it > Consistently with this view of

man s nature and destiny, the §sis evolved a system of education
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which was education in the true sense of the word. It was an educ-

ation, which had for its aim the educing or the drawing out of the

latent capacities and potentialities of the whole man in the individual.

It sought to build up the whole man and enable him to lead as

good and useful a life as possible according to the existing conditions

of tmie and place. It was an education which aimed at securing

fo’* its votary his well-being both here and hereafter as is clauned

for the science of Ayurveda by its author.

“It is the Science of Life which teaches mankind what const-

itutes their good in both the worlds ”

No wonder then that education meaning as it did sole means

of mans realization of his immortal destiny, was invested with the

highest sanctity

These ideals of educa’^iou were translated into actual

pract’ce and during the long era of the golden age of Aryan culture

extending over two thousand years an elaborate educational organi-

zation was built up which succeeded in making the highest fruits of

education available to the humblest member of the society.

This marvellous achievement was made possible not by

recourse to State aid or compulsion but by the establishment of a

religio-social convention which made it incumbent for every member

of the Aryan community to receive a thorough education.

This fact of universal education and righteous living is

amply borne out by the passage in the Chandogya Upanisad

( ) where king Aswapati ( )
of Kekaya ( )

claims that

3i5iq^ ?! ^ ?rgql

^

'’lu my dominion, uo villain, no drunkard, none who neglected his

religious rites, none uneducated, no man incontinent and gay as

libertine, no worn in who was unchaste, existed

As a matter of fact it was considered the religious duty

of ever}' father to educate his son. The Bihaddran3'aka Upsa^ad
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lays down that 9?r*?g%5a: 1"- }

1-5-17) “Therefore they speak of an educated son as being condu-

cive to -the world. Hence the father teaches his son.
”

The faculty that enabled the rich as well as the poor to

launch on an educational career was the absence of the compulsion,

to pay any fee at all or at least to begin with At the end of his

career of education, the disciple could, out of his own choice, make
suitable payment of fee to his preceptor In a society consequently

where the love of knowledge and of service to the fellow man was

held so highly, and every one was educated, it is but natural that

the medical science should have drawn the flower of society to itself

and should have made use of it for the advancement of human welfare

This glorious state continued at least up to the seventh

century A. D. and not only were the teaching institutions spread

through the length and breadth of the country as the Chinese

traveller Yuan Chwang has depicted, but more important still was

the general attitude of the cultured classes in regard to the filtering

down of the essence of culture to the millions of the masses with a

purely philauthropic motive

CHAPTER II

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY OF MEDICINE

Outlining the objectives or ends - which medical education

subserves, Caraka says-

g I aifSrqi

m

3ir 5fi%?Tojr 5§i?gr ««?«[<!:

flIWTl, dlfSSJI I ai’!lTST?Tg^?r5ttj5T II It

^ or.
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“ This science is to he studied by the Brahmanas, the

Ksatnyas and the Vaisyas. By the Brahmanas with a view to bene-

fiting all creatures, by the Ksatriyas as subserving their role of

projectors and by the Vaisyas as a means of livelihood; and m
general, by all with the object of attaining virtue, wealth and

pleasure

Now whatever endeavour a practitioner of this science makes

towards the relief of the ailments affecting those who walk in the path

of righteousness, or those who propagate righteousness, or of such

persons as his mother, father, brothers, relations and seniors or in

whatever measure he meditates on, expounds or practises the spiri-

tual truths enshrined in this science of life all —that constitutes the

higher virtue of his life
'

Again whatever store of wealth or patronage he is able to

secure from his association with kings and merchant-princes with

a view to ensuring for himself an easj^ and comfortable life, or

whatever relief from distress he h’mself is able to extend to

those who have sought his protection—all this constitutes the

wealth of his life.

Once again, whatever renown comes his way, acclaiming

him as a sage, or as a saviour, or whatever honours and services

he commands, or whatever measure of health is able to confer on

those whom he loves-all this constitutes the satisfaction of a medical

mans life Thus we have dealt with all the points raised without

omitting anything ’

I * r

Dealing with this question as to why- medicine should be

studied, another early master Kasyapa, declares -

SMedicine should be studied by the Brahmana for the sake
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of the knowledge of truth, of acquiring spiritual merit for himself

and of extending help to hnmanity; by the Ksatriya for the sake

of safe- guarding the health of the people; by the Vaisya for the sake

of a livelihood; and by the rest for the sake of service. All may
study it for the sake of living thfc good life.

"

In another great classic, the Susruta Samhita, we find

Susrnta approaching the great Dhanvantari with the request -

tiRq
, arqjzjTilfl^JTisrGi?^ ^ u v n

i. ^ 3T <5

“For the sake of affording relief from suiBfering to humanity

in its pursuit of happiness, for the sake of prolonging our own lives

and for the sake of general good of the people, we would like to

hear the Science of Life from v/hich accrues to man his good both

here and hereafter It is for this that we are here as your disciples
’

In the same book, we again find Dhanvantari declaring-

§«a %% sqirqqf^dteff; ^ n

1 g, sr ly

“ The purpose cf the medical science is release from

suffering to those who are in the grip of disease and maintenance

of wellbeing as regards those who are healthy’’

He further defines Ayurveda thus-

“ Medical science is eternal, sacred and bestower of heaven,

fame, longevity and subsistence ’
’ ' '

From these'references it can be seen that there were three

main objectives which induced people to take up the study of medi-

cine. The fiist objective, which is the one that is generally the sole

objective in this commercial age, is the earning of a livelihood

(?f^), and the people that took up the medical calling from this

incentive were in those days naturally recruited from the Vaisya or

the merchant class The second objective was the acquisition of fame
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and prestige and the people to whom this objective had the strongest
appeal were chiefly from the Ksatriya or Rajanya class, characte-

rized by bold, authoritative and adventurous spirit. Some of these were
reigning princes and were able to spread the fruits of their medical
knowledge to whole populations, and their bold, heroic and enterpri-

sing spirit may have initiated many bold experiments, es'pecially in

surgery It is from this type of medical students that the consultant

and the specialist would be drawn. The third and the most important

class of people was that which took up the study of medicine with the

objective of the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake or of serving

humanity from motives of mercy and philanthropy This class came

mainly from the Brahmanas and it is mainly from this class that

the teachers, research scholars and missionary doctors were recruited.

Later this spirit of service and philanthropic zeal received further

impetus from the ethical teaching of the Buddha and a large band

of Buddha Sadhus arose who dedicated their lives to charitable

works and the spread of the medical knowledge of India not only

to greater India but to the far corners of the then-known world

The remarkable progress of medicine during the golden age

of Ayurveda was due to the selfless and pioneering spirit evinced

by Brahmana teachers and the Buddhist Sadhus. This spirit which has

unfortunately been on the wane in India for a long time, emerging

in other parts of the world, has gained for them that supremacy m
knowledge and science which India once enjoyed With the return of

freedom to India, the old spirit also is sure to return and restore

her to her original high status.
i

All these three classes of medical practitioners,̂ hough moti-

vated by different impulses, shared in common the three-fold ideal of

human life, namely Dharma (’^4), Artha and Kama and though

each worked in its own particular way, they all served the country

and In greater or lesser measure enhanced its welhbejng and glory.
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CHAPTER III

SELECTION .OF THE SYSTEM AND BRANCH OP STUDY BY THE MEDICAL STUDENT

In ancient times, like in onr own days, the study of medicine

pre*supposed a certain standard of general education, intelligence

and character in the student. Besides, the person choosing the

medical line was required to be possessed of a sense of discrimina-

tion and the proper value of things. For instance, he was expected

before launching upon his course of studies, to weigh in his mind
the various aspects of his undertaking such as the adequacy or other-

wise of his educational, physical and in^tellectual equipmen t, the nature

of his inclinations and aspirations, the difficulties and strain involved

in the pursuit of the science, the reward that awaits him at the end

of the studies and privileges attached to the profession, and the

circumstances of place and time; all these aspects had to ifae fully

considered before the student decided in favour of starting his

medical education
^
These aspects pertain to the students own circu-

mstances, both of his internal and external self. The circumstances

of place and time would mean that he should give due consideration

to thenafure of’the country and the social and economic conditions

of the people and the diseases prevalent and likely to prevad there

and the climatic conditions of the country ‘Time’ would mean the

nature of the times i. e. the habits, taste and requirements of the

times as well as the student’s owp age and the period of time that

it might take to complete his course of studies

Caraka declared:-

“The intelligent man who after an appraisal of the task

whether it will prove heavy or light, of the rewards, the obligation,

time and place, finds himself suited for the medical profession, should,

first of all select a treatise of that science”. V
The first part that we have described is subjective part and'

then comes the objective part of the considera^tion- tO' the choice he-

is to make of the particular system of medicine. For as we shall see

there were many schools of medical thought obtaining in India then.

There were obviously many treatises in vogue each pertaining to a
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particular system or school of thought The period when medical

science achieved its highest development was one of great intellectual

awakening in India Her philosophy and science attained their high-

est pinnacles at that time. Naturally enough the variety in her

philosophical thought must have been mirrored in her medical specul-

ations as well These^ muat'^Have been followed by "a practical ^and
constructive effort at synthesis resulting in the codification of all

the knowledge and material available so as to form a universally

acceptable compendium of the science The Caraka and Susruta

Samhitas for instance are examples of such universally acceptable

and accepted compendiums From this it is evident that before this

happened, there were many and various systems and their traditional

expositions in the form of scholastic traditions coming down from

teacher to the student through many generations. Therefore the

student had to ponder deeply before he made his choice and Caraka

describes the various aspects of the question that such a student had

to fully consider before fixing up any one of the treatises as being

fully fit for study.

Thus says Caraka.

-

Many treatises of medicine are current in the world From

among these he should choose that treatise which has obtained great

popularity and is approved by wise men, which is comprehensive in

scope, held in esteem bv those who are worthy of credence, suitable

alike for the understanding of the three grades of students (ver}'

intelligent, moderate and slow), free from the faults of repetition,

revealed by a seer, arranged in well made aphorisms, commentar}'

and summary, well authenticated, free from vulgar usages and

difficult words, rich in gynon)'ms, poBseBsing w’ords of traditionally

accepted sense, concerned mainly with determining the true nature

of things relevant to the theme, orderly in its arrangement of
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topics, rapidly elucidating and enriched with definitions and illustrat-

ions. Such a treatise is to be chosen
’’

Above all, the student was to be inspired by a realistic and

practical spirit He should make himself useful to the society and

find his own fulfilment too in the science. There was to be no blind

undertaking or taking a leap in the dark, led by mere high-sounding

phrases, or guided by mystical idealism that was never to lead to

material results. Such an undertaking cost many a heart-pang in the

later days of a student when he was face to face with the * hard and

prosaic facts ' of life. He feels aggrieved with the world for its

indifference to such a fine and spiritual enterprise as his But the

world will always judge things by - their practical results. Hence a

realistic and objective outlook is needed to help the student in choos-

ing his future and Ayurveda lays special emphasis on this realistic

spirit that should inspire the student’s choice and undertaking.

CHAPTER IV
TEXT BOOKS OF MEDICINE

The period of the compilation of the Ayurveda Samhita will

remain a subject of controversy and research for a long time to come,

but we can broadly put the period as running concurrently with the

Samhita period of the Vedas themselves. It is likely that it was compiled

as a branch of Atharvaveda, as we find the last named

Veda full of medical references, although the oldest Eg*Veda

also contains many duel to enable us to say that medical science

was well advanced even in those days of the hoary past. In any case the

compilation was a comprehensive text on the Science of Life. It

included all the knowledge of life in health and disease, accumulated

during thousands of years of Vedic period over the length and breadh

of the land. It seems to be -a systematised compilation as it is said

to be divided in 1000 chapters, each chapter contamg 100 verses, thus

making one hundred thousand verses in all This science of Ayurveda

was regarded as or tri-based. It gave r dominance to positive

health or as stated ,in Caraka.

i qrr>i5d .30^ 31^ 'q
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?i?Tls5qT5G^Jl?q^e!?cq si^ruT jj^IsScit siqVagR n « n § ^

"He taught the science of causes, symptoms and medication,

the supreme refuge of both the healthy and the ailing, the tripartite

science eternal and holy, which the Great Father Brohma knew

He, the sage of great understanding, sosn learned

correctly, by single-minded devotion the whole science of life, tn-

based and extending without end.*'

" This science known as Ayurveda is a branch of Atbarva-

veda The self-created Brahma before creating men, first formulated

this science of life consisting of a hundied thousand verses and a

thousand chapters. But in view of the shortness of life and the feeb-

leness of understanding of mortals, be again divided ihe knowledge

into eight parts

Thus with the progress of time and of the science, specialisation

in each of its branches became a necessity and we find that this

science of life acquired the name of Astannga-5.yurveda (3T^3i?r

from the eight different specialized branches into which it developed

This term is still applied to it

The eight branches are enumerated by Caraka as under —

guqi, 5(11551^4, fqqn^qOHiE-

"The branches of this science are eight They are’-(l)Medi:ine,

(2) The science of the special diseases of the supra-clavicular parts

of the body (viz. eye, ear, nose, mouth, throat etc,) (3) Surgery,

(4)Toxicology, i5) Psycho-therapy, (6) Pediatrics (7) Rejuvenation

and (S) Virilification

Before the. actual division of the Science of Ayurveda

into its eight branches named above there were many treatises

written by sages on the subject of A3'urveda m general The

^Following is^a list of, them.

Brahmavaivarta Purana mentions various authors

and their respective works thus
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f^f%c?rrs[i&ifq.

3Tf^?ft§d^- f%f%c?rT?IR5I-5rqL

iar?iEH3^

iTfa -

5J?T?R- sITfimJJ.

clt}5 —

'^s§cf:-

STI^TcS- ^'5^511^5^;

qc5-

fj:j?Q3:vjg

The names of these authors are found quoted in later

works which are available at present. But unfortunately the original

works lie hidden an darkness i which one day the future research

-

worker may bring to light

' Ayurveda is essentially an Aryan product and it expanded

with the expansion of Aryan sway and culture over the country.

The knowledge became scattered over the country Centres of lear-

ning sprang up in diflferent places which however could not have

been quite isolated as they preserved a unity of culture which can

only come from regular inter-communicatioUf But despite this basic

unity, a practical science has to develop in different places

according to their special requirements and condition of life.

For scores of centuries Ayurveda developed in this manner, its wisdom

being handed down in the form of aphorisms by word of mouth.

CARAKA SAMHITA

This must have resulted in a lot of confusion and a clash

of authorities, for want of a permanent and standardised form

thiK learning of immense value would have faded away like so

many other sciences whose fragmentary results remain to this day

to astound but not to edify. Fortunately for Aiurveda in about

seventh century. B. C we come across the great event in the history of

medicine For about 7tb century B. C. we come across a great event

in the history of Ayurveda—An all Aryavarta Ayurvedic Congress

was held in the vicinity of the Himalayas where even the
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representatives of foreign countries were invited and consulted The
records of proceedings were handed over to six secretaries to classify,

arrange and prepare the text of all deliberations and discussions

in a systematic way

The secretaries collected all the Ayurvedic knowledge exis-

ting at that time, collated and compiled a text in a coherent system

in a scientific terminology. These texts were presented before the

committee of the expert Esis and they approved the work prepared

by Agnivesa as the authorised text

This compilation of Agnivesa popularly callea the Caraka

Samhita is thus the product of this great meeting of savants

SUSRUTA SAMHITA

Contemporary with Caraka, another great man arose at Bena-

res who did the same for surgical knowledge as Caraka did for the

medical He compiled the Susruta Samhita

Caraka and Susruta Samhitas are written with clearness,

conciseness and simplicity of arrangement and may be regarded

as compendiums of the knowledge of medicine possessed at the time

All that was necessary for an ordinary medical practitioner

was collected in one volume, Canka’s being a volume of study for

the physician and Susruta s for the surgeon. Each book contains in

addition to description of medicine and surgery, the description of

anatomy, physiology, toxicology, psycho-therapy and personal hygiene,

medical ethics and many other things which may be useful for a

medical practitioner. Each can be considered an encyclopedia of

medical literature of the times.

Caraka and Susruta stabilised the floating mass of medical

knowledge so to say of the times and supplanted all other wor s

Caraka and Susruta are not the first books in medicine. But
^

^
^

reason why we do not come across any book on the subject

prior date is that these master-pieces eclipsed all other books ic

gradually faded out of existence.
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These two memorable works appear at about the beginning

of what may be called the golden age of Indian culture This age

may roughly be said to be from 2700 B. C. to 600 A. D. During
this period the true scientific spirit was abroad in the land. The
quest for knowledge had taken different directions. Philosophy,

astronomy, mathematics, trigonometry, music, and administration, were

among the branches of knowledge whose foundation was laid in this

period and also considerably developed. There were Universities like

the well known ones ofTaxila, Benares and Nalanda, for dissemination

and exchange of knowledge There were great Acaryas (Professors)

of different subjects and those who keenly desired to learn at their

feet travelled long distances like true devotees of Saraswatl and sought

their Asramas. During this period of intense intellectual activity it is

but natural that the science of life and healing should attract the greatest

attention. Ayurveda is a product of that golden age of Indian History.

The Caraka and Susruta collections prove that a vast amount of

scientific research, patient investigation and experimentation must

have gone before the conclusions embodied in them. These must

have covered a very wide range as the vast country provided a vari-

ety of climate and geographical conditions We have altitudes ranging

up to 5 miles. We have almost rainless region to those having

500 inches a year. We have coldest and hottest possible region We
have six clear-cut periodical seasons each producing its distinctive

vegetation. All these climatic and geographical variations affected

bodily condition and its reaction to attackslof disease and to differ-

ent kinds of medicines. The country with such enormous variabilities

of climate and with such wonderful range of montains as the Himalayas

the Vindhyas and the Ghats Was a rich nursery for the growth of alf

kinds of vegetable life. It provided a vast field for botanical res-

earch. Thousands of medicinal herbs or their products growing in diverse

parts of the country in different climates are mentioned in Caraka

and Susruta. Diseases peculiar to different localities and seasons

find a place in these books. There is no doubt that they represent

not a local system of medicine but one which was recognised throu-

ghout India

N.
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Many authors specializing in one or the other of the branches,

wrote on their specialized subject as is evident from the following

extracts.

“Many treatises of medicine are current in the world”

3^21 ^1

“Thereafter, Bhela and the rest made each his compilation

of the science and these talented ones read them out to Atreya

and the assembly of sages’'.

^qr'nr ii § ^ v, ^

' The Salya-tantras of Upadhenu Urabhra (h^b),

Susruta (3^^) and Puskalavata are the sources of the other

Salya'tantras”.

In the extracts cited above and from many other sources we

learn the names of several authors on the various branches but unfor-

tunately most of the works are lost into oblivion and are not availa-

ble at present We only hope that extensive researches of the future

may enable us to find this lost treasure.

The list of the names of the then extant works in eaca

subject as referred to in later works is as undei

(=i)

iX) sig^ijrer^^r

{f)

(S)

(vs)

(<i)

(^)

(i)

(^)

( 3)

(v)

(’a) q^wcT'^g;

(«)

('s)

(^)

(lo)

(•n)
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sntVTJ^rf^

(^) (^) ?i72rq?rf!r^ir

(^) (^) 3?3Pqiqq«f|^r

i\) (\) gf|ar

(-) ’TIT^gfSrtl (^)

N Iir?5?fJF3q^

(%)

(va) (^)

i^) (’) 5qi%3?!rii

(^)

(To) {^) JTF35q^f=rq^

rv r\ N qiiriiqc’PSTH;

^^i^^irF=nrjr
(0

O)
(’)

3^^ 3T(Ti3qqfah7r«?ri^
(^)

('i) *B)?7T?^IS5r’3:
(\)

q'(T«k
y ^

0) ?it%^5r9dcii

(1) (siWrgf^rfqq^Tr)

{'0 (^) qi^ q?r-d9r

13) (iTjllgq^fqq^n)

ii)

(iTq'5^^I^qqi)

Many more names are likely to be unearthed by the efforts of research

workers m the field.

Text Books

The problem of selecting suitable text books out of a maze

of a bewildering number of books worried the sylvan university

heads of yore as much as it worries the modern text book committees.

In those days meticulous care was taken in the selection of text books

as is evident from the following extract from Caraka

Samhita

—
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?fT^J3;i 5It^ ®5f>qRJ7H

1

“Many treatises of medicine are current 'in the world. From
among these, he should choose that treatise which has obtained great

popularity and is approved by wise men, which is comprehensive in

scope, held m esteem by those who are worthy of credence, suitable

alike for the understanding of the three grades of student

(very intelligent, moderate and slow), free from the faults of

repetition revealed by a seer, arranged in well-made aphorisms,

commentar}^ and summary, well authenticated, free from vulgar

usages and difficult words, rich in s3'nonyms. possessing w'ords of

traditionally accepted cense, concerned mainly with determining the

true nature of things, relevant to the theme, orderl}’^ m its arrange-

ment of topics, rapidly eluc’dating and enriched with definitions and

illustrations Such a treatise is to be chosen. For, such a treatise

like the unclouded sun, dispelling darkness, illumines everything".

The selection, sanction and authorization of the text books

were entrusted to a committee of learned professors who heard,

together in a group, the whole of the text books and then approved

the one which was the best. The approval rested purely on the

merit of the substance of the text book. They declared it as

approved aud ouly then tae book became an authoritative text book

in the countiy The following interesting verses throw light on tlic

process of autho'ization of text books

II 3° II

3Tf5T%jT«J I

II 3 T II

II 11

arq ^1

?Tiqqrq|gn^-l( gfqfqq gWB’ II ^3 II
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“Therefore Puuarvasu, the most benevolent, moved by compa-

ssion for all creatures, bestowed the science of life on his six disciples.

(30) Agnivesa, Bhela, Jatukarna, Para^ara, Harlta and Ksarapani

received the teaching of that sage (31). It was the excellence of his own

understanding and not any difference in instruction by the sages

whereby Agnivesa became the foremost compiler of the science (32).

Thereafter Bhela and the rest made each his own compilation of the

science and these talented ones read them out to Atreya and the

assembly of the sages. (33). The sages having listened to the present-

ation of the subject of these holy men, rejoiced acclaiming that the

science had been truly presented. (34) All of them, pursuant of the

welfare of all creatures exhorted the authors, exclaiming together,

^Great is your compassion for creatures*. (35) The celestial sages toge-

ther with the immortals stationed m heaven, heard that auspicious

cry of the great sages and hearing it rejoiced greatly. (36) “O * well

done/ that ovation, generous and profound echoed with joy by all

creatures m the sky, resounded throughout the three worlds. (37).

Tue winds blew salubriously, all tbe quarters expanded with radiance

aud divine showers of blossoms together with ram descended f38).

Thereafter the goddess of Bnlightenment, Understanding, Achieve-

ment, Memory, Genius, Resolution, Bloquence, Forgiveness aud Com-

passion entered into Agnivesa and the rest. (39). The compilations of

these disciples which were thus approved by the great sages obtained

currency in the world for the well-being of the multitudes of living

beings. (40).”

The texts or these Samhitas were prepaied in such a way

that they served as complete works of reference to the students of

ordinary intellect while they gave impetus for further research and

progress by showing the line of research to the highly mteliectnal

student

I ^ V, ^o.

‘‘This is quite adequate for the mediocre for the practical

purpose of treatment, and for the highly intelligent who are profi-

cient lu the art of inference from innate qualities, it will serve as a
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guiding principle for the comprehensive knowledge of drugs not
mentioned here ”

As we have said elsewhere, the advancement of science nece?

S’tated specialization of the various branches The books written ou the

specialized branches no doubt gave dominance to their particulai

branch, but they never ignored the other branches, the basic

knov;Iedge of all other branches was also included in the book rathe

-

in a concise form as is but natural

“The local affections occurring in the upper supra-chvicuiT

part of the body is described here in order to obviate the ciuses oi

an absolute omission of them in this treatise. Henceforth, listen

to the excellent epitome of this therapeuois succinctly descTib’i^

Bvery branch evolved its technical terms and the jcnowiec ge

of this terminology was essential.

f«i mfir i

qf<^n=5g% =4111 ^

“ A physician who is not conversant with the canons of

exposition though he may be a student of many treatises will

fail to grasp the meaning of these treatises just as a man fails

to acquire wealth when fortune has deserted him

It was desired of the student that he should stud} ’be

prescribed book intensively. Intensive study of it would enable him

to nuOL'stand other books with greater ease

fife. I

n !{imfif^'4i3 Hfeacqiii. II
^ fe

“One who has acquired a good grasp of e\cn one L^arcb of

this science will be able to acquire au uuderctaading of tiic other

branches as well, ou account of h’s bemg veil grounded ii gererrl

principles ”

If he studied the whole work, understood it well
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Tise of it constantly, he was sure to have a successful career in life

which would be in the interests of the patient as well as of himself

=?r Te. '5 ’-HI

who having studied this treatise in its entirety, gives

due reflection to its contents with concentrated mind and constantly

verifies his knowledge in practical work and has fully developed his

powers of retention, recollection, discretion and righteousness

becomes a bestower of happiness and life to men’^

Besides, the physician-to-be was required to study all these

sciences under the expert guidance of professors of those sciences.

3i?2ri{Ti^qq5ii55T ^i^fqi^slqsftftrsiw%![rmqr ?

j? II % II

^srr^ftsiia: fqfefsqj ii vs a

g ^ V, £-VS

‘'One should study the substance contained m other sciences

which for some definite reason, is included in the text, under the

learned men in the respective sciences. Why ^ Because it is not

possible to include all the knowledge of different sciences into one

treatise.’’

^'One who studies only one science does not acquire the real

knowledge (m relation to other sciences) Hence a physician should

be w'ell veised in different sciences’

Bqual importance was given to the theoretical as well as

practical knowledge.

H 5^f?TTg5 II v<: II
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^^3 '*^3 i

^ ?Ffg iJFF % m =^*£0% n n

55TI^qIigffl30TFq??;i4r I

II ^,o
II § »! 2, /<:-><.

“One who ib well versed in the science but inadept ^t practice

is coufused. when facing a patient, just as a weak-hearted person

confounded when facing a battle. While one who is an expert a

practical work but who is nevoid of theoretical knowledge "f the

science, is not revered by the good persons and gets death-puuishnieut

from the kme* Both such persons are inexpert, unab’e to per

form their duties and know only half their science. Ti'ey are

like one winged birds”

Thus although the text books were complete, compreheasivt.

and enc\ doped ic, thej'^ were not allowed to stagnate These bookk> n cre

redacted or re-v/ntten or further specialized lu a oifferent gioujj

at intervals as demanded by the exigencies of time and place Ne\v

theories examined in the light of experience and experimentat.o.i

were incorporated m the texts Thus a number of redactions and

commentaries came to be wr’‘teu to include and interpret the

progressive knowledge lu theory and practice of the science Agnivc'^a-

tantra (arth^gci'^) was redacted twice, once b) Caraka and then again bj'

Didhabala (?3’?c5)

Susruta Samhita and Kasyapa Samhita '>)

have undergone redactions.

At the end of the golden period of Aj'ur^eda, ibc

progressive spirit receives a setback due to disturbed p^j.. c t

conduion, prc-occupation of the patrons of learning % ar ni.v

defence and the general breakdown of the morale of the ptop]*..

result of the all- pervading sense of defeatism ihus the cccr’ ti Ct -t . i

and the absence of sufficient fac litiCS for -,tudy, nn\*’ of a

sufficient number of preceptor-., the general lassitude "’id r

the intellectual level and the general diSTtegrati'^n of ci ‘u’’ 1 'ac

bone tell the rest of the storj'

^^agbha{a, however, tries to stop the rot and to bring the
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two prominent branches of medical science—medicine and

surgery together m one concise volume He gives the reasons

as follows

—

5rfa^f5nf»?q|5l g i

sf-gi gJT 3?l: IM 3 «

“ Each of them is not comprehensive enough with regard to

the treatment of all diseases. And because the whole life of man
passes away in studying each and every treatise with constant

application and because the authors of treatises mention the same

thing again and again although some topic is sometimes specially

mentioned

Vagbhata of Sind, who flonrished about 7th century A. D
composed a treatise called Asfcanga Hidaya which while presenting a sum-

mary of Caraka and Susruta with gleanings from Agnivesa. Bbela and

Harita, brings the subjects up-to-date. He introduces a number of

new drugs aud makes valuable modifications and additions in surgery

He did all this in «pite of strong opposition from orthodox school

Afetiauga Hrdaj'a signifies the descr'ptions iU 8 parts. It contains 7,414

veises in I 20 chapters

He also ^lote another work called “ Astanga-Saugraha

Vagbhata 's style is very clear and concise He throws light on several

obscure passages in his predecessors’ works. Vagbhata was subsequently

considered as grea*- as Ciraka ana Susruta A popular couplet gives

him the place of h mour in Kaliyuga, just as Caraka and Susruta had

it lu Kitayuga and Dwapara respectively— a poetic but an impressive

way of recognising the merits of this great man Among the students

of Hindu medicii-e, the three are known by the n?me of " Viddha

Traya ’ or the ‘ Old Triad

Redactors of Caraka, Susruta and Kasyapa as well as epito-

mizer Vagbhata, though they believed |in the sanctity of the basic
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principles of the text, were always alert to make progressive additions

in the text? required according to time and place and were ever ready

to assimilate the useful things from whatever source available.

Caraka in unequivocal terms states —

“The entire world is the teacher to the intelligent and foe

to the unintelligent Hence, knowing this well, thou shouldst listen

and act according to the words of instruction ef even an unfriendly

person, when they are worthy and such as bring fame to you and

long life, and are capable of giving strength and prosperity"

Not only this, but for the sake of gaining new knowledge,

the Esis took the trouble of going even to foreign countries as

Bharadwaja did.

it ^ 1-^.

“ Bharadwaja the mighty ascetic, in search of the science

of Longevity approached Indra, having deemed him the lord of the

immortals, worthy of suit

The ancient Esis valued knowledge to such an extent that

they honoured MIecchas as Esis and assimilated knowledge received,

from them

rg[3r 1

q tf

“ The MIecchas or the Yavanas who are well versed in this

science are respected even like Esis. Then what to say of the Dwija

who knows the science of astrology ?

The true progressive spirit in compiling new text books is

echoed in the statement of Vagbhafca when he says -
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“^rcEg^g^ I

Jt§igr. ^ ?r «T^-% ct^R'^ 5fi^ g^rifRgg: ti

. ®r. f ^ Vo, vv

‘'If the works of the ancient Rsis alone are worthy of interest

why are Bhela and such others not studied, leaving off Caraka and

Susruta? Therefore it is right that a good work should always he

accepted”

Orthodoxy seems to be strongly prevalent in his days' and

BO Vagbhata seems to have been so exasperated that he condemns

the obscurantism and anti-progressive spirit in strong terms thus

Rll =3' RKR

Is ^ I

T^ci^ mi m
R>r (RRfR II

3? f.

“ Oil, ghee and honey are respectively wholesome and

curative of Vata, Pitta and Kapha What difference will be in the

result whether it is prescribed by Brahma himself or any other

person created by Brahma, this being not a subject of Mantra^’*

Didhabala, Vagbhata, Madhava, Sarngadhara and Bhavamisra

clearly state that out of the best of knowledge related to this science

from all the books extant and from all the sages, and after assimi-

lating all worthy of it, they have compiled their volumes. The

statements given below of only Drdhabala and Vagbhata give full

conception of the principles which governed the compilation of

medical text-books.

n II

=R. f«, 3S-VO

“He added seventeen chapters in the Section on Therapeutics

as also the two Sections of Pharmaceutics and Success in Treatment

in entirety, by culling his data from various treatises on the science.
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Tbos this treatise is not deficient either in respect of diction or in

respect of content, and is free from any blemishes besetting scientific

treatises.
”

sri^i: ^crrswaR?: \

sr^qirai ii

»jRig i

3T. B ^ ‘i,

b|s7i eijpi ¥11% I

*iri §5?iiiB'qr%a svg eqi^ysri n

3??i?wsfq \

giira ii

ar d B

“ Not even a prosodial instant is introduced here without
the authority of the traditional doctrine The same are the interpre-

tations and the same is the composition of the work; only the arrange-
ment IS changed for the sake of conciseness ’

^‘Consulting all the main treatises, this treatise of Astanga-
sangraha is compiled m various sections and chapters It is free from
improper prolixity, omission and repetition and is a treatise conta-

ining the tripartite Sv lence of life viz., etiology, symptomatology and
medicament, is an e'ucidator of the parts the real meaning of which
is obscure, it desists for the most part from the controversial points

between our own and other treatises and is a composition just befitting

the spirit of the age."

“A compilation becomes good if everything is fully described.

If anything is left off, the significance of all-comprehensiveness

is lost"
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*‘Astanga-sangralia is up-to-date especially on account of the

assimilation of the topics from a good many of the treatises. So what

cannot be learnt from Sangraha must be an impossibility."

'?RH'iK?2r ^ I

ST g. g.

^'Who can reach the end of the boundless ocean of Ayutveda ^

Here is collected the cream of the knowledge of the disease 'and^'

drugs of the whole universe "

ST. f V.

f?qT qJTriT iEJT?=i cidl II

ST. f S

“ Astanga-hrdaya neither too concise nor too copious is

compiled, based on the extract of the essence of all the subjects

scattered in various treatises. May the world enjoy full happiness

from the merit which is obtained by compiling this Hidaya, the

heart of the ocean of the literature of the whole of Ayurveda.”

The same principles guide the later authors in their compi-

lations, viz, !?iT3T’q^, TfriqRi?!, and others

Though each book was written on a special branch, the

basic knowledge of all other branches was given rather in a concise

form in each book.

sTcT* g

The local affections occurring in the upper supra-clavicular

portion of the body are described here in order to obviate the censure
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of an absolute omission of them in this treatise. Henceforth, listen

to the excellent epitome of their therapeusis succlntly described.”

Every branch had its technical terms and the knowledge

of this technical terminology was essential.

5Fr«if5i f^fiT i

sTir«iii=53fg qqr ii

fh 1’, YC

“A physician who is not conversant with the canons of

exposition, though he may be a student of many treatises, will fail to

grasp the meaning of these treatises, just as a man fails to acquire

wealth when fortune has deserted him.”

Now the selection, sanction and authorization of text books

were necessary and they were given by a committee of learned

professors who sat together and heard all the texts of various works

and approved the one which was found the best, judging purely on

the merit of the text book They declared a book to be the best

and it became an authoritative text book in the country. (Vide

this Chapter aiq
l ii

)

gsqifoi qwfqRi: l

9T(^r)qfq gfq ii g,,

All of them pursuant of the welfare of all creatures extolled

the authors saying, ' Great is your compassion for creatures’’.

'‘The compilations of these compilers which were thus

approved by the great sages obtained currency in the world for the

well-being of the multitude of living beings
”

The qualities specified for a good text book are described

in Caraka (Vide this chapter
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^ i, \

“ Such a treatise, like the unclouded sun, dispelling darkness,

illuminates everything”.

«

chapter V

ADMISSION TO STUDIES

We shall now take up the subject of the considerations that

governed admission to medical studies We give below an exhaustive

list of the qualifications required in a student of medicine and it is

clear from its perusal that as much importance was attached to moral

fitness as to physical and intellectual fitness In face the insistence on

moral fitness was the greatest as can be seen from the fact that the

vast majority of the required qualifications concern the ethical side

of the student’s personality. This insistence which is generally absent

to'day, and the elaborateness with which it was set out in ancient days

was no doubt due to the consideration that moral excellence is the very

basis of all true education But this is less readily ascertainable than

intellectual and physical worth. This probably is the reason why
moral fitness in students has gradually tended to be ignored, although

the general decline in the standards of public and private morality

cannot be denied its share. We should remember in this connection

that the aim of all education, including medical education, was not to

enable the student to earn a livelihood so much as to inculcate in

him a love for the good life As regards the practical difficulties

in ascertaining whether a student had the necessary moral equipment,

they did not exist, as under the ancient system of Gnrukula

education, the relation between the teacher and the pupil

was as intimate as that between the father and the son. In fact, during

the entire period of education the teacher was actually in the place

of the father, the pupil being fed, clothed and housed by him. Thus

two of the most common names for a ‘‘Sisya” (%*^) or a student are

*'Antevasin )
i and “Chatra”
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both denote this intimate association, while the

word “Acarya" (3?F=^) signifies that his primary business was in help-

ing his pupils to develop a sound character.

Great care was taken to see that no undesirable candidate

got admission to studies. The universities of Vikramaditya, in the

words of the Chinese traveller, were guarded scrupulously by the

most erudite of scholars who held the examination for admiss’on

which was difficult to pass The members of this admission committee

were aptly called “Dwara Panditas" whose business was to

see that the standard of the University’s scholarship was not lowered

by the invasion of mediocrity

rhdt such strict selection was most important is seen from

Caraka’s statement that knowledge like a sword or water requires a

clean repository-

“ Weapons, learning and water are wholly dependent for

their merits or demerits on their holder
"

As a result only two o; three of them could have admissiou

for studies If the person possessing knowledge is unworthy of it, it is

worse thau useless and it is fraught with danger

It was accordingly prescribed that before a prospective

•student was admitted to studies, he had to undergo a period

of probation which extended from six months to one year.

Thus we find Vagbhata saying in the Astanga Sangraha that

it is only after the teacher has been fully satisfied of the character

•and worth of the candidates that the actual schooling should begin

and this schooling once begun should continue till the student had

mastered the subject both in theory and practice.

11^ 1 !
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'' A dfsciple wto is capable and possessed of modesty, purity
and arts and wbo Has served a probationary period of six months,
should be taught as long as he gains perfection m the theory and
practice of the science.

”

Thus the danger of morally unworthy persons acquiring the
power that comes through knowledge as well as the danger of

incompetent or half*baked practitioners being let loose upon society
are avoided. The system of probationary studentship, it should be
pointed out, is not altogether absent in modern education; it obtains

in certain western universities though the rules governing such
probationership are neither so stringent nor so complete as those

which obtained in the medical institutions of ancient India.

It is true that considerations of the caste (^i^) and lineage

of the candidate played an important role in the determination of

his admission for the studies contemplated, but even here the under-

lying factor was purely one of mo?al worth Thus in the famous

story of Satyakaraa the sou of a serving woman (Paricarinl-

the teacher is confronted with the problem of deciding the

eligibility of the bov who is unable to provide him with a Gotra

or paternal lineage but who is otherwise eminently fitted for the

life of a student. The teacher concerned, who is no less a person

than Uddalaka Aruni decides that no one who was not

a Brahtnaua could tell the truth so boldly as Satyakama and accor-

dingly commands him to fetch wood for the sacrificial fire, a token

that he has been admitted to studentship

It is clear from this story related in the Chandogya
Upanisad that only Brahmauas were normally received as

studen^p hr the great teachers of the day This privileged position

of the Srahmana m the sphere of learning continued for long, but

in the course of time, Ksatriyas and Vaisyas were admitted in incr-

easing numbers into what had been a jealously guarded preserve

of the Brahmanas, and later even the Sudra as mentioned in Susruta

and Kasyapa wa*? considered eligible.

g. g,. Y.
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Some say tliat one should coach up even a Sudra possessed
of good lineage and qualities withholding the instruction of Mantras
and also the sacred thread ’

51. d g

By whom should Aurveda be studied ^ It should he studied
by Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras.

’*

This gradual enlargement of what we may call the
educational franchise was in keeping with the progress of the times*

There i«? everything in favour of a specialized learning such
as medicine and su^^gery being: imparted to members of families with
long medical traduions rather than to others This was the practice in

ancient India, a practice which derived its sanction form considerations of

heredity and home environment It was believed that one belonging
to a medical family would have a better aptitude for medical learning
and practice thaj one who is from non-medical family.

In support of this statement Dr R. K Mookerjee sa3’'5 in
his ancient Indian education that -'Social psychology has proved
that every individual has his own equipment of emotions, action-
attitudes and wa3^s of thinking, which is the gift of the traditions
and social environment in which he is brought up’

Bach scheme of training must therefore take mto account
the concrete individual, a product of biological gifts and social
heritage. A neglect of this basic situation renders the process of
education less fruitful and sometimes even risky to the personality

The investigation of Haggerty, Nash and Goodenough show
further that the educational status and vocation of the parents have
a significant correlation with the level of capacity of the children as
indicated by the intelligance quotient For instance, tbe children of
professional parents of those of a higher academic standing possess,
on the whole, a higher value of I Q The implication of such facts
cannot be ignored m schemes of national education.
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It is neither necessary nor indeed possible here to comment

on all desiderata, item by item. Two of the requirements, both

connected with the moral equipment of the student, may however

be noticed in passing. These are Brahmacarya and Jitend-

riyatwa and both are qualities whose importance in the life

of a student cannot be over-emphasised The life of one who is following

the pursuit of learning is a dedicated one and the votary of knowledge

should therefore be able to turn his back on all sense-pleasures in

the manner of the boy Naciketas, who when tempted by king Yama
to give up his determination to seek the truth said* ‘ ’

‘ Keep thou thy chariots, thy dancing girls and singing; I will have

none of them- ’ It is then and then only that the great king of the

the Dead considered him worthy of being taught, saying -

“ 1 know that you Naciketas, are a true seeker after

knowledge, for you resisted all the temptations I put before you. *

—

CHAPTER VI

THE OATH OF INITIATION

IN CARAKA SAMHITA

i7c5r<^'%sr

(=?fsjg5rr^sT ilgfqisTof ;

g^lcTTJTI ^igTF'JTTfTldsqR ?qteqi3;, '^rigVTlt i

TTsjgTs'q ^ sTifilsrsiJfisTnxr?!?! ffi^a^nqft=5t5^jf

g'ltg fsTc^ sicST^cir =q;

SI ^ ^^(fq^T5[f|rg-i;ir ?i3i|fqoii qfr u?r3r^fg:grTiii frir^si£lq°ir >

^«ii ?g5iT3i=5ri^q^[?i^qrTTSTq^r^qR^r?i'nr
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^ ^'^^?TJTirjTqqi^ra5?n7ii3?frf *r?i?s2i^Ts^2T^'ii,

g5?^I7I35^ips^?^3
,

BT^qtasiq: ^ Sjr=?c5ffaT'4ra5qi^??j^fg^ra;r5^q?RNf-

qj ^ qrffSgr^fags^Ti', =^gtr: swoi^Tigi^ 3i[JTgrs%

<q2{r n qtJrRigsq gsr ?i^=oJi3TTfifrtg?Fir*'^ gis’:3qwraR

fifi^Ts'q =^ ?(% ^ ari'^i^f^ fk f^5?*TiiTgi2[c^*i5fl;‘

3l??JJ^% R ST.

“The teacher then should instruct the disciple in the presence

of the sacred fire, Brahmanas and physicians.-

(saying) ‘ Thou shalt lead the life of a bacheler (Brahmacari),

grow thy hair and beard, speak only the truth, eat 'not meat, eat

only pure articles of food, be free from envy and carry no arms

There shall be nothing that thou oughtest not do at my behest

except hating the king or causing another s death or committing an

act of great unrighteousness or acts leading to calamity

Thou shalt dedicate thyself to me and regard me as thy

chief Thou ehalt be subject to me and conduct thyself for ever for

my vvei*a''e and pleasure Thou shalt serve and dwell with me like a

Bon fir a slave or a supplicant Thou shalt behave and act without

arrogaace and with care and attention, and with undistracted mind,

huiniht} , constant reflection, and with ungrudging obedience Acting

eithi r a* mv behest or otherwise, thou shalt conduct thyself for achie

vem^ijt >1 thy teacher’s purposes alone, to the best of thy abilities

If thou deslrest success, wealth and fame as a physician and

heaven < fter death, thou shalt pray for the welfare of all creatures

begin uing with the cows and Brahmanas.

Day and night, however thou mayest be engaged, thou shalt

endeavour for the relief of patients with all thy heart and soul Thou

shalt not desert or injure tby patient even for the sake of thy life or thy

living. Thou shalt not commit adultery even in thought Even so, thou

shalt not covet other’s possessions Thou shalt be modest in thj' attire

and appearance. Thou shouldst not be a drunkard or a sinful man

nor shouldst thou associate with the abettors of crimes. Thou shouldst

speak words that are gentle, pure and righteous, pleasing, worthy.
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true, wholesome and moderate. Thy behaviour must be in considera-

tion of time and place and heedful of past experience. Thou shalt

act always with a view to the acquisition of knowledge and the

fullness of equipment.

No persons who are hated of the king or who are haters of

the king or who are hated of the public or who are haters of the

public shall receive treatment. Similarly those that are of ver3’' unna-

tural, wicked and miserable character and conduct, those who have

not vindicated their honor and those that are on the point of death,

and similarly women who are unattended by their husbands or

guardians shall not receive treatment.

No offering of gifts by a woman without the behest of her

husband or guardian shall be accepted by thee While entering the

patient’s house thou shalt be accompanied by a man who is known

to the patient and who has his permission to enter and thou shalt

be well clad and bent of head, self-possessed and conduct thyself

after repeated consideration. Thou shalt thus properly make thy

entry Having entered, thy speech, mind, intelect and senses shall

be entirely, devoted to no other thought than that of being helpful

to the patient and of things concerning him only.

The peculiar customs of the patient’s household shall not bs

made public. Even knowing that the patient’s span of lile has come

to its close, it shall not be mentioned by thee there, where if so

done, it would cause shock to the patient or to others

Though possessed of knowledge, one should not boast very

much of ones knowledge. Most people are oflPended by the boastful-

ness of even those who are otherwise good and authoritative.
”

IN SUSRUTA SAMHITA

^ ^ ^ ^
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%5?35g-Rr5Ri5r5r3f^d)q?rciHi^?^T2i ^'^qqoRi =?iicfiqT'?q'i^Tiffiq ,

Urg 5Tqf3, sq-Tgul^fHJjqf^^qHTiiiRiiiT qRf=5^5jri^, fq?II

srinlfh II 3T.

''Thou shalt renounce aS evil desires, anger, greed, passion,

pride, egotism, env3^ harshness, meanness, untruth, indolence and

other qualities that bring infamy upon oneself Thou shalt clip thy

nails and hair close, observe cleanliness, wear brown garment and

dedicate th3fself to the observance of truth, celibacy and the salutation

to elders. Devoting thyself at my bidding to movement, laying

thyself down, being seated, taking thy meal and stud}^, thou shalt

be engaged in doing whatever is good and pleasing to me If thou

shouldst behave otherwise, sin will befall thee. Thy learning will go

fruitless and will attain no popularity.

If I do not treat thee properly despite thy proper observance

of these behests, may sm be-all me and my learning will go fruitless.

The twice-born, the preceptor, the poor, the friendl}', the

travellers, the lowl3^ the good and Uie destitute—these thou shalt

treat when the}^ come to thee, like thy own kith and kin and relieve

their ailments with thy medications Thus behaving, good will befall

thee. Thou shalt not treat a hunter, a bird catcher, an ontcaste and a

person doing sinful acts. Thus, thy learning, will attain popnlaiity

and will gain for thee friends, fame, righteousness, wealth and

fulfilment

IN KASYAPA SAMHITA

f%fl qhJJcIT ^

q qqiq¥Jr=E« qf
II i 11

pi 3

' O gentle one, you should be agreeable in disposition and

righteous You should control your senses and be read 5’^ to study w,hen

called You shall have no secrets from me, share the suffering of others.
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bear in mind country and dime and be regolute You should be

away from greed, anger, infatuation, envy, derision, enmity, wine,

flesh and females. You should apply yourself to study after serving

the preceptor. You should not go away without taking his permission,

without having worshipped the preceptor and without completing

the full course of study.
”

In Hastyayufveda

c^JTT gcu in ^ ii

fgsBts?q«ir u II

O son I you should never turn deceitful, wicked, greedy,

envious, hard-hearted and unfair. You should always be free from

lethargy and sin and should have the character of venerable persons

and compassion for the family and should always put yourself at

the service of the preceptor.

If, towards such a submissive student the preceptor is unfair

in the matter of clothes, study and food, he will incur the sin

committed towards the disciple.

If m sphe of the noble dealing of the preceptor m the

matter of imparting learoing, food and delight, the disciple behaves

m a contrar ; manner, he mcura sin committed towards his preceptor/’

The spirit of dedication with which all education was pursued

and particularljf medical education, is evidenced by the character of

the initiation ceremonx described in the medical texts such as Caraka,

Su&ruta, Kasyapa and Palakapya There after going into elaborate

details as to how the student should approach the Guru and the
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auspicious nature of tbe time and the place, the teacher depicts fully

the nature of the duties and responsibilities devolving upon the

aspirant to the medical profession, setting out in full the daily

behaviour during the student-careei as well as his conduct as a full*

fledged physician This is done in the form of ?u oath, which is

administered to the student by the teacher in the presence of the

sacred fire, Brahmanas and physicians of repute and standing. This

ceremony reflects the deep import that the ancients had attached to

such undertakings, for by that they sought to impress on the young

man entering on his career of enlightenment, the solemnity and

sanctity of the pursuit he bad taken up

The student took the oath after invoking the names of the

great promulgators of Ayurveda, namely Brahma, Dhanvautari,

Prajapati, Aswius, Indra, and the Bsi compilers of the great medical

text-books This is the list of names as found in Caraka Susruta

instead of mentioning the individual names of deities and the l.isis

refers in general to all presiding deities and Rsis of medicine In

Kasyapa we find mention of Soma, Kasyapa, SarasvatJ and Puma Bhaga

as being the gods to be invoked at the administration of the oath

Palakapya, the author of Hastyayurveda or the science of medicine

for elephants, lays down the invocation of the deities and elephants

of the quarters, Sankara, Visnn, the sun and the moon, the planets,

Skanda and a host of minor deities.

On the completion of the initiation ceremony, the student

is said to be a Dwija (f^>i—twice born) and is designated as a Brahmacari

till he completes his life as a student.

“ The first birth is from the womb of the mother and the

second birth is through initiation
’

The Brahmacarl is one who has dedicated himself to the

pursuit of knowledge (sriT str qr 'One who
necessarily practises penance or acquires knowledge. ) He
IS held in high esteem by all the lawgivers^ and the society.
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-

During tiie student life, special empliaBis is laid on celibacy,

abstinence from meat-foods, the non-carrying of weapons and non-resort

to seditious and sinful acts even at the express command of the

teacher, to whom the student otherwise owes unquestioning obedience

Brahmacarl, as he is now called, is according to Kasyapa exhorted

to keep a liberal mind and progress with the spirit of the times.

The part of the oath which relates to the life that the student was

to lead when he actually took up the calling of a physician will be

touched upon when we come to the subject of the ceremony mark-

ing the completion of the studies or graduation

CHAPTER VII

THE QUALITiES REQUIRED IN THE STUDENT FOR

ADMISSION TO MEDICAL STUDIES

Taking into full view the various qualities depicted as being

the requirements for a student for admission into the medical

institution, we find that the physical^ moral and intellectual aspects

of the student were comprehended by the list of virtues mentioned

therein. It is evident from this that the greatest stress was laid on

the moral make-up of the medical aspirant. But the intellectual and

physical qualities though only next to it, were not onl}^ not

neglected but .emande a high standard They insisted that the

physical appearance must not offend the aesthetic sense of general

humanity and special!} m view of the impression that the medical

man nas to make on the patient. Hence the general traits, features

and complexion were required to be pleasant and the speech to

be clear and distinct As regards the moral qualities insisted

upou, they were very high

As regards the intellectual qualities, they have maintained a

very high and strict standard in the entrance examination, two out

of every five candidates were successful to get admission

We shall here mention some of the salient qualities desc-

ribed as constituting the eligibility of a student for medical studies

according to the text of Caraka, Susrnta, Vagbhata and Kasyapa.
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••• Possessed of trauqtiil dfipositlon.

... „ ,, gentlemanlinesB.

3Tia^55Tf
^ „ nobility

...Straight of eye, mouth and nose.

?13?=5f;f%^^Rif:....With thin, ruddy and clear tongue.

...With seemly teeth and lips.

... . With no defect of speech.

Kndowed with retention.

Free from egotism

Intelligent

.. Bndowed with reason and memory.
• • • Bndowed with large-mindedness.

•• .... Possessing a lineage devoted to the science.

. ... Showing inclination for medical science

... Possessing a predilection for philosophy

.. . Being whole of body

... Unimpaired in senses

«• « ••••Being collected of mind

, .. ..Not given to showy appearance

Not given to addictions.

.Possessed of deep insight into things.

Not irritable

]
Possessed of character, purity, conduct,

J
affection, skill and compliance

Having passion for study

iBeiug undistracted of mind in understanding

Jthe sense and observing the practical demon-

stration of the science

Free from greed

... Free from procrastination

... Wishing the welfare of all creatures

...Implicitly obedient to the teacher

Affectionate.

sT;qjr-qq-qi\|-fq;iq-!nf^- Possessed of proper lineage, age,

I spirit, humility, strength, vitality and

knowledge

..Delicate of lips and teeth....
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Tranquil of inind, speech and behaviour.

.. Possessed of endurance.

3’5w^ Devoted to the teacher.

Attached to the teacher.

..Possessed of cleverness in various subjects.

.. ... ...Possessing thin nails.

. ...Unctuous in complexion

... Having delicate lustre.

^^1^ •• ...Devoted to celibacy.

Possessed of indifference to pain and pleasure.

... . ... *'\A7ise«

Good in conduct.

Having stability of mind.

Possessed of purity of mind.

Bndowed with shyness

. Possessed of clean habits and good lineage

Possessed of patience.

. ., Compliant.

315^55 Submissive.

^55 'si?tT .... High birth.

Prompt in the execution of the teacher’s behests.

Free from arrogance.

Free from envy.

Possessed of memory.

gfjigiq:. Truthful

Possessed of determination

.... Carrying out the behests of the good.

?5?:*ftncg^ffl3^:....Free from bluster and envy.

CHAPTER Vm
QUALITIES OF THE TEACHER

The texts of Ayurveda also lay down what the qualities

of a real teacher should be They desired that the teacher should

be of high exceptional abilities both moral and intellectual, and

should enable the pupils to attain a knowledge that would give them
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fulfilment of ‘life. With this high purpose iu view, the teacher was
required to be an ideal to the pupils and an undenyiug source of

knowledge and inspiration to them Hence his qualities were placed

very high and only within the possibility of the best men of the

race. He was also required to know the whole science, and even
allied sciences and arts thoroughly and exhaustively Not only that,

but he must be able to supplement the texts by his own comments
drawn systematically from his own imagination and logic. He must
possess the necessary powers of expression and exposition and clarity

so as to enable the three grades of students namely, highly intelligent,

the moderately intelligent as well as the lowest grade of students to

understand. The teacher was also required to be able either to expand

or to abridge the exposition of a subject as the occasion demanded

Alore than all these, the teacher must be able to bring to

his high task an undistracted mind^-and make this his sole task of

life and devote all his energies to it. He must have unbounded

affection for his disciples and should devote a personal and

individual care and thought over every pupil and be his source of

inspiration and guidance through life This spirit is gradually on the

wane under the present condition of educational ’ methods and it is

most essential that we try to revive this spirit of intimate relation

between the teacher and the taught.

Lastly, the teacher may not withhold from his pupils any

aspect or recondite doctrine regarding the science that he undertook

to teach at the time when the student takes the oath of initiation

To make this a moral and spiritual binding, the teacher had to take

vow, on the occasion of taking oath of initiation by the student

“When you on your part keep your vows and if I do not

respond fully and impart all my knowledge I shall become a sinner and

my knowledge shall go fruitless” Such a vow is worth introducing into

the present system of education

The Smitikaustubha narrates how a teacher vias
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condemned to be a mango tree in his next existence for his failure

to impart Vedic knowledge.

?r 5['5u ii

There is an obvious subtle humour in the retribution imposed

upon tho teacher who would not give what he possessed to others;

as a mango tree he would have to give all fruits to others and retain

none for himself.

We shall here cite the main qualities required of the teacher

as described in Caraka, Susruta, Vagbhafca and Kasyapa-

Possessed of unblemished knowledge of the science.

..Adept in practice

Possessed of ckill

...Compliant

5R;.„Posses8ed of the purity of mind and body.

Possessed of a practised hand.

Possessed of full equipment.

*gqf??3itq-q>5r: Of all the senses intact.

R?fc5|[ -Possessed of full knowledge of constitution.

siRiqfesf ...Prompt in decision.

^'T?5ci^?7;....Ripe in wisdom.

..Free from arpgance.

3rJig?T^:...Free from carping.

3T5Blqfi:....Free from irritability.

Possessed of endurance.

f^qc5i55:.. Possessed of love for the pupils.

3Ts?lTqq;* Devoted to imparting knowledge.

..Capable of deep insight.

..Skilled in righteousness, knowledge, science,

imagination and practice.

....Possessed of good qualities

. Kndowed with pleasant appearance.

Given to seeing to the welfare of the pupils.

^q^er • Given to guidance

...Skilled in the exposition and interpretation of the

science of medicine.
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Possessing knowledge obtained from the personal

contact with a preceptor.

^5^ Possessed of good health.

.. Dedicated solely to the task

Of undistracted mind.

CHAPTER IX

THE STUDENTS LIFE AND DISCIPLINE

As we have already noted, the student lived m the closest

association with the teacher. The seclusion of the forest colonies lu

which these educational institutions were situated did not allow of

the distractions that a life in a civic area like that of a town or city

that forms the back-ground of the modern institution, would involve.

On the other hand their power of observation was greatly enhanced

by the nature of their surroundings which were full of life and

seasonal changes

I Student’s Daily Routine

^ i fRi i ^ fq, ^ vs

*‘Now the method of study is this.—The student who is

healthy and has consecrated all his time for study, should rise at

dawn or while yet a portion of the night is left, and having

performed the necessary ablutions and having saluted the gods, the

seers, the cows, the Brahmanas, the guardians, the elders, the adepts

and the teachers, and seating himself at ease on even and clean

ground, should, concentrating his mind, go over the aphorisms in

order, repeating them over and over again, all the while under-

standing their import fully, m order to correct his own faults of

reading and to recognise the measure of those in the reading

of others.. In this manner, at noon, in the afternoon and in the

night, ever vigilant the student should applj'’ himself to stud}^

This IS the method of study”.

I 3 3-*
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^‘He must be given to cleanliness, devoted to the preceptor,

skilful and free from torpor or excessive sleep”.

3T f ^

'^He must go to bed after his master has lain down to sleep

and must rise from bed before his master’*

2. His Dress, Diet And General Behaviour

=^. k n.

'‘Thou shalt lead the life of a bachelor, grow thy hair

and beard, speak only the truth, eat no meat, eat only pure articles

of food, be free from envy and carry no arms”.

§ ^

"He must keep his nails and hair clipped close, observe

cleanliness, wear brown garments, devote himself to the vow of truth

and celibacy and be ever prompt in making obeisance to his elders’*

9T<i I 3I2II «?qi ^=5'i5?rfr—sFf

fins??!?]-

g. ^

“Beloved one * As regards the method of study, listen as I

describe it The preceptor should impart instruction to the best of

his ability, to the disciple who has approached him in a state of

cleanliness wearing his upper garment and with an attentive mmd at

the appointed hour of instruction’

.

||FiI?jj%ri eii^nr qlsidlcl

6?. U ^
“ Being attired modestly and also differently from the

preceptor, the disciple should serve the preceptor as he would a king.
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He should renounce ridicule, enmity, intoxicating drinks,

meats and women .

"

e? ^ vS.

(g^fai fi 5?g5qfe)

‘‘He should not call only by name or should amuse with

things though good.
’

("He should not imitate even in ridicnle a bad act done by

the preceptor ’’)

3 His Moral And Religious Life

3Tfi?qiTrigi ^

I
1"^ -‘j *1-.*

" Thou shalt be truthful and free from envy. Thou shalt

behave and act without arrogance and with care and attention and

with undistracted mind, humility, constant reflection, and with

ungrudging obedience.”

g i5,«

“The disciple should serve his master renouncing evil desire,

greed, passion, pride, conceit, envy, harshness, slander,

falsehood, indolence and other qualities which bring infamy upon

oneself.
”

‘The disciple should be righteous, self-controlled and free

from greed, anger, passion, envy and ridicule etc.”

L Method Of Study

, §. 3, 'i,
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“One should learn to recite word by word or verse b3'^ verse.

Again they should be linked together properly as words, phrases

and verses. Having thus formulated them, they should be repeatedly

recited. One should recite neither too fast nor in a hesitant manner

nor in a nasal twang but should recite bringing out each syllable

distinctly without over-stressing the accents and without making any

distortions of the eye-brows, lips and hands. One must recite syste-

matically and in a voice not too high-pitched nor too low.”

fq. <2. vs

“The student should prosecute his studies seating himself at

ease on even and clean ground and concentrating his mind, should go

over the aphorisms in order, repeating them over and over again,

all the while understanding their import fully, in order to correct

his own faults of reading and to recognise the measure of those in

the reading of others. In this manner, at noon, in the afternoon and

in the night, ever vigilant the student should apply himself to stud3\

This IS is the method of study.”

5. Relation Between The Guru And The Disciple

q =q ^ ?T§:=qq(cC. i
^

I
^ fq. c.

“There shall be nothing that thou outhtest not do at my

behest.

Thou shalt dedicate thyself to me and regard me as thy

chief. Thou shalt be subject to me and conduct thyself for ever for

m3
'’ welfare and pleasure.’'

*T*giTc}?qiq- q-qq'- qiqq- ¥ft3iqM»iqq\!jr i

“Thou shalt stay, move about, lay thyself down, be seated,

>

take thy meals aud prosecute thy studies wholly at my bidding .
,
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STiigfl^vi qr ^ 3Tes[TH%tJT gf

5T. f^.

“Thou shalt not go without my permission, nor without honour-

ing thy master, nor without finishing your studies”.

Tq-g^ 3ti|q^T5fR^ i

=^1. 1%. <i, ^

“Approaching such a teacher with a view to winning hi&

favour, one should wait on him vigilantly as on the sacrificial fire,

as on a god, as on the king, as on the father and as on one’s own

patron.’

Moreover the teacher addresses the pupil as qc'f, etc., and

the pupil in turn calls the Guru ‘Bhagavan’ Thus adjectives

used for the teacher and the pupil in the texts are quite significant

of the mutual relation of love and respect.

6 Classes

i

=g. “iv, i,

‘‘

Agnivesa questioned the tranqil sage Punarvagu who
was seated at ease after having finished his prayers, concerning the

entire subject of piles.”

fqsqic
i

5riF^JTr?f|fTqf*q%?i 11

^

“ Agnivesa with folded hands, asked Punarvasu, the
conqueror of passions, seated peicefully in solitude, the question
concerning fever .

"
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“ Unto Punarvasn seated in the company?- of the numerical

metaphysicians who had counted all the existing categories of truth,

Agnivesa put his question having in his view the world’s welfare "

qf^'icT qfe^ q?if^=qRH3fq=q^P»Gqqf?Tt?I5TSl^a I =q q

“ The worshipful Punarvasu Atreya while on a peripatetic

tour during the latter month of the hot season, attended by his

entourage of disciples, through the woodlands skirting the Ganges

near the capital city of Kampilya in the populous zone of the country

of Pancala, vifherein resided the elite of the twice-born communities,

thus observed addressing the disciple Agnivesa.

qgqw sqqgq: i

=q' ^ V, ^

“To Punarvasu, who was sojourning in the country of the

five rivers and who was self-possessed of mind ”

§?Tfjffil5r3ii^573i;rqiT'Jiqfti3g'd^ qr^ fqqqri^-

sqiq i fq ’5'^, ^

“Having approached obediently, and after making salutations

to the worshipful Atreya as he was seated in the northern region of

the Himalayas surrounded by an assembly ot sages after he had

concluded his daily austerities and tended the sacred fire, Agnivesa

addressed him.'’

A class consisted of at best of six, eight or twelve pupils

with one of them as a monitor, acting as a representative of the class

with the master and as the deputy of the master with the pupils.

He was generally the best pupil of the class. Such, for instance, v/ere

Agnivesa and Susruta in their classes of about six or more.

3TtT qqlq? i

qriqiq: q^q 3q»iqi35+qqT u

sTRqifoi^ ii

qr ^
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“Thereafter Punarvasa, the most benevolent, moved by comp-

assion for all creatures bestowed the science of life on his six disci-

ples—Agnivesa, Bhela, Jatukarna, Parasara, Harlta and Ksarapani

received the teaching of that sage
’

1 ^ 'i-

iTNq- iTT?^r [

“Thus the disciples, Aupadhenava, Vaitarana, Aurabhra,

Pauskaldvata, Karavlrya, Gopuraraksita, Susruta and others approached

and said to the worshipful Dhanvautari, the king of KasI

known as Divodasa, the best among the gods as he was seated m his

hermitage surrounded by the sages.*’

Commentary—“The word means Bhoja and others, but

some are of the opinion that Gopura and Raksita are two persons and

thus Aupadhenava followed by the pupils upto Susruta makes the

number eight, ^and others’ means Nimi, Kankayana, Gargya and

Galava, and hence the number of pupils goes to be twelve.”

3 .

“Addressing himself to the six choicest of bis disciples

headed by Agnivesa, who were dedicated to study and meditation,

the master Atreya declared as follows, with a view to stimulate inquiry ’’

“They said to the worshipful master again, Susruta being

appraised by our common disposition will inquire of your honour on
our behalf and whatever is said to him by way of instruction W’C

shall pay due attention to'
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7. Manner and Time of Approach to the Preceptor

f '? t^5 i

‘Having approached obediently, the worshipful Atreya as he

was seated in the northern region of the Himalayas surrounded by

an assembly of sages after he had concluded his daily austerities and

tended the sacrifical fire.”

37ldl4

'‘The sage who was seated at ease after having finished his

prayers and was intent upon teaching at the appointed time”

“Agnivesa, choosing the right moment inquired as follows "

—

=^. f%. \-

“Agnivesa addressed the master who was seated in an

attentive mood and glowing like fire”.

V, 3

“ Saluting the sage who was undeluded of mind and who

was resplendent like fire, Agnivesa said (to him)’’.

n,

“ Agnivesa, having approached obediently and after making

salutations, said .

"

“ Agnivesa choosing the right moment told this to the

preceptor very humbly".
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^ 3 .

’ ‘‘ Agnivesa addressed tlie master Panarvasu, who was seated

in an attentive mood amidst the sages, glowing like fire after

completing his daily sacrificial rites.
’

Tt 3^q'l?T«ri'nT

R¥?ig Nr^Raci-fii^qia: qi^ l
=q. fq vs, <j

“ Agnivesa, touching the feet of the worshipful Atreya, here,

asked concerning the characteristics of all kinds of parasites infecting

the human body, their cause, habitat, form, color, name, effects and

treatment
’

gqlg' qrsifeipqq=53q^ ii ^ II h

‘'Agnivesa with folded hands asked Punarvasu who was

surrounded by sages’

It is evident from the circumstance described in Caraka that

the first consideration was paid to cleanliness and purity of body and

mind, on the side of both the Master and the pupils. The pupil

approaches his master and beseeches instructions on the various aspects

of the science only after the Gun has finished his ablutions and religious

rites such as feeding the sacrificial fire etc The Guru is also observed

to be sitting amidst brother sages and men of learning. And in certain

discussions the pupils as well as the sages present, participate and
give out their opinions until in the end, the master surveys the

whole range of the subject in its various aspects and gives his final

verdict on the subject under discussion Thus in Caraka on the

subject of the Category of Taste (g. we fiod various theories

propounded first by those present and the summing up and the

final decision declared by the master at the end. Thus the matter

was not one-sided and monotonous lecturing by the teacher, oblivious

to the various requirements of the varied mental grades of intelbgence

of the students composing the class There was a cooperative effort,

an intelligent participation by the pupil in the evolution of the

final and correct appraisement of a subject and in the formulation of

right decisions on mooted points It follows that the pupils were
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diligently observing physical and mental cleanliness and purity

themselves They performed their baths and prayers with the greatest

scruple and kept their minds free from distracting thoughts and

emotions They held their master in great reverence and listened to

every word dropping from his mouth with respectful and intelligent

attention, and yet never hesitated to state their position in case of

doubt and ask for further clariScation and light The student whenever

he approached the master prostrated at his feet. One of the main

qualities required was that the disciple should be
( ) one

olFering respectful salutation to the master He must be obedient and

modest. He must have self-restraint and must fold his hands before

his master He must not be arrogant or boastful and must deport

himself with modesty and self-effacement He must be given to

simplicity both in dress and manner. Ceitainly the attitude of mind

that such conduct required was one of the great and sincere thirst

for knowledge and an unfailing faith In the wisdom and virtue of the

master at whose feet he learnt his lessons

This is a spirit that dominated in the ancient method of

education.

A religious and ardent attitude without yet forsaking the

democratic spirit greatly added to the advantage that the pupil derived

from his teacher In education, the spirit of approach is everything

The reverence that characterised the pupil at that period mduced him

to pay intelligent and respectful attention to every word of the master.

The monotony of the lecturing wi'l bore many a student lu

the educational institutions. In ancient India this boredom was avoided

by the question and answer method known as or discoursive

method. The scriptures also lay down that an aspirant to knowledge

should hear by obedience b}^ questioning or by service (^5%

i

}

In a class it was the monitor known as the foremost

pupil that put respectfully questions with a view to the edification of

the class as well as the world in general This was also the method

obtaining in ancient Greece known as the Socratic method, now seen

in the dialogues of Plato.
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The physical appearance of the pupils was in keeping with

the spirit of their mental and moral outlook. The Brahmacarl was

required to grow his beard and hair and wear brown garment. He
must be diligent in the observance of cleanliness and clip

his nails and hair Thus a Brahmacarl must have been easiW
recognisable from his dress and bearing The idea of a uniform for

students must therefore have been in vogue even in those daj^s.

In hia daily conduct he was required to observe strict rules.

His obedience and submission to the Guiu were expressed m his

behaviour towards him He must make respectful salutations to him
and seat himself before his Guru occupying a lower position and at

some distance. In his diet he has to eschew meat and intoxicating
drinks He must avoid all kinds of luxuries and the company of

women He must not bear arms nor commit criminal offences. He
must not be an absolute ignoramos as regards the things of the
worla Cither. He was required to know how to adjust to the needs
of time and place He should avoid excess of sleep aud
indolence and be alert and active in his habits Thus the life of
a Brahmacarl was no easy one, but a disciplined life of cleanliness
and purity illuminated by a dominant love of knowledge and service

The course of medicaj education ran through a period of

7 years aud during that period he was styled Brahmacarl (^isi^nd)

After completing this education the student who is known
as Adhyayanantagah "

( ) takes his leave to enter into
the next stage of life known as “ Gihastha ( ) i e , the married
life He may pav as a token of gratitude, to his teacher his fee
oefore departing and he undergoes a ceremony akin to modern convoca-
tion ceremony He is then called a « Snataka "

) meaning
aptised He is then a real Dwija

(
f|;;r

)
or according to some a Tnja

< }, a twice born or thrice-born

There was a class of Brahmacarl who continued lo pursue
^ further all through their lives and took a vow to that

ect The} were known as Naisthika Brahmacarls,
(

)

or life long scholars who dedicated their whole lives to the pursuir
of knowledge.
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There were some as in all times, who were of unsteady mind,

who went about from teacher to teacher, from one institution to

another and never stuck up to any place or person long enough to

be of an}!’ profit to themselves or others Such fickle students were

known as “ Tirtha-Kakas ’
( )

meanmg “ wandering crows

Every institution was a residential one, which assured close

contact between the master and the uupils and engendered a spirit of

mutual understanding, accommodation and love among the young

students* They accompanied the master on his sojourns to neighbouring

places either for purposes of practical study and demonstration or

for discussions and conferences with other sages and institutions

Again after the course of studentship the young men invariably

visited either by way of pilgrimage or prompted by a desire to see

the broad world, the places of religious and cultural centres Thus

their mental vision was broadened and a universal and humanistic

outlook inspired their every thought and action.

The mam ideal of the instruction was to develop a full man
in the student. For that, hard life was prescribed and it was keenly

observed that the student became more and more self reliant Great

attention was paid to the preservation of cleanliness of the mind and

bod3^ All this comprised the physical and ethical side and no pain

v.'as spared to develop the intellectual side too. With this purpose in

view, debates on scientific subjects were often held to develop and

test the power of reasoning Impetus was given to the spirit of

inquiry and research and the student was helped to abandon bigotry

and to cultivate broadness of vision Thus moral and spiritual prog-

ress paved the way to the building of character and the real

ideal of education was realized

8 Holidays

Lastly, we shall note that certain diys were observed as

hoHda}B, when the students were to abstain from study There was

a general injunction advising a student not to resort to study while

in hunger or thirst or disease or indisposition.



“One should not study when he is overpowered b}’’ hunger,

thirst, disease, dejection etc.”

q qssq^RT feql q q«qq1: i ^ <i,

“Do not conduct your studies, during unseasonal lightning,

when the quarters are lit up with a lurid glow or while a conflagr-

ation is in progress, during an earthquake, at festive-tide at, the time

of meteoric showers, during eclipses of the sun and moon, on the new

moon day and during the two twilights.”

|Rs5tss3?ft qf^q^siq't |

3T51«%?5qqfqc3^ct

??ci?5t?i^%friq5qqrg ii

^^iqqiqrgqqri%

“ Do not conduct your studies on the eighth day of the dark-

half, the last two days of the fortnight, and th2 same days of the

bright half, two twilights of the day, on daj^s of unseasonal lightning

and thunder of clouds, on occasions of calamity to the sovereign or

to the sovereignty of the realm, on going to cremation ground or

in times of war, on great festival days or on sight of any unnatural

phenomena”.

Sq5qc5l%g q q)5rifiq2®q5[l?qtftgrqi q qf^Tcrfig q’lWfg^lg I

^R’lq. g ft g Vo

“ Do not stud}’- on holy days, at two twilights, on days of

lightning and tempest, on cloudy and rainy days on da} s when the

sun is not sighted, on great festival-days, immediately after taking

meals, on sight of any thing marvellous, on days when the master

is uneasy or when there occurs some distress to the cows, the Brab-

manas, the preceptor or such others, on the day of the full-mooa and
on the eighth day of each fortnight.”
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Whenever there was inclement weather such as lightning,

thunder-storms, when the sun was hidden by clouds, when there was
earthquake, when thunderbolts fell, when there was an eclipse of the
sun or the moon or on the new-moon day and at the time of the

two twilights—at these times the students should avoid their studies

Besides these prohibited times, the great days of national and
religious festivities such as the new year s day and the birthdays of

divine incarnations, must necessarily have been observed. We give

below a detailed list of the general holidays observed according to the

three ancient classics of Caraka, Susrnta and Kasyapa,

According to Caraka According to Susrnta According to Kasyapa

8?ff g;?il .

f^srr

35511gt%|

-o

aT535T§

CHAPTER X
THE METHOD OF THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL STUDY

The Extent And Scope Of the Study Of Ayurveda

The entire science of Ayurveda which comprehends in its

scope both medicine and surgery is divided into eight mam branches

of study. It is therefore known as the eightfold science of life

“ Astanga Ayurveda ”
(

sysafa srig^^ ). The eight branches are:
(

1 )

Medicine i e. Kaya Cikitsa ( ). (2) Surgery known as

Salya Cikitsa ( ), (3) Diseases of the part above the supra-

clavicular region known as the Salakya Clkitsa (4)

Obstetrics and Pediatrics known as Xaumarabhitya (^Wgc^i), (5) Psy-

chotherapy known as Bhuta Vidya Toxicology known as
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Agadatantra (7) Vitalization known as Rasayana (?:FW5T),and (8)

Virilification known as Vajikarana

Many treatises were written on eack of these eight branches

of the science and the field of study was so broad that it necessitated

that students should specialize in one or more branches of the science

after first acquiring a general and comorehensive acquaintance with

the entire range of the science The two great treatises that have

come down to us through the ages amply illustrate this tendency to

specialization The Caraka Samhita, though it refers generally to

the whole of Ayurveda is really a treatise on medicine Its speciality

is the theory and philosophy of medicine . and general therapeutics

and where operative and other forms of surgical measures are indi-

cated it frankl}^ admits these to be outside the scope of its domain,

and refers the students to other treatises that must have existed

then Similarly though the Susruta Samhita is all comprehensive in

its range of discussion, it is a treatise on surgery Similarly there

exist other treatises devoted exclusively to toxicology, psycho therapy,

obstetrics and pediatrics etc., though they may all keep in view the

general background of the science of life as a whole in outline.

From this it would not be hazardous to infer that the

tendency for specialization in one or more branches had existed though

a general all-round knowledge as a back-ground for such special studies

w^as never lost sight of.

Apart from the branches of theoretical science there were
ten medical arts which a medical student was expected to know The
definition given by Sukracarym to difiPerentiate art from science is

very interesting and significant

51^ ii’Mi

8T SI 3

'•Whatever is the subject of study as well as of praci ce is

termed a science, while that wuich even a dumb man can learn to

perform is known by the name of art
”
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These ten branches as described by the same author are

as follows —

=^.
It vs<J II

V. =5^if^5rsq-R>qqT3nTf^?f^ n ti

%. STRr^gf^WT'^r ^r^lTR II II

<3. «I]c41<?£{t7n I

<£. ^r^TT4'Tr4¥?i^?''r 3 ii vsv n

«!.. ^55T I

^ O Sjr^i^55T9^^R ^55r% 3 II

I) '3^ n

g 3? V 5T ’

Aledical Arts

1. The art of preparing flower-

juices and other intoxicating

liquors.

2. The art of extracting buried

arrows spears etc , and of

incision of open wounds and

blood vessels.

3 The art of cooking various

dishes with the various exudations

like asafetida combined in

different proportions.

4 Theart'5^f grafting and plant-

ing and culture of plants

5. The art of melting and reduc-

ing to ashes stones, minerals

and the like.

6. Knowledge of the preparation of

all things that can be prepared

from the j'uice of sugar-cane.

7 Knowledge of the combination

of minerals and herbs.

8 The art of combining and isolat-

ing minerals.

9 The science of producing new

compounds of minerals

10

The art of extracting the alkalis

out of minerals.

The medical man was expected to know these ten arts viz

,

(1) Distillation, (2) Operative skill, (3) Cooking, (4) Horticulture,
t
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1 5) Metallurgy, (6) Sugar manufacture, (7) Pharmacy, (8) Auala3’’sis and

'Separation of metabolic compounds, (9) Compounding of metals, and

(lO) Preparation of Alkalis, as they were indispensable in the

preparation and the application of his curative measures, as well as

in bis experimental and clinical undertakings Moreover an analysis

and experiment with the animal, vegetable and mineral poisons, for

instance, required certain amount of knowledge and skill m these

allied arts and crafts. These arts gradually developed and specialized

to such an extent that each became a regular independent science

viz , botany, zoology, chemistry, pharmacy etc These sciences have

develoned as hand-maids of medicine and therefore every medical man
will have them to some extent

The importance of all-round or comprehensive knowledge

and the inadequacy and even danger of partial knowledge was

expressed by Atreya in very significant words.

^ 9T. “tf

“A full conception of the science will never be attained by

the knowledge of only a part of it
”

Vagbhata also sa^s

3?. f. -S!-, 'JV.

“If a man be well read in Caraka but ignorant of even
the names of diseases described in Susruta and other works or if

he be not wanting in practical methods but wholly ignorant of

Caraka, what can such a poorly equipped man do to relieve the
ailments of patients ^ "

Thus the dangers attending upon a narrow speciali/atiou,

nnillummated oy a general back-ground of comprehensive knowledge
were avoided
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The student was advised to pay special attention to have full

and clear understanding of the technical terms without which he would

not be able to grasp the correct interpretation of the medical science.

;?rf^n=555% gi5?[Mf5i2ik ii

^ vvs-v<;

" A physician who is not conversant with the canons of

exposition though he may be a student of many treatises will fail

to grasp the meaning of these treatises, just as a man fails to acquire

wealth when fortune has deserted him"

Knowledge of medical sciences and arts only was not suffi-

cient to qualify a medical man but he was expected to be acquainted

with a number of other sciences which were likely to bear some relation

to life,
<

^‘It is not possible to include all the knowledge of science

m a single treatise’’

511^ IIV, vivS;

g. g, ^

“One who studies exclusively one science cannot arrive at a

coirect determination of things, therefore a physician should be

versed in the various sciences to have a full grasp of things’’.

And to acquire this kind of knowledge he was advised to

learn it from the expert in that particular branch

“ The truths expounded in other sciences but which have

been referred to here
{
in medicine

)
for our purpose, are to be

u iderstood m their full context from the experts m those sciences”
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For knowledge, tke ancients never hesitated to approach even an

unfriendly person.

“ Thou shouldst listen and act according to the words of

instruction of even an unfriendly person.

"

Equal importance was given to theoretical and practical

training The person devoid of or deficient in one is ill-entitled to the

practice of medicine.

9 Sll'^ tl

9 Qcg ^5iT =3x&% n

11 § E v<i-V.

“ He who is learned only in the theory of the science but

not skilled In practice gets confounded at the approach of a patient

even as a coward feels at enti -mg the battle-field. He who is

skilled in practice but is audacv. is and ignorant of the theory of

the science, does not receive approval of good men and receives

capital punishment from the king. ”

Both these are lacking m dexterity and are inept in the

discharge of their duties, for they know only half the science and

are like birds with one wing only.

And in the medical arts, specially in surgery, dominant

importance was attached to the practical work and training. Any
amount of theoretical knowledge is of no avail and is a mere burden,

if one does not possess practical knowledge

^1% 11 § V, V
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“Bvea as a donkey that bears a load of sandahwood is aware

only of the weight of the load but not of its fragrance, similarly are

the men who have read many treatises of the science but are ignorant

of their true significance. They verily carry their load like a

donkey "

Thus it is clear that the knowledge of the medical aspirant

of those days was comprehensive and in no way mean or easy of

attainment and in many respects beyond the actual conditions obtaining

even today among the generality? of the profession.

Means And Alethods Of Study (Theoretical)

We shall next proceed to understand the methods the ancients

adopted for disseminating this standard of knowledge and enabling

such a comprehensive and thorough proficiency in the science. The

three means of imparting and acquiring knowledge were -

i

^‘To this end, we shall indicate the means viz . study, teaching

and discussion with those versed in the same subject. These are the

three means."

We shall now discuss in some detail the nature of these

three means or methods of education. The first is Adhyayana

or learning from the teacher, the text and other things pertaining to

the science. This word though in its limited sense meant only? the

learnmg word by word the sacred texts, yet in a larger sense

comprised the whole course of instruction, theoretical as well as practical

Caraka says;

=3^. V, ?

^ fk

‘^Three indeed are the modes of ascertaining the nature of

disease. They are—authoritative instruction, direct observation and
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inference. Out of this group of the three sources of knowledge, the

knowledge derived from authoritative instruction comes first. Thereafter

investigation proceeds by means of observation and inference.

There are the three channels of acquiring knowledge, the

first and most important is the theoretical knowledge and next is

the practical experience and application of the theoretical knowledge

and of the last but not of the least importance is the inferential

method It comprises of logical elaboration as well as the further

supplementations by the intelligent teacher or student based on

speculative or imaginative corollaries drawn from the main data of

the theoretical text as well as the practical experience acquired in

the past

Theoretical

The first step in theoretical study was the mastering of the

texts thoroughly The texts of the science which were the treatises on

medicine and surgery current then, such as Caraka and Subruta

Samhitas, were written mostly in a very concise style known as Sutra

style. The books v/ere in combined form of both prose and verse

The prose vias in a concise style while the verse was mostly in its

simplest form that is Anustup
( ) They were meant to be easy

for cramming by the pupils and comprehended in their scope of

exposition an encyclopedic range of subjects Their main characteristics

were the logtcd exposition of the theories and methodical classification

into various categories

The expoRition of the subject begins with a general oi.tlme

of the subject in brief followed often by a detailed description of

its various aspects Again at the end there is a recapitulation of the
whole matter, mentioning in brief all the subjects covered in the
chapter One of the chapters is devoted entirely to the enumeration
of the subjects in the form of index This system of exposition of a

treatise was intended to preserve the text intact and to prevent
interpolations

The chapters represent various methods of exposition, namely
suupie description, catechism, debates and discussions. The teachers
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of Ayurveda like the philosopkers that they also were, attempted to

arrive at full and precise definitions of the terms and concepts, on

which they used to build the frame -work of the science. The3^ attempted

to show the original derivations of words m order to enable the student

to understand the original as well as the current connotation of the

terms used in the treatises; they made a lavish use of similes culled from

nature and daily life, in order to illustrate and clarify the meaning of their

words to all the three grades of intelligence of the students' that

comprised the class.

There is a remarkable catholicity of outlook in their teaching

and they stimulated further achievements in the field of knowledge

by giving constant impetus to the pupils for progress

This theoretical knowledge was imparted by an oral S3?stem

of education This was the practice adopted for the acquisition of

Vedic knowledge as well as the knowledge of any other branch of

science in ancient India

The method adopted in actual training as described in

Caraka and Susruta is as follows:-

“ Beloved one ' As regards the method of study, listen as I

describe it. The preceptor should impart instruction to the best of

his ability, to the disciple who has approached him in a state of

cleanliness wearing his upper garment and with an attentive mind at

the appointed hour of instruction One should learn to recite word

by word or verse by verse. Again they should be linked together

properly as words, phrases and verses Having thus formulated them,

they should be repeatedly recited. One should recite neither too fast nor

in a hesitant manner nor m a nasal twang but should recite bringing

out each syllable distinctly without over-stressing the accents and

without making an3^ distortions of the eye-brows, lips and hands.
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One must recite systematically and in a voice not too high-pitdied

nor too low. No one should intrude when they are studying ”

Caraka describes how the teacher imparts the knowledge to

students.

tg^qqft5i?T!^ q?^'iqsr?Ti'nT4 =q,
=q

fq <5
,

V9

“The student, seating himself at ease on even and clean ground,

should, concentrating his mind, go over the aphorisms m order

repeating them over and over again all the while understanding their

import fully, in order to correct his own faults of reading and to recognise

the measure of those in the reading of others. In this manner, at

noon, in tlie afternoon and in the night, ever vigilant the student

should apply himself to study This is the method of study”.

Oral Training

This is the one aspect which fundamentally differs from the

modern system of education. The ancients depended much on their

power of memory while the moderns are dependent upon their books

One reason is the achievement and progress of the printing art that

h?s made possible the availability of the required number of books

Luckily the Indians were the people considered specially gifted with

the pover of memor3
' This is the reason why there is comprehensive

enc3^clopedic books written in Sutra or most concise st3de to minimise

the burden on the brain And the ancients paid special attention for

cultivating the power of memory The power of verbal memory was
developed to a degree almost incredible in present time.

It is no wonder that they memorised the whole of Caraka
and Susrula in those days and later on when memor3^ power
began to wane, Vagbhala epitomized the texts of these two books
in one volume and m 1/3 size and in verse only in order to facilitate

memorising
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This may look like a stupendous task to us unaccustomed to

such memory feats, but there are some scholars even in modern days

who can remember the references from a great number of books.

Both of them are memory giants but the method of application is

different To illustrate to what extent the cultivation of memory
power was carried out, Max Muller says —

‘ Thus this view of the subject matter of learning necessarily

moulded the methods and system under which it was to be imparted.

Hence we find that the preliminary stage of learning was the learning

by heart the sacred texts through indefinite repetition and rehearsal

by both the teacher and the taught This means that the cultivation

of memory was accorded a most important place in the ancient system

of education The powers of verbal memory were accordingly deveb

oped to a degree almost incredible in modern times ^
A. gain as Max

Muller well puts it ‘We can form no opinion of the power of memory

m a state of society so different from ours as the Indian Parisads

are from our Universities Feats of memorj” such as we hear of now
and then, show that our notions of the limits of that facultj’' are

quite arbitrar3\ Our own memory has been systematically undermined

for manv generations. To speak of nothing else, one sheet of the

Times newspaper every morning is quite sufficient to distract and

unsettle the healthiest memory ^ As the same author has further

stated in some of his writings, this dependence on verbal memory

for the transmission of sacred literature has continued to this day in

a sense. ‘ Bven at the present day when manuscripts are neither

scarce nor expensive, the young Brahmans, who learn the songs of

the Veda, the Brahmanas and the Sutras, invariably learn them from

oral traoitiou and know them by heart They spend year after year

under the guidance of their teacher, learning a little, day after day,

repeating what they have learnt as part of their da'ly devotion until

at last the3’' have mastered their subject aud are able to become teachers

in turn ’ Max Muller himself arranged to collect various readings

for his edition of the Egveda not from manuscripts, but from the oral

tradition of Vaidik Srotriyas («tFh2ir ) who are fittingly described by the

Indian Scholar, Mr Sbanker Pandurang, who was entrusted with the

work, in the following passage. T am collecting a few of our walking
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Rgveda MSS., taking your text as basis’ We may also have in this

connection some idea of the quantity of literary burden and matter

carried in the small heads of these young learners The Rgveda
alone, as we have already stated, consists of 1017 (1028) poems,

10580 verses and about 153826 words But besides the Rgveda the

Sutra works mention a number of other subjects to be learnt bj’’

the student

An Indian scholar informed Max Muller that even co late

as the early “Seventies" the Vedic curriculum comprised of the following -

( 1 ) The Samhita or hymns, (2 )
The Brahmaua; (3) The Aranyaka,

(4) The Gihya Satias, (5-10) The six Vedangas

Max Muller calculates that these ten books contain nearlv

30,001 hues with each line reckoned as thirty.two syllables. According
to his infoi mailt, this course v^^as to be finished in eight

2
,ears Now

'a pupil Studies ever^daj’’ during the eight years except on the

hobdavg, the so cared ^nadhyayas, non-reading days There being 360
days in a lunar 3"ear, these eight years would give him 2880 da3 s

From this 384 holida\?n have to be deducted, leaving him 2498 work-

days during the eight 3 ears’ On this computation, a student of the

Rgveda has to learn about twe i slokas a day, a bloka of thirty two

syllables.

Personal Toach

The instructions, being personal, consisted of a great deal

of elaboration of the succinctly w'orded texts and even supplementa-
tion from a line of traditional instruction carried down through a

successive line of teacher and pupil. In his teaching, the teacher

al.va\s took into view the three grades of the intelligence of the
pupils They nia3' be highly mtelligeu'-, moderately intelligent and of

the lov-cr 13 pe of intelligence Without this supplementary part, the texts

pe.haps TCoalu yield ver3
’' meagre fruit of Ruow'cdge, One has

therefore lo remember while assessing the value of this difiicuit and
concise texts that they were only the skeleton requiring the filliug

up of much vital stuff from
]
arallel traciitiou of supplementary lore,

tuc}' were mere precis, bare outlines of the subject prescribing o ul}^
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the ^erms of principles and theories to be explained and expounded

by the learned teacher. That -was prevalent in ancient times, and was

maintained by the personal and direct conveyance from the teacher

to the pupil This method of direct imparting of knowledge was

known generally as Adhyapana It included the imparting of the

text of the treatise as well as exposition in elaborate terms of the

implications of the texts which method was known as Vyakhyana
or Vivarana This elaboration of the implications in the texts of a

treatise was known as Tantra-3 ukti Caraka describes these Tan-

tra-yuktis as being similar in their relation with the texts to the sun

in his relation with the forest of lotuses or to a lamp to the house

It awakens the mind and illuminates it so as to make the sense of

the treatise exhaustively clear

5r^(i??isr?5i5ii2}kci5iT d

What the sun is to the lotuses in a pond and what the

lamp IS to the house, the canons of exposition are to the treatise in

subserving the double purpose of awakenment and illumination

One who has acquired a good grasp of even one brauch

of this science will be able to acquire an understanding of the other

branches as well on account of his being well grounded in general

principles."

That the mastering of a branch of science enables a pupil to

acquire, with ease, proficiency in other branches is a statement in

Caraka which bears out the fact that not only mastery in any one

or more branches of Ayurveda but a good acquaintance though not

mastery in all branches was the ideal aimed at That a sound and

thorough mastery and not any haphazard learning was the ideal

enforced is clear and that thoroughness was relentlessly aimed at,

both by the master and the pupil, is fully borne out This signifies

the importance of the teacher, and Susruta emphasises the necessity

of study under a Guru in very vehement terms
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g |g>ss% g g?5?r ii

3 3, V, <=.

"He who learns his science directly from the preceptor and

repeatedly studies and practises it, is indeed the real physician while

all others are mere pilferers.”

Medical Conferences

The idea of holding national and international conferences

of scholars and scientists m any branch of knowledge is not oufined
to modern times alone as some may be disposed to think This was
a custom obtaining in ancient times too and we have ample evidence
m the Caraka Samhita to think that either per'od'cally or whenever
there arose doubt and differences of opinion on important questions

affecting the theory and practice of ccience, there took place large or

small conferences and discussions to resolve the doubts and establish

an authoritative doctrine on the subject. These were different in their

character from clinical meetings and debates that we have alreadj'

surveyed These were national gatherings where scholars and thinkers
from various parts of the count'^y and even scholars from neighbour-
ing countries, assembled in e interests of the advancement of

science as a whole and for the promotion of exchange of doctrines
and their international dissemination

The Caraka Sarahita opens with the description of one of

the greatest such conferences of sages, when the people as a whole
were confronted with the phenomenon of acute disease and premature
death and selected and deputed one of them—Bharadwaja, to learn the

science of life from Iiidra. ^ 1
,
'-i’). There is a conference on a

smaller scale of siges depicted, wherein the nature of V.lta and other
bodi -forces is discucsed (=^ ^ <15).

There is another conference devoted to the discussion of the
theory of laste and of the elemeutal composition of its varieties. ’-J.

There is a conference of sages for discussing the origin of
disease aud the formation of bodj -elements ’H).
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On the question of eugenics, of marriage, inheritance and

constitutional traits and peculanties, there are discussions among sages

and the leader of them, Atreya, gives out two authoritative conclusions

on each subject after the debate ( 3
)

Other such discussions are on subjects like timely and prem-

ature death (
=? s

)
and relative merits of various purgative drugs

( 'sr fh, 'i'l ) and other such topics. Thus as a sincere and serious

method of advancing the cause of the science and the vvell-being of

mankind, the conferences and debates and discussions were held m
Caraka s times even as they are done today This bespeaks the high

degree of enlightenment and the love of progressive knowledge among
the learned and their sincere desire for human welfare in those

earl3'- times of historj^

Practical

The common charge made against the ancient Indian genius

in general and her medicine in particular is that its nature is more

speculative and theoretical than practical and useful India suffered lu

the estimation of the world more through world’s ignorance of her

achievements than through the absence or insignificance of such

achievements.

The two fields in which India excelled in the past were

philosophj^ and medicine Hers was not a philosophy to be studied

in the arm chair and left at that Her philosophers were realists and

practical men They tested the validity of their conclusion by

resort'ug to the pnctice of 3 oga and religious devotion Yoga and

practical religion were closely allied to philosophy and never was

phi]o<?oph 3
- a mere intellectual or imaginative pastime and

adventure

The Hindus have been a practical people and have never

allowed their theories to run away without yielding actual results

affecting daily life is the op'nion of the great w'estern scholars who

have studied original books with a scientific spirit.
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This is even more true of the realm of medicine. Medical

theories have to be justified and tested in everyday life, and medicine

and surgery in India could not have survived if they had not stood

this test of day to day verification and fulfilment. That they did is

due to the fact that the system of medical education laid

great emphasis on the study of anatomy and physiology, on dissection

of dead bodies and on practical demonstrations, on models as well as

on the clinical study of patients in order to enable the students to

have a thorough grasp of the secrets of the stiucture and functions

and behaviour of each and every part of the human mechanism in

health and disease

Both the treatises, Caraka and Susrnta repeatedly emphasize

thp necessity and importance of practical work. Susrnta, the treatise

on surgery tries to give even greater importance to practical study

^ V

“Now listen as I describe its foremost branch which is not

in confl.ict with direct experience, authoritative text, inference and
example.”

He gives priority to practicals in the enumeration of methods
of studj In ancient works the order of words or phrases is kept

meticulously according to their importance.

As Indian Medical science paid as much attention to the study
of practical work as it did to theoretical side, we shall review in

detail some of the various references pertaining to practical work
found in the classics of medicine To get recognition by the king, the

physician should study as well as do the practical workt

g. vvs

“The physician should definitely study this science After
studying, he should take practical training. One skilled m both science

and art deserves recognition by the king’'
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'i, l^vs

"Therefore the intelligent man who desires health and long

life, should not take any medicine prescribed by a physician who is

a stranger to the art of application.”

While describing the qualities of a Vaidya, Carakax- gives

equal importance to practical work as to theoretical study.

"Clear grasp of theoretical knowledge, wide practical

experience, skill and purity (of body and mind)—these are to be known

as the tetrad of desiderata m a physician
”

“ Hence the physician who possesses the fourfold

accomplishment consisting of theoretical knowledge, clear interpretation,

right application and practical experience, is to be regarded as the

reclaimer of life

rjj?5 ?cT SfJT »

^ *5 '•

"But salutations be constantly proffered to those others

who are learned m the science, skilful, pure, expert in performance,

practised of hand and self-controlled”

^ '5
'^*

" The man who is acquainted with the characteristics of all

diseases, and is versed in all therapeutic measures (is a worthy

physician).
''
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fk.
#

*

“ He should be one who is thoroughly versed both in theory

and practice, who is skilful, upright, pure, deft of hand, well

equipped, possessed of all his faculties, who is conversant with human

nature and line of treatment, who possesses special insight into the

science, who is free from self>conceit, free from envy, free from

irascibility, endowed with fortitude, who is affectionate towards bis

pupils, proficient in reading and skilful in exposition.’’

fiiqTgqi*

—

fk c,

*‘The physician is he who ‘physics’, who is skilled in the

application of textual wisdom and who knows all aspects of life

correctly . The following are the qualities of a physician—full knowledge

of the texts ol the science, experience of practical work, deftness

of hand ..."

Botany

c^iqr \

^ qqqifaq. tl

q fJTRsifqqr'^'q ^qis.^q m 3^ 1

silq^ftqr 5rifH 11

gqqi gqqi »

gqq ^siq n 1^1 r^qg^tr ii ^
“ The goat-herds, shepherds and cow-herds and other fores-

ters are acquainted with the names and forms of plants.

No one can claim to have a perfect knowledge of the use

of medicinal herbs by the mere acquaintance with the names or even

the forms of them

If one who knows the uses and actions of herbs, though not

acquainted with their forms may be called a knower of science, then
what need be said of the physician who has a knowledge of herbs in

all their aspects.
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He is the best of physicians who knows the science of the

admmstration of drugs with due reference to dime and season,

and who applies it only after examining each and every patient

individually”.

^qjf ggsfhfg «

m. <5,

” Of that this is the test—That it is of such and such

nature, of such quality, of such efficacy, is born of such ,a country

or region, of such a season, gathered in such a manner, preserved

in such a way, medicated thus, and in such dosage, administered

in such a disease, to such a person, either eliminates or allays

such and such a humor and if there be any medication, in similar

manner should it also be examined’’.

Preparation of Drugs

351. I t S-nFa^rgirig^sql I

%. -i, ’I ’I {^)

“Preparation is the process performed to modify the natural

properties of substances. That process again is that which modifies

radically the properties of substances’ll

’g. qj. 1^, v<j-vs

•‘By skilfully carrying out synthetic and analytic procedures

on drugs by time-factors and by pharamaceutical processes even a

small dose of a drug may be made to produce powerful action and a

big dose of medication may be made to produce a very mild result."

Caraka describes thus the importance of practical knowledge

in the preparation of drugs and in prescribing them

5gliiq-iw?5g>g i
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•‘He ig tbe best of physicians who knows the art of

combination as well as the systematic administration of these preparations

both internally and externally’’.

“The art of prescription depends on the knowledge of dosage

and time, and on this art, in turn, depends success, hence the

skilful physician stands ever superior to those possessing merely a

theoretical knowledge of drugs"

«i1rqq siTq5f:qgq%fg i

^ ^ tj ^ .3

“The drug whose name, form and properties are not known

or the drug which ' though known, is not properly administered, will

cause disaster”.

a?5i^ ^!nq;i55iFciHroT ^ i

g^q5g^(k5iiqT3qurT^ilqrfqtt^i:ii

“Many are the ways lu which an author expresses his ideas.

Hence it is after due appreciation of the context of the particular

place and time in question, the intention of the author and the

technicalities of the sciencci that the meaning of the text should be

determined.”

Anatomy

ggq qpgm 1

Ulqfqfqi
||

=5r

aFTlfl R g;5Fag/lq g^q.

RiqS’-FTRrqniqi qSF^q

gat Z' sr^i £.)*,,^qqqq-

gqfgq
II
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JT s.% % I

=# II

=^ €52iq. I

f53^gr¥^?T II

§ qir v’s-'A'i

‘^Therefore a surgeon desiring knowledge free of all doubt

must investigate well the dead body and study the human anatomy

In short direct observation and theoretical knowledge together conduce

to the enhancement of the surgeon's store of knowledge as a whole

It is for this reason that the body of a man who has not

died of poison or of a long-standing disease and who has not lived

to be too old and whose bowels and excrements have been removed

should be fitted in a case and wrapped in sacred grass or bark cloth

or reeds etc, and placed m a running current of water at a spot not

exposed to public view When it is soaked well for seven days, It

should be taken out and scrubbed slowly with a brush made of either

cuscus grass, hair, bamboo or balwaja grass and all the body-parts

such as skin etc
,
and the details of the external and internal body-

limbs as have been described ( in the text
)
should be observed

keenly with the eyes

It is net possible to see with the physical eyes the subtle

principle of the spirit in the bocy for it is visible to the eye of

wisdom or meditation alone

The wise physician therefore should know the troth both by

studying the body as well as the text of the science and resort to

practice having cleared all his doubts by the help of both observation

and authoritative texts
”

Surgery
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, ^|3 ure?3^7fiisTR?Ai^r,

-qirjq'^qtT'iiqr^gift^^qlTqififRr i

si^?3r5r

—

q>i}T ;r srggi^ ll

ci^gPT 1

2?1T2JT HErIc^: II

S ’--s

“After the disciple is fully versed in the texts of the science,

he should be given practical training by means of dummies and

substitutes for the human limbs He should be taught the practical

line of procedure as regards oleation therapy”

The art of making excision or amputation ( ^?i ) should be

demonstrated on a Puspaphala (a kind of gourd), Alabu (Bottle-

gourd), Kalindaka (water-melon), Trapusa (cucumber), or Ervariika

(Phut cucumber) The art of cutting either in the upward (Hc5^^I)or

downward direction (siq^d^r) should be also taught The art of making
incisions (k?i) should be demonstrated by making cuts in the water bag or

m the bladder or in the leathei pouch full of slime or water The
art of scraping (^isq) should bt instructed on a piece of stretched

skin with hair on it The art of perforation or venesection ( )

should be taught on the vein of a dead animal or on a lotus stem

The art of probing or sounding
( ijr

)
should be taught on worm-

eaten wood, or on the reed of a bamboo, or on the mouth of a dried

bottle gourd The art of extracting (arrgiv) should be taught by withdrawing
seeds from the kernel of a Scarlet-fruited gourd, Bael or Jack-fruit, as w'eil

us by extracting teeth from the jaws of a dead animal. The act of

draining or evacuating
( i should be taught on the surface of a

b.ilmalT plank covered over with a coat of bees wax, and the art of

'^uturing(dloti) should be demonstrated on pieces of thin and thick pieces

of cloth, skin or hide Similarly the art of bandaging or ligaturing

should be practical]}' learned by tying bandages round the nioividual

limbs and members of a full-sized dummy The art of plastic su-gc-ry

of the ear should be practical!}' demonstrated on a soft muscle or flesh

or on the stem of a litus lily The art of cauterizing or applying
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strong alkaline preparations ( caustics
)
should be demonstrated on a

piece of soft flesh; and lastly the art of inserting tubes and catheters

into the region of the bladder or into an ulcerated channel, should

be taught by inserting a tube into a lateral orifice of a pitcher full of

water or into the mouth of a bottle gourd.

Here are the two verses

—

He \^ho practises experiment on things above-mentioned in

a systematic manner does not err in carrying out operative measures.

Therefore the wise physician desiring dexterity in operative

and cauterization procedures should practise on suitable objects these

operative experiments ’’

Practice of other operative measures

“One desirous of saving his life should avoid even from a

distance the physician ‘who often makes improper and unskilful use

of alkali, operative instruments, thermal cauterization and drugs, even

like a virulently poisonous serpent’’

Practice in Venesection

ii

“ No one can be said to be fully skilled in venesection For

these veins and arteries are naturally always vibrant with motion.

Like fish they are ever moving. Therefore should the physician

venesect with great care,”

Clinical Examination

The greatest importance to practical training is given in the

clinical examination of the patient.
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?EfFTR 1

'^*

“ Seeking to know the nature of a disease by direct

observation, the physician should explore by means of hjs sense-

organs, with the exception of the tongue The entire field of sensible

data presented by the patients body.’’

xf ipi^ ^ '^1

“Having considered all factors and from all points of view,

as far as is possible, the learned physician should, thereafter,

formulate his opinion first as regards the nature of the

disease and next as regards the line of treatment
"

I
xj fq. V.

“The physicians, knowing all that is to be known, examining

everything in every respect possible and diagnosing after full

investigation will never be mistaken and will be able to achieve the

desired result
"

fT SEflng ^q3?r:il 11

^ fq VV, vs

“But the wise ascertaining, in every way, everything that is

to be examined will never blunder in the proper line of treatment ”

E 9!fl% II

=q. 2-
*1, ’s

‘‘Thus are declared the signs and symptoms of fatal prognosis

in the subject of complexion and voice. He who knows these thoroughly

well, will not be confused in the art of prognosis."

q tr i?

=q ',3
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‘^The physician who by palpation ascertains these various

palpable signs, will never be confounded in the matter of prognostic

knowledge of the life-span of a patient.’’

'

^qr « II

o V,

"The physician who perceives these foreboding symptoms of

the sense-faculties in their right nature knows the death or .survival

of a patient.”

?I«IT % ^

•‘Thus we have propounded the subject under consideration

correctly The student of the medical science should pay constant

heed to it. Thus alone, will he become a successful practitioner,

securing for himself success, enduring fame and riches.*'

=^.

" The physician v/bo keeps on observing repeatedly the deve-

lopment of diseases and the condition of the patient will not eir in

treatment

qj. To, K

" Hence those alone that act after investigation are considered

wise.

"

sii?qi ^ic^T 1
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"The wise physician should carefully investigate even the

minutest changes in the hypertrophy, normality and the atrophy of

the morbid element as well as the strength of the body, gastric fire,

vitality and mind.

The circumspect physician, constantly observing the variations

in the stages of the disease should prescribe such treatment as is help-

ful in attaining the fourfold blessing of therapeusis ”

Caraka is even so particular as to prescribe that the clinician

must possess the normal and healthy condition of the mind and hands

which are used to examine the patient

^

"Therefor the physician who is of sound mind and under-

standing should know accurately the diseases from the view-points of

etiology and symptomatology etc"

"The physician desirous of ascertaining by the method of

palpation the measure of life left to the patient, should palpate the

latter’s entire body with his hand which must be in a normal condition.

If It IS not so, he should get the palpation done by someone else
’

37 w ^

“ One who investigates very minutely all these m the

determination of the morbid condition as well as in deciding the line

of treatment and then starts the actual treatment, can never fail m
his task

’

To illustrate the importance of constant practice, Vagbhata
compares the medical training to other practical art
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tfl.' i

?cfi|l§:g^«cFqriq Jr str^ It

ST. f ‘i^, V£

“ Practice bestows on a man true insight which leads to

success in treatment even as the skill to distinguish between the good
and the bad among precious stones is not derived from a mere

acquaintance with the theoretical knowledge of gems."

It must be noted that the Guru was accompanied by his

students when going for clinical examination of the patient. The
following Jivaka’s story bears ample evidence of this fact.

Jivaka’s Story

With Atreya as his teacher, Jivaka mastered everything

excellently at the slightest of instruction from his Guru Now Atreya

was wont, when he visited his patients, to take a young Brahman

along with him One day he took Jivaka also with him, gave him

directions to administer certain remedies and then went away. Jivaka

thought, Tn the present case the master has made a mistake If

the patient takes this medicine, he will die this very day. As the

remedy which the master has prescribed is not good, I shall contrive

an expedient ’ So he left the house along with Atreya, and said

when he came back again, 'The doctor has told me not to give the

medicine which he had prescribed, but a certain other remedy
’

When the patient was treated in this way he became better. The

next time Atreya visited the patient, after asking how he was getting

on, he gave directions that the same medicine should be given to

him on the following day Being asked whether he meant the medicine

which he had prescribed first or that which he had afterwards ordered,

he said, ‘what did I prescribe first and what afterwards « ’ He was

told, ‘You prescribed the one when you were present here, about the

other yon gave orders to Jivaka ^ He said to himself, ‘I made a

mistake. Jivaka is endowed with great insight*. Then he said that

the medicine which Jivaka had prescribed was to be given.

Atreya became well pleased with Jivaka and took him along

with him wherever he went. The Brahmans’ sons, said, ‘O teacher, you
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are well pleased with him because he is a king s son, and you bestow

instruction upon him, but none upon us ’ He replied, ‘That is not the

case. JIvaka possesses great intelligence, and he is able to comprehend

intuitively whatever I indicate to him’ They said, ‘ O teacher, how
do you know this ? ’ He said to the Brahman’s sons, “Go and ask the

prices of various commodities, you ask of such a one and you ask of

such another’ And having so spoken he sent them off to the market.

He also gave orders to JIvaka to ask the price of a certain article.

The Brahmans’ sons did as they were bidden. Jivaka did likewise But

then he said to himself, ‘Suppose the master asks the prices of other

wares, what shall I be able to reply ? I shall make myself acquainted

with the prices of other commodities as ‘ well’ When they had all

returned to their teacher, they rendered an account of those things

which they had been ordered to do. Then Atreya began to ask the

prices of articles which he had not mentioned,,saying to each of them

‘O Brahman’s son, what does this commodity cost?’ He whom he

questioned, replied that he did not know In like manner did the

others make reply when he qnestioned them. But Jivaka, when he

was asked told him the price of every kind of goods.

‘O Brahmans’ sons , ga^d Atreya, ‘have you heard ?’

‘Yes, we have heard.’

‘ Behold, this is the reason why I said that Jivaka, as he

is possessed of remarkable insight, intuitively comprehends any matter,

intimation being given to him’.

Impetus For independent Thinking and Reasoning

Caraka is not satisfied that the Vaidya should limit himself

to the knowledge he has aquired from his Gurn, but he requires that

he should enhance it by thought and practice,

H.
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“ But the intelligent pliysician should not determine this

according to the letter of these directions exclusively, but must use

his own discretion and reasoning in arriving at decisions in situations

in view of their nature of place, time and the vitality of a particular

patient."

i^fiT eii'fi 2Tr gr ii
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Hence despite the directions laid down, therapeutic measures

should be decided upon by the physician, with the use of his own

discretion. The success achieved without the exercise of reason is

indeed success resulting from chance".

^'iliirqr 55eq?}c3:i
•s
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“ According to one’s own intelligence, thousands and millions

of preparations may be made. As the combinations of drugs are ver}?-

numerous, there can be no limitation to the extent of their combinations”

Caraka condemns vehemently those who do not possess

practical art.

^ ^ 'n

“ Such persons, outoastes from the science of healing both

theoretical and practical and of time and of measure, are to be

shunned . for they are the messeugers of death on earth

Susruta who valued so highly the diagnosis of the formation

of pus in the body pours out his hatred for the ill-trained man who

blunders in diagnosis

fqq=53jm;; =et41 I
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“ The me,dical man that can distinguish the non*suppurated,

the suppurating an^ the fully suppurated conditions is alone the

true physician while the rest are charlatans living on deceit.
”

§ '
1 ^,

“ He who out of ignorance undertakes to cut open a non-

suppurated swelling and one who fails to open up one that is ripe,

both being devoid of discrimination in the science are to be

regarded as out-castes. ^

Adhyapana or Instroction

The next, method, more correctly a next step in the method

of educaiion was Adhyapana or exposition before others This method

was regarded important in making the subject clear to the person

himself and enabling him to acquire a knack for imparting it to others

=?. 'iv

The teacher who teaches the worthy disciples will obtain

all the auspicious fruits of teaching, those described and even others

not described here and obtains all auspicious qualities for himself as

well as for his disctple Thus has been described the method of

instruction.”

The method of teaching ( ) was exposition which cons-

isted of expounding the subject before students; senior students and
post-graduates acted as junior teachers and it formed a part of their

own training. This method helped to produce efficient teachers of

the science. That a sound and thorough mastery and not any hap-
hazard learning was the ideal enforced, is clear and that thoroughness
was relentlessly aimed at both by the master and the pupil, is fully

horne out
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Clinical Discussions And Conferences

The third method of the acquisition of knowledge was

the’discussion with the men of his own line of learning after he has fully-

acquired his scholarship and skill in exposition, that gives the final finishing

of his proficiency and enlarges his field of vision by .throwing light on

many an obscure point and sharpens his wits and methods of cogent

argument He becomes then an adept in the full sense of the term.

This would correspond to the clinical meetings of the colleges and

conferences of the present day

Logic was one of the subjects in secondary school education.

Logic was the foundation for the scientific medicine And if the

medicine is to be maintained on scientific level, every medical man

should be taught the basic principles of logic. Otherwise the doctor^

devoid of logic, will convert the scientific medicine into dogmatic practice.

firqsii i
f|
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‘‘ We shall hereafter expound the method of discussion A
ph^^sician should discuss with another physician Discussion with a

person of the same branch of science is indeed what makes for the

increase of knowledge and happiness It contributes towards the clarity

of understanding, increases dialectical skill, broadcasts reputation,

dispels doubts regarding things heard by repeated heaiing and conf-

irms the ideas of those that have no doubts It enables one to hear

a few new things in the course of discussion. Sometimes, secret

meanings, which the teacher imparts to the ministering disciple in a

propitious moment gradually, the excited disputant, desirous of victory

reveals in the process of discussions Hence it is that discussion with

men of the same branch of science, is applauded by the wise

That the medical conferences were held for the advancement

of the science and for the acquisition and spread of knowledge, has

already been described in the course of this chapter.
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Scientific Concept

All these methods, rules and regulations and the

meticulous study of logical postulates aimed at one thing and that

was to make medicine a scientific structure of practical utility.

These facts clearly bear out and are certainly convincing

enough that the ancients had developed and maintained a high stan-

dard of theoretical science and practical art of the medical profession;

and when one reads*

HfiJT ^ RfafB=T^ II

511^ Sfsq'JlgTRT
l)

“The whole of suffering which cleaves to mind and body has

ignorance for its basis and
( conversely

)
all happiness is founded in

clear scientific knowledge. However, this very knowledge of mighty

import is no illumination to those who are devoid of understanding,

as IS the orb of the sun to those who have lost their eye-sight
”

One comes to the conclusion that a vital essence of success

or failure of the medical profession depends upon one factor and that

is whether the medical knowledge is purely scientific or otherwise If

It is scientific, it would lead to happiness and success; if it is unscientific

it will bring misery and unhappiness. Added to this when we read the

following aphorism showing the importance attached 'to the study of

the whole as against the part, our heads bow down with veneration

to these Maharsis

R ^ sTiRFRq^R |[^ %TRgcq«j!l I
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A full conception of the science will never be attained by the

knowledge of only a part of it.’’

The physician therefore was required to be fully equipped for

such clinical tests, to be sound of judgement and to be keen in his
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sense’perceptions. It is no wonder that with such meticulous elabora*

tion of the methods of examination, the physicians of India were

far-famed in the past for their skill in diagnosis and healing This

medical glory of India was at its zenith during the time beginning

with the period just preceding Buddha until the 8th century A, D,
,

when the physicians of India were invited to Jundishapur and

Baghdad for consultation and were put in charge of the hospitals.

Its highest achievement was during the period of Asoka when' the

culture of India was carried across her oceans to the south, and the

mighty mountains and the table-lands to the north. The greater India

of that day including Tibet, parts of Java, Sumatra m the east and

extending up to Bactria and Persia, almost upto the shores of Greece,

in the west, was built not by military conquest, not by invasions and

commercial exploitation but by the devout and humanitarian priests

and missionaries who carried the sabred words of knowledge and the

means of healing along with them In a word, they possessed the

means of healing, both spiritual and physical That is an ideal that

India of ancient times pursued without laying herself open to the charge

of imperialism and exploitation m the wrong sense Hers was the

imperialism of the spirit and of knowledge whose empire knew no

bounds, not even of time and space, and transcended the distinctions

of race, color, and religion In a word her domain was the heart and

soul of man i. e. of all' mankind and she built it up with all the

strength at her command.

CHAPTER XI

INSTITUTIONS AND UNIVERSITIES

The Rishi-kula

Cardinal Newman says that a University is an assembly of

learned persons According to this definition, each and every Esi

family was an autonomous university where the atmosphere of learning

and scholarship, sacrifice, worship and 6elf-reab‘zation prevailed. These

unitary Esi-kulas or educational settlements developed into a form

more complex, first as Asrama-kulas conducting their studies in the

calm and cool shades of the forest and later on as Guru-kulas which

were the urban proto-types of the former. Both these rural and urban

Kulas were doing the work of universities. The Asrama-kulas being
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Bituatea in the forests re«emblea the residential universities while

Guru-kulas were like the affiliating and partly residential universities

Such Asraraas were as a rule situated in places where nature

was bountiful and pleasant. Some of these Asramas have become

immortalised m the history of our culture. Naimisaranya (qffr'?K“2f) is

famed in the Pnrauas Janasthana stands in the forefront of the

Ramayana while the Asrama of Kanva Rsi, described in the Miha-

bharata and immortalised by that prince among Indian poets Kalidasa,

is even today looked upon with greac reverence and awe by

the research scholars.

Vyasa (s^TTR), Dhaumya Agastya Vasistha

Visvamitra (f^’srr^sr), Jabali Valmiki Kanva and

other Rsis have attained great renown. Some of these Rsis had ten

thousand pupils studying under their direction and these Rsis were

addressed by the honoured title of Kulapati

‘'He is verily called a ‘Kulapati* who teaches along with all

their branches the four Vedas to ten thousand students with free

lodging and boarding’’.

University Education

Admission to these universities was by no means easy The
gales of the university were guarded very scrupulously by erudite

scholars who held the entrance examination Only passing through a

stiff test could one gain entrance to this revered temple of learning.

The members of the admission committee were aptly called Dj/ara
Panditas (s:rtqf33^r:) who were zealous in maintaiug the scholarship by
preventing the entrance of mediocres The final test for graduation
or completion of study was equally hard The examination committees
used the Salaka parlksa test in which the candidates were required to

explain that page of the text book which happened to be the last

w'hen picked up by a Salaka or a needle

Buddlia Viliaras as Universities

As men got entangled more and more in the worldly affairs,

the Rsi kula was eventually superseded by the Guru-kula. The Guru-
kula tried to maintain the best tradition of the Rsi-kula as far as it



was possible in its new environments. Consequent upon the disorga-

nisation of Brahmanism when Buddhism came in the ascendance, it

took up the link and continued to impart education in the Viharas
(religious places) almost on the lines of the Guru kulas in a systematic

way. We have adequate information regarding the Buddhistic Viharas

The manner in which they were utilized as universities was really

admirable Amongst these educational institutions the universities

of Taksasila Kasi («T5ib, Nalanda (firs??!), Udattapurl (3^1x130),

Jagaddala
( ), Mithila ( fhfgasT

) and Navadvipa ( ) have

earned fame in the scholastic world. Taksasila was situated about 20

miles west of modern Rawalpindi Valabhi was in Saurastra, while the

others were in the Gangetic valley Here thousands of people flocked

together to queuch their thirst for knowledge. There was a continuous

flow of admiring pilgrims for getting the merit of having Darsaua

( auspicious sight) of these religio-educational sanctuaries It was

considered a high honour for foreign scholars to get admission into

these temples of learning. It was due to the world-wide fame of these

educational institutions that men like Fa Hyan and Huen Tsang came

all the way from China, travelled through the whole of Aryavarta and

left for us priceless accounts of their experiences. The high personages

like the mighty chancellors Sila-bhadra ( ), Dipankara (

)

and Atlsa ( 31^13 ) had by their unrelenting studiousness made these

universities universally lovable and popular

Courses of Study

The full list of the study courses included Vedic literature.

The Vedas ( prayer books ), the Brahmanas (sacerdotal texts), the

Upanisads ( spiritual discourses ), the Sutras {
aphorisms ), Sanskrit

literature, history, geography, Puranas ( ancient history ), poetry,

drama, arts and science, phonetics, grammar, vocabulary,

prosody, rhetorics, philosophy, astronomy, astrology, geometry,

trigonometry, arithmetic, algebra, medicine, military science, lands,

marine sciences, commerce and industry, the Dharma Sastra (religion),

the Smiti ( law ), the Arthasastra (
political economy ) and religious

scriptures—this comprehensive course of study was taught by the

universities according to their needs and resources. Taksasila had a
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very famous medical college. The military academy of Taksasila was
also famous Nalanda was noted for Its library. KasI paid more atten-

tion to Vedanta ( philosophy
)
and Nyaya. Tantra Vidya ( mcantatiton

of religious magic) and magic were popular at Vikrama-sila Mithila

excelled in Navya-nyaya (neo-logic) Navadwipa specialised in Hetuvidya

( logic ). Each Vihara had valuable stores of books and to avail

themselves of their benefit, students paid frequent visits to these places.

Chinese Pilgrims’ Accounts X

The best accounts of the University are furnished by the

two Chinese pilgrims to India viz, Yuan Chwang who travelled in

India for Ifi years i. e 629-645 A D as a student of Buddhism, of

which he spent five years as a student at the university of Nalanda,

and It-sang who spent ten years i. e , 675-685 A. D. as a student

there Yuan Chwang states that foreign students came to Nalanda to

put an end to their doubts and then became celebrated. At the entrance

examination of the university only about 20 could pass and 80 failed

to get admission The university thus comprised really the picked

scholars who could take their part in its academic life of the highest

standard as represented in its * schools of discussions ’ of which the

university was mainly made up To be a student of Nalanda was thus

the highet academic distinction the day Yuan Chwang states, ‘‘Those

who bore the name of ‘Nalanda brother’ were all treated with respect

wherever they went”. Yuan Chwang supports the claim by stating

that the students of Nalanda were looked upon as models

Taxiia

Taxila situated about 20 miles west of Rawalpindi
in the North-west provinces was undoubtedly the most important
seat of learning in ancient India. It was the capital of the-then

important province of Gandhara and its history goes back into hoary
antiquitj^ But its fame rests not on its being a political capital of a

province, but on its being the intellectual capital of A.r3mvarta In
its halcyon days, the place resounded with the chautings of Vedic
Mantras by a host of students attracted to it from the nooks and corners
of the whole of India and even beyond. It was founded by Bharata and
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Darned after qon Taksa who was established there as a ruler.

Janmejaya s serpent sacrifice was performed at this very place Not

much IS known of its early educational activities but by the 7th

century B. C., it loomed large as a famous seat of learning.

Its fame had spread far and wide in foreign countries and

we find many glorious tributes to it in the writings of foreigners,

ancients and moderns. Pliny calls it a famous city. Strabo declares

it to be a large city and adds that the neighbouring country was

crowded with inhabitants and that it was very fertile Marrian

described it as a large and wealthy city and the most populous

between the Indus and Hydaspes. Vincent Smith, in hts history,

says, ‘It was the leading seat of Hindu learning where

crowds of pupils from all quarters were taught the ^ three

Vedas and the eighteen accomplisbmenls. It was the fashion to

send princes and the sons of the well-to'do Brahmanas on attai-

ning the age of sixteen to complete their education at Taxila which

may be properly described as a University town. The medical school

there enjoyed a special reputation but all arts and sciences could be

studied under the most eminent professors ' Dr H:)ernle says. ‘According

to another non-medical line of Indian tradition preserved in the

Buddhist Jatakas or Folk-lore, there existed in India in the age of

Buddha two great universities or seats of learning in which all scie-

nces (s5sr or including medicine were taught b}^ profe-

ssors of world-wide renown 3?r?!if{3T or These

two universities were Kasi or Benares in the east and still more

famous Taksasila on the Jhelum river m the west In the latter

unnersit};-, at the time of Buddha or shortly before it, the leading

professor of medicine was Atreya He accordingly should have flour-

ished at some time in the sixth century B. C ’

We find references to the origin of Taxila in the Rama-

yana as foliows:-

g; tl '!'> II
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^‘As they were all killed, Bharata, the- son of Kaikeyl built up

two prosperous cities and placed Taksa in Taksasila and Puskala iu

Puskalavata in the beautiful country of Gandharvas and m the province

of Gandhara respectively.’

In Mahabharata also there is a similar reference.

II <10 II

??. iir 3U <1. 3T 3

“The brbthers sent by him went out as desired Having inst-

ructed his brothers thus, he attacked Taksasila and subjugated it”

This famous university not only attracted students from far

off places in India like Rajgiha, Mithila, Benares, Ujjain, Kuru, Kosala

etc., but from foreign countries also like Babylonia, Misra (Egj'pt),

Phoenicia, Syria, Arabia, China aud Greece It was a university to

which a number of ludiau institutions were affiliated It furnished

an ideal to foreign countries for moulding their universities on its lines.

The Alexandrian school which was established in the 4th ceutuiy

P C and which could boast of 14000 students, was probably the result

of inspiration derived from Tak ’sila during Alexanders invasion of

India

The presence of world-renowned teachers, who were authorities

in their subjects, experts and specialists of the various branches of

learning was its forte. It was a place where the finishing touch to

education was given as graduation from it marked the completion of

one’s studies.

The catholicity of the curriculum amazes the student of

history. Medicine, surgery, allied military arts, astronomy, astrology,

divination, accountancy, commeice, agriculture, conveyancing, magic,

snake charming, finding hidden treasures and mines, dancing aud

painting were the main subjects taught besides the Vedas and the

eighteen accomplishments.

The subject® were taught under the supervision of expert

teachers Bach teacher had his own institution having on its role
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about 500 students. We learn that one teacher of the military science
ad all the princes of India studying under him ,numbering 103.

The brilliant teachers and the variety of subjects attracted
the cream of the intelligentia and we can count among the luminaries
of this intellectual alma mater of India such famous names as
Canakya Panini (qif&i^), Jivaka (sftqqj), Vyadi (sgjfl),

^umaralabdha (jJTHojsg), Asvaghosa Deva (%q), Nagarjuna (qm#),
treya (ajjwii), Brahmadatta Junaha (^Tl) and a host of

others. No doubt it won the popular epithet of the “Queen of learning.”

The enrolment of students from distant lands reflects very
favouiably on the soundness of its educational system. Travel m
those days was more than an adventure, it was a hazard. It took months
to reach a place where it would now take as many hours. It was usual
for a person to distribute his property among his heirs and relatives

and bid them adieu before starting on a pilgrimage because the hazards
and the rigours of travel were such that if a person safely returned
from his travels, it was considered to be nothing short of a miracle
And yet parents unhesitatingly sent their sons to Taxtla for the

acquisition of knowledge at the tender age of 16, the same age hunt
as is found in modern universities. The course lasted from 5 to 7 years
and the students could not return to their homes every four or six

months as students of our age can, because the means of communication
as we know them today were not existent then.

Fees

Fees were levied. 1000 pieces of the-then current com was the

fee for the course to be paid at the time of enrolment whereas the

students who were not able to pay fees rendered personal service to

the teacher in lieu of the fees* On completion of study, a lump sum
or some other gift was given to the teacher as Guru Daksina

( ) according to the students’ capacity.

The university was largely supported by public contributions.

Handsome donations from princes to the university were always

forthcoming Besides the students and the staff were often ’invited
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and entertained tq meals by tie public. We find an Instance where a

school of 500 students was invited for a dinner by a country family.

Often a similar entertainment was given by the whole village

Some students were married persons and maintained their own

household and attended to their studies. Those who could afford were

allowed to stay in their owe homes. There is the instance of prince

JuT7ah of KasT who was running an independent house for himself

while he attended his college at Taxila

The admission was strict but the strictness was with regards

to the intellectual level of the studens seeking admission. But the caste

or poverty never formed a barrier, the only exception being

that of the Candala This will be evident when we find that there

were youths from Ksatriyas, Brahmins, princes, noblemen,

merchants, tailors, fishermen and others among the students. There is

a story that a Candala of Ujjaml got admission to the university by

resorting to disguise

Caste not^ only did not hamper admission into the university,

but it also did not restrict the student in the choice of his subject*
I

This freedom of choice of subjects is evident from instances where we
find a Brahmin learning magic and charm, another Brahmin learning

the art of hunting, still another studying archery and yet another

pursuing practical science Caste, thus had lost its sting if it ever then

had, before the charms of this intellectual capital of Aryavarta*

lyike caste, class distinctions also were a thing foreign to this

university. A perfect democratic ^spirit pervaded throughout, and

princes, merchants and poor students, all lived as fellow-students under

the same strict discipline.

The senior students were given the chance to work as

assistant teachers to enhance their grasp of the subject Shift system
was also adopted and day and night classes were held.

We have ample proofs to learn that the courses of study
were not merely theoretical. The knowledge of both theory and pra-

ctice was irnparted. Many students gave a finishing touch to their

practical work by travels m various countries, Taxila was especially
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science These schools were very famous and the last named school

could boast of having all the princes of India of the time as already

stated as its students The arts of healing and war were the specialities

of Taxila although it included all other branches of learning

Tasila stood in so high an esteem that pupils from various

universities also were drawn to it. There is a story of a student

Seta Ketu, of Benares, who went to Taksasila for further studies.

On his return, he went to a village where a group of 500 ascetics

taught him the arts.

The university at Benares was a later development, moulded

on the lines of Taxila by students from Taxila It flourished from

7th B. C. to 12 A D We find that the Benares boys were drawn to

Taxila but we do not find any references of Taxila boys going to

Benares. The most brilliant and outstanding feature of pride of

the Benares university of those days was its school of surgery

There were many minor but important centres of learning

at the time One such was the Himalayan school situated at Kanakhal

near modern Haradwar where Kasyapa the author of Kasyapa

Samhita was the great teacher. It was primarily famous as a school

of Pediatrics. Similarly Videha was also noted as a seat of

learning for diseases of the eye.

Nalanda was the largest residential university that India has

ever seen The area covered by it was I mile long and 1/2 mile

broad. This area had a high wall round the buildings Well-

planned large and small buildings with 8 big halls and 300

lecture rooms is but a modest description of the centre of learning,

which was a monastery and university combined into one.

The University building was six-storeyed The population comprised

of 10000 pupils and over 1500 lecturers and teachers Over 1000

scholars of high repute were proud of having the honour to

reside in the university. This, together with the executive and menial

staff, reached a staggering figure. The university undertook a heavy

burden of obligations towards the population. It undertook to give its
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students and teachers free lodging, free - food and clothing and free

tuition and medicine There was no idea of deriving part of its

expenses from the income of fees levied on the students (as is done

in modern times
)
Hducation was free. This was possible due to the

liberal grants made for the purpose by royal and private philanthropy

The University of Nalanda was royally patronized by Gupta rulers

It IS also stated that as many as 100 chairs or pulpits were arranged

every day for the lecturers or discourses to be delivered by as many

different teachers

Admission was very strict. Only 2 out of every lO applicants

were admitted, thus preserving the very high intellectual standard for

which the university was world-renowned It could boast of students

hailing from such far away countries like China. Korea, Tibet, Tokhara,

Mongolia, Japan and the Indian Archipelago Considering the scarce

and difficult means of communications of this distant age, this

cosmopolitan nature of the students is amazing.

Its Library

Library was considered to be the most essential constituent

of such a university. It was proverbial to say that a monastery without a

library was like a castle without armoury This Nalanda university

had three buildings reserved for library. They were nine-storeyed

buddings containing rare and sacred books The library quarter was-

known as Dharmagafija
( ), the mart of religion

Munificent donations, not only from the local Gupta kings,

but from Bengal rulers and rulers of Java and Sumatra made
it possible for the Kulapatis to supply all the requisite clothes,

food, bedding and medicine absolutely free. The requisites obtained,

the students could concentrate on study with nothing to worry about.
It thus became an institute for higher or specialized learning. Its

scholars after finishing their education travelled to China, Arabia, Tibet
and Other places and organised medical work — a subject which was
an important item in the curricula. These sacrificing scholars made it

their mission to carry the banner of Indian learning and culture to
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foreign countries so as to build up a greater India far beyond the

geographical boundaries of India proper. This peaceful cultural

conquest, the greatest achievement of the Indian system of education

as practised in the past, helped in creating a holy halo round this

great temple of learning, and attracted students from all parts of the

world to beg at India’s doors for the alms of knowledge that provided

lasting satisfaction to the greater glory of the donors as well as the

recipients. It thus justified its name of the University
( )

by

attracting students from the whole world. It was in fact an international

university, like the modern Oxford and Cambridge universities Chinese

travellers have left valuable accounts of their travels from which we

can get a glimpse of the glory of India that was greater than we

are wont to believe

Nalanda was particularly a research institute for advanced

students and was so to say the supreme court of judges of intellectual

worth Any new theorj^ or hypothesis had to obtain its stamp to

become current coin. The highest distinction bestowed by the university

was the Fellowship or brotherhood of Nalanda. The students of

Nalanda were looked upon as models by all India and were respected

everywhere.

All subjects were taught in this university Medicine was

one of the subjects. Logic was compulsory for all and was given great

importance. There was an astronomical observatory and a water-

clock which gave correct time to the whole of Magadha

Nalanda s alumni are names to conjure with, Nagarjuna

(fTinrgfJ), Aryadeva (aTR^g\ Asanga (sidn), Vasubandhu Dinnaga

Sthiramati Uharmapala (wTi^), Sllabhadra (#55^?) are

but a few of the prodigies of which Nalanda can well be proud.

In contrast to all this glory, or rather we should say in perfect

harmony with the ideals, mission and practice of this noble work

of imparting education and infusing cultures, the dress of the students

was the same as that of a Bhiksu {^%). There was no caste distinction

and a simple robe comprised the dress of all the students without
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any distinction as regards caste or social status They were all

Bhiksus for the greatest gifts a human being can obtain

—

knowledge—culture—living

This university flourished from 450 A. D. to 12th century A. D.

CHAPTER XII

EXAMINATION, REGISTRATION AND CONVOCATION

Entrance examination

In order to maintain a lofty standard of intellectual studies

pursued in the ancient universities, there was maintained an institute of

Dwara-Panditas ) or entrance ^pandits who guarded the holy

portals of the temple of learning against the intrusion of mediocre talents.

These Dwara*pandits were each expert in the various subjects taught

at the university They conducted an entrance examination of

the aspirants for higher studies They were very strict in their tests

Hardly 20 to 30 % of the students succeeded in getting admission

They took scrupulous care not to make admission cheap They were

the standard bearers of the prestige and scholarship of the university.

Thus the doors of the universi’v were zealously guarded by experts

who were always ready with the most difficult questions at the entr-

ance test in order to find out the competence of the candidates

seeking admissions.

Examination in General

The knowledge imparted was both theoretical and practical

and the students were required to pass stiff tests in both. There is

the story of Jivaka which gives us an inkling into the method of

practical examination adopted in ancient days

Practical Examination

According to the Tibeten tales, Atreya said to his pupils,

“Go to the pine hill and fetch from it that which is no remedy.”

The pupils went there and each of them brought back that which

he thought was no remed}’- But Jivaka reflected that there was
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Scarcely anything which is not a remedy for some or other ailment,

so he brought with him only a knot from a reed and a piece of

stone. He also took with him a pot which a shepherd girl whom he

had cured, had given him. When they all returned to Atreya, each

of them showed what he had brought v/ith him Atreya said,
“ Oh

sons of Brahmans, this one is of use in such and such an

illness and the others in other illnesses " When Jivaka was asked

what he had brought, he said,
‘ Oh, teacher, all things are

remedies. There exists nothing which is not a remedy

However, I have brought a knot of a reed and a piece of stone and

a leavening pot” “Of what use are these things^" *‘If a man is stung by

a scorpion, he can be fumigated with the reed knot and healed with

leavening pot and with the piece of stone can a pot of curdled milk

be broken at harvest time "

The truth of this story is confirmed when we refer to Caraka

Samhita. It is said in the 1 2th passage of the 26th chapter of Sutrasthana

'Tn the light of this knowledge there is in the world no

substance that may not be used as medicine in this or that manner

for this or that purpose "

Theoretical Examination

For the theoretical test they employed what is known as

the ‘‘Salaka Parlksa" This was the method adopted at the final

examination in Mithila which reflourished during the thirteenth

ceutur3% (Mithila was the capital of Videha, the ancient seat of learning).

The test was conducted as under. The page of the manuscript was

picked up by a probe (5I55i^t) at random and the student was askea to

explain the matter contained. This test was equally difficult as the

admission test of Nalanda and Vikramasila controlled and conducted

by the Dwara Pandits This Salaka test was a test of the students

knowledge in theory.

The final examination was equally difficult This method of

test was also employed for a foreigner coming here for practice It was
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the practitioner g test. Any practitioner desirous of getting registration
and the right to practise in thig country, had to pass this examination
before he was permitted by the State to practise.

O) WST fh^JITf^cT
,
STESTPTij,

5r?j, gg^ '^clgrfisil'tTiiqar
II

\o, 3^

‘ Now a physician should be examined by another physician
on eight topics viz , the system and its interpretation, the mam sections

of the system and their interpretation, the chapters (in each section)

and their interpretation, and the questions and their interpretation,

and thus being examined, he should give hie answers, leaving out
nothing, by verbatim quotations, by explanations of the quotations
and by further elucidations of difficult parts of the explanations."

(^) iiH'i

3T^=5?jh— ?f5!iiT!iiqg:5qjNii q]q:q:?h IH'-sil

H'j <J||

iinii ^

The question arises-How is the system and the rest
expounded verbatim, or with comment or with detailed elucidation ?

To this the answer is—When a system promulgated by a seer
is recited in its entirety and in the order of its (original) enunciation,
then it is said to be delivered verbatim

When, having penetrated into the truth of its meaning by
means of the understanding

( a system
) is propounded m words that

are elaborate or succiut
( as the occasion may demand ) by the method

of proposition, reason, analogy, application and conclusion, and in
a manner that is intelligible and appealing to the three types of studeut-
mind, then it constitutes an exposition ( of the system ) with comment

When the difficult passages occurring in the treatise are
elucidated by further glosses, then the exposition is called a detailed
elucidation".

This could discriminate real scholars from quacks.
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“On the completion of his studies, the physician is said to

be 'reborn’ and acquires the title of 'physician’. For no one is a

physician by right of birth

On the completion of his studies, the spirit of revelation or

of inspiration of the truth descends into the student. It is by reason

of this initiation then, that a physician is called a 'Dwija’ or a

twice-born one".

Registration

A graduate in medicine had to obtain king’s permission to

embark on his professional career It was the duty of the state

to protect its people not only from external invaders and

depredators but even from the robbers and bandits within as well as

those other robbers, bandits and cheats that might rob people of their

money and even life in the guise of a friend, adviser and healer It

was to prevent the ravages of the internal enemies that registration

of responsible professions such as the lawyer’s and the doctor’s

has come into being This obtained even in ancient India

where the State took proper care to eliminate by strict methods

the charlatan and the ignorant but ambitious crook, from

endangering the welfare of the people. The men that had studied the

science well, had acquired proper skill in the practice and had passed

all theoretical and practical examinations could set up practice only

after obtaining the permission of the king or the state Such a registered

practitioner, who received the approval of the state, entered

‘‘ Visikha ’ meaning the cessation of the student life (when

he had to keep the tuft) and the actual entrance into professional life

“Having studied the science, having fully grasped the

meaning, having acquired practical skill and having performed
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operations on dummies, with ability to teach the science and with

king’s permission, a physician should eater into his profession.

The need for such testing and previous approval of a

physician before setting up his practice is explained by pointing out

the duty of the king to protect his people from the harm that might
otherwise befall them at the hands of false men who easily put on

the airs and apparel of the real physician The existence of such

bogus men was considered a blot on the king and the state

8?dl RririfiT,

“ Opposed to this are the votaries of diseases and the

destroyers of life. These charlatans in the robes of doctors, thorns

in the flesh of the whole world, with talents similar to those of

mimes and mountebanks, move about in the land through the want

of vigilance on the part of rulers.’’

U ^ h V..

“A quack; ignorant of the procedures of oleation and other

therapies and of the operative measures of incision, etc., will through

greed destroy the lives of the people as a result of the king’s

connivance or inattention to such false physicians

Thus it would appear that in ancient India utmost care was

taken to safeguard the welfare of the people from the unauthorized

and ignorant exploiters in the name of medical men They took care

to maintain a high standard in the profession by the tests to which

the applicants to the profession had to submit In the case of

foreigners, they had to pass the same rigorous examination as the

final examination before having the permission to practise either

by the royal physician or by a council of physicians.
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Sukracarya lays down positively that without the permission

of the king no physician should be allowed to treat.

f^fir »

1-^, ^

Bven the veterinary surgeon had to appear before the king

for registration and then be allowed to practice.

The Convocation or Saniavartana Ceremony

The convocation ceremony was a solemn, grave and ^lab

orate occasion. The oath was administered to the students which

contained very practical hints to the students who were on the

threshold of a new life and were just to embark on the medical

career.

This convocation ceremony was the remainder of the vow

which he had taken at the initiation ceremony It was called the

Samavartana ceremony, meaning thereby the returning to home

of the student after finishing the course at the teacher s residence.

'ij ^

'q'lg'RTqrOiqiq srqf^asq, JT^nirq

er^^oi-qiqrqg^i^q 'q,

Ifl^cqw'lq^^'^^qfg ^cq ?TcfiqcU

^ =q ^^if^sEisiflg-Rr ^T5i'ifq<nr ?T§r5fJirg:eHr JTiisr^ll^oTT

gqqw?2r^^?^|E3|*^i?jl55i=gi?Tq=q'i?F'qwq'Tqrarafh^r^f'qi S'vl'^r

^'loirqqsq^i'qr qi, q ^ sR^ifqq: srigff^

=qT3qf%5r^r qn

JT^HF sarqqgq^sqq;., 3F5qfq^ 'q qi^qqlf^'lfpsqtfoi q sfojvricisqi-qf^^T-

qi q ^qTa^^sss'itiqt qflfq^i^fqqsqr ,
'qfjq qqroiqia^^

^fnarsfq ?qqr q qi^fqasq q^'l=5qqiq??rg??qi?q^q qrs’^gqqiqiq gq^it; srFqqqrsfq q

qicq^qicJrq'F sTTHK-'q fqqi?qfTrqr^cq%fl:5rfTqW% h

q qit, qwiqqq^ !{T*ii^RFPlq?T%R q^§Fa:>

trq ^^qlsqqq’^qqr ^ og^'ifsqqrq >

srq^ifh^nft^q ^fe^T^usfhq^qrfq q=q q^nsqJTigsq q^fca^

^ilqsqq^fqqicisq I H'^>fn - " *q. ^
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“Acting at my behest, thou shalt conduct thyself for the

achievement of the teacher’s purposes aloUe to the best of thy abilities.

If thou desirest success, wealth and fame as a physician and

heaven after death, thou shalt pray for the welfare of all creatures

beginning with the cows and Brahmanas.

Day and nighty however thou mayest be engaged, thou shalt

endeavour for the relief of the patient with all thy heart and soul

Thou shalt not desert or injure thy patient even for the sake of thy

life or thy living. Thou shalt not commit adultery even in thought.

Even so, thou shalt not covet others possessions Thou shalt be

modest in thy attire and appearance Thou shouldst not be a

drunkard or a sinful man nor shouldst thou associate with the

abettors of crimes Thou shouldst speak words that are gentle, pure

and righteous, pleasing, worthy, true, wholesome and moderate.

Thy behaviour must be in consideration of time and place and heedful

of past experience Thou shalt act always with a view to the

acquisition of knowledge and the fullness of equipment

No persons, who are hated of the king or who are haters

of the king or who are hated of the public or who are haters of the

public shall receive treatment. Similarly those that are of very

unnatural, wicked and miserable character and conduct, those who
have not vindicated their honour and those that are on the point of

death and similarly women who are unattended by their husbands or

guardians shall not receive treatment

No oflFering of meat by a woman without the behest of her

husband or guardian shall be accepted by thee. While entering the

patient’s house thou shalt be accompanied by a man who is known to

the patient and who has his permission to enter, and thou shalt be well

clad and bent of head, self-po'^sessed, and conduct thyself after repe-

ated consideration Thou shalt thus properly make thy entr3\ Having
entered, thy speech^ mind, intellect and senses shall be entirely

devoted to no other thought than that of being helpful to the patient

and of things concerning him only The peculiar customs of the pati-

ent’s household shall not be made public. Even knowing that the
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patient’s span of life has come to its close, it shall not be mentioned

by thee there where if ,so done it would cause shock to the patient

or to others.

Though possessed of knowledge one should not boast very

much of one’s knowledge. Most people are offended by the boast*

fulness of even those who are otherwise good and authoritative.

There is no limit at all to the ‘ Science of I/ife ’ - So thou

shouldst apply thyself to it with diligence This is how thouishouldst

act. Again thou shouldst learn the skill of practice from another

without carping. The entire world is the teacher to the intelligent

and the foe to the unintelligent. Hence knowing this well, thou

shouldst listen and act according to the words of instruction of even

an unfriendly person, when they are worthy and such as bring fame

to you and long life, and are capable of giving yon strength and

prosperity.”

TR aii <^4 f^^TT 5r?i^, susilf^ i

g ^ ^

‘‘The twice-born, the preceptor, the poor, the good and the

destitute—these thou shalt treat, when they come to thee, like t y

own kith and kin and relieve their ailments vrith thy

Thus behaving, good will befall thee Thus thy learning will attai

popularity and will gain for thee friends, fame, righteousness, wealt

and fulfilment”.

3)*qigiira: s^wrai- S'"”'’®**
i

g 5ria<53UiJi5a 9ft^> i g

,4c ,
a 9cs^ .9*..
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*8?r f;5fa: i R^i^f f? =^ig^

^ II ^ II

8?qi?4t f5iqnr»T'i^^5« ?iF?ri ^igqitci i gq g^:

^ =^1^ ^TTO^fijT ^sira:i pcftsfq !?hi i

3Tqjn5^t«^T^?? 3?4 f=50 ^ qq^i% iisa

5r E. f^. <i

‘‘Having finished his studies and permitted to leave the school,

he should go about wearing white garment with clipped hair, with

undeluded mind and with his eyes looking straight before him. He
must be genial and take the initiative in a conversation He must

never resort to the patient’s house uninvited. Having entered he must

scrutinize the prognostic omens He should not turn his gaze on

anything else in the house but the patient He should not indulge

in exchanging smiles with the women or the female servants of the

patient’s household He should not call the women by their names

unprefixed with honorific terms but accost them in respectful terms.

He must not develop a relation of intimacy or love with them. He
must accept from them no gift without the knowledge of their

husbands. He should not make his entry without announcing himself.

He should neithei stay nor talk with a woman in secrecy. He must
not behold a woman when she is scantily clad or not smile at her.

He should show indifference to a woman who makes amorous overtures

to him and should not divulge the fact He should not broadcast the

secrets or the shortcomings of the patient’s household. He should

withold from the patient the untoward prognostic signs that he may
have perceived. He should continually offer consolation to the patient.

He must not undertake to treat one who is on the verge of death,

or one who is incurable or one who has not the means of treatment.

He should not administer the medicine in the wrong order nor should

he delegate the responsibility to another. He should make an altoge-

ther novel combination and administer it. He must be versed in the

knowledge of characteristics of constitution, drugs, disease and age.

He should always be equipped with the store of fumigating drugs,

eye-salves and other medicines. He should not incur* the hostiHt}' of

other members of his profession. In cooperation with them
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he should prepare the medications. He should be given to speech that

is bold, unambiguous, prompt, vivid, charming, gentle, persuasive,

comprehensive, non-contradictory and righteous For indeed, the

physician who desires the well-being of people enjoys happiness in this

world as well as in the other.

If he is attacked in debate by another physician he must be

able to take his stand against him The opponent should be persuaded

by gentle words. If he persists in repeatiedly attacking him, he

should be overpowered by hostile methods of debate and by

abundance of textual authorities The opponent should be allowed no

scope of speech If yet he persists in speech, he should be told ‘not

so, not so’. He should be scoffed and his grammatical errors exposed

and he should be dragged into discussion of very difficult passages,

but forgetting oneself one should never indulge m harsh language.

One should condemn an opponent with words of seeming praise”.

From the above oaths we learn that the following points

were stressed upon. The graduate could not return to his place without

the express permission of the preceptor. He must complete the

course of theoretical text and must fully understand the inter-

pretation of the same He must have witnessed the performance of

actual operations himself He must be neat and clean in appearance. He
must put on white clothes, carry on umbrella and stick and must put

on shoes. His dress must not be foppish His mind must be pure and

good His speech should not be violent He must not practise any

deceit He must have a brotherly feeling towards all creatures.

He must possess sufficient assistants and equipments He is advised

as to how he should proceed to the patient’s place, what he should

do there, how he should examine the patient, what kind of cases he

should accept for treatment, what are the most difficult cases for cure

and lastly, but not of the least importance is the injunction given to

avoid intimate association with women His relations with other

ph3'sician8 are emphasised upon and consultations with other physicians

in difficult cases are strongly recommended. These oaths formed the

basis of the ethics of the physician, and a physician having all these

qualities, could run a successful medical career.

f i
'
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CHAPTER XIII

COMPLETION OF STUDY

Tlie passing of the final test marked the completion of

studies At the end, the student was given a ceremonial bath and then

he became a Snataka —derived frpm to bathe) or the Graduate.

Great importance was attached to this period of the student’s life.

It was the period when the graduate was on the threshold of a new
life As a matter of fact he was called a %st or thrice born.

3?^!! q- ^|3r?II5TT II u

sTifT gr «rqnrqiTiqifq qr i

r^Tsi; 11 n 'i 1 'ff

vs •

‘On the completion of his studies, the physician is said to

be ‘reborn’ and acquires the title of ‘physician ’ For no one is a

physician by right of birth.

On the completion of his studies, the spirit of revelation

or of inspiration of the truth descends into the student It is by

reason of this initiation then, that a physician is called a ‘Trija’ or a

thrice-born one’ .

The word thrice born (%5t) Is explained thus -

“The first birth is from the womb of the mother, the second

birth at the time of the sacred-thread ceremony and the third birth is

at the conclusion of the medical study and when he has acquired a

comprehensive insight into the science. Hence is he called a

thrice born one
’

Remuneration to the Preceptor

On being initiated as a graduate, the student requested the Guru
to name the Guru Daksina (s^qf^i<rT) which he may pay immediately or

later After paying the final respects he took the permission to go home-
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He would remember the Guru throughout his life and ever offer

respects to him.
Xl -* w

*

Post-Graduate Training
f

Graduation did not mark the total end of education. Nearly

every student who completed his study, underwent postgraduate

training. The necessity of getting post-graduate training is very cle-

arly emphasized both in Caraka Samhita and Susruta Samhita.

it

r?. Cf

“Having received the whole of science, the student should,

for the sake of strengthening his understanding, strive constantly

and well to perfect himself in his grasp of nomenclature, the interp-

retation of their meaning and in the power of exposition*’.

g.

^ Having finished the study of the science, one must strive

to get ability for exposition, for fuller grasp of the meanings, for

boldness, for dexterity in practice, for its constant study and for

success m treatment’’.

Antaga (3is=an) is the word used to signify literally one who has

gone to the end of the routine courses.

Besides these ordinary post-graduates, there was a class of

students who avowed to be life-long students This class was called

Naisthika Brahmacarl They were the real research scholars.

Even the post-graduate studies was not the end. Medical

science being endless (arqR) and ever progressive, the physician was

enjoined to keep himself ever-attentive to maintain the spirit of

studentship. i
. 1

'
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qt sqr-fjjTfaig: sioier ^^ira’qr ii

g.. •5,

^‘Therefore the intelligent person who is aspiring to be a

good physician should always persevere to bis best in the acquisition

of the true qualities of a physician, so that he may be a real giver

of life to people "

‘‘ Thou shalt act always with a view to the acquisition of

knowledge and the fullness of equipment"

The art of surgery necessitated daily practice if one wanted

to achieve success in the profession,

fdfsjlqfh fqfqu i

% %

“Success always attends a physician who is expert at practice.

Hence he should constantly handle the instruments to keep up his

efficiency’’.

Travels

Travelling was considered an essential part of education and

occasions there were in plenty when travelling became an absolute

necessity They were*

(1) For joining the universities

(2) Accompanying the teacher on his travels during the

period of training.

(3) For acquiring post-graduate learning or special knowledge.

(4) For attending the medical conferences.

(5) In the course of practice and missionary tours.

(6) When called for consultations.
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Considering the scanty means of communications of those

da37S, when travelling to a distant place took months and it was

tedious on* account of the length of the period taken, when it was risky

in the absence of adequate protection during the journey, and when

it was full of inconveniences and lack of modern amenities, it

was really creditable for those parents and royal and wealthy

familes who sent their children at the tender age of Ig or there-

abouts for the prosecution of higher studies at places hundreds of

miles away. Taxila and Benares were the two main centres of

learning in those days and students from all parts of India went

there to acquire higher qualifications just as the students of today go

to Europe and America. It was difficult for the boys to return only

at the end of the examination which took never less than 5 to 7

years. As narrated in Jatakas, parents considered themselves lucky if

they could live to see their sous back home after ^finishing their

studies. There is a vivid description of how the parents were

transported with joy when their son returned home from Taxila after

graduation

The text of Caraka Samhita begins with the description of

Bharadwaja volunteering to travel to the abode of Indra for the

acquisition of the science of life.

^'Bharadwaja^ the mighty ascetic, in search of (the science of)

longevity approached Indra, having deemed him, the lord of the

immortals, worthy of suit.”

This ,shows that the student was willing to undertake the

hazard of adventurous travel for the sake of knowledge.

From the Caraka Samhita it is evident that the great

' c teacher Punarvasn Atreya was in the habit of touring in the company

of his disciples, through the neighbouring regions of Paficala, the

woodlands of Caitraiatha, Pancaganga, the environs of the home o

Dhanesa, K^ailasa, the northern slopes of the Himalayas, Trivisfcapa
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etc , for the sake of healing the sick ^nd- the ' dissemination of the

science of Ayurveda, as also for the sake of enlarging his own

knowledge of the medicinal herbs and plants.

This shovis that during the course of studies, the whole

class—Guru and pupils, travelled in the land of the basins of the Indus

and the Ganges and the area round about the Himalayau mountains

I

Learned scholars attended these classes, scholars from distant

places, Kankayana from Bahlika, the modern Balkh in the north-west,

Nimi Videha from the east and Vamaka from Kasl.

These tours greatly enhanced the practical knowledge in

botany, climatology, constitutional studies of the peoples of the various

countries and of clinical discussions.

After the completion of the studies, the student was enjoined

to travel to give a finishing touch to his training at the university,

as theoretical as well as practical knowledge was essential in the

medical science

The spirit of education has always been universal. It has

never known the barriers of caste, creed or country. There is no

word like “ foreign ’ in the realm of knowledge

This 18 the spirit of universality that is imbibed by the

students in the university education. Aryan civilization has

emphasized the importance of this spirit in clear terms. Caraka says

—

q fq.

“ The entire world is the teacher to the intelligent

and the foe to the unintelligent Hence, knowing this well thou
shouldst listen and act according to the words of instruction of

even an unfriendly person, when they are worthy and such as bring
fame to 3’^ou and long life, aud are capable of giving you strength

and prosperity."
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Caraka Samhita ‘begins with Bharadwaja going to a distant

country to attain the desired knowledge. Though the Aryans may

have diflFerentiated themselves from others in other respects and

in the general routine of life, as regards the domain of knowledge

they honoured equally the Aryan as well as the non-Aryan, provided

he possessed knowledge.

Historical records show that a number of students from

middle Asia, Persia, Assyria, Greece, China, Tibet, Ceylon etc.^ .visited

India either for study or to take part in the assemblies or conferences

of learned people Similarly records are found from which we learn

that Indian scholars visited Persia, Greece, Alexandria, Tibet, Burma,

Siam, Java, East Indian Archipelago, Ceylon, China etc , mostly to

disseminate the knowdedge they had obtained or to act as missionaries

of the science of physical and spiritual health. The spread of

Buddhism played a great part in giving the stimulus to the learned

scholars to visit various countries as missionaries. From the available

Chinese records we find that more than 100 Indian scholars of medicine

and philosophy visited China beginning from the 1st to the Sth

century A, D. In the 5th to the 8th century A. D ,
Vaidyas were

called to Jundishapur and Baghdad for consultations as well as for

service.
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MBDICAL INSTITUTIONS IN ANCIENT INDIA—PART II

CHAPTER I

THE INDIVIDUAL AND MEDICINE

The object of the science of medicine in twofold. Firstly, it

is for the preservation of gfood health and prolongation of life, for

this task demands all the diligent effort man is capable of, and secondly

the combating of disease. (fgtsjTJWlPl'nr*! ^

The first of these two aims may be gained by proper living,

by right regulation of diet, exercise and habits all of which are

possible for each individual, provided he or she possesses the

necessary enlightenment and education The second of the aims, i e

the combating of disease, may not be possible for every individual if

the complaints happen to require elaborate or deep knowledge of

diagnosis and therapeusis. But where the complaints are minor and

demand nothing more than a familiar and simple drug or an easy

manipulation of diet or conduct, every individual or family ought to

be able to manage for himself or itself without having to resort to

outside help. This self-sufficient/ of the individual and the family in

the preservation of health and the checking of disease, is an ideal

fraught with individual as well as national good. The right way to

achieve this is through education at the primary and the secondary

stages, for then the largest part of the nation reaps the benefits With

the attainment of this hygienic and medical self-sufficiency and

independence of the individual and the family, the state gets

relieved of a large part of the burden that it has otherwise

to bear, and is left free to pursue with greater intensity and

concentration the problems of serious and difficult forms of disease and

epidemics.

This was the actual state of affairs in ancient India There
obtained a broad and universal system of education and enlighten-

ment and elementary knowledge of medicine or personal hygiene
formed part of that education in the secondary stage of it.
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Secondary Education

Then the secondary education was given in high schools

or Guru-Kulas where every student was bound to study compulsorily

the five subjects, viz , Sabdavldya or grammar and lexicogra-

phy, Silpasthanavidya or arts, Cikitsavidya

or medicine, Hetuvidya or logic and Adhyatmavidya
or science of spiritual philosophy. On completing this course, a student

was considered fit to select any special branch of study and join the

University.

An elementary knowledge of medicine was considered necess-

ary for all students. They were taught the elementary rules of pres-

ervation of health and how to live a full span of life in perfect health

by taking care about diet, personal hygiene, actions and character.

This shows the importance attached to the medical science, the basic

knowledge of which was considered necessary for every individual

No wonder then that the medical science thus became the most popular

science of the Aryan civilization

Observation of these rule« and regulation of personal hygiene

was moreover preached by the religious code, as purity of heart and

mind cannot be generally achieved in an unclean or unsound body.

A sound mind presupposes a sound body Hence cleanliness and

preservation of sound health became the subject of religious codes

and were enforced in every religious ceremony.

Dharmasastras are full of injunctions regarding purity,

ablutions, diet, regulations, behaviour and mental and physical discipline.

The daily routine and seasonal conduct' known as Dmacarya-Rtucarya

as well as the general lines of hygienic life known as Swas-

thavitta are given in elaborate detail in the medical treatises,

and these no doubt formed part of the universal curriculum of

education and ethics The benefits of cleansing the teeth and the tongue,

ear, the eye and the skin, the bath, the inunction, massage, non-suppres-

sion of the natural urges, the selection of food and drink, the occasions for

avoidance and indulgence in the sexual act, the usefulness and manner

of taking certain things like curds, butter-milk, honey and ghee and

such other simple but very important facts that make for a healthy

life were the common knowledge of all people.
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Daily And Seasonal Regfimen

Ayurveda is primarily tbe science of positive health and it

IS only secondarily that it is the 'science for the cure of disease. As

such, it prescribes precepts and rules that would ensure the smooth'’

running of the intricate mechanism of the human body without

hitch or hindrance.

Thus, hygiene plays a most important role in Indian

medicine This code of health lays down in full details the regimen

of daily life m general, and its modifications and variations

lU different seasons and the most important point emphasized

is that the application of these rules is to be made according to

the individual constitution of men. It comprises of instructions

about diet and activity, work, rest and sleep, sense-purity, sex-hygiene

and behaviour lu general. Its domain covers not only strengthening

the physical powers of the body, but also the strengthening and

increasing the vitality of all the senses and the psyche It contains

specific injunctions and clear-cut dos and donuts with regard to the

natural urges of the body and mind It is not the ’puritanic precept

of abstention that it preaches; it is the full-blooded life that is aimed

at, giving full scope, within healthy limits, to pleasures that the

flesh can enjoy It aims at the overcoming by man of the

handicaps of nature and ag,_ Its definition of man is complete

He IS the aggregate of body, mind and spirit Ayurveda^s field of

observation and application extends to all these aspects of man Its

hygiene and philosophy known as Swastha-vrtta is supplemented by

Sadvrtta or the 'right life’ which inculcates the discipline of the

senses and the regulation of the moral life so as to accord with the

happiness and good, not of the individual merely but of society as a

whole It is therefore social and universal in its conception and appli-

cation and comprehends a physical, mental and ethical framework
of life. It is an entire way of life that Ayurveda expounds embodying
philosophy, eugenics, ethics and healing

The human body is no doubt a machine but the metaphor
should be applied in a limited sense only, il^ven as a machine it is

self-stoking, self-adjusting, self repairing, self-preserving, self-asserting

and self-multiplying machine It has intelligence and feeling. It has
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individuality and pnrposiveness. It is an organism much ‘ beyond the

concept of mechanism.

The aim of Ayurveda is to study man as a whole and as

such with all the paraphernalia of social, seasonal, climatic and regi-

onal environs. It would mdee'd be a tedium and an ordeal for a man
to go through the same daily routine for all the three hundred and

sixty-five days of the yean Not only this, it would indeed adversely

affect him if he followed a rigid routine in all the varying seasons

Nature has been bountiful in bestowing on India a variety of seasons.

The shivering cold of the winter, the scorching heat of the summer,

the welcome downpour of the monsoon, are the three chief seasonal

varieties linked by the intermediate seasons of Sarad or the season

of transition from the monsoon to the winter characterised by harvest

festivals, placid atmosphere and clear nights; the Vasanta, or the

spring, the season of flowers and colour feasts, the season of joyous

youth and temperate air and thirdly the pre*monsoon season of hard toil

and high expectations ‘Pravrt’

The Etu-carya prescribed in Ayurveda is a code of

injunctions to change or 'to modify the daily routine of diet and

behaviour to suit the different seasons. It lays down rules of behaviour

and diet to get adapted to the requirements of the varying seasons.

Special emphasis is laid on the time of conjunction of two seasons

when the vagaries of both the seasons co-exist, a condition to be

well-guarded against A special procedure of habituation and withdrawal

of personal regimen is prescribed; for what may be conducive to health

in one season may act quite contrarily in another season. Cold which

IS agreeable and wholesome in hot days is dlsaggreeable and

unwholesome in cold days.

The code of personal hygiene does not end here Its most

important part and purpose begins hereafter. Man is to be preserved

in perfect health for the longest span of life possible for him.

Man is an intellectual, progressive creature. He is not going to

be a passive, static, obedient, vegetative organism He will transgress the

hmitations-of diet and behavioun As a consequence, his body-mechanism
^
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will be too much strained, disordered or worn out. Or he

may have to encounter the unusual environmental changes of time

and place

The instructions regarding the avoidance of such strain and

disorder are the peculiar methods expounded by the Ayurvedic science.

(1) To give a thorough overhaul to the body-machinery as

a whole by inunction sudation and quinary purificatory

procedures

(2) To strengthen the vital force of life to counteract the

effect of wear and tear b/ vitalization and virilification

(3) To prepare it for any emergency of unexpected circumsta-

nces of season or place which may adversely affect the body, special

prophylactic measurs have been advised Here seasonal regimen plays

Its part in immunising the body, virilification and vitalization having

already increased the body-power to fight against diseases.

The quinary purification procedures (q^w) cleanse the body

and reduce the chances of susceptibility of the body to the onslaughts

of disease. Vitalization and virilification procedures replenish the worn

out tissues, preventing the approach of old age and promoting longevity.

They help in the re-creation of the body, a recreation in its literal

sense. The desire to live long and that too with the perfect functioning

of sense-organs is inborn in human beings and Ayurveda has amply

catered to this need. It has enabled people to achieve the best

possible results from life.
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“The knowers of the principles of homologation consider

it desirable to acquire homologation regarding food and behaviour

to things which are antagonistic to the characteristics of the country

and the causative factors of the diseases prevalent there”.

“These and other diseases occur in those who do not observe

the rules of healthful living Hence the healthy man should be dili-

gent in the observance of the rules of healthful living. One should

eliminate the accumulated morbid matter in the months of Caitra,

Sravana and Margaslrsa.

The wise physician should, after preliminary preparation of

the body with the oleation and sudation procedures, carry out the

purificatory procedures of vomition, purgation, enemata an^j errhines

according to the season.
^

/

Thereafter the physician skilled in the scieQce of climatology

should administer alterative and virilific re^i^euies of tested efficacy

systematically and as indicated.

^

Thus the body-elements being resf'-ored to the normal state,

susceptibility to disease disappears, the bodjr,elements get aggrandised

and the pace of age is slackened.

I

Such is the procedure laid down f^r the prevention of the
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endogenous diseases, 'As regards the prevention of other types of

diseases, we shall instruct separately’*.

‘‘He who rightly observes the rules of health laid down here

will not be deprived of the full measure of the hundred years of

diseaseless life."

This knowledge of seasonal regimen was even more important

for the women to learn for they thus knew how to protect the hus-

band and the children from the evils of unwholesome dietary.

gr. 5T. Bifq -(f 31
<

5 ,
<)o

“(The woman) should know that such and such a thing is

delectable to the man or detestable or is wholesome or unwholesome

to him in diet”.

“She must know and give to her husband articles which are

liked by him and are wholesome to him. She must know articles to

be such or otherwise

Besides this general knowledge, every house-wife took care

to keep a storage of the, common but useful drugs

asrr
ii

' qr 5T 8jfq. 3? <5,

“Thus rare drugs and salt, oil, fragrant drugs and pungent
drugs, and pot-herbs, should jbe preserved in the house",

^

#«T3ft

“Drugs difficult to obtiin. must be collected and stored,’’
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jJ55?mqi:55f^q;rqBT^eiW5«5r3gari?if«tf5frpj3rs,5^^oig?jrj«i^4gcgif^qf5r«T%-

?P=*I55gqqsp|q5j^^l- QtfqsftJTT 'q sf^RT^oi qiq^ ||

q[. Bifvr V ar *}

‘Radigh, peach, spinach, Damauaka, Indian hog-plum, phut

cucumber, common cucumber, brinjal, ash-gourd, bottle-gourdj telinga

potato, lin, cowage, sambo, wind-killer, garlic and onion etc , the

seeds of these and such other medicinal plants should be collected

and sown in their proper season
*’

In the back yards of houses, the family grew a small garden

of medicinal plants along with pot-herbs

V-3T- 1
,

^

‘'The following herbs were to be grown in the backyards of

houses, VIZ
,
plots of greens and vegetables, clusters of sugarcane,

cumin, mustard and bishop’s weed and dill seed plants and Tamala

shrubs.’’

And each family was able to prepare for its own exigencies,

tinctures, medicated wines, decoctions and linctuses.

31. ^,

“On special occasions (marriage etc
)
people (families) shall be

allowed to manufacture white liquor or medicated wine for use in

diseases and other kinds of liquor
*

Round about a village and along road-sides were planted

trees and plants and shrubs that were of' reat medicinal value. This

IS borne out by an Inscription of Asoka,' pe great Buddhist Bmperor

of India. The State allowed the people to pluck the leaves and

fruits and bark of these trees for medicinal purposes It is a familiar

thing even today in the villages for an old dame of a household^ to

go out into the outskirts of the village in the morning,^ for culling

some herbs, leaves and bark for the ailment of the children, men
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and women of the family Ordinary cold, cough, constipation, diarrhea,

indigestion, jaundice and a host of such iuibor maladies are within the

compass of a family-possibilities of cure, without resorting to regular

professional aid

It was the aim to disseminate this elementary and general

knowledge of personal and social hygiene as well as general principles

of diet, and medicine which were within the scope of intelligence

and attainment of every individual and family

Just as certain degree of acquaintance with geography,

science, history and arithmetic is deemed an essential part of a

civilized man’s mental equipment, even so or even more so was it

deemed necessary for him to learn the general principles of

hygiene, and the functioning of his own stomach, heart and lungs,

and intestines which is physiology, and easy and simple methods of

curing cuts, wounds and boils, ordinary fever, cold, headache and

such other everyday ailments. This was not only of great individual

advantage like a stitch in time which saves nine in the form of

doctor s bills or irrepairable damage to his health, but it reduced the

medical burden of the state. This was a national blessing and created a

society approaching near to the ideal

This relationship between the individual and medicine is

therefore a vital one both from the individual’s own point of view as

well as the state’s The state has the power to impart and the

individual the capacity and inclination to learn this essential enlighten-

ment This requires a recasting of the educational programme of the

State It IS easy to do and the results are certain to follow. The
individuals are the state in our days of democracy, and a democratic

programme of education cannot afford to ignore this beneficient and

in the long run beneficial course of medical enlightenment of every

individual member of the State.
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CHAPTER II

VILLAGE AND MEDICINE

If in spite of the various onslaughts of foreign invasions and

religions India has survived, it is only due to her thousands of

villages humming with agricultural toil and life. The description of

ancient historians furnishes the data from which we can gather that

administration was so organised that every village was self-sufficing

and became an independent unit in itself, at the same time being a

component part of the vast area of the motherland and marching in

harmony with the rest This peaceful living and healthy development

of the villages was due to the conventions of war prevalent then. As

for example Kautilya warns and says.

5riz{^ II

“ By the destruction of trade, agricultural produce and

standing crops, by causing the people to run away and by slaying

their leaders in secret, the country will be denuded of its peoples.’’

In the same way Magesthenes also says “ Whereas among

other nations it is usual, in the ’contests of war, to ravage the soil,

and thus to reduce it to an uncultivated waste, among the Indians,

on the contrary, by whom husbandmen are regarded as a class that is

sacred and inviolable, the tillers of the soil, even when battle is raging

in their neighbourhood, are undisturbed by any sense of danger, for

the combatants on either side in waging the conflict make carnage of

each other, but allow those engaged in husbandry to remain quite

unmolested Besides, they neither ravage an enemy *s land with fire,

nor cut down its trees

This being the case the problem of medical aid was so tackled

that every village was able to receive the services of the physician,

in health as well as in disease. One wonders to find how simple,

practical, economical and thorough a system of medical administration

wag devised then

Kantilya in his Arthasastra defines a village as consisting of
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100 families or houses m the least raising the number to 500

in the highest.

jiw

As to the requirements for happy living in a village, definite

instructions and advice have been laid down by the ancients. Vagbhata

in his Astangasangraha says that—

^ ^51 sjrTrqf|S qicj?5Iiq?q; 1

^ qq^q. ll i <) i ii

qf5«liqf»^ g\ n T'j^ll ^ \

“ A village should not be constructed where the country

abounds in disease, where there is no physician, where there is no

leader to guide and protect, where the number of irreligious people

IS great, and where the country is situated near a mountain.
*’

He says that, “People should reside in a place which bears

plenty of water, medicinal herbs, sacrificial sticks, flowers, grass and

firewood, and which yields abundant food, where there is complete

safety of property and person, where the out-skirts are beautiful

and pleasing and lastly which is adorned by the presence of lear-

ned people”.

Similarly it has been ordained by Mann that:

qq; qq^^lisqrq q qq^ II IT. 8T ^

»

“One should neither live among impious persons nor in a place

abounding in diseases; one should not undertake journey alone nor

should reside on mountain for a long time^’.

There is also a popular verse which describes requisites

for habitation, viz,

qfff? qd q^q. i

qw q q ||

“A wealthy person, a Brahamana well versed in the Vedas,
a king, a river and the fifth a physician; in a place without any of
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these, one should not live even for a day."

From the above facts we can clearly see that in the con-

struction and inhabitation of a village a site free from disease, a

clever physician and the presence of medicinal herbs played an

important part

As seen above, the physician occupied a predominant place

and played an important part in the happy life of a village For

his contentment and continuity of service in the interests of the

people, he was endowed with lands in that village, as a part of

his remuneration Kautilya lays*-

“Superintendents, accountants, Gopas, Sthanikas, veterinary

surgeons, physicians, horse-trainers and messengers shall also be

endowed with lands, which they shall have no right to alienate by

sale or mortgage.’’

Thus being stabilized in the village, the physician discharged

his duties in the best interests of the village

1. He looked after every villager in health as well as in disease.

2 He was responsible for the sanitation of the whole village.

3 He Jmparted general training in personal hygiene and

village sanitation

4. He made use of all the medicinal plants availabe in his village

and prepared drugs himself, thus contributing to the medical economy

providing medicines at the lowest cost.

6. He helped the State in the plantation of herbs which

were not grown in his village and which were often needed in the

preparation of the various drugs

6. The superintendent of agriculture sought his advice in the

plantation of medicinal herbs.
j

3T. 2.
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“The superintendent of agriculture shall -be possessed of ,the

knowledge of the science of agriculture dealing with the plantation

of bushes and trees, or assisted by those who are trained in such

sciences’

.

Thus he brought about the well-being of the people aS a

ph3^sician, a sanitary officer, a pandit and a wise man.

The state not only maintained such village physicians but

provided veterinary physicians also for the treatment of animals

because animals are everything in the agricultural life of a village.

u ^ a?. ^ v,£

“ He shall protect agriculture from the molestation of

oppressive fines, free labour and taxes, herds of cattle from thieves,

tigers, poisonous creatures and cattle disease.
”

There existed a class of travelling physicians who visited

small villages and hamlets going from one place to another,

dispensing medical aid, and preaching medicine and religion as well.

This class is still existant in India. It resembles the Periodeuteis i e.

travelling physicians or ambulant physicians of ancient Greece Moreover

there were hospitals wherein the diseased, the aged and the helpless

were treated free of cost. The maternity homes for women and

children were also maintained by the state

Ifgfl r^qTTsrsjTjiT q^ncJiqT^

^ 3T. f. xvs-

“ The king shall provide the orphans, the aged, the infirm,

the afflicted and the helpless with maintenance. He shall also provide

subsistence to helpless women when they are carrying and also to the

children they give birth to
”

The state also took measures to prevent the spread of epidemics

or when necessary arranged the ' evacuation of the villages if the

epidemics were not controlled.
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tTrt|^I5!T

5^. 3T. 3.

" The king shall avoid taking possession of any country

which is liable to the inroads of enemies and wild tribes, and which

is harassed by frequent visitations of famine and pestilence. He shall

also keep away from expensive sports.
"

All the measures intended for the welfare of the public

contributed greatly to the physical progress and thereby to the mental

and moral progress of the society as well and thus helped in the

nation-building effort of the times

Just as medical aid was rendered in the right manner, so

too there v/as great vigilance shown against prevalence of quacks and

pretenders who robbed the people of their lives and money. Stern

measures were taken by the enactment of special laws forbidding

these charlatans to practise and cheat the innocent people

Medicinal plants were planted either in natural soil or in pots.

3T.

“ Such medicinal herbs as grow in marshy grounds are to

be grown not only in grounds suitable for them, but also in pots.

"

The following edict of king Asoka bears testimony to the

above statement-

itqifqciifq =^1

C. »i,55ifji =q q;55ifq ^ qci qsr lT?Tfq<5rf^ Otqrfqarf^ ^

D q% ^qi ^ ^awifqai qu>fv?ii qRqluR qg?T3^R

(b) "And wherever there were no herbs that are beneficial

to man and beneficial to cattle, everywhere they were

caused to be imported and to be planted.’’
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(c) “Wherever there were no roots and fruits, everywhere they

were caused to be imported and to be planted ’’

(d) “On the roads, wells were caused to be dug and trees were

caused to be planted for the use of cattle and men’’

In the same way those who injured the trees, useful plants

and herbs were also made liable to punishment

5Trai:?r i

»T ‘n,'jvv

“ One who uselessly cuts medicinal herbs planted in cultivated

soil or grown wildly, should, in order to absolve himself of the sin,

follow a cow and subsist on milk alone for one day,’’

There were strict rules regarding the notification of disease

which the village Vaidya was bound to report, to the head of the

village, every serious case or notifiable disease.

“ Any physician who undertakes to treat in secret a patient

suffering from ulcer or excess of unwholesome food or drink, as well

as the master of the house ( wherein such treatment is attempted )

shall be innocent only when they (the physician and the master of

the house) make a report of the same to either Gopa or Sthanika,

otherwise both of them shall be equally guilty with the sufferer
’’

Now taking the benefit of the age-old tested experience, we
in modern times, should organise medical aid, on the lines already

suggested making changes whenever and m whatever way necessary

and as suited to the needs and conditions of modern society As for

example

1 The Vaidya should be Stabilised by being given a plot of

land in the village.
“



2. Protection and plantation of medicinal herbs around the

village should receive all attention from the State.

3. Simple drugs should be prepared by the Vaidya himself

in order to ensure the efficacy, freshness and low cost of

the preparation.

4. Every village must have its hospital on a small scale

where the diseased, the aged and the helpless, might

receive careful treatment.

5 Widows and helpless women may be trained as nurses

and midwives, who can earn their living and at the same

time help the people in their illness.

6. Maternity homes should be provided for the gravida and

the children so that they have immediate medical aid with-

out any change of place and without much expense.

7. Prohibition of practice should be enforced on quacks and

pretenders, by means of heavy punishments.

CHAPTER III

URBAN MEDICAL RELIEF

India then, as now, was a land of villages. The vast bulk of

the people have always lived in the country The great changes m
rulership, the palace revolutions and foreign domination have left the

rural life of our country almost untouched. Every village has had its

extent of land for tillage and pasturage, its temple for worship, its

own priest and vaidya, its barber and dhobi all institutionalised on

a lasting basis. Everything goes on today as it has gone on through

the length of the ages.

The changes are in the town modes of life and all political

and social upheavals have their source and their end in the life of

the urban population. Every dynasty of kings took care to meet the

changing needs of the urban life and so important an aspect as health

and medical aid could not have been neglected.
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Two Types of Institutions

1. State Service.

2. Private practice

For this purpose two classes of medical practitioners came
into existence. One class belonged to the state service and rendered

medical help according to the rules and regulations of the State and

with its authority too. The other class consisted of private practitio-

ners who tried their best to help the people in a humanitarian spirit

For the institutions of state service the following references

from Kaufcilya will shed much enlightenment on the subject.

Kautilya mentions the exact site where the state dispensary

is to be established.

“To the north-west should lie shops and hospitals”.

He also states where the shrine dedicated to the Aswinls
along with that of other gods should be built

4. a?, g.

In the centre of the city, the aparatments of gods such as
Aparajita Apratihata, Jayanta, Vaijayanta, Siva, Vaisravana, Aswinas
and the abode of Goddess Madira shall be situated."

Also he mentions that a store of medicines adequate for the
requirements of many years should be secured, and old stocks should
be replenished by fresh ones.

81

Medicinal articles • shall also be stored in such quantities as
can be used for years together without feeling any want.

’
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‘^Of such collection, old things Shall be replaced by new ones

when received. ’

Id addition to the medical officers appointed by the State,

there existed a larger class of physicians who did private practice.

That the medical profession was a popular one drawing a

larger number of people to the trade is evident in as ancient a time

as that of the Ramayana wheie we find it said that all the people

of the town viz.,

i

^qTq|ts<jfle^^l ijqsEI

U. 3T. ^T.

“Grocers, jewellers, makers of rugs, keepers of hot water

baths, medical practitioners, fumigators and wine sellers, all of whom

accompained Bharata to meet Rama ’

The medical practitioners seem to have formed their own

guilds just as other merchants, artisans and craftsmen did

The medical profession must have been a lucrative one in

those days so much so that it induced a lot of ambitious persons to

parade as physicians and exploit the people. As we shall see the

quacks abounded in every place and were known for their

presumptuous manner and speech

Three kinds of practitioners were existant at that period as

depicted by Caraka

gfj'g gfq o^oii

saq^5Ji^ig:qr i

'5 , ^ 13
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"Three kinds of medical practitioners are found in the world, firstly,

the impostors in phj'sician’s robes, secondly, the vain-glorious

pretenders, and thirdly, those endowed with the true virtue of the healer.

Those who by parading their medical paraphernalia, books,

models, smattering of medical texts and knowing looks acquire the

title of physician, are the first kind, viz, the ignoramuses and

impostors.

Those who by laying claim to association with persons of

established wealth, fame, knowledge and success, while they

themselves have none of these things, arrogate to themselves the desig-

nation of physicians, are vain-glorious pretenders
"

This shows the equipment a physician was having in his

dispensary and the art he was making use of in his practice

Vatsayana makes interesting references to the dispensaries

in the town that were the convenient trysting places for lovers

It ^ II

" In the neighbourhood of the building of a friend, caste-

fellow, high official or of a ph3'',ician and on the occasions of marriage,

sacrifice, festival, adversity and visit to the gardens etc., a woman

tried to make her appearance.
”

The equipment of the practitioner was as complete as the

needs of the times demanded Caraka ascribed great importance to the

completeness of equipment of a physician, for without it, successful

treatment is not possible to achieve.

Before a physician takes up a patient for treatment, he is

advised to keep ready all medication, apparatuses and instruments

required for the procedure of treatment as well as for the emergency

that may arise during the course of treatment

bbrt q&dlqiqf., 3qiq% °qiqq-
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‘‘ The physician who wishes to administer the procedure of

emesis or purgation to a person of kingly circumstance or a wealthy

man, must keep ready before beginning his treatment, his full

armamentarium. If the procedure proves quite successful, the

equipment will be of use in after-treatment, and if the procedure

goes wrong it will serve to help diagnosis and emergency treatment

of complications arising during the course of treatment The equip-

ment should be kept because it is not easy to obtain immediately,

even if the means to buy them be available, the stock of remedies

needed in the event of an emergency development of the disease
"

Thus we see that even in that bygone age the medical

profession was a popular one in the cities and towns and the best

minds must have striven for high achievement in the profession and

science It is therefore that one should regard Ayurveda not as a

mere dead letter come down to ns only through mute books, but is

a living and expanding art and science which dominated for thou-

sands of years, but which has suffered neglect only for a few centu-

ries recently. It is for the citizens of free India to pick up the thread

and continue to progress into newer^ realms of achievement and glory

and to place it before the world in such a form as it may be of

universal use and utility

Tr“TSar^r—

—

CHAPTER IV

THE ROYAL PHYSICIAN

It was natural that in a society patterned on the monarchical

system of government, all the arts and sciences should centre round

the person of the king and his patronage be the means and object^

of ali advancement in them. The poet, the artist, the scholar, the

astrologer, the priest, the physician and the statesman were each of

them attached to the king’s person and humored and helped him in

his pleasures and pursuits and enriched his mental and physical
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equipment while they id turn ,
received his admiration and

encouragement and not seldom lavish patronage.

Nizami-i‘Arudi» a court poet of Samarkand in his persian

book Chahar Maqala has well said that the four clashes of experts

are indispensable in a properly constituted court, to wit secretaries

of State, poet, astrologer and physician. While the poet and the

others might be dispensed with, the physician and the statesman

were indispensable for obvious reasons; that is maintaining order in

the constitution of king’s body and the constitution of the Govern-

ment respectively. Out of these two again the physician was of the

greater importance to the king as the health, the basis of all happi-

ness and activity can only be secured by the services of an able and

trustworthy physician. Moreover, the king lived in perpetual fear of

being poisoned, and his luxurious life made continual inroads on his

health He had therefore great need to entrust his everyday life to

the regulation and supervision of the physician. The two aspects of

medicine, namely the maintenance of health and long life as well as

the combating of disease, found complete application, in the superv-

ision of a king’s life by a physician

The post of Royal physician needed trustworthiness equally

with the ability and hence the system of hereditary appointment

might be prevalent as in the appointment of ministers. We find in

Harsacarita ( )-

? =q. ^ ^ IT

"Amongst those physicians, a boy physician named Rasayana,

the descendant of Punarvasu, held his hereditary office in that royal

family
”

The royal physician had 'to reside m the palace compound
and be ever vigilant as he had to supervise every detail of the king’s

daily life. In the words of Vagbhata
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“A king should make the physician reside near the royal

palace, so that he may be ever vigilant everywhere. He ^kall protect

the food and drink of the king, specially from poison. Acquisition

and preservation to which are fettered religious merit etc., are depe-

ndent on him.”

In addition to the personal attendance on the kingf.he was

responsible for the health of the queen and the prince. So he iad

free entrance to the harem.

That the physician had freedom of access even to the woman s

apartments where the virgins of the royal household lived is seen from

a verse in the Naisadhlya-carita(^i5^2I^fi:cT) where it is said that there are

only two that can enter with impunity the virgin’s apartments namely

the prime minister and the physician who possesses all the learning

of both Caraka and Susruta.

^ ^ tiling: I

^‘In the same words replied to the king, both the prime

. . , < j rc had elements

minister and the physician by whose good offices humors

might not disturb of the body of the princess. Lis-

ten.Your Majesty, I know completely by
Susruta and Cara^

that nothing except ^hle to relieve her affliction
"

He was expected to take extra care of the queen froin the

very day of the conception to see that the pregnancy period and intra-

uterine growth of the fetus progressed satisfactorily.
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.
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“When she has conceived, the king shall observe the

instruction of midwifery with regard to gestation and delivery.’’

“Now, in due season, the development of the fetus having

been eflFected by trustworthy physicians well-versed in the treatment
9> *

of infants, etc

A special physician was appointed to be in charge of the

prince’s health, who had to stay with the prince; as Caraka says*

‘‘Fully accompanied by clean and aged physician and

affectionate people.”

A special physician was appointed to superintend the kitchen;

he was expected to possess special qualification as described in Susruta.

srifn?

3igsvrJT5lS fat rsWg[5|JTSL I)

ql niTrR- u

* * e(-

’t‘ * *

“The king should appoint a physician to supervise kitchen,,

who IS of noble birth, religious-minded, affectionate, well-paid, of

hereditary line, not greedy not a rogue, devoted, grateful, of

pleasing appearance, devoid of anger, roughness, envy and deceit,

possessed of sense-control
, fortitude, cleanliness, character, compassion,

intelligence, tirelessness and love, who is a well wisher, is clever,

bold, skilful and devoid 'of lethargy He should possess the above

mentioned qualities and should have medicines always at hand ’



“There. he shouVd appoint a superintendent-who is for the most
part possessed of qualities of a physician.’’.../‘The physician was skilled

in the interpretation of internal sentiments by external gestures”

Thus he was skilled in the interpretations of gestures too.

He has to keep the dispensary as well as the emergency
requirement (first-aid) in the palace compound. As Kautilya mentions*

j

Palace dispensary-

.81 %

“ On one side in the rear of the harem, there shall be made

for the residence of women, compartments provided not only with all

kinds of medicines useful in midwifery and diseases, but also with

well-known herbs and a water reservoir."
*

In every building in the Royal court emergency medical

aid was kept

3?. H

“All these buildings shall be provided with halls, pits, water-

well, bath-room, remedies against fire and poison, with cats,

mongooses and with necessary means to worship the guardian gods,

appropriate to each.

"

When the physician had to perform any procedure of Pancakarma

or operative work he had to get his hospital fully equipped

before-hand for the treatment as well as for any emergency which is

likely to arise. The king received an aristocratic method of treatment.

Royal hospital—

I?-? (^p{qi ^T5(r ,gq: I

fqg®

^

'q. g,.
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The phygician who wighea to adminigter the procedure of

emegig or purgation to a king or a person of kingly circumstance or

a wealthy man must keep ready before beginning his treatment,

hiB full armamentarium. ’’

“ Only those who are kings or of kingly circumstance or men
of abundant wealth can be given the purgation procedure, in this

manner ’’

His time of daily visit to the king was very early in the

morning

Vaidya’s visiting time-

“And during the eighth division of the night, he shall see

his physician, chief cook and astrologer’’

The physician was given preference in interviews.

Vaidya’s interview

—

5i^^5TifiTEn?i ^ ii

31.

“ Having seated himself in the room where the sacred fire

has been kept, he shall attend to the business of physicians and

ascetics practising austerities, and that m company with his high

priest and teacher and after preliminary salutation

Besides emergencies and important demands on his fund of

wisdom, he had to be in constant vigilance regarding the purity of

the food, drink and medicine served to the king, in which task he

had to supervise both in the kitchen and at the service in the dining

hall He had first to taste the food himself and see it eaten by the

cook and servants, and then let it be served to the king.

Kautilya says

—
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qF?^q>q(5r«rr*TrctTffT ^ ?t| spi^\

<?H 53?l?s2imH' 8?. X*}

‘‘ Having taken out from the store-room of medicines that

medicine the purity of which has been proved by experiment and
having himself together with the decoctioner and the purveyor tasted

it, the physician shall hand over the medicines to the king. The game
rule shall apply to liquor and other beverages

”

He had to supervise not only his food and drink and

medicine but he had to supervise his bed-chambers too

“ Protection of the king^s bed-stead by incantations
’’

‘‘ The king s bed stead should be well protected all round by

muttering incantations for protection.
"

Thus the royal physician was expected to look after the king

in every detail of his life so as to maintain perfect health and longevity

He had to manage the luxurious methods of treatment in disease

befitting the ro5'al personage, he had to look after the queen, with

special care during pregnancy, delivery and puerperium, he was

responsible for the health of the prince and such other needs of the

king and his family Thus be was expected to be an expert in all the

branches of medical science

AH this goes to show how greatly were the medical man and

profession in demand even in ancient times and particularly by the

king who had regular establishment, dispensary, nurses and physician

of his own Such a royal physician was easily the prince ot his

profession and an acknowledged and respected leader in the realm*

It was therefore the ambition of those that took up the

study and practice of medicine to be one day the king’s physician or

honoured by the royal personage; as Susruta says
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ir^ii

“ He who studies this science which is expounded by the

self-existent Brahma and which is eternal and which is laid open

by the Lord of KasI, is, being of the merit of holy deeds, worshipped

by the kings on earth and goes to heaven after death
’’

But the selection of the Royal physician was based on such

a high standard that only the best, wisest and ablest could hope to be

chosen by the king ( says Caraka ). The Royal physician’s responsibility

was very great In Vagbhata’s words —

ii ii

5fM Er^?Ti4 ^ II 11

The attendance on a king is as dangerous as a sport with

weapons, snakes and fire. It can only be discharged by modest persons

through very great dexterity Having acquired unattainable sway and

great honour from the king, one should remain vigilant so as to

retain and enjoy them for a long time.
”

Lastly this subject cannot be complete without quoting the

verses of Vagbhata that describe the way in which the physician

should conduct himcelf before his royal master; they are very

Interesting and betokens the wisdom of those times.

q^r4 ^ i
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^ gg; [

fici ^2rj?%g)srn?rf^gsj; n

35?»t

gr ^*ri§:5i?^^qe5s;]nj d

^ifsgtsfv 5 I

Srfef^qlsfq Isqlsf^ ^l<?^lclcfri3[ II

gsl^qPq-

I

?^5^sfq sii^s§5?T5TrJjg I

frrq* ^q?jJT?^JT §752frf5?n»? II

?IMT 7751^37 ^ I

^ ?73 g^f;| g%|ci% il

§:^ff3i?f^^73irTtg I

3^^7Tl^SW37:^g *7^?74f^ ^^c57Q I)

5 g7fwl
I

37?JT7?ri|5T ff7cf77^t ^«7k%qgft^cjq; 1)

mf f| ^ |

If it is (u tile in'terest of ‘ some one else, he should see

that time and place are propitious At all times, the physicians speech
should be consistent with the ends of righteousness and the king’s
welfare He should not proflfer counsel unless solicited, for such

gratuitous advice might easily be deemed a great presmption. He
should never act in a way that is prejudicial to the king's

good, for, it would mean destroying his own support The
physician should see that what he says it palatable as well as

wholesome If he wishes to advise the king against an evil

course, he should do so in strict privacy and in words that are noble

and dignified. But even this he should do only when indifference

on his part would 'be blameworthy If such advice is met with a rebuff,

the ph3'sician should hold his peace. Conversation that is distasteful

to the king should not be persisted in. As between a man who is

learned but a poor psychologist, and a man who is unlettered but
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IS good at reading people’s minds, the former, even if he is in high

favour, will soon slip into extreme disfavour and the latter from even

exreme disfavour will rise into high favour

In is only after acquainting the king that any measures,

hoi«'ever slight, should be undertaken. As regards the treasury and

the royal harem, the physician s visits to the places should never be

uncalled for and when they take place, they should be as brief as

possible.

He should show great satisfaction even at the bestowal of

small rewards never betraying a haughty frame of mind

While at court, he should avoid confidential conversations

with any other than the king himself; he should also eschew gossip-

mongering, hostile disputation, imitating the king either in his

sartorial habits or in his pleasures and recreations. But if the king

himself has bestowed anything as a mark of favour, it should be worn

for enhancing the royal pleasure, and while careful in being attentive

before his royal master at all times, the physician should allow himself

only a smile when the occasion demands loud laughter.

When a secret relating to some one else is being narrated,

the physician should seem as though he were dumb, when a secret

concerning himself is being divulged, he should put on the quadruple

armour of deafness, fortitude, sweetness and perfect ease of manner.

He should not take excessive pains with the object of

putting himself in a too highly exalted position, for it will be found

that the joy of soaring high cannot compensate for the pain of the

fall when it comes ’’

Though closely associated with the royal person, the

physician is not to strain that intimacy in any way nor press it to

selfish advantage, for it is said that too great a liking or even dislike

for a person from the king is fraught with danger. The physician

should do nothing without having first apprised the king of it and

taking his leave He must Bhow satisfaction with whatever he receives
VI t



from the king as remuneration He should not speak lies nor back-bite
against others. He must be modest and not imitate the king in dress
or manners Where he might laugh he should only smile and thus
conduct himself with great restraint.^ This is the way by which he
may avoid coming to grief and remain happy and secure

Being such a royal physician, we may admit, demanded all

the wisdom, caution and ability that the best of men are callable of.

CHAPTER V

MILITARY SURGERY

That the general art of surgery owes its origin and develop-

ment to military surgery is popular knowledge. The Indian name

for it is Salya-Sastra meaning the extraction of the spear-

head or arrow-head.

The word Dhanvantari God of surgery, has the same

significant derivation (^g: ^0^511#, aesr 3T??f The practit-

ioners of the school of surgery are called Dhanvantarlyas
V

f || vv |)
Vy

" Here begins the province of the surgeons, as regards its

treatment; it is of such surgeons as have practical experience in the

art of aspiration, puiification and healing of abscesses.’’

Thus its military origin is evident in the very name of the

art The Aryans of ancient India were a heroic people given to the

joy of war and military conquest. Their history and mythology is

full of the echoes of battles and military victories over either the

barbarian hordes of foreigners or aboriginals or the armies of rival

tribes and neighbouring kings.

War was so common that military science had become one

important branch of university education Not only is there mention

in the Vedas about persons approaching expert Gurus to learn this

branch of knowledge, but even in later times we find Taxila having^

103 princes at a time as students in its military school.
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Under these circumstances, it is nothing strange that at

quite an early time in her history, India developed the great art of

surgery The palaces of all ancient kings were hot-beds of intrigues

and conspiracies of potential rivals to the throne. Hence the fear of

his food and drink being secretly poisoned was very great with every

king He therefore had a physician and surgeon all the time by his

side in order to give himself the fullest protectiou from poison and

disease. These duties became all the more important during war per-

iod The Susruta Samhita, the great treatise on surgery and medicine,

devotes an entire chapter to this military surgery by name Yuktasenlya

Susruta describes the duties of the military surgeon as

under*

—

ISTOT a|q^$^ II

iqf^ h § ’a. 3t.

“Here it is specified how a king should be protected by a

physician when he is accompanied by the army and when he is intent

upon vanquishing his enemies.

The enemies defile the road, the water, the shade, the food,

the corn and the fuel. The physician should find that out and purify

them.

The physician and the family priest both expert in toxicology

and thaumaturgy should always diligently protect the king from the

endogenous and exogenous diseases as well as from death
’

Thus the physician is warned to be on his guard against the

kings food, drink, path etc being poisoned by the enemies and to

purify these things from such contamination. He, along with the priest,

was to protect the person of the king from the dangers of disease,

injury, poison and evil charms.
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The author further describes where the physician’s residence

should be situated, what equipment he should have, what conditions

he has to treat and how his abode can be distinguished The organisa-

tion headed by the physician pitched its own separate tents near the

royal tent and flew a special flag overhead to distinguish it.

I)

53q5|q;5q^l|;r f^cl5F?2?Ri?rf^r 11

ig) eqsT II

g. g.. 3T.

“ In a big encampment just after the tent of the king, the

physician should be kept present, fully equipped.

The persons afflicted with poison, darts and disease approach

him there without making a mistake—him who stays there being

singled out by his flag, fame and name.

The physician who is an adept in his own art and is

conversant with other sciences, being honoured by the king and

experts, looks prominent like a flag
”

Kautilya also refers to the duties of the military surgeon that

has to treat and protect the infantry, horses and elephants from

diseases, epidemics, food, troubles etc

“ He should protect his army when it is suflering from a

disease, pestilence or famine^ when a great portion of its infantry,

cavalry and elephants is 'diseased, when it is not sufficiently strong,

or when it is in distress.
”
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He further describes how the kiug and his battling men must

be enthused and supported and given first aid treatment from behind

by surgeons equipped with instruments, apparatuses, antidotes, ointments

and cloth and by women taking proper care In the service of food

and drink

“ Physicians with surgical instruments, machines, remedial

oils and cloth in their hands, and women with prepared food and

beverage should stand behind, uttering encouraging words to fighting

men. ”

In addition to this he was expected to know the art of -

1. How to kill hunger.

2 How to increase the power of marching.

3. How to increase the power of eye sight,

4 How to disseminate various diseases in the enemy s camp.

5 How to poison air, water and trees

The detailed description of these and many other fair and

foul means used in war is given in Kautilya, The physician was also

made use of as a spy

Kautilya ascribes still more devilish duties to the doctor

than these. He was a creator of disease in the opposite army and

curer of his own army—a devilish and divine personality combined.

“ Having applied these remedies to secure the safety of

himself and his army, a king should make use of poisonous smokes

and other mixtures to vitiate water against his enemy "
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The Mahabharata, the greatest epic and war poem of the

world, is full of references to the duties, work, the skill and great-

ness of the surgeons that attended on kings and armies. It describes

in detail the various preparations to be made and precautions to be

taken during the war time Ramayana is also a rich store of

references on this subject. This is an unexplored field of research

on the subject of war-injuries, medical organisation and ethics in war.

W9T n U

9 II II

9. 3T. 5Tr.

A king when afflicted by the army of an enemy, should

store up articles, viz,, oil, fat, honey, ghee and medicines

He should specially gather all medicines, roots, and the four

kinds of healers VIZ, toxicologist, surgeon, physician and thaumaturgist

"

Ramayana references —

q;55if^ ^ i

^ siqpftgngi II II

9 5rj^5rrf57Ri§^g4 ii ii

gi Ki. f%

gr. 9 3. ^T.

'^The best among the monkeys, being fruit-eaters took with

them these divine roots and fruits and the divine medicines
"

)

"'Those monkeys having picked np all medicinal herbs, fruits

and roots, made him keep them and spoke these words.
, ^
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^‘Those mighty demons who desired a fight, sallied out all

the six of them having anointed their bodies with all the medicinal

herbs and perfumes "

Precautions in the military camp-

JT rl[?T II >sc II

=q ii v<\ n ;j. sit q.

“ No fire, except the sacrificial one> should be lighted during

the day. The fire should blaze well protected in the artificer’s cham*

her as well as the lying.in-chamber.

Having caused admittance in the house, the fire should be

lighted inside ’’

References regarding kinds of medicinal herbs specially used

for war-wounds are found m Ramayana.

Iq' =q ii ii

qi. ^T. g

“ They collected the divine medicinal herbs which may help

the revival of consciousness, the extraction of arrows, the restoration

of normal colour and the joining of bones.”

The medicinal herbs that helped extraction of arrows, and

the healing of the wound, which gave the normal coloratio j1 to the

scar and which helped the revival of consciousness are found to be

collected and stored for war purposes

There were a number of operating surgeons in the military

Jiospital with complete equipment.

^ifciESvi^ q?iT: i

qrqlqqji^g^r: 55i^» Rif^qr: ii

JJ. 31. I’xo,
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“There waited upon him the physicians who were expert in

the extraction of arrows, who were fully equipped and who were

coached up well by the skilful (teachers)/'

Treatment in the military hospital was for three kinds of

patients viz.,

Those afllicted by

—

1 Poison.

2 War injuries.

3 Ordinary diseases.

Princes and warriors were expected to possess sufficient know-

ledge of various branches related to military operation

5sir^ ?5r n u

“O subduer of enemies * proficiency in the various branches

of science must essentially be had on the battlefield and then one

should expect victory in the battle
’’

War ethics of the ancient times were of very high order

f^5srT<nl »

“Never a blow should be dealt to a man who is lifeless or

childless

The chivalry of that age certainly did not neglect to include

an organisation similar to our red-cross society, to extend surgical and

medical relief to those injured in battle irrespective of the side

to which the ailing belonged

^=a:| 3?%a; i

Rfll=5r5q xiti ^rrrci:?; II w 5ir

“That is a permanent observance that if a'(wounded) opponent

be in one’s own territory ior if becomes to. ones house, he should be
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treated; and when the wounds have fully healed up then only he

should be allowed to go.”

ff ?i-ur-ur.q-^5, ^

“If a Brahmana, desiring peace on both sides, intervenes

between the armies drawn close, then there should be no fight."

In the same way, the physician may take the place of a

Brahmana.

qqu q c4 11 qi. u g q;i. 6o, \%

“You should not kill an adversary who is not fighting, who

has hidden himself, who has his hands folded, who has come for

refuge, who is fleeing away or who is off his guard.’’

The two anecdotes, one from Ramayaha and one from

Mahabharata, given below will give the true conception of the clinical

examination, the military surgeon was doing, and how the surgeons

were called for surgical aid and the manner in which they behaved,

qw qg 11 q? 11

qq q^?qqiqdl i

R fqiq qqq r =q r ii ii

gqR R qg^ =r i

qfrqsTRal rt II

%cqr ^q rrt^rt f^5iiq^ i

^ R^qk^qr g 5^sqr?j; il ii

RIR RR^RRTq^ S^RRRR* 1

^qiq Tfl fRI RqTRlsqRRqR II q<£ II

Rl=53qiu fRR q3:q^TlR II II

“ Susena addressed this excellent speech consoling Rama
who was speaking thus i and whose sense*faculties were agitated

owing to grief
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Lakemana, the Jncreaser of good luck, Is definitely not dead;

because his face is neither disfigured nor turned dark nor lustrelesa.

His face bears a lustrous and pleasing appearance. His palms

are just like lotus-leaves and his eyes are brilliant.

O king I never can there be such an appearance of the dead.

Those mortals alone, whose life-span is long, do bear such a face

This Taksmana, the iucreaser of prosperity, is not “dead. -

Therefore O mighty hero ! don^t plunge yourself into grief. O^subdner

of enemies, he does possess life.

O powerful warrior, this condition is declared by the heart

which palpitates often and on, accompanied by respiration, while he

is lying on the ground with his limbs loosened .

"

il li

gig i

gqq gq II ll

qir i

uh qg. q;iqRr|i% feq. ii li

’Tfciq I

vni! uiiiqiar: J| ii ii

g=5f5qi q'qq ii ii

The presence of great and skilled surgeons and physicians

on the battlefield behind the lines is clear from the anecdote m the

Mahabharata, wherein we find that a great number of surgeons

skilled in operative measures and equipped with many kinds of

instruments and apparatuses poured into the tent where the wounde

genera! Bhlsma lay They offered to treat him. But the heroic BhiBma

turned to Dnryodhana. the king, and said, “Give generous an

befitting presents of money to these good surgeons and pay them ue

honor and send them away. For to me in this condition no treatmen

is welcome. The greatest boon for a Ksatriya is death on
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battlefield and I covet it. I mnst be allowed to die with

these arrows on which I lie like on a bed. With them let me be

cremated. " Listening to this heroic ntterance, all applauded and the

surgeons left him to his glorious end.

CHAPTER VI

NURSING

The quality of mercy is doubly blessed. It blesseth him that

gives and him that receives Mercy is the younger sister of sympathy

both being born of the humane spirit The objective search for the

origin of medicine lead us to Hippocrates or Atreya, but the

subjective search for the origin of medicine will always lead us to

this subtle spirit of mercy or sympathy, the fountain source of insp-

iration and the origin of the medical science. Dr. Payne, the well

known American Historian has well said, ‘The basis of medicine

is sympathy and the desire to help others and whatever is done with

this end, is called medicine.’

Caraka and Susruta, the greatest medical works of India

have in unequivocal terms ascribed the origin of medical science to

this universal spirit of mercy and love

The whole man is a conglomeration of such varied factors

as body, mind and spirit. The first is material and absolutely visible

and examinable. The second can be inferred by its actions while the

third IS yet in the field of speculation The diverse natures of these

component factors that go to make the whole man has provided cause

for contention between religions and philosophies, between sciences and

superstitions, and priests and physicians

It IS remarkable that birth of the Buddha coincided with the

height of intellectual development of India The age between

B. C 600 to 200 A D was the time when scientific medicine

was evolved and took a definite shape It was Buddha who
extended the benefits of scientific medicine to humanity at
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large motivated by the spirit of' compassion. The spirit of Buddha
was, later on, taken up by Christ Buddhism and Cbriatiaoity

are the two principal religions which turned the prosaic scientific

knowledge into one of practical utility and universal welfare by

infusing in it the divine quality of compassion.

The ball which was set rolling by Buddha gathered! immenge

momentum in course of time. Though there are scattered references

to the art of nursing in ancient literature, no definitely systematic

practice of nursing is described before the period of Caraka ’ and

Susruta By the time of Caraka, nursing had already become an

acknowledged part of great importance in treatment.

Ayurveda gives nursing a significant place by making it one

of the four legs on which therapeusis stands.

'' The physician, the drugs, the attendant and the patient

constitute the four basic factors of treatment. Possessed of required

qualities, they lead to the earliest cure of disease*

Thus a nurse was considered as important as the Vaidya, the

medicine and the patient

An orphan yearns for a mother and a child seeks solace

and comfort in the gentle company of his mother A patient is very

much like an orphan or a child and who else but a woman, who is

ordained by nature for motherly functions and whose heart pulsates

with motherly instinct radiating tenderness, mercy and love in all

directions, can be more fitted for this profession of nursing ’ Where

would the patient be if her motherly heart did not provide the necessary

warmth, love, solace, and tenderness ? It is these qualities of her

heart that makes a female nurse far more useful than a male nurse.

It would be much more apt to replace the word ‘sister’ applied to

nurses in modern times by the far more significant word ‘mother .

The spirit of service combined with the training in the art

of nursing makes the' woman the proper instrument for the
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administration of cure to tlie ailing patient. Caraka describes the

qualities needed in a nurse tJius:-

. ; .

5<ii* 0 ^
< i r f

“Knowledge of nursing, skill, aflfection for the master (patient)

and cleanliness—these four are the tetrad of desiderata in the

attending person.”
«

The period of Asoka’s reign which was pre-eminently

Buddhistic was the golden period of medical progress in India The
Institution of hospitals was a well-established fact in India in the 3rd

century B C when Burope could not even dream of it The trunk

roads, instead of ' being lined with ordinary trees, were lined with

trees useful for medical purposes Missionaries were sent to foreign

countries to provide spiritual and medical aid Buddhist monks were

expert surgeons It is no wonder thus that the art of nursing

attained a well-developed form during this period. The following

extract from Kasyapa Samhita (^i^qqs?^3 T), bears ample testimony to

the advanced state of nursing during that period.

“After this should be secured a body of attendants of good

behaviour, distinguished for purity and cleanliness of habits, possessed

of cleverness and skill, endowed with kindness, competent to cook

food and curries, clever in bathing or washing a patient, well

conversant in rubbing or pressing the limbs, raising a patient

or helping him to walk, well-skilled in making or cleaning beds, able

to pound drugs, always ready, patient and skilful to wait upon one

who is ailing and never unwilling to do what is commanded by the

physician
'

The qualities required in a female nurse are well enumerated

in the following extract

“ To become a good nurse, a woman must possess conside-

rable intelligence, good education, healthy physique, good manners,

an even temper, a sympathetic temperament and deft hando To
these she must add habits of observation, punctualit}', obedience,
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cleanliness, a sense of proportion and a capacity for and habit of accurate

statement. Training can only strengthen these qualities and habits. It

cannot produce them."

There is an interesting story depicting to what noble heights

the institution of nursing reached in the Buddhist period. It also

depicts clearly how the public took undue advantage of it turning

its very strength into its weakness.

Jivaka, the Physician to the Buddha

The Medical treatment of the Buddha and his order of followers

was entrusted by generous king of Magadha, Seniya Bimbisara, to

Jivaka Komarabhachcha, the Royal physician, an excellent young

doctor, who had orders to wait upon the King, his Seraglio and the

fraternity of Bhikkhus with the Buddha at its head (Mahav. viii

I, 15-16). He was a most distinguished medical authority of his times,

well versed in both medicine and surgery, and had calls from distant

places like Saketa, Benares, and UjjeDl, always to treat diseases

which baffled the skill of other medical practitioners The free prov-

ision of such expert medical aid for the order was one of the tempta-

tions to the lay public to join it. There is a story that on the

outbreak in Magadha of the five diseases of leprosy boils, dry

leprosy, consumption, and fits, the people suffering from them

approached Jivaka and said, “Pray, Doctor, cure us and all that

we possess shall be yours and we will be your slaves’'. But the

Doctor said. “I have too many duties, Sirs, and am too

occupied I have to treat the Magadha King Seniya Bimbisara

and the royal seraglio, and the fraternity of Bhikkhus with the

Buddha at their head I cannot cure you Now those people

thonghti Indeed th e precepts which these Sakyaputtiya

Samanas keep and the life they live are commodious, they have good

meals and lie down on beds protected from the wind. What if we

were to embrace the religious life among the Sakyaputtiya Samanas,

then the Bhikkhus will nurse us and Jivaka Komarabhachcha will cure

us. " Thus these persons got themselves ordained by the unsuspecting

Bhikkhus and then secured the Bhikkhus to nurse and the physician

Jivaka to treat them. The demands of the sick made the Bhikkhus
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constantly beg for food for the sick, while Jivaka, having to treat so

many sick Bhikkhns, neglected some of his duties to the king. This

stratagem worked so well that persons similarly afflicted with one or

other of those diseases began to offer themselves for monkhood, not for

the sake of the religious life but simply to exploit the order, to get

themselves nursed and cured and then to return to the world, for

the entry into the order was as easy as exit therefrom. The entire

corrupt practice was, however, one day completely exposed when
Jivaka in the course of one of his medical rounds noticed a run-away

renegade tramping the public roads and subjected him to a cross

examination which revealed the whole truth. On Jivaka reporting

the matter to the Buddha, he ruled that no person seeking the order

m sickness should be admitted (Mahay; i, 39).

Specialization

Scientific progress always leads to specialization and we find

the following classifications of nursing work.

1. General nursing

2 Surgical nursing

3. Midwife

4. Wet-nurse.

5. Masseuse.

6. Miscellaneous.

The details regarding the qualifications of nurses in each

category give a clear concept of the standard of nursing in those days

I. Qualities in General nurses

—

“ The physician, the drugs, the attendant and the patient

constitute the four basic factors of treatment".
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'•Knowledge of nursing, skill, affection for tke master
(patient) and cleanliness, these four are the tetrad of desiderata in

the attending person.
”

“Then (the following accesBones should be kept ready) the

attendants who have, character, cleanliness, good conduct, affection,

dexterity and sympathy, who are well versed in nursing who are

circumspect m all work, who are skilled in the cooking of soups and

rice, in giving baths and shampoo, in lifting or laying the patient

in bed and in administering medicines and who are not disinclined

to any kind of work”

8? f ^ q-'H°

"A nurse should be devoted to the patient, clean, clever (m

all duties) and intelligent”.

qR=qn^dq?i,—^t%qs;q;qpgi,.3n<^4, ,^q=qRf^T,

®rTS5Rfqj2;, ?q:, f^o?^qrR[^r,

11

}

srt[iqr«ri^q^«iFft i

%5iFf: ^I’qtS'q. i

"The qualifications of the nurse are an enlightened temper*

ament, good health, ability, devotion to the master, knowledge of

nursing skill, cleanliness, promptness in execution, all-round deftness,

not being given to disgust, possessing sous who are not low m nature

or in number, not wavering in- mind, given to self-restraint, having

control over the temper etc., and having forbearance’

.
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“He should be strong, upright, skilful, pleasant in speech,

trustworthy, courageous, not indocile, attached to and good at enter-

taining the patient with varied tales and wise in attendance. He
must not be bound down by technicalities He must be trained in the

preparation of medicines and he must be able to bear strain and to

respond to the moods of the patient’

2 Qualities in Surgical nurses

II §. ^ \>s,

“That attendant is a proper support among the tetrad of

supports of medicine, who is affectionate, free from disgust, strong,

engaged in the protection of the patient, prompt in the execution of

the physician’s instructions and is tireless in his duties.”

3 Qualities in a Midwife

qcrT=)r dlsilgm' RsrEgorfgi?! sfeqfuf?l31-

“The female attendants should be many, who are mothers of

many children, sympathetic, constantly affectionate, of agreeable

behaviour, resourceful, naturally kind-hearted, cheerful and tolerant

of hardships ”

ql^^q^ i

g 51T. ‘lo,

“There should be four female attendants who are of good

reputation, fully grown in age who have given birth to many /

children and whose nails have been clipped close”,

qR?ai veq-ST^ia^taTei i

3T. 53 €1?! ?ii. t, \sv

“The v;oman in labour should lie in bed surrounded by

female attendants, who have given b’rth to many children', who are

cheerful by temperament, who are not given to obstructive speech

and who are able to bear strain”.
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4. Qualities in a Wet-uurse

«f«<iff 5iF?iT grasuTdirr ^J9tfrRiTW57?^R5rif%5ftj?si»cJi(wgif?jq!

3%’73f%f«a5t
5ir, ^

“Bring a wet nurse who belongs to the same caste as the

infant’s mother, who is in her youth, submissive, free from disease,

not deficient in any limb, not given to unwholesome pursuits,;, not -

ugly, not ill-disposed, native of the country, not mean-minded, not *

given to mean acts, well-born, affectionate towards children, free from ^

any disease, whose children have not died, who is a mother of male

children, who has a large supply of milk, who is never heedless, not

given to sleeping in beds soiled with excrement, not given to low

company, skilful in attendance, clean, averse to unclean ways and

endowed with the excellence of breasts and milk

'

5^^ffgcfT ^qrfrriiKlTq^wi^^ gig;?? i

sKfqcgi g m

“Then one should requisition for the enhancement of health

and strength of the baby, a wet nurse of dark complexion, according

to the required caste, one who is medium sized, middle aged, healthy,

possessing good habits and steadiness of mind, who is free from

sensuality, who is neither too thin nor too fat, whose breast-milk is

clear, who has no pendulous lips and whose breasts are not too high

nor too low, who has no bodily defects, who is not given to any evil

addiction, who has a living child, whose lactation is abundant, who is

affectionate and not given to any censurable practice, who is born of

a good parentage and is endowed with many other good qualities A

nurse of high breasts makes the child ugly lu appearance That

possessing pendulous breasts, may sometimes, by choking the nostrils

of the baby briu^,about its death".

\

5 ' Ma^ssense '

5J>ii ^ I

n i^. -^v.
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^‘By soothing ^arm massage of the body by the well

trained hands of women, the alcoholism of the kapha type abates quickly ’

This shows that massaging was often resorted to.

6. Miscellaneous attendants

I g.. IS vs

'‘Those who are well-versed in singing, playing of musical

instruments, panegyrics, verses, stones, legends, modern history,

mythology, who are quick in understanding, who are of approved

character, who are versed in the knowledge of clime and season and

who are good members of society*’.

“ Affectionate and sympathetic friends before whom the

patient is free from shyness”

§ vs-c

“The surgical patient should lie at ease attended by
sympathetic friends and who are endearing in speech Sympathetic and

pleasant-speeched friends by their comforting words and speech

quickly alleviate the suffering of wounds ’

Thus we see that the institution of nursing was very highly

developed, and was well organised but in course of time, this

organized useful and benevolent institution fell into decay together

with other arts of this country It was on the way to oblivion

when contact with the West gave an impetus to its revival.

Looking to the needs of the teeming millions of this countrj^ an

organized effort is needed to put this benevolent avocation on to

a high footing and thereby render medical aid and at the same

time supply the means of livelihood to the helpless women and

widows of our land It is, however necessary, that instead of simply

copying western modes of behaviour and manners only, we should



develop its scientific spirit combined witb indigenous atmosphere and
quality of compassion for the ailing.

The nurses should so behave and mingle with the people,

speaking the language of the place, knowing the needs of the people,

preparing and advising the diet suited to and liked by the masses

and by becoming one with them

The institution revived on these lines will no doubt alleviate

most of the sufferings of masses and will bring sunshine and

happiness to the cheerless atmosphere of the sick-beds.—
CHAPTER VII

VETERINARY SCIENCE

The comprehensive nature of Ayurveda is evident from the

ver5/ definition of the science It is the science of life, life in its

widest sense of the term and not in its circumscribed and narrow

sense containing only the highest evolved form of life i. e human

beings, who form only an insignificant number among the host of living

creatures. The universal sense of Ayurveda has not only not neglected

the mute living creatures howsoever low they be, but it has also put

the veterinary science on a par with the science that deals with

ailments of man The birds, the animal kingdom and the vegetable

kingdom, all these are but different forms of that divine spark called

life and Ayurveda has as good and as voluminous treatises on the

vegetable kingdom
( )

or horses ) or elephants {

)

or the bovine species ( ) and even on Hawks ( ) 3-s

it has on the science of human life Besides these special treatises we

find that the general books on medicine almost always included some

portion dealing with this special branch of veterinary science In the

Caraka Samhita we find this subject referred to in chapter 11 of

Siddhisthana verses 19-26.

In Harita Samhita also we find the following references—
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%fgq?'RroiJR qf%oi[ jjfqq;ifir

• qq ptoirqgift ^qjr ii

fidcl

"I shall now describe fever, the unrivalled of diseases and

which affects all creatures such as the horses, elephants, men, beasts,

deer, buffaloes, asses, camels etc., and the forest trees as also creepers,

shrubs, mountains, serpents, birds and mice. This disease which

is difficult of cure and destroys life is called fever id this world ’

Specialization of this subject is reflected in the special terms

used to signify the condition of fever in various animals as is seen

in the table given below.

i?T5%f-q|q; ercg-i^lif'Eftr

q%-qiq;?5

Thus we learn that elementary knowledge of veterinary science

formed a part of general medical ducition The humane spirit of Ayui-

veda was not satisfied with pxoviding just a niche for veterinary

science in the vast structure of the healing lore Veterinary science

produced specialists and their treatises are, as said before, as elaborate

and scientific as those meant chiefly for human treatment The n me
of Salihotra stands supreme in this branch of Ayurveda He is des

cnbed as the Father of the veterinary science He describes the

origin of the science in the same way a<? Caraka and Susruta do,

claiming direct link with Brahma, the fountain-head of all medical

and holy lore Irrespective of its historical authenticity, it establishes

that same divine origin of and the consequent halo round the veteri-

nary science as do the treatises of Caraka and Susruta The treatise

IS known as Hayayurveda or Turangama-sastra or

the science of horses. The original Salihotra-Samhita (5T!rs’'):5qfc^ir)

consists of 12000 verses.



Wise Salihotra made this treatise on horses consisting of 12000
verses having told the horses that went to heaven to go back”.

It IS interesting to note that this number of verses viz., 12000 is

also the number of verses in Agnivesa-samhita
(
3?f?T|-5T9ff9r).

The similarity does not end v *th the number of verses. Just
as Ayurveda is divided into 8 section this science also has been
Asfeanga (^m) i e. divided into eight sections;

The treatise of Salihotra gamed currency due to its excellence
and we find that Agni Purana quotes Salihotra. Matsya and Garuda
Puranas also refer to Hayayurveda This Salihotra-samhita has been
translated into Persian, Arabic, Tibetan and Knglish, the Persian
translation dating as early as 1387 A D. The fame of this work
spread so much in the near East that m Persian and Urdu the word
Salotri stands for the horse doctor in their lexicons.

The veterinary science was not just a subj’ect for professional

practitioners. The horse was a very useful animal in the wars and
princes took pains to acquire mastery in the science and we have

several instances of scions of royal dynasties who were famous for

their learning in this field. King Nala was so well-versed in the science

of horses that he earned the name of Asvavid ( ). Nakula and

Sahadeva, the twin sons of Madri, acquired the science from Drona
Guru.

IT iTi. <’-'1 \

nffd l

The horse was not however the only animal which received

the attention of medical authors. Elephants and cows received equal

attention. We have the Palakapya Samhifca devoted solely to elephants^

It is divided into 4 sections with 152 chapters in all It comprises
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more than 10000 verses or 2C000 lines and it is almost as big as

Caraka Samhita Naturally such an elaborate treatise gives detailed

information about tbe anatomy, surgery, physiology, pathology, major

and minor diseases of and the diet and the drugs for elephants. We
read in the descriptions of the wars of the ancient times that besides

horses there were thousands of elephants on the battlefield and that

was how the whole of of Hasti-iyurveda came into being.

Govaidyaka treatment of the bovine species, is another

branch of the veterinary science and this too has received full

attention in Ayurveda Similarly, goats and sheep, donkeys and camels,

and even hawks were not neglected and we find special branches of

treatises on these subjects

For the welfare and health of these animals which were

useful to the human being in many ways, veterinary physicians were

engaged to treat the animals in their illness save the society fiom

infection and keep the animals fit. These physicians took everj'

precaution against epidemics among the cattle and tried preventive as

well as curative medicines Physicians were also kept ready on the

battlefield for treating the animals wounded in the wnr.

These physicians inspe "ed the animals which were for sale in

the market in order to prevent! he spread of infection Meat for sale in

the market was also inspected and the sale of putrid or diseased

flesh was strictly forbidden by means of severe punishment for such

offences The state not only took such measures for the health of

the people and of the animals in this way, but it imposed fines on

the physicians in charge of tbe animals if they committed a mistake

in the treatment by carelessness or by any other reason

111 treatment to animals or even to the vegetable life was

not tolerated and fines and punishment were imposed on the

miscreants Any one who sterilized animals without state permission

was severelj^ dealt with

Visnu Samhita and Parasara Samhita lay down expiatory

ceremonies and injunctions for crimes against animals Punishment

was meted out in proportion to the degree of hemousness of tbe

crime e. g. ” the blood of the killed cow was to be carefully examined
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and tested in order to ascertain whethere she was lean or diseased

when alive, as the nature of punishment varied according to

the state of the cow’s health at the time of her death. Hence the

testing v/as to be done very carefully. ” Parasara samhita 9, 50

Kvery possible measure was taken by the state and the

society for protecting their animals from thieves, carnivorous beasts,

snakes, pythons, crocodiles and infec^-ious diseases.

It was owing to the utility' coupled with the helpless cond-

ition of these dumb animals that humanitarian princes liks Asoka

organised hospitals for animals and passed orders against cruelty to

them. Our modern Pinjarapoles are but the poor and dilapidated relics

of these hospitals organised on humane principles. These Pmjarapoles

are but the reminders of the glory that was once India when India

was the torch-bearer of the world in all fields of humanitarian service

whether it be war or peace or science or art

A few instances culled from our vast veterinary science and

its ethics will suffice to show how meticulous the injunctions were.

—The superintendent of cows

ifl7l?55T; sffafi

“Superintendents of cows shall apply remedies to calves or

aged cows or cows suffering from diseases
"

—The superintendent of horses

“ When owing to defects in medicine or carelesseuess m the

treatment, the disease becomes intense, a fine or twice the cost of

the treatment shall be imposed and when owing to defects in medicine,

or owing to not administering it the result becomes quite the reverse,

a fine equal to the value of the animal shall be imposed

superintendent of Klephants

elephant doctor
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“Klephant doctors, watchmen, sweepers, cooks and others

shall receive (from the store-honse) one Prastha of cooked rice, a

handful of oil and two pales of sugar and of salt. Excepting the

doctors, others shall also receive 10 Palas of flesh.”

Animals were scrupulouslycared for while on journey

qf«} 5qif^4*T5r3T?isffl^RiT:ir i

” Elephant doctors shall administer necessary medicines to

elephants which while making a journey, happen to suffer from dise-

ase, overwork, rut or old age".

General

—

“ Once in six months sheep and other animals shall be shorn

of their wool. The same rule shall apply to herds of horses, asses

camels and hogs”

With the ancients the animals were not mere useful servants,

but they were treated in the same spirit as family members and well

looked after. The interdependence of human beings and animals as

regards mutual welfare demands of us that we should take every

possible care of animals in health and disease It behoves us to spare

no pains in establishing and organising our efficient service m order

to alleviate the ailment of animals. Our Pinjarapoles should be revived

on scientific lines Only then shall we have done our duty, only then

shall we be able to establish our claim to be called civilized and only

then shall we have put into practice our ideal of Jiva-daya i e

Compassion to all living creatures for which India has always stood

supreme
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chapter VIII

HOSPITALS AND EQUIPMENT

One of the greatest fictions of modern times is the belief

that the institution of hospital is a gift of the modern civilization.

This fiction is the result of gross ignorance of the history of ancient

Indian institutions and neglect of the study of ludo’Aryan culture'

A researcher in the history of ancient Indian institutions would, soon

after he has waded through the darkness of historical material

resulting from the depredations of foreign invaders, find that institutions

of hospitals had a very early development in India. We have ample

proofs of the existence and development of hospitals in the Puranas,

medical works, inscriptions and foreign travellers* memoirs.

In Nandi Purana we find the following reference:

(i

U9S^<JTsBi3fg?i: ii

ki f'?: i)

Good health is means of acquiring religion® merit, wealth,

pleas i^e and spiritual emancipation, and so the man who bestows

cure ou the sick as also he who endows a hospital fully equippe

with good medicaments, dressing material, learned physicians, servants

and dwelling space, gam these results The physician should be we

versed in the science, experienced, familiar with the actions o rugs,

expert m the knowledge of the colour of the roots of herb an

well acquainted with the proper season in which to cull them
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the ground, well versed ’in the qualities of the juices, ( their strength

and actions), of Sail rice, meat and medicaments, trained in compounding
medicines, expert in intelligent penetration into the secret of a mans
constitution, learned in the knowledge of body-elements, dietetics and

pathology, free from indolence, well versed in the understanding of the

premonitory symptoms and in after-treatment, proficient in the knowledge

of time and place, well read in the medical text books of Ajurveda

in all its eight divisions and an expert in Posology".

The same Purana further describes the merits accruing from

establishing a hospital in the following verses

S5:qnN>q5IT6!rqTFlTqq II

qqrfcT u

Ni55r ggi

»

3lfq %qifq qr I

qm-fqg-^qiT^Jiqr =qqfqqqi^l^qT '

^srq qifq aiqi’cqiq; qsiqirqRT B

“The pious man who erects such a hospital in which the

services of a good physician of this nature are retained, and thus

establishes charitable institution, m which the good physician

cures even a single patient of his maladies by means of medicines,

oleaginous remedies and compounds of medicinal decoctions, goes

after death to Brahma’s residence taking with him seven generations

of the ancestors. If the rich and the poor were to get treatment in

proportion to the riches they possess and can spend, where would

the poor man get a hospital and a young physician to cure his

diseases Any man that cures the sick by the use of roots or by

massage and other methods also, reaches these eternal realms

mentioned above He who cures the sick suffering from discordance of

the three Dosas or Vata, Pitta, and Kapha, by simple remedies, he too
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goes to such bleesed regions (after death) as are secured by those

who performed many religious sacrifices ‘(yajfias).

Again in the Skandapuraua we find similar references.

q: I

g^TqjE^ail^r 5aqq>w ^ (I

qsH5TJrr?f^iqF?>q q^l: I

sTqtq^i: i

goq^rHcf II

5ir?ci >

q: ^ dis'q UqqH'SS c5T|^ II

qw uq sqiqq* >3^ i

qlnli^ qiT^sfTT sqjqq^q qlfiiqiJj. ii

^Inrak qf^ircq ^ I

q scolqiiq^: II

qqi I

^SqRh’rqrqqi qi?c!l I H

gu^qi^q q^qi q^qi q? )

%ihqq!»TfqqR qq^lfq«: 11

gqfq qf^qifen i

3T(5% %qg>: qRuiq^riFissqq ii

gq ^qqqtl^q qqi’^cT: qq^ eqi I

fpgfqq^ qf?=qK^- ii

^iqrr&Rqi: u^TRif^sqsqrqgqifkq: l
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^H^qi^T^s; gqqf^qeq^q qq '<

j^sg^Cfqqrfqiq q^^qqi^ ^ '

qqqqq ^fqw ^ '•

errd^qqjq^
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“Hear, what amount of religious meiit accrues to a man who
erects a hospital equipped with all the necessary elements begining

with eminent physicians As good health is the means of attaining

religious merit, wealth, pleasure and spiritual emancipation, therefore,

does one, by giving health, gives all these four blessings.

By curing learned man of his sicknes such merit is acquired

as is eternal and indestructible. He too who cures a sick man who is

reposeful and absorbed in meditation and in the worship of Siva, attains

virtue equal to that which results from all kinds of alms-giving Brahma,

Visnu, all the minor gods, diseases, relatives and kings, all these are

obstacles to Yoga and are thus diseases, but not to the Yogi. Whatever

raeiit can be obtained by the great, by supporting the ailing

Brahmans (priest), Ksatriyas (warriors) and Vits (cultivators) and

Sudras (servants) cannot be obtained by the performances of all

tho great Yajnas (religious sacrifices) As even the gods cannoc

rcFch the end of the firmament, likewise is there no end to the merit

accruing from the gift of healing By this meiit, the man reaching

thf' realm of Siva enjoys himself by soaring in celestial cars

and attaining all his desires Along with twenty-one geuera-

tio.is of his ancestors and surrounded by his servants, he stays

in Siva’s realm until the grea' destruction at the end of the cycle

Thereafter by the residual part ot his merit, and by his devoted service

to Rudra, he acquires knowledge of truth

Benonncing this world as a result of knowledge, and dedicating

hiui'eif to the worship of Siva and casting away this body sorrows

like a straw, he reaches beyond the limits of sorrows Being freed from

aV an 1 becoming pure, all knowing and self-sufidcient and absorbed lU

his own self, he is called the liberated one Therefore for the sake of

hea\pu as well as liberation, the sick should be well nursed aud treated.

Th<r great sages given to Yoga should be especially attended to even at

th cost of one’s life and riches The wise must never cause anno3 auce

to the weak patients but should be attended to like one’s ov;n preceptor

Thta the path of virtue He v.ho knows himself to be well-circurastanccd

in 1 fe should relieve the sick by taking them under bis care, and thus

reach the other bank of this ocean of life.”
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Conetruction of or an endowment for a hospital was
considered to be an act of great merit as is evinced by the following

quotations.

3T^ ^4 ii

btIeiki i

srq'ssRr ^fqw? «

^ II

Viswamitra says here

—

“There does not exist a gift greater than the gift of health,

hence one should attempt to give health to the ailing for the

attainment of one’s own welfare One who gives to the patient

medicine, wholesome articles, meals, oil massage and consolation is

ever free from the clutches of any disease

^

Samvarta says

—

“One who gives medicine, oil and meals for the cure of the

patient is himself ever free from any disease and is happy and long-lived”.

Agastya says

—

“Those who give meals and medicine live happily and

without disease
’

All the above three references are cited by Hemadri and

they go to prove the early development of hospitals in India, at a

time when the West could not even dream of them
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The earliest medical and surgical works like Susruta abound

in references to
.

hospitals, usually known as etc.

The edict No II of Asoka shows that charitable mstHutions

were common in India during his reign. The edict runs as follows

-

“ Bverywhere in the kingdom of the king Piyadasi, beloved

of the gods, and also of the nations who live in the frontiers such as

the Cholas, the Pandyas, the realms of Satyaputra and Keralaputia, as

far as Tambapani and in the kingdom of Antiochus, king of the Greeks

and of the kings who are his neighbours, everywhere the king Piyadasi,

beloved of the gods, has provided hospitals of two sorts: hospitals for

men and hospitals for animals.

Wherever plants useful either for men or for animals were

wanting they have been imported and planted. Wherever roots and

fruits were wanting they have been Imported and planted And long

public roads have been dug for the use of animals and men.

Descriptions of Chinese travellers who toured India in the

5th and 7th centuries fully corroborate the fact of hospitals being

an established institution in India of those days

Fa hien (405- 11-A D) who was a contemporary of Chand-

ra gupta Vikramaditya describes the charitable dispensaries of

Pataljputra thus, ‘The nobles and householders of this country have

founded hospitals within the city to which the poor of all countries,

the destitute, the cripple and the diseased may repair They receive

every kind of requisite help gratuitously Physicians inspect their diseases,

and according to their cases order them food and drink and medicines,

01 decoctions, everything in fact that may contribute to their ease

Wo on cured, they depart at their convenience’, Vincent smith

remarks:- ‘ No such foundation was to be seen elsewhere in the

v;or''d at this date, and its existence anticipating the deeds of modern

Christian charity speaks well both for the character of the citizens

who endowed it and for the genius of the great Asoka whose teach-

ing bore such wholesome fruit many centuries after his decease The
earliest hospital in Europe, the Maison Dieu of Pans, is said to have

been opened in the 7th centnr}'
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Upatifeso, Son of Buddha Das, built hospitals for cripples, for

pregnaut women ’and 'fdir the blln^ and diseased. 'Dhatushera built

hospitals for cripples and sick. Buddha Das himself ordained a physi*
cian, for every ten villages on the high road, and built assylums for

the crippled, deformed and destitutes.

We learn from Huen Tsang’s account ( 610-650 A. D ) that

Siladitya IT was inclined towards Budr'hism and in "all the high ways
of the towns and villages throughou India^ he created hospitals,

provided with food and drink, and stationed there physicians with

medicines for travellers and poor persons round about, to be given

without any stint.

Speaking of the father of Bikkhu Srutavimsatikoli, Huen Tsang

says “ From his house to the snowy mountains, he had established a

succession of rest-houses from which his servants continually went

from one to the others Whatever valuable medicines were wanted they

communicated the same to each other in order, and so procured them

without loss of time, so rich was the family

In his account thei e is mention of charitable institutions called

“ Punyasalas as common in India. There were formerly in this

country ( Tsch*Kia-Takka ) many houses of chanty (
goodness or

happiness, Punyasalas
)

for keeping the poor and the unfortunate.

They provided for them medicines and food and clothing and

necessaries so that travellers were never badly off Again he says,

Benev dent kings have founded here ( Mo-ti-pil-lo or Matipura )
a

‘ house of merit ’
( Punyasala ). This foundation is 'endowed with

funds for procuring choice food and medicines, to bestow the charity

on widows and bereaved persons, on orphans and the destitute . A

similar Purjyasala or hospital was in K-ei-p-an-to (Kanuandha)

While dewcribbg Multan he says, “They have founded a house of

mercy
t.
hanpiuess ), in which they provide food and drink an

medicines for the poor and sick, affording succour and sustenance". O

Siladitya he says, ‘ Every year is assembled the Sramanas from a

countries and on the third hnd seventh days he bestowed on them

•charity four things of alms viz ,
food, drink, nledicine'^and clothing
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Ceylonese records furnish a lot of information in how the

kings took up the erection and maintenance of hospitals ac their

chief duty From Mahavamsa we gather that in 437 B. C. King
Pandukabhya constructed a residence for the Ajivakas, a hall for the

worshippers of Brahma, (another for those^ of 6iva as well as a hospital.

“ Duttha Gamani feeling his earthly journey ending (161 B C )

asked that records of his reign be read to him and among the last

words the dying king heard was, ‘ I have daily maintained at eighteen

different places, hospitals provided with suitable diet and medicines

prepared by physicians for the infirm.” (Robinson’s History of Ceylon)

We quote below a few references from the Mahavamsa part

II by Iv. C Wijesinha Mudaliyar P 57 Chapt XLIX. ( King’s name

Dappula III 827 A D.

)

“And being a man of great compassion he built a hosiptal

for the city of Pullatthi and another at Pandaviya with a fruitful

village attached thereto He built hospitals for the halt and the blind

in diverse places
”

P. 67 chapter L* King’s name Kassappi ( 929 AD).
“ He built a house for the sick on the western side of the city

and gave alms of gruel and other victuals for the destitute
”

P 86 chap lyIV Name of the king, Sena
( 955 A D.) " He

furnished all the hospitals also with medicines and beds and caused

rice to be given daily to the captives that were m prison

P 194-195 Chap.HXXIII King s name, ParakkamaBahu (1164

A D) “ And this ruler of men built further a large hall that could

contain many hundreds of sick persons and provided with all things,

that were needful as stated underneath. To every sick person he

allowed a male and a female servant that they might minister to him

by day and by night and furnish him with the physic that was nece

Bsary and with diverse kinds of foods And many store-houses also

did he build therein, filled with grain and other things, and with

all things that were needful for medicine and he also made

provision for the maintenance of wise and learned physicians who

were versed in all knowledge and skilled in searching out the nature
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of disease And he took care .to discern the different wants of the

sick, and caused the physicians to minister to them, as seemed necess

ary both ty. day and night. And it was his custom, on the four

sabbaths (Uposatha days) of every month, to cast off his king s robes

and after that he had solemnly undertaken to observe the precepts,

to purify himself and put him on a clean garment, and visit that hall

together with his ministers. And being endowed with a heart full of

kindness, he would look at the sick with an eye of pity, and being

eminent in wisdom and skilled in the art of healing, he would call

before him the physicians that were employed there and inq^nire fully

of the manner of their treatment* And if sd be that it happened

that the treatment that they had pursued was wrong the king who

was the best of teachers, would point out wherein they had erred,

and giving reasons therefor would make clear to them the course

that they should have pursued according to science Also, to some sick

persons he would give physic with' his own hands In this manner

indeed this merciful king free from diseases would himself cure the,

sick of their diverse diseases from year to year ”

In one of the temple inscriptions of the Chola period, we

find a detailed description of a hospital. Besides the several

references to hospitals in the Gupta period we get the following

reference dating 600 years after the period Veer Rajendra Deva

of the Cholas issued a commandment in 1067 A D which

is inscribed on the walls of the inner sanctuary of the temple of

Venkateshwar at Tirumakudal in the district of Chingleput . It

provided for the expenses of the festivals of the diety and toge-

ther with it a school and a hospital for the students. The hospital

is described as under. It was named Shree Veer Choleshwar Hosp-

ital coutainings 15 beds There were a physician, a surgeon, two male

and two female nurses, one servant, one gate-keeper, a washerman

and a potter. Their salaries were algo fixed One Kodani Ramash-

watham Bhattar was engaged as the physician and he was given

his remuneration in kind ( a certain amount of corn ). Next in order

the remuneration in kind was fixed for the surgeon, nurses and

others. The male nurses’ duty was to bring herbs, and firewood and

to prepare medicines. The duty of female nurses was to administer
.
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the doses, feed the patients and do the necessary cooking. The
washerman’s duty was to wash the clothes of the patients and the

potters duty was to prepare the necessary pottery for the hospital.

The quantity of oil required to light the lamps at night was also

fixed. Besides this set-up, there are instructions about special

preparations also.

A later inscription dated 1262 A. D is found on stone-pillar

of Malakapur in the Andhra country It contains references to Kakatiya

queen Rudramma and to her father Ganapati’s preceptor Vishwesh-

wara s activities This Vishweshwara was a Saivite preceptor of Gaud
Desha and the inscription informs ns that several villages to the south

of the Krishna were donated to him by Kakatiya Ganapati and

Rudramma The income accruing from these villages was divided into

three parts and Vishweshwara ear-marked one-third of it for mater-

nity home, one-third for a hospital and the remaining for a school.

It is not definitely known whether this maternity home and the

hospital were built by Vishweshwara or his predecessors but they

were linked with the local Siva temple

Now we shall quote a few verse from the earliest medical

treatises of specialized hospitals and their management

Surgical Hospitals

§. 3 -^

“One suffering from wounds should be first taken to the

surgical ward, and that ward should be built according to the rules

of the architectural science In a ward built thuswise, which is auspi-

cious, clean and protected from the sun and the wind one is free

from diseases—psychic or somatic or diseases caused b}' external fac ors".

srds^-'iT

§1^^, qRqifsqe? i
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'*The phpician desiring to perform any of tlie surgical meag-

ures should keep in readiness beforehand the following appurtenances

viz , appliances, instruments, caustic alkalies, fire, probes, horns, leeches,

sucking gourd, Jambavaustha, swabs, suturing thread, leaves, bandages,

honey, ghee, fat, milk, oil, soothing lotions, ointment, paste, fan, cold

and hot water, basin etc., and attendants who are affectionate, stead-

fast and strong”
t

gTi3ft?nf5i55: ^irqci,l3qqe=q^g: i ^ ^

“Here, therefore, we shall instruct in brief concerning several

accessories. It is thus. The expert architect should first design a good

house which is strong and is warding off the wind except on one

side, affording comfortable moving space, not surrounded by high

places, not penetrable to smoke, heat, moisture, dust and to undesi-

rable noise, contact, taste, sights and odour and is furnished with a

water-storage room, pharmacy room, latrine, bath room and kitchen’

,

“Those who are well-versed in singing, playing of musical

instruments, panegyrics, verses, stories, legends, modern history, my-

thology, who are quick in understanding, who are of approved chara-

cter, who are versed in the knowledge of clime and season and who

are good members of society".

“The fever-patient afflicted with a sensation of burning

should lie down at ease in a specially consturcted watei'cooled chamber

or an apartment cooled by frequent spraying of ice-cold water or col

sandal-water”.

»
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"Apartments with arrangement for shower bath, cold under-

ground chambers, resort to pleasant woods cooled by moist breezes,

the application of vessels inlaid with azure, pearls and precious stones

made cool by putting cold water m them’'.

§|[. I

“By the warmth of the bed and the cover and the warmth

of happiness and cheer of the interior apartments, alcoholism of the

Vata-type gets subdued effectively’’

"The rumblings of thunder alleviate the effects of intoxication

Various devices of showering water and blowing breezes, and rooms

equipped with cascades, should be devised by the physician for the

cure of burning due to alcoholism ( The body should be painted )

with perfumed cherry, cuscus grass, lodh, fragrant sticky mallow,

fragrant poon, cinnamon leaves and nut-grass"

Military Hospitals

fqq5i?^{R*uf59i: II

1^1 t-g-fj ii

g ^ 3v,

"In a big encampment just after the tent of the king,

the physician should be kept present, fully equipped.

The persons afflicted with poison, darts and disease approach
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“Thus he mav o7 u
fangs have been removed or\rtrlf'Hmen dressed as bandits or foemel J,h

elephants or bytoemen w„h weapons In their hands’’.

well *«ure°d'wlth“™;f^^
I;™

whips, he may be left

measures, the disorientated mind of tb“tne man is restored to normality"

1. "f S«: I

tfcen he should bT mrL'ToIrbf sVt’'*™
'° “anner

« a dart room free from metaX 1, T”"harm himself with these).
woodeu articles (lest he should

Obstetric Hospitals

e7r
5r?r?3^7?efi^gr^r

-tfiTF^frcf rnmamr m,

iosnid geferecTed’'!
ninth month, tbe physicianget erected a lymg..u „„„ „„ ^ bon's/sands
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t

and broken bits of earthen vessels, in a soil which is excellent with

regard to color, taste and savour, facing east or north, with the

wood of bael, false mangosteen, putramjiva, marking nut, three leaved

caper and catechu or with any other wood which the brahmans who
are knowers of the Atharvaveda recommend This should be

well-built, well-plastered and well-furnished with doors and

windows and in accordance with the principles of architecture,

there should be arrangements for a fire-place, water-storage, pounding,

lavatory, bath-room and kitchen, and it should be comfortable in

th at particular season

^ ^ qq-^, ^ ‘5r2I-^If^T9gl^uIrfft,

f^q^ar qfql q|5i* q^rr^i: qqffciwi^Ri qfaqRrj^Tsr ss'hqfEST^cq^f!-

^qi^i ^ti^r^sqlsr^itigr
, msj'ni Rgi %q^ 'siqqi 11

=q 5tJi <J,

"The following articles should be kept there ready to hand

—

ghee, honey, rock-salt, sanchal black and bid salts, embelia, costus,

deodar, ginger, long pepper, the roots of long pepper, the elephant

pepper, Indian penny wort, cardamoms, glory lily, sweet flag, piper

chaba, white-flowered lead-wort, asafetida, rape seed, garlic, clearing

nut, kana, kanika, cadamba, linseed, balvaja, birch, black gram and

maireya and sura wines Similarly, two grinding stones, two heavy

pestles, two wooden mortars, an untamed bull two gold or silver

cases for keeping sharp needles, sharp metallic instruments, two

bed-steads made of bael wood and faggots of false mangosteens and

zachum oil plants, for kindling fire The female attendants

should be numerous, being mothers of many children, sj^mpathetic,

constantly affectionate, of agreeable behaviour, resourceful, naturally

kind-hearted, cheerful and tolerant of hardships There should also be

present Brahmanas who are knowers of the Atharvaveda. Whate%er
else is thought to be necessary should be kept, also v/hatever else the

Brahmanas and old dames advise, should be carried out’’.
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=^a^sqii;A3jiisr ^^TcJi r^^r; i

15T* %?rq^? %ZI. \\ «II. sj,

“The labour ward mhst be eight cubits long and four cubits

broad and attractively built, with the entrance facing the east or the

north. The patient should be attended by four women who are

trustworthy, expert in obstetrics, well disposed, aged and who have

clipped their finger-nails close’*.

sTcfls^r-cjt ^RRinKf^Opj^^psiimm—

II

511 .

“We shall now describe the procedure with regard to the

construction of the nursery. A shilful architect should build and

furnish the nursery It should be excellent, beautiful, well-lighted,

sheltered from draught, admitting of air from only one direction,

strong, free from such pests as marauding beasts, animals, fanged

creatures, mice and moths, welhpla'nned as regards the places of

water-storage, grinding, lavatory, bath and cooking, comfortable daring

all seasons, and provided with beds, seats and spreads suited to each

season Moreover the rites connected with protecting the house from

the influence of evil spirits as also those with propitiatory, auspicious,

sacrificial and penitential oflFerings should be performed and tbe house

should be filled with clean and experienced physicians and with those

attached to the family Thus has been described the procedure with

regard to the construction of the nursery”.

Besides these we have descriptions about purgatonums or

recreating homes where the quinary purificatory procedures

viz , RRR, etc , were undergone Then there were

sudatoriums and also health-homes
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sncq>q?E?5t ^ \

^ u

r5REar^?§q-EqEr r^JT^i i

tjqRrrn^jgggi Jiire fiiJii»i u

in^T?1^iJi5Rcri?nHn3:jiT #fw^cir*i I

S[Slq?pjil^m ^rsn^^qqfgsiijx n f^. <5,

"We shall set down the procedure regarding the immure

ment therapy. In an area resided m by princes, physicians, the

twice-born communities, saintly men and men of virtuous deeds, free

from alarm, salubrions, close to a city, where the necessary appurte-

nances may be had, one should, having selected a good site, cause a

retreat to be built with its face towards either the -east or the

north. It should be of the following description—high roofed

and commodius; built in three concentric courts, furnished with

narrow ventilator; thick walled; congenial in all weathers; well

lighted; pleasing to the mind; proof against noises and other

disturbing agents, untenanted by women, equipped with all the

requisite appurteuaces, and having physicians, medicines and Brahmanas

ready at call ”.

From the descriptions given above, it becomes evident that

particular care was taken in selecting the site for hospitals, a site

which gave protection from excessive wind, irritating noise, and dust,

and uncomfortable light. Even the modern hospitals have something

to learn from this ancient institution especially with regard to preca*

ution against irritating sounds

The building too was constructed under the supervision of

expert structural engineers ( )
who were clever at the

arrangement and division of apartments )•

Although the original conception of hospital construction

was of an aristocratic type, it was modified according to needs.

A striking feature m this picture of ancient hospitals is the

seasonal consideration. Arrangements were made so as to keep the

rooms cool in summer and warm in the cold season The methous
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employed then may seem crude to the world accustomed to air-coudi*

tioning, but they were -the rudiments of Ideal construction and the

indigenous ways of achieving the desired result, astonish us. There

were special places for the voidance of urine and feces and bath-

rooms were provided. The standard of cleanliness achieved was very

high

ffT^ict ^ ^ d'lr.* 11 g. n, Y

t.

“In a ward built thuswise, whioh is auspicious, clean and

protected from the sun and the wind, one is free from diseases

—

psychic or somatic or diseases caused by external factors.

The patient should be always clean, with close clipped finger

nails, wearing white raiment and devoted to the auspicions rites of

^anti and Mangala and to honoring the gods, the Brahmanas and

elders”.

The hospitals were well equipped with various devices and

instruments. A list of some of these Yantras is given below.
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1. I'S.

(gs^H)

H.
i

8?i=^Eroi^-ftq|G3?ir?3refsr\.

5%?r qri

1'i. ’i%

V 3rif?07^-3Ti;72?sr^

3TI=SJjq-|q?gi^RqqH

3v!JT^^-3?W ^8?3¥!r

^9

ffq5[<»ni:srq»ra5i^ (qgRorq)

That the hospitals were primarily meant for the diseased

need not be reiterated, but some departments of the general hospitals

or hospitals specializing in certain branches, like purgatoriuras were

frequented by healthy persons also thrice a year to undergo the

course of purgative, revirilification and rejuvenation.

sifcT???: 3?r: i

“Therein (in the retreat constructed) being cleansed with

the purificatory measures and on having regained his happiness and

. normal strength, he should undergo the vitalization procedure. We

shall first describe the cleansing procedure
"

A few quotations will throw an interesting side-light on the

beds, its accessories, cleanliness and decorations of the rooms.

g. g.
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lifers#*- ftqgl^qiWJJPTt II

1 I"., ^

“The ward must be equipped with beds that are free from
discomfort and well spread with a cloth and with its head towards the

east, and with instruments kept ready. '*** The surgical patient feels

comfortable in his movements if the bed is well made and spread with

a cloth The gods have their dwelling in the east and hence his head

should lie towards the east as a sign of obeisance ***There he should

lie freely attended by friends who are amiable and pleasaut-spoken”.

Clothes etc.

“The patient should be always clean, with close-clipped finger

nails, wearing white raiment and devoted to the auspicious rites of

Santi and Mangala, and to honoring the gods, the Brahmanas and

the elders".

Room Decoration

sg^55i: qjqi. I g %

“The patient should stay keeping himself constantly vigilant,

surrounded by men and in a house adorned with lamps, water pots,

instruments (arms), flower garlands, loose flowers and roasted paddy

and he should engage himself in listening to attractive, auspicious

and cheering stories."

Great care was taken in prescribing the diet. Weekly regimen

containing the items of each meal was carefully prescribed.

The convalescence stage was given great importance and

the process of or rehabilitation was carefully undergone

^55 ?5iTi?qrf^a u
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Wien after being- duly purified by the procedures of emesis
etc., the patient fg in a debilitated condition, emaciated, weakened in

his digestive power, has his joints loosened, is purged of the morbid
accumulations of flatus, urine, mucus and bile, the stomach and the

Intestines have become contracted, the body has become vacuous and
accordingly unable to bear any further strain, he should be protected
by the physician from all kinds of risk, jUst as a tender egg is

protected or a vessel brimful of oil, or the kine by the cowherd armed
with staff.

The physician who is conversant with the order and sequence
of therapeutic procedures, should put the patient on a liquid diet

beginning with thin gruel and leading upto meat-juices for the

purpose of re-stimulating his gastric fire

To this end, he should prescribe the use’ first of unctuous,

acid, sweet and pleasant articles, then of articles of acid and salt

tastes, and later, of sweet and bitter tastes, and last of all articles of

astringent and pungent tastes. In this manner by the use of two

antagonistic tastes at a time, and by the alternate use of unctuous

and dry articles, the physician should restore the patient to his

normal health

When the patient is able to tolerate all the tastes, when

there is no retention of excretory matter,’ when the zest for life
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has returned, the sense-organs have regained their firmness, when
strength has returned and the mind Is fully composed, it should be

known that he is restored to normality’

.

In the last of the above-quoted verses the attainment of the

‘normal’ is defined A patient could be discharged only when he

was completely rehabilitated and attained the normal condition The
procedure of discharging a patient ‘as given in Caraka is very

interesting

‘ On finding that he has regained his vitality, complexion

and cheerfulness of mind, and after he has slept happily, digested

his food well, taken a full bath and painted the body with sandal,

has put on garlands and untorn clothes and has adorned himself

with befitting ornaments, he should be shown round to his

kinsmen after being presented to his friends. Thenceforward, he

should be left to resume his normal activities’'

From what has been cited above we find that there were

certain salient features in the institution which conferred individu-

ality on it and which may well be copied by our modern institutions

We find that Psychic therapy was offered to the patient and health

preservation was given equal Importance with disease-curing As a

matter of fact Ayurveda has always laid more stress on prevention

than cure and accordingly prophylactic and preventive hospital work

was more emphasised. Friends and other people relieved the patient

of the tedium of hospital life by lively conversation and story-telling.

Absolute cleanliness was observed and caste distinction so far as hospi-.

tal treatment was concerned was an unknown thing Any one from a

Brahmana to a Sudra was admitted without distinction or favouritism.

The hospitals were primarily run for the benefit of the poor people

who could not afford the luxury of a private ph3^siciau or the

sometimes costly treatment. The hospitals were fully equipped

“with all the known appurtenances and apparatuses and young



physicians, with a progressive spirit and selfless devotion to alleviating
the miseries of the suffering mankind were engaged.

The construction of a hospital was considered to be an act

bestowing great merit on the donor. We find that some hospitals

were so huge as to admit hundreds of patients

The standard of medical attainment required in the doctors

was very high and day and night atf''ndance was provided for the

patients

The standard of cleanliness was so high that even visitors

were required to put ou a clean garment while entering the hospital

Kings took great interest in the inspection of hospitals, and personal

talk with the patients four times a month was a matter of his routine

From Mahavamsa we gather that villages were endowed for

the maintenance and efficient running of the hospital and its staff.

The hospitals were not only the refuge of the diseased alone. Preg-

nant women, blind, invalid and aged persons also were looked after

in the hospitals

The high degree of specialization in hospital work, the special

features like refrigeration and other amenities of hospital life, the absence

of caste distinction, the greater emphasis on prevention, the scrupu-

lous and fastidious observance of cleanliness, the size of the institutions,

the quality of the personnel employed, day and night attendance, effici-

ent managemaut and maintenance, all these really astonish us and

make us think with admiration of those days when India gave the lead

to the world in all those aspects of civilization which we are often

erroneously led to ascribe to the W'est and to the modern age

CHAPTER IX

PHARMACY

Pharmacy and Pharmaceutics form a very important and

substantial part of medicine As the proverb goes, the proof of the

pudding IS in the eating and the efficacy of the medical science

depends in a large measure on the nature of the medications administe-

red The richness of the medical advancement therefore has to be judged
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largely by the richness in the variety as well as the quality of the

pharmacopia and pharmacy.
f

1 Vedic period

Veda is spoken of as having six limbs, viz , phonetics, grammar,
etymology, astrology, canons of ritual and prosody.

riqr i

Out of these, or the canons of ritual is defined as

qqlqmf ^ tr=^5r^ j. e. the order of rituals is spoken of as Kalpa

Ayurveda was considered to be on a par with the Vedas,

and as in the Vedas we get a section on Kalpa (
5?q )

in Ayurveda

too, Kalpa meaning the canons of pharmaceutics.

In Vedic period we find that single herbs are prescribed They

also prescribed minerals and animal substances, but the prescriptions

were not compound This is the pre-historic period At that time

simple prescriptions were the order of the day throughout the world.

It 18 probable that magic and black art were practised to some extent

in the Misra Desa ( Kgypt )
which is called the Syama, Syava or

the black countr}’’ It is likely that the word Syama might be the

origin of the words kimia, alchemy and chemistry. The secret pres-

cription for the preservation of mummies is an instance to prove

their advanced knowledge in chemical pharmacy We are getting more

and more enlightenment on Mohenjo-daro and from the findings that

have come to light we learn that ^ilajit (
mineral pitch ) and other

drugs have been found there even after thousands of years of obli-

vion This definitely shows that this special branch of knowedge had

developed m India also.

The art of preserving dead bodies was not unknown in

ancient India. In Ramayana, Ayodhya-kanda, we find that the corpse

of king Dasaratha was preserved in medicated oil In Visrvu Purana

we find that the corpse of Nimi was preserved by being embalmed

with fragrant oils and resins.
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In Kasl-khanda, there is the description of the corpse of a
Brahman’s mother being preserved in the following manner. The
corpse was washed and then embalmed in i e. specially

medicated balm and enveloped severally with Netra-vastra (flowered

muslin )j Bilk cotton, coloured cloth and Nepalese blanketing The
corpse was conveyed in a copper coffin from Rameswara to Kasi.

2, The golden period of Ayurveda, 600 B. C to 600 A. B.

Pharmacy had reached the scientific stage at this period, as

is evinced by the master-classics of Caraka and Susruta. They evolved

the all-comprehensive concept Caraka declares —

“There is no substance in the world which is not medicine".

They knew the uses of practically all the known substances,

as is proved by the enumeration in the following verses

Again they are classified differently in three groups—animal,

vegetable and mineral

Honey, milk, bile, fat, marrow, blood, flesh, excrement, urine,

skin, semen, bone-sinews, horns, nails, hooves, hair, down, and inspi-

ssated bile—these are the substances used in medicine from the animal

world.

Gold, ores, the fine metals, sand, lime, red and yellow arsenic,

gems, red ochre and antimony are the mineral products used in

medicine

The vegetable group is divided into four classes ( the direct

fruiters, creepers, flowery fruiters and herbs) Root, bark, pith, exudation,

stalk, juice, sprouts, alkalies, milk, fruit, flower, ash, oils, thorns, leaves,

buds, bulbs, and off-shoots are the plant products used in medicine.
’

(Caraka Sutra I, 68-72)

In addition , to these classifications, clear instructions were

given regarding the kind of country, season and clime of culling o
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herbs, selections of herbs and the meihois of storage.

Regarding country, we have deatailed descriptions in Caraka

Kalpa 1-8.

“Place or clime is of three kinds Jangala (arid) Land,

wetland and ordinary land Then follows a description of three

kinds of land.

Regarding the season and time of culling the herbs we have

in Caraka, Kalpa sthana I, 10 “Of them such drugs should be culled

as were put forth in their proper season and have attained their

fulness of growth, taste, potency and smell " etc

In this verse detailed descriptions are given as to how and

when the herbs should be culled.

Minute instructions regarding the selection of drugs are

given in Caraka Cikitsa-sthana I, (1), 38-40.

“ The best of habitats for medicinal plants is the Himalayas,

the most majestic of mountains It is the fruits grown in the Himalayas

that are therefore to be properly culled every season, rich with juice

and potency, mellowed by the sun, wind, shade and water, unnibbled

at by bird or beast, unspoiled and unmarked with cuts or diseases.

We shall now describe the modes of administration and the excellent

effects of these fruits
"

Very valuable instructions are given in Caraka Kalpa-sthana

I'll regarding storage of herbs

It says that the herbs should be stored in houses with doors

opening to the east or the north, and that the rooms should be

Windless, proof against fire, water, moisture, smoke, dust, mice and

quadruped.

In order to ascertain the action of the drugs on the

human body, the great sages evolved the five determinants viz., taste

(^^)> quality (5(11), potency (4t4), post-digestive effect and specific

action (5!qiq).



This system enabled |hem to study completely all the drags
necessary for therapeutics. These drugs were chiefly administered

through the natural channel o^the mouth and hence the arrangenent

of Rasa or tastes came into prominence, the sense of taste

playing an important part in oral administration of drugs. This

arrangement and metaphysic of taste m six categories is a speciality of

Ayurveda and it has been so arranged as to fit well arithmetically

to the Tridosa theory The properties and actions of inedible drugs

were experienced by senses other than that of taste and so a

comprehensive scheme of twenty or more kinds of properties was evolved

which could be tested by other sense-organs Some drugs acted more

powerfully than usully expected and so or potency of drug

became one of the determining factors Another pecularity of

Ayurveda is its theory that the drugs while entering the body submit

themselves to the process of digestion As a background of this

theory, the concept of Ayurveda that diet and drugs fall in the same

category is worthy of attention The Upanisads consider food also

as medicine The difference between diet and drugs is not

fundamental, taste is predominant in diet while potency is

predominant in drugs aud it is but a natural corollary

that just as diet gets digested in the system, so drug also is digested

in the system. It is on this sound fundamental theory that Ayurveda

forbids the administration of another drug before the first drug is

digested. Thus comes or post-digestive effect, the form that a

drug is turned into after being digested and its action on the body,

these form the subject matter of Last but not the least comes the

specific action (wi?) of a drug Even in this modern scientific age not to

talk of the so-called empirical age of knowledge, no scientific expla-

nation can be given for the specific properties of certain arugs,

because they are beyond the ken of the present stage of science*

When the knowledge of specific action attains perfection, there wd

be no need of research but so long as there is room for research,

we must admit that the knowledge is incomplete.

These five-fold deliberations on drugs cover the whole

field in a comprehensive way As Ayurveda has conceived e

and drug as one, the properties and the actions of the substance
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that comprise our diet have been subjected to the same process

of study and exposition as those of the drags. This is really a

speciality and pecularity of Ayurveda

The Varieties of Preparations

Caraka in the first chapter of Kalpa-sthana declares thus

regarding the varieties of preparations:

“ Taking into consideration that drugs differ with respect to

laud, season, source, flavour, taste, potency, post-digestive effect and

specification and also that men differ with respect to their body,

morbid tendency, constitution, age, vitality, gastric fire, proclivities,

homologation and stage of disease, we shall here describe six hundred

purgative preparations that are pleasant m their variety of smell,

colour, taste and touch of drugs, although the extent of the possible

preparations from these drugs is innumerable ’’ (Caraka, Kalpa 1, 1-6)

The various processes known to modern pharmacy are nearly

all represented in the aphoristic list given by Caraka.

^ 'i,

“ Preparation is the process performed to modify the natural

properties of substances. That process again is that which modifies

radically the properties of substances This modification is brought

about by dilution, application of heat, clarification, emulsification, sto-

ring, maturing, flavouring, impregnation, preservation and the mate-

rial of receptacle.
’

This shows that the art of uharmacy had reached a very high

level in those days The ten arts described by Sukracarya comprise

practically all the processes known to modern pharmacy

A full fledged culinary art could only be possible in

India, and the works on and (science of cooking) bear testi-

mony to our statement Hven today, India would perhaps stand first

in the world so far 'as the art of cooking is concerned.
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The manufacture of sugar wag a sort of monopoly In India.

When the soldiers of Alexander saw sugar for the first time, they

called it sweet chalk. Sugar began to be exported to the West in,

greater quantities after the twelfth century of the Christian era, but

even then it wag imported by those countries as a medicine and was
available in the market at a very high price.

Thirdly the use of spices native to the tropical zone is a distin

guishing feature of India Cloves, cinnamon, cardamom, ginger, saffron

etc. were more responsible for foreign invasions of India than any political

or cultural motives of invasion. Italy, Arabia. Portugal, Holland and

Bngland fought wars, devised strategies and organized plunders to

capture this trade of spices

Fourthly the sense of smell in the oriental is more sensitive

than that of the occidental and this has played no small part in the

pharmaceutics of our country. Nature as well as human characteristics

vary in different countries. The Himalayas produce more of sweet-

smelling flora while the Alps abound in flora charming only to

look at

Fifthly a Vaidya always used to be the presiding officer of

the royal kitchen.

These forces combined to evolve medicated food which was

medicine and food in one. Besides, the practice of administering some

medicine to princes and the aristocrats varying in accordance with

their tastes and pursuits of pleasure, gained favour. The abundance of

sugar resulted m devising of varied preparations of wine

India was* well conversant with the utility of salt Caraka

enumerates 15 kinds of salt, such as uWs,
and q;S5r. They

prepaied various kinds of alkalies and alkaline saltsM from

vegetable, animal and mineral products.

The preparations of medicated Ghita (i^) were common m

India in those days and even today it is a special feature of the

Indian pharmacy In addition to these special factors, the vastness
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of the country, the variety of seasons, the progressive period of

civilization, and the increase of pleasure pursuits etc, gave a great

impetus to the progress of pharmacy

The Field of Pharmacology

“ And of that material this is the test; that it is of such and

such nature, of such quality, of such efficacy, is born of such a

season, gathered in such a manner, preserved in such a way, medica-

ted thus, and m such dosage, administered in such and such a dise-

ase, to such a person, either eliminates or allays such and such a

humor. And if there be any other administered medication m similar

manner, should it also be examined/* (Caraka Vimana VlII-87)

Caraka classifies medicine into two kinds;

fg, '1-0),

‘ Now medicine is of two kinds; one kind is promotive of

vigour in the healthy, the other destructive of disease in the ailing/

Thus the drugs are of two kinds; one that goes for positive

health and the other belongs the curative group The group of

drugs for positive health are sub-ciivided into two kinds

“One is or the virilific and the other is or the

vitalizer.”

On going through the description of these two processes,

we are surprised to know how high the ifieals and the practical life

of men of those days were

While explaining the word (Rasayana), Atreya describes

the properties of a Rasayana drug

“Long life, heightened memory and intelligence, freedom

from disease, youth, excellence of lustre, complexion and of voice

optimum strength of body and senses, utterances that always get
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fulfilled, the reverence of people, body-glow, all these does a man
obtain by the use of vitalizers. The vitallzers are so called because
they help to replenish the vital 'fluids of health." (Caraka Gikitsa I, 7-8)

What a noble conception of health ( The virilifics were used
for the purpose of producing progeny of the highest calibre. Progeny
was cosidered to be the preserver of the traditions of ideals and

aspirations of men The use of virilifics was recommended solely for

this purpose Moreover, they gave positive health, immunity against

inroads of diseases and retarded aging

These two superb concepts of Ayurveda were held in such a

high esteem that these obtained recognition as two special branches

of the octopartite Ayurveda.

Atreya has classified the drugs into fifty classes according to

their properties and each class contains ten drugs (Caraka Sutra IV, 8)

and this is the simplest, easiest and most systematic classification

Among the four requisites for curing a disease, drugs occupy

a place second only to the physician

“ The physician, the drugs, the attendant and the patient

constitute the four basic factors of treatment" (Caraka Sutra IX, 3).

Caraka enumerates the necessary qualifications of a good

drug as unden-

Abundance, applicability, usability in multifarious modes

and richness of quality—these four are said to be the tetrad of

desiderata in drugs \ (Caraka Sutra. IX, %

Drug action is fully described m Caraka. For instance m
Caraka Samhita Vimana-sthana, chapter I, 16 we find concise but full

description of long pepper
( )

^‘lyOng pepper, pungent though in taste, is sweet in post-

digestion, heav3^ neither overmuch unctuous nor overmuch hot. is

deliquescent and esteemed as medicine. It is at once productive of

beneficial and baneful effects. If administered in the proper time and

measure, its action is at once beneficial* But if continued for over a



long period, it results in morbid cumulative eflfect, as due to its

heavy and deliquescent qualities it arouses Kapha It aggra-

vates Pitta on account of its hot property and is not able to allay

Vata because of its meagreness of unctuous and hot qualities.

Nevertheless it makes a good vehicle. In view of these considerations

long pepper should not be nsed in excess (Vimana 1, 16),

Similar descriptions of salts and alkali are given. We find

detailed actions and properties of various kinds of milk in Caraka

Satra-sthana chapter I, 105-113 A lengthy but apt description of

actions of wines
( ) is given in Caraka Cikitsa sthana chapter

XXIV, verses 29 to 73.

Speaking about the preparations as regards their properties

and actions, Caraka says

“ That should be known as the proper medication which

requires to be taken in small dose which is quick in action and is

curative of even an excessive degree of morbidity, which is easy to

take, which is light in digestion, palatable, pleasing, curative of the

particular disease, not harmful even if complications arise, not very

depressant and is possessed of the most agreeable smell, color and

taste." (Caraka, Siddhi sthana, VI, 15*16)

The prescriptions of drugs were arranged in such a way as

to contain the above qualities. The processes for these preparations

were explained and rules for nomenclature of these preparations also

were framed in order to bring about a certain uniformity. Rules

were also framed regarding the use of drugs containing just the

opposite properties in these preparations, if it was found mecessary

to add such a drug for the sake of taste, appearance or smell.

“It has been laid down that a compound preparation is

named after the basic drug which forms its principal active ingredient.

In the prescription of a compound where the emetic nut

etc., form the basic or principal drug, wines etc., occupy the secondary

role as constituents, vehicles or excipients They followed the

niain drug in the prescription, even as the attendants follow the king.
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Bven the antagonism of this potency does not vitally impair

the mam eflfects of the principal drugs, wliile admixture of drugs of

similar potency intensifies its action.

As laid down, the use of articles that are of antagonistic

potency to the disease is allowed for the purpose of imparting to the

medication pleasant colour, taste, touch and odour suitable to the

conditions of a disease” (Caraka Kalpa XII, 43-46)

In the modern method of writing a prescription the letter

‘R’, a symbol for ^recipe’, is always found at the beginning This

sign or symbol is called superscription. As a matter of fkct the

symbol is the symbol of the planet 'Jupiter'. Ayurveda enjoins

on the patient to chant some sacred hymn while taking the medicine.

The sacred hymn as given in Caraka, Kalpa-sthana I, 14 is as under:

^ ii

It is better to use symbols rationally than blindly. The

chanting of a hymn would seem ridiculous to us is this modern age,

but we must probe behind the apparently absurd practice and try

to find out the concept on which such a chant is based This can be

understood only if we study the other ideologies of the period.

Minuteness and singleness are the two qualities of mind

Mind cannot work at two places at a time. So one must concentrate

on the work on hand otherwise the work cannot be a success On

this reasoning the chanting of a hymn becomes helpful in transferring

the attention of the mind busy in other affairs to concentrate on the

medicinal dose Therefore Atreya says;-

it
^

‘Tf a person after cleansing his mind of its impurldes hke

passion and other inauspicious sentiments and concentrating his mi
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on the treatment, takes this dose, it brings about the most desirable

results."

The second stage or step in a prescription is the writing of

it, it consists of the basis or the chief ingredient, adjuvant and

corrigent. The nomenclature of the prescriptions is based on the

names of the chief ingredient followed by the word or “ and

others " to suggest the compounding of other ingredients, e g
In English, ‘ Co the shortened form of ‘ compound is used for

this e, g ^ Pulvis glycyrrhiza co This similarity in the nomenclature

of prescriptions both in the Bast and the West show that science

is one but ignorance can lead to manifold differences

In therapeutics, the mere knowledge of the properties and

actions of the drugs in the prescription is not the end in itself.

Therapeutics is an art or more properly it is an artistic science

Caraka says

“ The art of prescription depends upon the knowledge of

dosage and time, and on this art, in return, depends success; hence

the skilful physician stands ever superior to those possessing merely

a theoretical knowledge of drugs ”
lCaraka Sutra. II, 16)

He further adds:

“Though treating with the right prescriptions yet if the

physician be ignorant of the knowledge of place etc , he cannot achieve

success in treatment There exist many differences in the nature of men

as regards age, vitality, constitution etc (Caraka Cikitsa XXX, 320)

The preparations should be made in accordance with the doses.

We generally believe that standardization is the last word in modern

medical science, but we must not forget that accuracy in measurement is

the first step in scientific progress. ^‘Bogical reasons for everything and

accuracy“was the motto of the scientific age of India which began about

"600 B C, and it is for this very love for accuracy that the science of

logic and Sankhya came to be written. In an age when

even the sequence of words in a sentence was stiictly regulated and

the words could not be used without a definite purpose, the laxity in
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accuracy of measurement is unthinkable Let alone the accuracy and
exact measure of medicinal doses, even food was to be taken in

measured quantities. While narrating the principle of hygiene, the

first chapter on the subject begins with “ ipng:'' i. e ‘'you shall

eat food in measured quantities ” The word ??i^i is derived from

i. e. “ by which it is measured, while the Bnghsh word

‘dose’ is derived from to give. The English word simply gives

"

while the Sanskrit word “ measures ’ This proves that accuracy in

measuring is emphasized more in the Ayurvedic term.

A few quotations pertaining to this accuracy of measuremeiitB

from various Ayurvedic treatises will not be out of place here.

‘‘ You shall eat food in measured quantities.*’

qr5rT>j55n i u. 'io'i

“ All treatment depends on dosage".

ST ??r%fr \ sit. r. i

“ There can be no compounding of drags without taking

into view their measure of dosage
”

?TT5rT5IlTTir U “eT C 1°

" The dosage of medicines is dependent upon individual

patient",

EU?q sJTifk afsnssqls^qT ugiqsq, I

^'cq?q n

" An under-dose of medication cannot cure the disease just

as a small quantity of water cannot quench a great fire, and medicine

given in over-dose will prove harmful just as excessive^ watering

harms the crops So, after carefully considering the security of the
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disease and the strength of the medication, the physician should

administer it, neither in too large a dose nor in too small a dose.
’

^qt ii 5

“ The dosage of drugs given in the section is with reference

to moderate-bowelled persons and of average age and strength This

should be regarded as the standard for pharmaceutical purposes and

larger or smaller doses have to be prepared keeping that standard in

view”.

Tq ^

"
( . should be administered) after a full investigation of

the morbid humors, the medications, cllme and season, homologation

of the patient, his digestive power, psychic conditions, age and

vitality
”

The or after-potion concept of A.yurveda is in accord

with the theory of humors The dose of medicine was to be followed

by some after-potion prescribed as a corrective to the medication

in accordance with the constitutional tendency of the patient or the

humoral imbalance of the disease-condition.

Toxicology is one of the chief branches of Ayurveda. We
need not reiterate that the knowledge of toxicology in India was

far superior to that of other countries When Alexander invaded India

( 323 B C ), he had ordered that whenever any treatment for poison-

ing was necessary, only an Indian physician should be called Tnis is

but one proof of the superiority of toxicology in India f%q5-'TT or

poison girls are no fable They were reared to be used against

enemies It was the practical application of the theory of immnmzatiou
in the bod3^ by gradual and constant administration of poison India

abounded in poisonous animals and vegetation Slings were always

under constant vigilance against poisoning, and so a physician was

always in attendance to protect the king against 'food poisoning etc.
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During wars, poisoning was resorted to for killing individuals as well

as for mass murders. The knowledge of snake poison was also

profound. The snakes were, and still are, plenty in India and hence

the knowledge about snakes and toxicology came to be special branches

of study The classification, recognition, description etc, of serpents

is astonishing. Snake poison was used as a medicine also Xtreya has

prescribed it for the incurable condition of Tridosa Udara, mostly a

malignant growth.

The science of toxicology was the result of varied experi-

ments The poisonous drug or poisoned food was tasted by the senses,

fire, by mixing them with water and other substances, and also by

administering it to beasts and birds. We find that about 25 beasts and

birds were thus made use of in such experiments

The list of terms describing actions of drugs surprises us

even today We find more than 500 terms used in this connection

Atreya, while fully recognising the physical, pharmaceutical

and physiological incompatibilities, goes further and describes the

following 18 points which should be considered in deciding the

incompatibility or otherwise of a drug.

‘^That substance is unwholesome which is incompatible from

the point of view' of country, season, gastric fire, measure, homologations,

Vata and other body humours, preparation, potency, bowel tendency*

state of the patient, rules of eating, things to be avoided or observe ,

cookery combination, palatability, richness of quality and rules o

eating." Food as well as medicine should not be incompatible wit

eighteen points

Channels 0^ Administration

A general principle is laid down that medicine should be

administered by the channels through whicli it can reach the seat of
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disease at the earliest. In the world of today the channels of

administering a drug have increased, but they all fall within the

above comprehensive precept.

“In the disease of stomach, the medicine administered by

the mouth, in diseases of the head nasal medications, and in diseases

ajSFecting the colon the medications given by the rectum, act most

readily. In local diseases arising in the various regions of the body

and m acute spreading affections and pimples and similar lesions,

local applications suitable to the part afBlicted, will prove specially

efficacious.” (Caraka Cikitsa XXX, 294-295)

Time for administering drugs

The time for the administration of drugs should be fixed accor-

ding to morbidity, constitution and age or season. Ayurveda gives the

following times, ten in number, for administering medicine.

aT«’iR On empty stomach

. . .Pre-prandial

.. . Post-prandial

.. . In-between the meal

.... In the middle of the meal

...... Mixed with the meal

Given in the beginning and at the end of the meal

9151 • Repeatedly

With each morsel of food

nigugi ..... In-between morsels

This is followed by detailed exposition as to why the
medicines are to be taken at particular periods

The brief survey of ‘ pharmacy ’ as it was in theory and
practice in ancient India would suffice to give an idea of the
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development of the science in its multiple aspects, some of which
have not been excelled by modern science The rich heritage left to

us needs but proper research so that we can proudly hold it

before the scientific world and declare it as one of our richest

contributions to science.

CHAPTER X
FEES, PRESENTS AND REMUNERATION TO MEDICAL M EN

Although the ideal purpose of this noble art of healing was

the philanthropic service to humanity, it was many a time practised

for the sake of livelihood also. Caraka lays down

—

g i sirfSifif

,
'3Ti?]?2T^ \

“This science is to be studied by the Brahmanas, the

Ksatriyas and the Vaisyas. By the Brahmanas with a view to

benefiting all creatures, by the Ksatriyas as subserving their role of

protectors and by the Vaisyas as a means of livelihood, and in

general, by all, with the object ot attaining virtue, wealth and

pleasure.”

Similarly Susruta says-

g ^ 3T s n
“This science of life is permanent and yielding merit, heaven,

fame, longevity and livelihood. ’

Although people practised medicine for livelihood, yet no mere

commercial spirit was allowed to prevail in this noble art. In this

connection Caraka says that -

“Those who for the sake of a living, make merchandise

of medicine, bargain for a dust-heap, letting go a heap of gold."
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Even to the practitioner who never wished to have any

remuneration, this noble art was never fruitless

i

f^f%c9r ll

^'Practice of medicine is never fruitless, it sometimes gives

money, sometimes religious merit, sometimes renown, or sometimes

the opportunity for study.’’

That the art of medicine was practised for livelihood even

in very olden times, can be seen from the following hymn of the

Bigveda

“
I am a poet, my father is a physician and my mothei

pounds corn. Thus we follow different vocations with a desire for

wealth like kme ”

Then there was a golden period when all the Dwijas—Brahma-
nas, Ksatriyas and Vaisyas, practised this art with different motives

As long as mercy was the dominant ideal of civilization, the mission-

ary spirit guided the profession Princes and ministers renounced their

worldly power, wealth and position to serve humanity. A numbei of

intellectuals devoted their whole lives to this humane work without

any
. expectation of remuneration Not only that but they travelled to

foreign lands to relieve ailing humanity, and thus laid the founaation

of missionary medical work Such references of missionary Sadhus and

Sanyasins are found from various books and in countries far beyond
the limits of political India—in Ceylon, Siam, Burma, China, Bokhara,

Persia, Arabia etc Thus generally the Brahmanas practised this art with

higher motives. Ksatriyas learnt and practised this art for the sake

of self-protection just befitting their natural disposition and through-

out the ancient era of onr national life full of great battles, they evolved

military surgery out of necessity and scientific curiosity. As time went
on there was a great need for more and more physicians and the

Vaisyas naturally came forward, thus fulfilling the double purpose of

compassion and livelihood As practitioners of the ancient art of
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healing, the physicians have been holding a very high position in the
eye of society.

The above-mentioned facts go to show that the medical art

was practised neither solely for money nor was always free of cost.

The charging or otherwise of the fees depended upon the circani-

stances of the physician and the patient The physician-patient relations

engendered a dominant spirit of love and service on the part of the

physician and the spirit of appreciation and liberality on the part

of the patient. This is proved by the following injunction of Ayurveda

requiring evey practitioner of medicine to give his treatment free as

also his medicines free in the following circumstance .

grg i

§ ’.‘J

“ The physician should treat with his own medicines and

like one’s own relations the following persons The Brahmana, the

preceptor, the poor, the friend, the recluse, the sage and the helpless,

whoever of them that approaches him for treatment. This tends to

good consequence.
”

Still the princes and princely persons and every man of

means never failed to adequately appreciate the medical services. The

problem of monetary remuneration varied according to the value

attached to money in various civilizations of differeuc periods and

places

We read m the story of Jivaka that he received fees amoun-

ting to 16000 coins and presents from a patient which represents

a sum far in excess of the fees received by the modern doctors.

The man who received such a big fee from a wealthy man, treated

other people without expecting any remuneration Although the

physician was expected not to bargain for his fees, it was made

incumbent on the patients to discharge their obligation towards the

physician.

it %
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“ Whoever, having been treated by a phygician, doeg not

recompense him, whether or not there be a previous understanding

for remuneration, that man is beyond redemption.*'

Caraka puts the position in strong terms that the fees may

or may not have been fixed, but the patient must pay the due, as

otherwise, he cannot absolve himself from the obligation of the

physician

From the story of Jivaka we can gather that sometimes the

physician treated a case with a contract to get the fees only if

the case was cured Also there are instances where the fee is settled

beforehand as well as when the fee is not settled at all.

If a quarrel arose in the matter of fee, the question was

according to Kautilya referred to a committee of experts for final

decision
«

fl 5:51^1; 5HIT l ST.

“ That is the fee to be paid which is determined by the

experts’’.

Although the physician had his high ideal and noble code

of morality, the society was never ungrateful and the men of means

nevei failed to venerate the Vaidya by giving him remuneration m
cash or kind. People like Bhisma honored the physicians wUo were

called in to treat and gave them much wealth although their services

were not actually accepted The State maintained physicians, some

as court physicians, some as village phy«icians, some as veterinary

physicians, some as military physicians and some as travelling physi-

cians They were either paid m cash or were given a plot of land

and allotted daily rations.

As the physician behaved so generously, society was not

blind to the obligations of these incarnations of Aswins,

“What need, then, -is there to say, that physicians can never
be honoured too much by mere mortals who are subject to death >

"
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There wag an unwritten tradition that after a victory on the
battlefield, after recovery from a long or serious illness and after

happy delivery, everyone whether a king or a commoner, expressed
his thankfulness to the physicians by giving them presents and rewards.

^ I

In short, according to Caraka, this science of Ayurveda was

promulgated for acquiring religions merit as well as for the sake of

wealth, and with spiritual release as its final goal

'chapter XI ^

,

THE VAlDVAS

It may be asserted with a fair degree of certainty that the

institution of the Vaidya, the physician, is as eternal as medicine itself.

It is not confined to a civilised state of society alone. Even when'

man was in the most primitive stages of his development, there must

have been one or the other of his species that came to the rescue

of his mate or offspring or members of the tribe or clan m an hour

of pain and travail His remedies might have acquired any shape

.

from that of consoling sounds to herbs and incantations or coarse

methods of medical and surgical manipulations

In India where history begins with the appearance on the

scene of the Indo-Aryau clans, the institution of the physician is

found to be well recognised and established ever since the days of

the Egveda. The Aswlns loom large in the Rgveda as the physicians

of the gods and the divine institution may safely be taken to reflect

its counler-part m mundane society, the mundane physicians in a

contest which denotes that the profession had not yet become here-

ditary but was open to any one to pursue (Eg 9-112-2)

The bard I am. My dad is a leech, mummy lays corn upon

the stones. Striving for wealth with varied plans .we follow our desires

like kine/’
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We find again in the following verse the specific reference

to the physician, the Bhisak, who is credited with the learning and

the possession of disease remedies. Bg. 10 97-6

f^sf ?T ^=^21% B ^ II

‘‘He who hath store of herbs at hand, like kings and a crowd

of men, physician Is that sages name, fiend -slayer, chaser of disease

Bven in that early age of civilised society, medicine had

already become a complex science and art and presupposed certain

degree of knowledge and intelligence that was possible for the highest

stratum of society Thus it was the Brahmana, the natural teacher

and priest of the society that was also the physician. The sages held

the Soma herb supreme among the plant kingdom and its juice opened

their vision to immortal truth. The verse in the Bgveda sings thus

( 10-97-22
)

*' With Soma as their sovereign Lord

The plants hold colloquy and say,

O, King, we save from death the man
Whose cure a Brahmin undertakes".

The Atharvaveda is necessarily the source of the Ayurveda,

for in it we find the preoccupation with the remedies for diseases,

evil spirits and other ailments of man There the physician is still

the magic man priest and therapeutist rolled into one But the various

branches of medical aid have attained their distinctive ramifications.

There is treatment by herbs, by organic body-juices, by incantations

and we have surgical extractions and the countering of poisons

Again here is a phj'sician assuring his patient that he will

procure all the remedies that mortal physicians are aquainted with.

f¥rq% far

stqi va,
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Already in the Vedic age, four different branches or techniques

of treatment were well defined.

The Atharvani, the AnglrasI, the DaivT and the Manusi
are the four kinds corresponding to magical charms, body-juices or

organo-therapy, the divine or psycho-therapy and lastly the human or

drug therapy.

cJi H 'n-x-ie

In the post-vedic period which is the golden age of Ayurveda,

the position of the Vaidya was at the height of its glory In the Caraka

Samhita we have a complete picture of the physician, his equipment

^ of learning and therapeutic accessories, his dress and manners, his

standard of ethics and his general position in society as guide and

leader

.

Dress

Like his modern counterpart, the ancient physician of India

was conspicuous by his clean and well-washed clothes, his short-clipped

hair and nails and his general demeanor of smartness and geniality.

Susruta describes him thus:

“ The medical graduate should enter into the medical

profession resorting to the close clipping of his hair and nails, clean-

liness, white raiment, holding of an umbrella and handstick, wearing

c«i of the shoes, and avoidance of gaudy clothes, and imbued with a

spirit of helpfulness, brotherhood and sincerity towards all creatures .

St Sutra 10 3.

It is noteworthy that even in England for many centuries,

the physician held a gold-tipped cane in his hand while visiting his

patients.

Manners And Ethics

The physician was expected to be a paragon of gentlemanly

qualities. He should not be given to braggartism. Even though posse-

ssed of learning and skill in his science, he should, not be loud m

proclaiming it to the world, Caraka lays down
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^ c, 'ix

“Even thougli possessed of knowledge one should not boast

and speak of it over much. For though a man be virtuous otherwise,

boastfulness makes him hateful to people

His general attitude must be genial, gentle, modest and

sincere. He was to harbour no ill will against any one and should

look upon the destitute, the poor and the helpless as his own

kith and km and be ready to offer help to such

His attitude to women was particularly aloof and detached.

When he entered a patient’s house he was to keep his head bent and

not be curious about the things and persons about him His mind

must be devoted to the welfare of the patient alone If he had to enter

to treat a woman, he should never go unaccompanied, and he should

neither laugh nor smile nor exchange irrelevant words with her No gifts

offered by her in the absence of the husband are to be accepted. Eveu

if he discovers her attachment to him and her amorous overtures, he

should not respond Neither should he divulge them to others

The Kasyapa samhita is emphatic on the subject It also

describes the attitude he should have towards another physician that

may happen to be interested in the patient.

^^1^, H =qifqR{'=l ^ ^ g? qi, ^

^ =51 » qjT. u fq ^

^jRf, girgr i 3^ 3^.

^ \ Sim =«r i

, 3T4 ^ #5rfmt¥ «

Sir. d.

“ In the household of the patients, he should never engage

himself in joke with women, even with female servants He should

not utter their names wit&out prefixing terms of reverence, he should

always speak giving the place of honor. He should not try to have
any transaction with or great attachment to them. He should accept



notliing from , tlie . woman without the knowledge of her husband.
He should never

^

enter without informing beforehand. He should
neither talk nor sit with a woman in privacy. He should never look
at her when she is uncovered or should' not laugh at her. He should
be indifferent towards her if she shows her love but should n6ver
bring it to light.

If any other physician comes in, he should forgive

him and should win him over friendly conversations If he

finds fault with him again and again, he should be challenged to

debate and should be overpowered, from the very beginning, by the

authority of other texts He should uofc be given an opportunity to

speak If he begins to speak, one should bawl out ‘It is not so ’ Oae
should ridicule him and should catch hold of his faulty words and

should involve him into difficulties. One should not treat him roughly

losing control but should overpower him only by words of seeming

praise’’

Vagbhata sums up admirably the picture of a true Vaidya,

his attitude and equipment in the following verses

Iq-jfiJiT ^ qfe: n

5rr?ril^ g ii

3?

“He who visits the patient only on invitation, well dressed

and having perceived the good omens, who having entered reposes

his mind on nothing else than the patient, who examines the pat'ent

and his malady in the light of the etiological factors, who never

divulges any shameful features of the patients life and who knows

the proper time and stage of tieatment and uses it, he indeed is the

true physician that achieves success in his treatment”

Professional Ethics

The medical profession was pursued as a means of living

originally by the third class of i^ryan society i e the Vaisyas. The
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Brahmana and the Ksatriya learnt the science, the former for researches

m the higher spheres of the knowledge and for the relief of

humanity purely as a mission of compassion, the latter for the

advancement of the science and for the protection of oneself and his

dependants from disease

Yet all the four castes were entitled to study the science of

Ayurveda for general enlightenment in the matter of purity, health,

happiness and longevity

II e fl ‘Jo

All may learn the science for the sake of a righteous and

pure life.
”

Though the professional Vaidya was making a living out

of his profession and often fixed up the fees due to him in

any particular undertaking, he yet had a code of ethics to

observe. He treated the poor and the destitute, the maimed and the

travellers and mendicants free of charge Even in cases where there

was no previous agreement as regards the fee, it was obligatory on
the part of the patient to pay up his fees and discharge his

debt to the physician There was a widespread sentiment which
obtains even today that among the debts that are particularly sinful

if not paid, the physician’s debt is one—
• -

The iQeal, a part from the exigencies of the physician's profession

as regards fees, was always to keep m view the principle of compassion
and service for the fellow-men and Caraka lays down the ideal m unri-

valled grandeur in the following verses.

f ^ f'qfeuiqoqflsBqJi I

h «Tfg?#sqi^ 11
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The Vaidya besides these accomplishments was required

also to be a good polemic If he were to meet and be interrogated

by a fellow of the profession on any point of theory and practice,

he must be able to meet him in discussion and if the opponent persists

in carping at him, he should deal with him severely and subdue him

by reproaches and repulses in satirical terms.

8?^ ^ %jnTgia q^q^g;, i

*Ei a >

The Vaidya was enjoined to seek the aid of other members^

his class in diagnosis of different cases and in the determining 1

prescriptions and their pharmaceutical preparation He must n|

quarrel with the fellows of his profession. A general spirit J
geniality and kindliness and a supreme ambition to advance f

welfare of the people were demanded of him. Y

Kasyapa says: /

^ I 3qi5=q5|g: i

q?3fg ?!& II ^ II
. ^

«T. a fq

Lastly we observe that the one great preoccupation of the

ancient physician was to find out whether a particular case that came

to him was curable or incurable A whole science of the signs and

symptoms that prognosticated the favourable and the unfavourable

trend of disease was laid out in order to enable physician to avoid

the path to infamy and reproach by handling cases that were incurable

by any measure. Many factors must -have been behind such a drea
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of incurable cases. The fear of unpopularity and consequent fall in

patronage was evidently one factor But even more persuasive was

perhaps the dread of state punishment or penalty if a physiciaa was

found to have been responsible for the death of a patient. A wise

physician sometimes undertook treatment of even incurable cases

only after declaring it to be such before the relatives of the patients

and tried severe methods and measures with the permission of the

relation and the state officials, in order to leave no stone unturned

in saving the patient s life, while absolving himself of the responsi-

bility of his failure

On this subject of prognostics, there is a striking resemblance

in the spirit behind the growth of the science between the works of

Indian writers like Caraka and the Greek author of Medicine,

Hippocrates.

Hippocrates says thus in the book of Prognostics:

‘'It appears to me a most excellent thing for the physician

to cultivate Prognosis, for by foreseeing and foretelling in the presence

of the sick, the present, the past, and the future, and explaining the

omissions which patients have been guilty of, he will be the more
readily believed to be acquainted with the circumstances of the sick;

so that men will have confidence to entrust themselves to such a

physician And he will manage the care best who has foreseen what
is to happen from the present state of matters For it is impossible

tb~iliake all the sick well; this, indeed, would have been better than

to be able to foretell what is going to happen, but since men die,

some even before calling the physician, from the violence of the disease,

and some die immediately after calling him, having lived, perhaps

only one day or a little longer, and before the physician could bring

hi8 art to counteract the disease; it therefore becomes necessary to

know the nature of such affections, how far they are above the powers
of the constitution, and, moreover, if there be anything divine in the

diseases, and to learn a foreknowledge of this also. Thus a man will

ke the more esteemed to be a good physician, for he will be the

better able to treat those aright who can be saved, from having long

anticipated everything, and by seeing and announcing beforehand
those who will live and those who will die, he will thus escape ceusure."
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“In as mucli as this -work is entitled the Boot of Prognostics;
so it turns on the prescience that is to say, the fore-know
ledge of the physician, 'which Hippocrates recommends to physi-
cians for three reasons: first, for the confidence of mankind, which
it will conciliate to the physician; then because it will free the practi-

tioner from all blame, if he has announced beforehand the fatal result

of diseases; and further, as being a very great instrument m effecting

the cure.

But he who would wish to know properly beforehand those

who will recover from a disease, and those who will die, and those

in whom the disease will persevere for many days, and those in whom
it will last for a few, should be able to comprehend and estimate the

doctrine of all the signs, and weigh m his mind and compare together

their strength The Hippocratic foreknowledge rests not only on the

observation of the signs, but also on the understanding of them

First, to attract the confidence of oue^s patients;

free the physician from blame by enabling him to announce

the issue of the disorder about which be is consulted, and

give him a decided advantage in conducting the treatment

ring him for remarkable changes in the diseases before th

And, in like manner, I may be allowed to remark the

ship who shows himself prepared for all changes of the

naturally attract the confidence of those entrusted to bis

whatever may be the result, he will be freed from blame if his ship

should be damaged in a storm which he had previously predicted;

and surely his knowledge of impending commotions in the sea and sky,

will be of advantage to him by enabling him to make preparations

for them”.

One can see from the Section of Prognostics (Indriya sthana,

Caraka) that dreams and sights and sounds, the complexion and voice

and many other such traits show variations long before the attack of

disease And some of these symptoms appearing after the onset of

disease prognosticate sure death or recovery. Theie is a great' elraent

of mystical lore m it. But there is much that may be verifiable by

observation and experiment and that is a great aid to the physAcian
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wBo uudertakeB the treatment Adam, a recent writer, writing upon

the subject makes the following observation:

"Looking then to the importance of general Prognostics, I have

often wondered why this branch of Semeiology is no longer cultivated,

bv the profession Did not the ancient physicians follow the best

pocgible plan when they first described the general phenomena of

diseased action and then applied them to particular cases ? Surely

they did right in first taking a comprehensive view of the whole

subject described before attempting to examine the difierent parts

of It in detail. This, in fact, constitutes the great superiority of the

ancient savants over the modern, that the former possessed a much

greater talent for apprehending general truths than the latter, who

confine their attention to particular facts, and too much neglect the

observation of general appearances. I trust no one will be offended if

"'T'ventnre to pronounce regarding the present condition of our

nrofessional literature, that
(
to borrow an illustration from tbe logic

Kant) It 18 altogether Cyclopic that is to say, it wants the eye of

^^®'iilosophy, for, although we have learned to examine particular

issioiects with greater accuracy than our forefathers did, the sphere of

<^ily b mental vision, so to speak; is more confined than theirs, and
that mjot embrace the same enlarged views of general subjects. Surely

'sicianu, we might gain a useful lesson by endeavouring to combine

0 hapir more comprehensive views with our own more accurate and

ifi^inute observation’’

CHAPTER XII

THE VAIDYA AND SOCIETY

It is a truism to state that the degree of honor accorded to the

learned professions represents the degree of the refinement of the

civilization of a people. Among the learned professions, that of the

healer, the medical man stands supreme, being vital to the health,

happiness and survival of the race. From the earliest history of man

the healer has donned the robes variously of the priest, prophet aad

physician, as befitted the spirit and degree of refinement of the age.
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In the early dawn of human hiatory when the eye of man beheld
spirits, gods and demons who were credited with making treeS) waters
and rocks and hills their habitation and with powers for good or bad
to exercise over man, religion and medicine were scarcely distingui-

shable from each other Every , ill-humor of the body or the mind
was attributed to the evil mflneuce of some invisible spirit, and exor-

cism or propitiatory rite was all the therapeusis demanded. The
priest, naturally, was the right dispenser of healing and healing

formed an integral part of the ritual of religious worship

In the Rgveda, the earliest available records of civilized

human life, the knowle ige of healing, as a science comprising both

religious and lay forms of therapeusis, had reached a high degree

of progress. Besides the healer and the healing science were already

developed as an institution and the healer, the Bhisak or the physi-

cian was held in high honor among the gods as well as among men

The hierarchical order of the gods in the tradition of a race ''

sents the hierarchical order among its men. Already ^pa\ients, secon^
of human history the gods had their priests and t^jjounce befo^s'i^

cians. The Aswins were twins and expert in medicft^^^ and th^g l

They healed and mended the injuries to the gods in tKment by^t n

conflict with the demons There grew up in human societXo tba^rit

terparts of the divine healers and the sect called Atharvan^ majce f

after Atharvana, the seer and founder of the Atharvaveda, w^.jja| ]

lar as healers and exorcists in the Vedic and post-Vedic times

The Aswins though originally minor gods were later raised

to the high status of the other gods and regarded worthy of being

offered oblation in sacrifices by virtue of their proven powers in the

healing art

n

f%f%rf5rg- ii

i
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'T -e AswIhb, -who are the physicians of the gods are celeb-

rated as the resuBcitators of sacrifice, for it is they that reunited the

severed head of sacrifice It is these two, again, that successfully

treated Pusan when his teeth had become loosened, Bhaga when

he had lost his eyesight and Indra when his arm had become stiffened.

These two, moreover, cured Soma the Moon-god of consumption and

restored him to his happiness when he bad fallen from his state of

good health. When Cyavana, the son of Bhrgu, had become decrepit

with loss of voice and body lustre, as the result of old age, but

‘"‘^jkered still for sense pleasures, it is the Aswin-pair that made

^voung again On account of these and many other miracles of

’ona, ‘
, **686 two, the greatest of physicians came to be regarded

t) It 18 by great personages such as Indra and others"

^^r4he Caraka Samhita recites their wonderful feats and even

^ 3?ginvantari known as the God of medicine, the Aswin

the real gods and originators of the Science of Medicine

honor accorded to i bem in the Vedas and the number of

pmposed and sang in their honor are indications of the

^^^,f^^tn8 accorded in Vedic society to their mortal counterparts

The period succeeding the Vedic one, retained its respect

for the healer though by then already, impostor# known by the name

of Kuvaidya# or Kuhakas from which the modern term “Quack"

is derived had made their appearance in society and were increasing

in their number The Caraka Samhita which belongs to that period

between the Vedas and the Smiti and Mahabharata devotes a lot

of attention to drawing the distinction between the real physician and

the pretentious quack. It accords the greatest homage to the real

one known as the briuger of life (sioiifha^) and condemns in elaborate

manner the destroyers of life whose ways aud manners
are fully described m impressive words in a whole chapter ( C.

Stftra.-' XXIX). -
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That reflects the true conditions obtaining by then in

society. By then, the profession of the healer must have become

attractive, lucrative and enviable one of social distinction Caraka

offers sincere and respectful obeisance to the true physician, the

bnnger of life. Having' described the two kinds of medical

practitioners—the true and the false, Caraka concludes thus*

g?iesrfe?):i^i55qT^i5ffr!igf5s^ci' i

f^§:i55: tflaJiiw.* n

fSi^??cir r^ii ^jurrii ^

“Those who, putting on the garbs of the physician, thus

their patients just as the bird-catchers in the forest (gull) |'Vsconi^a,

by camouflaging themselves in nets, such persons, outcastes I |jefor-rs\

science of healing, both theoretical and practical, of time)^ th^^Jg 1

measure, are to be shunned, for they are the messengers i bySt nl

on earth The discriminating patient should avoid these UE^^irit r

laureates, who put on the airs of physicians for the sake of agice

they are like serpents that have gorged on air But salutakj

constantly proffered to those others who are learned in the scleiK^

skilful, pure, expert in performance, practised of hand and self-

controlled”

The stress laid on the avoidance of the cases which showed

symptoms of incurability indicates the dread of failure in treatments

that the medical min entertained in that age. I/Oss of reputation,

loss of monetary emoluments and worse results such as perhaps the

censure and punishment by the State where death was recognised

to be due to wrong methods of treatment, must have loomed large

m the minds of medical practitioners This gave rise to an elaborate

science of diagnosis and investigation in the light of the patients

dreams and premonitory symptoms and of the casual circumstances

attending upon, surroundings of the patient, the messenger he sends
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to fetch the physician and such other conditions like omens on the

physician’s path. This is elaborately described in the whole section

devoted to it known as "prognostics’. Throughout as well as

at the outset of the treatise Caraka insists on avoiding the under-

taking of cases showing symptoms of incurability. Such cases are

known as "Pratyakhyeya’ those that deserve to be refused. Not that

incurable cases were refused treatment absolutely, on the other hand

we find the physician declaring the patient before his relatives to be

incurable and with the permission of the state and his relations, heroic

measures were resorted to, to alleviate the disease.

He mentions that declaring certain cases to be such yet

the physician may undertake to treat them with view to alleviate

the evil, so as perhaps to assuage the pain or prolong the life as

long as possible.

Mm ii

II II

itrR^ i

II 'i'5^ It

ii ivsvs ii

"‘The patient suffering from cough born of consumption with

all the symptoms of consumption fully developed and who is debilit-

ated should be considered incurable but if the cough is of recent

origin and the patient is strong the treatment should be undertaken
despite declaring it to be of the incurable type”.#‘i'*‘"When the abdo-

minal disease due to the g athering of fluid has gone beyond the stage of

treatment or if the humoral tri-discordance has not got subdued, the
physician should summon the patient’s kinsmen, well-wishers, wives.

Brahmins, state authorities, the caste and elders and speak to them
about the precarious condition of the patient If not treated, the

patient s death is certain. But if treated by poison therap}^ he may have

a chance to survive Having spoken thus and being permitted by the

patient’s well-wishers to proceed, (he must administer poison .. .•••)”
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There is nothing more reasonable perhaps that even the

modern counterpart of the old time Vaidya can do under such

circumstances.

The Smriti And The Classical periods

Having witnessed the priest-prophet beginnings of the medical

man and his later evolution in the post-vedic or samhita period into a

fully established lay healer akin to the one of the modern times, we

find a deterioration in his status consequent presumably upon a dete-

rioration of his high ethical and intellectual standards set up m the

hayday of Ayurveda. Particularly this applies to the art of surgery

which dwindled into a handcraft unworthy of man of learning and

of intellectual equipment It is reasonable to conclude that medicine

began to advance and gradually encroached upon the field that was

formerly held by surgery so much so that most cases formerly rega-

rded as amenable to surgical measures were claimed by the physician

in his peculiar domain. There must have been a tendency to make
as much of surgery as possible superfluous aud the remaining inevi-

table measures of incision and excision of wounds and such other

minor traumatic conditions, relegated to the simple craftsman such as

the barber. Bven in Burope until the eighteenth century, the barber

surgeon was the nrevailing institution. Bven in the achievements of

the modern medicine, this tendency is apparent More and more

diseases such as syphilis and gonorrhea, surgical tuberculosis, and

diphtheria have been taken out of the domain of surgery by the

inventions of the sulpha group of drugs, radiology and other methods

of therapeusis

We find proof of this kind of transition where the Cikitsaka,

the therapeutist, because of his handling impurities like the pus, flesh

and blood was regarded as unworthy of attendance at religious

sacrifices and ceremonial dinners.

Mphu lays down:

n. sj. V.
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*’ Those who earn their living by therapeutic service or

from church property or meat dealing or by trade should be

avoided in all religious as well as in obsequial ceremonies.
**

f^r JTSq II

JT. 3?.

Again he says: “The food given by a therapeutist is just like

pus, that by a harlot is like semen, that by a usurer is like fecal

matter and that by a wine dealer is like refuse
”

^3^ H JT. a? (^)

“ The food offered by a therapeutist, an ungrateful person, a

sculptor, a usnrer, a eunach and by a harlot should not be accepted’'.

It IB evident that the medical profession during this period

had fallen from its pristine glory and nobility The reasons

are obvious. The learning and the practical clinical training

disappeared and it became a mere trade and craft descen-

ding from parent to offspring as was the case with other trades

like smithy, carpentry and agriculture In such circumstances, the

love of knowledge, research and high ethical principles-

could scarcely be expected to prevail The Bhisak so exalted in the

Caraka and other samhitas becomes a mere Cikitsaka, a therapeutist.

The tenets of non-infliction of pain (siR^ri), must have discouraged ’

surgical measures, dissection and other means involving the handling

of flesh, blood and other unseemly things They must hive ultimately

depended on a few time -honored herbal and mineral recipes inciden-

tally opening up a field of research in metals The great buddhist

Nagarjuna was a veteran in the field of mercury preparations aud an

alchemist But Ayurveda, as a science of life, with its vast list of

animal products in its materia-medica and dialectics must have disap-

peared The tenets of Vedic religion became more and more dogmatic

and the observances of external purity and piety gained ascendancy

over the liberalism of thought and spirit that obtained previously.

As a sign of the ^general deterioration of thought and observance, the
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handling of bodily impurities of blood and flesh incidental to the

practice of surgery was regarded as disreputable. The high purpose

of surgical therapeusis was lost sight of and only the unseemliness

of the method kept in view This surely signifies a general decay in

the cultural and scientific life of the race when mere forms were

remembered and worshipped. The noble purpose of philosophy and

science was clouded by the clamorous adoration of the external

forms of religion and the catch-phrases of science substituted for its

spirit and meaning For, in no otherwise, can we understand the fall

and neglect of such a branch of knowledge as Ayurveda, which men
of the previous age had held to be supreme even above the other

Vedas

This must have led Caraka whom we have placed somewhere

in the second century B C, when the Vedic religion and culture was

reasserting itself to have rescued the disappearing science from

oblivion and compiled his immortal samhita to reinstate the great

science of medicine in the national life That is why in the classical

period of India that is for the centuries from the second or first

century B C despite the injunction of the Smrtis, Vaidya reasserted

his position of social importance in India The references to the place

of the Vaidya in the structure of the village and the towns, and the

growing recognition of the significance of the medical science prove

his reinstatement before Indian life was once again plunged into

confusion and consequent dislocation by foreign invaders or

conquerors namely the mohammedans.

The following few refeiences culled from classical writers bear

testimony to the above conclusion

sing fiNgi 1

q^ iisii

"All other arts and sciences are only for amusement. There

is nothing worthwhile to be gained from them But the sciences of

healing, astrology and thaumaturgy are corroborated at every step."
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• fl I55q5l«I

niDigatoTiflJI 11^1

“O ye deluded philosophers ! why do you still persist obstina-

tely in the quest for unity ^ O ye, angular logicians * why do you

still go about investigating with your noses in the dust ^ O ye

theologians' why do you afflict the heart with scriptural recitations

which pierce the ears like needles ? Leave these varieties and seek

refuge in medicine, the one perfect science for the sake of giving

happiness to all life.”

It was a popular maxim that a physician was a necessary

element in any complete civic unit.

q fi:qe it

"In a country where there is no man of wealth, no Brahmana
well versed in the Vedas, no king no river and fifthly no physician,

one should not live even for a day”.

Here below is the Caraka’s ideal of a physician

—

q fJl eqfq^?-

Wa: ^qNq|qq§ri qf^qf^Mia % |f2?T siorfjjiqfwqn ^IqioiT;

* They are well-born, of wide learning, of wide practical

experience, skilful, pure, practised of hand, self controlled, fully

equipped with all the appurtenances (of healing), in full possession

of their faculties, conversant with the normal course of nature, able

to take prompt and appropriate decisions these are to be known aS

the saviours of life and destroyers of diseases”.

The highest honor that a medical man aspired to was to
become the king s physician. The qualifications needed for such title

were many and difficult Caraka lays down the qualifications thus:

fR n firqviR: u
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"The man who is aqu&inted with 'the characteristics of all

diseases, versed in all therapeniic measures and conversant with the

true properties of all drugs,' is worthy of being made the custodian

of the king’s life. He who possesses the fourfold knowledge of etiol-

ogy? symptomatology, therapeutics and prophylaxis of diseases is the

best of physicians and deserves to be honoured by the king. (He is

fit for being the royal physician)’’.

There can be no doubt that a true and learned physician must

have earned" the respect and patronage of society in all the ages past

as he does at present and will continue to do for all time He
is the natural friend and guide of society and even the state has to

consult him in conditions of grave dangers to racial survival arising

from serious disease and lack of social hygienic and sanitary sense

.

He is the expert on health and his example and precept are valuable

education to the society Medicine may be practised as a trade till

some new social revolution takes place when all medical aid becomes

an organ of the state, but a spirit of humanity and broad sympathy

with the ailing fellowraan will ennoble and endear even the practitioner

who makes more than a living from his profession But the stupendous

fortunes to the making of which medicine is now an easy means

must come to an end It takes the soul out of the most humane of

profess ons and makes it almost a censurable avocation. Under ealig*

htened conditions of social life, the healer is bound to reclaim his

leadership as in the primitive society He was then the priest and

magic man, later on the prophet and the miracle worker of health,

the inspiritor of the individual as well as of society, a guide and

leader into the higher realms of physical and psychic soundness and

Integrity He guides and helps humanity across the rough seas of

disease and decrepitude into the heaven of health and long life Let us

repeat the noble lines from Vagbhata in praise of the supreme healer.

‘‘ Obeisance to that incomparable physician who destroyed

the entire brood of psycho-somatic diseases such as passion and

the like that perpetually afflict all embodied creatures and that give

rise to the urge of desire, delusion and depression.
’
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CHAPTER XIII

STATE AND MEDICINE

As the food, water and clothes make the primary necessity

of every individual so also the healthful living occupies a very

important place. Now in as much as public health depends upon

every individual, it is no less dependent on the state also ^Therefore

it IS, that medical aid forms an essential part in the administration

of the State

For tbe preservation of health, the State has first to look

after the sanitation of the country by laying down rules as to where

the rubbish of garbage should be thrown, where and how the gutters

and the drainage system should work, where and how the quality of

food and drink as well as that of vegetables should be preserved and

how the infections should be avoided. Kautilya suggests the following

line in this behalf

“There are eight kinds of providential visitations They are

fire, fioods, pestilential diseases, famine, rats, tigers, serpents and
demons From these shall the king protect his kingdom

‘‘Whoever throws dirt in the street shall be punished with a
fine of one’eighth of a Pana; whoever causes mire or water to collect

in the street shall be fined one-fourth of a Pana. Whoever commits
the above offences in the king’s road shall be punished with double the

^ above fines Whoever excretes feces in places of pilgrimage, reservoir of

water, V<!Bples and royal buildings shall be punished with fines rising

from one ^ana and upwards in the order of offences.’*
1
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"From eacli house a water course of sufficient slope at a

distance of 3 Padas or li A‘ratnis 'from the neighbouring site shall be

so constructed that water shall either -flow from it in a continuous

line or fall from it ( into the drain
)

Violation of this rule shall be

punished with a fine of 54 Panas.’’

^

>

?f03 I i

r'jiisIrI# sT'^jqi sr?r5iqoil ^g-

1

“If a pit, steps, water-course, ladder, dung-hill or any other

parts of a house offer or cause annoyance to outsiders, or in any

way obstruct the enjoyment of others or cause water to collect

and thereby injure the wall of neighbouring house, the owner

shall be punished with a fine of 12 Panas. If the annoyance is

voidance of feces and urine, the fine shall be double the above.

The water course or gutter shall offer free passage for water, other-

wise the fine shall be 12 Panas."

fws’fcifeqRqql’ qr i

“ When a person sells rotten flesh, he shall either have his

two legs and one hand cut off or pay a fine of 900 Panas."

" Such remedial measures as will be treated of hereafter,

shall be taken against pestilences Physicians with their medicines,

and ascetics and prophets with their auspicious and purificatory cere-

monials shall also overcome pestilences. The same remedial measures

shall be taken against epidemics "

“ With regard to cattle diseases, not only the ceremonv of

waving lights in cow-shede shall be half done but also thj^

of family gods be carried out."

These being the preventive precautions and me'

state has secondly, to pay attention to the curative measi

!
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this purpose, the state has to establish and maintain hospitals, provide

physicians—civil, militarys and veterinary, and surgeons, and algo nurses

and midwives The health of animals was as important to the state

as that of the people and for that purpose, every effort was made to

render medical aid to them also. There were hospitals for the aged,

the poor and the helpless, the children and the animals, and mater-

nity hospitals for the pregnant women

%qtT5r«raT sf^r5»?ir«5 i ^ 3?.

“ The Hug shall provide the orphans, the aged, the infirm,

the afdicted and the helpless with maintenance. He shall also provide

subsistence to helpless women when they are carrying and also to the

children they give birth to
’’

The state took great pains in growing, preserving and disp-

ensing medicinal herbs, and severe punishments were inflicted on

those who injured or showed cruelty to plants or to animals

‘‘For causing pain with sticks etc , to minor quadrupeds, one or

two Pan as shall be levied; and for causing bleeding to the same, the

fine shall be doubled. ’

qs qoi:
|

« 'hq-

“For cutting off the tender sprouts of fruit trees, flower

'^^ees or shady trees in the parks near a city, a fine of 6 Panas
hall be imposed, for cutting off the minor branches of the same tree,

^2 Panas; and for cutting off the big branches, 24 Panas shall be

'ued Cutting off the trunks of the same, shall be punished with

water, teicement, and felling the same shall be punished with

from one Jt amercement

^ver every protection was offered to men and animals

‘^•cj^rnivorous animals and serpents.
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^|s!S2Tr55fqqjri1[. Tg^sriq;ii ej.

“He shall protect agriculture from the molestation of oppre-

ssive fines, free labour, and taxes, herds of cattle from thieves, tigers,

poisonous creatures and cattle disease."

The state enacted laws for the sale of drugs, spirit and liquor,

and for the post-mortem examinations and for the sexual contacts

Kautllya mentions that:

“On special occasions, people shall be allowed to manufacture

white liquor. Arista used in diseases and other kinds of liquor.’’

1 C)C>*

crf«r gr ii

“In death due to poison, the undigested portion of meal

may be examined in milk Or the same extracted from the belly and

thrown on fire may, if it makes ‘cita-cita’ sound and assumes the

rainbow colour, be declared as poisoned. ,Or when the belly remains

unburnt, although the rest of tkj^ body is reduced to

ashes, the dead man’s servants may ‘be examined as to any

violent and cruel treatments they may have received at the hands

of the dead."

‘ When in her own house, prostitute deprives her paramour

of his enjoyment, she shall be fined eight times the amount of the^

fees, unless the paramour happens to be unassociable on account of

disease and personal defects "

•

^4€tisiTJf =^797 27«uf^f(5 I worship

w«7J?t q5=sqf 51,§ gr sii^r^Tfg^qia. i =^7^7*7:^

^ i asures, the

“If many or all of them (wives) are at the
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menses, he shall lie with that woman among them after

the menstrual bath whom he married earlier or who has a

living son. In case of his concealing the fact of her being

in menses or neglecting to lie with any of them after her menses,

he shall pay a fine of 96 Panas. Of women who either have son* or

are pious, or barren or bring forth only a dead child or are beyond

the age of menstruation, none shall be associated with against her

liking. If a man has no inclination, he may not lie with his wife

who is either afflicted with leprosy or is a lunatic. But if a woman

is desirous of having sons, she may lie with men suffering from such

disease .

"

The state levied tax on herbs and drugs, and prescribed

punishments for abortion, poisoning, rape and sexual crimes.

" Those that trade in cotton threads, clothes, copper, brass,

bronze, sandal, medicines and liquor shall pay 40 Karas’’.

No man shall have sexual intercourse with any woman
against her will,

’’

When a senseless man has sexual intercourse with beasts
he shall be fined 12 Panas, when he commits the same act with
idols of goddesses he shall be fined twice as much ”

Even the kings honored the medical profession and
according to circumstances they gave presents to the physicians and
nurses, and rewarded them in cash and kind, after long and serious
^fflnesg, after victory in a battle and after a happy delivery.

the first ami.^®
physician and his profession were highly regarded

the middlemo.^*^
lagged in helping them and thus contributed

iplift and to the elightened condition of the state laws by

Mored^ available in its true sense,

against poison,
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CHAPTER XIV

QUACKS

At all timee there have been quacks in every profession. But

the most dangerous of them is the quack in the medical profession,

as into his hands is entrusted the responsibility for life or ior death

The Society of the times depicted in Caraka, had a wholesome dread

of the medical quack and these quacks must have been quite numerous

considering elaborate manner Caraka describes them in, referring to

their pretentious manners, speech and equipment Setting out the

difference between the good and learned physician and the ignorant

quack, Caraka declares that in the hands of the former, diseases melt

away like the “fairy city" while in the hands of the quack hundreds

of lives are lost

At the time of Caiaka, the conditions of society seem to

have been very favourable for the existence and flourishing of quacks

They seem to have gone about decked in the conventional garments

of physicians and to have displayed lavishly all the appurtenances of

the medical profession Caraka refers to these quacks in varied

circumstances, and the following extracts indicate the vehemence

with which Caraka thought it neceseary to condemn the quack and

warn society against his attentions and mischief

E:

“Therefore the intelligent man, who desires health and long

life, should not take any medicine prescribed by a physician who is a

stranger to the art of application.”

“One may survive the fall of a thunderbolt on one's head,

but one cannot expect to escape the fatal effects of medicine presc-

ribed by an ignorant physician.”*
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^ ^ I *

^1SCJII[T33T: H

!i g ??giar ^?r 5(^wr*iatg: i^ >®

^ %• 'i» n'l-'i^^

“It is better for tbe person who has put on the garb of the

physician to quaff the venom of the cobra or to swallow heated iron

balls than to extort food, drink or money from a man who is

afflicted with disease and has sought his aid.

gf^ q 1^51*1?'?^ r^rq^riq^F i

^ % 'iv

“If the other three factors being given, serious diseases,

demanding attention and treatment, are sometimes seen to vanish like

a city of illusion and at other times to get aggravated, the cause is

to be found in the physician who is wise in the first instance and
Ignorant in the second instance "

r«gF^BT aqfagT k

qirq=gu>^qr \

II

ivn

“It is better for the quack to offer himself up in the fire

than enforce his treatment on the patient* I/ike a blind man groping

about with his hands in fearful uncertainty, or like a (rudderless)

canoe left to the mercy of the winds, the ignorant physician proceeds

in his work full of uncertainty and fear
“

^€=50^11 gnrqvig'ww i

^ ^ I'S

_ ( I

“ Kmboldened by meeting with providential success in his

treatment of a patient destined to survive (both the disease and his
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ministrations) the pretentious quack hastens to death a hundred others

whose tenure of life is not so definite'*.

f^5Erfqcii I

"Regarding the three kinds of physicians, three kinds of

medical practitioners are found in the world; firstly, the impostors in

physician’s robes; secondly, the vain-glorious pretenders; and thirdly,

those endowed with the true virtue of the healer/’

^ 'll,

" Those who by parading their medical paraphernalia, books,

models, smattering of medical tenets and knowing looks acquire the

title of physician, are the first kind, viz , the ignoramuses and

impostors ’’

Those who by laying claim to association with persons of

established wealth, fame knowledge and success, while they themselves

have none of these things, arrogate to themselves the designation of

physicians, are the vain-glorious pretenders”.

‘‘ Those who putting on the garbs of physicians, thus gull

their patients, just as the bird-catch^ ^in the forest (gull) the birds

1^'' camouflaging themselves in nets, such persons, outcastes from the

science of healing, both theoretical
^
andS^practical, of time and of

measure, are to be shunned, for they are* the messengers of death

on earth."
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Having warned against inviting their services, Caraka goes

to describe the ignorance and hollowness of these pretenders and of

how they avoid the presence and contact of the really learned

physician, lest they be found out

The quacks of medicine as those of all other professions,

possess only the externals of the profession, and try to impress the

ignorant by a smattering of the professional clap-trap of maxims and

platitudes. They never have access to the sources of the science, nor

practice in the application of remedies They learn to mouth a few

seemingly wise slogans and catch-phrases and make a show of skill

that they do not possess They make up their lack of wisdom by

braggadocia and bluster The following extracts from Caraka on

these aspects of the quack are illuminating.

‘‘The discriminating patient should avoid these unlettered

laureates, who put on the airs of physicians for the sake of a living,

they are like serpents that have gorged on air
’

\SY

“The men of little learning, the weaklings, are put into a
•flutter by the very 8ound« of the medical scriptures, like a bevy of

quails at the mere sound of the bowstring
”

‘IS* q^r
i

=5r

“ Sometimes an animal (which is not a wolf) taking advan-
tage of the weakness of others of its kind, plays the wolf, meeting/
however with a real wolf, the creature reverts to its true nature ’
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“In the same manner an ignoramus given to blatant displays,

establishes himself as an exponent in the midst of others who are

equally ignorant; meeting, however, with a true exponent, he is non-

plussed
”

^ I ?I«TI M
1 j

w. vs\9

“ The ignoramus possessed of little learning (but full of

pretention s) is like a pole cat hidden in its own bristles, what can

such a one, comparable to a low-born idiot, say in a debate ?
’’

a

“The physician should not engage in dispute with godly

men, though they be of little learning, with a view to discomfit

them; but one should not scruple to demolish by means of the eight-

membered questionnaire, the others, who pose as experts

sfR ,
sfFl'ii §g53T- ||

\o, vs?.

“ The pretentious and obstreperous wiseacres are generally

given to much and loose talk. The godly are generally fair-spoken

and are circumspect and of few words.

'

It is interesting to note that the term applied' to such a

charlatan and ignorant cheat in Sanskrit is a Kuvaidya or Kuhaka;

the latter meaning a cunning or sinful man. The Knglish term of

^quack’ having the same or similar connotation suggests its evolution

from the original ‘Kuhaka’. i The English

synonyms like pretender, charlatan etc, are reflected In this definition

of the quack.

It is easy to infer the circumstances that gave rise to the

abundance of quacks. The medical profession was among the profess-

ions held in great esteem in society. As we have already seen, the
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guide and friend of the people. His emolumeuts in the profession

were evidently considerable and aroused the envy of ambitious indivi-

duals who aspired for such a status but had not the equipment for

It. Such naturally turned into quacks and acquiring the external

accomplishments of manner, speech and professional catch phrases,

imposed on the ignorant and gullible and made their fortunes* Such

indeed are the quacks in every age, and the attention devoted by

Caraka to them and their methods, and the passion with which he

condemns their evil, are evidences of the prevalence in undesirable

numbers of the members of this deceitful tribe

It is interesting to read Caraka describing the cunning tactics
r

of the quack in snaring patients into his net, but, how he disappears at

a critical stage of the patient

^ '^Tricking themselves out in the height of medical fashion,

they walk the streets with a view to picking up practice. Immediately

I
On hearing that somebody is ill, they swoop down on him from all

quarters, and in his hearing speak loudly of their medical attainments

If a doctor Is already in attendance on him. they make repeated

mention of his failings. They try to ingratiate themselves with the

friends of the patient by suave manners, knowing whispers and offic-

iousness. They make it known that they accept little ( by way of

remuneration). On being entrusted with a case they look out on all

sides repeatedly, trying to cloak their ignorance

Finding themselves unable to check the course of 'the disease,

they give it out that it is the patient himself who is wanting in the

necessary appurtenances, in attendants and in self-control When they
realise that the patient is at death s door, they make themselves scarce

and seek another neighbourhood In the presence of uncultured people
they brag about their adroitness in the most unadroit manner and
like the ignoramuses that they are, they run down the learning

of the savants But if they sight a company of the learned,

they slink away from a distance, like a roadster at the sight

of a dark wood. If by auy chance they happen to have conned a stray

maxim, they constantly quote it in season and out of season. They can
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brook neither being questioned nor questioning others They dread

questions as ii they were the devil. People such as these, reck not

for either teacher, disciple, co-student or disputant". (Caraka Satra 29, 9

)

We may conclude this study of the quack in the medical

profession by the popular saying that obtained currency in much later

times than Caraka wherein the quack is dubbed the elder bcother of

Yama, the god of death. In the West quacks are facetiously known as

‘The Arms of the Honourable company of Undertakers,' which is akin

m spirit to the Indian saying referred to above Which runs thus:

—

^?r?T5r I

§?% vfoipic^ srioiha ii
‘ -

/

* Salutations to you, O, elder brother of Yama ! Yama takes away ,

only our lives; but you take away our lives as well as our wealth."

The institution of quackery flourishes wherever there is a

rigorous standard demanded of the genuine man of the profession,

which is not within the easy acquisition of all people Strenuous years

of study and practice and then again approval by the state are needed

for the profession. Naturally a host of impostors arise who secretly

carry on their trade among the ignorant and the gullible. Caraka

says that such quacks flourish and go about at large only at the

connivance of the king ( state ). Thus a great responsibility rests on

any civilized state i e., to see that such ignorant and pretentious cheats

are not allowed scope to work havoc among the common people. The
ancient state in India, judged by the secret methods of the quack as

portrayed in Caraka, seems to have fulfllled its responsibility in this

respect in a laudable measure.
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SOME ASPECTS OF FIFE IN CARAKA S TIMES t;

miRODUCTION

It was the great German Poet-philosopher Goethe that said,

“If you would understand an author, you must understand his age
’

Most people will agree with us when we say that the meaning and

spirit of this greatest of medical classics will become more intellig-

ible and vitally interesting against the background of the context of

life and things, and '^the ideas, the forms of thought, sentiment and

behaviour that obtained and developed in their age Though this is

a work on medicine, it is not without interest to the general man,

for medicine is one of those vital subjects that have a bearing on

various general aspects of life It has a light to throw on the food

and clothing, the methods of education, the place of man and women

in society, the pleasures people resorted to, on sex and marriage, the

habits and addictions, the social pleasures and the religious practices

pertaining to that age

It is thus that the material for writing history is culled from

the works on art, literature and particularly medicine. Even as the

chronicles of general history provide data for the medical historian,

similarly the chronicles of medical history and science throw conside

Table light on the facts and features of general life and history.

It needs the diligent and patient mind of the researcher to

exhaustively investigate these ancient texts of medicine in the light

of a historical perspective, to paint a complete picture of the social,

economic and religious aspects of life in Caraka’s age We have cont-

ented ourselves under the present circumstances to pick up only the
salient features obtained from incidental references in Caraka and to
draw a probable picture of the conditions of life warranted by such
references It is hazardous to aver that our conclusions are exactly
and completely true of the state of things obtaining several millenniums
ago. yet we are certainly able to suggest the direction in which the
truth might lie and thus guide the interested reader in his further
and more detailed investigations in the realm We are thus in a
position to declare that a more intense investigation, in the light of

and with the object in view we have suggested in these - pages, is
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bound to Ijear fruit and yield tbe b'istorian ricb material for'depicting

the social, economic, religious and cultural aspects of life in the India

of more than two thousand years ago. We are sure that the following

outline of the picture of life then, built upon the salient features

mentioned in the Caraka Samhita and allied works, will greatly

interest the general reader.

CHAPTER I

THE CEREMONIALS OBSERVED IN CHILDHOOD

The man’s journey from cradle to grave consists of so

manj^ interesting stages of activity that a picture of this journey as

it was in ancient India will give us a clear and connected view of life

the ancients actually lived, the manners and customs and the ideas

and ideals which motivated people s activities

Soon after the child was declared born into this world and

he had passed through accoucheuse's routine procedure of cleansing

and the severing of the umbilical cord—the last connecting link of

the fetus with the mother s body, the first socio religious ceremony
he had to pass through was Jatakarma ceremony. UT <J,

For the first ten or twelve days special precautionary and
protective measures were taken including etc., i e peace,

benedictory rites etc , for the child as well as for the mother, (q. 5ir. <5
,
vvs)

On the tenth day the naming ceremony or was
performed The procedure followed was as under:

—

The mother and the new born child bathed in water treated
with fragrant drugs; put on tuin clean garments, light and varieg-
ated ornaments and received the blessing of Brahmins After this the
child was given two names by the father, one denoting the constell-

ation under which it was born and the other of intended meaning.
The name was not selected in a haphazard way but it had to conform
to several prescribed rules, one of which being, the name conforming
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to the constellation at birth, was In order to enable to cast his horo

scope from the mere name of the child :aT. c. Ho)

After this ceremony a thorough examination wafe made of

each individual part of the child’s body to determine the life-span

of the child. This was based on the physiognomical and anthro-

pological measurements

Sair, skin, head, forhead, joints, ears, eye-brows, eyes nose,

mouth, tongue, palate, voice, lips, jaws, neck, chest, collar, spine,

breast, thighs, arms, fingers, navel, buttocks, wrist, aukles etc., were

examined to arrive at the appraisement of the measure of the life

span of the new born child. ff c-H'i)

The mother s milk was considered to be the best for a child

but human nature 'was not very different then from now and it seems

the custom of having a wet-nurse
( )

at least in the aristocratic

class was prevalent Great care was taken in selecting a wet-nurse

A minute and thorough examination was earned out not only as

regards the age, caste, colour, family, race, character etc
,
of the woman

but even of the size and shape of the breasts and the nipples and

of her milk.

The detailed care and attention they paid to the selection of

the wet-nurse indicates the importance they attached to the influence

of the nurture on the qualities of the future man

The life span is a continuously progressive process of

development but for practical purposes it can be divided into fairly

well-marked divisions Caraka describes three broad divisions of life viz ,

childhood ('5i?=q), middle age and senescence thH)

The first stage or chilhood lasts upto 16 years,

followed by adolescent stage or lasting upto 30 years. The second

is the middle or stage lasting for a period of 30 years from the

age of 31 to 60 years. Then follows the third and the last stage of

senescence or which gradually carries the man to the grave.

Childhood

In princely and aristocratic families special residential

ilursery quartets were devised. They were constructed to accommodate
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ol3 and experienced people and medical men residing with the child in

order to take care of his health and upbringing.

The nursery was provided with toys. Scrupulous cleanliness

was observed regarding the bed, clothes etc. Fumigation was one of

the means to ensure health and cleanliness and ventilation arrange-

ments were not at all neglected. The child was to put on jewels

or herbs on his body as a protective and prophylactic measure.

The prevaleoce of the Atharva concepts and manneis in the society

of the period is clearly Indicated by this practice of patting on

talismans ^

The articles worn by the child as talismans were gems tips

of the right horns of a live rhinoceros, deer, gayal and bull, herbs

like the Amdri etc , the herbs Jivaka and Bsabhaka, as also all

such articles as the Brahmana, specialised in the Atharvaveda,

recommended

In addition to the utmost cleanliness prescribed for the

child s surroundings, extra care for perfect and healthy development

of mind and body was taken Special branch of medicine was

evolved to treat and take care of the child in health and disease

It was one of the parts of Octopartite Ayurveda (WIW 8Trg%).

Special medications were prescribed to increase the resistence

power and vitality of the child. (-^ %%')

The child was not to he frightened by the elders in the

name of imaginary goblins or ghosts.
,

The child was thus reared through childhood to youth

under ideal conditions —physical and psychological

In the sixth or the seventh month after the child’s birth,

the child had to undergo the ceremony of ear-boring, the ceremony of

Karnavedha This was an essential religious ceremony for both

the male as well as the female child ‘to undergo Snsrnt'a describes the

ceremony thus

“la the sixth or the seventh month of the child's age, in the
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bright fortnight, in an-auspicious^day, Karana, Mnhurta and constellation,

having performed the auspicious ceremonies of Mangala and benedictory

rites, and seating the child on the lap of the father, the wet-nurse or

other attendant, on pacifying and cheering the child by holding up

to its view the toys and other play-things, the physician should bore

the ear in the centre which is by nature meant for boring and

which IS revealed by the exposure to the sun's rays He must use a

needle for a small hole and a probe for a larger one The boy child

must be bored in the right ear first, while the girl child should be

bored in the left ear first." (Susruta Sutra. 16, 3)

chapter II

THE ROUTINE OF DAILY LIFE

Man gets up rather early in the morning and finishes his

or the purificatory process of excretion and bath. Then follows his daily

procedure This he modifies in every season, his diet, dress and behaviour.

Twice or thrice m a year he undergoes the cleansing process of his

internal system by cleansing all the internal passages possible of

approach and then he takes a regular course of medications of

Rasayana and Vajikarana whose action is rehabilitation or

1 e prevention of aging of the body, senses, organs, mind and vital

strength which helps him to live for the longest possible span of

life for him immunizing him against adverse environmental

circumstances.

His moral and spiritual life can best be inferred from the

passage of given in the text. (=g. fk.

Thus he fully enjoyed the life fulfilling the four fold purpose
thereof viz., sw, Bisq, and The peculiarly oriental luxurious

j

life he lived was unrivalled elsewhere and yet the mode of living

I

made the people around him happy. or the universi \ spirit of
> kindness always remained dominant in his activities* He had three

j

*P*‘mg8 or of life. Firstly Hit own bodily existence, secondly
I
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wealth and thirdly or the life hereafter. Bat all these motivating

factors were kept in equibalance He knew how to live happily for

himself and he believed in making others happy The Karma («f) theory

is nothing but the spiritual or moral law equivalent to the physical

law of actions and reactions being always equal and opposite. Karma

(«h) is the action done and when any thing is done, the reaction

is bound to follow He was ever conscious to obey these laws which

he himself had conceived and found them working in nature.

The essence of the concept of Ayurveda for the man is

given in Sutra-sthana chapter XXX.
Life In General

To understand the rationale of each endeavour and activity

of man’s life in ancient India, one should view it in its proper

setting of the concept of life the Aryans held as well as the purpose

and province of Ayurveda or the science of life evolved by the

Aryans. * Ayus ’ or life, to the Ar5^ans, was not merely the mass of

material body or the body with a sparingly considered mind tolerated

as inseparable addenda, but to them life was the specific conglomera-

tion of body, senses, the mind and spirit

Again life was not just a purposeless accidental phenomen-
on to be wondered at, to be frittered away as it came, but it had a

special purpose of achieving virtue, wealth, enjoyment and salvation,

to go one step higher on the ladder of creative evolution. With
such a vast fielc for progressive activity and purpose, it was essential

to maintain life not only in a disease-free condition, but in perfect

positive health of body mind and spirit so that the desired success

in the fourfold purpose of life could be fully attained
f

The province and purpose of the science of life was prima-

rily to teach how to lead a good, long and happy life Thus greater,

importance was attached to the healthy condition of all the

constituents of man viz., bodj’’, senses, min^d and spirit to enable him
to lead a good, benevolent and happy life. As such the science of life

gave primary consideration to the maintenance of positive, health and

/
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only Recondarily it considered the curative measures which were

needed occasionally to alleviate the temporary setbacks to health.

(Caraka Cikitsa. 1. 4)

Although general rules were prescribed for the maintenance

of normal health aud for the treatment in diseased condition, great

stress was laid on the individual and his peculiar constitution. The word

Swastha is significant of this recognition of individuality denoted

by the term ^ which means one’s own peculiar constitution.

The general rules laid down were to be applied with

necessary modifications and alterations according to the individual

constitution which a man acquired from his very birth or even from

previous to it i. e from the moment the conception took place in

the muther*8 womb

And so the regimen of conduct and food for the maintenance

of health should be devised in accordance with his constitution.

Personal Hygiene

^ V'i

Dail}^ routine—The greatest importance is attached to diet

which ought to be taken in proper measure both in quantity and

quality. The first of the four chapters devoted to personal hygiene

begins with the following aphorism 3)
* One

must eat in measure ’ To understand the problem of diet and

nutrition as described in Ayurveda, one must be acquainted with

the peculiar concept of Ayurveda of grouping food and drug in

one category. The only difference between food and drug being

that the former has more of mass while the latter has more of
potency.

?I«}r ^ I
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The detailed description of food and factors concerned

with it will be given later on. Food is described and considered

m the same way as the drug i. e. the materia medica of food

IS equally important with the materia medica of drugs

The following articles of diet have been recommended as

wholesome and fit to be included in the daily diet

o2r «fq3ifi-55 qg II ^ \

No definite time of rising in the morning is mentioned in

Caraka, but the general trend as found in other texts seems to get

up early in the morning After pe forming the daily morning ablut-

ions the person must strengthen the cone of his various senses, organ

of sight by daily usp of collyrium, organ of smell by a course of nasal

drops, organ of taste by oil-gargles, organ of hearing by oil ear-drops

and skin by oily message of skin of head, body and feet. By streng-

thening the skin the resis^ence power to external injury increases

and stabilizes the power of the whole body especially its musculature.

The vigour and vitality of man underwent following variations

in different seasons. In the beginning and the end of the period of

absorption and liberation respectively the body vitality is at its lowest,

in between these periods it is moderate and in the end of the former

and beginning of the latter the body vitality is at its highest

This statement of Ayurveda will be an interesting study to

research scholars to compare the incidence of disease in different

seasons or months in India In the cold season, the gastric fire gets

stronger and the climate is cold, so one should have one s food, cloth-

ing, residence, sex-relatious etc , in accordance with it In the summer
all these are to be changed in order to suit the increased atmosph-

eric temperature. Rainy season has its own peculiarities Thus man
should practise varied measures of personal hygiene in different

seasons.

There are special instructions laid down for adj'ustment from
one season to the next. This withdrawal from one habituation to the
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other was done in a special way as may not disturb the working

of the body

Physical exercise is advised to be practised by every man
according to his constitution and strength A special system of psycho-

somatic exercise was evolved and practised by yogis to develop the

controlling power on involuntary musculature of the body in addition

to the stabilizing power and tone of voluntary musculature

There is an interesting classification of psychic and somatic

urges of the body experienced by man in his daily life Prohibitive

in3Unctlons were laid down to ensure non-suppression of the somatic

or natural urges viz , urges for micturition, voiding feces, seminal

ejaculation, flatus vomiting, sneezing, eructation, yawning, and of

hunger, thirst, tears, sleep and deep breath. Bqual stress was laid on

the suppression of psychic urges which were injurious to his mental

and spiritual well-being

These psychic urges requiring to be suppressed were grief,

greed, fear, anger vanity, imprudence, jealousy, excessive attachment,

malice and any activity of mind, speech or body which would hurt

auoi^her creature, specially falsehood, theft, adultery and violence.

Another important f ict in A.yurveda is that unless the body

is kept scrupulously clean and free from toxic or morbid material, the

procedures for revitalizing and strengthening il, will not be efficacious

as the dirty cloth will not take proper colour.

Thus cleanliness was given supreme importance. Here below'

we give various items of dailj^’ hygieUe recommended by the writers

of Ayurveda

.. or teeth-cleansing

or tongue-scraping

or mouth flavoring.

..or friction-cleansing.

.bath or the general washing.

'Tr?r^dl=^qH...or cleansing of feet etc., after all excretory processes.

All these are more or less the specialized procedures evolved

particularly in India in view of its climatic, and other needs Cleanliness
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of the body, externally as well as internally as also of the mmd was‘

regarded as the complete process of personal hygiene in those days

A person was enjoined to put on clean apparel, to use fragrant

articles and garlands and to decorate himself with jewels and ornam-

ents He put on shoes, carried an umbrella and s^ick; he put on a

light turban and remained ever vigilant in the care of his 'bo"dy

There were three classes of activity which were -regarded

as violations of rules of health. They were called or volitional

transgressions. Of them over-use, under-use or misuse of the mind,

directly or indirectly, led to vitiation of mental or spiritual health

This all-comprehensive concept of led to the evolution of

ethical, social and humanitarian codes of Conduct Caraka laying

supreme stress on psychic health, appended a Sadvitta or

the right life to Swasthavrtta ( ) or personal hygiene This

inculcated discipline of mind and senses and regulation of the moral

life so as to accord with the happiness and good, not of the indivi-

dual merely but of the society as a whole.

Personal hygiene as enjoined in Ayurveda is thus physical,

social and universal m its conception and application, and comprehends

a physical, mental and ethical frame-work of life. It is an entire way

of life that Ayurveda expounds embodying philosophy, ethics and

morality, as also individual and universal health.

The whole of the 8th chapter of Sutrasthana is devoted to

details of how a man should live in society. It gives a clear picture

of the rules and modes of social behaviour.

The general rules were the same as are observed today. We
shall narrate in brief some of the customs prevailing at that period.

Gods, cows, Brahmins, preceptors, elders, adepts, teachers,

guilds and king were held in great respect.

The sacrificial fire was held sacred and meticulous care in

observance of cleanliness was enjoined in the performances of the

ceremonies Special incantations in honour of fire, wind, water, Visuu
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and Indra were to be sung. The man was desired to be devoted to

sacrifices ( ^gr...g55^Jir ). Offerings to the manes were given-

A dead body was treated with great respect. One should be given to

salute acquaintances in the public places and squares of the town.

Tutelary tree, temple, totem tree, crematorium and the scaffold

were to be held in esteem. Hospitality to guests was one of

the prime duties enjoined on a house-holder Company of persons who
were irreligious, disloyal to the king, arrogant, depraved, who pract-

ised feticide and who were mean and wicked, was prohibited. Drinking,

gambling and prostitution were prohibited Putting on the body of

incanted herbs or jewels as a protective measure was widely practised

Man's daily cleansing consisted of bathing twice a day, hair-clipping

thrice a fortnight, and his dress regulations, his general behaviour as

regards speech, social manners, thought and nature, his social code

regarding dinner, manners, sex-hygiene, holidays and days of work,

all these are minutely described

The universal, progressive and catholic spirit of Caraka

becomes quite manifest when one finds at the end of the chapter

VIII, Sutra-sthana, verse 34.

ITT n

‘Whatever ether observances there may be that are not

spoken of here, provided they are good are always to be welcomed

in the opinion of Atreya "

The Springs of activity or the pursuits of life derived their

origin from the three goals which a man aspired to achieve. They

were the pursuit of life, the pursuit of wealth and the pursuit of the

other world (
srmqoTi, ^ ^ )

From among these pursuits, the pursuit of life fs given

priority. This required main attention in the constant preservation of

positive health and the immediate correcting whenever there is the

slightest disturbance, of the bodily health

Next importance was attached to wealth A life devoid of
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wealth was considered a wretched life and so every man was asked

to do some work and earn his livelihood and if possible opulence

The rules of selection of work or profession tell us of the Social con-

cept of good and bad profession

Agriculture was considered the best of professions, next came

the rearing of cattle, next to it in order of preference came trade and

the last was service A man was to select any of these professions, or

any other that was not disapproved of by the righteous (=5r

Ancient society seems to have been rather strict as regards

the selection of one’s profession Caraka lays down a definite state-

ment as under:

—

‘ One should have recourse to such means of livelihood as is

not contrary to the dictates of religion and one should be devoted

to peace and studies Doing this, one attains happiness ”

The third and the last pursuit was or the other world

There existed many and diverse schools of philosophy, some exclus

ivel}^ materialistic, others spiritualist and some that were believers lu

nature or natural occurrence, others in a creator and some in parental

creation and so on

The development of so many diverse concepts, each supported

by plausibe reasoning, is significant of the high intellectual level of

the times It resulted in one permanent benefit to the world for it

evolved the first postulates of scientific method.

Caraka taking up the question of the other world or the

survival of the spirit evolves the principles of scientific investigation

and describes each method of knowledge giving it its proper value and
place

The concept of the other world is based on the concept
of continuity of the soul, and the influences of action in past lives on
future periods of life This view of life taken at its face value would, it

he thought, negative the necessity of any human effort or endeavour
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to counteract what is predestined as a result of previous actions

But here Caraka puts forward another theory where past

deeds are classified into three categories, mild, moderate and strong

or severe. Manly endeavour can counteract the mild type of Karma
i. e past deeds and can get over them safely, and thus justifies the

necessity of therapeutic endeavours and activities of Ayurveda.

He, no doubt, admits mans inability to counteract the stron-

ger effect of past actions which he has to inevitably suffer in this

life.

Personal Regimen

The six well-defined seasons with their climatic variations

are peculiar to India and this pecularity has been given full

cognisance in the science of life, ^.yurveda. This classification is an

interesting study to the student of physical geography as the description

gives many suggestive data regarding directions of wind, rains etc ,
and

how the seasonal variations are brought about by these factors The

descriptions given in different text-books regarding the flora and

fauna and natural scenery observed m each season provide the

research scholar with definite clues regarding the region referred to To

tbe medical student as to the common man, these variations had great

importance as they led to variations in his bodily functions and

vitality and also because they affected the quality and potency of

the articles of food and medicine resorted to

There were special directions laid down for adjustment and

habituation from observance of one season to another. The ancients

knew and valued the science of developing internal homeostasis of the

body and to increase the resistance power of the body, i e to

develop immunity, against the further incursion of diserse or the

extremes of different climes, which shows that they travelled to far

places of varying climes and seasons and were conversant with the
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periodic incidence of various diseases, (^. ^ %> H®)

But platitudes and practice never completely coincide In

spite of all the vigilance observed in the execution of the rules of

personal, daily and seasonal regimen, the ever-active man was liable

to commit errors, negligence and indifference and the internal

homeostasis would be disturbed

This disturbance of homeostasis was required to be brought

to the normal state at least thrice a ye ir.

This is one of the greatest contributions of Ayurveda. It has

definite methods and procedures laid down for internal cleansing of

the whole body through all its excretory channels. And all the toxic

or harmful substances accumulated in the body was got rid of

once in every four months. The Ayurvedist is not satisfied with

this mere cleansing but he knows that the delicate machinery of the body

suffers wear and tear and becomes deteriorated in its functional capa-

city. With this in view there have been formulated marvellous pro-

cedures of revitalization for regaining the perfect homeostasis,

and in rejuvenating the body and in increasing its powers of resistance

to disease and of retarding the process of aging, the five verses

in the seventh chapter of Sutrasthana give a vivid picture of this

cleansing and revitalizing procedure (g,

For detailed descriptions of these procedures, the reader may
refer to Sutra XIII for oleation therapy, Sutra XlV for sudation

therapy and Sutra XV and XVI for purificatory therapy.

There are stronger measures as well as mild ones prescribed

for different classes of people The courses of medication in that

group oi drugs which were termed Rasayana were prescribed

for a particular period and strict regimen was to be observed regarding

diet and behaviour during this period One feels astonished when one

finds that emblic myrobalans that were picked up directly from the

tree were highly' valued Here we get the empirical concept of

vitalizing element (vitamins of modern science) in the selection of fresh

emblic myrobalans And here is a description of the action of this

special course of Rasayana.
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“ Long life, heightened memory and intelligence, freedom
from diseases, youth, excellence of lustre, complexion and voice, opti-

mum strength of body and sense, utterance that always gets fulfilled,

the reverence of people, body-glow—all these does a man obtain by
the use of vitalizers The vitalizers are so called because they help

to replenish the vital fluids of the body,”

CHAPTER III

DRESS AND CLOTHING

The most obvious feature of any stage of social advancement

is the dress and clothing represented by it In the time delineated iu

the Caraka Samhica, there is already in use a surprising variety of

clothing both for purposes of therapeusis and general habiliment Both

in the Caraka and Susruta Samhitas the material used in dress and

in bandaging of wounds is drawn from skins, silk, linen and other

vegetable fibres, bark cloth, woollen cloth etc

NtcJ \

'i''.

All cloth was classified into two categories that which is of

a hot potency and that which is of cold potency. Skins, wool etc
,
were

regarded as of hot potency while silk, cotton and linen etc., were of

'Ootency. We give below the words used to represent the various

skin or othc_
clothing.
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I. I/inen*

2 Cotton cloth.

3. 3Tii^? Wool xloth.

4. Bark fabric

5 Silk cloth
' ' '

•

6. Plant-wool

7. China gilk.

8 =9^... Skin.

9. Inner ba,rk or pith.

1C. Silk cotton etc.

II. sri^ Rugs etc.

12. • ••• Jute and other fibres

All clothing was also classified as light and heavy 'and

utilised suitably to the needs of therapeusis as well as of habiliment

in accordance with season and circumstance We find also that

garments were coloured in accordance with the prescriptions of

religion and social convention Thus a general practitioner of

medicine was always required to wear clean and white raiment while

the student who went to a preceptor to be initiated into the science was

required to wear a brown-colored garment.

gtjg- fi?f)qgrg: i <4, t

The Kuthaka is a woollen blanket of variegated colors

The arts of weaving and dyeing were already highly developed

though there is no mention of tailored clothing. There is mention of

sewing in the sense of mending torn cloth (
^^Ifq^qfcsqi 55=*ri^qfl|dt;

gr

The mendicant is expected to carry housewife for mending

his blanket. As regards the mode of dressing, it is evident there

was generally a two-piece suit, one lower cloth and one upper cloth.

Though a man may divest himself of the upper garment in th'*

course of his daily avocations, yet when he is in society or
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approaches his preceptor for study or when he performs religious

and sacrificial ceremonies, he must wear the upper garment-

i ^

The following may be regarded as the general items of

dress prevalent then

1. Underwear or the genital strip

2. ....The waist cloth or the nether garment.

3. The upper garment.

4 A thick cloth folded and worn on the shoul-

der specially by mendicants

5. Turban or head-covering.

The physician, of course, was required to carry a stick and

to wear shoes in addition to the sartorial equipment, (g g,. <^ 0
,

The use of skins of animals to sit upon was a common
usage in those times. Bven the scriptural texts prescribe the deer

skin for the Brahmin and other animal skins of lesser gradation

for the Ksatriya and Vaisya But on special occasions such as

celebrating the birth of a sou, Caraka prescribes special skins for

seating He prescribes the white bull-skin for the Brahmin, the

skin of a tiger or other ferocious animal for the Ksatriya and the

skin of a spotted deer or sheep for the Vaisya. jjil. lo)

As regards the preference in colors, pure white was the

color of general dress of all classes The yellow or the brown colors

were prescribed on special and ceremonial occasions and on persons

under religious vows such as the Brahmacarl student and the Samu-

yasT (the recluse). The red color is conspicuous by its absence In daily

life It was regarded as inauspicious. Its appearance in life or m
dreams was regarded as an ill omen.

There was seasonal variation in the dress. Thin cotton and

silk fabric being worn in the hot months while thick cloth of wool,

skin or other warm material was worn in the cold months
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Tailoring as an art had not yet made its appearance, for

there is no mention anywhere in these samhitas in question of tight

fitting garments such as came into vogue in later days.

But cleanliness in dress and person was greatly valued and

one is warned not to use the garments used by another. Besides, after

a bath one should not put on the discarded garments again* nor wipe

the head or body with the cloth which one has tied while bathing.

Thus it is evident that a high degree of sanitary sense was

prevalent then as regards the use of clothing, combined with an aes-

thetic appreciation of sartorial form and color

CHAPTER IV

THE USE OF WINE -

The chapter on the treatment of intoxication
(
alcoholism )

in the Caraka Samhita, starting vrith an eloquent eulogy of the pote-

ncy of wine, describes thus the benefits it can bestow if taken in due

mode.

“That which endows the gods with choicest prosperity in the

form of ambrosia, the manes in the shape of ‘Swadha’ and the twice-

born in the form of *‘Soma,’’ that which is the splendour, might and

the wisdom of the Aswin twins, that which is the power of Indra,

that which is the “Soma" prepared in the “Sautramani” sacrifice,

that which is the destroyer of sorrow, unhappiness fear and distress,

which is powerful and which itself turns into and causes love, joy,

speech, nourishment and beatitude, that which has been praised as

the joyful wine by the Gods, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Raksasas and

mortals, should be taken in the enjoined manner.’ (Caraka Cikitsa

XXIV, 7 10 ).

Subsequently the chapter describes the manner in which a

person should address himself to the task of quaffing the precious

liquid.
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“Having attended to the internal and external needs of the

body and having bathed and painted himself with fragrant sandal, a

person must wear clean clothing along with ornaments and fragrances

suitable to the season. Then decking himself with garlands of varie-

gated flowers and with jewels and ornaments, he should worship the

Gods and the Brahmanas and touch the most auspicious articles Seating

himself comfortably in a sitting or lounging position on a well made
bed with pillows, m a spot scattered with flowei s that are best suited

to each season and fumigated with fragrant smoke he should drink

wine always in vessels of gold or silver or vessels set with precious

stones or other vessels clean and well shaped He should drink while

being shampood by clean, loving, beautiful, young and well trained

women dressed in fine clothes, jewels and flowers suitable to the

season He should eat while drinking, green fruits and salted fragrant

flesh and other sauces agreeable to the wine and proper to the season,

and the fried flesh of many kinds of creatures of the land, water and

the air and many kinds of puddings made by expert cooks He should

drink, having before prayed to the gods and having first received

their grace and having poured the libations of wine on the earth

mixed with water for the deeiring spirits" araka Cikitsa XXIV, 11*21)

Such eulogistic reference to the potency of wine and so

elaborately painted method of i.uuitship of wine could not be regarded

as the outcome of mere scholarly powers of portrayal without its

foundation in real daily life of the times depicted. On the contrary

that indicates the common prevalence of the pleasure resorted to by

the small and the great each in the measure and the mode that were

possible within their means The great amount of detail in regard to

the method of indulging in wine and the close observation of its

effects in the various stages of intoxication and the social and thera-

peutic uses to which wine can be put all bear unmistakable

testimony to tbe common prevalence and opportunity of the use

of wine

The pharmacological sources of wine are described in the

very beginning of the treatise and no les^ than eighty varieties of

wines and brews are described therein Bdible grains such as wheat,

barley and rice and the roots, leaves and flowers fruits and bark of
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plants as also sugar, gur etc ,
are the sources mentioned of these wines

and brews (Caraka, Sutra XXV, 49).

Wine is classified Into the varieties that are provocative or

alleviative of the three pathogenic factors of Vata, Pitta and Kapha

and each individual, be he in health or in disease, is to take wine in

the proper mode suitably to his constitutional and pathological coudi*

tions respectively.

The habitual usage of wine 'n' both men and women is

easily descernible in view of the circumstances in which wine is contra-

indicated Women when they are pregnant are prohibited from

taking wine and intoxicants.

Yet in spite of the common prevalence of the use of wine, as

It has been in all times, the ideal was to abstain from its use alto-

gether. Caraka declar<>s (Clkitsa XXlV-206) that he who abstains from

drink lives free from distempers both of the body and of the mind.

From the point of view of medicine, the proper and measured

use of wine has been greatly valued The benefits accruing from such

a use have been laid down in very emphatic manner after first

condemning its uce in improper measure and describing the ill effects
,

that flow from such abuse This is one of the most striking passages

in the book and illustrates the liberal and scientific spirit of the

treatise

“For all men all that which is contributive of well-being in

this life and the other, and bliss in that higher life of liberation, is

established in the perfect tranquility of mind Wine causes great

agitation to such a tranquil mind, like the strong wind that shakes

the trees on a bank Ignorant men who are addicted to and are

blinded by intoxication and overcome by passion and ignorance,

consider the intoxicated state, which is a greatly morbid and diseased

condition, to be a state of happiness. These men, enslaved and blinded

by alcoholism, are deprived of wisdom and Sattwic qualities and are

lost to all goodness. Wine is also the cause of great delusion, fear,

grief, anger and death as well as insanityj toxicosis, fainting, epilepsy
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and convulsions. When a)'nian is deprived of his very memory, then-

every thing that follows upon^it is necessarily evil. Thus those who

know the evils' of drink condemn the habit of drink strongly. True

and undoubted indeed are these great evil effects, described about

wine, if it is unwholesome or taken in excess or taken disregarding

the prescribed regulations

But wine, by nature, is regarded as similar to food in its

effect. It IS productive of disease if taken in improper manner, and

is like ambrosia if taken in proper manner. Food, which is the life

of living creatures if taken in improper manner destroys life; and

even poison, which by nature is destructive of life, if taken in proper

manner, acts as an elixir Wme taken in proper manner soon gives

exhilaration, courage, delight, strength, health, great manliness and

joyous intoxication ^ (Caraka Cikitsa XXIV, 52-61)

The effects of wine and the intoxication resulting therefrom

have been divided into three stages The first stage is one of general

exhilaration, when the senses are stimulated and all the mental

perceptions are heightened, and lead to a pleasurable termination The
•I

second is the stage of delusion when the hold on mental co-ordination

18 loosened and man becomes i victim to folly and crime The last

stage is that of utter stupefaction when man becomes unconscious

and falls down prostrate like a broken beam of wood when man,

though alive, is like one dead.

Caraka argues that in this stage the drunkard lies frustrated

of the very object of his habit of drinking, for the pleasure in whose

search the man resorted to wine has ceased to be perceived or

enjoyed by him for lu that last stage there is no awareness of things

either inside or outside Such unwholesome addiction is a sin and

leads to physical and mental deterioration ana disease (Caraka Cikitsa,

XXIV, 41-51).

The Brahmacari who lived a life of celibacy and discipline

m his preceptor’s home was not allowed the Use of wine as also the

recluse who renounced the world and strove for liberation. Men who

out of an innate purity and strength of mind lived a life of discipline
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and eschewed wfne and meat and resorted to wholesome diet and cleanly

habits, were regarded as immune from disease, whether endogeusus or

exogenous specially from insanity. ( Caraka Clkltsa IX--98).

^ s«rcT- I

The therapeutic uses of wine were many and varied. Wine
•was also used as an anesthetic It wa^ used too in parturition and

after-delivery

t
»«[q»Tgfi*?5i5qT 5 %qfriF*r*Tf Emsqa;

Another but very reprehensible use of wine was a vehicle for

poison to be administered to ones foes. In this as already stated

elsewhere, women known as “ Visa-kanyas (fqq«s=qr.) that is those that

acquired immunity to poison by long usage, were used as companions
in whose company the victm might be beguiled to partake of the

wine with a sense of security

Thus we may safely conclude that though the ideal of

abstention from drink w’as upheld with great devotion the use of

wine along with Its occasional abuse was a popular custom in the

times described in the Caraka Samhita, There was luscious love of life

and the pleasures it held, and each individual strove to the utmost
to live a long and rich life heedful of the evils that excess in

anything brought upon his health and spiritual well-being Con-
sequently moderation and not total abstension , was the motto of life.

CHAPTER V
THE PRACTICE OF SMOKING

Smoking seems to have been a common daily procedure in
India in olden times as is given in details in Caraka Samhita In the code
of right conduct it is mentioned as an essential item. It was a smoking,
curative and stimulant, luxurious and lightening, agreeable and
enjoyable. No tobacco was used but a recipe of articles mainly of
fragrant group was used. According to the constitutional organisation
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of the body i. e Vata or Kapha, some articles were added to the

recipe for counteracting the effects of the disturbance of the

respective constitution. As smoking was the procedure dependent on
fire or heat, it is not inducted in the cases of Pitta constitution

because then it enhances pitta tendency It seems that smoking
procedure was administered to women also because Caraka mentions a

gravida to be one of the cases for contra-indication which means to

convey that except a gravida all women can have resort to smoking

Its Uses Were

—

1 Daily habit for recreation and relaxation.

2 To get rid of slight disturbance of Vata or Kapha

Unctuous smoke for Vata, and errhines

and dry smoke for Kapha

3 Remedial—As a treatment of respiratory troubles to soothe

coughing and to help the expectoration from the respi-

ratory passage

It is very interesting to find that the shape and size of the

cigar described is just similar to the present day cigar

“ It should then be plastered over a piece of reed and

moulded into a cigar resembling the shape of a barley grain and having

the thickness of the thumb and a length of eight fingers breadth "

It was not smoked directly but through a pipe The pipe

material was either gold or silver or other metal according to the

financial or social status of the smoker, but the real interesting thing

is that there were bulges in the pipe i. e. halts for the smoke to

check the speed and to filter the smoke

The times most suitable are meticulously described

explaining the indications.
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5J5'Tt II

*' Kight specified times are laid down for habitual smoking,

because during these periods, the rise of Vata and Kapha is observed

That 18, after taking the bath, after taking the meal, after tongue

scraping, after sneezing, tooth cleansing nasal toilet and the use of

eye salve and at the end of sleep, the self-controlled man should

resort to smoking. ’

The number of smoking differs according to the purpose

for which it is used, even how many puffs are to be taken is also

given

II ^ ^

“ A wise man should practise habitual smoking twice a day

The unctuous smoke should be smoked once a day and the errhine

smoke thrice or four times a day ”

" Smoking should be done thrice, in three puffs each time"

Moreover that the smoke was enjoyed luxuriously is indica-

ted by the description given and by the signs and symptoms described

for successful smoking

Besides this, the actions and benefits of smoking as well as

the indications and contra-Indications of smoking are given in

details The complications arising from untimely or excessive smoking

together with their treatment are also mentioned copiously.

The ancient writers have paid full attention to the method

of smoking through the mouth or the nose, and separating each,

reasons are given for the resort to a particular mode Thus the whole

subject of smoking has been treated with scientific detail and insight.
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CHAPTER VI

COMPANY

Man IS a social creature Caste, guilds, unions etc
,
are tlie

attempts of man to satisfy the social instinct. What these groups are

to socket}', friends are to the individual. It is truly said that a mm
IS known by the company he keeps A man therefore should be very

careful in the selection of his friends as these friends are not only

an indication to the man s inner qualities but they very often mould

a man’s character

But it is not always expedient to have a. fixed set of friends

for all occasions Man’s activities are diverse and the company for

fundamentally diverse activities should be different in order to create

harmony and receive stimulus /

Caraka Samhita contains many instructious regarding the sele*

ction of one s company He does not preach tije orthodoxy of having

a comuany of particular persons for all occasions One has to selec"

the company of those who are of homologous nature and at the same

time fitted for the purpose In a learned assembly, one can h tve

scholars, but at a wine party, they would certainly be out of place

At such parties, the compan}^ should consist of those who can compet-

in drinking bouts and enhance the pleasure of drinking. For the purpose

of mcieasmg virility persons who augment the sensual atmnsoliere

would be the fittest For a company not m'^aut for any particular occa-

sion, one should select persons who help in the development of his life

The citations from Caraka given below will give an idea of the life

of those days and the company one chose for the different activities

and pleasures.

Company in General
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fs:r fq^Tfq^ri nT’sq*?! ll

ag^r F9grr^ i

|o2ri- gjqiiqw^?: goq^?5i!Ti; ii

\

\

=q \3.

“Those Who are sinful of conduct, speech and disposition,

back-biters, quarreVsome, sarcastic and niggards, those who are envious

of others’ prospermy, and cheats; those who delight in scandal-mong-

ering and are ficltle-minded, those who have a foot in the enemy’s

camp, those who ar® without compunction, and apostates—-all such,

the scum of humani^, should be shunned. While those who are mature

in understanding, learning, years, character, courage, memory and

one-mindedness, thosa who frequent the company of such, those who

are endowed with insifeht into the nature of things, those who afe

free from all ailments,\ those who are well-disposed towards all crea-

tures, those who are llrauquil of heart, those who are commendable

of character, the teacheV® of the right path and those who hear and

see only that which is rj^oritorious, are to be sought”

Virilific Company

qjviig ^ ii

II

“The man that has, his intimate companions, men given

to the same activities as hims^’^f who have attained their objects,

who are mutually helpful, skiry^*^ in the fine arts, who are similar in

mind and age, who are endowed\ with noble lineage, magnanimity, skill,

character and purity> who are^ ever desirous of enj'oyment and are

cheerful, free from sorrow and 'hdepression of spirits, who are akin to

-him in disposition and who are ^ loving and beloved and pleasant in

speech, such a man gets increas^i^'^ bis virility."
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Wine party Company—

war i

«551^^i5n ftqJiW'Jiias % I)

^ 5lqw?4 gi^T \

5i§^si^r^(iqia q^f?eT % w

Heaqrgcgqat w

^ mm qi^ I: (qq-ni U

•^V,

“The men of excellent character, those that are pleasant of

speech, that are amiable in expression, that are applauded by the

good, that are not unversed in the arts, that are clean of heart and
quick in the grasp of things, those that are mutually helpful and
whose coming together is out of sincere friendship, who enhance

the pleasure of driukiag by their 3oy, affection and sweet manner and
the seeing whom causes mutual increase of joyous spirits: such men
indeed make happy company at drink, for, drinking in their company
one enjoys delight”

Scholars* Company—

3'iqg: i

“Unto Punarvasu seated in the company of the masters of
the numerical metaphysics ( Sankhya ) who had counted all the
existing categories of truth, Agnivesa put his question having in his
view the world’s welfare ”

The last citation but indirectly indicates the qualities of
scholar’s company

CHAPTER VIU

AURRIAGE AND PROCREATION

^ ^

Procreation is the result of the sexual act. Ail religions hold
that It IS the very purpose of the sexual act, though iu practice
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sense indulgence may range from planned birth-control to antj-social

and licentious behaviour. The ancient Aryan law-givers held very ideali-

stic views regarding the sexual act, which was considered to be the

means to an end viz,, procreation A distinction, however, was made

between sexual maturity and the period fit for the act of reproduction

In the male, the 16th year is recognised as the starting period of the

sexual impulse but the reproductive age is laid down to be 25 Simi-

larl}^ in the female, the sexual urge starts expressing itself with the

appearance of menstruation i e the 12th year, but the age for repr-

oduction is laid down to begin from the 16th year.

qa I qqra: gec^r: ^ ^ i

#fiT. II Vo

" It is not proper for a man desirous of long life to copulate

with a woman when he is under sixteen or over seventy years of age'

57ifa q^f^Tci. » § sn.

“The menstrual discharge which begins from the twelfth year

onwards continues till the fiftieth year when the body gets affected

by senescence’’

qlsqqqkr 35^ 3^1^ srqba 1

3T.ia 'i, ^

*'The man twenty-five years of age should (wed and) approach

the young woman of sixteen years of age with a view to make progeny "

Thus v/e find that the ages of males and females are fixed

as under

Male Female

Marriage age 21 12

Sexual urge 16-70 12-50

Beginning of Reproductive age 25 16

The idea behind this age limit was that the fertilizing elem-

ents both in the male and the female might be fully mature in order
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to generate the best progeny.

The most dominant ambition we find in ancient Aryan

people was to produce better and still better offspring, especially

the male offspring The concept of the immortality of the soul and

its continuity through re*birth might have led the ancieuts to

believe in the continued existence of one s own self in one s male

child, hence the procreation of a male child was given the greatest

sanctity and was considered the moral obligation of ever}’^ human

being Childless condition was considered to be very deplorable and

sinful and was looked down upon as a pity

The ideological emphasis on procreation as a religious duty

led to the development of the science of Eugenics. The meticulous

care of the mother and other factors taken before, during and after

the procreation process is significant of the superb understanding of

eugenics that the ancients possessed.

This concept is a marvellous example of the combination of

Eugenics (En*good, Gen-breediugi, Eutechnics (eu-good, technic-work,

the improvement of occupation) and Eutooias (eu-good, topos-place,

the amelioration of environment

.

The Aryans studied the science of eugenics iu such dei-ail

and with so much accuracy that they were able to evolve a specific

procedure of procreation where they were quite definite of the

success of the procreative act.

The science had progressed one step further than the mere
certainty of success of the procedures. It prescribed special proce

dnres for generating progeny bearing a particular sex This prncelure
Siinuld begin from the day the woman begius her pre-ges'atorv

lueusirual season In chapter 8th of Sarirasth lua detailel description

and injunctions are given as to how a woman should, during her

menstrual perio.'’ abstain from sexual congress, sleep on the flooi and
avoid toilet On the fourth day she should be massaged, bathi.d sham-
pooed and attired in white raiment She should U'^t have overeaiea
or been famished, she should be free from anger and over-pas..iou

Any woman tainted with abnormality should be eschewed Then
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follows a detailec* description of the posture, the Mantra to be recited,

diet, raiment, ornaments etc pertaining to her at mating with her

husband.

Special rjtes are prescribed for those who want a male issue ‘‘Of

the man and woman whose bodies have been treated in the manner descri-

bed above and who have paired together, the unvitiated sperm coming into

contact with the unvitiated plasma in the unimpaired uterus through

the unobstructed vaginal passage, gives ’'ise, of a certainty, to concep

tion". (Caraka Sarlra VIII-17) “ The factors that determine the

diifferent psychological endowments of children are the various

mental traits of the parents the impression received by the pregnant

woman, the influence of ones own past actions and special mental

habits in the previous life " (Caraka Sarlra VIII'16)

The coming into existence of the embryo is attributed to

various factors “ This embryo comes into existence from the coming

together of these various procreative factors like a tent from the

assemblage of various materials, or like a chariot from the combina-

tion of various parts of the chariot Therefore did we assert this that

the embryo is mother-born, father-born, spirit-born, concordance-born

and nourishment-born There is over and above, the connecting

agent the mind. ' (.Caraka Sarlia III-14)

In the fourth chapter of Sarlra-sthana, the gradual develop-

ment of the embryo from month to month, the forces that promote

there influences which are conducive to the rise and growth of

conception and those inhlbitive of conceptipn and its subsequent

development are described in detail. Factors determining the sex are

carefully noted providing a clue to the choice of sex by the control

of these factors.

The partner of the sexual act resulting in the ultimate noble

goal of procreating of progeny, healthy physically, mentally and

spiritually, was not to be procured at random. Car&ka’s ideals of the

selection of a wife exceed those of even the most aesthetic and

amourous concepts of a poet specialising m amorous faculty (

)

These ideals depict a biological and instinctive aifinity of human
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attraction. The author conceives of natural love at first sight.

He does not mention caste or creed, but only taboos the marriage in

the same clan or with a diseased woman Vagbhata gives

rather a detailed description of the factors regarding the selection of

a wife He not only narrates in details the positive factors in the

girl as a wife, but also mentions the negative factors in order to

red-signal the wrong choice. These are very interesting and instruc-

tive and appear to be quite scientific even in modern times These

show how careful and accurate were the ancients in their power of

observation.

8T ^ ^

"Now the man of the age of 21 years should, according to

best rites, marry a virgin who is of alien clan, of equal high birth,

born m a family without hereditary diseases, possessed of good form,

morality and physiognomic marks, who is not dificient, who has not

lost a tooth, lip, ear, nose, nail, hair or breast, who is delicate, not of

a diseased constitution, who is neither reddish nor tawny, who has

neither superfluous hmb nor 's deficient of limb, wlio is about 12

3 ears of age, who does not bear the name either of a god, serpent,

river, mountain, tree bird, constellation, low caste or a servant or a

name which is not terrifying who is devoid of sin and who is not

the object of censure’

Caraka gives the posuive qualities necessary in a bride thus*

^IT I

^ ^IT qgi (I

d ^ Slicq S'^T U

qt^5r?qis Ifqig:! ^qqtsfq ^1 W

qi qj nJirq^iqi^qi \

tilliqgrqT qi q^qj qj q?q ^q|[ fsiq 11
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tfraiigT Q^^rrjT^jfqnnr qfgq. 1

^*i?r 11

^0? sF I

^if^ *iT 5TF«i f«2rc2??ftg Jirq; i

?ir ?ii% f^c^r ii

*Tfgr *if^/srq- m gfn w? *1=53^ i

m Tf ffiqqi; II Pc -» (i),

“TBe woman who is good looking, young, endowed’ with

auspicious physiognomic marks, amiable and is skilled in 'fine arts,

acts as the best virilific

The qualities of beauty etc., in the woman develop

suitably to the nature of the husband. They are found either as a

result of their destiny or as a result of the varied tastes of peopife-

She, who IB the best of woman for a man, and endears herself to

him quickly by virtue of her age, form, speech and gestures either

as a result of destiny or the merits of action in this very life, who

is the delight of his heart, who returns his love in equal measure,

who IS akm to him in mind, who is amenable to and is pleased with

his advances, who enthralls all his senses by her excellent qualities,

separated from whom he feels the world to be desolate, joyless, but

for whom he feels his body a burden and as if devoid of its senses,

at the sight of whom he is untouched by grief, distress, depression

or fear, approaching whom he gains confidence, seeing whom he gets

greatly elated, whom he approaches dally with great eagerness as if

for the first time, and uniting wita whom in sex repeatedly he

remains yet unsatisfied, such a woman is the best of vinlifics to him,

and men indeed are of varied temperaments”.

These rules prescribed by medical authorities were accepted

by the society in general as will be seen by the code of selection of

a wife given in Manu-smrti.
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^fqoSt 9B?qi ^ dMtq; I

^ q^qrf^sqsjirjf! ^ ^ »ftqqillfjr«T^ II

Jitrgfsjj?!- ifir'cii^t ^^1 sfiRiw^nH. i

iiT«<lfii ^ ^%q;55|fsRuj. II

9|5^]^HfV ?»»gN0I*ilfq5ftq. l

g3^R%5i!?5i?n t^*l u *i- x»

*‘ One wbicli neglects tbe sacred rites, one in wbich no male

children ( are born ), one in which the Veda is not studied, one (the

members of ) which have thick hair on the body, those which are

subject to hemorrhoids pthisis, weakness of digestion, epilepsy, or

white and black leprosy

Let him not marry
^

a maiden ( with ) reddish ( hair ),

nor one who has a redundant member, nor one who is sickly, nor one

either with no hair ( on the body ) or too much, nor one who is

garrulous or has red
( eyes ), nor one named after a constellation, a

tree, or a river, nor one bearing the name of a low caste, or of a

mountain, nor one named after a bird, a snake, or a slave, nor one
whose name Inspires terror.

One should not resort to a woman who is very corpulent,

very lean, very long ( tall ), very short ( dwarfish ), old in age,

bereft of any limb and who is quarrelsome

Let him wed a female free from bodily defects, who has
an agreeable name, the (graceful) gait of a HarQsa(8wan)or of an elephant,

a moderate
( quantity of ) hair on the body and on the head, small

teeth and soft limbs’'.

CHAPTER VIII

TREATMENT AND THE STATUS OF THE PATIENT

In ancient India the patronage to poets, Vaidyas and artists
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came from the aristocracy and hence the treatment prescribed in old

medical works was mainly designed for the princes and aristocracy.

It is but natural that the patronized class catered to the patrons’

tastes and status. The middle and the poor classes, however, were not

neglected. The treatment prescribed for the aristocracy was modified

according to the status of the patient. Moreover, it is in the fitness

of things that the best possible treatment be described and modifications

introduced according to the pecuniary condition of the patient

Thus although the whole chapter of Caraka Sutra XV is meant for

the upper strata of society, we find that at the end of the chapter

It 18 clearly stated that treatment should be modified accordingf to

circumstances

^r5nii^s*J5T 3?!: i

5rrr?r
I

?[ i

a =?r n sri^oij; n

qg=5|5ifji |

*51 II

"*IFI ^ ^ E(ql5T*lg:ii

The aristocratic methods of treatment in various conditions

especially in burning sensation in the body (^rf) out*do any of the

luxurious way of treatment known to the modern world. Vivid descrip-

tions of lavish dinner and drink parties are found in the Caraka-samhita

The dominance and patronage of the aristocracy resulted in innume-

rable pharmaceutical preparations, the great advancement of the

culinary science, hundreds of varieties of wine, fragrant preparations,

and milk and sugar preparations suited to the service of this class

The love of art and display of riches permeated even

medical practice and even the medical apparatuses used were

ornamental
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vs

g In fh

^ 5nT

^ ^T.

DeHcateness of constitution was considered to be a result or a

characteristic of the aristocratic way of living and hence special prepa-

rations of medications were prescribed for this class, so that their

delicate constitution may not suffer from strong and drastic drugs

and procedures.

trmr

“sr « vs

The predominance of the rich wag quite in consonance with

the prevalent outlook of the people at the time. Wealth was considered

one of the three great ambitions (gq-ni) of life It stands next only to

life (ni<n) in order of importance. (Caraka Sotra XI 3)

The man devoid of mjney was considered miserable.

^ Wi- 'llTra. Itwig: l aW|q[?tOTi(^ qq^ 1

The dual strictness of the rules of the state and the society

often made the practising Vaidya hesitate or even refuse to treat a

poor patient, not because he lacked in the humane quality of compassion,

but because the Vaidya was doubtful of his snceess in treating such
a patient as the poor pat-'ent could not afford to have all the required

articles of medication and also attendants Failure to cure a

patient would bring blame or discredit upon the Vaidya, and it is in

•order to save himself from such a fact that the pooi man is included

in the category of persons who are not to be taken up for treatment
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=1% I %q^ »?i!ft48rs2i5igr iivt^n

fw. \t

!ft«T-3Tqq?q ^ ffa.

But this is only one side of the picture. In Susruta Sutra

2-3, we find that it is enjoined upon the physician to treat such poor

people at his own cost,

^35^^?^*>5r5i*jf^^qqaareqjir*ii’(3q»T5iFrf =qicifqiyqqTqifJ?q qfejBasq’q. «

qq 5n5 1

"One should treat at his own cost as his kith and kin the

following persons: the twice born, the preceptor, the pauper, the friend,

the recluse, those whe have sought his shelter, the virtuous, the

orphan and the refugee. Thus does he earn credit.’*

Thus in spite of the dominance of the aristocracy, the poor

patients were not neglected and a sacrifice of great magnitude was

expected of a physician. The Vaidya used to get enormous fees as is

evident from Jivaka stories, and so he could afford to treat the poor

at his own cost, as a compensatory measure for the royal fees he

used to get from his rich patrons

CHAPTER IX

THU USE OF ORNAWENTS

Putting on of ornaments and jewels was a fashion, aesthetic

practice, [satisfaction of vanity and a medical utility—all at once in

Caraka’s period

fqoT H

"The wearing of jewels and ornaments brings prosperity and

is auspicious, promotive of longevity, decorative, dispersive of

worries, exhilarative, attractive and ^vitalizing"
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Besides the metal ornaments and jewels, people used to pnt

on some special herbs which were considered as protective of

life and prophylactic and curative of particular disease.

I

^ *14

Thus we find that the putting on of jewels as well

as herbs were prescribed for children (fHH) who had not yet

attained adolescence.

VTTiTjftqi;

m. c, %?.

These two were the precepts of the Atharvana (aT*iq’’T) also.

The love for ornaments was however never allowed to over-

step the boundaries of propriety When a patient was admitted to the

therapy room for treatment, he was bereft of all ornamentation. It

was only when he was to be discharged and exhibited before his

friends and kinsman as cured that he was dressed well and made to

put on ornaments ^ 'i'®).

Similarly no ornament were to be put on during Kutipravesa

Students too did not put on ornaments as that would not

suit the austere ideals of student life and natural surroundings It

was only when the natural charm was required to be supplemented by

ornaments and decorations or when the auspicious occasion demanded
such gaiety or when some medical purpose was supposed to be served

that light or heavy ornaments were required to be put on

It was enjoined upon a woman going to unite with her

husband for psocreation to put on garlands and ornaments to add to

her natural womanly beauty

a^q^rar«^ 5i5il 3jq<in{5j ^

Similarly the mother taking the child for naming ceremony
was to put on light and variegated ornanments.
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=^. !ni c, V

A wet-nurse was required to put on herbs (srfqfh) when

suckling was to begin.

qfSigiqT ffSfflqEr^r qr fqsirqlqfq

srqq q%oi Rrq qiq^q: i f qi^«R i

=q. iar c,\c

The decorative use of ornaments was not restricted to

women only. At the t<me of sexual congress, ornaments were to be

put on by both tbe parties. Bven in daily routine of wholesome living

both man and woman were exhorted to wear garlands and ornaments as

they brought auspicious results.

fqgW'qi ‘qr»T?'a^q%' i

^qif'-iqf^dii'ffrcarqr ^ ii

Gems were believed to have very cooling effects and as such

they were used as therapeutic measures, e g women wearing gems

and ornaments were prescribed in burning sensation (qi|) in fevers.

Even applications of gems were made.

qi^%g;'?Troi<TiqqiqT ^q^nf^T I) <5o^n

'q. ^ ^

<q. f% V

The therapeutic use of jewels did not end with such cooling

properties they were believed to possess. A person with consumption

should always keep himself dressed and decorated with ornaments

as an alleviating measure.

qpR f^fqcT II II

=q 'fq. i
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The following gems and herbs were put on as a prophylactic

measure against snake poison.

fqqiqtr: i

Besides these medlco-cum-decorative uses of gems and

ornaments we find references to the merely aesthetic use of these e g
in the description of wine parties. At such a part}* a person was

required to be well- decorated in conformity with the gay spirit of

Bacchus prevailing on the occasion

Not only the participants in the revelry were required to be

decorated, but the attendant women were also to present themselves

gaily decorated in consonance with the spirit of gaiety

' «M^ll

in vs II

^ fk, HY

Vessels used on such occasions were ornamental so that there
may be no discordant note to mar the ]oy pervading the atmosphere.

gsjj-
1

?f5(r tl 'IH II =^.

But these gems, even in such drinking parties, contributed
their mite towards mitigating the effects of drink Gems were believed
to be cooling and refrigerant agents and as such they served the
medical purpose also

=EJ P?.
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The vessels used for filling refrigerant medicines were made
of rich metals and were used as cold applicators.

qisrroif i

From the various descriptions in Caraka Samhit* we find

that the following metals, gems, precious stones and other materials

were in use during the period.

1^. ^(v), HI, fq. tIM-

^ ^3-*V. - fg. X\s f%. •

fu.

Besides these we come across references to

etc.

CHAPTER X

WOMAN IN CARAKA’S TIMES

The primary as well as the secondary sexual dUBTerences of

the woman from those of man have given her a distinctive social

position throughout the many ages of human history. In the ancient

world she held either a privileged position by virtue of her charm,

delicacy and relative weakness or au inferior position to man’s and

was regarded as a subordinate, ornament and source of sense satisfac

tion, to be possessed, decorated or pampered It is only in recent times

that her claim to equality with man has been seriously put forth and

has gained recognition in all civilised countries. It is only now that

she claims neither the privileged position with its implication of

relative weakness and' inferiority nor the subordinate position as an object

of sense gratification She is now asserting her equal partnership with

the man in the enterprise of life and wants neither more nor less In

view of this, it would be interesting to see what position and task she

was assigned in the various context of social life as portrayed in the
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texts of S.yurveda and' particularly in the Caraka Samhita, the work

under review

We shall divide the reference into two classes (A) those regar-

ding her growth, aging and constitution, the disease, general and.

special, she is liable to, modification of medications and dosage, and

the last but the most important the physiology and pathology of the

maternity period she passes through, and (B) the general references

direct and indirect as a woman

A Medical references

—

1. The sages of India by long observation and thought knew

the difference in the pace of growth and decay of the constitutions

of both man and woman. In physical and mental development and

maturity as well as in their decay man is slower than woman. This

fact is depicted in observations like the following:

—

qq Slid g I

§ g,. i'A,

“The wise physian should know that a man of twenty-five

years of age and a woman of sixteen years of age have attained to

an equal stage of sexual maturity ’

gq: i

§. 'i'l

“The catamenal discharge which starts from the age of twelve

in a woman comes to a cessanon at the age of fifty when the body
enters in its stage of senescence’

2 She is liable to all diseases which human flesh is heir to

and in addition to these diseases she suffers from diseases and disorders

peculiar to her due to the special structure of her sexual organs These
diseases are called gynecic diseases and a special chapter his been
devoted to them ( ^ )

In the chjtpter on Gulma, a special type
of it called Rakta’ Gulma is ^described which is a peculiar affection of
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the female species as it is a nterine affection Again while describing

Vata disease, Caraka says that her position of dependency on man, her

lack of enlightenment, and her natural inclinations to shyness, delicacy

and modesty, impose restrictions on the prompt discharge of natural
urges.

fasiT !? I qR?(?5?n^-

qr qraqT?iq'JiFqi%qiii5irqr* %q qm st^'l'uriqg^ li ft <5 3/

“ The Gulma born of vitiated blood occurs only in women
and not in men, because of their peculiar feature of menstrual

discharge from the uterus. Owing to her position of dependence,

ignorance and continual occupation in service and duty, she restrains

the natural urges of the body Bither just after abortion or

miscarriage, or just after delivery or during the menstrual period, if

a woman takes Vata-provoking food, her Vata gets quickly provoked ’’

3. Her constitution, being considered weaker than that of a

male is compared with the constitutions of the child and the aged

persons, and accordingly medications are to be made milder for her,

ft ^<1,

‘ For kings, and kingly persons, and great men, for women,

and persons of delicate constitution as well as for children and the

aged (we shall describe the dosage of oil and honey.)

4. One special branch of the octopartite Ayurveda has been '

devoted to the physiology and pathology of the maternity stage of a

woman’s life.

B. Caraka samhita being primarily a medical treatise takes a

scientific and biological view of man and woman Yet the social

practices of the age and the relative imposition of woman have been

mentioned explicitly sometimes and implicitly more often.

1. In the etiology of Rakta Gulma, the social position of the

woman in general is referred to ft. ^ \ quoted above)
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2. In the description of posology she has been described as

unsteady by nature, teader, wavering, easily disturbed and generally

delicate, weak and dependent on others.

qR*!*, ?[r hr: ifrnqfsq^si ii

=q fq

f

“ It IS owing to this reason that in emergency a weak

patient should be first treated with non-distressing, mild and generally

delicate remedies and later on gradually, by heavy remedies which do

not upset him or give rise to complications* This should be specially

done in the case of woman They are by nature unsteady, tender,

wavering, easily disturbed and generally delicate, weak and

dependent on others.
’’

3 In the chapter instructing the principles of good way and

behaviour of life to man, it is said

^‘Do not contemn nor confide in the woman overmuch, nor

divulge a secret to her, nor pkce her in power’'.

4 Women were also trained to play the part of companion

and entertainer to man in his pursuit of pleasure Caraka describes

the part played by women attendants and carriers who actually were to

be well trained in the art of entertainment

q§rmiaT*T15=q^ Ji'qgTfiiqqg* insu

“He should drink while being shampooed by clean, loving,

beautiful, young and well trained women decked in fine clothes, jewels

and flowers suitable to the season.’
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5. In the description of the selection of a wife, life’s partner,

one of the qualifications she must needs possess was her being

1 e. amenable.

31 T qi I

^ VJj 'i®*

“... .who is akin to him in miod, arho is amenable to and

pleased with his advances, who enthralls, all his senses by her excellent

qualities,”

6. A woman *8 body and appearance have been considered the

best aphrodisiac.

=2r ^ STlfqinl UVll

?«ZT qt sflfgqs?! ^iaj. i

gji: Rlci^cti: iiHU

(afrit ^f353irqf»rr f^)

«t^ IK II

‘‘The last means of stimulating ones manhood (the best agent

of virilification) is an exhilarating sexual partner in the wife When
the desired sense-objects yield great pleasure even if siuglj^ experien-

ced by the senses, then what need be said of the person of the

woman in whom the delectable objects of all the senses are found

established together. Such combination of the delectable objects of all

the senses is found only in the person of the women and nowhere

else. Indeed it is the object that is found m the person of the woman

that evokes our pleasure greatly. Hence it is that man s pleasure is

mainly in the woman and that' in her is established the source of

progeny.”

7 Mention of woman is made as a therapeutic agent m the

diseases coming under the category of Pitta type, specially fever and

alcoholism,

.. #ftr. qrr^7%ir3WEri^<41f*T*, fq.
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“To counteract and subdue such a condition the following

measures should be taken*—

.. . • keeping algo the company of agreeable women wearing

cool garments aud garland’

8 She has been used as a poison girl or poisoner.

f 'ifi I

jffnK II

f0iq^?5!frq?ihTTS[i i

rwa%41 u qj 1 , v-;

“Bvil minded women destroy the life of the skilful king by

means of poison and sometimes by various poisonous potions for the

sake of winning good luck, man also loses his life quickly by contact

with poison girls, it is therefore that the physician should constantly

protect the king from the dangers of poison".

9 Man is advised to have as sexual partners different types of '

woman according to the season; e g one should have a plump and

passionate woman as bed-mate in the winter.

5rJTqT'4i[iiT f ii is u

^ it ii 'i^-'i'^

“ When winter begins, one should always wear warm and
thick clothing and should have one’s body anointed with thick paste

of eagle-wood Bying in bed with a plump and passionate woman of

high and plump breasis who has anointed herself with the paste of

eagle-wood, one should, warmed up by aphrodisiac wines, spend the
night in her embraces’

One should drink wholesome Sidhu or honey wine and
enjoy the youthful loveliness of women and gardens ’*
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10. There is no corresponding pre-natal ceremony as we
have the for male progeny. There is no special ceremony

believed to be as indncive and constitutive of the procreation of a female

child as we have it m the case of a male child,

1 1. The virilification section which forms one of the eight

branches of the octopartite Ayurveda is devoted solely to helping the

man and there is no mention of a woman in this process

12. No names of renowned female scholars or Vaidyas are

found in the texts. This is an indication that women usually kept

or were kept aloof from learning the medical science

13 The ethics of the medical practitioners as described in

the texts indirectly give us an idea of the status of woman in anci-

ent India.

“
.

”

“ Women who are not attended by their husbands or guard-

ians (shall not receive treatment) ”

“ No offering of meat by a woman without the behest of her

husband or guardian ^ball be accepted by thee "(Caraka Vimana VIII, 13)

^ II g S,.

‘‘Physicians should not indulge in laughter or jokes with

women nor stay Jong with them, nor should they accept gifts other

than food from women’’

The code of surgical nursing proscribes the services of a

female nurse. Not only that even the sight of a woman is considered

undesirable

"Sometimes, bj'’ even sight and other contacts with a woman
there maj'’ occur seminal discharge Thus even without sexual union, a

man will suffer the evil effects thereof”.
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But all these references which indirectly give us a glimpse of

the status of women in those times need not lead us to the conclusion

that she was regarded as no more than a chattel or a useful toy to

please the whims of man Although her natural weakness and her

anatomical pecularities kept her far behind in the race as against

man, her status as mother was highly respected She was the fountain

source of the propagation of race Childlessness was not only deplored,

it was despised

?f«ir sn II ti

f^?qcqfFi*Ti i

II II

^?g5q. l

sri IM II

" The man without progeny is like a solitary tree that yields

no shade which has no branches, which beats no fruit and is devoid

of any pleasant odour The man without progeny is to be regarded

as a painted lamp, a dried up lake, or a pseudo-metal which only has

the appearance of the precious metal and is like a man of straw

possessing only the shape of man Again, such a man without

progeny is regarded to be not well-established, bare, like a void, and

possessed of only one sense and as having lived a purposeless life
”

'
.

So it was the women who brought the very purpose of life

to fruition. '

Again a child, a male child, was absolutely necessary in order

that the person be free from one of the three debts which he is

enjoined upon to discharge-

ut-giN* g^5t f|gT ii u

“ Good and filial sons who are thus born, who are handsome,
truth speaking, long-lived and are righteous owe a debt to their parents

( and should discharge the same)”.

Woman is the only source of progeny and as such she was
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highly respected. As a matter of fact it was the protection the woman
received as the source of progeny, family honour and the repository

of dignity that kept the women from coming to the forefront So

her very usefulness was turned into her weakness, Caraka when he

comes to speak about this aspect of woman s life, waxes eloquent and

surpasses others m his eulogy of the woman.

=?. r«. ‘v(t),

“ Indeed it is the object that is found in the person di the

woman that evokes our pleasure greatly. Hence it is 'that ‘mans

pleasure is mainly in the woman aid that m her is established fhe

source of progeny In her also are established righteousness, wealth,

auspiciousness and the two worlds—this and the other”

Thus although the biological picture of a woman as given

in medical texts of old is uot so glorifying to the woman, as she is

by nature weak and inferior to man, her emotional and aesthetic val*

ue was regarded highly and her social value as the perpetuator of

the race was almost adored.

CHAPTER XI

THE SENSE OF SMELL

The sense of smell or the olfactory organ plays a more

important part in our daily lives than is ordinarily believed In the

early stages of civilization, it was the most important sense, but it

gradually lost its full significance with the advancement of modern

civilization In ancient times it was a protective organ and ‘ luxury
’

organ combined and man made use of this olfactory power for

various purposes.

Animals were guided by this sense in their daily lives.

It warned the animal of the approach of an enemy, it guided

the animal in its quest for food and motivated its sex reflexes. Man
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with his superior intelligence turned this sense into a ‘ luxury ’

sense also In ancient days nose rnb was prevalent in lieu of the

Hp-kisa as a sign of love To early man, the kiss, as the Buropeans

know it, was unknown The ancient languages bear testimony to this

fad. The Sanskrit word for ' kissing ’ is * ghra
’

also, which means to

smell. In old Persian the word for *love’ means * smell ’ In classical

Greek there was no word for ‘ kiss * and in the Maori tongue of the New
Zealand aborigines, the greeting expression is not found, but its place

18 taken by the phiase ‘‘ I smell >oa *’ Bven today the Maoris use

the nose rub as an expression of greeting The Japanese abhor the

Hp kiss in practice so much so that love scenes lu cinema films have to

be scissored before being exhibited Thus the nose-rub may be regarded

as a relic of a time when man based his feelings of sympathy for

other human beings upon the olfactory sensations which they provoked

in him.

Many physicians were reputed to be able to smell a disease.

There is a story that when the mother of a sick child .wanted to

conduct a famous nineteenth century physician into the sick-room, he

said ‘don’t wake her’. Then on opening the door slightly, he sniffed,

the air and announced the diagnosis of “scarlet fever."

The above is an example of the higher development of the

olfactory sense of a person who can sniff and separate the subtle

difference of smell Such persons are classified as belonging to the

‘olfactory type ’ Such olfactory specialists are highly valued by perfume

manufacturers even in modern times

Scientists consider taste and smell as chemical sense This che-

mical sense was highly developed in the early period of the evolution

of man. It gradually became blunted with the progress of modern
civilization. It has been found on geographical considerations that

persons of the olfactory type are less numerous in the Western Atlantic

civilzation than among the Orientals and in the tropics. It has been
humourously remarked by an eminent scholar of botany that Indians

had noses but no eyes as Buropeans had e3'es but no nose This is

but an apt summary of the fact that ludiaus prefer plants and flowers

more for their fragrance than for their appearance, while the reverse
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is true of the Westerners. Even nature seems’ to be discerning in the

distribution of her bounties The Himalayan flora is full of fragrance

while the Alpine flora is resplendent with variegated hues.

This love of fragrance among the Orientals is either the result

of or is enhanced by the coincidence of ceveral facts such as the

abundance of fragrant articles in the East, the higher development of

the olfactory sense, the superb sense of cleanliness and purity of

internal as well as external parts of the body and the subtle aesthetic

sense of olfactory luxury. There are plenty of references indicating the

use of the olfactory sense for various purposes in health and disease.

The use of thuriferous articles formed part of religious

ceremonies. The sacrifical articles and wood were offered as oblation

into the sacrificial fire and this resulted in the impregnation of the

whole atmosphere with pleasant aroma

The rooms whether they be for assembly meeting or for

drinking party or they be amourous chambers, were decorated with

seasonal and pleasant smelling flowers. Sometimes even the ground

was carpeted with such flowers.

niTcsgriHq ii

* *
,

*

II f%. ’V,

“Having attended to the internal needs of the body and

having bathed and painted himself with fragrant sandal, a person

must wear clean clothing along with ornaments and fragrances suitable

to the season. Then decking himself with garlands of variegated

flowers and with jewels and ornaments, he should worship the gods

and the Brahmanas and touch the most auspicious articles. Seating
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himself comfortably in a sitting or lounging position on a well-made bed

with pillows, in a spot scattered with flowers that are best suited to

each season and fumigated with fragrant smoke .....he should eat, while

drinking, green fruits and salted fragrant flesh and other sauces

agreeable to the wine and proper to the seasons.

Beds, seats and clothes were kept not only clean but were

perfumed with fragrant articles

JilT. ^

“.. .a pleasant smelling, well spread and comfortable bed....’^

“ The bed, seats, spreads and covers meant for the child should

tie soft, light, clean and fragrant.’

As regards personal hygiene, odoriferous articles were made
use of very profusely to impart Iragrance and charm to every part

of the body.

After the preliminary purificatory process to cleanse every part

of the body which is likely to exhale fetor (month, tongue, teeth, throat,

skin etc), these parts were perfumed with sweet-smelling preparations.

To impart sweet and delicious smell to the breath and
counteract the fetor-oris', use was made of^ nutmeg, musk, mallow,

betel-nut, cloves, cubeb-pepper, good betel-leaves, camphor and small

cardamom.

The skin of the whole body was given a friction cleansing

with fragrant articles to remove the stench of perspiration and after

the final cleansing of the body by the general bath, the body was
anointed with fragrant applications and scented with exquisite perfumes.
And finally m addition to the sartorial covering, a garland of the

seasonal and sweet smelling flowers was worn

The oils used for nasal drops or for the hair were also

scented Fragrant tooth powder and pastes were also made Even
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tile tootli sticV was selected from tlie sweet-smelling trees or

sometimes the tooth-stick was made fragrant by artificial methods.

Cigars whether used for daily habitual smoking or for

therapeutic purposes, always contained a good number of fragrant

articles. One of the purposes of its use in daily regimen was to

remove the offensive smell of the breath.

Special attention was paid to make the food and drinks savory

and the culinary art was highly developed in conformity with this

superb sense of fragrance and aroma

Thus the olfactory aesthetic sense was ever given dominant

consideration in the regimen of personal hygiene.

The special gift of the keenness of the olfactory organ of the

orientals and the luxuriance of aromatic, balmly, musky, and

odoriferous products in the East influenced not only the personal,

social and public hygiene methods and manners of the people,

but also played an important part in the diagnostic clinical mehods

and therapeutic measures of Ayurveda

Physical eximmatiou, as described in modern science, entails

the use of four methods or procedures—inspection, palpation, percussion,

and auscultation. It means according to Caraka

ii

“Seeking to know the nature of a disease by direct observation,

the physician should explore by means of all his sense-organs except

the tongue, the entire field of sensible data presented by the patient 8

body”

In the modern clinical methods of physical examination, the

eyes (
inspection ), hands ( palpation )

and ears {
percussion and ausc-

utation ) aie used extensively, but the use of the smell sense is rarely

made We can understand the aversion to the use of the taste organ

in modern clinical methods, but it becomes difficult to understand why
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under-development of olfactory power especially among the occiden-

tals is one of the reasons.

Ayurveda developed a special science of smell-diagnosis;

osmics or osmology to be made use of in clinical medicine.

This method of physical examination is given an important

place in the investigation of normal or abnormal secretions and excre-

tions of the body viz, 1- Vital essence; 2 Semen, 3. Mother’s milk;

4. Menstrual fluid, 5 Sputum; 6. Stools, 7. Urine; 8. Vaginal

discharge, 9. Vomit; 10 Discharge from the wound; 11. Sweat.

Objective or subjective symptoms pertaining to smell were

found useful in the diagnosis of nearly all disease-conditions Osmatic

domineering signs are rather considered the pathognomic of the

disorganization of the Pitta constituency of the body. Important

osmatic references are found in the following disease condition.

< s. etc.,
’

'

V-

In the section on prognostic indication nearly the whole

chapter is devoted to the subject of osmology ( ) bearing on

prognosis.

The therapeutist made use of the savoury and fragrant arti-

cles in general and specially in all disorders of Pitta types. Meticulous

care was taken in pharmaceutics to flavour every medication Potions

or poultices, linctus or lozenges all were made sweet and pleasant m
smell Tiie number of aromatic drugs in Caraka is more than one

hundred.

The concept of good and bad smell was so popularly

recognized that bad smell was considered very despicable. Caraka
while despising the condition of sterility or barrenness compares it to

the tree with bad smell.
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‘'The man without progeny is like a solitary tree that

3'jelds no shade, which has no branches, which bears no fruit and is

devoid of any pleasant odour’’.

Tropical countries are rich in fragrant plant products and

hence we find that these countries have the most aromatic dishes and

pleasant pharmaceutic factories They cater to this outstanding

trait of the orientals. Nose, thus is very highly respected and valued

in the East, though it is but tiny in size Th^s may be one of the

reasons of nose-cutting as a very subtle way of vendatta - may be

due to its possession inside of this valuable apparatus of evaluating

the environmental atmosphere And this nose-cutting gave an oppor-

tunity to Susruta of originating the operation of Rhinoplasty.

CHAPTER Xir

ROUTINE OBSERVED DURING TBE PURIFICATORY PROCEDURES

The excerpts given below describe the various observances

and regulations that are necessary m the preparation of the patient

for undergoing the procedures of purification The excerpts describe’

both the sanitary as well as the aesthetic aspects of the subjeet.

?i^jfq»55q;qH?Ti5rr

qra?!Ji II

‘‘After the person has taken the oleation and sudatfon

procedures, and is of tranquil mind and has slept soundly, digested

the food well, taken a full bath, anointed the body, worn a garland

and untorn clothes, worshipped the deities, the fire, the Brahmana, the-

Guru, the elders and che physicians, he should be administered a dose

of the decoction of emetic-nut together with honey, liquorice, rock-salt
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and treacle sanctified by the benediction of the “ Svastivacana
’’

chantings of the Brahmins performed nnder an auspicious constellation,

day, Karana and Muhurta”.

ROUTINE OBSERVED DURING VARIOUS OTHER PROCEDURES

Procedare for Discharging a Patient

f5l?::f!IT?T*T3^tT’TF5r

“On finding that he has regained his vitality, complexion and

cheerfulness of mind, and after he has slept haopily, digested his food

well, taken a full bath, and painted the body with sandal, has put on

garlands and untorn clothes, and has adorned himself with befitting

ornaments, he should be shown round to his kinsmen after being

presented to his friends. Thenceforward, he should be left to resume

his normal activities

Attending a Wine pa rty

str?gi n

“Having attended to the internal and external needs of the

body and having bithed and painted himself with fragrant sandal, a

person must wear clean clothing along with ornaments and fragrances

suitable to the seas »ns. Then decking himself with garlands of

variegated flowers and with jewels and ornaments, he should worship

the gods and the Brahmanas and touch the most auspicious articles"

Going For a Dinner

^qigqrST ?int{^ qilcgi iII=5^?qT

5P^ql Wtqirsihv^ qT3oq?F«^ qwifjl qia^lfl5^fqif5iqRq^ ^ fqqqi,

“Partake not of a meal without wearing a jewel on the hand,
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without having had a bath; clad in tattered clothes, without sayiug

your prayers, without performing the Homa, without oflfering to the

household gods and the manes, without first feeding the elders, guests

and dependants, unscented, ungarlanded, without cleansing the hands,

feet and face, with unclean mouth, with the face towards north, list-

leislyj
’

The Student Beginning his Work

m. -ft. <Ct,

**The student who is healthy and has consecrated lalU h"iS) time

for studvi should rise at dawn or while yet a portion rff tlw Eight

It left and having performed the necessary ablutions und "haviiig

saluted the gods, the seers, the cows, the Brahmanas, the guardians,

the elders, the adepts and the teachers.”

The Student’s Initiation
'

=5 ^?5)- ^ gog:

uqsirifu: or. oiro^T05>?f|»oo-

f?i5nool7iE??nfli ^ifii otijornf^igilh 5t*0R

nsHifi? u " o. ^

“The teacher should address himself to the disciple who has

thus come to him desiring to study and who tits close in reverenital

mood, and say unto him, ^Comc and sit at my feet for instruction,

in the northern solstice of the year, in the bright half of the month,

on an antpiciout day, when the moon is in conjunction with the

constellation of Pusya or Hasta or Sravana or the A^winT, and in an

auspicious Karana and Muhurta, havipg taken the tonsure, having

fasted and bathed, and clad In brown garment, bringing in your hands

fragrant articles and dry twigs, fire, ghee, sandal paint and water-pots,

also flower-garlands, a lamp, gold, ornaments of gold, silver, precious

stones, pearls and corals, silken garments, sacrificial stakes, also 'holding

m your hand the sacrificial grass, fried paddy, white mustard seeds

ana white rice grams, and flowers strung in garlands as well as loose,

and pure articles of food and rubbed sandal paste”.
' ’ ‘
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A Gravida Goins^ to Maternity Home

Rifl ^ n^f ggH

|r^f 5l%q qgWT^rfiq q?[Tq iTTHl' ^TT-

=q qj^si^gffq < 9?t.

»fl9['ii'q gng?§qpu sff^^ i ^ Rdt%3 n

,

'®r UT

“ When the ninth month is ruuninj?, on an anepicious

day, when the sacred moon is
,

propitious and favourable, and

is in conjunction with a favourable asterism as also the Karana

is favourable and the Muhurta friendly, having brought the cows,

the Brahmanas, the fire and.,,the water into the- house at first,

and having given grass water and fried nee mixed with honey

to the cows and to the Brahmanas, who have been presented water and

seated, having oflfered colored rice, flowers and pleasant fruits indicative

of good fortune, having bowed to them and having sipped water once

again, she should seek their bl ssmgs. Then, keeping the cows !;iod

the Brahmanas to her right and following them to the accompaniment

of the benedictory cry *thts is a good day’, the expectant mother

should enter the lying-in room Dwelling therein she should awajt

the tune of delivery’’

Going For ‘Naming

^ “ qfrqiq

q: qrqPcf? fqr?q?^RT ^ fliHsi 0^% QT^%tF %q^iri;5

Rwqglfggjfr ^ qiqifl snnifJisnRi^ 1

=q w. <5, >,0

“On the tenth day, the woman, together with the child, should
bathe in water treated with all fragrant herbs and with white rape-
seed and lodh, put on light, new and clean garments, deck herself

with pure, coveted, light and variegated ornaments, touch auspicious
objects and worship the appropriate deity, receive the blessings of
Brahmanas with unshorn locks, white garments and whole bodies, then
having wrapped the child who should be placed with his head either
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towards the east or the north in the folds' of a new garment,

and declaring that it (the child) salutes the twice-born headed by the

gods, the father of the child should give it two names: one name
denoting the constellation under which it was born and the other

of intended meaning*’

Procedure at Kutipravesha

ii

nr^rdt«r i

^ cTU??IT II

^ ^'/i, ’ll-^3

'‘Thereafter, during the sun’s northern course, m th? bri^t

half of the month, when the day and fhe constellation are propitious

and the Muhorta and Karana are faTourable, the man seeking rejuvena-

tion, shohldy being shaved, enter the retreat, having fortified himself

in his resolution’ arid purpose, frill of faith and single-mindedness,

having cast off all sins of the heart, cherishing good will for all

creatures, having first worshipped the gods and then the twice-born,

and having performed the circumambulatiou of the' gods, the cdws and

the Brahmapas*.

Going to Sufgical Room For Operation

“Thereafter when the day, Karana Muhurta and constellation

are propitious, the patient who has taken a light meal, should be

seated with his face towards the east, after worshipping the fire, the

Brahmanas and the phj'sicians by curds, rice, eats and drinks and jewels,

and after performing auspicious rites and Svastivacana and after

offering oblations’’.
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CHAPTER XIII

REGULATIONS OF SOCIETY AND STATE REGARDING TREATMENT

The Valdya is very often nick-named “the brother of the God

of death" ) but the society as well as the state took every

possible measure to prevent him from emulating the example of his

comfrere, the god of death The rules of the society aud of the state

of those days seem to have been so strict that the Vaidya was afraid

of taking responsibility in serious or incurable diseases. He was caught

between the horns of a dilemma where his natural humane feeling a .id

strict rules regarding his responsibility often ran counter to each

other.

The responsibility cast on the Vaidya to treat only curable

cases helped in evolving the science of prognostics to determine the

curability or otherwise of a disease to an astonishing degree. This

was the stage when the development of clinical methods made great

progress.

The necessity and importance of the knowledge of progno*

sties is greatly emphasised in the Caraka Samhita in order to help

the physician to steer clear of the risks in undertaking incurable cases.

“ The physician who knows the differential diagnosis between

the curable aud the incurable diseases and begins treatment with full

knowledge of the case aud in time, obtains success for his effort

without fail. But the physician who undertakes to treat incurable dise-

ases will invariably suffer loss of income, tarnish his learning and

fame, and earn for himself disrepute and unpopularity to boot."

The whole section consisting of 12 chapters of the Indrij-a*

sthana shows the marvellous development of minute clinical observations

indicating the prognostics of the case Dreams, omens, the messenger.



environmental circumstances besides a host of such things were taken

into account in the prognostic calculation. All this shows the meticu-

lous care they took in order to draw a recognisable line between

the curable and the Incurable diseases.

e t

A Vaidya is advised not to undertake to treat certain condi-

tions. Incurable disease ^s one of such conditions.

%fcf I q«rM firq^ qiqle?«is5r?igi ll fl.

“ However, neither the therapy of elimination of morbid

matter nor any other kind of medication should be administered

even wh^n indicated, to the following kinds of patients' one who
has not justified his honour iwhen questioned,’ one Who is without

we'alth or attendants, one who fancies himself to be a’ doctor, one

who IS fierce tempered, one who is envious, one who takes keen plea-

sure in vicious acts, one who has lost his strength, flesh or blood to an

inordinate extent, one who is afidicted of an incurable disease, and

one who presents the prognostic signs By treating such a patient, the

physician incurs opprobrious odium".

The physician was also warned against treating persons who

were regarded as anti-social and evil in nature, such as*

—

^ ( g. \ <s

I erlefhiSt jfi? »<i 3T gq W 1 -

i[sr ill

*»57?a I

a *1 ere:t<fjt ^ »

W n

vjaf>s«l agqssiwr ».afq^R* i

yfqarSFtqr gf II

ftr. v-\j

*‘The man that is fierce, rash, cowardly, ungrateful or fickle,

who is aha ter of good persons kings and physicians or he who is
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hated by them or he who Is aflflicted with grief, or is a fatalist or

one doomed to death, one who is devoid of, the means for treatment

or an enemy, impostor or one devoid of faith, a confirmed sceptic or

who does not carry ont the directions of the physician—snch a man
should not be taken up, by a wise physician, for treatment The

physician who treats knch cases invites many difficulties Persons

other than snch should be treated well with all modes of treatment.

Classifying the various morbid conditions, we shall now describe the

indication and the contra-indications ' of the five purificatory proce-

dures with reference to them.’’

!I «Trf^5,5r%«2TSlt WI R5I5f-»5i^ 'T I

fit. <s,

“No persons, who are hated of the king or who are haters of

the king or who are hated of the public or who are haters of the

public shall receive treatment. Similarly those that are of very

unnatural, wicked and miserable character and conduct, those who have

not vindicated ’ their honour and those that are on the point of death

and similarly women who are unattended by their husbands or guardians

shall not receive treatment ”

The rules were not only negative in form but strict ap^,

positive injunctions were laid down as to how a Vaidya was to conduct

himself under certain circumstances such as discharging a patient after

cure.

It was enjoined upon a Vaidya to exhibit his patient to his

kinsmen to be recognised as being fnlly cured and then discharged.

gf?fi i sirr ii

'R. g, '} * 1 vS

“On finding that he has regained his vitality, complexion
and cheerfulness of mind, and after he has sleot happily, digested
hiB food well, taken a full bath, and* painted the body with sandal,
has put on garland and tintorn clothes, and has adorned himself with
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befitting ornaments, he should be shown round to his kinsmen after

being presented to his frfendfl* Thenceforward, he should be left to

resume his normal activities.’

g^ii
. -I

sf%?rizrl
/ vO > '= I J

^

a^?*T5trfci; §p®J n

“When the abdominal disease due to the gathering of fluid

has gone beyond the stage of treatment or if the humoral tddiscorda nee

has not got subdue!, the physician should summon the patients*

kinsmen, well wishers, wives, brahmins, state authorities, and elders

and speak to them about the precarious condition of the patient.

If not treated the patients’ death is certain. But if treated

by poison-therapy ha may have a chance to survive, Having spoken

thus and being permitted by the pa^tients well-wishers to proceed (he

must administer poison to the patient combined with his food and

drink)’*.

The last citation shows that when a bold Vaidya wanted to give

a chance of cure in a case believed to be incurable by means of special

therapeutic measures, he had to take permission of the kinsmen,

friends, wife and otherg of the patient. This bold and rather out of

the ordinary treatment was undertaken and full opportunity was given

to ambitious Vaidyas to attempt to bring the hitherto incurable diseases

within the compass of curability.

Still the Vaidya had to be very careful and shrewd enough

not to take any responsibility for failure on his shoulders In case of any

doubt about success in treatment, the Vaidya, to be on the safe side

would declare the case to be incurable before the patient’s relations and

then begin his treatment
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‘^The patient suffering from cough born of consumption with

all the symptoms of consumption fully developed, and who is debilitated

should be considered incurable but if the cough is of recent origin

and the patient is strong the treatment should be undertaken despite

declaring it to be of the incurable type.’’

Or he might take up the treatment of such cases only if the

patients kinsmen approached the Vaidya and bes'ohght him for treating

the case.

*‘If the patient’s kinsmen beseech the physician with great

importunity for treatment, he should prescribe the diet of meat-juice,

but no purificatory therapy should be administered.”

Thus in keeping with the spirit of the age and the social

conventions prevalent then, great restrictions were placed on the

physician’s choice of undertaking cases for treatment. Yet there was a

large scope left for his higher nature and humanity to function as a

souice of social helpfulness and guidance by his being allowed to give

society the advantage of his skill and learning after declaring the

hazardous nature of his efforts and absolving himself of responsibility

for failure despite his best endeavours. In no society pertaining to any

age can a physician he expected to behave otherwise. Thus judged by

anv standard, the humanity, goodness and wisdom of the ancient

physician are beyond question All the rules and regulations of society

as well as the State were only calculated to prevent the Vaidya from

all chance of injury to public health as well as to his own reputation

and profession.

chapter XIV

LEGENDS AND AUNTRAS

2 Legends and myths are the most valuable treasures in a
country's national heritage and India is one of the richest countries



in this respect. Such legends are not^ just fantastic creations of idle

minds to be ridiculed and discarded They contain in them the

beginnings of the idealogy and concepts that have influenced, iu their

own way, the future course of their civilization They are the crude

attempts at embodying in verbal form the vague inklings into the

dawn of knowledge, when sublime nature awed the insignificant

looking man, and the joy of life ^et loose the fancy of man inspired

by the virginity of life.

Belief in the magic effects of certain words uttered in a fixed

order with prescribed intonation is a common feature in the history

of early civilization of all countries and India is no exception to the

rule. Where experience and reason failed to solve a mystery to a

common man magic and Mantras, based on the belief in the super-

natural, stepped in.

India in Caraka’s time was ahead of other countries in the

progress of civilization especially in the science of medicine Medical

knowledge had attained the scientific stage and yet we find traces of

legend. Caraka continued the practice of absorbing these legends in

his work in the illustration o medical beginnings and facts. For

instance, the legend of the origin of fever ascribing it to the anger

of God Siva is quite in consonance with the idea of heat, the dominant

pathological effect of feverish condition ( f%. ^ ) Fever was

the most common disease and Siva, the God of Destruction, naturally

came to be associated with the most common cause of death viz., fever.

Traces of the belief in the curative effects of specially arranged hymns

and incantations called Mantras are also found in Caraka Samhita. The

traces are however faint and more often than not, the Mantra treat*

ment is accompanied by the rational and scientific treatment Such

mantras form part of psychic therapy and the inclusion of these in

his work brings it more into a line with advanced views than the

absence of them would have done And we must not forget that these

mantras were meant to be uttered by only those persons who possessed

certain qualities in them Thus the sanctity of mantras was strictly

preserved. .
'

,

The mystical effect of mantras is still being made use of
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legends and mantras

CBpecially in snake poison treatment.
Ul

The legends in Caraka Samhita are interesting and we find

that shorn of their imaginative adornments, some of them appear to

be literary versions of some scientific truth.

The origin of fever is ascribed to the heat caused by the

fire which poured from the anger of Rudra at the destruction of

Daksa’s sacrifice of old The destjmction of the above sacrifice was

also the cause of many other diseases The description is interesting

as there is a symbology in these mythical representations and legend^.

where are certain diseases ascribed to various causes. ( Caraka

Nidana VlII-11 ).

‘Tt was during the destruction of the sacrifice of Daksa

that Gulraa first arose in the past as the result of the agitated bodily

m'ovemeuTs gone through by the assembled persons who in their

panic ran belter skelter in all directions running, swimmiug, racing,

fl}ing jumping etc Also at this time, the nrinary and dermic

disorders took their rise as the result of the oblations that were eaten,

the insAoities as the result of fear,‘aiaritn and grief, the' epilepsies as

the je-ult of the pollution by various kinds of unclean beings. As
regards the fever we have already described how it arose from the

fofehead of great God Siva, from the heat induced by fever arose the

disease HemothermHa ^ As ' for coustlmp’tioh it took its riste^ from the

e!5i:ces8ive sex indulgence of the lord of" constellations i. e the

Moon" ' - „ -

\ . I

In spite of the legendary lore which is found here and there

in the Samhita Caraka never loses true scientific insight and as he
says in Vimana-sthana Chapter III verses 24 , 27 ,

“ calamities never
result from any factor other than unrighteousness." In these verses he
logically traces the origin of disorder to a series of acts of unrigh-
teousness, one following the other; how indulgence leads to lassitude,

lassitude to greed etc and how deterioration of the quality of food
and exercise made man the prey to various disorders The primogenesis
of diseases is thus very aptly narrated In Nidana VII-19 Caraka
clearly states
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^'Neither gods nor the Gandharvas, neither the goblins nor

the demons, nor aught else, torment the man who is not tormented

of himself,"

Just as Hippocrates in Europe separated religion from

medicine, Caraka did the same in India Thus Caraka was the pioneer

of the scientific medicine in India. This clearly shows what a

rational outlook Caraka had in spite of the legends and mantras

we find in his work.

In Caraka Cikitsa I (4) verses 39 49 we get an interesting nar-

ration of the diseases of gods and demi-gods being cured by the Aswins

who are the physicians of gods. It is they who re-united the sacred

head of sacrifice Tuey treated Pusan whose teeth had become loos-

ened, Bhaga who had lost his eye-sight and Indra whose arm had got

stiffened. Soma, the Moon God was cured of his consumption, and

Cyavana was restored to his youth.

The cause of consumption of the Moon god is very aptly

ascribed to his submergence in passion and the consequent weakness

The scientific reason and astronomical phenomenon are robed in myth-

ological garb. As the disease first befell the king of stars it is called

the royal disease (=7. f% But immediately following

this myth he says that consumption was driven away by Aswins to

this mortal world finding its four etiological Factors viz., over-exertion,

suppression of natural urges, wasting and fourthly irregular diet.

In Cikitsa XIX 4 the origin of diarrhea is ascribed to the

impairment of the gastric fire by the use of cow’s flesh (which is

heavy, hot and disagreeable) at Daksa s sacrifice.

In Cikitsa-sthana XXIII, 4-5 there is an interesting derivation

of the word poison and this is connected with a famms mytho-

logical event.

31% HT»i5jdcq% u vr a
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When the ocean was being churned by the gods and the

demons for the sake of ambrosia, there emerged prior to the nectar,

a fearful looking person He had a resplendent appearance, four

fangs tawny hair and fiery ejres and the world despaired at the sight

of him Hence he was known as ‘Visa*, poison, the despair of the

world.”

This derivation is more significant than the English deriva-

tion of poison from ‘potio*, to drink.

Charms and talismans etc., formed part of the treatment,

though mostly for psychic eflfect. In Cikitsa-sthana, chapter XXV verses

3-9 we get descriptions of exogenous and endogenous wounds and

Caraka explains the predominant difference by the difference in their

treatment. Here too, Caraka lays emphasis on the treatment of exog-

enous wounds by medications when they do not yield to the ‘Charms’

and other measures due to their association with endogenous morbid

factors.

Even when describing the properties of the substance like

oil, Caraka sometimes introduces the traditional legend in support

of his statement. (Sutra-sthana chap. XXVII verse 288).

As it was enjoined upon a sacrificer to perform it not in au
unclean condition,' Caraka gives some Mantras which would purify the

person.

“ Pour not the libations of holy ghee barley, til, small sacri-

ficial grass and rape-seed in the sacrificial fire 1.1 an unclean
condition Bathe to the incantation of the sacrificial texts beginning with
the words ‘May the fire not leave me’, ‘May the wind grant me life’,

‘May the Visnu grant me strength, ‘May Indra grant me virility’,
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^fld '‘ May the waters enter me auspiciously’, ‘ The waters are indeed

the source of happiness' etc., and having laved the lips twice and

haying besprinkled the feet, touch the body with water on the cavities

of the head, on the heart and on the top of the head”.

The psychic eflPect of mantras was accepted in all spheres of

human activity and a person desiring a hero son, is advised by Caraka

to utter the following mantra before engaging oneself in procreating

act.

cftf ^ II

"

n ^ II

m. ^

“ Then the following charm should be uttered apostrop-

hizing the child that is to be - ‘ Thou art the day; thou art the

life, thou art well-established from all, sides. May the dispenser

dispense to thee Brahmic splendour,' May Brahma, Brhaspati, Visnu,

Soma, Surya and the two Aswins, as also Bbaga, Mitra and Varuna,’

bless me with a hero son Having uttered this, the two should unite”.
t

In the next few lines the charms to be uttered by a- woman
desiring a son are given . . ,

At the time of delivery, the following charm is prescribed

to be utterd into the ears of the pregnant woman by her favourite

lady attendant.
<

“
I

cwf ^ h n

II m-

“ May the earth, the waters the heavens, the light, the

wind, VisDU and Bihaspati ever protect you and the child, and may

they direct the delivery. O ' auspicious faced one, bring forth without

distress to yourself or to him, a son who will possess the lustre of

Kartikeya and have the protection of Kartikeya.
”
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The potion to be given to a patient to whom emegii is to be

administered should be pat in a measnre pot and the following

mantra should be recited over it.

§^^TiqjiiiniiT % M
’’

Sirggg ' gis^ qi2?$f5^5q5q^g?qsif^rq[^ gqj

^qufq^iruJisira^, Rig ^

Om, may Brahma, Daksa, Aswius, Rudra, Indra, the earth,

the moon, the sun, the gods of the wind, the fire, the sages, the

host of drugs, and all diving creatures protect thee Bven as the

vitalizers are to the sages, and ambrosia to the best of Nagas, so may
this medicine be unto thee Having thus sanctified the potion the

patient with his face turned to the east or the north must be made to

drink again and again and vomit until the bile is seen to come out especi-

ally in persons afidicted with fever of the Kapha type, Gulma or

coryza. This Is the proper method of the procedure of Bmesis'*.

In Cikitsa-sthana chapter XXIII, verses 81-91, Caraka speaks

of the ‘major perfumed eleph.mt antidote ’ This remedy was taught

to Kubera by Tryambaka, the three -eyed Siva. Caraka describes the

wonderful efiects of this antidote and goes even so far as to say that
‘ The house containing this antidote cannot be entered into by evil

spirits afflicting children or by Raksasas or hobgoblins, nor can

evil charms or black magic gain entry into the house. ’ He then

prescribes the following efficacious holy incantation to be uttered

during the preparation.

RR R1R1 Wf] RIR 51^ R1Tl% 5| Tqgr W \\

diSf 5jq5faTig5rl ftsidtsv 3iqi% ^ \

rr: g^qfasTR \\%^\\

RRiaRiR Rqm =q i

ll ii

RqTs4 qrfkqTgifij qi^^qqtiaiqq^

»
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f«fl5fJrf^?i^ ??sr \\ u

“My mother’s name is Jaya (victory) and my father !« alsojaya
(victory ) and I am Vijaya (victory). The son of victory, Jaya and Jaya and
hence I conquer Salutations to the lion among beings, to god Visnu,
the maker of the world, to the eternal Kisna, the source and the
glory of life, I am the very light of Visnu and that of Brahma,
Indra and Yama. As surely, as I have never rheard of the defeat of

god Vasuveda and of one wooing one’s own mother’s hand and of the
drying up of the ocean, so surely may this antidote achieve success
by the truth of these words. O I thou best among remedies allied with
hilhmih, give protection. Praise be unto thee I” Thus has been described
the antidote known as ^Mahagandha-hasti’.

Thus although we find traces of legends and charms in the
scientific work, they are there with a purpose; the legends to connect
some prescriptions iu the hoary tradition or to make the

comparatively dry subject interesting, and the charms and mantras to

create psychic effect, a principle accepted by even modern scientists

CHAPTER XV

KAMPILYA AS A CENTRE OF LEARNING

An unimposiug hamlet called KampiU on the banks of tbe Ganges
20 milesN E of Fatehgarh mthe district of Farrukabad (79. 37 E,27. 33 N)
seldom noticed by a passer-by was once a city teeming with population.

It was a capital city and a seat of a famous university pogsessing an

international reput-ation It covered an area of 28 to 30 miles.

Excavations have unearthed many a gold coin and statues bearing

testimony to a highly civilized and flourishing city in its halcyon days.

During the Mahabharata period, the city was at its zenith.

It was the capital of the Paficala Desa ruled over by king Drupada,

the father of Draupadl, the pivotal character round whom the giant epic

of Mahabharata evolved. It is narrated in tbe epic that Drupada and

Drona were co-students, but when Drupada succeeded to his father’s
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throne he denounced this friendship with Drona, who was hut

a poor Brahmin, on the ground of inequality of status

i)rona then became the preceptor of Kaurava and Pandava

princes in the military science and when their education was complete,

he asked the princes in his Gurndaksina to defeat Drupada and

bring him as a captive. First Kauravas tried their hands and failed.

Then the Pandava princes invaded and succeeded in bringing Drupada

as a captive at the feet of their preceptor Drona Drona reproachfully

reminded king Drupada of the present reversal of status of each of

them He further added that as he wanted to revive the old friendship,

and friendship can be maintained only if there is equal status of both,

he would mercilully give Drupada half the territories now conquered

by him. And thus accordingly he kept the northern half of Pancala

with Ahiksetra as his capital and returned the southern half to

Drupada with Kampilya as the capital

\

5rs[ifa % u n

UT qigr^ 11
V9o

l|

?qqis5 ||

i

q;ifq?ii ^ II

'l[g’lc5T?qrq^^dl 3^1 Tf^TORg, 3ir^qt, 9T. %\c

‘‘Because in childhood you have played with me in the

hermitage, O best among Ksatriyas I our mutual love and affection

have developed.
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,

O lord of men, I desire friendship with you again and so I

give you a boon, O king that you should get half of the kingdom,

O Yajnasena 1 As a king cannot be a friend with one who is

not a king, I have tried to put you on the throne

You shall be a king on the southern bank of the BhagirathI

and I on the northern one O Pancala, if you agree, consider me to

be your friend’

.

Drupada said, ‘*0 Brahman, there is no wonder for such a

thing with regard to powerful great souls ! I am pleased with you and

I expect perpetual love of you.”

Vaisampayana said, “Having told him thus, O Bharata, that

Drona made him free, and being pleased he honoured him and gave

him half of the kingdom.

He occupied the territory of Makandi with a thousand villages

on the bank of the Ganges; and the other with humiliated mind

occupied the southern Pancalas upto the river Carmanvati, with

Kampilya, the best among cities*'.

It was at Elampilya that the Swayamvara ceremony of

Draupadi took place and even today women recite this episode in the

wedding. A stray tourist who cares to pay a visit to this forgotten

place is proudly shown the ruins of the palace of Drupada and the

spot where the Swayamvara of Draupadi took place.

Bven in the Ramayana period, centuries older than the

Mahabharata period we find that Kampilya was a city of note During

that period it was ruled by a king named Pravahana Jaibali who, like

Janaka Videhl, was a scholar-king. Competetive disputatious often took

place betwen scholars of and and the king was also a

preceptoi at the university of Kampilya an event probably unparalleled

anywhere in the world.

<3^
1 1 f wifToir '

"Om. Janaka, Bmperor of Videha, performed a sacrifice in
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•wliicli gifts were freely digtributed. Vedic scholars from Kura and

Paficala were assembled there'.

qf^q^nrcrnrJ? i ?r 3?T5rniiT qr<=qRq-

jTTDi^i

“Svetaketu, the grandson of Aruna, came to the assembly

of the Paficalas He approached Pravahana, the son of Jivala, who was

being waited on ( by his servants)’

.

We can trace the glory of Kampilya even farther Kven in

the Vedic times it was a prosperous and well -known city. In

Yajurveda (23-18) we find a reference to Kampilya stating that

beautiful and highly educated ladies resided there.

\

“Amba ! Ambika ! Ambalika > No one is taking me away.

The sorry horse will lie heside another, as Snbhadra, the dweller in

Kamplla'

«T*^55qrfh*i'lq-^i"fl55qn> % §*inT: §^qT \

Puranas say that Parvatl, the wife of lord Siva, made

Kampilya her rewdence when there was a family quarrel with her

husband. -
,

-

« ^

« 71
' ^

’

Srimad Bhagavata states that there was once a powerful

king named Bharmyasva He had five sons among whom one was

Kampily^ after whom the capital was named Kampilya, and the country

is called Paficala Desa

qgT9?g?:55F[7T: n \^\\

§?ii I

qri gqi ^ qui^r T? ii li

quT55uf|rat; t

“His son was Bharmyasva. He had five sons, Mudgala and
others—Yavlnara, Brhadisu, Kampilya and Srfijaya. They were called
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Paficalas because BKanuyasva said, ‘ These sons of mine are able

enough to protect my five dominions."

There are also five rivers in the Paficala Desa viz., the

Gangesj the Kalindi, the Jumna, the Chambal and the Ramganga.
May be* these five rivers also contributed to the nomenclature of the

country through which they flowed. Draupadi is very often referred to

as Paficali as she hailed fron Pancala*

Jain literature is full of references to Kampllya. It was this

city that was selected by the Jain’s first Tirthankara RsabhadevajI as

his preaching centre. When the Bahubali the son of Esabhadevaji

renounced the world, the prince of Pancala also followed suit.

Vimalnath the thirteenth Tirthankara was born at Kampilya and he

made it his headquarters till his old age His birth, his penance, his

preachings are associated with Kampilya and hence Jain pilgrims make
It a point to visit this holy place. Vimalnath was not an ordinary

citizen. He was the son of king Krtavarma > and queen Jayasyama of

Rampllya who ruled over it long before Drupada. While once on

hunting expedition he saw snow in the lake melting and this reminded

him of the short-livedness and meaninglessness of life. From that day

onwards he resorted to penance a’nd^ made himself immortal by his

preachings of truth.

Maliavira Swami the last and 24th Tirthankara also stayed

and preached here for a considerable time, Jain literature is alio full

of references to Draupadi and her Swayamvara.

Some scholars ascribe to Kampilya the honour of being the

birth-place of Kapila Muni, the propounder of SaUkhya philosophy.

Panini the great grammarian refers to Kampilya and Phncala.

vuiwr asiqir: J

• The Paficalas are beautiful. The Pafiealas arc a country’*.

He mentions Sankagya idong with Kampilya. Probably Sank^sy*
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was a suburb of Kampilya, set up and created in honour of Sankasa

a prominent citizen.

^ I

'A

In the Mahidhara commentary of Brhajjataka we find an

area of Kampilya referred to as Kapitthika Thus Kampilya, Sankasya

and Kapitthika are more or less the same place. The very place which

was referred to as Sankasya by the Chinese traveller Fa*^hi-en in the

7th century A D. was referred to as Kapitthika by Hu-en-tsang,

another Chinese tiaveller in the 8th century. Even today we have

Sankisa (Sankasya) and Kathlya (Kapitthika), hardly twenty miles

apart This easily leads us to conclude that upto the 8th century of

the Christian Era, Kampilya, though shorn of its greater glory, pres-

erved its unity as one city.

To the list of luminaries that Kampilya produced or attracted

can be added the name of Maharsi Atreya, the propounder of the

medical knowledge which ha«; descended to nt as Caraka Samhita,

which makes a specific mentiou of Kampilya and Paucala.

^qfi:f3: qf^ nwr41> u fit. \t \

The Samasa-pradh^na method of PaficSia was a reputed method

in literature. The great astronomer Varahamihira is another gift of

Kampilya to the world. Great scholar graduates of Kampilya like

AgniveSa, Bhela, Jatukarna, Parasara, Harita, Ksarapani, Kahkayana,
Kumarasira, Varyovida of Ka6i and a host of others carried the fame

of Kampilya to the four corners of the world and proved its claim to

;be the alma mater of universal fame before the days of Taxila.
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CHAPTER XVI

VARIOUS SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT IN CARAKA’S TIMES

As has been already stated, the period to which Caraka

belongs was an age of great intellectnal unrest in India. There were

bold and independent thinkers propounding their views m the

country beginning with materialists and the evolutionists

upto the theists and the Vedantins

In the Caraka Samhita we find, in addition to theNyaya, the

Vaisesika and the Sankhya schools which are of course the basic

schools on which medicine builds its supports, mention of other

schools including the following:

I. Materialists that recognise only what is observable

by the senses as true.

2 8?r»r<T'??l Those that believe implicitly in revelation alone

3 Same as the above,

4, The Naturalists that believe that things happen

according to some natural compulsion.

' 5. The Accidentalisrs

6. The Creationists that believe in a creator

Susruta describes the , various .schools of thought prevalent

in his .time while supipriag
^
up the va^rious opinions regarding the

original force of the world

\ 'TftoiTd % Sfifs H

w, ?IT %
“The broad-visioned philosophers regard Prakrti, the original

creative force, variously as nature, god, time, accident, instrumentality

and evolutionary force

All these schopis of thought are referred to in connection

with the establishment of the existence of the immortal spirit that

is the cause of things and the soul of man.

Rebirth and Destiny

This faith in the immortal soul led to the conclusion
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that the actions of man mnst beget a force by which the results of

these actions accrue to their author, thus releasing a stream or succession

of such causes and effects This stream is naturally to take effect in a

series of births, for we see people dying having initiated actions and

before they could reap their fruit.

Then came the question are past actions or their effects called

Daiva all powerful so as to leave no scope for escape or counteracting

in a succeeding life ? Atreya says, ‘^certainly not’’ Their effectiveness

depends on their innate strength and if in this life we can act so

powerfully as to counteract the past action we can avert its results Thus

he gives man a message of hope whereby he can be the master of

his destiny m a great measure Man can endeavour in this life and

perform action ( ) that can set at nought the evil force

released by past evil action. He can thus also release a beneficent

force for the shaping of the future life too This is a rational basis and

justification for the propounding of a science of healing, for if this

life was so irredeemably predetermined, no effect of therapeusis would

avail in the curing of ailment. But the truth being otherwise, there is

scope for fresh initiative in this life and so, therapeutic action commen-

surate with the causative factor of disease can neutralise it This is

a definite contribution to metaohysical as well as scientific thought

Ter.

Sin And Holiness, And Hell And Heaven

The acts of commission and omission either in the present

life or in the past which resulted in pain and suffering were known
as bad actions or sins ('in). These led to suffering in this life

and to hell after death Similarly, acts that make for happiness here

as well as in the after-life were known as good actions (Fc«6q), religious

name for which was holiness (3''^!). If one practised such holy beha*

viour and actions one was sure to be happy both In this life and in

a heaven after life

2nf?i ^mfSi
|| a. 'll.

"Whatever other actions are there similar to these and such as

are not disapproved of by good men, lead to the attainment of heaven”

Hell IS mentioned with reference to men who are so wicked
that even converse with them leads to hell
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“Bven by converse with him man falls into hell’’.

Rebirth

The belief in rebirth or reincarnation is common to all

schools of Indian thought. Even the protestant sects like the Buddhists

and Jains believe in Karma and rebirth, though not in a creator

Caraka is therefore in line with general Hindu thought and he

adduces a proof of it in ‘the experience of the memory of their past

lives by some exceptional people. This is recollection of past births

). Cakrapani, the commentator, thinks that a passage referring to

this idea means also that men in this very life sometimes come back to

life after death, their souls having been taken away by the messengers

of Yama (the god of death) by a mistake caused by the identical names

of persons.

Naturally enough, the corollary is that if a soul can go out

of the body and re-enter it in this very life and continue its sense

of identity, it can do so within the bodies of its succeeding

incarnations too.

CHAPTER XVII

THE FINAL RENUNCIATION

According to the Indo Aryan tradition of living, the aim of

life is fourfold comprising righteousness (w% wealth (8?q), pleasures

(?TH) and liberation (ula?) The achievement of this fourfold aim consti-

tutes full living. In the Caraka Samhita too, the pursuits of life are

given in a Slightly modified form. They are reduced to three (w^'WT)

the pursuit of wealth,^ the pursuit of life and (q?^lqwi) the

pursuit of the other world Though these three are the natural pursuits

of life, the supreme purpose of life and also of the science of thera-

peusis, is the attainment by man of his total liberation from the tram-

mels of nature such as body, senses and mind and to live as pure

spirit being one with and merged in the soul of the world known

'
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as Bralima SucTi an individual as has attained this is called ^uvj^ , viz ,

he that has become Brahma, meaning pure spirit

When man has lived the life of pain and pleasure and his

senses have been satisfied in a great measure and their clamour for

pleasure and sensation have abated, he must resort to solitude and

meditation over the causes of being and detach himself from his senses,

body and mind. He should cease to have all perceptions of pain and

pleasure He thus gets merged into the original essence that is all-

pervasive, that is a state of pure being, a state free from all sensations,

a knowledge and awareness beyond the scope of mind*

The Sankhya, the Vedanta and the Yoga systems

this condition as the final beatitude which every individual

attain; this is called or a liberated condition

.

Caraka describes this last stage of renunciation in

terms ( Sarira I-1S4 and 155 ).

The path leading to that state is also set out in elaborate

detail. This Is called the upward leading path.

“We shall now describe the upward leading path of those

who seek liberation. The seeker after final emancipation, who has

seen the vanity of the world, should first make his approach to a'

teacher whose teaching he should then put into practice Thus he'

should tend the ceremonial fire, study the sacred lawbooks, understand

their meaning and taking them for his guide should mould his conduct’

thereby. He should seek the good and avoid the evil, he should eschew

the company of the wicked, he should speak only that which is true,

conducive to the good of all creatures, gentle, reasonable and well

considered. He should regard all creatures as himself He should avoid

all reminiscence, desire, questing and discourse with women and renounce
all possessions retaining only the following appurtenances: a loin cloth

for cover and an ochre*colored garment, and for mending it a case o£
sewing needles. For the sake of cleanliness he may carry a water pot
and as a mark of his order a mendicant’s staff, and a bowl for collec-

ting alms. He may substitute alms by such natural food as Is easily

available in the woods and just enough to maintain life. If he is

uphold

should

similar,
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fatigued, he may take his rest on a bed improvised with dry fallen

leaves and weeds, but he should not do this habitually He may keep

an arm rest as an aid in meditation. He should dwell in the woods

and have not roof over his head, avoiding drowsiness, sleep, laziness

etc. He should check desire and aversion to sense-objects. He should

exercise circumspection m sleeping, staying, moving, seeing, eating,

recreation and in fact in the movement of every individual limb. He
should be indulgent alike to honourable treatment, adulation, contempt

and humiliation, and should be able to put up with hunger, thirst,

fatigue, strain, cold, heat, wind, rain, pleasure and pain. He should be

unmoved by grief, depression, self-conceit, affliction, arrogance, greed,

attachment, envy, fear, anger etc. He should look on egoism etc., as

causative of suffering and on the macrocosm and microcosm in the

matter of creation etc., as being identical He should dread procrasti-

nation and should never feel disinclined to practise yoga He should be

6f an enthusiastic frame of mind. He should bend all his powers of

understanding, resolution and recollection towards final emancipation;

he should restrain the senses by means of the mind and the mind by

means of the spirit and the spirit by itself He should constantly revolve

in the mind the categories giving rise to the body and its members and

should resolve that every thing that has causation is not the self, is fraught

with pain and is transient. He should regard activity as being tainted

with evil, and hold the conviction that in the renunciation of all things is

true happiness. This is the path leading to final emancipation; straying,

from this, one is bound. Thus have we described the upward leadings

steps.* (^arlra V. 12). >

Again to bring about that final renunciation of individuality,

the following path is prescribed.
^

‘‘From the accession of the pure understanding all these proceed;

the right seeking of the company of the good, the total avoidance of the

wicked, continence and abstinence and various austerities, the study

of the sacred scriptures, meditation,^.-We’ of SpHtude; aversion' to

sense pleasures, perseverance in the "'path of -liberation, supreme

determination, the non-beginning of ^tions anff the- complete anni-

hilation of those already done, the desir-e-to quit the -world, humility,

dreading attachment, the fixing- of- the .mind 'and = understanding m-
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tlie self and the investigation of the true nature of things—all this

procures from the recollection of the true nature of the self The

true recollection comes from the beginning with the right seeking

of the company of the good and ending with supreme determination.

Having recollected in mind the true nature of all things, man gets

relieved from suffering. The methods of inducing recollection are

said to be rightly recalling the circumstances and the appearance by

comparison and contrast, by concentration of the mind, by practice,

by the acquisition of knowledge and by re-hearing. Recollection is so

called because by dwelling upon what was seen, heard or otherwise

experienced, it collects again the fullness of past experience in the

mind. This is the only road, consisting of the power of true reco-

llection which has been indicated for final liberation by those who

have attained liberation. Those who set out on this road do not

return. This road has been described by the yogis as the path of

yoga, and by the liberated seers who have had all the knowledge ot

philosophy, as the path of liberation All, that results from causes ,

is pain-giving, is other than the self and transitory Such is not an

offspring of the self; yet the Self-sense obtains there, so long as the

true understanding is not born; but the sage, knowing ‘1 am uit thn

and this is not mine ’ transcends everything In that final renunciation

,

all sensations together with their root, cause, as also cogitation,

contemplation and resolution, come to an absolute termination

Thereafter the individual self having become one with the universil

self is no longer seen as particularised, being rid of all qualities He ^

has no longer any distinguishing m irk The koowers of Brahma alone

have knowledge of this, the ignorant cannot understand it
’•

<Sarira VIII, 143-153)

CHAPTER XVIII

PEOPLE AND THEIR PROFESSIONS

There were four main divisions in which people were

classified, each class having a particular type or trend of work in

general Caraka permits the study of medical science to the first three

groups of people, viz , each class being obliged to

make use of this science for a particular purpose.
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The Sudra class is debarred from the study of the medical

science by Caraka while Susruta concedes to the Sudra class the general

study of medicine, only debarring them from the Mantra therapy.

The Sudra class was considered the lowest in the society and

was assigned the service of the higher classes. Rasayana therapy was

neither taught to them nor were they given the benefit of this kind

of therapy.

In ceremonies, they were not sanctioned the performance of

but they had to be satisfied with mere salutations to

the Brahmins

The order of sequence was:— the Brahmins first, Rajanya

second, Vaisya third and Sudra last

*i?fq

^ROI (gff)

r

TV?,

arifisa tri

%n(q

6?flq

»T*|q

=gpsi3
^iq^

(=^losi55)
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^o-'A

Sinful professions to be avoided

( 1 )

(2) n-H

f^^ra:. gr«n^^ 1:3^1

Four Caste*

?rr?fJi

^ wag almost excluded from
c»

medical profession.

(1) There is no mention of

in the description of classes of peo-

ple and purpose for which they

should practice medical profession.

(2) For procreation procedure

lie was debarred from performance

•of

He was to be satisfied with

5T?^
( ^gifRfl:5f3^-

Susruta allows admission to

^ but is not to be given

Kdsyapa allows this but they

have to be assistants only. Vagbhata
revolts against the debarring of

—^They held the

position in the order of their enum-

eration

sanctions the admission of ^
to medical profession, only debarring

him from training

Kasyapa describes that for sub-

ordinate medical work they should

be allowed medical training
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS IN CARAKA

CHAPTER I

THE BEGINNING OF METAPHYSICS AND MEDICINE

Pam in every form generally and in the form of digease and

death particularly, hag awakened the latent potencieg in man for sur-

vival and growth and for conquest of evil In that effort for survival

he has bad to dive deep into the depths of his physical and spiritual

being in order to discover the laws that brought into being and that

continued to govern his total make-up He could not rest content

until he knew the way into, the way through and the way out of

life. It became a vital necessky to understand life and human life in

particular.

In the pursuit of pure «!cience and in astronomy the impulse

may be one of heightened curiosity or wonder, but the sense of pain

presented to man in the forms of diseases and death, brings him face

to fac^ with reality in a tremendously vital manner Faced with such

an imperative call, the alternative to answering which v/as his annihila-

tion, he gathered up all his strength, sincerity and determination,

and worked out a realistic, practical and effective solution of the

problem.

In a way, religion and philosophy are primarily therapeutic

in their nature and origin. The first dose of medicine ever administ-

ered or taken by man must have been an Incantation, divine invoca-

tion or the sacred remnant of food offered to superhuman powers It

18 no wonder, therefore, if a highly evolved race like the Aryans of

ancient India, started solving the problems of human existence under

the threat of disease and premature death. Suffering wrings out an

appeal for help from the human heart to the all powerful gods, and

the answering hand, be it from a heaven above, or the heaven within

the soul of man, unfolds the elaborate vision of thought before the

earnest and hungering gaze This is exactly how the visitation of

disease upon people devoted to virtue and meditation set the ancient

sages thinking about the way out of it until they saw with the eye

of understanding their refuge in Indra, the king of the immortals.

(Sutra I, 17)
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The Sources of Knowledge in Caraka—Aptopadesa

In the Caraka Samhita in comnion with the sciences and

arts of ancient India revelation is given a great place among the

sources of knowledge They believed that when men with pure hearts

and chaste minds engaged themselves in sincere and deep meditation,

with a view to human welfare and without the slightest trace of self-

ish interest, truth reveals itself to them. That is to say that they be-

lieved in the ultimate revelator3r nature of knowledge, of the super-

sensual knowledge in particular In the Caraka Samhita I'l, i'5)the

sage A-treya, propounds four sources of knowledge viz., (I) Direct perce-

ption,(2) Inference, (3) Revelation or testimony of good men, and (4) Com-

mon sense This last is peculiar to this treatise and is illustrated by

examples which do not make it any different from inference. Revelation

or reliable declaration called also authoritative teaching is given the

first place in the order of stating the means of knowledge. Describ

ing the nature of the persons whose declarations are above suspicion

the sage Atreya says:

3?lHr r^3T I

'ET.

“Men who have freed themselves from passion and ignorance

means of spiritual endeavour and knowledge, whose understanding

embracing the past present and future is pure and at all times

unclouded—it is these that are the authoritative, the learned and the

enlightened The it word is unimpeachable and true. Why will such

men, devoid as they are of passion and ignorance, give utterance to

untruth

Such are the seers of the Vedic utterances which are above

question, the sure guide to knowledge of the highest kind.

According to some schools of Hindu philosophy, the Veda is

authorit}' because it is eternal and does not owe its being to human
authorship. But in Caraka, its validity rests on the trustworthy



nature of the sages of whom it is the testimony. Sage Atreya

goes even further and says, * Trustworthy tradition of knowledge
is Veda. But even other statements made by people who have

conducted investigation in any field of knowdege which are not

conflicting with the Veda and which are approved by good men and

are conducive to human welfare should be considered authoritative.’

This is a healthy extension which bespeaks the catholicity

and sweet reasonableness of the propounders of the science.

Pratyaksa

‘Pratyaksa’ i.e direct perception, is the next source of knowledge.

The actual contact of the external senses of the man with the objects

of the world is essential to it. But that is not enough, for, in the

absence of the mind, simple contact of the sense-organ with an object

has been found to produce no knowledge. This Pratyaksa brings

inevitably in its wake the question of the subtler mechanism of the

mind without whose contact no perception is possible. The recording

agent of perception is the mind known as “sattva” in Caraka. Atreya

declares: ‘^the mind is higher than the senses and is known as "sattva’.

Some call it "the conscious agent’ Its perceptions which are joy,

grief etc., are the incentives to the functioning of the senses” ( Sotra

VIII 4) "‘The senses are able to preceive their objects only when they

are led by the mind’’ ( Sutra VIII 7).

The way that the sense-organs come into contact, each with

its praticular proto-elemental sense-object such as the eye with visual

object, the ear with sound etc , is explained on physiological basis.

Though the five sense-organs, physiologically, are each of them the

products of all the five natural proto-elements, ether, light etc

,

yet

each sense organ has in its construction one proto-element in prepond-

erance and it perceives that proto-elemental sense-object in the external

world Thus the eye which has a preponderance of light perceives the

light outside in the form of color, shape etc. The ear which has the

preponderance of the ether in its construction perceives sound in the
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outside world and so forth. The contact of the same proto-element in

the sense organ with that in the world is a physical commingling.

(Sutra VIII 14). The mind acknowledge'? and receives the impression

and passes it on to the intellect or the discriminatory faculty called

the “Buddhi”. Then begins the interaction between the tetrad of the

subtle group of inner mechanism of knowledge resulting in action.

The tetrad consists of the mind, the mind-objects, the understanding

and the spirit (
Atma ). This aggregate is the source of good or bad

activity or for cessation of activity ( Sutra VIII 13 ). “Perception,

is defined as the cognition, definite and immediate, arising from the

conjunction of the soul, the senses, the mind and the sense objects’^

(Sutra, XI-20)

The sense organs are also liable to per ceive, under abnormal

conditions, wholly non-existent things which is called hallucination

i e perceiving things not real, “atattvabhimvesa”

Anumana or loference

Having thus declared that the kuowle dge that results from

the chain of contact of the self, mind, senses and the sense-objects, is

known as direct perception, A treya goes on to define the next source

inference or Anumana

Medicine is a science which propounds the laws that govern

life and physical and chemical properties of drugs Though its observa-

tions are basically direct, yet conclusions aud generalisations regarding

invisible and abstract data have to be made with the help of lufereu-

tial methods. Thus the need to supplement sense observations by

inference was inevitable Tbe limited scope of knowledge drawn purely

from observation is expressed by Atreya thus* ‘‘On this question the

v/ise man should give up the negative attitude and even scepticism

Whj' ? Because the visible is limited, while there exists a vast unbraited

world which is invisible aud of which we know by the evidence of

scripture inference and reason As a matter ot fact even the very
senses by whose agency direct observations are obtained are theinscH'Cs

outside the range of observation.

Further even a perceivable object escapes observation under
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the following conditions viz , when It Is either too close or too remote

from the observer,' when It is obstructed by other objects, when there

is some defect in' the percieving sense-organ, when the observer’s

attention is' elsewhere, when the object is merged in the mass when

it IS Overshadowed by something else, or lastly when it is microscopic

Hence it is an unfounded statement to make that only the

visible exists and nothing else”. (Sutra XI, 7-8)

The knowledge pertaining to the three parts of time 1. e.

the past, the present and the future can be Inferred from the

basis of a person’s direct knowledge of things Inference therefore

is firstly based on direct perception The Inferring of the unobserved

from the observed ^s based on antecedent knowledge of their

concomitance ‘ The inferring of the existence of fire in a place by

the perception of smoke is an inferential knowledge of an unobserved

thing in the present time. Similarly there is the Inference of the

sexual act of a woman in the past by observing her present state of

pregnancy And thirdly, there is the inference of the prospect

of a good crop in the future judging by the nature of the

seed sown, based on past experience of their relationship. Inference

here is seen understood and defined in its most rudimentary form

based on the law of association. The same inference is illustrated

again while elaborating the technical terms used in learned disputation

between physicians as well as in clinical investigations where inference

is said to be reasoning based on correlation i of cause and effect One

should infer the condition of the gastric fire by the power of

digestion, the conditions of the patient’s vitality or strength by his

capacity for exercise and the condition of his sense-organs by his

perceptions of sound etc.
”

Yukti

Lastly Yukti "
fgRn) i. e, correlation of a set of causes or

circumstances with an effect based on common-sense, is held to be

another source of knowledge. This may also be called the law of

probability for, as the example given shows, one can foresee an effect

under a given set of circumstances, with a great degree of probability.

By a combination of the factors of water, agricultural labour, seeds and

the effects of season, there results the crop; or where there is a
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combination of tbegix elements constituting tbe living body, the embryo

will take its rise. Tbe combination of the lower and upper churning

sticks and the act of churning brings out fire * Yukti ’ means a

combination. So a combination or a set of circumstances or things

being responsible for an effect is by itself a factor of knowledge,

though the actual procedure of arriving at knowledge is by the same

law of association that governs ‘inference’ One may call it a ''compound

inference’ as against the simple inference of a cause from an effect or

vice versa From many and varied factors one result is inferred.

Perhaps the application of this method was found particularly useful

in therapeutic and pharmacological realms The master sums up the

merit of yukti in the following verse ‘ that is known as yukti which

18 a means of knowing the past, present and future, by which the

mind perceives results brought about by many and various factors and

by means of which all three objectives of life can be achieved. The
four objectives are Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa The last

objective is evidently not achieved by yukti" (Sutra XI 25).

The Inner Instruments of Knowledge And The Nature Of The Mmd

Both for knowledge and action, tbe self requires the associa-

tion of tbe instruments, viz,, tbe mind, tbe intellect and the organs of

perception and conation ( SarTra 1-56 ). The organs of perception

and those of action are the external instruments in knowledge as well

as in action And the triad of internal organs of the Buddhi, Ahankara

and the mind, both cognitive and conative, are the internal or inner

instruments All the thirteen necessarily function in knowledge as

well as in action- There are some who hold that the inner organs are

only two, i. e. the Buddhi and mind, and that the ego or Ahankara
has been not included But it is not right to hold so for, while descri-

bing the successive evolution of Buddhi etc
,
Atreya says, “The Buddhi

IS born of the Avyakta the unmanifest, from Buddhi, the sense of

ego is born’ (barira L 66) This is in accordance with the Nyaj^a

•school of philosophy which holds that the self is not the factor of

knowledge but the mind Nyaya Sutra 1-16 a si&qfh

But then it may be said that there need be no self beyond this

combination of mind, intellect and senses ‘It is not so,’ says Vatsya-

yana; “it is indeed the knower that possesses the instruments of
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knowledge and gees with the eye, smells with the nose, touches with

the organ of touch and recognises all these experiences with the

mind and enables the knower to know these experiences. Hence is

the mind called the factor of knowledge’’. Thus the mind is regarded

as the inner organ of knowledge even as it is said in Brahma Sutra

2-3-40

The mind is indicated by both the existence and the non-

existence of the condition of knowledge; when it is not in contact with

the self, the senses and the sense-objects, there is no knowledge and

when it is in contact there is knowledge One-ness or singleness and

atomicity are the two qualities of the mind’’ (Sarira I-I8-19). The

Vaisesika sutra speaks to the same effect. (V. Sutra 3-2-9) and so

too the Nyaya ( Nyaya Sutra 1.1 16 )

The experiences of happiness, grief like and dislike etc, are

directly perceived by the mind. If these are not perceived by the

senses and only by the mind it should not be regarded as conflicting

with the Vaisesika sutra which says that happiness and grief are

preceived by the contact of self, senses, mind and the sense-objects

For, the mind preceives them through the senses. The functions of

the mind are thought, inquiry and determination. These functions

of the mind are descibed by Caraka thus:

“The functions of the mind are - direction of the senses,

control of itself, reasoning and deh’beration Beyond this is the field

of the intellect" t Sarira, I-2I )

The Mind is regarded to be of three varieties Sattvic Rajasic

and Tamasic (Sarira IV-36). Aireya described mind as being of

three kinds Suddha or S ittvic Rajasic and Tamasic The Suddha type

is known as faultless, being of the nature of goodness, the Rajasic

tj^pe is beset with fault being of the nature of passion, and similarly

the Tamasic type is faulty too, being of the nature of delusion, and

there are innumerable degrees of each tj^pe But it usually happens that a

man’s nature is so diverse that at one moment his inclinations are

good, at another passionate and at yet another ignorant and deluded

Can it therefore be concluded that there are many minds functioning
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in a man ? Streya answers in tlie negative and says, ‘Owing to the admi-

xtnreof all three qualities in each mind of Sattva Rajas and Tamas, the

same mind behaves as if it were many, but it is only one. Mind, thus,

being unitary, cannot work in various ways and through various

senses at one and the same moment Hence one does not find the

functioning of all the senses at one and the same moment” (Sutra VII1-5)

But, generally speaking, the mind is classed as of one type or the

other by the sages according to the preponderant quality of its tende-

ncies It is thus known by its predominant quality ’.(Sutra VIII-6) It is

interesting to note in this connection the various references to the
/

existence and the nature of the mind m the complex apparatus

of the inner mechanism of the individual. The Kathopanisad says,

*‘The sense perceptions are higher than the sense organs, the mind is

higher than the perceptions, the intellect higher even than the mind
and the self is even higher than the intellect.

’

The categories of the Sankhya school are built up on the same
line with Mahat (e?^) or Buddhi derived from original nature (Prakrti);

the ego comes out of it and the mind from the ego. The yoga system

takes it wholesale from the Sankhya Thus there is no point of

difference with regard to the subtle mechanism of knowledge in man
and the various factors in their order or succession. It is only the

Vedantins that are inclined to regard the subtle organs (antahkarana

catustaya consist of the mind, intellect, ego and the Citta.

But what 18 Citta but the mind itself ? Hence the three only remain
as the inner organs of knowledge

These together with the sense-organs form the entire

mechanism of knowledge in all four means namely Aptopadesa,
Pratyaksa, Anumana and Yukti. These sense organs should be kept
in their proper health and tone; to be able to yield valid knowledge
and lead man to a good life The way of maintaining them in proper
condition is described in the chapter dealing with the discipline of the
senses as declared by the great teacher Atreya in the Caraka Samhlta.
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CHAPTER II

REAUTY-THE SOUL AND THE WORLD OF THINGS

It is difficult to say that an unequivocal definition of reality

or an exposition of the nature of the things of the 'World has been

consistently held throughout the Caraka Samhita which is the main

work on Indian medicine. One finds in it snatches of definitions

and views expounded in extenso by the Vaisesika, Nyaya, Sankhya
and Vedanta systems of philosophy The reason for this is not far to

seek; for medicine, being a practical science, concerned itself with what-

ever was found applicable to suit its theory and practical concepts. The
practical beginning of the Samhita is made with the mention of the

Vaisesika categories of Samanya (ElJTifJi) and Visesa the general and

the particular interpreted in the therapeutic light. This is prefaced by

the mention of synonyms for life which include the phrase “the union

of the body, the senses, the mind and the soirit" (Sutra I 42). The
explanation of the nature of Samanya and Visesa as being causative

of synthesis and analysis respectively, is followed up immediately by a

restatement of the synthesis that Man is the aggregateof mind, spirit

and body, and is like a tripod. He is the conscious agent and forms the

subject matter of this science For^his benefit has this science been

promulgated". (Sutra I, 46-47)

The totality of things existent has been described when Atreya

declared that "ether etc. (the five proto-elements) self, mind, time

and space are the sum total of things * Things possessed of the senses

are sentient or animate and things not possessed of the senses are

insentient or innanimate’’

It is evident from the manner fn which the subject of the

Vaisesika categories of reality is dealt with that the theory was

already a popular one. A knowledge of the six categories is tacitly taken

for granted and statement of the six categories of substance, quality,

action, generality, particularity and inherence or coexistence, as

*«^V»isesika and Nyaya Sutras—" Substances are nine only earth, -water, light, air,

ether, time, directions, self and mind.
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preliminary to t'heir further exposition i*? omitted On the other hand,

S-treya straightway expounds the nature of these categories in cryptic

phrases referring to the lists of qualities etc., described in the much

later parts of the treatise Referring to qualities, it is said, ‘ Heaviness

etc., ending with the perceptions", “knowledge etc., ending with effort",

superior and other things are regarded as qualities” ( Sutra 1-49 ).

“ Similarly effort etc., are regarded as action

(

ibid ). The

nature of action or effort is explained in a later section (Vimana VIII)

as the therapeutic endeavour and the therapeutic action of drugs The

qualities of sense-perceptions such as sound, smell etc., are the qualities

which are the objects of sense-perception ( Sarira I ) According to

the Vaisesika physics each quality is special to proto-element such as

smell to earth, taste to water, form to fire, touch to air and sound to

ether. These qualities may also be found combined in things as there

is an intermixture of the elements in all things (Nyaya 3-1 ).

The qualities in substances such as heaviness, lightness, cold,

heat, unctuousness, dryness, denseness, fixity, fluidity, softness, hardness,

clearness, viscousness, smoothness, roughness, grossness, subtleness,

thickness and thinness are the twenty common ones and these are

explained in their medical context fully The psychic qualities of

intelligence or Buddhi consists of memory, feeling, concentration

and egohood. The qualities ending with effect are—^like, dislike,

happiness, grief, effort, feeling and concentration
(
Sarira I ). The

priority etc, are the following namely, priority, non-priority, application

regarding number, synthesis, analysis particularity, measure,

preparation and practice (Sutra XXVI, 29-30)

Action is described in an entirely therapeutic sense In the

Vaisesika view, action is movement of five kinds, upward and down-
ward, expansive and contractive and other indeterminate types of

movement Therapeutically construed a drug’s action m any of the

five-fold manner described above may be used for purposes of emesis,

purgation and such other therapeutic procedures ‘ Action ’ therefore

is the therapeutic action of a drug or of the phj^sician In the chapter
defining the therapeutic action, action is defined as the endeavour tor

achieving a definite result, it is also called action, effort and the initia-

tion of work or treatment. (Vimaua VlII-77)
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It is evident that in Caraka, the Vaisesika terms are all

applied in therapeutic connotation, the terms of physics applied to

pharmacological and physiological consequence. This should serve as a

clue to our general understanding of the scope and the purpose of

the treatise in its use of logical and metaphysical terms. They are

taken from a context of pure thought and applied in a medical and

practical situation This is an attempt at not explaining or elaborating

any current system of thought, but culling such facts and definitions

as are already current in a manner suited to the purpose of building

a framework of a positive science wherein drugs, man, disease and

its cure could be harmonised. In so far as it is necessary to define and

understand the terms and the factors that enable such a framework,

the corresponding terms of various sciences of logic, physics and

metapliysics are culled and utilised.

The definition of Samavaya coexistence, provides a

striking illustration in this respect In four masterly verses (Sutra 1,49-52)

the nature ot coexistence as well as substance and quality and action is

described,* Coexistence is the inseparableness of earth etc, from

their qualities. That coexistence is eternal. Wherever the substance

exists the coexistent quality is never absent.

“That which is the substratum of action and qualities, and

the coexistent cause is substance.
”

"
' f f I i I,

“ Quality is the coexistent and inactive cause "

x *

"Action which is the cause of conjunction and disjunction

resides in the substance. Action is the performance of what is to be

done It depends on nothing else”.

Thus the six categories of substance etc, are explained and

this bexad is known as the “ cause ’ of all things or effects in the .

world. This theory of the nine substances comprising the things

of the world is common to Vaisesika and has been appropriated by

the medical teacheis thus far. The world is full of effects, in the forms

of drugs, persons and things of these eternal original substances The

five proto-elements are atomic in structure and the atoms are

possessed of the quality and action in the relation of generality.
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particularity and coexistence 'Hins far it is a plurality of ultimate

things. The world stands by combination The products of such

combination are more than the mere aggregate of parts of which 'they

are produced.

The Sanhhya which includes these among its categories, refers

them to an original cause of which they are evolutes The categories

that are twenty-five are thus ultimately reduced to two—the self

and original nature or Prakrti known variously as Avyakta and
Pradhana lu Caraka there is a sudden transitioa from the pluralism

of the Nyaya-Vaisesika to the Sankhya categories, again making a

fundamental deviation from it betraying Ved antic inclination

towards one common origin of all things. We shall note this tendency

and transition presently.

CHAPTER III

WBAT IS MAN ?

We come to the problem of man, the most significant among
these 'effects’ known as the world W^e must understand what man is

for he is the subject matter of t he science of medicine for whose sake
it is promulgated (Sutra 1-47). To understand him is to understand
the world, for he is similar to the world in his construction (Sarlra

V 3), He is the microcosm, the macrocosm in miniature.
i r

In Caraka, one and the same thing, or a set of things, is

defined and enumerated in ' various ways and from '

different
standpoints. Similarly this world of six categories can also he defined
as a world of six elements the five proto-elements ' of earth, water,
fire, air and ether and the sixth one the conscious element Man
being a conscious individual is identical with the conscious element
Itself Man, again, being au effect of these six is also the aggregate of
these six elements (Sarira I. 16 ) Rooked at once again from the
stand-point of a further elaboration of these principles, man is the
aggregate of twenty-four elements (Sarira 1-17) consisting of the mind,
the ten organs of sense and action, the sense objects (five elements)
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and the efghtfold Prakrti or subtle constituents of his inner beings

viz., the Atma (spirit), the Buddhi (intellect), the Ahahkara fthe ego) and

the five subtle elements. Thus he is called the aggregate of twenty-four

constituents. This aggregate-individual is to be treated for disease, for

ignorance and for spiritual bondage Liberation from disease, ignorance

and birth and death is the subject of this science It is all-round and

thorough in its treatment of man, not stopping till it has achieved

his final emancipation from all suffering

Let us now see what these various constituents are that

make up his being and what causes have brought them into being-

What is his origin? If he has any, when and how his liberation can

take place ? These significant questions, exhaustive in their scope and

nature addressed by his disciple to Atreya are thus

*‘Into how many categories is man divided in view of the

diversity of the elements ( that compose him Wherefore is he said

to be the cause ? What is his origin ? Is he ignorant or endowed with

knowledge ? Is he shown to be eternal or non-eternal? What is Prakiti

( the primal matter
)
? What are the modifications ? What is the mark

of Pnrusa ( the man )
? The knowers of the self declare the spirit to

be non-active, free, endowed with lordship all-pervading, infinite, the

knower of the field and the witness likewise O, worshipfal one ^ if

the spirit IS thus non-active, how, then, is activity predicated of him ?

And if it is free, how is it that it is born of undesirable wombs? If

it w endowed with lordsbip, wherefore is it drawn perforce into

suffering? And if it be all-pervading, why does it not experience

the totality of sensations at once? And wherefore does the infinite oue

not perceive what is hidden behind a hill or a wall ? There is also the

doubt as to which is prior, the knower of the field or the field itself ?

In reply to this formidable list of questions Atreya propounds

a philosophy in which are found the echoes of intermingled voices of

the Sankhya and the Vedanta. After describing elaborately the nature

and functions of the mind and the senses, there is a reaffirmattoa of

man as the aggregate of twenty-four elements. “ The supreme (spirit)

combined with Buddhi, the ten organs of sense and of action, the mind and

the five sense-objects is the aggregate of the twenty-four categories known

as Man The Buddhi here stands for the seven-fold Prakrti of man
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excepting the gupremc the intellect, the ego and the five elements. This

supreme is described again as the unmanifest (avyakta).

It is in connection with the function of the mind that Abhava

or non-existence is mentioned as one of the objects of knowledge.

Though it is not included among the six categories of substance etc

It IS stated that the mind can recognise non-existence as in the

case of the absence of contact with the sense of touch

All these characteristics are perceived by the tactile sense;

for the tangible together with its opposite is apprehended by the

sense of touch ”.
( Sutra 1-3 ).

Even in the Kanada-sutra, though non existence is not

included amoiig the categories, it is introduced later on in the course

of exposition. While in the Nyaya the categories are explicitly stated

to be seven viz , 'those of the Vaisesika and the seventh non-existence,

at the very beginning (Nyaya-sutra 1-2.)

But why ^his^ aggregation of elements ^ Who or what has

brought them together to form this man ? Rajas and Tamas i e

the qualities of passion and ignorance are responsible for this endless

aggregation Only (by their elimination and by the increase of the

Sattvic quality f knowledge and goodness will this aggregate be

dissolved Consci'hsness or knowledge is affirmed as the inalienable

quality of tbe Atma or the self But to what do these three qualities pertain?

In the Sankbya view, these are the triple nature of Prakiti known
as Avyakta or Pradhana But here in Caraka, as it will be later

discovered, the Atma itself is known as the Avyakta. To whom then do
these qualities belong and how does the Atma suffer from these qua-

lities is a question to which we find no answer in Oaraka As we
have already found, minds are said to be of these three types

judging from their preponderant tendencies A quality is that which
is in coexistent relation to the substance and cannot be changed or

separated In which case it would be vam to suggest that by controll-

ing the characteristics of Rajas and Tamas one could increase the
Sattva quality in order to gain liberation It is evident that the Atma
does not possess these qualities, for in the liberated state it is not
under tbe influence of these.
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Both In the exposition of Anumana by means of Its Illustration

in judging the fruit from the seed as well as the description of

the fetal, conception, and development ,where it is said that out of the

seed of man, only the ,human form comes out just as animals from

animals. T^ere,is an obvious faith in Satkarya-vada concept of the

Sankhya. Hence, , to,
,
view the ,evolution of the later categories from

Avyakta and to Identify it with Atma, the self, beyond the three qualities

of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, the self that is said to be free from under-

going change or modification, is a glaring inconsistency

The exposition of the metaphysics of man ber^Vns v^h the

assertion that this aggregate being is the foundation ojf action, fruit

of action, knowledge, delusion, happiness and grief, and ^iife and death.

He who thus understands the truth ,knows the begiinning and the

end, the succession of his incarnations and the remejdy for this mortal

ailment At this stage the teacher is confronted T^rith the Buddhistic

•* doctrine of the momentariuess of knowledge , and the transient

succession of a senes of individuals and he feds'
^

compelled to refute

it and establish the permanence of the Indlviduial soul who passes

from the past through the present into the futui**e, thus retaining

his individual identity through time. For in the atjgence of such an

identical individual through all the varied experf "ices, the fruit of
Oi ' ‘ '

one's actions will have to be felt by another and tk.»re would be no

meaning In bondage or release, grief or happiness. In j^the words of

Atreya “ In the absence of a continued doing and knowi individual,

their would be neither light nor darkness, neither truth nor .tdsehood, no

Vedas, and good and bad actions would cease to be. There w/ould be no

substratum of experience, no happiness, no grief, no exit an^d no entry,

no speech, no science, no scriptures, neither birth nor death, and

neither bondage nor release. Therefore it is that the knowers

of the cause declare the self of the individual to be the cause. If the

causative self were not there, light etc., would be meaningless

and without purpose Without the self there would be no knowledge

of light etc., produced and without the experiencing self these would

be porposelesB ( Sarira I. 39-42. )

' j.

Only he can say that the body Is made of transient materials
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gathered together and contains nothing higher, who asserts that the

pot Is made by the potter’s wheel and the turning stick and without

the potter, or that the house is brought into being by the earth, straw

and wood alone without the aid of the mason.

It is therefore out of ignorance that a man who is bereft of

reason and the authority of revelation, regards life as devoid of an

author and doer. ( §arira I. 43-44 )

If life be but a succession of similar individuals who are

every moment new and are regarded as the same owing to their

similarity and that they are momentary groups of elements possessing

no self and there is no doer of action nor reaper of their results, it

leads you into the fallacy of one enjoying the results of another’s

doings “ The instruments of the doer are many and varied but the

agent is always the sime. Tde agent with his instruments is the

cause of all activity” (Sarlra I-4‘)t. The physical body is being consumed

every moment, quicker than the winking of an eye, and those elements

do not return And the result of an action cannot affect any

other than its author. Hence it is the view of the knowers of truth

that there is an everlasting element known as the self which is the

cause of actions and the enjoyment of the results of actions in all

individuals (Sarlra I 50-51)

Having thus established the existence of the eternal self, it

remains to be known what its nature is and how it functions and

expresses itself in this aggregate-being, called man. The Atma is the

principle of knowledge It is known as the knower That is the one

inseparable characteristic of the self which manifests itself only if

the rest of the constituents of the aggregate-being fulfil 'their peculiar’

functions If those other constituents which are the means through
which the knowing self expresses -itself are not in proper condition or

fitness, to that degree is its knowledge obscured

The self is the knower. Its knowledge proceeds from its

contact with the instruments of knowledge viz., the senses, mind and
the understanding. But in absence of the contact of the organs or in
case -they are defective, there is no cognition. ( Sarira 1-45 ).

Just as one cannot perceive one’s reflection in a dust-covered
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mirror or in the muddy water, similarly is the self’* nature not mani-

fested through the impaired senses ( Sarlra I 55 ).

The self does not initiate action hy itself nor does it suffer

the fruit of action. All action and enjoyment of action results from

this aggregation of the constituents and there is nothing in the

absence of such aggregation. ( Sailra I 57 )
Action, consciousness

and discrimination emanate from and are the products of the aggre-

gation of the senses, mind, intellect and the oragans of action The

manifested being, known also as the aggregate-being, is never a single

constituent, nor does it exist without associate causes, nor does it

'

escape dissolution resulting from its speedy career and its inherent

nature The self is beginningless and endless but the one brought about

by such associate causes is otherwise The self which is never caused

is eternal but the being that is brought about by causes is the contrary

of it, that is non-eternal. ( Sarlra I. 50, ) Hence it is clear that the

aggregate being known as man who is the subject of our study is

brought into being by an association of factors and must necessarily

suffer dissolution, while the self by virtue of its being not a result of

a cause, is eternal. Streya propounds the theory of being at the very

outset of his thesis saying that things are brought into being by

causes but require no cause for their dissolution (Sutra. XVI-28).

Disintegration or dissolution Is the very essence of their nature and

need no other aids or factors. Hence man that is brought into being

by an aggregation must necessarily dissolve and vanish without

the aid of an extraneous cause Dissolution
,

is ,
of the very essence of

his being. Let us therefore see and analyse this aggregate being which

is bound to dissolve and differentiate the self that is causeless and

eternal from that part of him which results from a cause and is non-

eternal.

This is an interesting classification current in the Upanisads, '

the Gita and the Sankhya concepts of life and is found in a slightly

modified form in the Caraka samhita. The aggregate-man is divided into

two parts, the knower and the known. The known is also called the field

Ksetra) in Upanisads as well as in later literature. The self which

is the knowing principle surveys the field before it All being'

results from this coming together of the field and the knower of it.
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The Gita sayi ‘ whaterer is brought into being mobile or immobile,

should be known to be produced by the combination of the field and

the knower of the field’. (Gita 13-25)

The supreme self is referred to as the creator of the world,

the knower of everything, the self-source, the knower, the essence of time,

possessor of attribute, the all-knower, the lord of Pradhana. L e (Prakrti

or the source of nature) and of the knower of field, the lord of the

Gunas (namely Sattva, Rajas and Tamae which constitute Prakiti)

and the cause of the world, of existence, bondage and liberation.
t

In the Gita, Krsna declaied, ‘This body is called the field and he

who knows it is called the knower of the field by the wise. Know
me also to be the knower in all the fields and knowledge concerning

me is the knowledge of both the field and its knower ’’ (Gita 13-2)

I

The field along with its modifications consists of the five

proto-elements, the ego, the intellect and the unmanifest, the eleven

organs of sense and action (including the mind) and the five sense

objects as well as like and dislike, happiness and grief, the

comprehensive understanding, conscionsness and concentration. (Gita

13, 5-6).

r
'

In Caraka there is at first a definition of the two categories

the unmanifest and the manifest That which- is unknowable and -

unrecognisable {by the characteristics of being is the unmanifest, while

the manifest .is of the opposite nature. -The self la unmanifest, knower
of .the field, permanent all-pervasive and indestructible That which

IB different from this is the manifest. Here again is another way of

stating the two categories The manifest is the object of sense precep- ‘

tion when the senses are in contact with them The unmanifest is

different beyond, the senses and is recognised by its signs and
characteristics (Sarira I, 60-62).

The five prPto-elements of ether etc., the intellect, the unmani-
fest and the ego which is the eighth are known as the Bhuta-prakitl
the cause of being as well as the sixteen evolutes. These latter are
the five organs of knowledge and the five organs of action, the mind
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and the five sense-objects Thus among the aforesaid, all except the

unmanifest is known by the wise as the knower of this field.

(Sarira 1. 63-65).

The unmanifest is the self, the knower and is the Cetana-Dhatu

i.e., the element of consciousness in the universe. Throughout,

so far, it has been propounded that the sense-organs, the mind, the

ego and the intellect are insentient and are regarded as sentient

only when m conjunction with the self who illuminates them
r

_
'

With consciousness “The mind is insentient and is regarded as acting

only when in conjunction with that other principle of consciousness

which imparts the sentiency to it Hence it is the self that is possessed

of consciousness and is called the doer Since the mind is insentient

it 18 not regarded as doer.* (Sarira I. 75-76).

The field therefore derives its sentiency and character as a

doer by its being charged with consciousness flowing from the self.

Its every action, thought and word is derived from the self These

actions should therefore belong to the self and should be known as

its attributes when in conjunction with the field Atreya declares

“The two vital breaths of Prana and Apana, the winking of the eye,

living, the movements of the mind, such as fancy, perception of the

sense-organs, impelling, meditation, going to distant lands in dream,

the understanding of death, recognition with the left eye' of what the

right eye has seen, likes and dislikes, happiness and grief, effort,

feeling, concentration, intellection, memory, and egohood are the

characteristics or signs of the supreme self". “These signs therefore

are found in a living man, declare the great sages, and in the dead

these characteristics of the self are not seen For the body is like

an empty house when the self has deserted it. As only the five proto-

elemcnts are left in it, the man is said to have been ^reduced to five’,

( ?ig
) which is the synonym for death. (Sarira I. 70-74).

This self is the sixth element of the universe, the element

of consciousness. This is called the unmanifest, the knower of the

field which is the body and the self as well as the supreme self This

self is regarded as the author of the world, the knower, the witness

and the cause. (Sarira, III-25).
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The question naturally is whether the self is a kuower even

in the absence of the field, when it is not in conjunction with the

mind, Senses etc. Just as the body is insentient without the self,

similarly the self might be deprived of knowledge without the aid of

the bodv, mind etc But Atreya answers emphatically in the negative

and says, “ The self is knower not only when given the senses, but

also when the senses are absent, for he is never without the

conscious quality at any time. There is knowledge manifested only if

it is already there. The lack of the senses cannot remove the knower’s

power of knowing. The particular perceptions of things only are not

there but the capacity to perceive is always there, ]ust as the

knowledge of ]ar*making is in the potter but does not find its express-

ion in the absence of earth etc (Sarira III, 18-19J).

Even when the self is bereft of the sense-perceptions, speech

and action In the sleeping state, yet in dreams he has knowledge
of happiness and grief He is therefore known as never being without

knowledge He is ever the knower. Without the quality of

knowledge in the self no other type of knowledge can ever manifest

itself. Therefore all knowledge in life cannot come by itself or uncaused

by the knowledge belonging to the belf. (Sarira III, 23-24.)

The element of conscioiibuess known as the self is regarded

variouly as the cause, region, the instrument, the imperishable, the
agent, the tiiinking one, the knower, the understanding one, the seer, the
dispenser, the great one, the architect of the world, the omniform,
the supreme person, the creative source, the unchanging, the eternal,

the substratum of qualities, the seizer, the chief, the unmanifest, the
individual soul, the knower, the ego, the conscious one, the infinite,

the soul of creatures, the soul of the senses, and the inner soul.

(Sarira IV-8)

We have thus seen that this self is identified with the source
of all things, the creator of the universe and the supreme self perv-
ading everywhere Brahma is among its synonyms This is both the
human self as well as the universal self and there is nothing beyond
this This is in accordance with the description of the Purusa of the
Yedas and the Brahma or Atma of the Upanisads which is the source
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and the end and essence of all things Out of it evolve the universe,

the ether, air, water, fire and earth ^nd all living beings. The great

Mahavakyas such as hI ^all this is Brahma” proclaim the same

concept of all things being of the essence of supreme. This Is the key-note

of the pantheistic view of life that has a significant place in the Upanisads

But how and when this self was caught up in the aggregate man and

what the origin of the aggregate itself Is, have yet to be explained

How has this aggregate being come about and what is the purpose

and the end of it I/ife must have a direction and fulfilment.

This aggregate being is subject to disease and death But death does

not dissolve it as the self according to ^tceya goes out into new lives

and makes its entry into fresh wombs carrying with it the subtle

elements that evidently form Its vehicle.

We shall therefore have to search for the causes for his origin

before we think of the origin and nnfoldment of the universe itself.

The supreme self being beginningless has no origin, but the

aggregate-being is born of acts, delusion, desire and aversion. (6arlra

1, 53.) This only explains the causes that lead to the formation

of aggregate-being but when and why it took place first cannot be

answered for it is said by Atreya, ‘there is no beginning for the

self and the succession of the fields is also beginningl^ss Hence,

since both are beginningless, neither can be antecedent to

the other’’ (Sarira I 82; We are indeed on the horns ‘ of dilemma.

The -self is beginningless and so is the succession of bodies known as

the field and yet the elements of this aggregate-being are all evolved

from the self The causes for the formation of this aggregate are

known, but when they first came into -operation is not to be asked,

for this process of aggregation has gone on from beginningless timei

The evolution of man is thus; From the unmanifest is born

the Buddhi, the principle of intelligence, and from the intellect the

ego-sense is derived, from the ego the ether and other presto-elements

are born in their successive order. Then the whole man possessed of

all the faculties springs into view and is said to be born, and at the

end of an age when the world dissolves, this being merge* back into

those constituent proto-elements in the reverse order (^arlra 1, 66-67),/
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Thos it emerges into the inAiiifest from the unm^ntfest and gets back

'

again into the unmanifeat from the manifest. Passion and delusion -

having taken possession of him} man revolves from brith to death like

a wheel (Sarira VIII-68).

In his account of evolution of the individual and his involution

Caraka is in perfect accordance with the Sankhya view except for the

identification of the unmanifest with the supreme self According to the

Sankhya view, the unmanifest is the Pradhana, the original form of

nature out of which all other forms are evolved. The self is of a

separate category altogether and undergoes no change or modification.

It is just a perceiver, knower and witness. The Buddhi and other

evolutes are non-couscious and have Prakiti, known also as Avyakta, as

their source. It is the nature of Prakiti to undergo change and give

birth to things. It is called Prasavadharmml i e. that gives birth to other

forms whereas the soul known as Puru§a is the principle of conscious-

ness and is eternally the same and is the witness and enjoyer. Nothing

IB derived from him nor gets back into him; he is eternally the same

and unchanging (AprasavadharmI).

Atreya calls the self Nirvikara’, the changeless, even as it is

spoken of in the Upanisads as a changeless principle and also as the

source of the universe (Sankara in his commentary on the Brahma-

Sutra points out that the Vedanta has held '’Avyakta" to mean Self.'

B, Sutra 3-2-23) And despite the whole context built np in the

Caraka Samhita in keeping with the Sankhya doctrine of evolution,

this final declaration, anomolous though in its nature, definitely repr-

esents the Upanisadic tendency to derive all things from one supreme
‘

Self (Atma).

Cakrapani, the commentator of Caraka, has taken throughout
the Sankhya view for granted, and has interpeted Avyakta as the un-
man ifest primary form of Nature. If it is also called the self and the

creator etc., it is according to him, due to the close contiguity in

nature and position between the two viz., the self and the primal nature.

They both come under the category of the unmanifest and the primal
nature Pradhana is for all practical purposes the self, as it closely

resembles the selfjby its Immediate proximity to it and its sublle
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• nature There is a certain" amount of ambiguity in Caraka s

exposition of the subject including the description of the final libera-

tion of the individual. One does not find the mention of the positive

ecstacy that characterises the '‘Brahma" state in the Upanisads It is

purely negative in its content. Nevertheless the ‘ Avyakta ’ is the self

which attains the Brahma-state and which is the origin and the end

of all beings

According to Dasgupta ( History of Indian philosophy Vol. I

)

this is an old form of Sankhya propounded by Pancasikha, the

disciple of Asuri while the Iswarakisna system of Sankhya is the

one propounded by Asuri, Kapilas direct disciple The Mahabharata

mentions both these varieties of Sankhya i e ,
of the twenty-four

as well as the twenty-five categories and condemns them as unworthy
of acceptance. The third variety of the twenty-six categories, the

twenty-sixth being god is recommended as the one worthy of

acceptance

Sri Darga^ankara ^astrl writing in Gujarati and Jyotiscandra

Saraswatl writing in Sanskrit are both of the opinion that the nature

of the Atma as expounded m Caraka indentifymg it with the unmanifest

‘Ayvakta’ is undoubtedly Upanisadic in its significance It is also of

interest to note the absolute similarity in terms as well as in outline

Betwen the metaphysical expositions found In Yajnavalkya Samhita

and in Caraka They are almost replicas of each other. It is for the

historian of religion and philosophy to refer to either as the source

of the other or to an altogether different common source from which

they both might have drawn.

The next question now is, why is it that the self being

Universal and all-pervading does not yet experience the feelings and

sensations of all the bodies, but knows only the sensations of and

through the sense-organs of one body only. In answer to this question,

Atreya asserts that the self is all-pervading, but owing to the finite

nature of the mind, a limitation of experience is imposed on it. When
the mind is stilled and brought to quiescence, the self perceives all

things beyond its usual ken. ( Sarlra I. 80-81 ).

This is in accordance with the view of Patafijali who expounds
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{n his yoga philosopliy tiiat tills quiescence of nslnd, known as

Samadhi, enables the self to attain extra-ordinary powers of perception

and action, though these attainments are to be disregarded in the inte-

rests of final liberation. This Samadhi is the last of the eight steps

of yoga. By constant practice of this, the self attains its liberation from

mind and matter. There are eight supernatural powers attained

incidentally from this practice of Samadhi.

They are the eight Siddhis known as contraction to

atomic size, expansion, becoming light seeing distant objects, extra-

ordinary powers such as even touching the moon, attainment of all

desires, control over the elements and lordship (Yoga sutra III-45).

The power attained by Siddhi are slightly modified in Caraka.

They are eight viz., gaining entrance into other bodies, telepathy,

the doing of things according to one’s own will, clairvoyance,

clairaudience, omniscience, effulgence and vanishing from sight

at will. The Swetaswatara Upanisad has a similar list of the powers

attained by the practioer of Yoga, (Swetaswatara Upanisad Chap.

IL 12-13 )

J

“The person engaged in Yoga suffers neither disease nor old

age nor death, hib body being filled wuh the fire of yoga He attains

lightness, good health, stability, lustre, strength of voice, bodily

fragrance and scantiness of excretions. These are regarded as the first

effects of Yoga.practice".

I

The real purpose and end of yoga is the attainment of this

absolute quiescence. This Samadhi if it becomes everlasting is liberation.

Atreya declares that in both states of yoga meaning thereby in Samadhi
as well as in final liberation there is a cessation of all experience. In

liberation there is no residue of it left even to drag one back to life.

This yoga or Samadhi leads to liberation.

Before we come to know the nature of that final stage of

liberation which is the supreme consummation of man, the

^gS^cgate-being, we shall understand the great analogy that subsists

between this aggregate-man and the universe in which he dwells

i e, the analogy - between the microcosm and the macrocosm.
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resemblefl the universe. Whatever principles are in the universe are also

in him. The universe consists of innumerable constituent parts and even

so is man. “We have said generally that earth, water, light, air, ether

and Brahma known as Avyakta are the six elements constituting man.

The earth is represented in man by hardness, water by moisture,

fire by heat, air by the vital breath, the ether by the interstices

and the self by the indwelling spirit. Similar to the o£&ce of

God in the world is the might of the individual soul in man. God’s

grearness m the universe is seen as creator; in the body the

souls greatness is seen as the mind. What Indra in in the universe

the ego is in man; the Sun corresponds to the power of absorbing,

Rudra to anger, the Moon to beneficence, the Vasns to pleasures,

the two Aswins to lustre, the Maruts (winds) to enthusiasm, the

Visvedevah (universal Gods) to the sense organs and the sense-objects,

darkness to delusion. light to knowledge, just as there is the act of

creation in the universe, so also in man there is fertilization or the

act of impregnation, corresponding to Krtayuga is the period of

childhood; corresponding to Treta is youth; corresponding to

Dwapara is old age; corresponding to Kali is infirmity and corres-

ponding to the end of a world-cycle is death in man. In this manner
by pursuing this analogy, O Agnivesa

!
you are to understand the

unity of all those different members in the world and in man which

we have left unmentioned here.’’ And we may conclude that as

the created elements return to their original . essence in that hour

of universal dissolution, so in his hour of final dissolution he returns

to the original essence of the self and remains for ever in the

Brahmic state known as liberation.

That liberation is a state from which there is no fall back into

life It 18 said that owing / to the non existence of the forces of Rajas and
Tamas and the complete wearing away of all fruits ol action, there
is elimination of all the factors of aggregation. Hence it is called the
state of non-return. (Sarlra I. 142).

This state results from the continuous practice of certain

factors known as virtues, discipline or regimen of conduct and thought.
This diBcipline as described in Caraka has close resemblance to the
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fiigcipllne of the BnSdliiftfc and Safiiliya vieTrs -wlierein tlie elirai-

naSon of the evils or Bindratices in the pzth to liberation alone are

mentioned. In the yoga-system to some estent, and in the Vedanta

emphatically, the positive dedication of the mind to goodness and love

and adoration of or meditations on the natnre of the Snpretne or tne

glory of God and of the identity of the Self vrith the Supreme are the

means of liberation.

*^*From the accession of the pure nnderstanding,all these proceed*

the right seeking of the company of the good, the total avoidance of

the Tricked, continence and abstinence and various austerities, the

study of the sacred scriptures, meditation, love of solitude, aversion

to sense-pleasures, perseverance in the path of liberation, supreme

determination the non-beginning of actions and the comple’-e anni*

hUation of those already done, the desire to quit the world, humility,

dreading of attachment, the fixing of the mind and nnderstandmg In

the self and the investigation of the true natnre of things—aU this

proceeds from the recollection of the trne nature of the Self”. fSarira

1. 143-146;.

But if it be asked as to how this recollection of truth comes

about, it is answered that the practices ' beginning with the company
of the gooc and ending with supreme determination. * give birth to the

recollection of ones true nature. And recollecting the self’s natnre

one is released from suffering. fS^Ira. 1-147).

“There are eight canses that lead to this recollection. They
are the recogn'tion of the natnre of the cause of 1 fe, similarity and
dissimilarity, concentration of mind, repeated practice, intellectual

inquiry, repeated hearing and constant recollection of what has

been heard and experienced. By these means arises that recollection,

leading to liberation. This path to liberation which had been seen by
the liberated yogis and knowers of knowledge (Sahkhyas) and by
w’hich they have reached that state from which they have not

returned, is regarded as the only path. (Sarlra I, 150-151). This state

from which there is no return is known as the Brahma state. The in-

dividual becomes free and installed in ha original status. He is called

**Brahmabh uta** one that has become Brahma.' He is there bereft
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of special characteristics that once earmarked* his individuality and
,,

cannot be any longer recognised by any sign. He is lost in the

Inbnite.

In Atreya 8 own words^ “In that final renunciation, all sensa-

tion together with their root-cauge as also cogitation, contemplation

and resolution come to an absolute termination Thereafter, the

individual self having become one with the universal self is no longer

seen as particularised being rid of all qualities. He has no longer any

distinguishing mark. The knowers of Brahma alone have knowledge

of this. The ignorant cannot understand it. ( Sarira. I, 154-155 ).

CHAPTBR IV

THE ETHICAL NOTE IN AYURVEDA

It is remarkable that despite the wide divergencies in their

conclusions regarding the nature of reality, the religions of the world

are unanimous in their sense of the ethical values of life. Blimination of

envy, hatred, covetousness and wickedness and the practice of

goodness, love and self-sacrifice are universally acclaimed as the right

way of life. These lead to the control of the senses and mind and

impl3^ the necessary discipline and inner purity. The various and

principally the six systems of Indian philosophy as also the Buddhistic

and Jain systems of thought are united in their upholding of righteous

conduct and mental and emotional purity as the means to liberation

whatever be the nature of that liberation. A theistic belief is not

essential to the upholding of such a high ethical ideal of life.

Budahism, as well as Sahkhyaism and the Mlmansa doctrines are

avowedly ethical in their ideal and uphold rigorous discipline

of the mind and the heart in the interests of the supreme fulfilment

of life. It is quite evident from the ethical history of man that there

is au inner compulsion that extorts his instinctive allegiance to what
is right, good, and virtuous Despite man’s inability to believe in a

creator God, he accepts the mystical efficiency and fruit-bearing

power of the good and evil ways of life. The faith In the invisible
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'

power of action, known as* ^Karma’, is tlie product of the same instinct

and here in Caraka, we find ample witness to that early faith of man

in the efiS.ciency of good and evil actions.

The Vaisesika doctrine with the expounding of which the

Caraka Samhita virtually begins, is concerned primarily with teaching

righteous living The Sutras of Kanada begin with the aphorism ‘^we

shall now expound the nature of virtue The origin of Ayurveda

curiously is also for the preservation of humam lives that they

may be dedicated without hindrance to austerity, meditation and discip-

line of mind It is the feeling of love and compassion for suffering

humanity that first gave rise to the sages* efforts to discover the

science of medicine. ( Caraka Sutra VIi 7 ).

Notwithstanding the absolute nature of the inner compulsion

for goodness and duty, the generality of mankind is impelled only by

the fear of evil effects and the hope of happiness resulting from vice

and virtue respectively. This is the hypothesis or the concept of Karma,

the inquiry of whose teleology is futile. It must therefore be regarded

as beginningless though it is given to man to put an end to it The

diversity of the initial circumstances and equipment with which men
are brought into this life is accountable only in terms of the diversity

of the causal actions and tendencies of their previous lives. This total

causal force by whose residual energy a person is catapulted into this

life is known as destiny
( Vidhi or Daiva ). In Caraka it is called

Daiva and the fresh initiation of action in the present life *Purusakara\

This doctrine of previous incarnations implied by Karma is made out

effectively according to -Caraka by all the four methods of ascertain-

ment viz., scriptural testimony, direct perception, inference and common
sense The great sages possessed of infallible v sion, by virtue of their

meritorious life, have declared the existence of rebirth unequivocally.

i Sutra XI 28-29 )• From direct perception we find the following:

‘the children are unlike their parents. Those born of the same condi-

tion« are possessed of different traits of color, voice, shape, mind and
intellect. People are born of higher and lower castes Some are born
slaves and some overlords, they are endowed with varying degrees of

happiness, grief and life-span. New born babies without any acquaintance
before, seek for the mother^s breast, weep and cry and show fear. This
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would not te possible in tbe absence of memory coming from

previous births. The children are born' with various marks on

their bodies. They show a variety in their skill and tendencies, and

sometimes possess a memory of previous birth. Cakrapaal, the com-

mentator on Caraka, in his note on the phrase, suggests that it may

also mean that some men return to their bodies after death being sent

back by the messengers of Yama who had taken them as a result of

mistaken identity’. (Sutra XI, 30 ». The above are agreed facts of direct

evidence in life and justify the faith in a previous incarnation w;hlch

explains these varied phenomena.

Taking now to the method of inference, it must be known

that the actions of a previous birth must be fully experienced to put

an end to them. And in every life fresh action is also undertaken.
t

Hence there is a continual residue of action whose fruits are yet to

be reaped This is known as ‘ Daiva ’ the unseen factor that ushers

in life' in the present birth One has to infer the nature of the seed

from the fruit as the fruit is always true to the nature of the seed.

Common sense speaks to the same eflFect. It is only the action that has

already been accomplished that bears fruit Fruit cannot come out

of nothing The fruit ot action is similar in nature to the causal

action, for we see th-it a particular fruit and not a diflferent fruit comes

out of a particular seed. (Sotra XI, 31-32)

This leads us on to the further problems of the

predestination of the nature of this life. As a supreme example of

this, Atreya uiscns-es the problem of the span of life of a man. If

this life and all its happiness be totally the result ot action in the

previous binh bis life span must be already determined and neither

spiritual or physical healing will avail anything. In sneh a case the

science of he^bng is utterly useless and has no place in a world where a

life can be neithe»- prdonged by medicine nor shortened by disease It

IS useless to talk of either saving or killing a man but Atreya has a

wa> out of this m irass of predestination He describes three kinds of

action - tbe powerful, the moderate and the weak actions. (Vimana

HI 31)

This life IS not wholly in tbe grip of tbe past for there

scope for fresh initiatiou of new action which is known as Pnrusakara
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This latter too is of three fcincts—powerful, moderate and weak. If

past action be moderate or weak, it can be overcome by powerful

fresh action in this life. If the present action be moderate or weak,

onlv the powerful action of the past will assert itself and have its full

effect It is therefore possible by powerful action m the present to

neutralise and overcome the result of moderate or mild past action.

Hence man must pursue the righteous life intensely. He can be

hiB own architect by action in tbe present life. This is a great and

hope' inspiring positive provision that Atreya holds up for maukiud

without which there would be no justification for any good and refor-

mist effort in life, and particularly for a reformative and curative

science like medicine. This is a very significant contribution to meta-

physical thought that Atreya has made while discussing the ways

and possibility of averting the results of past action. He says

that ‘Daiva’ gets nullified by stronger ‘Pnrnsakara’ and similarly

tbe stronger *Daiva’ overpowers the ‘Pnrnsakara (Vimana III, 3i-34)

This mutual counteracting is inevitable but sometimes does not occur

according to the relative strength of the two kinds of action and also

due to the time factor But it is wrong to take either of them to hold

the field exclusively. (Vimana III, 34-35).

With this background in view we shall find the

necessity for an intense, almost frantic pursuit of the good life. Tbe
SmrtiB say that man must pursue righteousness as if death had

caught him already by his forelock. ^
In Caraka, all mental and spiritual evils like the bodily

ailments are regarded as diseased conditions due to volitional trans-

gression That is as it should be. Modern philosophers

regard crime and wickedness as pathological conditions and that

punishment is to be accorded from a reformative and therapeutic

point of view, Atreya’s view has all the freshness, humanity and
scientific nature of the modern outlook on moral evil

Rajas and Tamas are the ill-humors of the mind even as

Vata, Pitta and Kapha are of the body. Self-restraint, moderation,
dedication to the study of scriptures and meditation are described
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as coHBtituting tHe psychic or divine therapy. This divine therapy

is described in great elaboration and is called ‘Sadvrtta^ (Sutra 1-58).

Atreya declares that all action results from the operation of

speech, mmd and body. That is of three kinds: excessive operation,

non-operation and wrong operation. This is based on the threefold

divisions of sense-contact with the external objects which are excessive

contact, non-contact and wrong contact, all of which constitute the

factors of disease. Complete suspense of action of speech, mind and

body is non-operation. Kxcessive exercise of them is over-action.

Forced suppression or forced excitation of the natural urges, awkward

stumbling, falling and posturing of limbs, abusing the body, injuring

the body, violent kneading of the limbs and forced holding of the

breath and other kinds of self-mortification are misuse of the body

Misuse with reference to speech is indulgence in language that is

insinuating, untrue, untimely, quarrelsome, unpleasant, incoherent,

unhealthful, harsh etc The misuse with reference to the mind consists

of giving way to fear grief, auger, greed, infatuation, self-conceit,

env3^ deluded thinking etc.

These should be corrected and the way of correcting the

defects of the body and mind constitute medicine in general But

those of the mind rt quire the practice of a regimen of conduct, made

up of mental and emotional discipline This is otherwise known as the

good life (Sadvrtta) or ‘Dharma’, or righteous behaviour. The inclination

for righteousness must be continually kept up by effort for there is

a natural decline of that tendency m men from age to age. Atreya

says elsewhere, ''In every succeeding age there is a fourth part of

righteousness dwindling' down, and similarly the 'qualities of -things in

the world and the lifespan of people too go down at the rate of

one year for every hundredth part of the age". (Vimana I'll, 24*25) Man

must therefore be ever vigilant in countering this tendency and pursue

the good life with all his strength, with all his mind and with all his

soul. Atreya described the good life as constituting the factors for

happiness and long-life in this world and also for liberation of

the spirit (Satra VIII 18).
c

Thus the good life is not only that .which gives spiritual

fulfilment and final liberation but also one which is fraught with good
^ a
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m this life avoiding the ill-tempers of the mind which may even

culminate in psychic diseases suph as insanity, epilepsy and other diseases

and make the body subsceptible to somatic disease also. The good life

therefore from the points of view of happiness in this life as well

.as in the next, and final liberation, must be assiduously practised,

for Ayurveda is the science in which the well being in both the

worlds is established, as well as the means of final liberation of man,

the aggregate being

JTH 9 cfw g II =sr. g, 1, VI

“ That 18 named the Science of Life wherein are laid down
the good and the bad life, the happy and the unhappy life, and
what IS wholesome and what unwholesome in relation to life, as also

the measure of life
”
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t ^ '=i3r^'^ eqqsaxRqfsrgq > qq1f4!tll%grqr?q5 ^ “ ««52i'®q?q ^5q
gqM ,| »’ f?q3qqi?q “ sisq^ig fgi f^grsqq ’ q

raf^rq'i, jq q=4 sqfq^nq^^qifoi; « 3?sq^qf1i^fq[g g§c^qi?ftqqfi?lfqfh I qt

qrg q qiq% I 'qT«qf55i fiqifq R^fglq=iir ^?i!^aT q^q g^qr

gjj'qv: > 'qs-if =q qfillU^qrai I 'irqq^qqiqgi q=qqtqivi*:q q^qi?? fq-?-

g^'J'q* ?iTqq?a^lf^ qqg qrg^4%?qT<qqT ^q^qra* l sqi^sqi^^g qgfq^lf^clv^g =%qqi?i5 t q

5iJ.J!n q =q5qTfi '*^q(fq ^gqiqr. qqfqf%q I
“ 313^^-

^ pq ’ Jfq5‘m^qt?qrq |lqfR# ^qq^q?qfi3q a^fli^ciqr

5)5t..-Tt,?T7 q^gsq 5% qRiqnsqq I qfq STsqTfiqis^q eip’qq^I q^-

fqq laa'aqqif^qi gprPT =q5fq5ifqq^qqirqqrqisqqfqqt fq^r?qgi fqvtg^qj q?-

? >SS4q I qr =q 'q<lfqqi:?fqq^''qq??q qct ^eqrqq ggqgj ^qig,? qqq^'taig “ srsq-giV

sqq*^-?? ^sqg V^>?q^'T1S5qq>5133 qgqi i eFSufs qgT s^IF’Sfqq, ^I5qq»-

q-q -atqiij I
“

=g;q f g^q sqi^sfq q’UisqpqiTr ? I

^ q -Ku t'K'HST^iq: f^^i^sqiqrliqq t^?r?qqK fqs^g;. ^Fqfq “ srimi ’ ffa sfaq^i'cRT

q) m5-q^ gqi'^qicqqisq gqq^isq^^ qq|-^qqqfqfqi«s qg'vFi ?% ^q=qq i

"^qqt f^giFsqq ’, qqqg^swiifqr
” “ fqgaqqs ^qi^sT^iretqqt «T?iq; ,

“ eq.

;qllqnr} ,qgr^€#riqfq f^qgq,’’ fq^fq, qqi “lf«q fewifq

q^qicqq ’ scq%q sftqicqq: q?qRR5i5^an=sq?q:::^r “g gqn eqsrO^^s^ g fq'q^qf g =q fq^^jF.i

qrg^cftP^q^^ Iqcqg^ gigqq q t^qii" ‘?Fq<i,q ^qqjqig qcqqs^DTt gqq^fqiq qqat

« fi f^fq'q, 8?c3i, qiqJ^ q^rr, ^fsqr, qfei, qgj, qrai, qiri, fq^^qf, fj^q^q;,
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5T»T5f:, SToifJl*, goft, JTgq, ggin, 3T5q^', gfref
, 3^*T» ,

f^:,

^jgifJTT, ^f^jRic^ri, e?r^?T?;ii %% I sfsjricq^ s^qr^R;

g^- siigig?gurFiq]?^^i5friftiT^^(g4r qqgJTR: «i.qg?Jn5i5iMt-

qi?^ ga*
, qgf^Ji?e?5i^ ^T ijq q« ^gif?t

€51^ F irq fisq-f ?WT62 gf^^itq^JT I
“ K q«??qicqi ^i-tq^irasoif^q: I ^9?%

?Er'ii ^q> ?S2T q^% ^:'' fRi r gg^*, q^giwr tjq 5ikrc^qg^tq=q=R

1 glsqj?%^t3i|?R^rg^T?g% RJssT ^q^q^sfiT 5ii'gi stgRr q^qrla^sl^

sggq^TR fi fk 5T?<iifF?*r?qtg?Jr(N5qTrq gtqavzj^ I gq^q^jq “ f^a^qil

?t4 J?qfg " g ^gralfe ^ ?? gi^q q?q% ” ?fg ^ st'R «»rq gg^Roi^gg

^Tg^gf;! q^gfgfi? qrffTgigrfsfir^g gg^RqgRfsirsf^gi^sfsqrqtRr i
“ a’^q^iO^g^fq^qifsqt-

gtqcyfsi?;, ^^^ft'qrfggqaifcf i g«* a^Di^cy5R!t i fqtiq'sgqa*^?g

gf^r g«w fg?i^’ ^fa a?gfgggi^ fgfl^qgr ggr^FT g^^rgai ^ gfgqRggT ^#01 sftqFJrq?-

?Tirgg ^qifg’: g-eggs^g fgfgcs sq^g^, ggfg gtg^qqj^oi) 3<j]a|oiiq sig^, gegiaigR <i4gc-

^gfg ffgrfgg ^rg^ggggtggc^ g?ggi5^ gq^g^g) fe?§ %qci gg: qgmrqsE^t^ffe

fq ^ftfqTqig^qi 3gqg^gr%%Rr fgt€g®gi ^ig:i fggoncg?^ ggi fgfi^Rifgrgp^cqTqT-

ggRi5i?q?gig:, ggg^g ^GSTif?r»gtq5f?ra \ ggi^g^igi: 5i?%g^5:g> pg: i arg:

e?3gg;5is^g gg^icggigigg gqf%€Fq5Tf<jr;Trq gfqgigriTgtg?ac. 1 gorifcg^mr

§|g??%g, 8!sggfgE>fi gg^fcgg^gq^R^s gqg'g^TegiJ^grfq g’^gfaigsgq 1 %g3

t^??5«gif^f??^gq3qffg^'y5r^ gi*qnfigiqf 1 arraRgi^qp^^ qrgg^q

ggi g gg?fg3!^gr q3^?^gg5qrq€t?igf ^faqggh?qr fs mcaR aiFafg a%

qg’ig gqfNr i ^fg g ^qFsrgifgg ^ gl^ggqfgcqiNifilqirgqqsRggcgi

“ggtnggq^ifet fg$rq> ^^gi?g*, %^gr gg fgggr fg^qgr^ ac^g ” 5% sg^q-

Sgqpi fgq^q
, g>sg sagtgg^q irf ^g^gq ^iHiig^q ?fg gtg>. 1

“ s^qt g ^ifegi-

fg^ q?gqgg: 1 ggg) ?[%gga5 gtl-s^itg^gg: ’’ 5^ ^rdig^q^ g1%^iffg«ggfq

gw gi<?tgi?q argifSc 5;5qt ^gt f^q»tgfa l^g ’' ^fg gig^qtgig 1 g g ?rf^Egq

fsggqg^sgfgf q?il 1 gig ^iP^: pge?r«: '’ ggfgsifga^qiw?-

^g; I ijaFi ^ifqgggR aiggrf^ g ggtff^glftg^Hf^jgifoi g 1 qi. a^gg ’',

“ ga qq^^ gf g^rcgr g!?3% qigg 1 gglnrsaci el g’jri grr^ Rgg" ^g>irg \ aiicgg

g''^q=R ecqn4tgfq& 3??Jrcq%q!<^a^ 1 g^OgRgftrEsgifor | gqli)

?j>fEcqg rggi5V g g|fggfe?qfq7i: 1 efgqRggi^ g^gfg^is’q aicggt ?ngiq?§. w^^tri-

cffagRTctl g glq^ggigi^f'car friqFiq: =%agiqFgg^i?gr ggqgqt^ 1 aircggs?

gsgfgq^g-rgrisr gwqxq tp agegi g "

eggRifiigRTg I eg ‘ 'axgHg3^f?gg%g^ ^Rg", 3?g i^g e^ig^qi qrig^Rgrgf

elgiagqicelgcls^qicgfg g eq^ sigaggri g^gig ‘‘sjtfii » g?gjifqiq^ig ?qgT sq^l i

^eqigfgqgrgiqgtnigT g g^ ii q^g^sfq ggiss?^ gifer g^gg i g?q ge qr qs^ %a^-

q?% agi 11 ” g ggiggisscagl sTRigiq sii^rcg* 1 g gicei ef^q^rg^S 9*,
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I
“ 5T 5[?l% • ’'JT

^ ^
^rq'fjfq ^^1s?(T]gic5f5fjfff? sgaci” ijfa

«
51 '^5i»5?TS3P?RF^fei J 5?«IT 5f5ti5I^ ^.Sni^I'T'^T-

*5i%5| ?5^'Tis»rrqi?igg: *' (sr s-'i ^ RSiaq i sf^-

^KJT'SHicJRT 5eI q4^^«j?i:ii ^R^qfif^iftR. l f5^l%^555^ql^^' §H.

5J3T II talJi §^|% ^ 1 5Ilf5|ffi||?^ HR rqifesqc.^119 €l^'^r3=Eq%

eO fqifiTT I 5flRr ff sB^qi JiQRWlcUeif^^i: H " SJTF.gisj fF{<4

Higjq ^qif«iqs^ q^q 5i)‘g?qftife sfgqifqa ’e'.^i
i

ci^qi^ ^q!??Qrfc9»4 sifsT^nw 3^q?q i
SESc^wq^l^R^

”

* cq^s? '55 ^1^5’l5lfi)q 'q^q^rfq ^ | q^ifq qilfqq^5iifqq?3 " 3|i<J|f?^4gr'5q.q^53f55Eq?I^

5555?^’ (5 ^-‘i-'»<s) “ ^^gi$qq?IWg^5 ^*

'l-'i-'io) HR^ic?lfe^?5H^fc5Rfq ^I5lI^q3Tq*3^^?SlfeqR'3 •

5R” f?5ipfi5^?j54 ^q^^t5H«3 I ?n*5fq eriffiqls^lf^rqjJit^ gqsif^g^-

^Jiifqqr q^fq^i^i?;?B: 531^511 ^^(*’51^ “ g^q^st??! « '^¥iiqig;
”

(0T tT ‘ivs) ‘ ^Ea5q??q4*TR*3 ” (ei. qr *1%) iiqq^^^sfq arq^jq??*

^i^q^cqs q^qjg ,
“ qgf qirai^Jq^qig:" {^. g,. =i-^-\^) “ ^ ’ (h. q,.

5?^ otqTfqqj 5Rlqf?q«rfi q#5:i*g afgqRgt5H i 37i?qq:

'q^qijtsfq q^tunsfiafnfci ?i«5iq, g4q^q?q?irq“q^l?JlT gr?^gf?g% 5., c^rfg gi 3f?5?q9 i

^ qgrrggwT i ?iTqR5)qi^q^«i^ ^lafg^g:
’* qwi'^qfqqi*5i^ i

i?^qi?5Tgq1qRi?q;^t sicgfflfg IdrqqTRrqR. » sn^qq: «Tfaj?q HR ?fq''5!3‘qif^fq*

4g)qi??iqHiq5'^?5tq?qg ei^ifJiqqq \ ggi =^3iqfqqrfq qqqrfq q^’Eqsfg’^Mi^qiq-

qfqqigqisfq ?^q5^ l ?iTgi?jrag1?f)sqJig[f? tjliqq^q. qqiqT'fq gifq^qrsqfe’Eqi^ i wh

Hi5g=c^j9 “ gigqgqugi ?i«i(t ^iqfqqiqqs^q s^q^qs^^q 5P.qif^«q ^r fgs^ giqq^ S^qr qq'^qt

q Hirqq'ife I (h. ^ “q?: qqq% ^r?qT gi^gq ffq ^wifqq: ^E^cq

5ffiq^gg =g?qt fg^q^ i 8^f^sqqpI^sfq qi^iqiq^isfg^ q 5rBqqRqq5[rg |

gnfqiqf Sfre^^ggqlg ^g R^JE^^UJTq: R'^qi^fiq; g? ggln- g§5qg5i;jfggff5 |?qf»Tqiq:l

qtR’fi^^qRrf^^qq^HR fggqTqfqi%sqq|5i^tsq %qs^qqiqi3?q^q?q g^g^

5pitq5r? Klqsiqf^i^Rgfaq: Wiifq qg^q i ^qjiqfq^T f^ 3Ti?q-gqg;fiirg^q\ir?fsgqT

q«g: I ^gr r?;^i;gr qgqqqg^ r qqiqqgi^lHT sqcv-qsB, qqir^-qfg giorq^

giggfg^g fq^Es^ I >5fQ?gnTiq?T qq fq5;qq5: II q|5ir¥iiq'\ gliT^ql gffegr q=5' ^

qrq I qqwqRqfk't rg^fq^-
\\ 5i?gt: sq^qqi“l5q qq1q554.q% I gfg>g

q^fq (q. H- 'I<sv) i gqgif^ er'f^^^ifq ^fif^qfigrqsg-

qi?qrq qfqiqfSi^ gqiqrqi^qqqqs^ i qqi q qi^qqw: “ giq^sfqq-q^^Rq-

j^Tfqqqf^qifflqciT BTijqgifgqf ^s'^q^g ^ qqqwrqjqT qf^^'gqavgirigr sjfg^

qfq'bl gq qfg^qlfgq I q^qiqsqRftlt | tr sn'^ ^q;—
$5qi^ qrqi^^qfegqifqqqfqr ^ fk anq^ii ??gfgq giqqcsrgq^



^ ^ #5f^ I :? ft •^^g^qsqdr^ ftftr^ Jlc^r^ I

a%cr*^^fl ftiwffi^^r ^ gsg^fiT?3^ ?3icfr^ fti?n^?>*ncc i

5 ?nrrs?Trff*T€rRr »i.^»ft%€TSr | aia^

t^4 s?ffa^#scqf?rr^«fs»^iifas^: i

_

5<T3feg^?:q tjq ^ q 3nf»ir

fcqifqflt I s^ft gT§ q#7ff^5,?5?^q3f5q^5<rg?§ J! 5fRfa

s[#qifV<Tq tiq'tq3°q4ff& I 1^4 ^qsfsqflqf^, argifi ^ q 3?qcft% ^ *?!%-

5i9Ti?JTqg ^isqfeft^feqqlsftrcq? I ’ (k ^
^05^ sj^t pqrfqqq I ?rqT ft-*?r«rq; geq?TffT %?i: 5^ SqigffqL « ^ ?3* ^ ^

^ « ^>s[^ ST gsi rirf^^ srQqfqf^^ gr^ 1 jt ftuK ,5t ^ir^rfSi jt sriqr q?oT q ^ «

?r qpq> fj q 35q> ii I q;rTOT g^qWqreqJK'n^^^iffT u sr %?5H<JiqifqT

I q % 5? =q «* II fi ffq^WCcl

I ?q 11 ^ q^5 €»jq ^"^i: 5a*i 1

qig^qrqqqftsf^* « ^ qqiuf^qsvq^ 1 q^q g1»:q

9?Tq^q: II sT % 5if0€^ii^q4; q^pq^Hg^qciT I cT iT^fa %-

ft?q5=^ 5rqi sifr: 11 95^?it Hrqar^: 1

^ 9 sqq ?>igr n ’ ^^ 55)-€fqftqjqg^

sf^^??[4^ sjrg “ ^qi*i?ir« fjci^ viiff jTig^qi; 'S55jg[ I Q?5]f: anr 5?lcqr ^qft5*<ciu

tBT'npq ^jgrjcssi ^ggf ^ qq g I ^gf ft ^R'JJ eq^JT'qpi 11 fji^q*T?>Tg:Tqiflf

5Tf!: silgqTtsfq^ 1 qTAMT ^ gqqff, fig gi-jjgqfci =q n qg g^q^^i^iirRW^qTca ‘5iTOTq;i

feo^qsqiTi ligiqr ftfq geqair? 11 <’ qj® ^gpgw^ 1 9% ’igHi

qR^r ^fqsga II 3Tiffgifp?pqg ^qRscqqjrgrft^q, " ?r-< i

g ^qsjy sj;rpnf qR^f sT'gri fts^ q g^np5!gf sTt^T =q TTqfg 1 55^^-

qq:q- j
‘ 5 spi% gsjftNq sTgJss^fcgg^q'gi feaqiSTqfflf^sqJi n’’

Icqsqgjfqip^i-^jjjijcq'eq^rt g %qsqiqq?Tr^fq %=xqg9Tg5r'?7 qgj’^q i arjqRfqs^

ffeiff'g ?i gir s'-'fqr'Jiigf^'’/ f^gqiirr sftqg ggqf »r% i f'^pg^'g-qR siR»is:g qg^ «

q^grqjTs'Ji qqr I
?53sq gs^gfqqg^jqf II f^^q:

I q ^g^igr f^ i ^fqs^iR'i frswp^aifg n ^ gggjisscgfenfsr g^gig'if-

q^4u- I
r^ i7a gffqsj; ^«ri*irRT%qgg^ I n” 5^ '

g#qcq ^fsTs^q I gqfgqqr “ i^g gq3gf<'>Tr

“ 3??qg =q'q3’gtq g^qr ” ffg^figgi’T^qf^qis sqqftqgiq ggtgcg-

Si^q q^.gwicqq grRFffq ggr =gq%qfg gpgrg^^ i

gqp‘3 gr^fRif^fq sigie^R ^iql^ifq^qfeqrgiR??^ Tr^pqgfgfe'i^ •

gsifq "sifSiggqp^qis^qiTsigt “ fewn^ qq^ffiRT ” ?fg qifsiggqfqq^sfq q^gicg^i^q

sugtfitg I ^‘qr'qprr^” ^Tqjftgr ^iRr cs^RggiTP gift “qpnsqig

fgT:q\sijq5f}agqq)g^f:-^qj^?^:5j?I #5grtg5Rcgi^]SSRTgl %Oft ’’ (I. % 3-'-^)
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I vii^ois:^ q 55p5|^ I
s?T^51^q

^Z^. i ff^^^nfg^fqaBR’eq ?«ITH f^52IFcl^#=gR^S 5cT; I %!!r5J5^fJ flCtlcTl^Jcair-

srg^Ri -‘^

5T5R^5r gqifq iqqqqiT^^q gfl: S^gqitlr: I ^iqrfl %ciJir

»^rf!iFt^»?l^rsscRi^ iu??rRt i f%?c|5rqlc4i\q5 ^r?'Jr i f% gjTrflcTJj; i

5lRRZ|T?q^ fefqL^' (?iJT. 'i-'i-'l o) ?Tlfq% I

(=^l ^^rci^lrfifeW!%fi f^fe^lFfq f^qftnoTfi5T?gi% geqj li:q’l ^T^R?ri

=riqq^ I

“sT^fqrq sicqaicqf^ ^^Rlcq^^lSVlRI^^fs^Wc^^: ’ ^-^-'1'^)

^4alS|i;R5qTcqfeiat^T 1 RqR^?- ” (;qr. ^-V\S) “q^cF^Tlf^ »iclf??q-

TT^rife qr?q^?ii5?j^iqf^qTg srqe?rq^icsr^^'%’’ (?qT. ^-^-vo) ?fq qic^qRfi stt? i

^ =qi%<iJlSfq|: \ g^fftr l[5iT?cRg-^R;—^g*JT fr?lJTc??T ^
eigeg^rei 'jq===^iq?#^fR g^q gcri5<!R?9Tq3'i^?^ gsF^g i (?f.

»4%«I55'E ^rfi: I
“ 2[%otqi^qi ^s^nRqJ?^«II ’’ ?cg^ g ntcl^^T 95JIP2#-

q?2ffq|[rqiq; (?qr. ^-'i-vs) ^isqf^f^fRRjrgnT^f^qtqr^q: I 5f^qTqlR1^ 'sri^=53qr?r*

^qt ‘q =^ STcq^II I ^qi Rqc% gtT1^5I
;
qR gquioiqi^i I

“ 5ii4tqR?iqRm5qRrqiq ^ q^qr " (=q fq. \^) ?q4

qgqTsfiqf^qisiq qig^^r q^iq^f^q RT'niqRreJTi flc^q-q t^qrsygci l

q^q ^ssjoiqr 5i')qqq;r4 ife^qqjrg^^fqrf? sfijqotcqi? i irq^irq aq?^ «tTi%qi afqfi i

^^^Tf'^qiqrRT fq^^qqgjqicJir 3q55f5q^,^s?g!sH^q>r i ^"^fq

5^q>T, 'qRq^fqqsRi q;^f j^qir sTRf g?^icq%qT^?iJiq 1 ^5r qqrR%sii^q ^igc4,

S?q|?qipqT 5Tt?JiR^=5orl:qT'qfiT^Rqq: ^|?q5qqif^gq[ » =qi^aq^(t^f^?qqq’-

q;iqfqr qf^§r^ q^q^sq^, q^rg^qq^qfq ngsrt (q^:^ ^ gi^Rqfag'c^q 'qiq^q^'^qi'trq.i

q =q 'qrqq^Rjqjgq^ vsig^q^s^q 3?!^qr ^ssfr^^gTriqqjTRqqTfqrqfs*

^^53^ I q?%q 5 5Rii5q'is^:gqq»=q^ I gq: qts^ qt ss^q^q^vq gq? ? q- =q g

^i%g^q qTg qi^^ ^^q qq^f??qT^lqr ^if^qRR i ^qirfq fe^ifq ffqfp^qfq^r^^Rq

c5%-q)^g gJTiqqlqiJ 1

=qi%qi'qq “ ^qr^=5t3qTgiq"gR^G2{ qigqfg eai” 5^?^ (q. b̂ .

q=^qra‘q qrq> 1 gq^r?qfeqc%q, gqr qqot qfafciicqfeit^qloiT gis^qq
" fqqpcir q qqq " (q qs-,j) qiqq^qgqtqil i

q ^qs qrKli^rEHqi e^fq g qiqafeqi aifq qmfqt15qn?^tqr erqiqqq«q

fqraeT«?4qtgi’, siJiift Istfq^igg^qq '
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qi^jTg ” 5=qr^^-

%q55icfrfeirc^qfgqr?€i%»^^?T4i^iEif^ i

sPcr:^^aTJ5[;—Er^jg^rlg: “
-sj ” 5ri. 'i-'A^)

^^^'g^gqgioiTffr gTq^qTfarqi^qr^qeiiifjr *T%fe^ b?tcit^ 5K5t qj^oufir ^ts^Ioi qf^ijoiqig^T?,

W!fl^qT)sffR^ I
“ ^?'fr 5rq>^qifqErfi?%,

q;?>iii% qf^foigj^, i^i&f'^qif^j^i^qif^qr^qi^qeqr^rfft

^«TqHiT55=^ E51 ; gSFrf^ " SRg.qi^oi i%fq^ ^Sl^ilqinq ” 5f?l ?^iqT qw
5Wcq, *?^t|mi^RFrt ^qr*qTE?a ^^oicq ^ i =q?5g^ g gf^gg’l^qRa q

cq§i;Rgr 5?<ng^qT5q>q^fg '^ggr qswc^qiqftq^cicqrf^f^ f^qT?qT55
“

jRq%” f?q|%qT ^s^qrai ^^onEqii^T?^ qigi??oigiqi^qfq3iqriiqi?'q?Trq55q^ q

I 5iqjq; I g'g;s=qr-grqq^?rFg*5?'qqq gq^si^i?f^qt 3%q!% (q^^sr^fqqji) ^'^?rvq?g|f§cqKfg:-

qi^orq; (qr^<Eqf^
)

i tjci€?TRg ^ ?q^q-^Erq-sfflqrqqq^T fqfqqi fqqRf

g?isqr q^ q %s?TrgF^qfqnt?qgqi^ qqs=qqilf:, ^qcjqq giq^^qsqss^q

i^Riq q^q5% i

%5ifqf*Rqicgg‘5q^qqfqfqoitr ?qiqi?7ife5q^qRTifgq g'^afqs'qj: i e^qr

g^NRi gqg 3Tr?E%^crTqT f«fgfb a^rg qj^ngiqfg'EsqrjriKig

ERqig^qq'fllfifq^gifSmgH^q; pqiq^iqf

‘

ariRqfgqf^^iqT gqf^ ggqia

(^. ^ '* q^q^qgqivqi^siqqiqigr »’ f5^qgi#qTgrtgq%q?qqiTqi ^qf qqfggqq

,

qd\ gq> f| elfqqqfqrg g^gr^r ^?l^f?^qqFr>f%qqicisqraf^^ siR^fg ”
<jqq<5®q “ ^-

irfqgrqqlqq%; gfi^^gRr^L ” (-qr ?s.. ^-q-'^'s) wqaiqqR^qqqR^ =qsaqr q^qfg,

STFtq ^qrg, ^q|f^q Hqfqqq^q gfggTqqR=g;q5W^ gqfqqq fqg^ ^qiq g?qg

|fg, qq gfg §fiqqi?q% q gq 4^is^:qgirrq%, gqfg q gq ^sir q gfggiqq?!^ q

«55q%, gf^l q?ri5tqqT^ qR fqqiq ” (qR?qi ) ifg gqgts?g;?wqi gmqfg i m-
g^q^qqFsqigtsfq g^f5aR^qT5i<t^q'fqfq=qR gqg: qj^'qcqgqqiqqfg, ‘‘ qqi “q q^'^gqqr’’

(^ ^ g^r f| fqRis^l ggqif^qiqi^^qq^qq qfgf^iqgifq qiwjl^rg

*rq%, cq^^q, 'ijqqqgRqT gqsqtqf^^^qq gqqrq^fq ^^<qTfq qg? gqfq T* ?fq i

q?qs?rq^q?iTd^f^ gq' %q55g5gi^q ^qiqfqigqqt ffewgi? “ ssr'q gq^ ^iqgrigi^ giq

^q qi gRr nic’^r^gfq^gf gf?qq;q g qif% i qf^qr^gqgt ^q gif^q*^!^ q9% ii

(q qrr. i) i qqi gqqfqf^qqiqi ggsq^^ gqi qifqf^Ps[qiqq siiq gqfe q

gqg\& ^qg^qig^l g^q'^qR^pqqiqgf^qqjq J^gfq q^&gg:, ?j=5=q

gc^T^gRi? gpgq i qqi q ^xq^aisqrgqRlsggqic^ qj q qiq%. qiq^ q

tp \ ‘^3g?^‘?^gige^q5t ^tqgirgi^ giq^ gqg't feirg.” (g. g, 3-’.-'^) “gnqq^iqi

gcqfqgqqt fewg: (^qi ^ 'i-'i-'i^) "gnqqq jg^r^qr q?qi^ q gf?q5%

§qq^ giqrfq q\cqg5% ^qi§qtq^s% gqf^1^?qg*^fq g^^iR fqfggRg?g°qif^ qgirsgf^q^-
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i ‘^g5rrr*Tsi??J^r: ('^.

|f^i §^§.#=5si^'ii^*iT flsit*Tl=5WT afatiir^gi, ?:qTR^*^^ i?3r?*T:,

^gnrc^fiq. §^T?2jt Ji §^15 ^9519^ ?rs^ jt^i

g=5^, tifi ^ Soil *1^19 ’ ('^. ?rr.

f95[F9 5rr?i6Siqfqg^igiq: 'jqqg^ “5^i^f?S’T]l9|;?q5qffl^loiT^I^5-

g?q 9‘^qQoi^riTi=5g I ^ =qi9q:?q ge9i®«^55T
’’

{^. % c-^) 9«n%-tiq^% qri> q^I si4 q5!4 ^19-

r^'9qif9?^q l^l4f^JT?Ilfas2]f9=q?3i, 2I?r SSlf^ cI?T ?i?T

^^if^uiTt^^qqjT^^fufe soiiFq%, qi5rf^?9jRRq^nq5ft& ^q^eq^-

fcr?r 9f5q5!!fii=^^oi gqi jr5| 9?T ?^'tsoT 2i?isfrH«2iif^9|i,qf9 9^T cuitsoi

9Jq^‘qii^f!5qfg ?l^I ^‘^qs^riftir^ S'nsqHR'q^iaisft^flfqfil^lfiiq sqqf?^?!^ 55"®
“

=^l4\SfW g^qngqg^ 9?5qq$l^qfqgr?g qi|??lig5iqig: ’’ (=g. Ii.<4-0 JTiqifqtqifq <ag

g^qifq, 9rfq 9qff^ ^ =q ^iq^c^^qirs, xj,^ S siiql^ii (=q i?ii

%qq^-q?r^^ ^sDjfq>g ^iftHtsq^sb frq r^«q5T3 gnq^^^S ^qitq?i%S siqemq 9?iq

q|f^ qqif^ ^S^9Fqfq ^qqsgrR:?!^ qq^?q: , n g 941
,
n ^ ?9q5TG^-

gqqfq^frq'eqPcia^flftRi qr^^qi^ , 3i55ra=qq5^^qq|;9q|?qsqq5ici54RE5^W^

q^«r^a>q i q;q i?qgt f%jf^ iq|^ §qqc9qffS[q 9? gq^qs-ft gqqsqi^qr sqqi ?ri9 ^ig[, ^i =4

9qffl g^qi^^qg =q jTq;,
‘ '?Fn4tqq?n^« (?qi ^fln-

qait^xfiqiqlqqgt^* jqil
’’

9^9141^3 ' (I. S, ('^-1-'®'’) ‘'44t‘qi-

IgfqMig ’’ (i^r. \-'=>-%^) ?fg I 4?r%gRii ’^qigicrr^ (Attentive) 94.

94441 ^i;?I9iqoilfq 9q4s(t4r91o5l' (^-w) ^Slf^^Srf.^^oifqcg'tB 441?% 9 4 9?^ -

gqrrq" s^:^if%4;?'j?f4ifq4[3qq^qr ijiin qn34%4 9^994 ^
i^99?^99 >

“ STPqqqqi 31<|^q 414^9; , 8l?q994I 9?J4 41?^4ll I 9491 ll4 4^4^% 9491 99^(4
”

?% 94 ^^orgiqfgqr^qqqtll ^fg ‘‘ ^19. 91Fq\ fqf%^r Sl^lStq^T ?!g?’ifg#4f9if??%g-

?sq 94 xm'' s[f^ 9i;gqif%f9, 99 qim 9%q9?%9 si?44|q^H 1 q^9oiw?5^g <414-

4^f459g934--^?4r?9f3irc%4 4 1^4 I ^?4gq^5:q9r%sfq 9^49fq94^lf5?qi4%%, '^qf4*

4^141 g44?n?4fg4ig 4 gqqr 949 91ig95?oigiS^qi4% f%9ci I

“
q:^r Wf! 3T4«I?9

qt 94: \ 94gtS q?r gr;5|;^(i?9i 9iFq4; ” ^fg 9^fe^%54 “94^ 9545?]^

Sf^9 ql^qsfgqiR^i^qigHzivg %gf4g“4g% ’ si^Ttqfgqf^ 94^Sf%i;c5*R^^

'4§54JFg qi?9c%4>qiTTq;
I gif4^(5fg4ifqr9aj 94>gfl!;?iwi^fg ^4Rg:5?9g4if9fg 5 gt-

^gi%414l419 1 91f41^ “ 94*9^q^9; 94>B?OI9
,
“ 31'^449J4t g%99T ^T4 9rI4 Tl-^q,

9iivq^%gi^ gi999^9i^q4?g9;” ^rg St^v5si94:; “ 3ifii9T^signr: " ^4f^Fc5£j9g?fqi,
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“ ^ ?ipt ^a: sicq^ffqil &qr

qi%*5T5 r‘‘fTtq;qg3q r^szisi^sjr: ’ (^it. I-'a) ^‘ sWrqrqqqzrfqsBeqNr*

” (2ft 4* qrd^ar. qj?iqf “ ffqt-

f "^ra»-?rJT|f(^. ’’ ^?qr^ 5?q=?§Gaqg??tf?f q^ ^qq^T*

'3p‘wf^55¥q ^scqtfffq^qr
I rj^fc^q ffqTf^»l5iJT?cJ:qr?:oi qqf gf^iriq

f%^qTfqif%q; i |cgc«i2cqf«fqi?'ii?sTqiEqi^3fl'tq^ i fqtr q^rfq,

3T|Cf?^ fs:iqq5^q-
*'

q5qrqiiiqq'tffl:q%^Rq5qf?qc!q l STqsqtgaJJ^^c^ ^qqiw »itq-

wqqq:” EI?:qqrfq?q^qrqg3,qqfa EiqqiJcqjjq I wq^T “q^^fq

fqqpcirqj^'Jigqiffi^gqi sri^ i fqfqrqijppq s?tq g^?cq^q =q r

q|?5fe?qqal |q q^al ( qr? 'i-’o) %fh *iqlf^qqr. ff^qiRiJTs:

JTq-a; fqJTl: g;tt fq^rR^q (qri irq* =^^q:i qtq *Tq

^F§ g^^qrgg^ ffq qi«q ?rcq«:q^^^r3l%, fqqt^iq qf qc?wc?m'l’f?qf4fs^aig^

2T ?ifq gffrqjftqr i “fP^%5t^qrqf fc Eqq^^q i qs-cq^ qqar g^at ^qatsq qi i

^rq^ fqq^ qi g'^wf?q5r 5qq?r.% aq? qqg qr ’» (?ir i

S%:qi'tT^|fqgqi q’lf^qr qfqfir fqf^^si fqqqjTc<qq%qf i

“
qr qfqr??qqifVcq q?q>3 s

srq'q I qT%F? qqei q qqtqqr (qir. ^q^q^ ^iqf^wrqfqr JrqTfeqgqiq'f^

qqmfq if^qs^q q is^nfqqqjqgf i

f<
rsrfqq ?q§ gtq gs-q

^rqaqiqg^’’ (q'. sir v-3^) ffq %qqigfq, qfq

qj’^qq ?Ti=5i5ft^f^qqRqqq.Frqiwgq5(frqffRq prra , qqi q gqigqqfqqiqrg?:qfFqqq

crrfsqqroT qf^iq^H ii3qRrq>q?*^q I q qqq%, tj?rff?qi2fqq qg%fqi%q§qra?qTq%-

qq^q qq: l q^l^qqi^q^q FUTR^I’ f^qiq^qgVrq^fqq^” eqqi^ I q?%qqc9qqfiTg?qTq)q5Tj^—

“ 3^%qq %qrqw qq^qfqqi q?;, a^i^q qqgi qgr fqfl^qf^ l^qi %qr i ^qqiqpqq^icqi

qq 5qf 3^%q?qr^qq %q|q^fq q>q^'' (q. ^I. g=5-3^t(^ q^q^q^q-

aqtnjfsf^ ^Wtqiqifqqfq q?Ifq'% I

f^^rfcT—q^ gs^itfsqqrfq q?(qT " ^Fq etM q^q ^qfgRi ’ (q qii.

^-s) “ §^at qi'^ g^q^q qifqf??qqqFfq =q, ^qf^^qitq qs^q " ?fq (q. 5ir.

q-'s^,) q?^oi m^qW?T^qR?Rq qg ff^f^qrfq q^^q q%f^?qifq sflgriffi i ^qqRq^^qq

^qf^qq«'3DgiT 5tq?^g|fi ?j?rqq^qf fq^q^qt^ qqiqaWq qiq^g^fqq^qqw a^^qqtsq qft

^qq 1'^ 3?fqpqfqc^=5q^ q-q 3^?qFqfq q af?q qsq^^qifq? qqif| %oj^svrfqq?^q,

?qq%cy57Ts%i’qfrqqr
,
gr^qi^q qraerqRil^^qg^^^ q ^q’lL ? ^csiq^q ^OriqqqRq^s'q

q^qiR'fq jTqiqqqjq qifqqi^q fqRr^i^ qjgqr qr ^ arr^iqqfq fisFRqif^qr qr q

fqqsqt q§5gf srfq §»f%q:^ srqc^q'q gqcqjf^q^f^qf^^^I qc?i'5’ qiqqfqq^qjjrsf^

Jtftq



m
fi qfiiiifSf ^qsft i sp^r^fsqifSig u

“ BsT^flf^-Sqi’ff^rq n^qsqJT^IlfH =q’ €Ifq?g^lg^Tql^iIT5ftKX2f'''qTf

I

%3n'^qft)7rqrJ)T g “ qia’ ^iTqg'qiql S’®! ??)5rfq^^^^a^i5riai^qir»i

?wffS2?tfoT 3irq?!i ’ qiqf-??ii'iTFqTqatf3»5^sq»7qfq5=^H, i g ^i<^rfq4.fc.

%5rF?rJT|r^i~-^ qatfaq^qj7flJi^7:q^^??iloiTgrqf^ irf^^qi^Rig'ni q^q-

?i»i?i^?K9g^rqiW!6rqiq’fq egirqP^iqr ssj^gfq, g at^, srr^ ,
stf) ???^.

^q^%sfj}5!t fe^q’itqqci^ i j??irg^rqf^q P’^^ft7^i?q’^gqKJTg^|['fd 3c^7irqif53^F
”

I ^^s^'qTcqi^gcQjig sqofe^q^ 1 gwif^^q i?^-

5qi?i'q7!=^q qif4:?cqT^°qq^5i:‘ qfsi^^q fq^tcrr^ 2i^T?q%

qicqss^qm Tqqq =qqiqifq5rf^qiiii q5icq7.er sqi’iqrai I “3iq^cqig?qqrqM q^q^F

” (q. ^^. C-^-'^) qpii?^qqfeqq:q|5t ^oig^n g5?cq^q ^g|=5T I q'F^qiq^q =q

“ 5?t qiq qq?cqs)S5 ''

f fd q^qqifqt^q ^rq 515^) sqr^qrd I

'

«R5q<-qTl7 qqPfq'qcgqF^T^^dl'^^q I Tj q?52^qi, q^qailqf^q,

q iq^qjisjqr <7^" qq; I gq^cq^sq 5]=^q^q]q7^q;feq =q75l=%qkqcii, fqgjqifefd ,
cT?q

=T^?qT!«fci sqi^^qiqrqasEtafq i 3?5r pqr^ld^ifFqi gq =q7,i5tq fq^vr

qrpsc^qq ^f^qdfao afaqi'^ i q^^'^q qc^iigi^s^qa dp^q qPd qF^q^jifci (q ^
a ^) ” qa«qi^^qifq '* (=q -qj ’i-q’.) deft -^qFIPqcOEJSfSgTlOdr I

?q^qriif?^qiq(fa?j[qo£r|q^ gqqifq ’ fc7r5J»if??q >I5-q qa^qiaftr^ q^tq^fq^Vq ?ff7

%'q “fT’^fq'q TqqR«rieT?rf^3Cqiqa2ft»T (^q; I ^sfsqrfDT g q-q I gq? ^ qfaf^qn q=qf»T-

7:qi?P^r??qiqg’i>qqf5q q ^ ^qr i fq(tq?q qRfe^qqi gqf^SqeEfq^tq

fqrqqiq g'qff^qigqg ^q^rqqj'Ji?! ^^q'd \ qda n^fqTRHitT^^^qiqq gq'tqi|qq?i ^^qi-

^q'^sgqi^fj^qiqqq’tn i
'’ qq;qifoij'eiqir?g: gqifqiqijqj^rq |fd I %^at35 =qT^qqq

^q'Kqrfqsqi'^qfq-qq: r'qq 5[^^q,qfq.:ftq^ qj^a^^^qrqiedqiSHiqdgq flfel aiss^c’^qg I

eiqn^j qiqqifqf^ijq ^q'qftqcl q»"g fqfsd^q »^qiqftf?jqfq sqiqtcf fq«flq% 1 sqF’^qic

qtEqiF?! ‘ 41'q|fqFd q^ft, ^f?S:qiPjI =qgq^i^ sqicql^^fi^qsqjq^T;
|

xqjrjq

aq^q gq f^sgliqrqfn-^jpqujijq ^(vg i o'j|q^^i^t pqsfard gq fjq^dfeqf^qq*

gtqfq^q aqgiqfq^qtsqqi'q^R’jftiig- ^q^ ^eqq ffd i q =qiq-

aqii%dTqifqf?5:qi0]r fqftqa^^^q ^q^HI^qiS^qg^ I

” ^q^%f;s[qgm ^qqir ^rq t^q =q
i

Tgfqq g^? qqqi q^qq-i

qqelT ^fel fgfqq ^q:J[- g?g| Tqqqgqi^^ig:
, d=R>qqiefi|g “ S-

q:R qr fqqi ^?qU^f?5qg^rffe'qqqTqi'ifircf ^Z^ ^l^wirgqrq^qif^ |

>e'^5RO?qq''q^ ^eq^^fssqi'qinqq gq^q eq^giv^q^q I ^gM^?qfq Tg5^q?T

Sfidf'd qir^gf?
,

qfq si^gi^f qg- yrq nin it JjKifer i?r fq?:7a'7qfq q^qiOL
, qr =q

52f7ird hPqrffgcgq fqqqfjtpuqjM qfdqsjr^ | qRg^qjfsrq rgfeqiPqq sqq gq gs^ft'S^eH qq.
fqR^q fe'dqd q glq;

,
gjiR f;S3tlqtftq ‘ qnqgRlfqferqi fife, ^fif^ ^ r'qqfS'nPqgc?.

gNit q I qq qg yflq f^q^SI^iq i SIR 7gq eqfqPi qf^nfgiriifq gjgq ^q^qncTqqiq l
'"O
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\%ts i " *?

I %i3ij?3R'ti!RRT 5n(V?m0^!T %erflr5im3»?f?sfnTRr3r*a5*iirRsr«fii

R?0Rfi,KqirTi “ %5i^ES!^wi5iq^0g9if<?ii” I ?q?i%N[2i«?q5if t?RE^q|r^ 01

%ga |s^«R<Ji3=%R %isp?§#5f?il^i^P?i 3?§?35B^etn5i

3qaj:q^ =5ri gfEIcl?rifq Wfsq ij5TRf*?55fq^ISfq |.?3eq^f ISRRlffl

I 5R 3Tif f^- “ «q# aff!5^ «6q sTffFq? q;55tn^% 1 %a

eI I ^ ^ q;qq?aJ=q^'a <65: f? g'Ri^oqsqq^qr

s^’s^a I q?a5^> «af 03^ g<»qq'^r fq^sqm^r:
'

331719*? qia® aNq;

5T^raRgE3f5?a 1 srqq^tajjy, awfe^af wa=^i re iqqfa 1 a a ^ara^^lr

f%fErq§%K« w as52^q3tira^Rrqia efa %a, “isqwrfe q^i l3t«*a§:3ar«qqeM
”

efa ^iG^r a aafaq^Tg^q 1 ai =a a %?ar i^aqrraeqi |t3jfqr?eR^qifq 1 agasi

“ f»3i|qirca*T gwri §g|-gicqa^ 1 a gjigi^iai ifoi 3^55*1^ n ^qia^ ^ gi

*=nai%arss^^«fa: 11
’’ efa §ar| *qaa*ft §a|:^ qgjjcj 1 3tR=a " ^saHsa

aa?9a a?Pa?qf^a^ " 1
“ qiTq3frq g aqwat *7afa 3333^^% a^-

13^ af^a fa% a??# ^ aePra^q^^ " (fl?r?oa«Jc ) « “ qa li? aif «*f ^waRi

a a^t ^%va af^affta^ 1 iia ^qraig w !5F*<fa a aa^ "
(^'^t.) 1

‘ a??t

5i?97Jftatsaai?aa: g^agt^al: 1 ta^^ftat ar ?aaJta a? 1
" »fa ^fa^ga't-

73afa afi'aniia’^ ^ing a7'ft^3i5a aa^aai^a^iiaj^aia, isairaceatrRqffgRi-

sfHicaat ^a^f«rs«^fa ^aias^a ^aca?^af7?a =a q^3:?afg*a'%aT si*??,-

?aafa5at‘ siaaaat 3fta«aqi3!a3=5a9«'t??a 1 3?a^ %aT'a^liar5?f)aj«aTaa?fiaqi^

a=5^:” icaifqai qaaaiRr^iSt—saiaalraaaaisaiaRaarfli^ asFa gaq^af^

a.raa^arV’ fil^a^a aRiqrfaa aaalsaa^asaa •

“ rara; aa?qarai5=a §355 ^qq?l«: 11

aai ^^raa aaaaR 1

3jqia% aaia’fa^g'aia^T; aarg^: 11

a^affla?qiaaf^ fraar ^vat ffjqa^ 1

aTaHJRTaaatqm 53a alqfasa!! 11 la. ai. 1 )

efar^r =a 3qtag®jn ^ a^aj ^a^Fafargaia 1 3?# fc ^laeaag^saa^t^-

v^sava qt at 55ia faeggn: fgfea? 3aai3*ft^^qRa,

a aaa^, aaaaia^ aafsaa^qia^, aa?saaf*-'aRa 5 3ais?a faa‘ftc«qcqf<qaaTat a

gaaa efa 1 a^qaiearaia a *ra^qT*:qr s;fac5iaa%, sr^aiaia^r a aaisaa%qi?a, a^-

aaiaaaafsaafq?^ aafa 1 aqraaafsaaatTg ?ratqafaaftqatai^a «?a: i ^a alar «a-

?raT^ 1 3a?I3c^^la^a ffa 1 g:raTRf ra%c53;3fq!i5[qca3qqiaaai a«faa q?aaEacqq?riaFT,

aw ^soTfzn srfq ^jafafg i^wqa33[_ 1 w^iailaisf^ai^R^ saicaar*^ ^na^a gfaiaiaafa^aa*



rgtvjFa: i
" 351^^ Sf^? jqqfe ’’

(

( 15. '(i-y-iv
)

“ ^T*Ifq siCuqg.

a==5q^g^ i (fg. v-v-<i^^ |fg g^afciqi^siitli ?BTqiv?i?tF^q ^i^?qf^

sfaqifsgq^ I gqi^— <T*?r ffq r?imT: I s?jq ¥rqf^,

(f. 'ts-'n-'^) 1% I ar^ sifq
“ =q?qq»if f^qqqi^Gq^ q?q:

(af. ^T. vv) g?w =qiqq4
“ a'?qp=aieiaifw q li qiiftrqqftitqa

'

9?fqqqq|fgg^ ^q^g^qgll ^laq
’*

(ai. «T. UHaaoi^ 313 : I

^Ti^qq^ *‘ q?^ ^q^smaia:, qai g^ifq^r ^^c^^lq-

sj^jraa'^qia qf^eir “aqf^T qia % si^q gqaissiqi:i cfr^ qcqifaq^wf^

aif^iaisiqi 3t?i: ” fcqfiaqq aaHq; “ gf5?t%q qfg^q^qiqqi^'n f^ararf 1

’’ “ ^q^iqrs^a-

a53% ” ?rq fqgqisqqqqT?qq. *‘8fi agirffa qiqif^
*'

^ailfq^qqrj: 1

qtfnq;i«i " «Tqifq§ ftfqg{^?qica55q?^?fqai ' (q)'. a, ’-H)

fqq43;^ifqgfjjaii 1 3?fe^rqq*q f^Tiifafqtiqr: 'Eaiaqai, iBaiaq** sTfcqrgalniarftj^q =irnfa:

a?^Hi a?«R«q laq 5% aaKaisqf.fa i

aifiiiJ?
*‘ qqjqqJiqaqiqqq\qqt52T5gf«3if5nqqqq4fqaqqrq3i5qfqq'’3i0a3Tirqfqfl5-

anqrqi q^fqifa*^qaq; M-qr. a, 'j-'j-'i) ?rq qt«?qin "l?qq?%^q*

fa«:qi?fqiqi5qd^(iqii> gqasq^RiqTqqqa: 1 ?-q^ aiqlqq;

q^S^^siR^^qqq^sqfqf afa«qifqq'a^i ?f^<a5:^w%qi?^qaiqftaaT

qq^sqq a»q?^ aqilfg^s^t i sr-qsi q ** ^qatqivqf a^qisqqq?qqiqc ”
1

qqarqql: ^^oi?qgqiq_i “ gqqt ’’ q\^>^qT qsiancqgq?-

^ fqf*Tfq«i?aq^qrq^5ftq qqaif^r a =q ^qiat^at^ f^q^asqsL i o^EBlc^fe^

gagfqql??ui^qqr<i?t i q?ri(q asreia^ aau^qra^aq5^qTqqi?qi|aTqfq ^^qi-

i q^l^ia^q^r gq'ifiiq^^T
;

*‘ ^arq«q aiq^ q^fqqjKi: <5ia^q^aa^^«qS

aiqqqqftlfqjdlgqqqiqfqq " (a, Rr. ?% l
*• givqi fq?Tfar):qT?3 atq-

?«[q[ rjfqa^" (=q ^f. <j) “aleft ^qarqlsaiqT^ qaqc«a%qra[. > fqqtq* alaqia^gqaq 3=5qa'’

\ q^tfqq^t^TR « qqai^ aqlaisai^sqijjrfq^ atij:” (q g,. ^qaiafsami*

^q^qrarJg' grK: ( ^ q ^iqaieq^ ?rqai«qqi q^yar i qq'fl
—

‘ aq

qifqcq^tq =q i q af?: gq #eq?j^ ^qqj u qiqatfqa% acqr 3%qiq5 qqi i

qg;q^% fq^q aqafgq^^ 11 ’ 5% 1 ^qai a^e^lqiqgr aq^q^qi?, a qqraf ^^-

qiqrqqqq^ 1 PtfRtfq %qi atgqqfr*. u*' | Iq^ '^3?qR?ai?nc'a?^ aaP? 1

fqqi% asqq ql%cq^^qqiq^ 1 aa^Uaq q'^n^iai qfaaq^fqi «*» 5?gq;. l q^fq^g^sfq “gq-

qR*:a aqf% fwt aOiai |:?qiqiq: aq>n: (q. vx^U) ^sq;i
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^=r{fq
“

3!1^5T^^ \ ifg*. ?1^-

R:52^5^IC7j^|fqg-
I -^{^ill ” fcg^]S3fgq^^srrr^^dT^9i

cT»??fq 5%j?fesTw i ci^-

ngi ri ^ff^waT II 3ii?Fs^ri^^g>n^ qlfiiR?* i efSTras^^ ^r^«r
^Wfrq II

’
I 5^: ” ffg'^R!? i

=^1? “€?}fgqTgjT qigneciT i- qa^^qqmr =g f^^ifir^ isifiqwi ii

4f(?ir^r^ fiffR I fgq5t?qtf^frf^ oj^gqfjT q^r'if^ ti

''
ffq i qft^rqqf?

“ q^q'riwg;fTH?q ?cTfqi ^i qR^<i: i i' ?T%%€ifTi*5rrqjT43TH-

q^Sfoiq
,

„•'!
1^7^; 511?^ I 3T?icf

f^qf'q qqlt: qirfsg^q^ i '» |{^ ^qq??n1«^cq “g^^cw^r% ?qq^?ni i

witfTfiiRi^ifrT f?if^ ^nqq^q^ tl 3Tci. qt JIfiicJTi JTfq^^-^-q^ i

H II sii^ ciu^sFqr^r ?i'si^3fign|i^ 1
’ ^ sififnq ’ql-

»7iq(^?m^q^gi I gi %q RG§g% i :^??ggi?qrrqr^ ‘ iqcf^iqi?fTi4 si^wrfqFfr q^q^ i

q^R^?^ srifsg^hgsr tt q^qPi M q^q^ gl^iiqifi^g ?Riq?qiS pq^i i sifig^qfq jqqln^ ^ g^-

R'^qqgg ii’’’ 5-% ^tq^qRfjgqiqpqrg q^q?i^sfq g’RJj^sr sTif?;^^ fesr'^cTrig, i OT^q^qf^-

qfrsqqfq«95 3Ti?q5Fq?f^ssrqg%5'?g^{q;?r!tcjfqq?cq qf^qrs’^^at^ sq^rq^icrg; i

|.?l=5Roiq?5fl^ ‘ grrqifg qjia^goil^?; i 3TgicrqiqJqp%%

% ’iilqq I

’ ^rtqirfggirfq i «^i(q i , ^isqipqif^
,

sreicr^fE^qwe^q^q- qis^rw qi'sqjj; qgfqlqRlTiqiq. I gfxe 5Frqqt-¥q?iqTir

'‘qic7i^r q^3''qgcqg^ a^q g^sqqp
,

^?ija qisqc5.q5q i

” ‘ Iq^is^q

I Ig^q'q” ffg qqJT^qqfsqpq <6gq qjROTcq I
“^1-

gqs sftq^ 5?q^%5iq?fq’' ^hVci?:?? qmq.^^ Htoi^q ^q i 3?q =q “ qff

qjw q?q g ’’
t q q ^q 'qjojq^ j?qfg 1 feqjll'q

'

q^qqiq q;55qq^*qqeqf5fiqrgf^qifqRrc^g<q‘ i I’q sRqqr qs^iqi^ljj

f^%req ^ qj^q?, f€f==q^ cr?q(rgi| ^f^'q sqq^^qg I fafRlS^qiSVqrqJTqa%f^tTR

?iTiq?qq¥5^qq 3?gq %|?igqi?tiqq^!q i

''='3#?^ sftqq^nlt “3Tff(5: qjsv ^Eq ^glq^qj ?p

^ 3?qi4ffj^'fT q'%qKq^fs^qqifq ‘‘ qqr tt?rr?qqfsfiTf^ hI- aqfg q>f^§ i qi’^pci?^qg qioft

E* ^fq's^cq^q i ?? '^srq zr qj^rig^q 3|i%Fcj?qa^ ^
=T'-2qT fczg q ^qq- fqfqasi^lsc^fq i^ a^qq^^Tf^qiTcIT SflF.* ^qfg^ig^iqqi qtfqqfqqq^^

q-qMtqig fqg^q% 1 qqj qiqf^oq^R-''^ f 5q g^q'HTarT^ fq^Tq^qq!^ ?^%q>qiqT^ ^c^Riq

rvraTtqq ' ^cifqqRqs^fi ci-irrqifq qrjiqwr f3%qoiT q^si^qui ^J^qqifqqqgqfeiRgq-

I qqqqiqqRaqtqqqc q?3rt,qqi qPq fa^^qp^qgq qfclfc|E5rqfq3fq€a\'qi?T^l=^

"'qqqiiR q'qsgig ^?isg-T n qfg
I
€J?q% q?q^qil. q^liqRlf^qqTR qife?qqifWcII

‘’f-q ^fqgqfqqi^q 3qgq^=5?5?^cT ’ fcgqfijF g^q^ i^q5f{Kq?qcq27qR|Rqi§ i

“ f^fqf%?3Fq i q?qsT ii-qqq~qqq?q2?qfe qs^rq^i^qR-



gfg I ^ rqgq?fiq?rifIW’«?-

JTc^£?t^5^Tli%—“?rar^

qf^qi^q-f qfeqi I ?iqir€
—

‘ i

sqfqiqrelqi.'i^i^qiqrfH^Hi^ I

’’
I qra^aiTiRi^ =? i

‘‘
irre?^

fqgd^ }T?jf I :ji?;T5i?iic^fi qf^qg^if^^F fia5q-4^ ‘‘ s^rffTi ?irg fqgqi ^

"tsqc^f 3tf? I fgfs’f gg>?qr7 fqpt ffw n friqqg =5n?fTii

?qN=1F 1 ^ g qoJlT qi^g' ’'qMrfq%- kVt ^^Tf'O 3^53^'^!?— ‘ fq^F-

c?7r¥?ifqqi qourr
l ^ Riqln q ^qr %% qsK'iiq;

’
’ ff?i i

“

tTiJiqT^fjqsq^ q^fqfjqfg ’’ ^?qrcqfftSfirf?c^qq q?^i}^07q«F rfj;[^3-
1

qJTi^^gf^ gq^q'^ qq^qrq “ qqg:Fnsqgqs? sqqn^runi’q-

»iq?rqRl|iTR^?rqc»rR* 5qfqf'^^gq5?Tqrqf'^q=qK

fqf^;q;?^i-f|q‘5G2. ’'
eTiqitq JTIFnrq^f^egSTF^Tqcqif^ 3^JT-

’•iqqiqr q^^^q^If5%qf^g'^^TItq fq? , qq?iq?5»3I'q,
,

g'qrfi^sqig*, ^irgq't

'yq^irq^sT^qrqifff
,

sffji tjargrg ^^q^Fiq’qiq^iqqRi^qr p^fn
,

c^^iilfqr^ 5gqi?^q

qj^fqsrq
, ^qi iFfq?sr;^'qi^oq^-:jj, supT^Pf/'qS^^iqqq^^sag^qij Rq^^g tqqtsrqq?qfq(a

Jifq^q, ^q^gqq^i^^fqqfqgif^ tfq'f:^; tqq^^gig^fpq^ glig'qiaPig^Fq^qcgdl-

rqgqr^-i, g^^i^qg^iqisg^'g, 4aT- grger^ gif^FTf^cqtsirf^fg g^qi,

gq qqi^isargfq^qf^^q gqgq g^r=qRq?Tq5iiTisqffrf^ sgr^^H i

fqfe-sqo^qTq q^qifqj^ qjvJT^ ^fa i

qq«5T»«7aiqfaqTqgq^ii qi?^qiq^gF^a:?g^q^^T'^g i ^^] ^ —i^zj ^ g^qoqnrri

•ssjirqqat fiejcsifii^fi 5qrfqrq|f5q(\nrqfa, RR5T fqq^^fR'a,

gg?q?a'qfa, g5qiriqq35TTTFqq6{ f^n’iafqfd, fqfe^a^^gfir'^a, qrR:q^?q gfjf^^qfgfa

gtgsT j^qlsiRqq; |
rFs>i q?vi?qfqq^)ffg^Ti|qq5i^ 1 'g%5-qqD'lsfq "q qq Rs'"'?!

qgjqi
, ,

%fq?5gnq
;
^%c(q?qi , ^f^sigi ,

^fqrg?:qf., ^fq-f^qr
,
%rq?3q?5i

,

#fqT<I?!r %%cRqqi ,
%'^%qq[

, qj’^g'^’JSfrgcTqi;, %f%rvfgG3|rqjT;?]
; ^q; ^fgcfgqi

"

s^qi^ I Scgqqgt^qgrg plr^rq^q qjqg^qg i “q?qq?qfaqq ^i^^qlfq^q^trara;’' sfa fgiR^'^sqf-

q%qj:qRl!7 I n^^!q-4?g “ STqfffq^qtqafs ^5? qqi'igfqfifTT R9l0sgq^q% ^eqggigqj^qqi? t

sifgqg%rg?iH qF?(g^qf^i^a i ^'lq;q{q=>q{qf^ f^qg g'^q^fq^q q^q'i^qqi^qg.

giFgMaqir^is<-q?5-'‘!5g?Rcq5 g I qi^sqlq gqi^qg ii’ (gi. ‘ qjgg^sq gc?j-

qq;'' fi 2%q" (^rr q3«,) “3?I Rf>q 5 tqgrcqgr fqrjg §gg i qgg^qrg^i^iq Jjsqg

ql^rf^fq. ii” (nr <) ix,) ^ q S'q? ^iRs:''s:g5qiqgi5

1

gq g^ig'gqfq arngii^gg eg gqql^iqygeigRg i 3^Rq<; %^c5 fi^R-
^'qiq^?qicqiq g^j q>q gq^'^ g^^Kjqg^ i
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35^ “ g^ql g go5r^ ^gtJiI »igf% qrq.

qi^fl’’ ffg f?gRoq%jqfgq^q'l “ g^g q^: g| fe^ JjgJ g^ Igq^g^ 1

RT^fFO ^Bgoisr?? gff?5=%| qi^ifgggt I f fa ” cff'^icgg:

?TI ^q5Fa?ggg, ^IFa^^rfa;, a^mMfci
,

jRfgig gg^ at5i?g^-

siifaR^ 5ifagif?a»3
[,

I SF^iig^gfflqRf ^gia^qgsqfg^ 37?^ =^'giq'» ggi f|— if ^g'lftg.

9T»:gT^ f g% ?qa|tgT g'yrggrq^^g^ gi j?f^gglf^ gj gisg g

^igg^gr w«Ti5Tt 5 g% ^ggi ^fggiqg^ gr ^5?g)ftgT =gi'^i^qf^ 1 8?ir^gqi-

g^5 srTrgTgjrfgRT ^gfg^qfcq^^^si^sfg fgffgrgfqg^s^qfg g^g^gm '^g-

=g fgl^g =g^?RT]fRRg q'ggffifRf qf5%s=g
I cjsr qtlgff? ^r gR^sgif????'^, 11 gff-

Sgg^FgisilajR I
“ ggRicRfa fg?ii?^4 g?q)ggf55«^ 1

’'^g; f%g% g%T-

I aR>?fq gaigsfg^qg^Offg gjsscSTRggrg^^qqir^a Rffggi “ gaig^fg^^s

% ag^?fR =g ?Rgt 1 gg g^g^ilg ggs CTI^gct 1 g%g %g^c=£R fgfsiG^^qf^g^ i»* 1 g =g

%g3 ^4 g gf g^qgjii RqrRggtg: f%?5 ?R35q5T?5^q^^gi3^f>a ^gRitRrg rir:

I agi —a9n|Rggscgi3q;i^flf<gR9rg i ifa i

5T,cgTgR?RRT 3gfwgigRigcggrgqef«m?a^ Rsi^isgRg]^^: ^t^rgigg

—

aRif? “sqgi^ 3 R«ft ^5ri^^gi3l5Ri:i^g Rglgrg^ "g gffag f^5R%'’

I g?[^gis^S^R “RTrggf^?gi?qg* ^qr?pqgRgifS:4R;. 1 gra^gt^gri^cgifr^Pig

ftfa ?1=5g% u’’ ^faRiR %?!Tggvq;fgff«g^{ga’g5=gqigqg'at<gh'^g%ifg5r. gf^r'i^gr

RTggf^, q=^i^fq «ggi g- qjgsi^^ ^gsar 5g 1 agr Tgl^gar 55)^ ^gRrgifqqepj^"

^fa ^Rig'^sfq l^aRi g5^f?gns: 1 Rgi'giffg ^gwfggcg a ai^ agr ff 5?g?aRg

“gg q5R?g?3fg^iR\^gc^tRif^^Jtg ^rg Riia^, ^aiRifg^ arR

f^g=sg^ ffR|g5ER^iriat§«Rf^a^^ ar a aig^^^ asra a^Rafa gsig^li^Raim 1

aFqfq^ici^i a^iggg g% ^Tg57?5»:qa 1% a%gqf'<ii-^ gaar Rgia:

a aiR* ^gRRgg* gjia^g ag iriqifgiR; 1 gi'^faga^aa; g>ig %fe?(^a ?Eig1cqiga-

fggTtgg ^RRfat ,
aira i^g ac*i%qqrgPi§«iRi«fwg-aJ|g gsVa*?. 1

gg^gf^gat ^|f^% afRgifg?. 1

sifRS’aiFaggrrq fg^ g g R^g^ li

a^g ^F'gf^gg^s’q
,

^Tgrg^gggaifBRqia ^fa sa^fgua^g fq 3a

^RgRga«?^ ai^fi^tagi g^aig:i 9T%gigFg ^aiR^ai^ar fg'sia^iw aifiqfeiglgg^-

qfiGgwiRqasgwr^ R?fq g- ^giRifg^R 1

a^RFS’afg^ia^g =a ^’zfa.i

^^?i7gRg\ I3; a =a 11 |fa
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’ ?Rf ^sf gsr
'

aiig^^5T)« qsfi^f^giaf^m^i? i a^iffq, 531a? 3*i: sijfl^i.

3^: gnR'jiiijf^5l3i’:qi§i?f^35A!j*:?i^iTiMf^ 1 515^5 fqqsDcfg^flq^taig'Jiiif^'^-

gqRg’Ji^qf^sqTqs'n^i^ifq srr^

f% qq0?qSl?q^?3Rt ‘ 9i?^T gq^IRRI 1 •'

” ‘‘

fq^q?§ ^rifq fJt^fqoqRi erfiisR se^t qi

fq%q 5c'-(l^l^iiTFi^f^^ Rsqgqf^^cffq^ 1
1 ^cl^q^fvT S<^ 3iq7|^scqwci*,

gojfqfqcj ff ^sq q:fg% f%qfq f^qgsrfa ?q I f'afe^q35niqq

qrqp'<Kq: q^RT fi^iq^rtqj 1 ?i 5r g^fq^qii^q^^^aqsfqjs^ f^^tq^r 1 ^i^rirq ^qa

^^IWJl^qifqqivqR l^qqr^i^* I
qi=q«3iqft|53fq9^^ I

qq^qiq: qqrq sfq qqififi^q'^ 5qfef»y,i^srqc{\q^ 1 q^l qjgqiqif?qi-?-

oqHsifq^tqt qsq^lfq^iq^ q^q^Iq* I eTlf^q%%5ir«fR|iq?qq|oiq
,

gqg^lfq

q^q^qi%gisrqqi^,qfqqq^ia » trg^ qoqjqf^ qqiqfqiqfeRlsfVi^cqiqRl^fifa qq^-

qj^qi'^rsq I qq qiqiqn^qRqi Tg-qr I
*' fg:fqq^|q qq €^19^ ’ (^. Q, 3? ^'^-'jvs)

5% =q^q?l'W I 31^ qfeifq ^fqfqqqqqi'nqiq qiq^qq, ! arqre^fq ffiqqfqqqsqiqqjjjqqiq-

?sqfqf^ qq;: I t^q Hcfq’^sfq q^iq! qsjjgoitEqqrqipqfq^qqqqiqwiqi^sqqsqqr'JT-

?1Hqf Iq3q«, qqi^fqqraq'qqrfq^lssFqi fq^jRr 3Tq?f^5Hig: I “?lRFq^ rq^iqstf S'Jll^Ssqif^l

qq =q I qqqiq2=^ gq^iRqr” g'^qqiqi: t^q “ qqfq^qq^gi-

^^qSiiqqgiqifqrqtiqgqqiqRT qqiqiqr qrqj'qM-qivqt gx^HRifR ^iqqjj. ( 13
,

'i-q-t) 1

q^i^fiqi^qq^ q^q5;iq!%i^ig?^gi<S q^ft^ ^qmr^rqjq s^qiq^q iqqaqqsil iTiqqR;-

g?5?Tr«i5qqfq|f5j^ ^^55i§5'W', qqqii?^ =q qf^qiqiqqq^qr^ qqTqqfffirqrqgfqqtqi'^qqtq^

t^rq%r^q5^^tqr(tfq(cq: “tq^^f;Rqf^%q ^q5lt H efqqqq ’ (q qif. 1-3 <>) ‘'^fqqqq ’JqqiS’ffH '

qfqf.qqqi^q^^g'ngiisqrqqfq q^qifoT I =q5[^qq?qif5ivqiqqiq?qi»ftf;?qql=q?aiqq-

qig: I q R qqiqgiqi qssjotsf^giqr qRq^iggil«ITsqi^iqi’5r 35i3<Jig^f?ftfe qpsqq
,
q?q qrg^

q??q5f:q g^q gw s'wcqfirfg q^qqjtf^iqiqwiifq- ^q^qq^q’^qq^ 1

^‘?qi^fqicqr 5qq: qJiai ss^qq§;’’S[fg qttPq^'gqffi qq s^qF^qigiR 1 gqifg

—

“?fq5qTq»%^ qigu^ra «f55> rqni?qr qq ?& qsqifq’’ (q. ^ i-h) ?%, srqiPq »rif^!a=>q

^l^qi q==qqqRl qftn^^iq^q; “qglJigifq 33 qig^flmq f^fgwqr”sf?i 1 3?q -qiqqqtrq?-

qjqi'^ I '5^fqq;q;qt?tqf? fqf^* 1 -qR^qslq “ grqoqiq^;^^ qig^rq^jr^rqfa
'*

Fm I -1-13) gqqi^g 1 5 ^f6qa%qiqgq^qcqq^qq. 1 ‘ qt

qqEpqftfg’’ \ ijgq^i =q1qqq qqRi \

?7q«? i?q-q rf^, q?q3^q?:q^qqq*7i ^fq^qif^-
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3«ii: (?2ir gq'ffir i

^JifiTss'iit , g{qr??i3’ii?3 i 'll. 5[rt{y(t

sf^ig f^cTi:’’

i

(^^i?rss5i5i?T 5i5Tt, m'l siRi

gifTT-

^TF^rgirfqjft i aj^q-^stf^si^lr 3 q:!^7rf5rg 5T5^f?^5[? ( qgritai n-::? 37iq!ra

Rg 37ir^iifg;^?iO> e^lci: ’’ ici; I ^qrfTa(<7i^iii

adTJIFqi^ ‘^‘ g^qoSrf^S^Jrgiq l aTi^l^aTiq^qrqi ?--^ q^l^qq 11

"

1 swsQiMRoiqnf'iii cqfnN^fniRTi^rqif
—

‘ Rl^lrac5q|i^'??^JT(R?q; i

R%7* pqsVf a^qqq , ?cfi ^ Rfsrfam i-“7qr€rq5r^Ji qi=5qq,

iqsiisRff^^qws'q m ^q«^r??27n>q7r7i^qqig[i ggj'q m asc?/

f%l “gfqqjl” fqqqq'tSFR oa er^c? ?7%fq 5q|qff54e^?I ?% I

‘ aq ?5q qr^qyr^^qfFiwq" ‘ R?q>£r;g 7^531% eqfo^aq'q fqfqsta: i

a^qqcq^ii'' f?3% qq^r'lq ?;Tqf7 TpqRtqqcqr^-rRi=53i^F?(7qf^^[|iq‘

•‘
’ fPi gF5''Tqtqraq|q535qt fg;qi V«q; =^qr qqa gq

cqtqTtrqfqaiqs^qr qs:q ^ I fcgeR q~q|’7;7<iiqqri7*Tiq-f5g-?rq i

q qfqs¥:qt gq: qftoirq ” (q ^ <^-'^0 “

Aq.q? ’ (q ^ qwmqq €?q^ i fqf*qq^ 3 §q<r qlqqrwpqq

wqqar^qTt qs’^^i^sO^ci^fpq^fqi^^sn^ftqq, « aiFRi w 'iq Hqfa^ i

“gpqf gqk^'^ 3% qqjqpqf. qrrqq i 3‘qr qlwi ’’ (r g. g^or

gqi ^Prai i aq 3Tq^ ^is^pq^^q^gq-qT i% agqjq *‘37^1 S'^r*''

'q 3Tf q) f% I g7kq-^3'5 fftjf'q, f^q?, f7,

5feq, fqq?, ^1% qqr* fq^rfq. ' (=? q a-s^) 1 gr^rq-

(R?^5
,

37frq ?=g'ci%3qi’-Zcqq^I7I^qT gf^^^qrqi Jll'Jig I qq?^ls5% ''
g’=55f |q

gjt qq^q* ’ (^ sir q) ^fq q'¥, q^: arrf^qqFd ‘'q^iq^fqgfe^j- g^jqr gq>q gq =q
1 fqgm^

qftFm»Tr q gr I g^^iOsT^qra g®if q^iqq (q :g,. >i)|7irq arj^qfeqi

7q.q?qif<qi^ g'qi ^irg^q > t=^cqfqqiqf’gqq'sq'fs'ft q q|Tft??Triq(firqrq
, gq q

^Tq?qgqqer ifHtg'niqr qamqq^efq q^7:q4^ ^qi^q q q ‘’gtqiglfq ^sqifq q l^rq^iq’jft

,

f?}tJif7?qTgqcqiq Hf'qqrStqgqfqi^qq^UM ^>qq R gqq^r g^qtqq^I?

Tcqia:, gqqqsq-q-Tfqgqif^'Fqgqirq^^fqqitcqi^ ” ?rq gifqqqqqqR^

-'iq^qfcifqeqqqqiqc qi=q5qq
,

q^qrqafqq^qqif^qT F'fqiqf q^ gqgcqr

js'.?qq ?=qT€r^i%cqq, qgfl^?%cTcqqif?qrqfrfq<?iq-fqf'qr FF^ § q q^?qi gqqrer^q %q 55qcqf?qqr

^iSRiq ?qig:, gqqigT ag»icqfqt7;pqq qajrgqfqt^i^ 1
“ q'jq ^rq srisragigqf.

Sf’ qi»R%q- g?.q; Siqq^qitgn-^qql'giq , |?fq( =q Rtq a ^ Fg'gqTIsqqtqif jfq sqiJoqiciqr r

37T q'qfy5:pqq^k[Tfqq 5??fq^ ^qqq^%ra JT-qiaf 1 aaRqfqgqj %q?' qqiqfqsii'it-
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RlrRI*, %rg[?Tg^?I%
”

’’raJTlcff^B «e4 «

f^fegiqigqqlnw'^’^agi »^fg i

‘

S^Hg: I ef^icq i ” ^fg f^isif^g i oF^.gfftni ??F^q?FiiT i

5gg>F«ii'?)% g^^q^qjifF^FT ?fg qd53i-qjn®iiig, sa^cqxqi q^teji ^ swioi^gi-

qqT<'?%gtqi% I'Tgfqvri g^ qOeri ^i^qgnj.qfqsjqgqrg^” (g <i- ^) |fg q?q«9i-

gqR^q s«N5?F5=5fitj •' ^Fqqi gj 5?^q^%g ’'(=q. fq '^-'^) ^cqiHtq'^^g eg qqTqqqggiq; i “g?F
*

=q§fi'qt qOscFi aTiH>q%?i q^£7egeig q i-'^vs) |fg Hi’-qiefgg qer'n^qiS’qg'qF^

^fii^=qqtf£ieg^fqte-€iigf|oqc^ q^fqqfe^ qOafiiqr egifiFfg qi«qq. * fl srigqaie-

5iR-q =Ti'q^s^%fg ^qxqissqlq^e tjq \ “eieiqq^i^q^iiFsgfgs^Rq^iqf^ '

'iqqrHFq^tiriiFR gg qcqsfigqRipqr qF^gtqq^ici i
‘ ft gjgqfte ^ qgg: qcq^jidqRi^qr

q^^eei-qt r^gre:’ ?r-i =q? 1̂%?gr i gfeic^qq^ggg iri^q t^^^s'q ^fq'^qeqigigfesfqfg n

fq^t^: I
q=sq grgjgf^ec^g qer'qqjgft'^q gqfq q^fsqFS’er^ri

;
sFioseorigr qieilg’^s^ei'n^giqf

qqi'^eT^isIrq sq.f^q^firiqi 3^: qrq'> szrq?'efqi qem^gtFgj qtggfg^iq'qqk^q^

O'? eri 'q^qifqer gqi gqg e?f^'q!s’:q3eR qie g^f fQi g?Fi oFF?^q

“ gqi^qi^ft^' %.fh gif^^iel'’ gfg

3F^q<:q q^cg>qgg ^fg q-pi^tefg sgcq'^qi qqiq^gg; e.sfFiftr^g sir

eqfg geqRglecqfe'qtq^ 1 rr HR^eqggcrq^^sregffe qgwtgiif^q 1 q ’q

Ff^^q^qqrqoftqs'qq q|jr =q eqK'^qrqi q^^qi^Ffei^wq^^. q-q^ff^qprtig qi^qe 1 etftqqqi

qi'gff^qi'qi qRqqgqwgRc q gif^wiq^lfq^ I “e^Pg^orPi qoq?g” ^ig g^aV

I eqcjq^I^^lRqjj^q “q qi':q5^I^fq«Rqtr’’ ^fqqig«r?i^2ifg% gqgF qFqig 1 wqg

eIPjqqq g^ 1 “gql^RqR^" gfa qif^iiqig. I g ^

ggi^qt e>fg?i ^fqiqFqi% gg% gqifq fg qt q^eiRife fq^gr fqftfie^” s% sfgsiig-

q:tqiftf€fgigi«wirq eei elfg^ee^^qq
, gRi i

%qgfe(^ffq|(ilf « stirgqcq??!

q?=qe5 i: ”
{^qqgq’gisii^qsgirq^^i^ Eqsft* i gq« 5 '?qcqerqqeq^i'qftq eg»-

qe^JBil qfeiVi-qTjgj^^T
^igf;?!} g srj

R5gqTl?5if^qF;^^3 qt-^ qq gWR^q; l =qg^I#qt qiqi5T?Fq eg1s'’qrc5gRRq
i^qqqqg. I

“ qq grg^igtNqioqqqgqeqqre ?Tqf;g” (.7 ^ C-V9 I sPg qqq.q; |

^-qHxTR^q qrqiqr g^^qgqir— “ 3FifJ|‘^?qeq\sq^qi eft5nf??q’^ 1
sqg^]

-^r

ei '^q^-q^
11 ’ (q q'i-'^»'>) g*^F5qg^'qtgn'qift"cqifqi3 ’^g^qq^qs^gq^Riqi qg
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I
“ !ti5^?q5r^q?«»T?*»T', ” ffa =^?%-

^T* I Sfcq^ ?Tt^«qs^ 5rs?Tf??cq^ ’qrqoi, cq^fq^q ?q?lif^ST?q«(r

?qR, =qg^fq* ’sqrf^scJT^ =qTgq, ^a^qlfqfq ?aif^qfq^ af5^sTleq5=q qpqTf^qcqfiT

awsr, JTq^cqw szjqf^^q^ i

iTrfw?q qqlitiqrllf ^ JTsrm^ sfezr^irrq |P?qrq«T^4

^Fq: q%«qql[ql?q^ I ^^fsa[5pir ^fF«5r<q gscggnri^q qerqiq^ scq^q

fqq^q q23fq^ qsj- qsqq ^ gq =q qqta ^iqeq^fqi^'tfq qgqq Scqsjtqqfs^ I tiqifq gq

qafq ?5qc^q, ?;q^q 3'q?|q, ^^Tcq^q =q gwr^qc^q, ^qq^?mcqcq^ 'qg e^qjqf I « q

gql*7r^ 55^^ 107
, ggqsHJrqiqi^ gwjfqqd)^ qgqigfl^aflqrqT?. s<ncqrrq?Tqq 1 RqqRr^ESsq

571^ gq^ggj7fiqi=s55??qq?<q3 1 g*q?rrq^qoic?qf q?j?iqqfurf*rfg q)^r ^rfqrqsql |q. I

sTcqs^^^qorRFg^ '* sreqaTt^tn ” (q srcq^?qi3wq-

‘«R'q?qgqiJi “s^^qw qw g?! ”(q fq. v-v) gffsqisqcq^? ^3% gjpq^^qlsfqqf-

^f? ^qq:, ^qifqqiqiqq q(l«fr^qq3qRrE?q§ (q^:) ^iigfqV

fqi*
’* ?c%q qr4«l^"I55gqT sqtfH qigqfe I TTci^qisf^qq^ qq qjf ggserft-

^?'ni?g^3r55«^if?r3TR g5r g^r '53^?%; ^c-q sfggqgqig “ q^lqg;

Sqqg: arqi'q^^gii.’ |f^ W^q:-*‘q?q^^q f^fqq %qi33=qigjftq^" (q

’f^^qqgqRJTPiqRTq: (ar «Er. ^) 1 “ q| c7§^ ej%wq
'*

(^. q ) I 3iq gq«i5Eal^ fqf^d) q^cgtqq
| qqt^ "‘^gifqjwqJTingqi.

'
(=q. •n-^l) iiqqg:

*51^ gjg: qq)'^ nAq^qig^’ (q ^ qi-’i'i) ^fg fq«i3fqfq%q fq^Ts-

f^qqeqqgqR^q qfirg q^iq ^jqq^gisitsqR ,q#qR«Tf3^, qgq^qRfl^qigqiH 33«ff^q5-

ijq qtgq^qif«fi3igqH >Ti^«qc«[fe€ ^sq>1.7

q^^riqqTqqr^qrgqqqgqi^qfqfcq q?%q qs^qrqqqi^w; 1 gq “ qf^fi giq

-RT^qqqqq;” (q. i% «:-^<») sfg^rr^sqi %fqfftf»i; ?qi«7^ g?q?% sjqqqi; I “fqjqgT

gw Rq sf^ujqf i?8iF^rqgqf^gqg: ^qrqai” (q. fq <^-\^) “q^r qq qf^iT

q^E^qfqqj, f% ^uqfgsrig 5qiqfq«q^fg” (^. iq *^-\'i) “l^qW gqsfsq^HgqL’’

'(q. a <^-\-K) qfq^if^t^q qgfqqq. 1 “ gfwfqw, ^fggiq;

-sJiqjRq. ^fiffqqgqsvq^ g^»?, (q. fq. «) »

“qsTjt^ vTiq z^^ q^iqjqt ^ q®q qqqfg (q. fq. 'S-'^'if) ^'gf^cq^i-

fq?q 5% qf^W • 13.' ^rfg^qjfq^ • f52i?g; qqr aiT^wfgf^ • aqqq.-qqi q 37535-

qi^rw g^ f^?q gqi gqq 5^gi fqgqq»i g^qil^w 5^’’ fq.c-^i)

aTialq^?fgf|qqrf q^^.—^gq-fslq^^ qw 3?iaqqqjii 37rRT B?fqg%?gfgf^qR-

f^wlcgqgiqqffiq^ 5wqtni?i5^ gcqqiq?. 1
’’ (^- '^~'*)
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“ ^^l?cRtHlS!Wt!5T 5r I

f^f^e5*l*Ta 5^1 II

5?iar f^i h^^ i

?ef5!?f>^ g ?f?r??Qc4 g,. ^<i

311^51^1 !f57i'ii!n53i 'T?Jiia^§iif^5i'>i^^ i

?»qi 5!f^p?T»sfq qfisfri:

f^E2’gqa^ P^^igq^qiTT- 511^^1^ 3?iamJT ’’ (=^. % 'i'l) ?fcl I

f?riT 3Tin)q?<i> %?ff5-. ’ {^. fk. <s-^'}) qwajrift^ 3?rfT)q%#sq^:, ?5lftq;i3-

u'lftn*? !n=^^^jn5?q g?qqaERr^fe?i* i ?!?qt ^riJ? “ gf^ngq^lq^^ir;, «^ct faeg-

qwr: ai'^iai siji^qf, a???ii?;:ifiq;55Fftfe ” (=g. f|. c) gxii^ I a €giqfs?52i^-

5i5?aaT'na|qsftf^5iJTioii^ft^5ia.tnii3:t?itifs?^aiq. i siB^g^qsfifgsquniiJJiiqlsi'sai^ i !j*3ic

=q^e6. f^faigfa^fqi afa qiseji-

I 3l?«at4 3q-eT''^^l SiqaR-, a?^ '(:^ fq c) a8?o«qi^ BTTI

—

f

q^qra qi aiqfjqi^i^owlasnB: i

gfgiRg51<?l ai ^qr r-rq^ qqi || =q. ‘I'l

I gf^f5i5%fi, !5§5i55q ^q s^fRifccir, q ?qqf^ qqR aiuft-

gqr aat qqi'Jigq^Ofa i a|‘?Rg-‘'5i55^q'ii5ft5i|4^qi?®a?Qaq‘” g%. i ^qoi, qsi,

^^qr B^qi q^qi^q si^^cqf^* aaqfq q cl^an'qai^-Brqfgi.-'^^cq'^ sr^i^'^qr eqqqiqi-

q^tji q^i?l q sq^iqj^
, aqqqRq ^?qr=5tja?Fg?qe?q^lra aaiBqo

q^raiq ggl^sis^lfsTacqq^
I

s?iisc^qrqiHqwi'5tqiaq«^^is«qqqq’!qrqq qfg:<qaaiqi =q qfts^q.^ i %g

q^giqfjsqrlqqi a§ qqiqq qfggaaiqi^q qftqflqq; i
“ qf^*?

»iqiq*' if-v-vvs
I rs;f^qT g qf|?iaqrqT gqf^ B?qiqaaiqr,

fq’KURaiqi =q, ?Tq B'qiqagiqr q^ qqis STfgsq^ ! fq^STBaM 5 ^^qcij^qi ^q] 1

=q?%'q 5 fq^sjqqiqf qrqsis^q^TRr i

fqqgtqRlfq 5q fqj^oi ^ qiqqTqTB %q B? B-qR-

Ba/qi fqqqf, %q bc qi fq^w, qq Bpqr'qfgeqr'^qq'sr^^'q fqOT^<q gfw-

gtKtj qfjiq: q qqr Rrqg5qi«q^q=5»qg, pqiqaicq?!^ qnqfq^^qqqg^ig^r^

=qt^?3 “ fwirr ^jsoiijT'qqi, ^55 sqRrqyqrqi ’ ^^qaig^ql^qqgqi-

Clfa I ^R-i it^'lqap^q RRSir^qr sqiq^tf^ej^^qgyfiqt ggqisga^'^q I qi’Tain-

?piqi5 q’^., 3q, ^q, Biqpq, ^5tq*, gqqrq., a^nr, wqqi, a^siqqi, ?3:,

,
OTqq., fnqqqg^, (B?Ci=q;, si^;, aigqiq, ^Hqrqq^

,

srqhiq, qcqfgqit, fq?I3l, sqqaiq;, aTqqiffl:, gqq*, arg^^qg, 3Tq3-t3qq^,3l3q!q

,



531^, a|^
,

3?dtg^I3qf ,
^4l55i:>?

, ,
af^fflirril ,

9?vqgslf,
, 3Tqf?g<q^, ftJTl'kt'siH., I 5l?qf^cl'»% ^1^-

J?5?TS®i«3Tgifrr!^f^q^*??Rr; ti^i«iT i ^ s^fr^ia*

Hiq-fqj ^G3F^qiTJifJf*iiiifrf^ %qw-1cqrgqqq

=a[i'52?ft ’ESINfiras^^t^?!^ ^sqrf^5iqT qrgq^l^JfTSl S?{^giqHM53qi^.,

q( ffFsr =qgf?5T%Tt^f qf^qi
,
g-arrt?ffrFfq =^ ^C^arfq,

515^
,
qeqjjg:. arg^TRO., ^'Mq;,aftqrj:q«i, 9?iq*, Rq>5iqq_, ;2?rF?tgiF^f i 3F^«t^«-

t^qrvrr^s q(t^i s^T^arq^as^q, srqhf^^r arqqifa^'FV

^?tqii, qii?q iqiqqqjTfJig i qi?qq§q>3=qq; , SJqOqqqgqfsq^

,

poH- 3?g^jr, qfqq^q qcggqln \ ?i|qr^?^!qiqs!qrq^ fq^Sf^jqr q^

qiqqdqr 3^( i Prrrs^qiqtqmi:, Icqmi&qtgi , ^qi^qq-q?-

?f|q qiqq q[fqq^g[5i^qif5jf|?iq, 9TffFq=5g55f?rfa 5^54 ?qpfixiigq^?it

q I q^^oiaq-^^rqeq q<f49qr^qt Ifqmi^r =q q^^oiQRqsqfjjg]?-

givq^JTtqi^qT I =q!{^4)s3^qq;i^ pqijftq^isr^qiql^ss^ ftr-svl i ^eqwi^SfqqH.*

sqrap^i , cif€rjn8!Tq qr<?F , (fq , ei»:qg?[i, ^qfcr?q
,

ar^Fa^q; ,
f^Eri-

^^FF^q I ^ ir^(3^f 8TWF3?r5t5^q1^i, rwt^«iFg>*iqq 5FiRq i

f?44 qr^^??r^ qqiqRr fqf|q qs^^qsTqTfci5Tr qf^q-
*j?

^^qiqr qr^iRr qq.qqt^qTqTfqqlfe q^sq^ ari^ir i =qT5^ S’qqmrfqqf^g^jr

^TJ^q^q’Tiqisyq^fqqqiqrnEq^qfqqq q^ri^q ^ ^q;55yf?j5qfq^q^¥iT5qfijf^ i
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—— »

THE SCIENCE OF THE TRIUMVIRATE OF PATHOGENESIS
OR OF CONSTITUTIONAL PATHOLOGY

The Backifround

It IS necessary to understand the background of the origin

and growth of an idea or concept to be able to fully adjudge the

degree of its validity This is even more true in the case of a

concept which relates to the working and maintenance of the life

currents of the psycho-somatic constitution of man specially in the
case of that concept which under the title of Tridosa in India
and under that of Hippocratic constitutional or humoral theory in the
West has remained for centuries the central doctrine of health and
disease. The meaning and interpretation of the terminology, having got
degenerated and distorted during the long period of two thousand years,
received a temporary setback during the dominance of the analytical
age of localistic study of individual organs, tissues and cells.

But the recent evolution of microbiology, the progess of
knowledge of nutrition and metabolism, the concept of integrative
functioning of endocrine glands and the vegetative nervous system and
the studies of allergy and immunity have revived the clinical interest
m the study of constitutional or integrated or synthetic concept of the
personality of man as a whole.

Arturo Castiglioni, the great medical historian, describing this
modern revival of ancient constitutional concept as neo-Hippocratism
'jays, “ Such principles indicate the onentatation of Modern Medicine
toward a ueo^Hippocratism (a term introduced by the author in 1925),
return to some of the classical principles of medical thought Modern
medicine, today turns to a dynamic, synthetic and Unitarian direction
a ter a penoci m which a morphologic, analytical, localistic tendency
oomiuated. It is a return to the classical concepts of the ancient sage of
Coc, focussed on the well-being of the individual and the improvement
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of the race, seeking for the cause of the disease, its prevention

and cure, botk in the individual and in his environment The study

of the nature and the cause of disease is progressing more and more
along the lines of an integrated physical, chemical, bacteriological,

experitnental and above all clinical methods, in which the study of

economic and- social conditions also are important It is significant

that the best type of clinician is learning and teaching how best to

utilise all the weapons at hand in the laboratory as well as at the

bedside to focus more efificieutly on the one vital item, the study and

I

treatment of the patient The careful physician is convinced that no

\ test, however important and decisive it may be, can take the place of

a synthetic clinical opinion and the personal judgement of an latelh*

gent and experienced clinician as to the condition of the patient and

of the community.’’

At this junctre of an era of revival of the constitutional

concept, not only in India but in the whole world, it will be

certainly interesting and instructive to study the Tridosa doctrine

The Tridosa concept of Ayurveda is the earliest constitutional concept

Its germ can be seen even in the Rgveda but it was systematised

and evolved as a scientific concept during the golden period of Ayurveda

in India. If the true connotation of the terms in which such a

concept is embodied is fully understood against the background of

its origin and growth, much needless argumentation and opposition

based on misunderatanding will be eliminated.

India, The Source

India is probably the source of the humoral theory of the

Greeks and the Romans Dr Cyril Elwood M D. in his book

“ Medicine in Persia " states that this doctrine •' was taught in un-

mistakable terms in the holy books of the Hindus From India it was

carried to the Greeks by way of Persia.
’’

Dr. George Draper M D in the book ‘Human Constitution

in Clincal Medicine’ makes a similar statement. “Indeed in ancient

India the school of Ayurvedic medicine gave instructions for evalua-

ting a patient’s nature. Later, in the medical disciplines of Persia
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and qtill later in the teachings of Hippocrates, similar advice is given

to the pupils of Aesculapius.”

It is interesting to note that Castiglioni iu the ‘History of

Medicine" declares while giving a resume of the Ayurvedic system,

“The Ayurvedic system, according to those who have studied it

carefully and appreciate its value, is important for its fundamental

teaching The theor5'’ of Tridosa Is a kind of humoral doctrine

which even today or perhaps especially today affords great interest

for students It affirms the existence of three Dosas or essential

principles which pervade all the tissues, secretions and excretions

and determine health and disease
"

The Triumvirate

For this reason the present attempt is confined to the

providing of such a picture of the background, of the origin and

gradual evolution of the concept of the triumvirate of pathogenesis

1. e of the Tridosa pathogenesis, the three determinants of

pathogenetic and pathognomic phenomena comprising what is generally

called Constitutional Pathology. These determinants of pathological

variations, are in fact, when in a normal and well-balanced condition,

^ the fundamental functionaries of the physiological state of the living

organism Harmonious working of these three functionaries is health

and thcir discordance is disease

Sir Alichael Foster s remark, “the science of meteorolog} that

cannot be divided into the science of good weather and the science

of bad weather,’ can be antly applied to the subject of health which
cannot be divided in the science of good health and the science of

bad health

Claude Bernard, the great physiologist, believed m the
unit} of science of physiology and pathology. He began the course
of hiB lectures with the explanation that there is onlv' one physiolog}
v^ho^e domain is the study of normal and pathological functions In
actual fact, his work was almost as much concerned with pathological
pujsiolog} as with the normal physiology



Thus the Tridosa is a concept of trinity of functional

organisations applicable to and operative iu both the realms of

health and disease i. e. physiology and pathology of each and every

form of life, from the ameba to man Thus pathology becomes

physiological in outlook enabling one to study disease conditions from

the physiological point of view The pathological processes are so

co-ordinated with vital physiological processes that they can be

interpreted in a common terminology.

The Origin of inquiry into Pathogenetics

It is but stating the obvious to say that all inquiry into

the nature of phenomena starts from the latter’s quality of opposition to

the full and happy flow and expression of life Pain and suiFering,

death and disease, fear and frustration arouse the spirit of inquiry

and investigation in man The philosophers of the Sankhya school

start their inquiry into the nature of life provoked by the presence

of suflfering.

«T. ^T, T

“On account of aflSiction from the threefold misery, inquiry

(should be instituted) iiito the means for its removal
”

The Caraka Samhita also ascribes, to the emergence o'

disease among men interfering with the fulfilment of the purposive*

ness of their lives, the effort of the sage-scholars in acquiring the

right knowledge of disease and its remedial measures.

“Health is the supreme foundation of virtue, wealth, enjoyment

and salvation Now, diseases are the destroyers of health, of the good

life and even of life itself Thus has arisen the great impediment to

the progress of humanity What shall be the means of remedying it^

Having observed thus they sat in meditation ” (Car Sutra 1, 15-17).

“He, the sage of great understanding soon learned correctly by

single-minded devotion the whole science of life tribased and exten-

ding without end " (Car. Sutra 1*25)

It is thus that distressed and goaded by pain and suffering.
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physical and mental, the effort of inquiry started and bore fruit

in the shape of the discovery of the three*fold determinants of all

Physiological and Pathological processes of life

Inquiry must be Adequate and Scientific

It is not enough if the effort of inquiry is merely sincere

and intense in guaranteeing the correctness of the results. The method

adopted must be sound, adequate, rational and consistent with the funda-

mental facts of the physical and biological laws of the universe The

first of such positively scientific efforts was made by the Sankhya

thinkers They emphasised the necessity of scientific knowledge

and the following verse from the Caraka Samhita will ever remain

the arch-aphorism as the guiding principle of all inquir3f

lUifii

“ The whole of suffering which cleaves to the mind and body

has ignorance for its basis and conversely all happiness is founded m
clear scientific knowledge ” (Sutra 30,84)

What is Science ?

P'rom the various definitions and explanations given of science

It becomes clear that science is in the method and not in the thing

Science is'-

1. ‘ Any department of systematised knowledge"

2. “A branch of study concerned with observation and with

classification of facts specially with the establishment of verifiable

general lavs”.

3. ‘'Accumulated knowledge systematised and formulated with
reference to the discovery of general truths or the operation of

general laws.”

These are some of the dictionary meanings of the word
“ Science ' In practical life and in the usage of common parlance too,

we understand by scientific thought, speech or action, a systematic
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process of evolution wherein each succeeding part is derived from its

preceding part by the inevitable compulsion of logic and which

relation such parts will maintain at any time or place, given the

attendant circumstances

Karl Pearson in his “Grammar of Science” states, “The
man who classifies facts of an5^ kind whatever, who sees their mutual

relations and describes their sequences is applying the scientific method

and IB a man of science " Scie ice, thus, is the critical systematic

knowledge based on generalizations It is an investigation into the

nature of facts, facts not selected at random but in their comprehensive

entirety. The scientist systematises the data, records the observations

and draws conclusions therefrom which ultimately assume the

form of a formula or a universal truth. He proceeds rationally and

logically through all his investigations. It is the cumulative product

of both the processes of analysis and synthesis, the knowledge of

individual ideas and things against the background of univeisal laws

and concepts

The Totality of Knowledge

It 18 necessary again to remember that the totality of know-

ledge of things was aimed at by these ancient scientific thinkers. The

understanding of any part merely in creation without the knowledge

of the whole and the inter-relations of the parts was inadequate and

liable to lead to wrong conclusions

w fsr. v-u

“ The knowledge of the whole cannot accrue from the

knowledge of merely a part "(Car Vimana 4-5 )

The total concept led them to an all-comprehensive and

S3 nthetic method of stud3% The knowledge of the past was acquired but

vith special refeience to the relation it hereto the whole i e.

to the present and the future. The knowledge of the parts

vas co-ordinated and placed m the proper pe’-spective of the

whole They studied the nature of the whole m its entirety This
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concept led to the study of man as a whole, i. e as complete unit.

t
^

1 The Study of Man as a whole

Man was studied in his whole personality which la the dynamic

organization within the individual of those psycho-physical systems

that determine his unique adjustment to his environment This led

to the study of his constitution 1 e that aggregate of inherited

characteristics, which, modified by environment, determine the

man’s reaction to environmental factors.

2 The Study of the Universe for the discovery of all the Sources

or factors of pain
,

'

The whole series of causes and sources of pain and suffer-

ing extending over the whole universe was included in the investi-

gation

a Totality of Man-cum environment

b. Totality of environmental factors which become sources of

pain or disease

c Totality of methods of investigation which covered all

aspects of time and space

d Totalityj of things that were used as medication

According to the Sankhya view# all misery is of three

kinds* VIZ.,

1. Internal = of the bodymind.

2. External= of the physical world.

3 Spiritual = from supernatural sources.

Susruta further sub-tiivides these three categories into seven which
will be described in detail later on in the section on Etiological factors

Thus there remains nothing left uninvestigated in the
Universe, which can cause pain or suffering to man. It is an all-corn

prehensive classification.

3. The All-comprehensive method of Investigation

This method of investigation evolved a system which
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encompassed all the possible states of time and soace Time whether

presentj past or future, and space whether near or remote as well as

things visible or invisible normal or abnormal, were all made possible

of study by this system of investigation

‘‘ These are the methods of investigation, and there is no

other left, which constitute the means by which all things are

examined” (Car Sutra 11-26;

4 Totality of Things in the world used as Medication

The therapeutic science left no article or natural element

un-used.

STufh f%fhp:s<T5qr5r)-iT% I

w %

There is found in the world no substance that may not be

used as medicine ’’ (Car Sutra 26-12)

Thus to understand man, the subject of medical science, one

has to understand not only the whole man but also the environment

which begot and which sustains him and which is the cause of

ease ’’ or “ dis-ease ’’ and which is also the source of medi-

caments This environment therefore consists of the whole universe

surouuding him

The Need for Analysis

Thus the aim of the totality of knowledge required a very

varied and extensive field of study for its attainment It needed also

some method of simplifying the study and classification or the analytic

method became very necessary This orderly arrangement and syste-

matization gave some basic formula for generalization and a

progressive field for research . The analytic process w^S carried on

till the least common measure of classification was arrived at



Specific Biological Terms

But as the physical body forma a part of the o

living organism, the physical formula ha^ to be co-ordinated with and

incorporated into this triumvirate of biological organizations to

a specific biological formula of the triad of Vata, Pitta and Kapha.

The five categories of physical matter are transformed into three by

the method of earth and water being grouped into one, and air and

ether being combined together, with the result that aU the ve

physical proto-elemeuts found place in the living organism e ng

translated into the biological forces of Vata, Pitta and^ Kapha, e

,

air and ether being combined into Vata^ fire turned into ^

^^later and earth combined Into Kaph^

81 W 31

A specific terminology was evolved for this triumvirate of

biological categories, which is significant both of^ static existence

as well as dynamic force viz , of Kapha which signifies (by ^ water

aqueous proto-element of the physical formula and which (
by the

addition of )
signifies the evolutionary process of

biological formula Thus the whole word gives the sense of t e

organizatiou of fluid matrix wherein the biological process of the evolu

tion of life is carried out. The syuonym is even more significant

of the biological process of co hesion denoting the coUoidal matrix or

milieu for the vital jilay.

Pitta derived from ‘^3. to heat’ is significant of the function

of heat. Vata is derived from *WT to move’ and is quite suggestive of

dynamic or functional process.

Thus these thinkers were forced to analyse and classify the

elements of the phenomenal universe and their direct and indirect

products and their various modes and forms of combination in

bringing about the substances and dualities and actions that the

physical sciences and medicine particularly have to deal with as their

subjects and also the biological organizations into which they were

translated by the magic of the vital force

This endeavour to analyse, re group, classif}*^ and denominate
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the physical and biological facta and laws heralded the 'usherance of

medicine into the stage of a science.

The Characteristics of the Golden Age

The central theory of Ayurveda—the theory of the triumvirate

of Vata, Pitta and Kapha, is the product of an age which is

universally regarded as the most brilliant in the long annals of man
This age which was marked by the most intense intellectual activity

in the East as well as m the West, particularly m India and Greece,

not only laid the foundations of thought on which the world has

continued to build but has to its credit achievements which are still

the crowning glory in art, literature, philosophy and medicine

The age which in Greece threw up intellectual giants like

Plato and Aristotle Pythagoras and Hippocrates, was in India

responsible for the rise of the seers of the Upanisads and of

Ayurveda. Philosophy was at this time the supreme pursuit of the

thinking man, an'd it was to the philosopher’s counter that people

came for the ultimate concepts of life The arts and the sciences were,

to be sure actively cultivated, but they played a subservient role to

philosophy, the undisputed queen in the realm of thought

This meant that specialization was allowed but the final

verdict did not be with the specialist but with the general overseer,

the philosopher, who alone was m a position to assess the value of

the contributions made by the specialists The result was the

development of a co-ordinated outlook which studied the parts but

which also studied them as forming the whole. It was this synthetic

or integrated outlook which has given us the Tridosa concept of

Ayurveda

This view is based on the concept that any manifestation

of life must involve the coming together of the three factors of the

spirit, the mind and the body, the tripod on which the world

is based

This coming together or assemblage of spirit, mind and
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The Sankhya classifies the universe into three categories: (1) the

phenomenal physical world (2) the subtle or impereceptible world

and (3) the principle of spirit that underlies the manifold vital

forms and activities (^).

From Metaphysics to Science

The medical proponnders took the aid of the classification of

things as held by both the Sankhya and the Vaisesika schools, the

latter enlisting the totality of things under the categories of Substance,

Quality, Action, Generality, Particularity and Co-existence. From purely

metaphysical methods Ayurveda passed on to the physical and experi

mental methods that physical categories and terms such as Substance,

Quality and Action involve

Atreya reduces the universe to nine substances viz., the five

proto-elements, the ^nd, the spirit , time and sp^ce . (Car. Sutra 1-48)

UJi: jpciTOfu;: a w. ^

These combine to form the two main groups of things

inanimate and animate.

All physical substances ar^i educed to the five categories

of proto-elements and each proto-elernent is ascribed certain specific

qualities, the total number of all the qualities coming to twenty lu

number Thus the body-substance, environmental factors necessar}^ for

life-process, causative or curative factors of diseases—all these were

reduced to a specific number of qualities whose use or avoidance could

be prescribed m an arithmetical ratio

As a result of the analytical process, they arrived at the

conclusion that each substance or thing consisted of an aggregate of

five inter-related s37stems each possessing quite different and specific

qualities These systems they termed proto-elements or The
quality" of each proto-element was determined aud the manifestatiou

of particular qualities of its specific grade or intensity in a substadce
depended upon the relative proportions of the proto-elemcuts m
that particular substance
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This foririnla oi proto^elements served the purpose m dealing

with the in'erely physical i’ealities But biological entities had two

more factors to reckon with mind and spirit, which utilised and

transformed physical matter to suit life’s purposes- Both these

are dynamic forces, and cannot be observed by physical means

They are to be known by the effects they produce

on the body and their nature is the object of inferential knowledge.

The combination of physical and vital forces in the biological

world gave rise to the individuality of organic existence which needs

special organizations to maintain the harmonious and coordinated

working of both the physical and the vital systems of the organism.

The organization of bodily constituents is ths mark of all living

creatures and it is m this that they differ especially from inanimate

things.

(

p^m'v'formnh of physical matter cannot adequately explain

the pht^ibrnena of the biological world which is characterized by

organization One is a static existence while the other is a dynamic

creative process Hence was felt the need to evolve the formula of

biological function All living organisms need minimum triple

organization for their life processes.

1. The organization of ffuid-balance of the body (water-balance

system) -A specific fluid matrix is essential to full expression of life

phenomena. This organization has to maintain the specific consistency

and structure of the flnid matrix under the stress of varying

environmental factors.

2. The organization of Thermal balance*-Specific heat is

necessary to digest and assimilate material from the environmental

world and convert it into one’s own body parts and also to maintain

the optimal heat of the body foi full expression of life phenomena

3 The Organization of Vital balance - Vital force is essential

for the purpose of creative evolution, progress, power of organization

and such other vital processes which characterize life and differentiate

animate from inanimate things
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the rest of the universe should be fbuiid inhospitable ' to it. Be it as

it may, its history on our planet has been a most interesting one and

a most tenacious and untiring struggle against the odds of ever-

changing time and environment. It would seem from the opinion of

science that life is alien altogether to the physical forces of the uni-

verse and can choose its habitation and its field of play and growth

within very narrow limits of elemental geography

At a particular stage in the history of our universe or solar

system, the earth developed its present elemental geography, its

present temperature, its contents of solid, liquid and gaseous matter,

its mountains and earthy crust, its oceans, and its atmosphere of

air That hour in its history was the hour of lifting the curtain on the

drama of life and ever since, lifes nnfoldment has gone on through

the various stages of vegetable, animalcular, animal and human evolu-

tion Till the human stage the urge of life has been an inner compu-

lsion, blind, poweiful and uu-self contemplative Only the urge has

been there instinctive like the powerful drive of the powder behind

the lead m the bullet. But now, man stands surprised, wondering and

self’ contemplative; and the psyche m him demandg the luxury of a

reflecting mirror of thought, in which to contemplate her graces and

the freedom to choose the direction ui which to make her next step.

I^iie from a mere green grain of moss and a speck of protoplasm has

grown through the states of a floating jelly, the creeping reptile,

the soaring bird, the unwieldy dinosaur and the half uplifted ape

into the full stature of au upright standing man with his gaze scanning

the myctery of the endless vistas of space and time and the colorful

horizon where the earth meets the heavens m an everlasting nuptial

clasp

Briefly told, the story of life, more marvellous than a fairy

tale is this When on this planet there appeared the covering expanse
of the rolling waters and a moving atmosphere that blanketed the
earth and the oceans filling the inter-spaces bstwien the earth and
the sun, the first stage in the nnfoldment of life began. The sun,

the parent of this planetary system, pouring out his radiant energy
upon the earth and its waters though the intermediate atmosphere

r
tt
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has, given rise to the first forms of life and has sustained them in all

their later stages of growth and evolution, and to this day remains

the main source and sustenance of life sncin declares the

Veda “The sun is the soul of all things in the world, the mobile

as well as the immobile. But the interplay of the solar radiations

and the aquatic element of the earth and its ever-moving atmosphere

has been essential for the maintenance of life in all its forms While
the sun was the impregnator, the field for impregnation was

the waters of the ocean. It alone could receive the > seed, and

clothe it with the habiliment of life, with the form and structure

needed for abiding and growth; and ft is the field and scope for the

vital dynamics of life unfolded gradually into cognition, conation,

intellection and spiritual fulfilment.

Whether life is an exotic visitor waiting to make its entry

on this planet till such a favourable moment when the optimal condition

for its play was evolved, or is a peculiar offspring of such an

accidental condition incidental in the history of stellar and planetary

evolution or whether as described by the ancient Sankhya seers, at

the beginning of each cycle of time, the primordial principle of matter

gets impelled into evolutionary activit}' of gradual unfoldment by a

peculiar change in the eternal propinquity of the Paru§a who is

the unchanging witness of Nature it is not given to man to

say with certitude
'

Biocatalysis

Whatever be the oigin of life whether extrinsic 01" intrinsic

to matter, the distinguishing mark of all the forms of life has been

the power of organization. Lovatt Evans in his work on “Starling’s

principles of human physiology ” writes, “What are the fundamental

phenomena which distinguish living things^ Their dictinctive feature

is perhaps organization, and in the higher members this organization

becomes more and more distinct This greater complexity of organi-

zations runs parallel with increasing range and power of adaptation,

attained by the setting apart of special structures (organs) for the

performance of definite functions ” The peculiar characteristic of life

is its power to organize Its internal conditions both as regards

structure and function so as to cope with its external conditions Sack



body which we know' as life, wag studied both in 'in it* constituents.

and as a whole The individual study of the parts gave rise to several

special branches of study such as metaphysics, psych" and the

physical or natural sciences, while the attempt to study the living

conglomerate as a whole, became the special concern of the physician

whose business it was to keep it a going concern and in perfect

condition for as long as it was possible

It was at this time when the physician occupied the exalted

nlace, when medicine and metaphysics were equally the domain of the

Vaid3'’a— the man of knowledge, that the Ayurvedic classics came to be

written by men who were admittedly the wisest of the age Hippocrates

sajs that the nearest thing to divinity is the physician who is also

a philosopher. If this is so, who can deny that men like Atreya and

Dhanvantan are as near-gods as any that mortality can breed?

It is to these physician-philosophers of the golden age of

India that we owe the concept of life as embodied in tbe Caraka and

the Susruta, a complete and integrated concept which is so broad-based

that in Its main outline it must hold good for all time. It is true that

the perception of these sages could not claim the advantage of the

elaborations due to mechanical devices that are possible today But their

integrated and,^ total .'vision of the organism along with the 'nodus

operandi of its threefold organization and the means adopted to

preserve and prolong its existence and functioning, is as supreme
today in its validity as when it was first promulgated

11. THE STORY OF LIFE

The Meaning of Life

The authors of_;Ayurveda, ‘The science of life', intended by
Ayurveda much more than mere skill of treatment or diagnosis of a

disease condition. It meant for them the total concept of life which
includes both man and his environment. The well-being of man,
the aggregate of body, mind and soul, cannot be confined to

mere physical health, but extends to that total sense of enjoyment of

physical, mental and spiritual satisfaction and enrichment born
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as a result of wholesome and mutually beneficial interaction between

the individual and his environment, social, physical and

spiritual, Man as a biological entity needs to adjust to the physical

environment and as a social and spiritual entity needs to adjust

and react wholesomely to the society in which he lives and to the'

spiritual ideal upheld by it. Such well-being alone is real and true or

man in his entirety and such is the object of the “Science of Life
’

Caraka declares therefore

—

•

nrH ^ u li

“That is named the science of life wherein are laid down the

good and the bad life, the happy and the unhappy life, and what {s

wholesome and what is unwholesome in relation to life, as also the

measure of life.*’ (Car Sutra I, 41)

Having visualised this total picture of life, we shall now

discuss and analyse the two parts of it individually, viz., (I) The

universe that forms the environment and which has given rise to

life, and (2) The Individual organization, its composition and struc-

ture and mode of functioning and its progressive evolution from

ameba to man.

Life and the Triumvirate of Orifanizations

It is the belief of science with the evidence at its disposal

that life IS an incident in the history of the universe and is perhaps

confined to this planet of ours, where conditions favourable to its

emergence, existence and growth began to obtain some millions of

j^ears ago Science also expects life to disappear with the disappea

ranee of these circumstances which disappearance is a certainty

according to it in a few million more years.

From a purely common sense point of view, it becomes difiS-

cult to understand that out of inuumerable solar systems whirling

about in space, who^e volume is to be counted only in light years,

that a tiny speck of a planet like ours should be the chosen or fortu-

itous haven or craale of this mysterious phenomenon called life, while
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organization entitles it to the name of organic life Sach life-activity

naturally involves a continuous maintenance of its body structure by

means of periodic replenishment of the wear and tear, a constant

supply of energy for maintaing the optimal temperature and tension

and an unfailing mechanism for correlation of the distinctive functions

of each limb of its complex structure so as to help the organism to

react as a whole both in its internal and external movements Such

threefold organization is the sine qua non of all organisms however

small or great

All life or every organism is engaged continually in converting

the matter of the outside world into a new pattern and texture that

it may subserve the purpose of life This transformation of matter into

Its own field of extension is the distinctive function of life A recent

writer Jerome Alexandar in his “Life, its nature and origin’’ declares

that the distinguishing nature of life is bio-catalysis i e its power to bring

about chemical change in bodies without practically undergoing any

change itself. This bio-catalytic action is what enables life to maintain

and extend its field of play in an alien world of matter. Life is conti-

nually annexing matter by its catalytic activity and extending its

dominion over space-time. Life viewed from this point, is a catalytic

struggle with the environment, a process of annexation into its expan-

Qing boundaries of the non-responsive aad even hostile forces of the

material world This is a view which fully accords with that of the

Sdukhya school of philosophy on which Ayurveda is based The
infinite number of Purusas, known as bions in mordern biological

language are caught up in the meshes of matter In the presence of

these bions, matter undergoes changes m order to give these life-units

their play of life i e. perpetual unfoldment of sensations, images and

pain- pleasure conditions. But the Purusas remain nnafifected and ever

the same Matter is like a danseuse who desires her charms to be

witnessed by these bions called Purusas

i

m tfcT.

"The spirit, seated composed like a spectator perceives

Nature
"

Thus life s pla}^ involves a recasting of matter into new
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patterns to suit the purpose of these bions while they themselves

remain unchanged witnesses of varying life phenomena The activity

of these bions is indeed best illustrated by this process of bio-catalysis.

This biocatalytic process involves the threefold organization

calculated to subserve the vital purpose? of material upkeep and grovytfa,

maintenance of thermal and metabolic processes and the co-ordination

of the internal and external movements suitably to the changes of

environment Without these threefold functions no organism can

subsist All processes of assimilation and dissimilation so essential to

the upkeep of its structure and tone are rooted in such organizations

It is theaefore now our purpose to see how Ayurveda describes

and fits into its general outline of life-processes this three-fold pheno-

menon of organization. Caraka lays down the distinction between

organic and inorganic life thus

“ The thing that is endowed with the sensory organization

is organic or sentient and that which is not endowed thus is inorganic

or non-sentient " (Car Sutra 1, 48;

The sentient organism involves a complex organization

of structural, metabolic and kinetic processes It also involves a mind

or a co-ordinating principle however elementary or intricate it be Such

an organization, Ayurveda holds, to be universally obtaining in all forms

of life, from the most rudimentary to the most complex Thus its

physiology and pathology is uniformly applied in the broadest outline

to all forms of life.

Though life is mysterious and undefinable as a whole, the

phenomena which signify the existence of life are evident for purposes

of observation and study. All these phenomena viz., ingestion, assimi-

lation, respiration, movement, growth, creative evolution, reproduction,

death and last but not the least, the power of organization distinguish •

the animate from the inanimate

Creative Evolution

Life has been observed, ever since its first appearance, to be

endeavouring and struggling to create and preserve such optimal
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environmental conditions for itself as would 6elp its evolutionary

pnrposiveness

No doubt it reserves a margin for some variations in time

and space Besides, life has developed its own organization of existence,

growth, perpetuation and expression so as to accord with such probable

environmental variations, of course within certain limits, and has

built up protective devices and technique for its survival and evolution.

In the plant life we see the sap being encased in a hard case of bark-crust

to protect it from the external heat and cold as well as from hostile

incursions Plant life is an example dominantly of the survival-technique •

of life’s organization. In spite of the great size and strength developed,

that form was not conducive to the varied richness of life-processes

struggling for expression Hence, life took a different direction for

the release of those processes aud devised subtler and more malleable

patterns endowed with movement, agility and resourcefulness, for the

preservation of its life and for overcoming hostile forces either by

resistance or b}^ accommodation. This is the animal pattern from the

smallest animal to the complex organism of man with the mind-

principle fully dominant and suggestive of a yet higher and more

subtle element in life waiting to be released for its full assertion

The process of such evolution is the direct result of the

integrative organization which every living organism possesses and is

able to evolve The higher the type of life, the more subtle aud

distinct become these orgauizatious. These organizations become more
and more complex as evolution advances aud form separate structures

and special organs for the performance of definite functions

But the fundamental principle of organizations which mam
tain the integration of the individual remains the same for all living

organisms, whether minute or large. Even in unicellular life, all the

fundamental phenomena of life are carried out in the same pattern

though there is no differentiation in appearance or structure of the

tin}' speck of protoplasm These fundamental phenomena are carried

out by the following three integrative organizations of life.

I Vital or motivating organization This is the master organi-

zation which initiates and directs all activities aud maintains the
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specificity of all vital pfOcesseg which characterize living organisms

2. Physical or material organization is that which maintains the

specificity of fluid matrix of protoplasm wherein life-phenomena are

played,

3. Thermal or metabolic organization is that which maintains

specificity of heat by carrying out anabolic and katabolic processes

III. THE TRIUMVIRATE OF ORGANIZATIONS

The miraculous story of life’s evolution or unfoldment is

. recorded by biologists and need not occupy us here beyond the

recognition of the fact that the process of such evolution has always

necessitated the pursuit of the technique of the threefold system of

organizations viz
, (1) the structural or material nattern, (2) the

maintenance-device of the thermal optimum for metabolic functions

and adjustment to environmental temperature, and (3) a kinetic or

motivating organization of the entire structure for purposes of

growth,'perpetuation and enterprise Without these forms of its dynamics,

life could not have achieved its survival and progress. Let us now

consider the full significance of the nature and texture of each of

the three devices or organizations that have made for the survival

and progressive growth of life

J The Matrix or Material organization

There is common ground between science and religion on

the question of the primeval abode of life The aqueous element has

been known to be the first resort of life Both vegetable as well as

animal life-forms have been born and have dwelt in water before they

grew into amphibious and terrestnal species The seers of the Veda

declare that the waters were there in the beginning. “ srrT stri’
’’

(Brihad 5-5) From water, God created all living things on the earth.

It is the faith of all religious that life spirit dwelt and moved on

the dark primeval waters lu Hindu mythology, the creative force

Visnu, lay for ages on the milky ocean, till one day it bestirred

Itself into a creative mood. In so many ways, the eye of intuition and

revelation and that of science as well, have regarded water as the

origin and the abode of life

I (Narayana Upanisad 1-1)
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The matrix of the material pattern that life requires for its

abiding and play is provided by water and by none else of the

elements of this universe. That is the medium best suited for

the vibrant throb of life and for the transmission of its impulses.

The body of man and of all plant and animal life is the material

ocean on which floats the immaterial spirit of life This fluid matrix

can be poured into vessels of various shapes and its consistency

increased or lessened. And life has attempted all those shapes, patterns

and the densities needed for its consummate expression and for the

release of the dormant spiritual force and the latest product of such

life’s enterprise is Man.

Like a spider that has woven its web and has retired into

its centre, so has life woven around itself the web of the human
organism with its automatic devices of circulation and respiration, its

autonomous nervous system and a part of the mind mechanically ope-

rating its gears and clutches, leaving the higher life at the centre to

contemplate and design its course of further evolution. Thus, there is

a whole complex system distributed in its outline under this three-

fold divisions of body-organization with the sole purpose of maintain

ing a uniform and unchanging environment for life, an environment

that contains in itself its power of accommodation and adjustment to

exogenous as well as endogenous Interferences. (Homeostasis of

Cannon). This leaves the higher mind of man free to reflect and

weave out his patterns of thought for spiritual fulfilment and for his

creative imagery m art, literature and science, all calculated to expand
the scope and variety of life expression It is obvious that all the

three aspects being component of an indivisible whole are vitally

inter-related as integral parts, and changes in any one are bound to

affect the rest. But for purposes of their specific knowledge the

nature of each of these is to be referred to in terms of quantity or

form, the degree of intensity and degree of tempo, respectively.

Modern anatomy and physiology have to their credit a long

and persistent career of investigation and study of the human orga-

nism in all its complexity and minuteness and they have tracked

down the secrets ol the human structure and function to the

microscopic cells and even beyond. It has, with great diligence.
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experimented on lower animals and ascertained with approximating
certainty the probable human reactions under giyen eircumBt&nces

and to given stimuli, this is an essential part of the equipment
needed to understand the details of human dynamics but it is by
no means all and exhaustive. Man is more and greater than the

mere sum total of his body-organizations or cells In R G. Hoskins

words “Medicine is now in a transitional phase. The ineptitude of

regarding a man as a mere collection of interesting organs is

becoming increasingly clear. The personality of their prossessor

is more important than his organs no matter what fascinating

pathological condition or secretory versatilit}^ they may disclose.”

There iq, in the first place, an as yet inadequately understood factor

of the psyche whose influence on the soma is gaining increasing

recognition daily There seem to be still greater factors as yet not

understood, but whose v/orkings are onl> dimly suspected and

observed in crucial moments and special exigencies Though their

intrinsic nature and technique of functioning may defy our present

powers of comprehension, yet their net effects are obvious to the

discriminative eye. A good part of it is perhaps clear to the mind

that IS able to observe and appraise these influences from a view-

point internal to the human organism, whde to the clinician these

are accessible through intelligent catechistic methods This presupposes

an extensive or inclusive and not an exclusive view of the structure

and function of the individual parts of the body The excellence or other-

wise of each part is vitally related to that of every other part and

the bod}'^ as a whole There is an intelligent and highly sensitive and

adaptive principle to which all the body-i unctions and life-purposes con-

verge and from which emanate the subtle and vital vibrations that uphold

and preserve life both in health and disease In a word, this

presupposes a comprehensive or integrated concept of physiology, the

coctnue of vitalism as against that of mechanism For man is more

than a machine; and over and above the psycho-somatic organization,

there subsists presiding principle which is instinct with awareness

and a wisdom beyond the conscious mind

It ma} sound at first thought as if this doctrine of vitalism

were a superfluity intruding into a realm where it were best not to
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allow it But on fuller consideration it would be seen that without a

recognition of this element, there is a void and inadequacy, a

scattered and disintegrated jumble that is belied by the fact of the

universal subjective experience of men of an integrated and compact

unity of personality It is here that the beckoning hand of time

points to the ancients, to Caraka and Susruta of India and to Hippo-

crates of Greece and Galen of Rome This is not to suggest that India

and Greece have followed the same path. Far from it as we shall see

Nevertheless their inspiration was derived from a common viewpoint of

regarding man as a whole and in the vital inter-relation of his

various organs and of the extensive or inclusive nature of the functions

of each of them in health and in disease

These analytical results should be cast again into the mould

of the synthetic or the integrative view of man. Instead of the data

themselves being priced, their ultimate net values ought to be worked

out and cherished. The affection or otherwise of each limb and part

of the body has inevitable repercussions on the total well-being of

the psycho-somatic whole which Is man and vice versa.

Once this is kept in mind, the natural corollary is to set about

discovering the main springs of human well-being and reactions, the

sources of living, action and growth as also of resisting disease and

rebuilding of loss Once the main springs of life and action are dis-

covered, understood and assessed properly in their values, the rest

follows easily and naturally In the light of this radical knowledge

of man, the data gathered assiduously about the various individual com-

ponents of the body, big and small, get reoiiented and yield a richer

wealth of wisdom pertaining to the body as a whole as well as of

Its parts

In the ancient medical thought of India, as we may find from

Caraka, Susruta and other works, this knowledge and observation of the

mam springs of human life and action and the full appraisement of the

functional values of life-expression, the full and detailed classification

of the varied signs and symptoms, visible and expressed psychically

and somatically of these mam planks of life were all important It was
not mere theory. In practical therapeutics too, it was almost everything.
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As we have already seen, they had grasped by observation and long

study of human behaviour and reactions in health and disease, and

also b3^ general inference based on the understanding of the unity

and uniformity of principles governing the cosmos as a whole and

in its several parts, that man like the world around him was governed

by a triumvirate of forces and elements well organized The action

of the sun, the waters and the vital air were the proto-types to them

of the aqueous, thermal and kinetic organizations of the human body.

Water, as we have seen, was regarded as the source and

sustainer of life, the daily purifier and refresher and the elixir of life

Water was held so sacred by most ancient races that it became a

god and a religion grew about it. (Thales of Greece and the Seers of

India). Holiness and purity were acquired through bathing and

sipping, and water had to be poured as witness to gifts or vows made.

The counterpart in the body of the water in nature was the

body-fluid, the colloidal fluid known as protoplasm Of the triumvirate

that governed the body this was the first essential In a word this

provided the very field for governance and was the substantial structure

for the state itself. This is the material organization of the kingdom.

This vital fluid forming the vehicle of the life-spirit contains

proteins, fats, carbo-hydrates, vitamin and salt, and it constantly

fluctuates to adjust to and counter internal as well as external

disturbances This integrative organization regulates constantly the

physical and chemical structure of the body-fluid as well as its

circulation It maintains the proper balance between the fluids in the

various parts of the body viz , the water bound in the colloidal system

of protoplasm, the free water between the cells and fibres as well as the

stored water in any water-depot of the body.

Temperature is an essential factor in the maintenance of this

natural and uniform pattern and in providing it the scope for vital

p}a3% the body therefore is found to possess that mechanism of

internal combustion, its heat-generating or thermal mechanism

distributed and concentrated as the case may be, in the entire body.

This is a radical aspect and not an exclusive or limited
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function and quality of any one limb or part of the organism In the

distribution of the function, it may be concentrated here and diffuse

there but in its total aspect it balances the thermal production and

output to maintain the thermal constant of the whole body. This

bio-combustion process is termed the metabolic process. The internal

thermal balance is sustained by the anabolic and catabolic processes

taking place constantly in the body. Though this thermal element

is diffused in the entire body it has also its regions or points

of focus. These foci are important to the clinician, for the pathogenic

and restorative processes are centred round these points of foci in

particular and the entire system in a general way. These

general foci are distributed in the body so as to meet the exigencies

and functions of each structural system of the body. The Kapha,

Pitta as well as Vata, the three factors of the triumvirate that governs

the psycho-somatic organism, are apportioned each its pentad of foci

in the body These, as has been already stated, have special clinical

significance and are guides and aids in practical diagnostics and

therapeutics

We now come to the last and the most important factor of

the triumvirate, the factor closest allied to the lifc'principle and

which is the supreme and vital function of the psycho somatic

organization. Life is never static even in its most rudimentary

states ^Jven simple existence presupposes an internal dynamics,

where action, aspiration and adaptation to environment are involved, the

dynamics are all the more complicated Yet again, where the psyche

is dominant and charges the body with the impulses of hope, despair,

anticipation and fear and the desire for efficiency, for triumph over

opposition and for the ]oy of achievement, the dynamic organization

involving such kinesthetic force must be subtle, many-sided, self-suffi-

cient and creative This the body-mind does possess and is known as

Vata or Vayu, ‘Va* meaning to move or convey.

The Kapha and the Pitta are relatively static*and need at

every point of their existence and functioning the co-ordinated impulse
and motivation of Vata
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qg: qg. qnit itwews l

qrgsn asr qqa^ ^q?t n

5!tI. q. H, =i'A

“Pitta is lame and so is Kapha and so also the bodyelements

and the excretions- These, like a cloud, go wherever the Vata (wind)

carries them ’’

Claude Bernard states that ‘vital force directs phenomena

which it does not produce, and physical agencies produce (in living things)

phenomena which the}' cannot direct. This apt remark of that great

physiologist has much similarity with the statement of Kapila the

propounder of the school of Sankhya.

gqq?q ^q^qi^ Hiqf qvsnqw I

OT i) 11 Ft.

“(The union) of the spirit (with the nature) is for the

contemplation (of the Nature) (The union) of the Nature (with the

spirit) IS for liberation. The union of both (i e the spirit and the

Nature) is like that of a lame man with a blind man The creation is

brought about by that (union)
"

All life is dependent on Vata, for, it is the up*bearer, impeller,

sustainer and operator of life It is known as the Tantra-Yantra-

Dhara In a chapter, classic in its pattern and expression, Caraka

describes the nature and functions of Vayu both in the cosmic as

well as its biological aspects. It is the lord of the supreme princinles

of life The salutary as well as the pathologic aspects of the Vata

principle are described by the royal sage Varyovida in eloquent

terms thus

“The Vata is the upholder of both, structure and function

(in the body) It is the very self of the five forms of Vata in the body viz

,

Prana, Udana, Samana, Vyana and Apana It is the impeller of upward

and downward movements, the controller and conductor of the mind,

the inspiritor of all the senses; the conveyer of all the sense stimuli,

the marshaller of the body-elements; the synthesizing principle in the

body; the impeller of speech; the cause of feeling and audition; the

source of the auditory and tactile senses; the origin of all excitement
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and animation; the stimulator of the gastric fire; the desiccator of the

morbid vitia; the eliminator of excrement and deobstruent of the

gross and subtle body-cbannel8» the modeller of the fetal form; the

' sustaining principle of life—all these are the functions of the normal

Vata in the body.

When however, the Vata becomes abnormal in the body,

it afflicts the organism with diverse kinds of disorders, tending to

impair its strength, complexion, well-being and life, it depresses the

mind; impairs all the senses, destroys the fetus in uterus, produces

deformity in it, or unduly prolongs the period of gestation; gives rise

to fear, grief, stupefaction, depression of the spirits and delirium, and

obstructs the vital functions ’’ (Car. Sutra 12-8)

It is necessary at this stage to remind ourselves that the

science of physiology has passed through several stages of evolution

It was first a static view of the individual and of specific functions of

the various organs and tissues of the body Later it was realised that

there was an integrative control through the nervous system and the

psychic influences and that these parts could not be regarded as

functioning separately Yet again the endocrine secretions opened up
newer processes of physiologic and metabolic conditions, having

integrative chemical control on the body and new light was thrown
on the cellular structure and function We now know that no one part

of limb or gland or cell of the body can be viewed unrelated to the rest

of the psycho-somatic whole. One kind of secretion is balanced by another

and the glands, the tissues, cells and all the other elements are inter-

related and controlled by the fulcrum of personality on which the

whole organism is fixed Thus physiology is a total and integrated

life-process and though viewed analytically for study-purposes, the

comprehensive constitutional view must never be ignored Tliis

triumvirate of Kapha, Pitta and Vata form the general outline of that

constitutional pattern or scheme, and all constructive, integrative,

assimilative, recuperative and eliminative processes are to be understood
in terms of the nature and working of these three principles as an
integrated whole They are all inclusive and complete in their com-
prehension of the body-mind processes as a whole. Time and space
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factors vary every moment and hence it is not possible to maintain

optimal environmental condition; hence life develops within itself such

active organization as can enable the body to adjust immediately

and adapt to the variation in the external relation. Moreover life

evolves a special protective and survival technique to counteract the

inimical environmental incursions.

The Three States of Life functioning in Men

We know all animate life to exist and grow in three different

forms, the stationary life of plants, the mobile but instinctive and more

or less passive and reflex life of the animal and the discursive, active

and creative life of the human The human body evolved as it is

from the most rudimentary life, contains the vital processes of

all these three types of life. It contains parts and organs that

grow, abide and function like the plants, absorbing food, turning

it into energy and discharging the waste products and automa-

tically maintaining the basic body-life uninterfered and unaided

by the higher aspect of the mind generally From birth to death

the heart, the stomach and the intestines, the liver and other glands go

on functioning in their own autonomous nature without constant

active impulsion or inhibition from the mind. Nature has managed

to keep generally this basic body-mechanism beyond the ordinary

man’s reach and control.

Then there is the reflex life of man wherein the limb and

sense organs execute purposive or protective movements in response

to the external stimuli and in defence of the body-life against

extraneous incursions and interferences. Much of the normal man e

physical activity and mental and emotional impulses are reflexes and

therefore a passive reaction to the external world of stimuli in multi-

faiions forms. This is the part of animal life in man.

Above these two forms of life stands the real human life i. e

the purposive, creative and self-conscious propulsion of the higher

mind. It is in the function of the higher mind and the translation

into action by deliberate effort that man rises to and asserts his
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essential llumallit5^ This is the life of the psyche bringing up into

play will, determination and discrimination.

Life has so managed to construct man that the basic survival

functions are placed normally beyond the control of the individual

himself and are an autonomous set of organizations. Thus mans

survival is assured even as against himself This organization is known

as the autonomous or vegetative nervous systems including as it does

the functioning of the heart, the liver, the intestines and such other

vital organs These organs have an independent functioning of their own

and continue to work, given suitable environment, even outside the

human body. Thus they represent in man the most primary life-forms

of unicellular life, which is the unit of life. The reflex organization

controlled by the central nervous system represents the next higher

stage of man’s evolution as an animal which reacts suitably to

environment, and acts and learns by adjusting to external stimuli.

This is the animal aspect of man. It is a passive activity in response

to the environment The full psychic life where the creative forces

of his imagination and reason come into play and launch man’s life

upon the vast ocean of creative activity, discovering new factors and

shaping the environment to this inner impulses, is the fullest

expression of man on the human plane.

Thus a human being is effected and expresses himself in all

these three aspects of his life while in health as well as in disease.

For us who are concerned with man’s pathological manifestatious, the

varied changes and symptoms that are manifested in these three
aspects of man are very important for purposes of diagnosis aud
treatment. The most sensitive apparatus in him being the
psyche in him, such internal symptoms as malaise, mental images and
modes, dreams, desires and impulses form the material on which to
base our appraisement of a situation. These factors are accessible to
the physician only through close questioning and conversation with
the patient and presuppose a certain degree of observation, intros-
pection and intelligence on the part of the patient himself In the
absence of these factors, the proper appraisement of a disease
condition in its early state is difficult. Thus the psychic disturbances
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serve as the earliest symptoms that can guide the physician in the

diagnosis of a disease condition.

The next stage of diagnosis is referable to the vegetative

aspect of our body-organization. Since these functions are mainly

independent of the mind and the central nervous system, they

evince individual and automatic reactions to disease-affection and try

to make suitable adjustments with it This will be manifest in the form

of instinctive inclinations for or against certain tastes, things, articles

of diet, heat and coldin order to correct the decrease or increase

of a particular structure or function in the body

These two groups of symptoms, psychic modifications and

instinctive inclinations are really the prodromal or premonitory

symptoms helpful in earty diagnosis of the disturbance of health.

The study of premonitory symptoms has been given a great

importance in Ayurveda and forms an important category in the

pentad of diagnostic methods

IV THE STUDY OF ENVIRONMENT

Life and Environment

The understanding of the nature and function of life

involves the study and the appreciation of the factor of environment.

Indeed the two are one, like the two sides of a coin To think of

life apart from an environment is as impossible as to think of light

without Its surrounding sphere of illumination.

For the medical science particularly, life goes always with its

environment Every organism and specially man must be understood

always in relation j^to his environment, for all his life-functions are

engrossed in a continual flax to meet the challenge or reap the benefit

of tbe factors of environment in the various forms of weather,

geographical conditions, nature of soil, social tendencies, bacterial

saturation and similar other conditions. In fact the play of life of

any organism consists m its reactions to a given or changing

environment Environment is its prime cause of being, as also of its

disorders and perfection Caraka expresses this truth as a philosophical
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axiom, that the exiatence of all beings is derived from the nature of

their reaction to environment

ff H^rvn

“The continued existence or otherwise of all creatures is

dependent on the proper, inadequate, excessive or wrong interaction

between them and their environmental factors. For well-being and
ill-being or existence and non«existence are dependent on the right

degree and nature of contact with environment. ’ (Car. Sutra 11-44)

Thus in the medical science ‘*Man*cum‘Fnvironment " is the

unit of study.

As we have noted, life is not a static condition but a dynamic
process of continual adjustment with environment Time and space which
constitute the environment, are perpetually varying factors of the universe
which necessitate the constant vigilance, activity and modification m
the reactions of the organism. Caraka therefore uses the various
synonyms of life such as f5rJ?T»T and denoting the constant
changing, dynamic and progressive nature of life.

Disease factors of Environment

When the organism has failed to adjust or adapt owing
either to some innate deficiency or to the overwhelming force of the
environment, the resultant is disease-conditiou which is the subject
matter of medicine. Such environmental factors are known as exoge-
nous disease factors They are of the nature of space and time which
nc u e varying places and positions of things and seasonal variations
as well as physical chemical and biological invasions.

In a great measure the organism can be taught to adjust to

wMesome practices

\ ® seasonal regimen thit are entitled ‘‘ whole-

1
Aynrveda are ealenlated to help

from chan’

” overcome these impediments to healthfrom changing environment. This Is a lesson in acquiring immunity
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againgt probable antagoni*tic features of time and space

Guiding factor in Adaptation

The above is true only in a general sense, for we find that

reaction to environment is so diflFerent from one individual to another.

No two people are the same in looks, tastes and degree of tolerance

to heat and cold. Consequently the degrees of their individual adjust-

ment and adaptive reaction must be different and in helping to

bring about similar results, varying methods and degrees of effort

have to be pursued. On what does this difference depend? What is the

guide in determining the different degree and quality? What causes have

brought about these differences in reaction to a common environment ?

In answer to these questions we stumble upon the central truth of

the medical science i. e individual constitution Complete adjust-

ment of the individual with his environment is possible only on the

basis and appreciation of the facts of his individual constitution It is

onl}’ by viewing environment and constitution together that we can

accomplish the complete and successful harmonization of man with his

environment, which is the sole aim and justification of medicine.

V THE STUDY OF CONSTITUTION

The outstanding fact of life is that no two individuals are

exactlj' alike either in appearance or physical and mental aptitudes,

abilities and gifts This is because each person occupies a point in

space-time different from that of every one else This endows on each

person at the very moment of his coming into being, a peculiar

group of qualities and tendencies through the ‘genes’ Elach person thus

enters into life with a peculiar viewpoint, mode of reaction to envir-

onment and susceptibility to physical and psychic influences That is

why we find that though people live in a common environment no'

two of them react in identical fashion The great physician Osier says,

“ No two persons react equally to incursion of inj’nry. No two persons

suffering from the same disease ran exactly similar clinical courses

All this emphasizes the supreme^ importance of the knowledge of indi-

vidual constitution in medicine.
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It is difficult to say at tlie present stage of human knowledge,

how and what factors go into the making of this unique bundle

of tendencies and qualities, why certain ancestral and race traits get

to be recessive in one child and 'dominant m another. But that such

IS the case ts evident from the investigations of Mendel and other

scientists who have tried to reduce the subject into a biological law.

Classification of Types

If one is over-scrupulous m statement there are as many
types as there are individuals But that is unhelpful in reducing the

subject to some approximate formula. Therefore some biologists and
medical scientists have classified these types, racewite, groupwise
regionwise and in some other ways. But the inadequacy of these
classifications becomes evident from the medical clinician’s point of

view when individuals of the same race, group or region show
divergent reactions and degrees of tolerance to common disease-factors.

Hence a totally biological classification and grouping alone is entitled
to the clinician’s credence and appreciation.

In the ancient pathology of India and to an approximate
degree iu that of ancient Greece, such a biological view and
classification do obtain In India affe or constitution has been
broadly classified into three groups allowing of innumerable minor
groupings according to the varied combinations of these three
main categories This classification was done both from the physiolo-
gical and pathological points of view, in the light of the triumvirate of
10 ogical^ organizations This classification became the guiding spirit of

the clinician and the patient in the maintenance of positive health and
in prop ylactic as well as curative measures of disease. It was also the
eacon light in the realm of diagnostics and practical therapeutics

In^ the daily regimen of diet and behaviour meant for balancing
and correcting the predisposing factors of disease, this constitutional

Carake saT.

in fff r ^ A practice of things antagonistic
ffect to one s predisposing factors, is recommended in the whole-some living (Car Stttra 7-41) This contains the beginnings of the
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science of immunity in itg active aspect where the individtial is ena*

bled to react powerfully with all his vital* power of resistance.

The term “ constitution ’ is used in physiology nearly in the

same sense as in' sociology wherein it is defined as the fundamental

law according to which the government of a state is organized and

the relations of individuals with society as a whole are regulated This

regulation is accomplished by the legislature, the administration and

the judiciary, all of them co operating with and dependent on each

other Thus it is with the integrated physiology The millions of

body-cells, the nervous system, the heart, the lungs and the intestines, all

act in a coalition-government and mutually impel and check and

balance and produce an integrated and harmonised result that is life

and good health Ayurveda depicts this integrated function in terms

of the triumvirate of biological organizations and their mutual

interaction.

Prakrit! or Constitution in Ayurveda

Constitution is called Prakiti in Ayurveda It is the sam

total of the crystallized results of all the influences of time and space

on individual human life. It is easy to see that since no two

individuals can occupy the same point in this time space world, no

two individuals are identical in all respects It is now for us to

understand the various factors that constitute this time-space in order

to ascertain and define its variable influences on constitutions, as also

the multiple of its types.

‘Space’ connotes the geographical and climatic conditions of

the region of the individual’s residence and all the characteristics of

the social and physical environment of the man, while “ time
"

refers to the age of the individual, the seasonal characteristics and

the sum total of the influences from the inception of the man
commencing from the moment of impregnation of the mother’s ovum
or even much earlier. The germ-cell contains the tendencies developed

through all previous incarnations and thus is traced ultimately to the

very beginning of time.
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It is commoQ knowledge now that the fetus undergoes all ^

the evolutionary metamorphoses of its biological ancestry in the

uterus before it emerges as a full-fledged human Thus the whole

experience of the species is in the germ-cell This is known as

g^^nti^nnsT^fh-genes The peculiar influence inherited from both the

parents and the combination of the formative forces, such as climate,

season and environment, obtaining at the time of impregnation—all

these, go to shape the constitutional destiny of the individual The

inheritance of previous incarnations, being subtle, is psychic,

but they m turn have their influence on the somatic reactions. Thus

at birth, a whole world of influences has already been at work m
giving the individual a definite predisposition, a definite pattern of

tendencies set in motion, which determines his, or her degree of

tolerance and resistance to external and internal disease factors The

varying effects of climate on the gravida and her habits and tendencies

and social and seasonal environment are bound to have profound

consequences and m3TifTTfgSTT!i|5^) Thus at the very

moment of birth, the individual is a complex being, a bundle of

tendencies bearing the seal of destiny, with of course, a margin for

freedom of will and action.

Constitution is an inherited or genotypical condition, that

cannot be altered fundamentally and is a life-long concern and
of supreme significance in determining the conditions of health and
disease in man This is well expressed m the following verses of

Caraka and Snsruta.

IrqT il \\

From the moment of coception some men are equibalauced-
as regards the three vitia ^Vata, Pitta and Kapha >and some have a
predominance of Vata, soiiie^ of Pitta and some of Kapha

Of them the first alone enjoy perfect health while the rest
are ever liable to disease. Their body-habitus is named according to the
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continual predominance of a particular vitiura in the body". ( Car

SQtra 7, 39-40)

if wmz. i

ST?Braai?q% ^ 5r*tii 315 II ^3 H

g.

‘‘These are the lymptoms of the heriditary disposition or

constitution formed by the predominant vital habitus formed at the

time of the fertilization of the ovum by the sperm”. (Susruta Sarlra 4-63)

uw vpf?n5wri? 11

“There any part of the healthy seed (germ-cell) is vitiated by the

nature and action of the Vitia, i e Vata and the rest, that part of

the germ*cell determines the future constitutional type of the person’*.

(Commentary by Dalhana on the above verse).

srot «rr dhrsm?) 1

'SfTVflr 5 nwr^pr: 11

, g. mr

*'The constitutional condition does not get changed, nor incre-

ased nor diminished generally except at the end of life” (Susruta

Sarira 4-78)

Thus the importance of knowledge of constitution is

established both in physiology as well as pathology.

Caraka propounds that there are three mam classes of

persons. They are the Vatala, the Pittala and Slesmala i. e. the one

^^f Vata habitus, that of Pitta habitus and that of Slesma habitus

'^ese are the three main constitutional groups in each of whom one

joftthe triumvirate of biological organizations is predominantly active

or|)!|>ronounced. There are various degrees of combinations of these

viti^’Qtbv) as these habituses are called, of two or three of these being

jointly In a hyper or hypo condition. When the symptoms associated

with and characteristic of each of these vitia are known, the degree

of their combination can be inferred from them. Layiug out the general

ontline of three main categories of constitution, Caraka declares that

in the clinical Investigation of these three types of constitution the
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following are their characteristic traits and qualities. (Car. Vimana 8)

95-(I) We shall now explain the characteristics of habitus etc. It

3t thus. The fetal body develops its habitus from the nature of the

mother’s diet and behaviour, and the nature of the proto-elemental

combinations

95-(II). Among these fatcors, whichever elements are predominant,

will be observed to influence the nature of the fetus; therefore are

men spoken of, as of such and such habitus and vltial susceptibility

beginning from their fetal life.

95. Hence some are of Kapha habitus, some are of Pitta habitus

and some of Vata habitus; some are of the combined habitus. Some

are posBessed of vitial equipoise. The characteristics of these, we shall

describe here

, 96-(I) The Kapha IS unctuous, smooth, soft, sweet, firm, dense,

slow, stable, heavy, cold, viscid and clear

96.(11) Kapha, being unctuous, those of Kapha habitus have glossy

limbs; on account of its smoothness they have smooth limbs; owing to its

softness they have pleasant, delicate aud clear bodies, owing to its

softness they have pleasant, delicate and clear bodies; owing to its

sweetness they have a profusion of semen, desire for the sex-act and
children. On account of its firmness they have firm, well-knit and
stable bodies; owing to the denseness of Kapha, they are plump and
rounded m all their limbs Owing to its slowness, they are slow in

their actions and speech; due to its stability, they are alow in their

undertakings and in the change of moods and pathological condition; '

owing to its heaviness, thej?^ are of firm, large and stable gait, owing
to Its coldness, their hunger, thirst, heat and perspiration are meagre;
owing to its viscidity, they are firm and. well-knit in their joints,
Similarly owing to its clearness they are of deaf looks, of clear and
mellow complexion and voice

96. Owing to the combination of sucb qualities, those of
Kapha habitus are possessed of strength, wealth, knowledge, vitality,
gentleness and long life.
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97-(I) Pitta is hot, acute, fluid, raw-raeati«h in smell, acid and

pungent 97-

(II) Owing to its heat, those of^Pitta habitus are intolerant of

heat, very hot in the mouthy of delicate and "clear bodies, and have

profuse moles, freckles, spots and pimples on the body, excessive

hunger and thirst, are subject to early wrinkles, grey hair and

baldness, and are possessed generally of scant}
, soft and tawny hair

on the head, face and body. Owing to its acuteness, they are possessed

of keen valour and acute digestive fire, are g'ven to taking excessive

quantit}' of food and drink, are subject to incapacity to bear t!uffering,

and are constant eaters Owing to its fluidity they have flabby and

soft joints and flesh and profuse discharge of sweat, urine and feces.

Owing to its raw meatish smell, they smell very much in their arm-pits,

mouth, head aud body Owing to its pungent and acid taste they have

a small quantuj^ of semen, limited sex appetite and scanty offspring

97 Owing to a combination of such qualities those of Pitta

habitus are of moderate strength and life-span and of moderate

knowledge, experience, wealth and means

98-

(I). Vata is dry, light, unsteady, abundant, swift, cold, rough

and clear.

98-(iI) Owing to its dry,jess, those of Vata habitus are of dry,

wasted and small bodies, of long-drawn, dry, low, broken, hollow and

hoarse voice, and are always wakeful. Owing to its llghteness, they

are light and inconstant of gait, behaviour, diet and speech. Owing
to Its unsteadiness, they are restless m their joints, e3-es, brows/ jaws,

tongues, heads, shoulders, hands and feet. Due to its abundance,

they are given to much talk aud have prominent veins and tendons

Owing to its swiftness they are quick in their undettakings and

variation of moods aud pathological change They are quickly affected

hy fear, likes and dislikes. Thej' are quick in grasping and in forget-

ing too Owing to its cold quality', they are intolerant of cold, and

are greatly liable to suffer cold, shivering and stiffness. Owing to its

roughness thej' have rough hair on the head, face and body, rough

nails, teeth, mouth, hands and feet. Owing to its clearness the}^ have
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cracked Hmbs and their jointB always make Jioise as they walk.

98. Owing to the combination of such qualities, those of Vata

habitus are generally of small strength, short life-span, scanty offspring

and means, and of meagre wealth
' I

99 In a combined habitu«, the qualities are also combined.

100 Those possessed of the equipoise of triumvirate of vitia

are endowed with all the good qualities described. This should one

examine from the point of view of habitus

Thb ^perfect equilibrium of this vitia is the norm or perfect

health

Having now the full outline of this triumvirate of vitia that

determine the total psycho-somatic texture of man, it is necessary to

— enter into a more detailed inquiry into the nature and mode of

operation of this triumvirate of vitia and into the justification

of their nomenclature.

V! METHOD OP NOMENCLATURE

We shall now proceed to study mans behaviour in the

maintenance of health and in his fight against diseases.

Dliatu (isig)

The living organism includes in its category unicellular

tiny speck of undiffereutial protoplasm as well as the
man with his highly differentiated organs, tissues and cells The
cell 18 the functional and structural unit of life Many lower forms of

lives consist only of a single cell Moreover, man who is so highly
evolved a creature, has commenced his life at the unicellular stage,

namely the fertilized ovum. The fundamental phenomena of life are
identical in all living organisms.

In unicellular life, structure is hardly visible or definable but
hfe-pbenomena are all the same as those observed in higher forms of
life.

Though the material form of existence is too insignificant
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to be noticeable, it is made np of dynamic systemi manifesting

ceaseless ‘actiTities These dynamic systems which fully sustain

life and carry out effectively life-functions are the three primary

organizations. As they are the fundamental physiological systems

sustaining life in co-ordination with that insignificant speck of

protoplasm they earn the significant name of wij or the upholders, a

word devived from the root ‘lar to support or sustain'

In higher life this protoplasm becomes greatly increased in

proportion and gets differentiated into various forms in order to carry

out the special functions assigned to them; and we find in man several

different kinds of tissues or body-elements evolved (?er etc.) playing

a significant role m the maintenance of the physical body This

differentiation and specialization of tissues is to augment the power

of the primary triumvirate of organizations Hence in man the three

primar3’ organizations, Vata, Pitta and Kapha, as well as specialized

tissues of his physical body viz ,
rw etc , evolved for special functions,

are both given equal imnortance and included m the category of qij

or the upholders or sustainers of life

The highly logical spirit of that age impelled them to be

vet}* accurate and meticulous in all matters, especially in definitions

and nomenclature

The human bod}^ lives on the food which it ingests everyday

It assimilates out of the food ingested some portion aud throws out

the rest. Among the primitive unicellular life, this process occurs

immediately. But in man with his highly specialized tissues and systems

the process of separating the useful from the nnusefnl material takes

place at one region, the process of assimilation at another and that

of elimination at yet another region

The bod}' absorbs according to its needs and capacity, a

portion of the useful, the remaining unused and unuseful portion is

graduaU5’^ thrown out by the body. The process of elimination takes

some time in the complex machinery of the human body. The matter

separated for elimination is often useful and definitely not harmful in
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the usual course and which during Jts sojourn through the excretory

channels may be even rendering some service to the body-elements ,
or

body-organizations Thus this waste matter meaut for ultimate elimina-

tion,
j,
though not forming a part of the regular body-elements,

does exist m the body enjoying perfect health and is probably rende-

ring service to ,it. Hence it is also included in the categor}'' of

in a general way though it is usually given the significant name

of W 55 or waste matter m particular

Thus ,the word ^15 includes in its category:—

1

The primary three functional organizations, i. e. the triumvi-

rate which is the primary organization in each and every unit of life.

2

The seven body-elements or tissues of tbe physical body and

structural systems evolved to augment and refine the work of the

primary organizations of tbe triumvirate
,

,

3

The waste or excretory material, healthful in action

Dosha

All the Dhatus may become vitiated and may vitiate locally

their neighbouring parts, but - tbe general or tbe vitiators of

t,he -whole body are tbe triumvirate of organizations This generalized

or vitiating nature is the most common in the

triumvirate organization because they are all*perv'’sive and in constant

action to maintain perfect effectiveness of the whole body in ever
changing environmental factors ,

,

Thus the word stw (dosa) is used for*

—

1 The three biological organizations of triumvirate

2 Secretions and excretions, which are formed as immediate,
intermediary or end products as the result of the functioning, of these
three biological organizations are also mdentified with Dosa toxic
matter and are often termed Dosa

i I ' i
'

r
,

(3) or the waste matter is also often designated Dosa as
Its dominant quality is to pollute.

Mala {U51
)

' *

‘ \
rtM ' iThe word (Mala) is also used in two senses —
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I. The end-products of the digestive process are classified in

two parts: one that is assimilated in the body and which becomes a part of

the body-elements is called arnr?? (clean matter) while the other part not

so assimilated gets converted into some secretory and excretoy products

serving some auxiliary purpose in the body-functions and gets finally

disposed of or eliminated from the body This is called wsr or

(unclean matter) But this being the normal or physiological function,

this or iliS-waste matter is included under the term or up-

holder of body (vide Caraka Sutra. 28, 4)

(2) The other meaning of ?75r as given in Caraka, (Sarira

6-17) IS all morbid matter in the body which is harmful to it. Under

this heading the author puts the following things,

—

a Bxcretory matter issuing outwards from the orifices of

the body in various forms

b Over-mature body-elements.

c Irritated Vata, Pitta and Kapha.

d Such other things residing in the body tending to

injure it

Thus healthful is un-assimilated portion of food ingested,

existing in the healthy body while harmful trsr is harmful matter of

any kind existing in the body and doing harm to it

The word "Dosa” is derived from (Dus) to vitiate or

pollute, to become impure, to be bad or corrupted’.

Each or all the Dhatus or upholders of the body just

described viz
,

the triumvirate organization, body-tissues and

the excretory and secretory matter become vitiated in disease

condition But the main part as vitiator is played by the triumvirate

organization Once they are vitiated, they spread their vitiating

effects to all the other body-parts and channels, for they are pervading

in the whole body

viiewea- ir^ser: I
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“ The vitiated body-channels spread the corruption to other

body-channels alone, and the vitiated body-elements to other bod5
'

elements where as the three vitia, Vata, Pitta, and Kapha, if vitiated,

pollute the entire organism, being as they are of a vitiating nature

(Car Vim 5, 9)

^Tafti'TT%s«Tai ffquTffpr^ri: gjTTSSEifsr \

W. ^
“Vata, Pitta and Kapha moving m the whole body produce

good and ill effects on the entire system according as they are normal

or provoked”. (Car. Sutra. 20, 9)

From the definitions of 'srig; and 3??? discussed above,

we see that the term ‘ ’ is used:-

(1)

. Mainly for the three primary organizations which are

specially liable to be disorganized and which spread their effects

in the whole body and vitiate any or all other parts of the body

(2)

. The body secretions pertaining to the functions of each

of the triumvirate organization are given the same terra as Vata,

Pitta and Kapha, the physilogical triumvirate of organizations As
for example-

II

“ Just after ingestion, the food prepared from the sis

categories of tastes becomes first sweet of taste being digested and
leads to the formation of Kapha or of mucus-like fluid which is of frothy

appearance ’ (Car, Cik 15-9)

“Further digestion being continued, the food becomes acid
in the next stage of digestion and while it is coming out of the
stomach it excites the secretion of limpid bile” (Caraka Cik. 15-10)

“Thus the food having reached the large intestines and being
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dehydrated by the body-heat, is converted into fecal lumps. These
being of pungent ^taste,' ^here occurs ' increase' of "Vata ” (Car Cik.

15-11) ^
^

(3) Excretory matters, normal or abnormal pertaining either

to the functioning of the trium^rirate organization or to the

secretory products related to those primary organizations, are given

the same designation" of Dosa (^1^) in general and of Vata, Pitta and

Kapha in particular

'

ssfigiginTw^TT^rir I

‘
. These, drugs should be used as emetic by the physician in

a way not harmful to the body in gastrogenic disorders characte-

rized by morbid accumulations of Kapha and Pitta” (Car Sutra 2. 8)
j

sT^itrr^j: •Q ^
' “ Those should be prescribed for purgation when the morb d

matter has accumulated in the colon ” (Car Sutra 2, 10)

I mvsoii

?ri i in'^'ill

Evacuative enema, if given when the morbid matter has

been fully digested, will immediately increase the vitality and

digestive power and produce apyrexu, <
good cheer and appetite

Taxation will eliminate Pitta or Kapha, Pitta lodged in the habitat

of the Pitta, while enemata will eliminate all the three kinds of

morbid matter lodged in the colon
’’

(Car Vim 3, 170-171)

In the last verse cited above Vata etc , are used in their

excretory aspect (n^) Thns in order to avoid ambiguity lu sense, a

thing is given a specific designation in view of its preponderant or

special tendency towards a form or function

These vitia (^q) are go called because they are considerd to

be the first things to be modified or morbified by diet, behaviour or

other environmental factors, or by internal factors of emotiouB, restraint
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of natural urges etc. They do not
^

stop at that, but once _they are

themselves morbified they proceed to vitiate gradually any of the seven

body-elements Thus these vitia are by virtue of their high degree of

susceptibility to vitiation and also by virtue
,

of their

active tendency to contaminate the body-elements, are specially

designated as vitia owing to their doubly condemnable

vice. But these '.very vitia, ’when; in their normal unvitiated state,

support, enliven and rear the other elements of the body and are a

source of the blessings of health and happiness They then are indeed

the basic elements, the rock-bottom of life in man and though .termed

vitia owing to their extreme liability to vitiate, deserve to be called the

elements (rrtg) In their balanced state they are indeed Dhatus, but

for convenience of exposition and uniformity of application they are

called vitia even in their benevolent or sanagenic state In .their

morbified state they are pathogenic and m a science dealing

primarily with the pathogenic factors and their various manifestations

and operations it is convenient to fix t.hem up in their pathological

state and refer to their physiological status too by the same term

prefixed by its uon-morbid quality Thus the unvitiated ‘vitium" is

called the vitium in its normal state, and the vitiaced one

as the morbid vitinm (Car Saira 12,13) Ktymologically, it is

mtcresling to know that the Greek prefix dys’ as in dysfunction,

d5 Buria, dyspepsia etc
,
is akin to Sanskrt meaning to be bad,

corrupted,' spoiled or vitiated.

Saingadhaia summarizes the three aspects of these vitia in

a terse thus:

ituT IIMl

r

'‘Vata, Pitta and Kapha are called vitia because they vitiate
the body, they are called body-elements or supports because they
uphold the body, and they are also known as waste or toxic matter
(«®) because they pollute the body". (Sar Pu. 5 24).

I

Thus in order. to use a specific terminology the words
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and wn are generally used in the following senge.

= The triumvirate of body-organizations or the triad of vitia

>TIiI = The body-elements*

jTir=The waste or toxic matter.

VII THE NATURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE BODY TRIUIVIVIRATE

Vata, Pitta and Kapha are the names of the three organizations

of the body known as the “Triumvirate’’. Their individual nature,

function and mode of operation have been till now discussed in a

general way

Now we shall try to review them m greater detail from

ph5.siological, pathological, clinical and therapeutic points of view

The General Nature and Concept of the Triumvirate

The three organizations of the triumvirate are the ver}r warp

and woof of the texture of life. The triumvrate is considered the sole

support of the body.

Its physiological or pathological condition is the root cause

of existence or dissolution of the body Susruta significantly remarks

:

“It IS Vata, Pitta and Slebma alone that bring the body into

being. This body is upborne by them in their normal or healthy state

established in the lower, the middle and the upper regions of the

body respectively, even as a hut is upheld by three poles. Therefore

are these called the three poles or supports’’ (Susruta Sutra 21-3)

Thus these three organizations, though viewed individually

for the purpose of a clear grasp of their peculiar nature and functions,

must yet be appreciated in their united and integrated whole as

mutually checking and balancing forces in the body. Their sanagenic

influence is due to their integrated mode of functioning
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Caraka says that when the triumvirate is in its normal or

physiological condition, the man enjoys perfect health; and when it is

in the abnormal or pathological state the man suffers from disease.

f^'74^Di'iq'q'Tc[?TKgr ^ ^

‘ To be correct, it is all the three-Vata, Pitta and Kapha, in

their normal condition that combine to make a man whole of his

senses, possessed of strength, good complexion and ease and

assured of great longevity, even as the triad of Dharma, Artha and

Kama, when properly cherished, secure for him the highest good both

here and m the other world (The same three) if rendered morbid,

bring upon the man great tribulation”. (Car Sutra. 12,13)

‘‘And the vitia are three: Vata, Pitta and Kapha When
normal they cause the proper functioning of the body, when they have

become abnormal they certainly afltlict the body by causing disorders

of various types" (Car Vim. 1, 5)

Caraka further states that the triumvirate is ever present in

the body either in physiological state or the pathological state*

sTffhpii gj qf^er: w ^ t-s-vc

“Vata, Pitta and Kapha, reside either in their normal or

pathological state in the bodies of all creatures Hence the learned

physician should desire to recognise them ’
( Car Sutra, 18, 48)

The importance of the triumvirate in supporting the body is

well brought home by Susruta in the following simile.

‘ Just as the moon, sun and wind uphold the world by
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their action of release, absorption and dissemination respectively^

even so do Kapha, Pitta and Vata act with regard to the body".

(Snsruta Sutra. 21-8)

The triumvirate is all-pervasive and circulate to every part

of the body As the vitia are circulating in the entire body, their nor-

mal or provoked condition gives rise to good or bad health respectively

f'qarffqarr g»?igfrifh i

“Vata, Pitta and Kapha moving in the whole body produce

good or ill effects on the entire system, according as they are

normal or provoked ’ (Car. Sutra 20-9)
t ^

The function of the triumvirate is integrative though pentad

cf foci are described for each vitium where dominance of the function

of that particular vitium is observed.

Susruta states—

qgvu nf^U'cB II

4 r^ V.

"The fivefold Vata upholds the body by its characteristic

functions of throbbing, transmission billing up, separation and retention”.

The fivefold Pitta which causes pigmentation, digestion, vital

essence, lustre, intelligence and heat, nourishes the body by its

thermogenic function.

The fivefold Slesma which causes the cohesion of the joints,

nnctuousneSB, growth,- replenishment, strength and firmness, nourishes

the bodj^ by its (colloidal) watering function”. (Susruta Sut 15, 4)

Vagbhata says* ‘
„ , .

ni^ui
l

•r c. ^
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“Tliiia the focal places of this generally all-pervasive vltia

are to be known as also the different actions of the vitia (withxef. to

these foci)

Pentad of foci of each of the vitia has great diagnostic

importance as the signs of discondance of the vitia are manifested first

and certainl}^ m their respective pentad of foci.

Thus It helps to diagnose the disease in its earliest stage.

Caraka states-

‘‘The Vata necessaril3’' gets increased in its own habitat

consequent upon the decrease of Kapha’’ (Car Cik. 19, 121)

Moreovei the general line of treatment shall have to be modified

when it IS to be practically applied to disease conditions originating in

or affecting dominantly the particular pentad of foci.

Vagbhata sa^^s-

3T d

“Therefore special line of therapeutics has to be pursued

suit the special site of affection”. (A.st. Sang Sutra, 23)

to

Physiological Vata

Vata we know as the vital, mobile and motivating principle

of all life functions Its pervasion is throughout the body, for no part
or cell of the body can function without its motivation. Its function is

to cause all movement including that of the conveying of sense-

impressions and thought and emotional impulses. Thus all neuro-
muscular activity, voluntary as well as involuntary is at its bidding
and all sense functions that form the very basis of life-play are
the functions of Vata All the life-functions including the daily
metabolic processes of maintaining the proportion and tone of

body-elements belong to Vata It is indeed the verv life-principle, the
Overlord of the bodj’’ That is why Atreya calls it and
the all controller of the body.
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The Actions of the Organizations of Normal Yata as described by Caraka

“j. The Vata la the upholder of both, structure and fun-

ction (in the body)

It IS the very self of the five forms of Vata

m the body viz., Prana, Udana, Samana, Vyana
and Apana.

It is the impeller of upward and downward

movements

'€ f^nFcTT '9 The controller and conductor of the mind

H. The inspiritor of all the senses

£. The convener of all the sense-stimuli

^9 The marshaller of the body elements

^ The synthesizing principle in the body.

"I. The impeller of speech

<io. sr^fir* The cause of feeling and audition

11 The source of the auditory and tactile senses

19 The origin of all excitation and animation.

13 The stimulator of the gastric fire.

IV ^^a^fqoT The desiccator of the morbid vitia.

The eliminator of excrement.

1 = . ^'5?T The deobstrueut of the gross and subtle body-channels.

1V9 qiaf The modeller of the fetal form

1 <:. i The sustaining principle of life.

=9 ^ (Car Sutra 12, 8)

Caraka describes the functions of m short as follows

ufhirm ii w. ^ i-i-^-^

‘ Actions of the normal Vata are animation, inspiration and

expiration (respiratory movement), body movement, regular circulation

of bod} •elements and regular elimination of excrections”. (Car.

Sutra. 18-49)
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And finalljf lie makes an aphoristic statement all-compre-

bensive of the function of Vata
!

N nTf^sri ii

‘ All the life-activities of the body are performed by the normal

Vata which is said to be the life of living beings” (Car. Sutra, 17,118)

Su^ruta describes the function of Vata as under:

i i § g, im--v

“The fivefold Vata upholds the body by its characteristic

functions of throbbing, transmission, filling up, separation and retention’'

Vata IS given the supreme importance in the series of the

triumvirate

Caraka says—'

“Vayu is life and vitality, Vayu is the supporter of all embo-
died beings, Vayu is verily the whole universe, and Vayu is the lord

of all Thus IS Vayu extolled” (Car. Cik 28, 3)

Susruta describes Vata or Vayu in highly eulogistic words.

ii'A II

lU-n

‘‘Vayu is praised as the self born and worshipful one.As it is free,

eternal and all-pervasive, it is the soul of all beings and worshipoed by
all the world It is the cause of the creation, subsistence and dis-

solution of all beings". iSusruta Nid. 1, 5-6)

The supreme status of Vata may be also attributed to it&

being the propeller and director of the movement of the other two
members of the triumvirate.

f'nr: sa: va: q*iql Bsqruq. i

^T. 'i.
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'Tltta is lame, Kapha is lame and lame too are the excretions

and the body-elements. These, like a cloud, go wherever they are

carried by Va^u (wind or Vata) (Sarn Pu. 5 ,25}

Physiological Pitta (sr^^jcrf^Tr)

Pitta 18 indeed the thermal element or element of fire. The

integrative organization of it does the following functions in the body

Caraka states

—

“It is Agni (Fire) alone that is immanent in ,the Pitta
'

Snsruta, in reply to a pertinent question raised by the,, pupil

whether Pitta is different from fire-element or whether Pitta and fire-

element are one and the same, declares

“There is known to be no fire other than Pitta (in the body)’’

This, as has already been stated, is the organization of the

thermal balance of the body It is the total thermal function or

process going on in the body including all the secretions inter-

nal or external that go to build up the metabolic process and

maintenance of the thermal optimum necessary for the preservation

and growth of all life-processes

It has also the further function of giving coloration or

of pigmenting the body-elements such as redness m the blood, flesh

and marrow and the pigmentation of the excretions like feces and

urine

“The Pitta of the liver and the spleen is known as the

pigmenting aspect of the thermal organization (Pitta). It is said to

cause the red pigmentation of the nutrient fluid" (Sus. Sutra 21-10)

The actions of normal Pitta^are described as follows -

giugRTfR

m5rii7T5r?^'i?Efcri; srfsFaf^ffcfSfitr, ^721, fl,

=3mTf^ I) ’g.
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“It is Agni (fire) alone that, located in the Pitta, gives rise to

good and evil consequences according as it is in a normal or abnormal

condition. These consequences are digestion and indigestion; vision and

loss of vision; the normality and abnormality of temperature, the healthy

and diseased look, intrepidity and fear, anger and delight, confusion

and lucidity and such other pairs of opposite qualities”.

“It is by the heat of Pitta that digestion takes place in men,

and when that very Pitta is in a provoked condition, is causes various

diseases”

^IrsT ^ i

sr*Tr STHT^ w II

“Actions of the normal Pitta are power of vision, digestive

fire, body-heat, hunger, thirst, softness of body, lustre, clarity of

mind and intelligence”.

Susruta describes the function of Pitta organization as under -

g ^
“The fivefold Pitta which is causative of pigmentation, digestion,

vital essence, lustre, intelligence and heat nourishes (the body) by its

thermogenic function
’

Physiological Kapha

Caraka calls Slesma, the colloidal water in the body as Soma
(dlq qq It is already described as the fluid matrix for
the play of life It is the living fluid or the protoplasm in which all

the operations of life are made possible, it really serves as the stage
for life.

Sle&ma holds the joints together, does all cohesive, nutritive,
developing and stabilizing functions It promotes the well-being of the
body by its watering activity. It thns supplies the living waters for the
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roots of life. lu its physiological aspect it is the strength and stamina

of man but becomes an impurity fit to be eliminated when it is vitiated.

gui5»Trf?i

It is Soma (the water-element) alone , located in the Kapha

of the body, that gives rise to good and evil consequences”

STIfcT^ ffS cPS?!^ I

^ %^2T 5RFr a ^

'‘The normal Kapha constitutes the body-strength while the

morbid ised Kapha becomes a vitiated element It is said to be the vital

essence of the body when normal, while it is described to be the

source of ailment when morbid”.

^ €5s;^ I

srar u ^ ^

"Actions of the normal Kapha are causing viscousness, cohesion,

firmness, heaviness, potency, strength, forgiveness, fortitude and greed-

lessness’'

§. 1 r-.-Y

"The fivefold Slesma wh ch is causative of the cohesion of

the joints, unctuousness, growth, replenishment, strength and firmness,

nourishes (the body) by its (colloidal) watering function.
"

These very physiological organizations when they become dis

organized and vitiated behave pathologically in the body.

We need not repeat the whole references as they are already

quoted in previous pages, We shall give only the reference of chapter

and verse.

Caraka Sutra 12—13. 18—48. 20—9
,, Vimana 1—5.

Susrut? Sutra. 21—3.
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Disease conditions produced by the pathological behaviour of

each member of the triumvirate:

—

Pathological Vata

Caraka describes the following disease condition produced when

Vata behaves pathologically

I

“When however, the Va ta becomes abnormal in the body, it

afflicts the organism with diverse kinds of disorders, tending to

impair its strength, complexion, well-being and life, it depresses the

mind; impairs all the senses; destr oys the fetus In utero, produces

deformity m it, or unduly prolongs the period of gestation gives rise

to fear, grief, stupefaction, depression of the spirits and delirium

and obstructs the vital functions ’

He further states that abnormal functioning of Vata is the

root cause in the following disease-conditions*

rq?qg^R5Tlq^55giFa#^fi^i:¥fq^ciT<frf^ ^ qiqi b»Fqcr ii

“They are.—'Subluxation, dislocation, dilatation, contraction,

laxation, depression, excitation, attraction, tremor, circular movement,
motion, pricking pain, aching pain and movement, as also coarseness,

harshness, clearness, porousness, dusky- redness, astringent taste,

d-^sgeusia, dehydration, aching pains, numbness, contractions, rigidit3%

lameness, etc These are the effects produced on the body by
tile actions of Vata The condition accompanied with any of these
sigutj or symptoms «hould be diagnosed as a Vata-disorder”.

And later on Caraka mentions some conditions that can be
produced by Vata when it becomes located in particular regions or
organs

q^'J'.T qBupqfq II 11

JT3iq^ ii
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(I II

• qi^gHan

f^?tfrfaff^5j3oir g^»5qj? ii ii

^^qfqstI^ ^qif^ ^f^')sf^: ii ii

=?. q-i, H‘»-'H^

'‘Contracdoii, stiffneas of joints, aching pam in bones and

joints horripilation, garrulousness, spasticity of the hands, back and

head; lameness of hands and feet, hunch back; atrophy of the limbs,

insomnia, destruction of fertility, fetus and menses; tremors, anesthesia

and paralyses of limbs, ticks of mnscles of thehead, nose, eyes, shoulder,

girdle and neck, splitting pain. pricking pain, agony convulsions, delusions

and fatigue—such are the general symptoms which the provoked Vata

manifests on account of the differences in the etiological factors and

in the seats of affection, it produces the specific characteristics in each

disease (Car Clk 18,20-23)

Pathological Pitta (^?fa>icirqn)

Caraka describes the physiological as well as pathological conditions

caused by Pitta in the following dyads

srrjT^q Cqw^nu gqi3»??Pr qsCtfcf i ggqr-qfgiJTqf«

“It IS Agni (Fire) alone that located m the Pitta, gives rise

to good and evil consequences according as it is in a normal or abnormal

condition. These consequences are digestion and Indigestion, vision and

loss of vision, the normality and abnormality of temperature, the,

healthy and diseased look, intrepidity and fear, anger and delight,

cofusion and lucidity, and such other pairs of opposite qualities .

(Car. Sutra 12, 1 1)

Pathological functioning of Pitta will lead to the following

conditions’
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^‘Burning, heat, suppuration, perspiration, softening, sloughing,

itching, discharge, redness and the emanation of smell, color and

taste are the eiffects produced on the body by the action of Pitta4>

Conditions accompained with any of these symptoms should be diag-

nosed as a Pitta-disorder'" (Car. Sutra 20, 15) , ,

-

Pathological Kapha

' Caraka attributes the following conditions of health and

disease to the physiological and pathological behaviour respectively of

the Kapha. ^
'

dtf? qg fRrtirffqci:

“It is Soma (the water-element) alone, located in the Kapha
of the body, that gives rise to good and evil consequences, according as

it is in normal or abnormal condition. These are: compactness

and flabbiness, plumpness and emaciation, zest and lassitude, virility

and impotence, knowledge and ignorance, understanding and stupe-

faction and such other pairs of opposite qualities’’. (Car. Sutra 12, 12)
V

I

1

Moreover the following conditions will occur when the

function of Kapha organization is deranged 'u

t
‘

“Whitness, coldness, itching, fixity, heaviness, unctuousness,

numbness, humidity^ excretory secretion, obstruction, sweetness
aucl chromcity are the effects produced in the body by the
action of Kapha The condition accompanied with any of the above
symptoms should be diagnosed as a Kapha-disorder ’ (Car Sutra 20, 18)

Clinical Manifestations and their Interpretation in Physical Qualities
I

When one of the triumvirate is deranged or thrown off its norm,
It m variably affects the balance of the other organizations ana thus sets
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in motion the triad of vitia operating in diaease-conditiont with one

or two of them in a relatively pre-ponderant condition. When
two vitia are provoked and act in combination, the condition is

called orbi-diBcordauce. When all the three are provoked and combine

together to produce the disease, the condition is called or

tridiacordance. Such discordance of the triumvirate will give riae

to clinical manifestation of physical signs which will be observed

either in the whvde body or in is parts viz., body-elements, secretions

or excretions, in the form of exaggerated, diminished or deranged

physical qualities

The clinical investigation of a disease-aspect was thus always

in terms of qualities augmented or diminished by the effect of the

vitlum, and the determination of the treatment was for the specific

quality aspect of the vitmm or the vitia concerned. Thus the

equation between the nature and degree of the symptom and the

drug called for, was the main feature of clinical investigations.

The pathological processes were recognised by the effects associated

with the vitia in their operation on the psycho-aomatic whole.

' In psychic disorders the immediate intermediary and terminal

results produced on the psyche by the various processes of each of

the triumvirate in health and disease were observed minutely and

correlated with the particular phase of the vitlum as well as with

the secondary changes in the physical body

The psychic symptoms included changes in character,

behaviour, proclivities, inclination, urges, dreams etc.

In somatic disorders similar examination was made of the

physical body All body-tissues and systems were physically examined

(WTU: also all the secretions and excretions of the body were

thoroughly examined. The results obtained by all these examinations

were correlated with the particular phase of the vitinm or vitia ^nd

were also coordinated with the secondary psychic changes

The final results of all these examinations were reduced to

and interpreted in quality-equation for simplification of the methods

of physical examination and of practical therapeutics.
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What the main physical qualities observed in the b6dy

signifying the presence or dominance of each of the triumvirate are

and what the principles of practical therapeutics should be to counteract

the over-dominance of that vitinm are briefly but clearly described in

the following three verses by Caraka.

dt^oi w wv w? i

«8ins: JujN firqrOsgaii^. h^ib w.

'Wata is dry, cold, light, subtle, nnitable, clear and rough; it

IS quieted by substances of antagonistic qualities.

Pitta is slightly unctuous, hot, acute, fluid, acid, mobile and

pnngent; it is readily quieted by substancet of antagonistic qualities.

Kapha is heavy, cold, soft, unctuous, sweet, stable and viscid;

it is quieted by substances of antagonistic qualit^es’^ (Car. Sutra 1,59-61)

All pathological conditions are grouped under two headings.

(1) Imbalance condition due to increase or decrease

(2)

. Vitiation condition

imbalance Condition ( )

This is brought about by simple process of increase or
decrease cither in the function or the structure of the body. It is a
minor pathological condition of hyper or hypo state, being merely
deviation from the normal constant of the body-function or structure

It will however cause some disturbance in the mutnally well
balanced state between the various functional and structural systems
of the body This disturbance of the equilibrium or balanced state Js

the imbalance condition.
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Vitlatfon Condition (^5r^t«T)

This is the real or major pathological condition brought

about by the vitial reaction or vitiation process The triumvirate of

organizations having passed beyond* the imbalance stage, become

disorganized and turn into irritants and tend to vitiate the whole or

part of the body functions or structiires

1 ’
,

How constitutional factors of the individual resist the incursion

of harmful factors in the bod5^ how one, two, or all three vitia get

provoked, irritated or inflamed, or get vitiated by endogenous or

exogenous factors, how they overpower the whole body when all of them

get highly provoked, how when not so highly provoked they circulate

in the body and get located in susceptible parts, how the Constitution

of local part reacts to and, lesists these irritant vitia and what are

the terminations of this struggle between the body and the noxious

factors, make the" most marvellous story of biological activities

in Man

VIII IMBALANCE CONDITION ) DUE TO INCREASE OR DECREASE
,

\

Imbalance condition brought about by the increase or

decrease of functional or structural system either in tempo or

quantum is a simple pathological /process mainly concerned with the

particular system affected It is of greater importance from the poifit of

view of maintenance of perfect health It results generally from errors

of regimen of personal hygiene and it Can often be rectified and

certainly prevented by careful observance of ruUs ''o'f ' personal

regimen If the , condition of imbalance is allowed to

progress further, it will lead to the next stage of vitiation process The

causes of imbalance are mainly some faults either in the natural

environments of man or some faults m the observance of personal

regimen.

Cairaka states in general the causes of balance and imbalance

conditions as nnder*-

dl»ff ,
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’^51' i

\

cT*ri §^rfn mil'll bjt: ii ^

" The complex of causes with reference to disease, psychic

and somatic, is either erroneous, inadequate or excessive interaction

of time, mind, senses and sense-objects.

The body and that yrhich
,
is called the mind are both

considered to be the abodes of diseases, likewise of well-being, right

coiitact or interaction of the above is the cause of well-being The

cause 'of wellbeing is the harmouieuS or concordant interaction".

(Car. Sutra. 1, 54-55)
f

Homologous environmental factors maintain health, any varia-

tion disturbs the balance constant.

The first factor is ^15? i e climatic or seasonal environment.
1

India has three definite seasons in a year with specific

characteristics of each and i e. winter, summer and rainy

season, with the dominance of cold, heat, and humidity respectively

The body has to adjust its balance-constant in conformity

with this periodic climatic changes.

Thus imbalance cah occur m two ways

—

1. If climatic variations are not happening in a natural or

normal way but become too intense or weak or perverted and the

'reserve. power of the ! man’s constitution cannot cope with such

variations -and hence the balance of bi^ body-constants cannot be

steadied or stabilized, the condition of Imbalance occurs.

2. Or the condition of imbalance may occur even with norma-
lity of natural climatic environment if body vitality has been lowered
by age, disease or any other factor.

^
^

/ i -

; The. second factor is i. e intelligence This is further
expouuded by ,Caraka as follows ~
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^'Mfiunderstanding by the intellect and wrongful conduct are

' to be underitood as ‘volitional transgression,* because they-cotne under

the ken of the mind " (Car Sar 1-109)

“Owing to the perception of things> in a manner that is
•C*'

contrary to their real state of existence, there result wrongful speech

and conduct’’, (commentary on the above verse by Cakrapani)

Here the vital relationship subsisting between.^ychic and somatic

life is clearly emphasized. Thus a somatic transgression' has psychic

repercussions and likewise psyc hie transgressions lead to somatic

disturbances Therefore volitional transgression (jnjfTfi'S) of either kind

leads to disorders affecting the entire Psycho-somatic unit.

The third factor is i. e sense -objects.

These sense-objects are items of diet and pleasures of the

senses, involving the diet and behaviour of Man. The sense-object of

taste is food, and those of sight, smell, hearing and touch constitute

pleasures of art, beauty, music and love; in all these contacts, mode-

ration and agreeability to one’s nature and capacity .should be the

guiding factors. Transgression of the bounds of moderation and

agreeability relatively to one’s nature and capacity are bound to lead

to psycho-somatic strain and discordance resulting in disease

Practical wisdom is discerned in the precept of Caraka who
" advises to prescribe personal regimen in accordance with individual

constitution so that a person can ever maintain the ^ absolute standard

of perfect health.

“Having regard to the rules of healthful living, in the case

of those who are characterized by the predominance of one vitium,

the use of things antagonistic in quality to that particular vitium is

beneficial ” (C"r Sutra. 7, 41)

The causes of increase and decrease of body-elements is given

b3' Caraka as follows'

—
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“In this very manner, there Is increase of the tendencies of

the body-elements by the accession of like factors and decrease by the

accession of unlike factors ’ (Car. ^arira 6, 10)

The mode of action of these causes of increase and decrease i*

described as follows —

^ 5 (by its qualities^

(by the nature of substances)

(by its specific action)

•s (by its normal action) ^ 5^. n

All the functions and structures that sustain the body will be

affected by this pathological condition of increase or decrease

The functions and body structures which sustain the body

are described by Susruta as follows

“ The body indeed hag its root-support in the vitia, the body
elements and the excretory substance

So there can be increase or decrease condition of any of

them; and such change in turn will disturb the equilibrium between
the various functional and structural systems of- the body and will

cause Imbalance condition*

The Dosas (^t<r) are three viz., Vata, Pitta, Kapha,

The Dhatus (uig) are seven viz,, Nutrient fluid, blood, flesh,

fat, bone-marrow and semen

The Mala (u«r) are feces, urine, sweat, 'menstruaLfluid, bile etc.

The signs and symptoms produced by these conditions of
increase and decrease in each of them are carefully observed and
described in great detail in the classics of Ayurveda and the therapeutic
measures given to rectify each condition.
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=^. ^ *10-^

“ We replenish body-elements that have suffered decrease,

and deplete those that have undergone increase
’’

, The superb level to ^which the clinical science and practical

therapeutics of the ancients had advanced becomes evident from the

following verge of Susruta

4S£g1|q)sfq qi q?: I

II

gipT § ?! 3 u

1

“The person whose vitia, body-elements, excretory matter and

body-strength have suffered diminution, craves for such varieties of

food as are the sources of these diminished objects. By satisfying the

yearning for the type of food which supply those deficient constituents

of th^ body, their diminution is corrected ’’ (Sus Sutra 15, 32-33)

Vagbhafca says—
tfea ^f?[rq g i

‘
,

*' Whatever tj'pe pf food a person dislikes and whatever he

craves for, by avoiding and satisfying these respectively should he

correct the excess aud paucity respectively of the body-constituents."

(Asfc Hrd. Sutra 11,42)
o

That this Imbalance condition due to increase or decrease has

greater importance in the maintenance of positive and perfect health

becomes evident when we find the 15th chapter of Sutrasthana

which is devoted to the description of the condition of and ayq by

Susruta, ends with the masterl3’ definition of perfect health*

—

' ' eq?lq qqifiq^ qqt?tgqs%q
|

g 'ivvy
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“He that is possessed of the proper balance of the vitia, the

metabolic heat, the body-elements and the excretory functions dnd

who IS possessed of absolute clarity of the spirit, the seiises and the

mind, IS said to bfe enjoying perfect health.” (Sus Sutra 15-44)

IX VITIATION PROCESS

When the imbalance condition of the triumvirate transgresses

a particular limit of accumulation there happens disorganization of

the triumvirate of organizations.
1

As a result of rupture of the integrative functions of these,

organizations, the circulation and distribution of these d3mamic

functional principles become irregular and misdirected If at such

unfavourable moment, there occurs the incidence of some exciting

factor, the vitium or vltia become upset, provoked and vitiated and assume

the vitiating mood. The body as a whole or some part of it may not

tolerate the provoked, angry and vitiating character of the vitinm and,

becomes irritated and thus the organization that was sustaining the

very health of the body becomes an irritant and a pathogenic factor

at this moment. This stage is caked the stage of provocation of'

the vitia ,“

Vitiation Process or Pathogenesis

This is the real or major pathogenesis. It is quite different

from minor pathological condition or imbalance condition brought
aboout by the simple process of increase or decrease which ' is mere
variation in quantity It is a qumtitative ch-inge, while the vitiatibil

process is the morbid modification of the qualities dr functions of the
triumvirate of organizations It is a qualitative change in the functions
of the vitia The vitial pathological process is the drama of action
and reaction of the triumvirate or the phenomena manifested in the;

bodj' by them when once they are converted into pathological state

from their physiological state

The hero who rules and protects the body is encroached
upon or assailed by vicious or malevolent exciting factors These
immediate exciting etiological factors may come from endogenous or
^•'vogeuous sources and the battle-royal issues between the triumvirate
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and the etiological factor?. The hero, the triumvirate, marshals all his

forces and equipment and destroys the enemies or nullifies their

injurious influences But if the enemies turn out to be stronger than

the hero or the incidence of attack is too sudden, the issue will be

otherwise The triumvirate will be vitiated and it will carry out vitiation

all over the body

The intensity and periodicity and results of this

process depend upon the strength of etiological factors, vital

triumvirate and of body-elements and the extraneous help

them receives and the method of fight they adopt.

The following types ot disease-conditions may be produced

by vitiation pathogenesis.

1. Vitiation process spreads with all intensity and affects the

entire body; the body gives no or poor resistance There will be acute

general disease-condition

2. Vitiation process is strong enough to affect the whole

body, but the body vitality encounters the incursion with nearly

equal force, a prolonged fight ensues with fluctuation on either side;

vitiation process waxing and waning according to the extraneous

circumstances.

3. Vitiation process does not affect the whole body but

becomes located in some system, part, organ or tissues; vitiation

process begins to spread, the constitution of the local tissues tries to

resist and local inflammatory reaction results. If the fight is acutely

carried out there will result acute inflammation of the part.

4. If the local vitiation process is slow in progress there will

be chronic inflammation.

This is a brief account of the interplay of triumvirate in the

vitiation process that may affect the whole body or part of it and

the clinical phenomena of various disease- conditions that may be

produced by this vitiation pathogenesis.

Having taken a bird's eye-view of the significant facts of

vitiation-

power of

each of
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vitiation pathogenesis and co-related disease conditions produced by

them we shall endeavour to study the vitiation pathogenesis, stage by

stage, and its intricate details regarding beginning, gradual or sudden

evolution, development and final termination so as to have a more

intimate understanding of the pathological process which may guide

the practical application of therapeutic measures The importance given

by the ancient authors to the complete study of the pathological process

in the understanding of disease-condition becomes quite evident in the

aphoristic statement of Caraka

'i,

‘ The knowledge of disease is obtained by the study of (1)

Etiology, (2) Premonitory symptoms, (3) Signs and symptoms, (4)

Homologatory signs and (5) Pathogenesis’’. (Car Nid 1, 6)

Thus it is considered one of the five methods necessary for

the diagnosis of disease-condition

Moreover this fifth method is detailed and subdivided in

various vmys to have a thorough knowledge of pathogenesis

srTvrrcir «

‘‘Pathogenesis is again classified according to number, predo-

minant morbid humor, mode of classification, minutia and period of

exacerbation” (Car Nid, 1, 12/1)

The very word dsfi'^n (Samprapti) is indicative of all-comp-

rehensiveness of the process of pathogenesis

Susruta divides the vitiation pathogenesis process in SiX

stages they are as foliows.-

i ^ 5,'^

“ He who knows the various stages of pathogenesis viz
,
stage

of accumulation pi ovocation (q^q), diffusion (sre?), location
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manifestation (5^r%) and termination is entitled to be a

pbj’sician” (Sus. Sutra 21, 36)

I. The Sta^e of Accumuiation (=r^?r)

The first stage of increase or accumulation of quality or

quantity has been described fully m the chapter on Imbalance condi

tion Stage of decrease or hypo will only manifest the signs and

Symptoms of deficiency either in space or action, but the stage of

increase has far-reaching effects Increase shall have to be accommo-

dated somewhere and the body being a limited space for accommodation

or to bear the pressure of the extra matter or power, some irregula-

rity or disorder occurs in the body, material increase "being a static

and localized thing, there may be local increase or growth of the

particular tissue, it may disturb the neighbouring tissue and cause

inconvenience b}^ mechanical pressure But increase and continued

accumulation of dynamic force of the triumvirate which are all-

pervaisive and whose equilibrium is maintained on a very subtle fulcrnm

can be tolerated only to a limited stage which does not transgress the

threshold of accommodative capacity of pentad of reserve foci. This

stage may or may not produce actual disease condition but definitely

serves as aid and predisposing condition to trauma or other etiological

factors which act as immediate excitant to the triumvirate and herald

the vitiation process, and usher m the incursion of disease condition

The general postulate of diagnosis of stages of increase and decrease

of the function of triumvirate is described as follows —

^]% tq’u ^8^5=5?!^ I

‘ Now the signs of decrease of Vata, Pitta and Kapha are

described to be decrease of their respective actions. There may be the

loss of their normal functions or even the increase of contrary ones

Increase of natural actions is the position indicated in the increase of

humors The norm, the decrease and increase of hnmors are thus

diagnosed." (Car Sut 18, 52-53)
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Susrata describes some more definite premonitory symptoms

prlien triumvirate imbalance is just on the threshold of vitiation.

Recognition of these prodromal symptoms is given all importance by

the author who considers this stage as the first or earliest therapeutic

period

Tvstlf^ »=I5pcT I VVJT3 %^rTaP!5y ih^:ii § ^

“These are the seats of affection. In these the vitia get accu-

mulated The cause of accumulation has been already stated. The

symptoms of accumulated vitia are: stiffness and fullness of abdomen

(due to Vclta ), yellow tinge of the skin ( due to Pitta ), low tempe-

rature. heaviness of limbs and lethargy ( due to Kapha
)
and instinct

of repugnance for the causative factors of accumulation of the respective

vitia This is the first stage for treatment ” (Sus. Sut 21, 18)

Careful personal regimen and simple prophylactic measures

will ward off completely or to some extent the incidence of disease

condition, if the condition is recognised at this stage and treatment started

H The Stage of Provocation

Thjs is the provocative reaction of the member of the

triumvirate. This is generally subsequent to the triumvirate having

reached the maximum point of increase or decrease and being at this

moment irritated or provoked by an extraneous excitant etiological

factor, endogenous or exogenous This provocative reaction also may
occur without previous imbalance condition if the immediate excitant

factor jB too strong for the triumvirate for adaptive reaction

Incidence of additional pathogenetic factor to the already

over-stressed and imbalanced triumvirate produces baneful poisonous
or toxic effects on that body. Triumvirate come easily under the

influence of these newly produced toxic effects, imb be them, and get

themselves intoxicated and thus become vitiated Once vitiated, it

loses self-coutrol and forgets normal duties and functions It becomes
erratic, irregular, disorganized, abnormal and morbific in function
Saviour of the body becomes the siuner of the bod}'.
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It becomes a convert and an ally of the enemy The hero of

the physiology begins to play the part of the villain in the drama of

pathology It being itself vitiated, spreads the maleficent effects all

over the body and causes vitiation of body^elements or body-channels

wherever possible When fully under intoxication or vitiation effects,

it behaves as if possessed by the hostile excitant and does all the

harm to its old master, the body.

This tragic conversion of the benevolent triumvirate into

malevolent organization is the beginning of real vitiation pathogenesis

This provoked condition is indeed the initiation of disease condition and

the stage of diffusion, location, manifestation and termination are the

further development of the behaviour of the provoked vitium or villa

If at the termination of this pathological process, vitiation effects are

encountered successfully and nullified by the body vitality, the

triumvirate is extricated from the pathological stage. Triumvirate then

returns as the prodigal son and resumes his benevolent role of

supporting the body

Susruta ascribes definite syndromes to the provocation stage

of each of the triumvirate, and considers this stage to be the second

in importance for the practical therapeutics (Sutra 21, 27)

Vagbhata s definition of provocation is still more elucidating.

He states

CmuifiT?? II BT. g:.

‘Trovocatian is that stage when a vitium moves in a wrong

direction and manifests symptoms of its morbid condition and the

feeling of illness denotes the occurrence of disease ’ (Asfc. Hid 12,23)

III The Stage of Diffusion or Pervasion of Vitiation Process

Susruta strikes an exceedingly astonishing concept when he

tries to explain this process of diffusion (nFf)

ved egfh II g.
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“Now we sball describe the process of diffusion of vitiation

process* Tnumvirate provoked by tbe excitant etiological factors begin

10 increase jnst as tbe combination of rice-floar water and yeast give

rise to increase (fermentation). And this increase naturally leads to

overflow and spreading in the body**. (Sue Sutra. 21, 28)

Snsruta compares this contin nous process of increase to the

phenomena of growth in yeast fermentation, thus anticipating by two

thousand years the great discoverer of bacterial science, Louis Pasteur,

who proved the truth of this concept to the world by physical methods.

Equally astonishing is the biological postulate of growth and reproduc-

tion which in Caraka’s woids runs as follows:

—

“There is no seedling m the absence of seed”.

Which needed Virchow (1855 A. d ) and Flemming (1882 a. d )
to

expound it again in the 19th century as important biological laws

“Omnia cellula e cellula"’ and “omnis nucleus e nucleo" respectively

and prove it by modern scientific means

In this spreading stage, if the vitiating effects are too strong,

the whole body may be overpowered and general or constitutional

disease condition will result

If the vitiating effects are not so strong as to disable the

whole body, it may continue to move in the body, just as clouds do

in the sky, till they find suflGicient attraction for settling or definite

obstruction to proceed further and produce disease condition at that site

Susruta describes definite syndromes indicative of diffusive

stage of each of the triumvirate and considers this stage as the third

in importance from the therapeutic point of view (Sutra. 21, 32)

IV. The Stage of Location (^sinT?fsr«r)

This location may occur at any and everj^ place

Subruta says

—

msfr
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“Like the clond in the sky, the vitium showers disease on

the entire body or on a half of it or in whatever part or organ it is

greatly provoked’’ (Sns. Sut 21, 29)

Caraka says

—

iivsii w fii.

“AfFecting either the entire body, or half the body or only

one limb or region of the body" (Car. Cik. 21, 7)

Wh3^ does it get located at a particular place ^

Locus minoris resistentiae of the particular system-organ or

tissue or obstruction in the body-channels may determine the location

of the vitiating elements. This locus minoris resistentiae may be due

to particular constitution of that system, organ, part or cell or it

might be due to biological inferiority in growth or it might have

been caused by damage to them, by previous trauma, stress, disease
,

or otherwise.

Susruta expialns fhe reason of Location thus —

5?nrh5g?rlcrari?r^ in oji

“Wherever the all-pervading vitia in their provoked state

come into contact with an organ or tissue or part that is already

impaired and hence susceptible, there occurs disease-phenomenon”.

(Sus. Sutra 24, 10)

Caraka also states in the same way the reason of location m
one place.

' ‘
'

^'Ifa U3VSU .
,

,’0, -
?

‘•The vitium pours dovvn its vitiating element whenever it

contacts a susceptible ^spot and causes disease condition there as a cloud

pours down rain in a favorable region This is the mode of local

provocation of vitia ’’ (Car. Cik 15, 37)
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Thi*; stage of location is of great clinical importance for

early diagnosis of disease condition.

Vitiation elements having attained foot-hold somewhere get

gradually established ^therein and produce symptoms which will be

indicative notTonly of the vitiation of the particular vitium or vitia,

but also will be indicative of location or site where vitiation

process has begun to spread These combined symptoms help to localize

the site of disease-condition. Susruta, the master clinician, differentiates

the symptoms produced during this stage of location of vitiation

process as the definite premonitory symptoms )

‘^The premonitory symptoms manifest when the vitiation

process is located Prom them the disease is recognised This is the

fourth stage of therapeusis (Sus Sut 21, 33)

And this stage of location manifested clinically by definite

premonitory symptoms is the fourth period of importance for

therapeutic purpose

V. Tlie Stage of Manifestation (sqF*)

Vyakti is the stage of manifestation of actual disease

condition. Susruta correlates this pathological stage with the actual

appearance of clinical phenomena of the disease.

‘‘We shall hereafter describe the actual manifestation of disease”

This disease condition may be a general disease or a syste-

matic disease, or a disease of one part or limb accorlmg to the
location of settling and establishing of the vitiation elements. This
jS the beginning of organic or structural changes in the body

The disease-condition may be classified in two groups general
or local and both these groups, can again be subdivided into acute
and chronic types.
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A General
r ^ ^

1. Acute types

If the vitiation elements are too strong, time and place

verj^ favourable to them, and the body constitution very weak or

susceptible to disease condition, vitiation or morbific process spreads

over the entire body very abrupth^ and the body is overpowered

immediately. The body then succumbs completely and passes in full

vitiation stage to be iollowed generally by dissolution

Such conditions are described by Caraka as follows.

Il;ii

ilvsll ^ HI,

‘ O Worshipful one I I see in the bodies of human beings a

fell disease which spreads with the virulence of snake-venom. Those

men who are attacked by this fulminating disease succumb to it

speeclil}^, unless treated promptly Now concerning this disease, we are

in great need of enlightenment” (Car Cik. 21, 6-7)

If after the immediate stunning, stupefaction and vitiation, the

vital power of the body rises to the occasion and rallies all his anti-forces

or antibodies to save the situation, and extraneous factors of

time and environment become helpful to the body, the issue takes

the reverse turn and vitiation process becomes lessened and if the

counter-action will continue successfully, the body with its triumvirate

organization becomes free from vitiation altogether and the man

survives. (Car Cik 6 54-56)

2 Chronic t5 pes

The general disease condition may have periodical or chrou,c

clinical course if the fighting forces on either side are nearly of equal

strength Fighting forces are vitiation elements versus body-constitu-

tion and body- elements, season, time and other environmental factors

may be helpful to either side Fluctuation in the strength of either

side of the fighting forces or supporting help from extraneous sources
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cause abatement or aggravation of tbe disease condition. Such

kind of -warfare continues for a long time till one side gets sufficiently

powerful to subdue the other Caraka describes such oscillations in

disease condition as under:

"Tbe morbid toxic factors having opposition from the anti-bodies,

cause remittent fever which periodically rises and remits ’ (Car. Cik.

3, 62)

B Local Disease Condition

If the vitiation process locates and gets established in a

localized area, organ or tissue, the same phenomenon of encounter occurs

but on a smaller scale and in limited space Sucli localized reaction

may also occur in the body without the previous internal vitiation

process T that local part receives a powerful trauma—physical, chemical

or biological from external source These exogenous etiological factori;

are teiraed Agautuka to be differentiated from the eudogeuouc

ones which are termed Nija (fk^r) A long list of such exogenous aud

endogenous etiological factors is given In Caraka Samhita. (Car

Sutn, 18, 4 and 6)

The differential diagnosis between disease conditions produced

by endogenous causes and by exogenous causes is described

by Caraka as under —

g
ii =5. 5o^^3

"The exogenous one begins with pain and later on leads to

the discordance of Vata, Pitta and Kapha. But in the endogenous oue,

discordance of Vat.i Pitta aid Kapha occurs first and later oa gives

rise to paui fCar. Sutra 20, 7

Fight in a localized area of the body has the advantage of

receiving great help from tae bod 3
' iu general The entire body

concentrates all his fighting forces at the war-site to give a regular
pitched battle

The local concentration of warfare phenomena makes the
locab/atmu of disease area an easy task to the clmician. When the
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regular pitched battle is decided at the site, all fighting forces and
equipment are brought aud concentrated at the spot. Thus the part

becomes enlarged and appears swollen. There is an acute stage of whole

atmosphere. All these signs of local warfare are easily observed by the

clinician It is a happy coincidence to find that the ancient clinicians

both of the east and west have grouped these clinical appearances in

four groups and described them as the classical signs of such local

warfare reaction

Caraka describes as follows —

“The swelling which is characterized by pain, burning, redness

and pricking pain should be diagnosed to be a suppurated swelling’’

(Car Cik. 25, 52)

Similarly Celsus in A. D 50 described calor, rubor, tumor

and dolor as four cardinal signs manifesting the local phenomena of

inflammatory reaction

Caraka considers swelling (tumor) as the pathognomic of such

conditions.

‘‘It causes edema with its pathognomic symotoms of swelling".

(Car Cik 12, 8)

“ It IS marked by stead3r swelling, so it is edema with swel-

ling’’ (Commentary by Cakrapani).

And so such conditions are termed or in Ayurveda.

Susruta calls this local phenomenon of swelling as

I (Sus Sutra 17'3)

Clinicians in Greece gave dominance to the other signs viz

,

redness and heat and called this local phenomenon as inflammatory^

reaction, redness and heat being the qualities of the ‘flame

This diffrence in dominance of particular signs in two

countries may be an interesting subject to the student of ethnology.

As race with Kapha constitution will react with swelling as more
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prominent sign and race with Pitta will have heat and redness

as more dominant signs

(1) Acute inflammatory conditions.

The same process as it occurs in general disease condition

takes place in localized disease condition but on a smaller scale

It has the advantage of getting help from the body but it

may put the whole body to a disadvantage if vitiation or morbific

elements get an upper hand and crossing the limit of war-area spread

in the neighbouring parts or in the whole body

These are described as complications of local

inflammatory reactions. Caraka mentions the following complications*

«Tsr. l

aron?!! arnf^ni% ll

“Acute spreading aJffection, hemiplegia, vascular thrombosis,

convulsions, stupefaction, insanity, acute pain in the wound, fever,

thirst, lock-jaw, cough, vomiting, diarrhea, hiccup, dyspnea and tremors

are the sixteen complications of wounds, described by the specialists

m the subject of wounds”. (Car Cik. 25. 29-30)

The local disease conditions terminate in the same way as

the general disease condition. But the results are less serious Resolu
tiou and dissolutiou of the local part indicate the success or failure

of the body in the encounter.

(2- Chronic Inflammatory Condition:

When the fighting forces are nearly equi-ba^aticed,
p.olouged war with fluctuation on either side continues till some
occiPive factor comes in aid of either party and concludes the scene of
'warfare. This is considered the fifth best of the therapeutic period.
Though it 18 late, it is better than too late which is the sixth or

period of treatment as the terminating stage of the disease
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We shall now give some of the comparative data of descri-

ption of such local inflammatory processes found in Ayurveda and

modern medical treatise

Inflammation—Variation in Intensity of Classical sigfns Is due to the

Domineering Action of Particular Vitium

Celsus in A. D 50 described the four cardinal signs mani-

festing the local phenomena of inflammalory reaction They are calor,

rubor, tumor and dolor and they were co-related with the four

humors of the microcosm i. e ,
body-constitution, the four corner

stones in the humoral pathology of Hippocratec, these were again

correlated to the four proto-elements of the macrocosm i. e ,
the

world as described b5^ tbe philosopber-physician Bmpedocles who

regarded these foui proto-elements as the roots of all things.

In India macrocosmic and microcosmic concept was of a

tiiad, but praclic?! surgeons often found blood which le rather a

struotural system more convenient and useful in diaguou’s and

treatment specially of local disease-conditions Susruta thus tried to

give near!}’ the same status to blood as to triumvirate and described

four categories

“ The diseases pertaining to the body have their origin in

iood and drink ingested on account of the vitiation and discordance of

Vata, Pitta, Kapha and he Blood' (Sus Sut 1, 25)

While pommen ing on ihis verse, Dalhana gives the

following explanation for including Blood in the categories of

constitutional classification

ant =5 tr simr

“ The Blood is included because in a wound there is the

dominance of blood among the vitia”. (Commentary by Dalhana)

Susruta clarified tbis point by stating that blood is secondary

to and dependent upon the primary triumvirate of vitial categories.

srfcqftr | 9 ^
“ Because the blood is never provoked without the vitia

(Sus Sut 21, 25'
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Blood (?'«) is included under the Pitta category when the

three vitial categories are taken in consideration.

“ That born of Blood is like that of Pitta”

“ That born of Blood is to be known like that of Pitta
’

It is really interesting to find that equal importance is given

to the description of inflammation in Susruta Samhita, a treatise on

Snrger}', as is done in the modern surgical text books. In both we

find that the description of diseases is initiated with this subject and

a large number of chapters is devoted in each to give detailed and

exhaustive description of this inflammatory phenomenon in general.

Nearly 1/15 of the text in each, deals with this pathological process

alone Susruta concludes this subject by generalization of the local

pathological process in the followiag words

?r %g:is ^<55^ I

in\ll

^ V.

“This summary of the types of pain and color Is not limited

onl} to wounds but is applicable to all types of inflammation Hence
the physician should regard all inflammations like wounds.’ (Sus. Sut.

22, 13)

Classification of a subject may be made from various points

of view to help the uuderstanding of the subject

Modern surgical text books classify inflammation generally in

the following types

A Acnte or subacute

B Acute or Chronic

C Parenchymatous or Interstitial

D. Serous-Catarrhal-Fibrinons-Hemorrhagic or Suppurative.

These classifications are done either according to the intensity
of the piocess, or to the time it takes to develop, or according to the
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tissues it attacks or tbe exudation which it gives rise to

Ayurveda classifies the inflammation in three groups of

constitutional triumvirate.

This triumvirate classification has greater significance m
clinical diagnosis and practical therapeutics It is done from clinical

-

pathological-cum-physiological point of view.

If the etiological factor is excitant of a particular vltium, or

any particular vitium of the constitution is predisposed to disease

condition, the signs and symptoms characteristic and pathognomic of

that particular vitium will be more dominant than the signs of other

two vitia.

If two vitia are dominant andlacting in combination, signs

of two will be manifested dominantly. If all three, all signs will be

aggravated.

The pathognomic signs of each of triumvirate are as follows:-

I II til

qj? Fjqtroili h 3? ^ s

“There is no pain without Vata, and burning without Pitta

and no swelling without Kapha, nor is there redness and suppura-

tion without blood. These are the respective signs of the vitia and

the blood” (Ast. Hrd Sutra 29, 6)

Vata—pain (dolor).

Pitta and blood—heat and redness (rudor) (calor)

Kapha—swelling (tumor).

These four signs correspond very closely to the triple

response of Thomas Lewis It is the clinical experience of every

ph3-sician and surgeon that there is wide variation in intensity and rate

of development of these classical signs This can be well explained if

we understand the full concept of Vaso neurotic constituti in (S’uqqra)

The phenomenon of inflammatory reaction is the resultant of

the action of etiological excitant and reaction of Vaso-neurotic
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constitution Threshold of contraction and dilatation of arterioles and

capillaries varj^ m each individual and also the capillary permeability.

This is due to Vaso-neurotic individual constitution

Thus Vaso-neurotic constitution of the individual plays an

important part in the phenomena of Inflammation, Krogh while

describing the Vaso-neurotic constitution declares*

“I shall say, finally, a few words about the so-called Vaso-

neurotic constitution

It IS characterized by the great lability or downright instabi-

lity of the innervation of the vascular system which manifests itself

in the capillaries as well as in the arteries Frequent changes in the

lunervation occur eithei spontaneously or from comparatively trivial

causes
”

The REDNESS IS brought about by opening up and dilatation

of capillaries and venules, the HEAT by the increased flow of blood

due to dilatation of arterioles, and the SWEEPING by exudation of fluid

from vessels due to their increased permeability, and the PAIN finally

by the stimulation of neives.

Though these reactions occur in the interest of the bod}^ it

IS possible that some of the reaction if occurring in excess may often

be harmful, similarly some occur^'ing poorly may not be of effective use

The knowledge of constitutional tendency of the man as a whole as

of the Vaso-neurotic constitution of the local organ or part affected

and also of the particular exciting action of the etiological factors may
help to control or rectify this protective and restorative reaction to

the best advantage of the body Here is the need of the stud}' of

tbe constitutional triumvirate Triumvirate concept may open up a
subtler field of research lu the action of etiological factors as well as

behaviour of body tissues

VI The Stage of Termination

This IS the end or termination of the vitiation process In
general disease-condition the person may completely recover if his
body vitality can counteract the incursion successfully or may suffer
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dissolution if the invading forces are too powerful for his body vitality.

If any of them is not able to subdue the other totally and

bring about decisive conclusion, the disease condition may persist for

a prolonged period

Similarly m local disease condition too, there may occur

complete resolution or dissolution or death of the local part (Necrosis,

gangrene or ulcer). Local disease condition has one special method of

termination and disposal or elimmatfon of waste or morbified matter.

It IS the process of suppuration

“It tends to suppurate if it is not possible to sedate it bv

special external or internal treatment, or if the treatment given is

wrong or if the morbidity is in excess ’’ (Sus Sut. 17, 5)

This will end in produc^g the condition of (etoi) wound

If the conclusive termination is not brought about by either

party being subactive and not able to subdue totally the other, the

chronic inflammatory condition or chronic wound condition such as

fistula or sinus my continue for a long period.

This IS the last or sixth stage of therapeutic period advised

by Susruta

The description of various stages of vitiation pathology ends

with a verse that explains the reasons of thorough study and

diagnosis of each stage from practical therapeutic point of view.

Treatment started in the earlier stage will be easier and simpler than

if started late when vitiation process has gained strength and

intensified

v5=5itsqg^r fjl’uu ncft i

‘^Vitiation process checked or subdued in the accumulation

process, fails to produce any further development, but allowed to
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progress, it gams in strengtli and inteasity in the course of its

further development’* (Sus Sutra 21, 37)

The principles of treatment during the vitiation process are

formulated primarily with a view to eliminate or get rid of the

vitiated morbid matter resulting from the pathological processes and

accumulated in the body. For the purpose of such elimination, the

nearest and simplest outlet or body channel was chosen. Thus came

into practice the treatment known as the pentad of eliminatory

or purificatory procedures

Caraka declares*-

II ^
"These drugs should be used as emetics by the physician, in

a '^ay not harmful to the body, in gastrogenic disorders characterized

by morbid accumulation of Kapha and Pitta" (Car Sut. 2, 8)

“
. should be prescribed for purgation when the morbid

humors have accumulated in the colon” (Car. Sutra 2, 10)

This purificatory therapy v»as put into operation in a rather

strong degree m order to accomplish the cimplete elimination of the

morbid matter The procedure required that the body be previously

prepared, befoie undergoing such a strong method of treatment, by

oleatlon and sndation procedures. These procedures

iacilita^ed the easy elimination of morbid matter. Caraka sa3''s

—

"Oleatlon cures the morbidity of Vata, makes the body soft
and disintegrates the accumulation of morbid matter, while sudatiou
liquefies the morbid matter which is stuck up lu the minute channels of
the body of the person who has undergone oleation therapy” (Car
S'ddhi 1, 7)
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When the body is found to be not fit and intolerant of such

a radical treatment, the line chosen was to bring about the gradual

digestion of the morbid matter a concept so similar to

the detoxication—conjugation concept of modern physiology The
liver is believed to play an important part in protecting the

organism from various toxic substances This detoxifying function is

believed to involve the process of oxidation and conjugation into

relatively non-toxic substances which are subsequently eliminated in

the bile and the urine

inY’ii

“In the early stage of fever starvation, sudation, time-effect,

diet of gruels and articles of bitter taste, digest the imperfectly

digested morbid matter in the body". (Car Cik. 3, 142)

After the complete riddance from morbid matter, the treatment

consists in supplying the deficit and strengthening the body vitality

by drugs as well as dietetic regimen This process is called rehabilitation

(Car Sutra 15, 16)

Some more Concepts of Pathological Conditions or Processes in Ayurveda

We shall now review briefly the concepts the ancients held

regarding the following pathological conditions or processes.

1 The concept of epidemic and pandemic diseases

2 The concept of sources and spread of infection or

contagion.

3-4 The concept of growth and multiplication of morbific

elements m the body and their mode of spread and action.

5. Certain abnormal conditions of the body-appearance

The Concept of Epidemic and Pandemic Diseases (cr^'r^Ts^e)

In epidenic diseases they observed that the constitution

of the body is not able to play any part in counter-acting the
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incursion of infesting elements. The etiological factor has all the voice in

the disease-phenomena Hence the uniformity of symptoms and clinical

courses observed as the etiological factor, is uuifoim Constitution

which IS an individual concern is out of game, hence very little

individual variation can occur in the clinical picture and course of the

disease. In chronic diseases, individual constitution is able to create

resistance and in such condition pronounced individual differences in

the clinical course can occur

Caraka Samhita devotes one chapter to explain the concept

of Epidemiology (Vimana 3). It is a thought.provoking concept and

probably progress in radiation physics may be able one day to find

the equivalence in value between the physical and spiritual universe

and rediscover the truth laid down by Atreya.

We shall cite now the passages that explain the reasvins why a

large number of people are affected by a common ailment at one

and the same time and why there is uniformity of clinical course of

disease in spite of the individual variations of constitution in

men and what are the mam sources of such ailments. Caraka in

Vimana 3 treats the subject thus

‘'5 But, how does the simultaneous destruction of commun-
ities, consisting as they do of individuals who differ from one onother

in constitution, diet, physique, vitality, habits, psychic make-up and
age, take place by the incidence of one single disease. ?

6-u). Unto him replied the worshipful Atreya, O, Agnivesa •

though a community may be heterogeneous in respect of the

constitution etc , of its individual members, there are other common
factors which being adversely affected will cause simultaneous outbreak
of diseases having similar symptoms. It is these that devastate whole

populations.

6. The factors that affect a people in common are: the winds,

the waters, the country and the seasons

7 (i) of these, the wind, if of the following description, is to

be known as disease-inducing viz., unseasonal, totally becalmed,

violentljr blowing, exceedingly rough, intensely coUi, intensely hot,
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excessively dry, excessively humid, fearfully clamorous, blowing from

contrary directions and clashing with itself, extremely rotatory

(whirlwind), and charged with unwholesome odors, moisture, sand,

dust and smoke

7-(ii), The water of the following description is to be

known as bereft of virtue, having an extemely aberrant smell, color,

taste and touch, abounding with putrescent matter, deserted by

aquatic birds, in which the aquatic creatures are atrophied and which

15 unpleasant.

7 (iii) The country of the following description is to be

known as unwholesome, having color, taste and touch that are

unnatural, excessively damp, abounding in serpents beasts of prey,

mosquitoes, locusts, flies mice, owls, b^rds and animals such as the jackal

and abounding in woods of weeds and Ulupa grass, abounding in

creepers where crops have either fallen, withered or been destroyed

m an unprecedented manner, where the winds are smoky, where the

sound of biids is unceasing; where the baying of dogs always assails

the ears where herds of animals and flocks of birds of vaiious kinds

sre always m a state of alarm and pain; where amidst the people,

raoraiitj'', truth, modesty, custom, character and virtue have either

declined or been given up, where tne waters are al^vays agitated and

upheaving, which ,8 frequently subjected to the incidence of

meteori<-es thunderbolts and earthquakes, where nature is full of

menacing sounds and sights, where the sun, the moon and the stars

are frequently covered b}' dry, coppery, ruddy and grey clouds and

which lastly, is as if full of constant alarm and lamentation, crying,

fright and darkness as if visited by gnomes, and as if abounding in

sounds of lamentation

7 (iv). A season which is of the followiiig description is to

be known as unwholesome; evincing characteristics that are opposite

to normal, or evincing its characteristics in an excessive or deficient

degree

7 The learned declare these very four factors when

possessed of the morbidity described above, to be destructive of
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populations, when not so blemislied tbey are said to be wholesome.

8. But even when these depopulating factors have turned

inauspicious, there is no fear of diseases to those persons who are

served with medicines that have been culled beforehand

12 Even if all the four factors including Time, become

vitiated, as long as men are sustained by medicines, so long will

they remain free of disease

14 For them moreover, the rightful use of vitalizing

medications is recommended, the maintenance of the body by means

of the medicinal herbs culled beforehand is also commended (Car.

Vimana 3, 5-14)

2 The Concept of Sources and Spread of infection or Contagion

A Sources of Infection or Contagion

Regarding the sources of infection in epidemic diseases

Caraka lays down that the wholesale vitiation of the air, water,

countr} and season are the sources of vitiation.

H I kill*, ii

‘‘The factors that affect a people in common are the winds,

the waters, the country aud the season ^ (Car. Vim. 3, 6)

=51 fq 3, vS

"The learned declare these verj^^ four factors when possessed

of the moibiditv described above, to be destructive of populations, when
not so blemished, the}^ are said to be wholesome" (Car. V{m 3, 7)

Susruta states that epidemic diseases spread from man to man

jvi trsf =? i

STilTO II 1. jV

“Dermatosis, fever, consumption aud eye-sore are infectious
diseases and spread from man to man.*' (Sus Sutra 5, 34)
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It will be interesting to note that Dalhana, the commentator

who flourished in about 10th century A. D while commenting on

this verse, quotes (small pox etc.) as examples of i e

,

communicable diseases. The term argsucr is defined as follows by

Dalhaua; | “Infectious diseases are those

fever etc that result from contact with those ailmg from them.
*’

The words used in connection with such

communicable disease-condition, are quite suggestive and significant.

B The Method of Communication of Infection

Caraka states *

“ In consequence, the people perish as the result of infectious

contact or ingestion ’’

Cakrapani, the learned commentator, explains this further

as under —

frqr* I 3TSfTr??Tn?^hsFq >

‘‘ As regards contact and ingestion, bji' contact, that of

infected water etc

,

is meant, and by ingestion, that of all infected

articles of diet is meant. This is the pnmar}'’ sense Generally even

infected smell of the air is to be included, for unwholesome odor is

said to be due to infection of the atmosphere "

Susruta gives a more detailed account of mode of communica-

tion of disease

!jc5 gq =?r

li S Pr.

" It 18 by close conversation, body-contact, breath-contact,

eating together, using the same bed, seat, clothes, flower-garlands and

toilet, that infectious diseases such as dermatosis, fever consumption

and eye-sore spread from man to man ’’ (Sus. Nid 5, 32-3d)
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3. Concept of Growth and Muhiptication of Morbific elements in the Body

And their Mode of Spread and Action

Susruta compares the growth of vitiating elements to yeast

fermentation which has already been explained in the chapter of

Vitiating pathogenesis (Sns Sutra 21, 28)* Here the simile of yeast

fermentation used to explain the increase of growth of morbific

elements is quite suggestive

CaTaaa seems to have a clearer awareness of the biological

factor involved in the vitiating elements He refers the phenomenon

of the periodicity of fever to the recurring cycles of growth, spread,

spending itself out and withdrawal of the vitiating element. This

description agrees fully with the cycle of evolution of malarial

parasite in the human body. Caraka illustrates this by using the

simile of the seed and the soil

qtrr Jjfq ^ I

g«JT VTg <dsi

^ ^ Sivi,
1

ll'SII

iTUgc5I oqqftqtTl. I

Jiar ir'S''U 3. ic-^o

“Just as the seed lies dormant in the soil and germinates in

season, in the same manner the toxic matter lies quiescent in the

body-element and flares up when the time is ripe

Thus the morbific factor gathering strength and biding the

propitious time, manifests itself as the tertian or the quartan fever as

soon as the disease-resisting power in the body is lowered

In this manner, the disease-generating factors, having worked
themselves out, lapse into quiescence and retire to their respective

stations in the body, then mustering up their strength, once again,
these toxic elements afflict the patient with fever at their own ripe
times’' (Car Cik 3, 68-70)
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'
' Ab the geed begfing to prrow at itg proper time 'go doeg the

morbid factor Morbid factor having increaged lu amount and gaining

gtrength and getting the favourable time for action and not being

counter-acted by anti-bodieg, caugeg the digeage gymptoms Having

expended all the power and getting powerlegg it reconciles or returns

to its original sci^ and growth, and repeats the cycle of growth,

spread, action and return.

(4) Certain Abnormal Conditions of Body-appearance

They had observed certain abnormalities in appearance of

the persons who where otherwise living in good health. So these condi-

tiong are not grouped under the disease list but they are described in a'

separate chapter just after the enumeration of all the disease conditions.

The eight censurable body conditions described therein are

as follows.—Obesity or Tenuity, Dwarfism or Gigantism, Albinism or

Pigmentation and Hirsuites or Baldness. (Car Sutra 21-3) These are

probably connected with some abnormality of the function of Glandular

system of the body The body has however adjusted to live in health.

X. IWPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE OF CONSTITUTION OF THE BODY IN THE STUDY

OF DISEASE CONDITION AND PRACTICAL THERAPEUTICS

(1) Significance of Constitutional Factors in the Btiology of

disease.

(2) Significance of Constitutional factors in the Clinical course of

disease

(3) Significance of Constitutional factors m prognostics.

(4) Significance of Constitutional factors in practical Therapeutics

1. Sif^nificance of Constitutional Factors in the Etiology of Disease

If the balance-constant of the vitium which is dominant in the

constitution of the individual is placed on a higher threshold the

person is more sensitive or afifective to the etiological factors which

are the excitants of that particular vitium. The threshold of tolerance

je transgressed even b}’^ a smaller degree of exciting factors This is

the relative condition of predisposition or susceptibility.
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The constituent vitium whose threshold of sensitivity or

affectivity is on a lower level, will require unusually a larger degree

of exciting factors to manifest disease condition This is the relative

condition of immunity.

Caraka states :

^i?i5T5^q«nF*ri^^uH^ %sf b "v. fij

%'5qg:?qifq #^?fir5i5Vqon??Ti^erFfj?R?T l ,,0? ^,'i^

“In a person of the Vata habitus who is given to indulgence

in Vata-provoking things, the Vata is readily aggravated; not so the

other two humors’*.

Similarly in the Pitta patient, who is given to the indulgence

of Pitta-provoking things, the Pitta is readily aggravated, not so the

the other two humors

Similarly in the person of Kapha habitus given to indulgence

in Kapha-piovoking things, Kapha is readily aggravated; not so the

other two humors” (Car. Vim. 6, 16-18)

11. Significance of Constitutional Factors in Clinical Course of Disease

Caraka Samhita gives a succlnt but a dear account of the

part constitution plays in the production of the clinical picture of

the disease and lays down as a general clinical law that manifestation

of actual disease condition is the resultant of the varying interaction

of the etiological factors, the triumvirate of constitution and the

body-tissues.

*5 Or x, V
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^‘Here we shall describe the suppression or the incidence of

the disease which occurs as a result of the variations in the etiological

factors, intensity of morbid humors and -susceptibility of the body

elements

If these three factors, mainly the etiological factors etc, do

not mutually associate or support, or if they do so after a long lapse

of time, or m a very mild form, either there occurs no manifestation

of the disease at all or the disease takes a long period to evolve, or

appears in an ambulatory or abortive form Under the contrary condi-

tions, there occur contrary results. Thus are laid down the different

causes of the modes of lucidence or suppression of all diseases". (Car.

Nid. 4, 4)

Concerning the resultant of the encounter of etiological factors

with the vitia and susceptible bod5^ tissues, the author describes the

following possibilities —

I. If the etiological excitant and constitutional vitia and body

tissues are not mutually agreeable at all, that is the excitant factors

and vitia are of the opposite types and the body tissues are resistant

or more or less immune to them, then there does not occur any

manifestation of disease-condition i no manifestation

of disease-condition)

2 If the excitant and vitia and body tissues are mutually agreeable

but all of them are so mild or weak that all combined together do not

suffice to produce a full disease condition, there will be manifestation

of a mild abortive or ambulatory type of disease condition

I mild or latent or ambulatory type of

disease-condition)

3. If mutual agreement and combination of all these three factors

are gulfed by a long interval, there will be a delayed development of

disease The disease condition has a prolonged clinical course. Incubation

period is long and clinical course is chronic or prolonged

chronic disease condition)

Under the above mentioned two conditions the disease does

not run a fixed, regular or constant clinical course It rather manifests
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diversified clinical pictures. It may not manifest all tbe classical symptoms

of the disease condition, or it may manifest them m irregular way.

There may not be orderly sequence maintained in the development of

sj^fflptoms or the symptoms may be intensely manifested in one part

of the body tissue or system and there may be no symptoms at all in

other parts, or manifestation of symptoms may be delayed or prolonged.

1 Manifestation of symptoms in an irregular way).

4 If the etiological escitiug factors, constitutional vitia and the

body tissue are mutually agreeable, there will be full developmeut of

the disease condition manifesting all classical symptoms m due order

of time and in degree of intensity giving a text-book-type picture of

the disease-couditiou « Disease condition with typical

manifestation of symptoms).

5. If the etiological excitant is more severe and acute, the vitia

]ust on the threshold of excitement, and body tissues quite predisposed,

the result is the manifestation of very acute or even fulminant type of

disease condition v.hich runs a very acute course and there is

great exaggeration of general or local symptoms

t Disease conditions with acute or grave clinical course

manifesting all symptoms).

These are the general postulates of manifestation of clinical

course in any disease condition Constitutional factor being an individual

factor, there will always result individual differences in the clinical

picture course and termination of the disease.

Epidemic

There are some disease conditions where constitutional

factors are unable to play any part or counteract the incursion of the

etiolog’cal factors Caraka describes such a state of things to occur in

epidemic and pandemic diseases where the incursion is so

strong, powerful and sudden that the constitutional factors are not
able to counteract at all, and so all people with varying constitution

suffer simultaneously from a severe type of disease condition and run
nearly uniform clinical course.
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^iinTfeli?sr 5?ir>wts%f5r^qRi i) =5r f%. b, £

“Tliere are other common factors which being adversely

ajffected, will cause simultaneous outbreak of diseises having similar

symptoms It is these that devastate whole populations'^ (Car Vim 3, 6)

These postulates can well be interpreted in simple mathematical

formula as under:

—

Disease = Etiological factors

Vitia and body-tissues

Hi Significance of Constitutional Factors in Prognostics

Caraka gives great consideration to constitutional factors in

foretelling the prognosis Constitution is given equally an important

place in the branch of prognostics by Hippocrates Caraka emphasizing

the value of the knowledge of prognostics to the physician to attain

full success in practice, states*

‘‘The physician who knows the differential diagnosis between

the curable and the incurable diseases and begins treatment with

full knowledge of the case and in time, obtains success for his effort

without fail' (Car. Sut. 10, 7)

He divides the disease coudition in four categories from

prognostic point of view.

“The curable diseases are of two kinds: those that are easily

cured and those that are cured with difficulty. The incurable diseases

also fall into two categories* those that are palliable and those that

nre absolutely irremediable" (Car. Sut 10, 9)

Constitutional factors play an important part in determining

these four pro^uost c categories, moreover the knowledge of constitu-

tional factors helps the ohysiciau to some extent to know the prognosis
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and thus enables Him to fore-arm and prepare for future line of

treatment of diBease*condition

IV. Significance of Constitutional Factors in Practical Therapeutics

The diligence of the skilful clinicians who previously

determined the exact role placed by each viz., etiological excitant,

constitutional triumvirate and nature of body-tissue, becomes fully

fruitful when practical therapeutics are to be prescribed

The text books of modern medicine prescribe treatment for Homo*

sapiens in general giving the limit of minimum and maximum dose

which can be safely administered to man without harm. This is the

scientific formula worked out fully by experimental and observational

methods and properly standardized, and is hence all-essential for correct

guidance and is valid for the average. But practical application and

use of this scientific knowledge in the best interest of each individual

’s the real art of medicine

All the achievements of the practical knowledge of disease or

drugs or even diagnostic skill, will be to no purpose if it is not

combined with practical art of scientific application of therapeutic

measures which alone can bring the full success in treatment

Caraka states this very forcibly.

‘ The art of prescription depends on the knowledge of dosage
ana time, and on this art, in turn, depends success; hence the skilful

physician stands ever superior to those possessing merely a theoretical

knowledge of drugs’’. (Car Sutra 2, 16)

It is essential to understand and study environmental
etiological excitant but the knowledge of individual constitution of

the patient which plays such an important role in the phenomena of

disease is not onW equally necessary but rather an indispensable
pre-requisite to the exact determination of the dose for that particular
stage of disease in that particular constitution of man.
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It IS hardly necessary to emphasise the need for meticulous

accuracy in dosage as deviation on either side fails to produce fully

the desired result«. A small dose is not sufficient to counteract the

disease condition while larger dose may produce excessive effects ou

the body and may even be harmful to the body at times.

»T5ri% i
<01

''A rash administration of a very strong medication without

examination, on a weak patient, will upset him

But in strong persons affected with a strong disease, weak

medicine administered without examination becomes useless”.(Car Vim

8,94)
_ 4

The keenness in Ayurveda regarding the accuracy in dosage

becomes too evident even in the term ?rr^r meaning measure, which

has been selected for denoting dosage, the word is derived from
the root ‘srr to measure,^ thus significant stress is laid on accurate

measuring.

While the word Dose is derived from Greek (doses -didomi=
give ) which is cognate to the Sanskrit root (^r=to give) where the

significant meaniug is mere giving

And to attain accuracy in dosage is the mam purpose of the

detailed study of the constitution of triumvirate.

“Treatment depends on the accurate recognition of the measure

of humors and the other factors’*. (Car. Vim 1
, 3)

The significance of knowledge of constitution in determining

the personal regimen of the individual has alread}’’ been described

( Car Sutra 1-6 ‘2

»

To attain tbe ideal of eas}’' comprehension combined with

exactitude, tbe 'mcients reduced the therapeutic science nearly to

mathematic J formula
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Ingestion of food and drug was the sole method of admini-

stration at that time; and hence taste (vs) which was the main index,

was grouped into six categories to fit easily with the three categories

of triumvirate of constitution, and they evolved further the general

formula co-ordinating each of the triumvirate with a group of three of

the taste categories One group of three increasing and the remaining

other group decreasing the force of each of the vitia. (Car Vim. 1, 6)

The mathematical formula concerning Dosa and Rasa (ire)

did not end here. As Dosa was worked out by combination and permu-

tation method to 63 forms, bo Rasa (^e) was also worked out to 63

forms by the same method (Car Sutra. 26, 22)

Rasa (Te) was also considered m its and usr comparative

and superlative state as was Dosa considered (Car. Sutra. 26, 23).

Thus specific determination of Rasa and Dosa and reducing

them to mathematical formula of inter-relation is the most significant

attainment of exactness in practical therapeutics conceived and
achieved by the ancients Caraka who devotes one full section

Vimana of 8 chapters to this specific determination of all details of

various factors concerned in production of disease as well as the

factors important in diagnosis and treatment, discusses this interrela-

tion of and Rasa and Dosa in great detail in the first chapter
of Vimana and thus emphasizes the great importance of accurate

l^novdedge of constitutional factors for practical therapeutics

The following remark of the great physician William Osier
well emphasizes the importance of constitutional factors in the clinical

manifestation of disease It gives the inter-relations of the soil and
tbe seed

The Soil

“Many years ago I drew the parallel between infection in
tuberculosis and the parable of the sower, which though now some
Fhat hackneyed illustrates in an effective way the importance
0 the nature of the ground upon which the seed falls ‘Some seeds
el by the wayside and the fowls of the air came and devoured
em up These are the bacilli scattered broadcast outside the body’,
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an immense majority of which die- ' Some fell upon stony places.
’

These are the bacilli that find lodgment in many of us, perhapS;

with the production of a small focus, but nothing comes of it; they

wither away ' because they have no root
’

' Some fell among thorns,

and the thorn® sprang up and choked them ’ This represents the

cases of tuberculosis, latent or active, in which the seed finds the soil

suitable and grows, but the conditions are not favourable, as the

thorns, representing the protecting force of the body, get the better

in the struggle ‘ But others fell on good ground and sprang up and

bore fruit an hundredfold
’

This parallel which the author applied to the tuberculosis may

be generalized for all disease conditions The seed is the bacteria and

the soil the body constitution.

X! THE ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS OF DISEASE

Caraka classifies all etiological factors of diseases generally

into two types, i. e, (^sf) endogenous and (3?n?5') exogenous (Car.

Sutra IS, 4 and 6) Susruta pursues the subject further into its

metaphysical origins and declares in his treatise in keeping with

the general concept lu all branches of the science that disease is the

occurrence of suffering (Sus Sutra 24, 4) That suffering is of three

kinds and (i) Having its source m
oneself, (2) Having its source m physical elements and creatures of the

world, and (3) Having its source m natural and supernatural agencies

This triad of etiological categories is iu accordance with the Sankhya

concept of the triad of the causes of all suffering Susruta makes

further subdivision from a practical point of view of this triad so as

to make seven categories of disease in the light of their etiological

factors.

They are thus -

A Endogenous Category

1. -Hereditary diseases. Inherited disease conditions
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from inlierent defect in genesis of one’s parents These are genetic

etiological factors.

2 sFqsi^iaT^T-Congenital disease. The disease conditions which

result during the fetal period of life in the mother’s womb These

are congenital etiological factors.

3. —Nutritional or metabolic diseases It also includes

psychic and somatic conditions due to internal derangement of function

or structures. These are the nutritional or metabolic etiological

factors

B Exogenous Category

I.

4 The group of diseases that are due to all kinds

of trauma or injury from physical, chemical and biological sources.

(Car Sutra 18, 4i

II

5 ^]55?c5srfWT -Diseases resulting from abnormality of climate

and season.

6 -Those of supernormal origin or nature such as

pandemics, epidemics, emergent conditions due to atmospheric upheaval

and such other dreadful diSease-conditions difEcuh to explain ordinarily

7 -Natural conditions or disabilities characterizing

human life such as hunger, thirst, sleep, fatigue, decay, senescence
and death

These types of conditions may act either as exciting factors

or as predisposing factors or (Car Sutra 20, 4-5) and
they may act either as immediate or as remote causes

Those above-mentioned classifications are exhaustive and the
entile varieties of etiological factors both biological and material are

coraprebeuded by them

XU NOSOLOGY AND THE TRIUMVIRATE

In the drama of vitiation though a number of factors or
actors take part, the main plot ever remains connected with or swings
round the behaviour of the triumvirate
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Once the members of the triumvirate are set into the «?tage

of excitement the endogenous or exogenous vitiating or toxic factors,

thewhole body or part of the body becomes the stage or site where tha

triumvirate pours out and dififuses the vitiating elements and there

develops the general or special or local scenes depending upon the

site and strength of the body versus the intensity of invading vitiating

factors and the method and technique of war adopted by each of them

as well as the effects of environmental factors.

All pathological processes and the consequent disease-conditions

are represented by the signs and symptoms associated primarily with

the triad of vitla Thus In the broadest outline all disease-conditions

are comprehended by this triad

Susruta says—

qiflfq^^JTT'^t q^=% I g. ^ ^

“Vata, Pitta and Kapha are the cause of all diseases, for the

latter show their symptoms, and are found to be caused by direct

observation and by the authority of tradition Just as the entire

uuiverse of evolutes cannot transcend the triad of natural forces of

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, similarly the totality of diseases cannot

trancend but fall within the triad of Vata, Pitta and Kapha’' (Sas.

Sutra 24, 8)

Caraka modifies this statement slightly differentiating endo-

genous diseases which are primarily due to triumvirate discordance from

exogenous diseases where external trauma ig primary and triumvirate

discordance develops later on

“AH endogenous diseases never occur without the discordance

of Vata, Pitta and Kapha”.

not ^ ^ ^

“Only the disorders produced by the exogenous causes are

different"
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Yet in view of their special sites of localisation and affection,

and the consequent variation in manifestations of forms and in view

of the various etiological factors giving rise to diseases, the physician

may have to give different names to specify each of sach conditions
c

The body consists of so many varieties of tissues, orgaus and

structural and functional systems and of millions of cells each of

which may be said to have its own separate life, that the pathological

conditions affecting them in their individual or even combined forms

would be innumerable And so varied are the manifestations of each of

these vitia and of their combined conditions that every degree of

variation or proportion in their combination would require a special

name, thus giving rise to an endless number of names. Expressing

the impracticability of this, Caraka says, “When classified according to

cause, pain, color, site, form and nomenclature, the number of these

diseases becomes really countless’’

Thus a simpler and more comprehensive clasBifi.cation is

necessary for purposes of practical therapeusis Only, the claesifications

should be all-comprehensive while yet allowing of the recognition

of peculiar deviations from their fold.

And so some systems should be adapted for general

classification which would be comprehensive of all diseases conditions

and at the same time simple but significant guide lu the selection of

curative measures which is the ultimate aim of the science of medicine.

The classical writers like Caraka and Susruta suggest various

methods of classification of diseases for the purpose of nomenclature

Caraka, after enumerating various ways of grouping the disease

conditions (Vimana 6, 3) declares at the end of the ,diBcourBe that the

triumvirate-wise classification is the only possible practical method
w’hich IB all-comprehensive and of significance in diagnosis and

practical therapeutics

c
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“Now the digeasea are inntiinerable, there being an unlimited

number of them The morbific humor*?, on the contrary, are strictly

numerable there being a limited number of them" (Car. Vim. 6, 5)

It IS therefore the right thing to ciassifj’- diseases only in

the light of their vitial aspect as that is the pathological plank on

which the science itself stands

It is only after the basic system is formulated of classifica-

tion in the light of pathologi cal processes, that a resort should be taken

to specify and designate particular disease conditions in order to

enhance the detailed knowledge of diseases and facilitate the specific

line of treatment But to simply multiply the labels of disease names

and describe tbeir individual signs and symptoms without an

appreciation ot the basic category to which all such symptoms are

common, is an unimaginative and unscientific approach to the subject

After having a comprehensive s>stem or framework of

geneial disease-classification, names of particular disease condition may

be added on as the knowledge of that condition is fully understood

It is not to be inferred that no progress or evolution was

made in the nosological science after establishing the triad of vitial

classification That the science was kept ever progressive becomes

evident when one finds 'hat total number of disease-conditions which

have been given definite names, nr mber about 1120

Snsruta says:

The number of disease conditions is 1120”

The whole list has been enumerated by the commentator

Dalhana in 40 verses

The basic categories were according to the triumvirate

organization, and hence ^ny disease condition was first grouped

under that organization which was predominantly disorganized With

the advance of knowledge, the sub grouping was made vitium-wise

tissue-wise rHirrgijcrr ,
organ-wise or according to

specific condition But whatever be the progress made in detailed
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knowledge of disease, it will not diminish the importance of triumvi-

rate-wise classification which has fundamental importance in diagnosis,

prognosis and complete success of treatmeut-

Triumvirate-wise Nomenclature

Bach and e\er3
r disease condition falls under this heading.

It may be the diccordance of one vitium or the discordance of two

or all three, the condition of bi-discordance is termed hhu (Sansarga)

and the condition of tri-discordance is termed (Sannipata)

Yitium-wise Nomenclature

There are certain disease conditions which affect only one

V tium They are the specific affection of that paricular vitium. They

are termed (specific) to differentiate them from (general)

This is the system-vt^ise clagsificalion There are 80 disease conditions

due to Vata, 40 diPeage conditions due to Pitta and 20 disease conditions

due to Kapha This is the organization-wise or vltium-wise classification

Tissue-wise Nomenclature (?:Hrflr^i35rr*)

When bod\ -tissues where vitiation process is located play a

more important and urgent part than the triumvirate, the disease is

named aftf’r that particular body-tissue. This is the tissue-wise

clastsification.

Susnita States

sgifgf^rcT I S ^ ^

‘Where the bod} -elements or tissues get vitiated and play a

major part m the birth of disease, the conditions are referred to the

particular tissue concerned, such as disease of the nutrient fluid, of

the blood, of the flesh, of the fat, of the bone, of the marrow or of

the semen" (Su-> Sntra 24, 8)

Dalhana while commenting ou this, clarifies saying that

though the disease conditions are classified and named according to the
bod\ -tissues vs here vitiation process is located, it is onlj' a secondary
uenomination of the primary vitial classification. This is how it should
alAa^s be understood. He gives an interesting simile to explain this
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‘'Just as when a person is said to be scalded by heated ghee,

heated oil, heated copper or iron, he is really scalded by heat through

these various media, similarly when the disease is said to be due to

bod3^*tiesues like blood, nutrient fluid etc., it is really due to the vitia

of Vata etc, working through these tissues”

Organ wise Nomenclature

Similarly organ-wise classification and nomenclature is done

V,whenever the structure and functions of that particular organ play an

important part in producing the signs and symptoms of the disease

VIZ, 94 diseases of the eye, 18 diseases of the ear 18 diseases of the

nose, 74 diseases of the mouth etc

Symptom-wise or Sign-wise Nomenclature )

Where one particular symptom or sign was too dominant to

coloi the whole clinical picture, the d’sease was named after that

sj’mptom or sign viz., fever, 35%eTt diarrhea, and wound,

swelling, fractures. This is the symptom-wise or sign-wise

nomenclature

Cause-wise Nomenclature )

If the etiological factor v/as nlaying an exclusive part in the

production of disease, the disease was designated after that etiological

factor VIZ., Helminthiasis, Toxicosis, alcoholism,

Li^hiasis etc

The local part or condition or any special factor playing a

more dominant and urgent part than the triumvirate may be allowed

to have its own special name applied to the disease condition to

facilitate the understanding of the disease and the immediate practical

line of treatment to be adopted, but this cannot be done at the cost

of or by complete avoidance of tnumvirate-wise consideration Triumvir

ate wise classification is the fountain-head of all sub-classifications.

Triumvirate pervades every cell and intercellular space of the body
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and controls every function. Nothing can happen or exist which does

not fall under this heading

The above mentioned conditions or factors may be for the

time being dominant and more urgent, but the clinical course of the

disease condition has many factors to count, adaptive or the reserve

power of the body, regenerative or recuperative power, resistant or

digestive power of the body, all these things which are the essentials

of vitial phenomena will be better understood if primary triumvirate-

wise classification is constantly kept in view

The triumvirate, thus being the grammar of all pathological

processes occurring in the bodv, becomes the primer of Nosolog5\

With such basic importance of tnumvirate-wise classification

of disease-conditiou, it is but natural that the intensive study of the

details ol this triumvirate will be carried out,

The specific conditions of diseases notwithstanding it is

helpful to arrive at the least common measure of all diseases It is

only thus that practical therapeusis can be scientific and intelligible to

the expert and the average healer alike The triumvirate of vitia

offeis such a basic -scope for the reduction of diseases to their simplest

classification

The concept of nosology m its most comprehensive import

has been laid down significantly b}’’ Caraka in the following verses.

^ ST
II

When classified according to cause, pain, colour, site,
form and nomenclature, the number of these diseases becomes really
countless
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A physician need never be ashamed If he is not able

to name a disease, as there can be no definite standardization of

nomenclature of all diseases

The physician who after ascertaing all these three things,

begins treatment intelligently and systematically will not err in

therapeutic procedure” (Car Sul. 18, 42-44-47)

XIII CONCLUSION

Thus these medical thinkers thought of diseases and classified

them from the point of view of both biological scientist as well as of the

practical clinician. The particularly medical aspect of Ayurveda which

in its entirety is the biological grasp of the secret workings of the

life mechanism, is based on practical utility. Its understanding and

approach to disease and its treatment, is immediate and ready-made It

is calculated to avoid much waste of time and vacillation aad to help

the physician possessed of even the most elementary enlightenment

to take note of the basic nature of the disorder by the symptoms m
the light of the three basic genera of Vata, Pitta and Kapha, and start

suitable medication with the least delay. A further investigation into

Its general and local aspects can await delay without further aggrcavation

of the condition, if this general line of therapeusis i* already'’ afoot.

In seventy out of a hundred cases, this elementary method of tackling

even is bound to produce salutary effect It is for the intelligent

physician, meanwhile to make closer scrutiny and investigation into the

finer blends and overlappings of the vitia, the causative factors, the

site of affection, the degree of the morbid condition and the indications

and contra-indications in the measures of therapeusis and the likely

complications. Caraka described the actual nature of the cryptic

method of his exposition and the suggestive nature of the system

propounded, thus Like the initial handful of grain carried by

the mendicant and the seeds in the hands of the sower, these

aphorisms though small in measure yield to the intelligent physician

abundant result i e
,

complete knowledge of the subject. It

is thus a guide to the intelligent physician m the use of his

powers of imagination and logic But for the mediocre it is

good to follow the method laid down Following it in the prescribed
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way, such a physician accompllahea hia task succesefnlly or errs only

ery slightly if at all, owing to the succint nature of the exposition
"

(Car Vimana 8, 149.)

These teachers so formulated their instruction that even the

man of moderate intelligence might fully benefit by it and the etiology,

pathology and the principles of co ordination between the disease and the

drug are all expounded in terms that are eapy to understand and

retain in mind, that are true to the manifestations m health and

disease and that are capable of being put into practice with the

least delay and demand on the physician’s intellectual initiative Such

a system though simple and un-intricate in its broad outline, is yet

eminently fruitful in application and eliminates the grave risks of

incompetence and pretentious ignorance. It is an attempt to reduce

medicine to a rule of thumb, a practical chart to guide the learned

and the unlearned alike.

But It IS elastic and comprehensive enough to allow of the

most intricate and exhaustive details of the various branches of

science All the accumulated knowledge of experiment and
microscopic observations can be made to enrich the picture bound

by these outlines and can contribute to the furtherance of the

objective of medicine if only tne basic direction of the perspective

and the light ofi’ered by the physiology and pathology of the triumvirate

be never lost sight of. They are the stars that guide the helmsman at

the head of the ship of life, and to ignore them is to allow the

ship of life to drift and be wrecked against the hidden rocks of

disease and death The attempt at completing the picture of Aynr^
veda, filling it with the rich detail that modern medicine has culled

from the depths of life is the responsibility of the future medical
student and scholar who asserts bis heirship to the wisdom of the
east and the west, or the ancients and moderns alike.

This brief and general outline of the physio patholo-
gical nature and significance of the triumvirate which forms the
fulcrum of all life-procesaes is intended mainly for the general reader
^ho IS to be introduced to the Caraka Samhita. It is not fit here to
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go into the intricacies of detail on the subject as would interest the

researcher and the learned practitioner

The triumvirate of biological organizations determines, as we

Lave seen, the constitution of each individual. And Caraka has dwelt

elaborately on' the attributes of the various types of human constitution

both from the purely psychic point of view (Car Sar 4, 37'40) as well

as from the somatic point of view (Car Vim 8, 95-100) in terms of

habitus or the preponderant constituent vitium.

An intimate and deep knowledge of Ayurveda will enable

the practical clinician of its immense value in the matter of early

diagnosis i e long before any actual structural and deep-seated

functional disorders have crept into the organism, as well as m the

procedures of active immunization and prophylaxis The daily diet and

behaviour of the iiidividual and his continual adjustment to the

remands ot the changing environment are to be built noon the facts

of constitutional pecularity The details of normal living, not to

speak of the exigencies of therapeusis are to be patterned in view of

the fundamental diatheiis of the man The understanding of constita-

lioju in its fullness provioes the kej' to allergic reactions and psychic

Slid somatic id osyucracies This aspect of medicine is thus all

important to the clinician and Ayurveda with its various branches is

1 be a wheel whose spokes are fixed firmly and converge to the navel

oi the concept of the three vitia Thus it is that this physio-

pathological perspective is all-embracing in its scope and deserves the

most intense and searching scrutiny by the modern medical scholar.

It is only thus and then that its soundness as a faithful representa-

tion of the body organization and mechanism of functioning, and the

extent of its practical applicability and utility can be appreciated It

IS a subject for profound study and judgement for the sincere and

serious-minded student of medicine
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XIV THE IDEAL OF HEALTH IN AYURVEDA

The ideal of health varies from a mere disease-free condition

to that of positive and perfect' health Ayurveda set np for itself the

ver}' lofty ideal of positive health, perfect to the minutest detail.

The concept of health is in its undivided and integrated

form of body-mind The definition of man in Ayurveda is the aggre-

gate of body, mind and spirit, and its concept of health i^ not only

physical health but mental and spiritual health too Its personal

hygiene known as Swastha-Vrtta is supplemented b}^

or the right life which inculcates the discipline of the senses and

mind and the regulation of the moral life so as to accord with the happi-

ness aud good not of the individual merely but of the humanity as

a whole It is therefore social and universal in its conception and

application, and comprehends a physical, mental and ethical framework

of life It is an entire concept of life that Ayurveda expounded

embodying philosophy, eugenics and ethics.

Again the concept of health is individualized as no two persons

are found alike in appearance or behaviour The very word Swastha

meaning healthy signifies by the term one s own individual consti-

tution Thus was the concept of individual constitution or brought

to bear upon the subject. Ancient Greek masters and the sages of India

like Caraka and Susruta have built up their systems of health and
disease on this bed-rock of constitution, and this concept of constitu

tiou remains as sound as ever in its logic aud practical efficacy

Its objective moreover aimed at the fullest survival aud even
to overcome the handicaps of nature and age. This concept gave rise

to Vitalization and Virilification systems of therapy.

This setting np of a lofty standard of healtn had to be imple-
mented by an equally high standard of diagnostic methods, so
detailed and perfect in all their aspects as to detect even a very
minute and ordinarily unnoticeable deviation from the snecific Norm
of the individual It is easy to set up norms for organizations which
are simple and are on the lower rungs of the ladder of biological
evolution But the higher and subtler the organizatiois are tiie greater
will be th* liability to digorgaaizatiou, and it is in thesj cases that the
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diagnostic methods necessitate the highest sensitiveness m detecting

deviations.

The threemam organizations are of Vata, Pitta and Kapha These

three co-exist in a single constitution They are so diverge in nature

and function that their equilibrmn can be mmtamed only on a

highly sensitive and delicate fnlcrnm. But this is not all The
three are not static aud the^’' have continually to adapt themselves

to the ever changing environmental factors. The environmental factors

appearing in a little more, less or altered form are likely to cause the

disturbance of this subtle equilibrium of the triumvirate.

The edge of this sensitiveness is Wanted when the concept

is not that of ideal health The trivial deviations go unnoticed and are

left uncared for. But when the ideal is that of perfect p35mho-somatic

health, the deviation, however small and insignificant it may seem, is

noted and cared for. Anything which is not to the mark is considered

a positive source of trouble. Even the slightest deviation is enough to

start the ringing of warning bells of impending alarm.

The criterion of ideal health m Ayurveda is 5r9?irc^f?«?rJrfiT: i. e. “the

best mood in the working of the spirit, senses and mind”
The Psyche is the most sensitive galvanometer in the body,

the psychic changes are more or less subjective symptoms but fortuna-

tely for the physician they are indicated reflexively on ths external

features of the body by way of inherent and prevailing spirit, life mood,

reactive afFectivity aud tempo peculiar to the personality. The mani-

festations, are perhaps too clear to go unaoticed by the attending

persons, but it requires a keen clinical sense to transcribe this script

of reflex indication into a comprehensible form by observation, interpre

tation and correlation Lord Chesterfield has rightly remarked that if we

wish to know the real sentiments of the person we are conversing

with, we should look into his face, for he can more easily command

his words than his features Life is ever moulding our expressions, our

inner thoughts are written indelibly on our faces.

Even transient disturbances are not allowed to escape unnoticed

by Ayurveda It stresses upon the diagnosis of even transient distur-

bances and attempts to restore the lost equilibrium. It also advises the

prophylactic measures to counter such adverse environmental factors :n

future.
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This is the most glorions part of the highest concept of

perfect health and the practical application of it in the maintenance

thereof.

The maintenance of the norm and the prevention or deviation

from the norm thas becomes the field of Ayurveda What then is tne

norm or the normal condition according to Ayurveda? Definitions are

always dif&cult to formulate and it is specially so in this case as it is

a common experience that no two individuals are completely alike

physicall}', ph3rBiologicall3% psychologically or in vital reactions. And
hence the art of medicine necessitate s the stnc3y of the individual

man. Thus any definition of the Norm in Ayurveda "will have to be

defined from the individual point of view. Each individual is different

from the other and so the norm of one will not be the norm of

another

For theoretical purposes, the norm of man in general can be

described as a range of values to be accepted as a standard found to

be the average m persons who apnear healthy and free from disability

or disease.

But for practical application the study of the individual will

be necessary to achieve accuracy in diagnosis and therapeutics.

Susruta while describing the norm of the individual states as under -

“ It is not possible to lay down or standardize the exact
measure of the triumvirate, body-elements or the excretor}’^ matter
owing to their varying nature (in the process of adaptation to the
continually changing environmental factors) as well as individual
variations of the bod^^ constitution (Sus Sut. 15,37)

siSfSttM
II g

If a physician wants to know the state of equilibrium of all
these he can do it only by finding the signs of perfect health in that
mUxvidual The expert physician diagnoses indirectly thei mbalance
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condition of these body-elements by finding the person not in perfect

mood ” (Sus, Sut. 15, 38-39)

II § '5'^,

“A person possessing the equilibrium of the triumvirate, balance

condition of gastric fire, and harmonious working of digestion, assimilation

and elimination processes and the best mood of spirit, senses and

mind, is said to be in perfect health ' (Sus Sut. 15,41)

Thus Ayurveda has dynamic and creative view of health, for

health can never be a mere static condition, it mu?t grow like life

or fall. Hence the need for constant vigilance in its promotion and

for revitalizing it as a factor for intensive enjoyment of the

delight of living Life must be lived as a delight or it must yield

place to disease and death There is no no-man s land where it

can remain neutral and static In dealing with this aspect of health

A\urveda holds the palm over all other known systems of medical

thought The healthy mau should be as vigilant and diligent in the

maintenance and enhancement of his health as the sick one is in the

riddance of disease Such a double aspect has also been ascribed to

medicament

^5151 fs[r34 era: i

0 ^ 1%. 'i

“Now medicine is of two kinds, oue kind is promotive of

vigour in the healthy, the other destructive of disease in the ailing,"

(Car Cik. 1 ,4)

The regimen of conduct known as hygiene, social and

individual, and a good life (F^fri) which includes the control of the

senses and the mind is calculated to turn man into a noble citizen of

the world, and lead him a step higher m the ladder of evolution

This IS medically very efficacious in lifting man above the dangers of

psychic and nervous disorders that are on the increase as a result of

the heavy drain on the nervous energies of man due to the distrac-

tions, cants and make-believes, enormous and injurious ambition and
frustration that modern civilized life involves. This psychic reg<men
provides the wholesome nutrition for the mind even as the physical

regimen does to the physical body



Caraka draws a beautiful picture of the life of a man in possession

of ideal physical and psychic health who not only enjoys fully the

life himself, but at the same time adds to the happiness and comfort

of the whole world

aig^anat

Rive'll: q?\2r?rf<5its5T??TTW

arfla^idl u ^ g. ^o, =i'^

New the life of such a man is called happy as is not afflicted

with either bodily or mental ailments, as is, in particular, endowed

with youth, strength, virility, reputation, enterprise and boldness

befitting his abilities, is actuated in his deeds by the combined urge

of knowledge, science, the senses and the sense-objects, is possessed

of multifarious and delightful amenities accruing from great wealth,

all whose efforts are prosperous and who can plan as he likes A life

th«t IS contrary to this is deemed unhappy
The life of that man is said tn be good who is a well-wisher of

all creatures, who does not covet other people^s goods, who is a teller

of truth, who is peace-loving, who acts with deliberation, is not negli-
gent, is devoted to the three ends ( vlz», virtue, wealth and enjoy
ment ) without lettiug any one end come into conflict with the other
two, who 18 reverential to those who are worthy of reverence, of a
scholarly, scientific and retiring disposition, partial to the companj'-
of elders, of well curbed passions of desire, anger, envy, pride and
conceit; constantly given to charitable acts; devoted always to austerity,
knowledge and quietude, endowed with spiritual insight, one-minded,
contemplative of the good in this world and the next, and endowed
with memory and understanding. That life which is of the opposite
nature is said to be ‘not good’ "

( Car Sutra 30, 24 )


